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T
his 1986 Best Buy Guide is the ultimate survey on all that's best 
in popularly priced separate hi-fi components, based on the top 
models from a year's specialist editions of the uniquely respected 
Hi-Fi Choice buyers' guides, up to August 1986. The more 

expensive hi-fi equipment is now brought together in The Collection, first 
published April '86 and due for revision April '87, leaving the Best Buy 
Guide to concentrate on the keen value for money end of the market, 
which now includes CD players in addition to the traditional hi-fi hardware. 
For full background and context on any of the products, the reader should 
consult the original specific volume referred to in the text, which is 
available via our mail order service (see page 126). 
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Enquiries regarding the content of this book should be made 
in writing to Hi·Fi Choice Editorial, 14 Rathbone Place, 
London W1P I DE. We regret enquiries cannot be dealt with 
by telephone. W hile every care has been taken in the pre� 
paration of this book, the publishers cannot be held respons
ible for the accuracy of the information herein, or any 
consequence arising from them. Readers should note that all 
judgements have been made in the context of equipment 
available to Hi�Fi Choice at the time of review, and rhar 'value 
for money' comments are based on UK prices at the rime 
of review, which are subjec£ to fluc£Ua£ion and are only applic# 
able to the UK marker. This edition © 1986, Felden 
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GETTING IT ALL 

P
re-packaged one-make systems have 
been commercially very successful, 
with advantages like cosmetic consist
ency, competitive pricing, and 
(assumed) technical comparibilty. 

however, despite the mass market clout of the 
consumer electronic gianrs, the hi-fi tradition 
of specialised separate components seems as 
strong as ever, and certainly represents the route 
taken by those who place sound quality ahead 
of other criteria. 

Yet those who choose the separates route still 
have lingering doubts- usually completely un
justified -over the compatibility of compon
ents from different manufacturers. Gross 
incompatibilities are very rare nowdays, only 
likely to rear their heads amongst the most ex
otic components such as valve gear or second
hand items, and unusual even here. Meanwhile 
the subtle 'fine-tuning' of component matching 
is almost exclusively the preserve of the special
ist, and a major reason for the superior sound 
of the well chosen separates system. Indeed, the 
delicate art of 'supercompatibility' really takes 
over the major role at a 'super-fi' level, and 
might be regarded as the key to 'real' hi-fi. 

Superficially the pre-packaged system offers 
better value, purely in terms of the features avail
able for the price. But the buyer who takes the 
trouble to analyse his or her needs and 
preferences will often come to the conclusion 
that step-by-step building of a separates system 
will provide greater long-term satisfaction, 
giving flexibility for future upgrading if so 
desired, and a chance to optimise total system 
petformance towards personal taste. 

A QUESTION OF PRIORITIES 
The key advantage of choosing separates is the 
opportunity to choose one's own preferences as 
priorities. Taking the trouble to try and establish 
these leads most people to give up, assuming 
that they don't know enough even to start. But 
the process needn't be that difficult. 

Begin by establishing whether you like to 
choose your own music, or have it chosen by 
someone else. This helps sort out what priority 
should be given to radio, but bear in mind that 
the best radio music is live radio music, which 
is very rare and often quite esoteric: when radio 
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is merely an alternative source of pre-rcccmkd 
material, the results will inevitably be inferior 
to those obtainable directly from the same 
source in the home, given a reasonably decent 
hi-fi. 

There are now three different pre-recorded 
music media competing for the attention of the 
hi-fi user. and to go for all three will either cost 
a lot of money or involve substantial comprom
ises in the sound quality of each. For this reason 
many separates purchasers may start with just 
one source, adding others or a radio tuner when 
funds permit. 

There will always be controversy over the rel
ative qualities of LP, CD and cassette, with earn
est protagonists often trying to advance their 
prejudices by rubbishing rivals. LP is still the 
choice for ultimate sound quality- particularly 
for those prepared to spend a substantial sum 
on a good quality turntable system. Furthermore 
the vinyl repertoire is still the cheapest, largest 
and most varied, especially if one acknowled
ges a secondhand market extending back 30 
years. However, LPs remain tied to the home, 
are prey to warps and surface noise even when 
purchased new, and do not survive rigorous phy
sical abuse at all happily. Though bulky and 
heavy to store, the 12-inch cover has been 
turned to good use for artwork and I in er notes, 
creating a pride of ownership somehow un
matched by CD or musicassette. 

Cassette has never really challenged vinyl's 
potentially superior quality, but it is a multiple 
role format, offering 'go anywhere' flexibility, a 
uniquely useful recording capability, plus a broad 
caralogue of pre-recorded musicassene material. 
Although there are several potential rivals for 
recording from radio or pirating copyright mat
erial, the cassette still wins on convenience and 
compactness, though the sudden rise in popul
arity of double mechanism 'dubbing' decks re
mains mysterious. As hi-fi medium cassette 
suffers from pre-recorded material which has 
been improving but is still patchy in quality, and 
can often be bettered by a home recording, 
while any such home recording is inevitably 
poorer than the original. There is also the worry 
that a tape made on a specific machine usually 
replays best on that machine, which may cause 
aggravation when upgrading a few years hence. 

Though such opportunities are rarely possible 
or prdctical, a live recording on to cassette using 
good quality microphones can be the hi-fi equal 
of any other source. 

CD is the new challenger to these two est
ablished media, using a digital instead of 
analogue storage format. The sound quality 
remains controversial, hailed as near perfect by 
its fans but derided by vinyl freaks, so it is 
probcdy fairest to say that CD i, fine for most 
listeners, but may not suit everyone; certainly 
the lack of background noise, defects and 
deterioration over time are major strengths. 
Player prices are still on the high side (typic
ally £200-350), but dropping quite rapidly as 
production capacity increases. However, disc 
prices arc still more than twice those of LP and 
cassette, which is a significant disincentive for 
the music lover who is effectively starting from 
scratch. A major influence over signal source 
priority will be how many LPs, tapes and COs 
a person already m1·ns. Tcl replace even the key 
items of a large LP collection with COs will cost 
a great deal of money, and probably pose prob
lems of availability besides. 

A MATTER OF PRECEDENCE 
While there will always be arguments about the 
different music storage and transmission formats 
available to the hi-fi listener, there is also con
troversy over the relative importance of the dif
ferent components which make up the system 
chain- by which is meant the source, the amp
lification, and the loudspeaker> (and for the ped
antic the room itself, though there's often little 
that can be done). 

For many years the 'weakest link' theory pro
posed that the loudspeakers needed the most 
attention, that amplifiers merely had to have 
sufficient power, and that turntables were pretty 
well perfect. Recently, however, this perspective 
has become steadily discredited by an alternative 
'theory of precedence', which stresses that no 
subsequent component can make up for the in
adequacies of its predecessors - all it can do 
is supply its own additional degradations. In 
such a context it is not uncommon to find more 
than half the system budget allocated to the 
record player, with scrimping and saving made 
on amplifiers and loudspeakers, even though 
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these are used all the time whatever the source. 
And such an argument applies just as strongly 
to those who wish to record their LP records 
on to cassette, for convenience and use 
elsewhere. 

MAXIMISING POTENTIALS 
Choosing the components of a system is only 
part of the task of getting the system as a whole 
working as well as possible. Good turntables and 
loudspeakers both benefit to a surprising degree 
from proper support - from stands that enable 
them to give their best performance, whether 
floor-standing or wall-mounted. Just lining the 
components up along a shelf or sideboard is a 
recipe for mediocrity, however much has been 
spent on the individual components themselves. 

Siting of components within a room can play 
a significant role, as can the room itself. Some 
people may prefer an acoustically more 'live' 
room than others, but most will agree that the 
larger it is the better, because this tends to pro
vide smoother and better extended bass repro
duction. All rooms create reflections and 
standing waves, and the effects of these are more 
severe if all opposing walls are parallel, similar 
distances apart, and with hard reflective surfaces. 
Provided that the loudspeakers can be placed 
fairly symmetrically, slight asymmetry elsewhere 
in the room is usually helpful. Though it is not 
really practical ro move the'"·alls around (and 
stud type walls behave differently from brick 
ones in any case), the odd strategically placed 
wall-hanging, say above a fireplace, can work 
wonders in removing an unpleasant 'flutter echo' 
effect, while a decent carpet is almost mandat
ory. 'Live' rooms are usually those that are spar
sely furnished with hard wall coverings, so the 
overall live/dead acoustic balance can often be 
modified according to the furniwre (or even the 
number of people) present. 

The loudspeakers are most critical of place
ment, because it is their job to create the stereo 
image, and it will be impossible to do this if the 
sound from each is not roughly similar at the 
listening position. Each loudspeaker should ope
rate in a similar immediate acoustic environ
ment, unencumbered by other furnishings and 
structure, and a similar distance from listener, 
nearby walls, and corners. Some loudspeakers 

will be designed to operate close to a rear wall, 
others a metre or so out into the room, but all 
loudspeakers seem to benefit from being closely 
mechanically coupled t•ia proper stands to the 
floor. 

There is some debate about the best form of 
fixing, and in some instances the floor resona
nces themselves can become excited, particul
arly if a single concrete casting, and this may 
cause undesirable side-effects. However, adjust
able spikes through to the floor proper or seated 
into the tops of cross-head screws arc generally 
regarded as the best solution in most circum
stances, and seem to give the best rigidity. Some 
speakers will work best with another set of spikes 
operating upwards into the loudspeaker itself, 
but small pieces of Blu-wck are a popular alter
native. There is no need for paranoia about 
using spikes through normal pile carpets because 
the holes will be almost impossible to find when 
the stands are removed, but polished 1moden 
floors do present a problem here, and hard 
plastic studs may be the only satisfactory 
solution. 

Most decent quality turntables are fairly im
mune from feedback from loudspeakers, so it 
should not matter too much if these items are 
sited fairly close to each other. Indeed it is deb
ateable whether any advantages gained from 
keeping the wrntablc well away are not lost 
through the need to use longer connecting 
cables. Tumtables are usually susceptible to foot
fall shock, even on properly designed tables if 
the floor is springy, and the ideal solution here 
may be to use a wall bracket. It may sound un
likely, but amplifiers ami CD players (and pres
umably cassette decks too) can also benefit 
sonically from carefully stand- or bracket
mounting in a high quality system. 

Mixing and matching the components of a 
record player to get optimum results can be 
something of a black art, over and beyond the 
fairly simple business of choosing a cartridge of 
roughly the right compliance to suit the arm 
effective mass. Certainly the combining of turn
tables and tonearms is not a simple matter, and 
this is where a good specialist dealer will come 
into his own, both in terms of recommending 
good combinations from the models he holds 
in stock, and then in correctly carrying out the 

sometimes tricky set up procedures which are 
often required to get the best results. 

Getting the best from a cassette deck is usu
ally a question of making sure first of all that 
your deck does a decent job of replay ing a good 
quality musicassette, and then finding out which 
tapes in the different price groupings give the 
best record/replay performance. The most com
mon problem with cassette decks is in their 
alignment: matters are much better than they 
used to be a few years ago, but both dealer and 
customer still need to be on their guard against 
poorly aligned machines. Tuners can occasion
ally suffer similar problems, though this is even 
more unusual: most radio difficulties are like!y 
to come from an inadequate or inappropriate 
aerial, after skimping on the less glamorous pan 
of the budget. CD players are almost immune 
from the consistency problems of analogue 
systems, though it is mildly ironic that they too 
seem to derive some sonic benefit from spiked 
stands or tables in a high quality system. 

THE FINAL LINK 
The key to getting the best results from a sep
arates system lies in finding an experienced and 
skilled dealer in the first place. One who takes 
the trouble to find out what you really want and 
then demonstrate some likely alternatives, 
without trying to cram his own particular pre
judice's down your throat. To some extent the 
customer 's task must be to discover for himself 
whether the dealer in question is competent or 
not. Membership of trade organisations like 
BADA can be a worthwhile pointer to a degree 
of professionalism, but the bottom line is 
whether the dealer in question can create a good 
sound in his own shop. If he can't, there is prec
ious little chance of him doing so in your home. 
The best dealers should lay on demonstrations 
so you can hear the differences between com
ponents for yourself, and hear the sort of im
provements which can be had at different price 
strata. You can then establish the sort of per
formance you are prepared to accept within 
whatever budgetary constraints you have set. 

Paul Messenge1· 
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CDP502ES. 11 A beautifully designed and made machine with 

the precision of a Swiss watch ... it has quality charisma that grows 

on you the more you use it.'' WhiCh Compact DISC Seotembel 1985 

CDP552ES/DAS702ES. 11 I must start this review w1th an apology. 

for there is no way on earth to do JUStice to this the Rolls-Royce 

of CD players. 11 WhiCh Compact DISC- September t985 

YOU CAN HEAR HOW GOOD 

SONV ES SEPARATES ARE WITHOUT 

EVEN TURNING THEM ON. 

CDP502ES. 11 Sony's most prestigious Integrated CD player oozes 

class from the moment you start USing 11.11 New HI·FI Sound- May 1986 

CDP552ES/DAS702ES. "Oh I The sound. Magnificent. The 552/702 

combination has a clarity and definition unsurpassed by any current 

Player.ll Wh1ch Compact D1sc - Seplember t985 

APM22ES. 11 Here is the classic ·sest Bu{ loudspeaker Well 

engineered. 1t offers an essentially neutral. open. transparent sound. 

full Of detail and life 11 H1F1 Cha1ce. Loudspeakers 

STS222ES. "This 1s the best Sony non-video product l·ve 

tested in a long. long time ... The STS222ES has a clean. natural. 

quality that marks it OUt from its peers 11 H1F1 Answe1s- June 1986 

STS444ESII. "lt was obvious when listening to the STS444ESII 

that it really is a very fine tuner." New H1 F1 sound May t986 

CDP5D2ES. 

Compact Disc 

Player of The 

Year 'What Hi·fi?' 

Awards '86 Winner. 

Hi·fi Choice 

'Recommended� 

TCK444ESII. 

3 Head Stereo 

Cassette Deck. 

SONY 
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Philips are stepping out in style 
with their new CD104-B compact disc 
player, a smart new version of 
the much acclaimed CDl 04. 

Under that handsome 
black exterior it's still the 
same CD player that the critics 
love to love and the competition 
have been forced to aspire to. 

The CDl04-B is fully featured 

PHI LIPS 

with everything that makes CD 

listening such a unique pleasure, 
including of course the original 

Philips' compact disc sound. 
In fact, Philips compact disc 

players are widely regarded 
as having the best error correc

tion and sound quality available. 
it can be programmed to play 

tracks in any order with repeat, and 

at all times a 6-digit display provides 
track and time information.-

Which makes it, overall, a very 
sound choice for anyone who's 
really serious about CD. You'll find the 
CDl04-B is part of the new gener
ation of Philips CD players, some of 
which offer every feature from 
music scan to remote control. 

Isn't it time you saw the dark? 



c H 0 0 s I N G A N D u s I N G 

TURNTABLES, ARMS 
AND CARTRIDGES 

D espite the claims of more recent 
rivals . the LP disc has remained 
the prime source for music lovers 
for over 30 years, building a vast 
historical repertoire which will 

ensure it continues to have a future for present 
and future generations. The formm has nor been 
\\'ithout its ups and downs (remember 
qu<lliraphony). but the last ten years have seen 
continual and substantial improvements, not so 
much in the discs themselves. but in the quality 
obtainable on replay. 

The current situation is ideal . LP discs arc 
comparatively cheap to manufacture and pur
chase, while the quality obtainable by the user 
derends largely on the amount of money inves
ted in the rerlay equipment. As an added bonus. 
upgrading the equirmcnt produces improved 
sound quality from ,J!\ the discs in the collec
tion, while the buoyant secondhand LP market 
shows that repertoire will continue to be avail
able whatever the future dcvclorment of rival 
media. 

During the 'had old days' of the 1970s, the 
LP came under strong attack as a result of in
different manufacturing quality control. The 
lack of surface noise allo\\'ed the Musicassette 
to make a strong challenge, hut with hindsight 
it may be seen that much of the problem \\'ith 
LPs came from poorly designed and matched 
replay equipment. This is not to say that a good 
quality record player can overcome all the 
inherent problems of the vinyl disc, but it is cer
tainly true to say that a carefully chosen special
ist player can emphasise the musical values and 
go son1e way towards avoiding the engineering 
limitations. 

Such a claim may sound a little far-fetched, 
rarticularly to those who suffered the worst 
excesses of the direct drive period of turntable 
design. But the marketplace itself provides the 
justification: ten years ago the UK specialist 
rurntable barely existed, and now a dozen or 
more manufacturers are competing fiercely to 

provide a sound quality alternative to the surcr
ficially flashy but sonically inadequate products 
which arc typical of much of Far Eastern 
production. 

THE VINYL PROBLEM 

0 
ne trouble with vinyl is that it is 
too effective a music storage 
system. The wide dynamic and 
frequency range of the signals 
which end up embedded in the 

plastic arc a mechanical engineering nightmare 
to recover properly, because they arc micro
scopically tiny- smaller, indeed, than the stylus 
which is trying to 'read' them. And to make 
matters worse, the turntable/disc is massively 
heavier than the stylus which is resting 
on it . 

The cheap record player merely recovers the 
top few layers of information, the loud bits and 
the bass bits in particular. It can handle the 
quiet and trebly bits too, but if a loud bit comes 
along it is apt to 'swamp' the mechanics of the 
system, creating unwanted vibrations within the 
mm. cartridge or turntable which are much 
larger than the delicate subtleties of the record 
groove that the cartridge is trying to read. it is 
therefore hardly surprising that all record players 
are inadequate. It's just that some are much less 
inadequate than others. 

THE TURNTABLE 

While the rest of the world 
blithely assumed that if a 
turntable measured well on 
simple bur artificial tests, it 
must be sounding good on 

music toC\ it was left to a handful of bright 
Scotsmen to liter<�lly rediscover the wheel, and 
its importance in the hi-fi system. That is 
history, but the turntable is now taken very 
seriously indeed, as possibly the most important 
single hi-fi component. 

Some of the reasons behind this remain 
obscure. and speculation is beyond the scope of 
this brief introduction, but any hi-fi dealer worth 
patronage should be able to demonstrate the 
substantial difference that the turntable alone 
can make. And a very good case can be made 
for devoting a substantial part of the total budget 
to this one fundamental component. Exactly 
what percentage will depend on the individual's 
personal likes and dislikes, how important 
rurntable sonic differences arc to him or her, and 
the personal tolerance of limitations elsewhere 
in the chain. Spending more money on a rum
table may mean spending less on arm, cartridge. 
amplifier and loudspeakers. Each component 
has its own influence on the final sound, but 
such qualitative differences are hard to quantify. 
and to some degree come down to personal taste. 

There is no single right approach to building 
a turntable, because the end result comes from 
the skillful balancing of different compromises, 
including manufacturing costs. Belt drive and 
,uspended subchassis designs tend to sound 
good, sometimes at the expense of ease of operd
tion and the need for careful setting up. Yet 
some 'solid' designs have been appearing recen
tly which can give them a run for their money, 
and only go to emphasise the fact that there 
a re no rules. 

THE TONEARM 

Whether you call it a pickup 
ann or a toncann, there is ab
solutely no doubt that this 
item, whether part of an inte
grated player or as a separate 

item, plays a major part in determining the 

character of the sound. That said, the arm needs 
a good turntable to provide the proper founda
tion, and the proper matching of turntable and 
arm is one of the more obscure areas of the hi
fi art. 

More straightforward is the matching of arm 
and cartridge, based on a simple mathematical 
formula which places the main mechanical 
resonance in the range of frequencies where it 
will do least harm. The fundamental perform
ance of the toncarms is also laid bare by the 
unique Choice accelerometer sweep test, though 
again listening tests provide the final arbiter, and 
turntable termination plays a crucial role. 

THE CARTRIDGE 

N o less complicated than turn
tables and tonearms, the cart
ridge is the 'business end' of the 
record, but is also a slave to the 
bigger mechanical components. 

There are two common kinds of cartridge, 
moving magnet and moving-coil: the former 
tend to be cheaper but the latter better. A 11 
amplifiers cope with moving magnets, bur some 
of the cheaper amps don't handle moving-coils 
- and some that try don't succeed very well. 

Most of the cost of a cartridge goes into the 
stylus and cantilever, so a range may share the 
same body while spanning a price difference of 
SX, "·ith differing standards of cantilever, stylus 
and quality control. It is worth spending a little 
more than rock bottom price for a cartridge if 
only to ensure the stylus is delicate and accurate 
enough to preserve the record collection. 

A cartridge is a transducer, changing the 
mechanical stylus/groove energy into electrical 
energy. It therefore has a specific tonal balance, 
which is largely determined by the frequency 
response, and this key measurement also pro
vides information on mechanical integrity, and 
for moving magnet cartridges shows the effect 
of differem amplifier loading characteristics. 

ENSEMBLE 

The extensive measurements carried 
out in the Choice review programme 
helps weed out the 'wallies: and 
suggests the combinations which 
are most likely to perform well 

together. Measurement also often provides the 
backup evidence for listening findings, but the 
auditioning remains the final arbiter. 

However, individual tests cannot cover all the 
bases. They cannot cope with every combina
tion, nor can they take account of the quality 
of the setting up. Finding a competent and 
conscientious dealer, committed enough to get 
a good sound yet sensitive to an individual's own 
preference, can be the most important task 
facing the prospective purchaser. 

RevieH'S reprinted from issue Nos 40 & 43 b)· Martin Colloms and Pmd Messenger 
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WHEN YOU LISTEN TO 
THE SL6S, YOU'LL NOTICE 

SOMETHING MISSING 

What you see here, or rather what you don't see here, 

is every loudspeaker designer's dream. 

For it is well known that every cabinet loudspeaker 

has one major problem to overcome: the cabinet. 

Because it vibrates over such 

a large area it doesn't take much 

movement to create unwanted 

noise, colouring and distorting 

the overall sound. 

The loudspeaker SHOULD be 

a transparent link between the 

sound source and the listener's 

ears, adding nothing to the 

original performance and cer

tainly taking nothing away. 

The SL6S comes the closest 

yet to this ideal using con

ventional materials. By reducing 

the panel thickness we were able 

to reduce energy storage. A new, 

vertical, figure-of-eight brace 

tightly supports the cabinet, 

pushing up the frequency of the 

panel resonances. 

The combined effect is just 

what we wanted. Less colouration, less muddle, 

better stereo imaging, allowing your ears to hear 

images in space so much more clearly - as they 

do in real life. 

We could have stopped there, but, using laser 

interferometry, we also discovered how drive units 

make their own unwanted contributions. By scanning 

the vibrating diaphragm with a laser beam and using 

computer analysis, we can create a 3-0 model and 

actually watch its behaviour. 

We saw how poor connections between speaker 

diaphragms and their surrounds, dust caps and lead 

out wires were spoiling the picture, and of course 

the sound. lt also made obvious the advantages of 

the metal dome tweeter. 

Our latest research has shown 

how the aluminium dome tweeter 

improves both sensitivity and 

clarity at the highest audible 

frequencies. 

At the other end of the spectrum 

we saw that the speed and artic

ulation of the bass could be 

improved by increasing the flex

ibility of the roll surround. To do 

this without compromising mid 

range clarity in any way needed 

a unique solution: the bonding 

together of two materials of 

different flexibilities. 

All this has made the SL6S an 

extraordinary loudspeaker by 

any standards. 

Hi-Fi Answers wrote: "The SL6S 

is capable of higher levels, is 

more articulate in mid range, images better, and has a 

more open, spacious presentation:· 

But we leave the final word to Gramophone who 

concluded by saying: "lt has been a pleasure listening 

to and writing about this fine loudspeak?r:· 

The SL6S. For those who want to listen to music, not 

loudspeakers. 

Celestion International, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, 

B CELESTIQN Ipswich, Suffolk, 

L 0 U D S r E A K E R S England. 





T u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH EB101 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH LTD. HIGH STREET. HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDFORDSHIRE LU5 5QJ 

· --TEL (0582) 867777-- · 

F
ollowing the successful re launch of the 
classic AR deck (now rhe Legend), 
Acoustic Research UK developed this 
further model, the EB-101, with a 
vinyl 'black ash' finish and a steel 

girder subchassis substituting for the aluminium 
original. A new arm commissioned from Japan 
is factory fitted to provide a complete integrated 
player. For the review, a modest cartridge was 
also included, the whole selling for around £190, 
a considerable saving over the original model, 
equivalent to thro\\·ing in the arm and cartridge 
free. 

This deck has rather a dark appearance, and 
comes with a low resonance tinted PVC cover 
on sprung hinges. The rwo-piece alloy platter 
has been retained while tolerances have been 
improved on the bearing, as well as in other 
areas. The robust arm has a firmly clamped 
headshell using a locking sleeve; its bearings 
proved free from play, an important aspect. Fully 
suspended, the chassis moved very freely and 
promised good acoustic and vibration isolation. 

LAB REPORT 
The total platter mass was close to 2kg, healthy 
for the price category, with the two part 
construction offering good mutual damping. 
Tested for disc impulse, the initial transient was 
quick with a fast decay and no low frequency 
hangover. 

Speed change is manual. on lifting the outer 
platter. At 33 VJ the deck ran nearly 0.5% fast, 
which was satisfactory, while slowing under load 
was held to a fine 0.25%. Long term drift was 
negligible with the synchronous motor em
ployed. DIN peak weighted, the overall wow and 
flutter was a fine 0.09%, with similarly low in
dividual contributions from the wow and flutter 
components. Start up was a fairly rapid 3.5 

seconds, and the player clearly had healthy 
torque. DIN B rumble measured very well, at 
� 77dB. Little breakthrough was evident since 
the electrical and mechanical spectra matched 
well; just a hint of motor vibration was evident 
at 200Hz. The high quality suspension was 
demonstrated by the excellent breakthrough 
responses for both acoustic and vibration 
excitation; here the unit was clearly up with the 
best modern examples. 

Turning to the arm, the robust headshell was 
nominally detachable but did nor come with 
a plug and socket. Rotational adjustment is 
allowed, as well as overhang and lareral tracking 
angle. Effective mass was in the medium to high 
range at 13.5g including hardware, and conse
quently suited to fairly low compliance 
cartridges. 

Charred for arm resonances with the Shure 
moving magnet cartridge the first break 
appeared around 700Hz, with the overdll 
behaviour looking quite tidy, particularly at 
higher frequencies. Bearing friction was quite 
low, at 40mg lateral and 20mg vertical, while 
sensible bias levels were also established. Down
force calibration was accurate while the arm cue 
device operated well. 

SOUND QUALITY 
There was no doubt concerning the high 
subjective merit of this player. The sound was 
notably well-focused, with good stereo stage 
width and depth. Transients were reproduced 
with good speed and attack, while the overall 
effect was lively, with well differentiated 
dynamics. The bass was quite good, articulate 
as well as extended, with considerable derail 
apparent. Overdll the tonal balance seemed well 
proportioned while rhe supplied cartridge was 
quire tidy itself and did not let the deck down; 

a sort of 'AR Basik', I suppose! 

CONCLUSIONS 
This belt-driven turntable offers a remarkable 
package. A genuine high fidelity product, it had 
no significant subjective or lab-tested weaknes
ses. Its rigid arm, good platter and drive, with 
a fine, effective subchassis, are complemented 
by a workable camidge, which will happily 
benefit from upgrading at some future dare if 
so desired. Pricing is also very competitive, and 
a Best Buy rdting the logical outcome. 

TEST RESULTS 
Mowr section lnr,,:j.!rar�.:J pl.1vcr 
T\J'L' hdr-dnv<..', �uh�ha-. ... L .... 

Pl.uter m;L"'"-L•mptng 2.0k!.dWlt�o,l 

Fm1-.,h ,mJ englnL'ermg v�.·n· gooJ. \l'f\ �t•od 
Type of m;-lln-. cnnnl'ctmg lead-. ___ 3 cordphnn�.h piu-. �.:.mh 
Speed option-. m�mu,d ch;ln)!e, 13/4"5rpm 

\XIo\\ .md flu!ILT {DIN pt.:dk WILl �1grn,1 1) 0.4°i> 

\�lt t\\ .mJ flutter (!m pe<tk wtd 0.2-6/l:/6-10011:) __ 0.l''nJO.OfUu 
Ah"'lut.; "P<'t'd t•rr,•r������������-r04)0(, 
Sp..:ed dnit, I hlHJr/lo�LJ v<�rtatHm negltg1hlt.'/ 0.2)0{, 
Sr.1n-up rune tn .wd1hk ... ubdhatinn ).) -.�.·c-. 
Rurnhle, DIN R \\td. L/R .Iwr;•gt· (-.�.·..: ,p .. : n rurnl���� 77dR 
.Arm section 
Approxun.n\.' dlectl\'1.: 11\,b..,, LnC '>Lfl.'\\''· exLI ctnndg�o· �-13.5g 
T}pdm.t-. ... of he<tLJ,hdl .. peu.dN.Hg 

Gl·onH._·rnc dCCur,H.:y vo.:n gtltl\.1 
AJju�tn1L"nh rn)\'ldcd tllt/(1\'L'ThdnJ.,:Itlfl, .. _.. 

Fmhh and cngmccrmg \'o.:ry I..(Otl\.1/vcr� ).!Dt,J 
E,,,,_. tl a ...... cmhly/,cr-up/u,L· ___ vcr� l!''''d/n:r� gt1oJ/vo.:r\ J..:''",J 
rncwm. tvp•ud Lut:ral \'O.:r!IC<ll 40mg/20mg 
Bl.l.'> cumpt:n.,,lfllm mcrh,��,_] 1ntcrndl -.pnn).! 
B1a ... lorcc, mn/ccntrt: ( ... t:t w 1.5g clliptiUI) ___ 225Jng/27Smg 

Duwnlorct: c;dihr.ttiun t:rn1r, lg/lg 0.05).!1-0.1).! 

Cut: dr1lt, 81nm <l,Lcnr/dc-.ct:nt ___ nt:ghglhlc, 1.0 'c<..-./2.5 �t:L' 

.A..rm n.: ... tm<tnLt:' {;url\ ).!tHI\.1 
SuhjL"CtiVC' �uunJ qu.dlt) 'Ct: �v-.tcm n:�ult 
Ann damp111,1! Jnoupkd countt:mt'IJ.dlt 
System as a whole 
S•:t: ('' xJxh)/dc-c�r,mcc for lid rc-i\r --�44x 38.5x 16cml7un 

l::..i">L' (J( li.'>L' 1!11\,J 
TyplGII ,IC(llbtiC hrc.Ikthr<Jugh anJ rc�tllldncc� ����vcn goo .. l 
SuhJ'-'("[1\"t.' -.nund qu.da�· of cumplt:tL' --�-.tern vcn goll\.1 
llum J..-,·t:ll<�cou-.IIC knlhc�ck ]11\\/vr.:n guod 

Vihr,HI('il -.�.:n-.111\'IT\'/ ... ht,Ck n·-.•-.t<UKt.' ___ t.'.\cdkm/t,urlv i.!"'"-1 
brun.trcd ryr•cal rurch,h..c rncc i!SIO 111e cmndgc 

For graph ·references see issue No 43 
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u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M s 

ALPHASON OPAL and XENON 
ALPHASON. 190-192 W !GAI'C ROAD. EUXTON. NEAR CHORLEY. LANCS PR76JW 

· --TEL (02572) 76626-- · 

T
his review covers two Alphason 
models, which, along with the 
Delw, extends rhe company 's range 
of arms to cover a wide price 
spectrum. 

ALPHASON XENON 
Selling at around J.:l96 this is the most expensive 
new Alphason tonearm, filling a gap in the 
marker between budget models and the higher 
class £300 group which includes models such 
as the Alphason HR10S and the Linn 1rwk. 

The Xenon owes much ro the well established 
HR100S, using the same good-sounding one
piece arm/shell, a large diameter 'Sshaped 
titanium tube, now filled with a damping mat
erial to control higher mode vibrations. Some 
savings have been made in the cue mechanism, 
the bias compensator and the exterior finish of 
the bearing assembly, but these do nor signifi
cantly prejudice the performance. The concen
tric bearing gimbal design is retained and was 
well aligned, offering negligible play plus very 
low levels of friction and stiction. 

LAB REPORT 
Slightly on the high side of the medium mass 
range, effective mass with fixing hardware 
approached 13g. Cartridges in the range 8-20cu 
arc most appropriate. Rated highly for geometric 
accuracy, the arm proved easy to set up and use, 
coming as it does with Linn-compatiblc base
plate mounting hardware. 

Bias correction erred on the high side for the 
disc rim, bur nor unduly so. Resonances were 
few, as the structural resonance graph shows, and 
in any case were of moderate degree - rather 
better rhan the 0/Jal and closely resembling the 
HR100S. 

SOUND QUALITY 
At first it proved hard to separate this model 
from the well-rated HR 100. The Xenon showed 
solid overall control with a firm sense of image 
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focus over a wide frequency range. The treble 
was clear and finely derailed; the mid undoubt
edly low in coloration with minimal 'clang' or 
hardness; bass was free from boom or emphasis. 
Open and clean stereo depth was respectably 
portrayed. 

CONCLUSIONS 
With Alphason's high standard of engineering, 
a hasically good finish and a fine lab and sonic 
performance, rhe Xenon comes strongly 
recommended. The price was very fair for an 
arm which is essentially well balanced in all 
respects. 

ALPHASON OPAL 
Comfortably under £100, the Opal nonetheless 
manages to maintain Alphason's high standards 
t(Jr solid engineering and low friction, \\'ith bear
ings free from play or looseness. lr may be fined 
via a single hole in an arm board, bur compati
bility with the popular Linn mounting is also 
provided. 

This fixed head arm has a strong main beam 
fined with a properly clamped counterweight 
supporred on a concentric gimbal bearing. 
Appropriate calibrations are given for bias and 
downforce, and the arm falls into the medium
mass category ; an effective mass of lOg was 
recorded. 

LAB REPORT 
Performing well on lab rests, this was a well 
aligned and set up arm. The various facilities 
worked well, while the bearing friction was held 
to excellently low levels. Bias compensation was 
very satisfactory though downforce calibration 
erred on the high side. Rated above average for 
arm resonances, several audible rdnge modes 
were distinguishable; for example, the counter
weight at 250Hz and first beam modes at 675 
and 950Hz. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The Opal gave a good acount of itself on 

audition, happily meeting other rated £90 tone
arms in rhcir own territory. In tonal balance it 
appeared lightweight and 'airy '  with some 
'zinginess' in the high treble - less well suited 
to moving coils in this respect. The bass was 
dry and firm, while mid focus and stereo depth 
were both pretty good. A particular attribute was 
the smooth uncoloured midrange, an Alphason 
hallmark. 

CONCLUSIONS 
With its individual interpretation of good 
sound, rhe 0{Jal proved ro he a well designed 
and constructed British ronearm. There are no 
problems in recommending this one- so let's 
give it a Best Buy1 

TEST RESULTS 
Op.ll hln�.·.nm 
Appn•:>..Jtn;H..: • ...tkUI\'l' rn.•��. trh.. ,er�.''''· .. ·xcl (,lnn-lcl' __ 10.0g 
Typi..·1ma,, 1.•l lk'<hhh .. :ll lt:>.t'd 
Gcumt:trH.: ;lu:ur.K\ \t'r\ g(J(ld 
Adju-.tnlL'nt ... prund..:,\ hL·•gln/,,,·uhang/LHcml 
Fmt,h ,md .._•ngmc .. ·rin!.! _______ \'l'n gou.._lln:n l!•li.',J 
E;h<.:' 111 ,h'-l'rnbl\·l��_·t-upltN.: \'t:f\ gtH.�/L!l'<l,lil!<lllJ 
FrlCCinn, t\plcll Luer,1\ \'l'Tlletl <10mg <20m)..! 
R1.t' Ctllllpen,dth.m m�.:tlh"'-.! thrc;h.] <�nd \\eight 
s •. l ... fur(\._", nm/ccntn: ( ... et to !.5):! l'lhpu.:.tll ___ 240mc/2201ng 
DtmnlllfL(' .... a!t�ratll\ll l.'rrm. !.c 2g -t-0.\)g.'+0.30g 
Cue dnlt. Hmm <h�cnti�k-..t.:cnt ___ nt:dt).!thk. 2.1.." "·'(" 4.5 't.'l.> 

.A.rm r�.·,,m,tnLt.'' -
-,----

----------->.!<kld -
SuhJcUt\c '\llllld qu,dtt\ )..!<Jo.lt.l 
Arm J,1mpm.c nunc 
E�t•rn.nc�l t\ptc,,\ run.:h.t't.' rncc __ _ __ i9l 

X"'mm t<lllt.",lrm 
ApprtlXIIlt.ttt.· t.•ffcltl\t.' llld'"· tnc .. ere'''· cxd �.tnrid�l· __ \2.75).! 
Typt.·lm,h" l,f hcaJ,h�.·ll ftxct.l 
C.it:tltllCITK ,\C(llr.\C\ \Cf\ j..!(I(\J 
A�J,u,frnt.'nt-.. rro\'tdt.·d h�.·ighr/(\\'t.'Thdn).!li,H<.'ral 
hnhh <1nd <.'nguh'..:"tlng L'Xlt.'llcnt/c-.;t.d!t.'nt 
Ea .. c 111 .t-. .. l'mhh "t.'t-ur·u"t.' \'l'T\ go.x!l)!tHk.llgo,�d 
Fnutun, 1\ptcal Lncr.d \l.'rtlL<ll ___ __ 

----
,_<20mg<20m!.! 

Bta' UHHJ1l'll'>,\lhlll mctht\t.l thre.!d .1nd \\ctght 
Bta" ltlTC<.'. nm/ccntn: ('t.'l ttl 1.5g �.·lltpt..:,tl) ___ 271rngi200nl!! 
DtmnlliTCt.' c,dtbmtH'Il t.'Tr\IT, 1�.: 2!.! +0.25gl-0.25!.! 

Arm Tl''-tln.tnt.:c-, _____________ ,crv J.!tHlt.l 
Suhjt:Ut\'t: -..uunJ qu.tltt\ \t.'T\ l!tltd 
Arm t.l.unptn!.!

--,--
-

--,---
------------

E-.ttm,Ht.•d t\pical pun .. h.he pncl.' l.!Y6 

For graph references see issue No 4 3 
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U R N T A  B L E s & T 0 N E  A RM s 

ARISTON RD40AC and RD40DC 
ARISTO\! ACOUSTICS LTD. FREEPORT SCOTLAND. PREST\XIICK AIRPORT. AYRSHIRE. 

·--TEL (0292)76933 -- · 

C
onceived as a complete mnge of 
turntables available with and with
out Arisron ronearms, the RD40 
series stares with the basic 
RD40AC, a two speed ac synch

ronous moror powered deck. Speed changeover 
is by hand, via access holes in the platter. 

The design is founded on a circular subchassis 
in a cast aluminium alloy. this suspended from 
three sprung rowers at the periphery. These are 
fixed ro the baseplate, which itself follows the 
form of the open, skeletal style subchassis. The 
arm is mounted on an accessible outrigger plat
form, while a skeletal perspex awning may be 
fitted ro the rear to help keep the dust off; this 
is the 'pop on' cover. 

Drive is via a square section belt from the 
inboard mounted motor. In the case of the 
electric 'DC version, a de motor is substituted, 
this provided with front panel speed change and 
independent variable comrols. An outboard 
power supply is also used with an extended low 
voltage cable allowing its convenient remote 
location. These models all have a striking 
'engineered' look reminiscent of the large 
Ordcle, and currently Ariston's finish is very 
good. 

1ivo platter mass options are available, while 
all versions are equipped with a concave, acous
tically absorbent mat working in conjunction 
with a threaded centre spindle and Artison's 
screw-down record clamp. Good record/mat 
contact is thereby assured. An internal hub is 
integral with the platter, this forming the drive 
belt hub, with the belt loaded via one of the 
access holes. 

Easily adjusted from above, the suspension 
springs are foam damped to improve the shock 
resistance, this an intentional compromise with 
respect to ultimate vibrdtion isolation. 
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LAB REPORT 
Slight play and some noise were noted from the 
main bearing; the latter improved on running 
in. Rumble levels were fairly good at typically 
-72dB. But combined wow and flutter for the 
:AC was poorer than average at 0.19%, this 
m<linly wow, bur proved not to be too serious 
subjectively. The 'DC version gave slightly 
better rumble results and notice<lbly bew:r wow 
and flutter down to an excellent 0.04%. 
However the 'DC was well off speed as delivered, 
and was also difficult ro set owing to rhe 
excessive range of variable speed conrrol ::t: 15%, 
with no 'correct speed' decent. A stroboscope 
card is included to help reset the speed - an 
awkward procedure involving a mains powered 
lamp. 

W hile the 'AC version was good with respect 
to load rolerence, the 'DC proved rather 
disappointing, slowing 0. 7% on test which is 
likely to produce audible pitch instability. 

The platter clamp system provided very good 
control of the initial leading edge impulse with 
only moderate platter ringing observed there
after. From the graphs, the acoustic isolation can 
be seen to be pretty good, and vibration was 
quite well rejected, but was compromised at low 
frequencies by the fairly solid foam cores to the 
springs. In compensation, the player resisted 
shock better than the usual subchassis rype. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The 'DC came fitted with a BX-150 cartridge 
which was rdther unsatisfactory and was replaced 
by an alternative. On audition, the general 
character was considered pretty good, with firm 
bass, goud stereo and pleasing depth, these the 
hallmarks of a subchassis design. It sounded 
clear and open, but was nor particularly 'tuneful' 

and doubts were expressed concerning the pitch 
stability (the listening was done prior to the lab 
tests). 

Turning to the 'AC version, the good points 
were maintained, and the pitch query resolved 
with notably better timing and wnefulness. 
Wow and rumble proved inaudible, and good 
feedback margins were also demonsrrmed. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The 'DC version, despite a higher specification, 
cannot be recommended at present. The poor 
torque and crude variable speed setting were 
weak points. However, the standard 'AC 
synchronous motor version performed well, and 
is attractively priced in view of its high 
engineering content this priced in view of its 
high engineering content this including the 
effective record clamp system. Purchasers should 
remember to account for the options such as 
the add-on cover, but in basic form the RD40AC 
is a recommended model. 

TEST RESULTS 
Motor so.:�.:tion RD40AC Motllr Unu* 
T\pt' bclt-dnve, ... ubch ,h"l" 

Plan�.:r rna�:-/damping I .8kg/wry got Jd 

hn1sh .md c.:nl!tnl!enng vt:ry guod. verv gooJ 

Tvpe ot m<tm� connc.:ctlnl! leaJ� 2 core 
SpeeJ opnun� manual change, 3 3/45 rpm 
\XI�)\\' <llllj tlutt�;'T (DJ� ro..'ak Whl :>tj.!mJ. 2) 0.\91'-o 

Wu�\ ,md tlutt�..·r (1111 p�..·,tk \\td 0.2-611:/6-30011:) _0.18%/0.09°-il 

Ah-.ulute �reed ..:rrnr <0.11\o 
Sp�o:e�..l Jnrt. I hour'ltl.l�._l \MldUun nt·ghgLhle/-O.Jl\i., 

::it;�n-ur ttllll' ttl ,nKlJhle 'tJhtlt ... ll,tm 2.2 .. �._-c .. 

Rumbl .. :. DJ:" B \\t'-l. LtR .1\'\'mg._. bee �rectrum) ___ -72dB 
Sy!o!tt'm a.-. a whole 
5�: ... (\\xdxh)fclc"tlrdnLe tnr ih.l rc.·,tr ___ 45x38xl7cm/4cm 
E,l�C' 11! ll'l.' fa1rl�· guod 
TypJC,Ii <Kt•u:-tiC r-n.:akthnlugh and re .. onanc._., ___ vc.·n· gt){'k.l 
Subje<:tiV\' 'utmJ qu.tllt\ tlf complete .,y..,tcm !;!ut.w..l 
llum lc.:\dhu.:uu,tiC ke,\h,lck verv gt �u..l/ve n !!llUd 
\/1hr.Hlllll '>l.:ll,Hl\'11\ ..,)1\H,;l.,, n.:-.\,t,lllCl.' �oo...J gti\..J 
E ... nm,n ... · ... l nplL.JI rurch,t't' pnct· £190/U;l"� 
•cmJl llli(IIJiht!r Cl{J!IIJI\� Ll\llilltbl.: 

Fur graph references see issue Nu 40 



THE 

D M I 0 0 

LISTEN AND 

The inspiration our celebrated Model 801 
monitor- the trusted reference standard for 
musicians, conductors and the world's major 
recording companies. 

The testing ground: B&W's own research 
establishment .. leading Europe in pushing 
back the very frontiers of loudspeaker 
technology 

The outcome: DM 100 series. A superb line
up of four domestic digital monitors in the 
lower price range. 

The 100 series - DM 100/DM 1 10/ 
DM220/DM330- all offer you 

B&W 

SERIES 

YOU'LL SEE 

the same total spectrum capability: pop, jazz. 
rock, classical. Each is designed for analogue 

and compact disc- combining high 
sensitivity and high output without the need 

of a large amplifier Using advanced design 
optimisation techniques and the latest 

technology. B&W have compromised on 
nothing- except the price. 

We invite you to compare DM 100 series 
with loudspeakers of similar price, I or even 

more expensive 1 Ask your 
nearest B&W dealer 

To hear is to believe. 

AS USED BY DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIOS WORLDWIDE AND SOON, WE HOPE. BY YOU. 

B&W Loudspeakers (UK Sales) Ltd Marlborough Road Lancing West Sussex BN15 BTR Tel. (0903) 750750 



DEFINITIVE 

PERFORMER ... 

T he SME Series V prec1s1on p1ck-up arm 
establishes new refel-ence standal-ds of 
engineering and sound qual1ty. 

Built without pnce const1-a1nt 1ts un1que 
one piece magnesium tone arm and 
other advanced features reflect more 
than a quarter of a century's experience 
of p1ck-up arm manufacture. 

The Senes V will appeal to sel-ious 
audiophiles and professional users. lt has 
been termed a s1gn1flcant contnbution to 
the art of replay1ng v1nyl discs wh1ch for 
many years to come will form an 
important part of our hentage of 
recorded mus1c. 

Please write or phone for fu1-the1- deta1ls 
and the name of your Senes V dealer 
who will arrange a demonstration. 

SME Lim1ted 
Steyn1ng, Sussex BN4 3GY 
Telephone: (0903) 814J21 
Telex: 877808 

Among SME dealers spec1al1s1ng 
1n Senes V Me: 
Absolute Sound & V1deo 
Acoust1c Ans 
Audio T 
Doug Brady 
Hampshwe Aud1o 
H1�F1 Care 
H1�F1 Expc1-1cncc 
Homs of Oxfo,-d 
Image H1�h 
K.J LCISUI esound 
M1dland H1-F1 Stud1o 
The Mus1c Room 
Phonog,-aph 
The P1newood Mus1c Company 
Radfo1d H1-F1 
Read1ng H1-F1 Cent,-e 
Sounds Expens1ve 
Spaldlng Elect1xal 
Staffol-d H1-F1 Studio 
Studio 99 

Tcleson1c 
Unilet p, oducts 

The best (liCk-up 01 m 1n the wolid 



T u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M 

DUAL CS505·2 and CS505·2 DELUXE 
HAYDEN LABOR.ATORIES LTD. HAYDEN HOUSE. CHILTERN HILL. CHALFONT ST PETER. BUCKS. 

· --TEL (07 53) 88844 7 -- · 

I 
n production no\\· for a number of years, 
the 505 design has undergone a con
tinuing series of minor improvements 
which have helped maintain its competi
tive position, while rhe price has also 

been kept in check. The player is based on an 
old-style steel deck plate, supported on four 
foam-clamped coil springs. This deck plate is 
heavily flanged to increase rigidity, and the 
modest platter is equipped with a fairly heavy 
rubber mat. 

Belt driven by a 16-pole synchronous motor, 
the 505 is fitted with a unique variable pitch 
control, achieved by the use of a multi-lobed 
variable diameter motor pulley. Correct speed 
setting is achieved via stroboscope markings on 
the platter rim, though these were found none 
too easy to use. 

The tonearm has been revised for the latest 
505-2 version and is now fitted with a special 
detachable headshell with quite a firm fixing. 
The Deluxe has better looks and a lower 
resonance construction, with a substantial 
wooden plinth finished in 'black ash' vinyl. Both 
versions come complete with a compatible 
Ortofon cartridge. 

LAB REPORT 
A notable feature of the larest 505 is the 
significant reduction in rumble, which has 
improved from 67dB to 7 JciB. Spectrum analysis 
showed the usual contribution of motor vibra
tion components, but these were not considered 
very serious. Speed characteristics were much 
as before with good wow and flutter, while good 
torque was also demonstrated, the mild 0.2% 

\ 

slowing under load being up with some of the 
best, helping ro offset the low inertia of the 
platter. Vibration and acoustic isolation factors 
remain unchanged, and well above average for 
the price. 

The arm now has a moderate effective mass, 
lOg, including mounting hardware, the head
shell itself weighing a modest 4g. The arm was 
well aligned and the pivots were reasonable, 
proving moderate in friction but subject to a 
rather small pre-load; more than a gentle twist 
to the arm resulted in audible bearing 'clicking'. 
Biasing was accurate and down force ea! ibration 
acceptable. Arm structural resonances were 
charted with the cartridge supplied; the first 
weakness appeared at 90Hz, while rhe main 
problems occurred at 220 and 400Hz, not a great 
improvemenr on the previous design. Above 
600Hz, however, rhe resonances were pretry well 
behaved. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The 505s sound was tuneful, lively, punchy and 
somewhat 'forward' in presentation. Pitch and 
timing were good, the bass fairly good, and the 
stereo image had quite respectable depth and 
above-average focus. The sound could become 
a little muddled in the mid and treble but not 
seriously so, and the cartridge suited it well -
we would not change it. The 'S' version showed 
a small improvement in clarity and definition, 
attributable to the improved plinth. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The 505 has managed to maintain its 
competitive position and provides a competent 

hi-fi sound. In our view it is the clear £120 group 
leader, so much so that the less expensive 
players, including Dual's own 514, do not really 
stand much of a chance. Strongly recommended 
as a complete package with the OM 10 cartridge, 
the 505-2 merits Best Buy status; the Deluxe is 
Recommended. 

TEST RESULTS 
Motor !'>L'Ciion 
T\rt· __________ ,L'rnL auto, hdt-dnvt:, ,uh<.:h,,, ... h 

PI,Lttt.·r LIL,L,,/d,LmpLng __________ ,0.H)kJ.!'!.!o<lJ 

hn1-.h .md cnglnL'L'l"lllJ..: n:n J,!uod !,!oo._l 

T�p�o.· ul nu1n-. corllll.'t.llnl! k.lt.l' ___ 2 L\lr<..'/phunLl� .m .. ! ...-.mh 

Sp .. ·..: .. l optton-, __________ v:m.d•k. ) 3 4)rpm 
\Vo\\ ,md tluth:r (IJIN pc.1k 1\ld ' IJ . .(Ill,l 1) _____ ,0.075"·., 
\\'1•11 ,md tluttt:r (1111 p�._·,Ll 11\d 0.2-6H:/6-100fl:) 0.9)nul".Ob"" 

:\b ... ulutc -.pct:d crrur 0.1"u 
Spt.'l.'d ,JrLt"t, 1 hou r/ ] , Jdc! \'dTI<lllPTl -0.06)'�u/-0.2°·n 
St,Ht·ur tLnh: 111 .n�<..hhk ... t,Lhilh,Hion 2.4 .., .. _.c .. 

Rurnhl�.:, DIN B liLt.\. L/1{ .n·�._·mgo.: ('L'L' 'JkUrum) _ 7�' /4dR 
Arm �cction 
.·\ppn>.\LL\l,Ll<..." l'flt"l\L\"0: 11\,l'•'>. 111\. '>ln.'\\-., <.:XLI \.,Lr!TL,J).!l" ___ l('lt! 
T\pl.' 11\,L .... ,,j hl·,,d-.ho:ll ')�l"lL<LI �ktdlh .. hk 40!..! 
Cit:<lllll'\1"1\. dLlliT:lL\ )..!tlt\d 
A ... l, u-..tmt:nt" pn•vldnl <1\·crh.mg:/t,lf�t:t 
Fmhh ,md o:ngmo..:o..:nng \"I.'T\" gond 'gpod 

l:,ho..: ,J( ,h.,t:lllhlyl-..ct-up/t, ...... ___ v...:n ).!<Jtod/\cT\ )..!lltKifv...:n !!tltK.I 
Fnu l<lll. [yp1cd L11 cr:d \"t.'rl tctl 40m!.! �0111!! 
Bt.h Ulmp...:n-.,IIH>n mctht>d -.pr�ng: 

RL.h torn.:. nm/ccntrt' (-. ... ·r 111 l.)g diLpLcll) ___ 22)m.!! 225mg 

Do\lJl!(JfCc Ld! t hr.H LPn t:rrur. b/2!..! 0.12.!.! C".2g 

Cut: drdt, .Smm .!'ll"nLitk-.ccm __ \<.'f\ ,J,g:hl, 1.) "l"C' 1.0 -.cc-. 
Arm rt·'�m,Lnc...:-.. ___ __,1\t:T:l\.!1.'-

Suhjt:LII\'t.: .,,,,,nd qu�tllly ,L\ t"rd).!<.."-

Aml dampltLg tlcltlllplt:d lt>llnfo..:nwL!!ht 
Sp.tt:m :1� a wholt: 
S1:l· (\\Adxh)/clc;trdllLt" tor l1d rcdT ___ 4 3 .5x3/xl4c.m•lcm 
E.bt.: ot u�t.: gtlt ,,j 
T\ptc.tl .ICL!mtiC hr ... ·akthrou).!h <tnd rr.:�onan<..c., ____ ,t\"t.:r:l).!t.:-

Suhjt:Ltlvc -..tJund qu;dlt� tl <.:tomp!t:lc '>\"'>!Cm J.!tlt•d 
! lum kvt:l/ao•u-.til kr.:Jh.Kk !.!<IIH..I !!tltlll 
VLhr:u�tm .. cn"'tLvHy/.,h,,ck rc-..l ... tdn<..t" ______ '!!tlllli )..!tltlll 
E�tllll .ttr.:d t�pll<LI purch,hc pn�.-c ____ i.\20 ({)c:/uw, l.HO) 

For graph references see issue No 43 
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ASTONISHING SOUND, 
REMARKABLE VALUE. 

DX-120H 

If there's anything the 
Compact Disc revolution has 
been lacking, it's sophistication 
with affordability. T he new Sharp 
Compact Disc players have 
both. 

All the models in the range 
feature: 

.... APSS/ APLD for instant 
program search 

..,.. Cue and Review system 

..,.. Tray loading for ease of 
operation 

..,.. Auto play 

..,.. Head phone Jack. 

Our top of the range model, 
the DX-120H, offers full 

The DX-110H Shown 
with the System-1560E 

state-of-the-art infra 
red remote control and 
APMS enabling you to 
select your favourite 
tracks. All laid out in a 
simple-to-operate 
format. And all at an affordable 
price. But don't just take our 
word for it. Graham Mayor said 
in a recent review of one of our 

............ 

llm .. 

... - - • a 

---- -� --- -

OX-110H 

models in WHICH COMPACT 
DISC? "Sharp have tied 
sens1ble, simple construction to 

pleasant musical sound that 
cannot fa1/ to please. Value for 
money is high." 

,...... ..01 Jl'l 

DX-610H 

Introduce yourself to the 
unbelievable sound quality of 
Sharp Compact Disc and the 
Sharp range of C.D. compatible 
audio systems . 

For more details about the 
unbeatable new range of Sharp 
Compact Disc Players, just cut 
the coupon . 

Less Bucks. More Fizz. 

Send to: Sharp Compact 01sc. PO Box 4 (East PDO), 
Manchester M 10 9BD. 

I 
Please send me my free full colour brochur

.

e 
featunng the Sharp Compact D1sc Players I 

I 
NAME _________ 

I 

I 
ADDRESS 51 

I 0� I ��---- POSTCODE __ 

1SHARP1 
�OMPAO_DI� 



TU R N T A  B L E s & T 0 N E  A R M  

ELITE TOWNSHEND ROCK 11 
ELITE TOWNSHEND LTD. UNI T 2, NORTH WEYLANDS INDUSTRIAL E STATE. MOLESEY ROA D. 

· ---HERSHAM. WALTON-ON-THAMES, SURREY TEL (0932) 246850--- · 

T
his Elite turntable is designated 
Rock 11 to distinguish it from the 
original design developed at Cran
field Institute of Technology. The 
latter was only built in very small 

and highly expensive quantities. But lessons 
learned from its development have been applied 
to this cheaper model, which sells typically at 
£299 plus around £65 for the cover and platform 
if required. 

The original Rock made much use of a 
mineral-filled resin for mass and damping, but 
the Rock II employs gypsum to the same end, 
for example in the sol id platter and the weighty 
plinth/chassis, both of which use a fabricated 
metal skin to contain their mineral castings. 

The Rock II is a solid-plinth model with a 
synchronus motor firmly bolted in place, and 
a rubber cord drive belt linking the motor to 
the inner hub of the two-piece platter. The unit 
achieves substantial environmental isolation 
through suspension of three air filled rubber balls 
(squash balls, I believe). The lid is attached to 
the base plate and hence remains isolated. 
Speed change is done by hand. 

One unique feature is a large silicone fluid 
damper mounted on the plinth and operating 
at the headshell end of the arm. This is designed 
to help control both the audio band tonearm 
structural resonances and the arm cartridge 
subsonic resonances, without imposing excessive 
forces on the cantilever in the record warp 
frequency range. Shock resistance and record 
'rumble' are said to be improved in this manner. 

No special set up of alignment is required, and 
apart from the necessarily limited cartridge 
access the turntable was easy to use, with ann 
lead dressing uncritical. 

LAB REPORT 
The loaded platter weighed a notable 2.9kg with 
its plastic enamelled surface forming the disc 
support. It showed good damping of the disc 
impulse, which showed an even characteristic. 
Tonally the platter should sound neutral, and 
no platter ringing was observed. 

No speed stability problems were experienced 
with DIN peak weighted wow and flutter a fine. 
0.1% was satisfactory, while flutter looked very 
good at less than 0.05%. 

Absolute speed accuracy was fine within 0.1 %, 
while more than satisfactory table torque was 
confirmed by the modest 0 .25% slowing under 
load; no over shoot was observed. Start-up time 
with our sample was slow 6.8 seconds, but this 
improved to 4.8 seconds with a new pulley. The 
DIN B rumble figures were a fine - 77dB, given 
the unpromising motor location; spectral 
analysis did show some mild motor vibration 
breakthrough but at a pretty inaudible level. 

The simple design proved remarkably effective 
in suppressing airborne acoustic feedback and 
vibration shock immunity was also well above 
average when using the damper, and the system 
was uncritical of location. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The Rock 11 did well on audition, demonstrating 
a good stability of pitch, with a neutral, even 
handed tonal balance, It performed competently 
throughout the frequency range, with firm clean 
bass, good perspectives in the mid range, and 
an unexaggerated treble. In fact, the treble 
seemed 'cooler' and less exuberent than usual 
when used with an ltwk arm. Stereo focus was 
good, and cartridges tracked well with reduceJ 

low frequency noise. A pleasing level of stereo 
depth was available. 

CONCLUSIONS 
I would hesitate to place this model in the 
highest sonic category, but it nonetheless has 
a lot going for it. The damper does the job it 
is claimed to do, particularly with good cartridge 
combinations, and the deck needs no setting 
up- a plus point for many purchasers. It offers 
a performance near to that available from a true 
subchassis turntable, doing so with a high level 
of neutrality (or, if you like, a low level of color
ation). As such it represents an interesting prop
osition and the standard attained merits 
recommendation. 
Nme: Considerable improvements have been made 
since we last reviewed the Rock 11 and these have 
yet to be evaluated in Choice. 

TEST RESULTS 
Mowr scc1 ion 
Tyr� h�.:lt-dm·�.:. rq . .; • d plm1h 

Pl,urcr m.t�..,fdampmg 2 .9kg/vcr� !.!o.,,J 

Ftm:.h dnd l'1\L!I!lt't'fll1)..! very good/vn� good 

T}pC of m.t ln� U>llflL'Cting lead.., 3 o m . .'f· 
SpccJ ''Pittlll� tn.mual chan).!c. 33/45rpm 
\Vo\\ <11hl tluttt.:r (DI� rcak wtJ ''gma 2) 0.1% 

\Vo\\ �md tlu11er (lin p�-_·<�k wt'-l 0.2-6H:/6- 3001-l:) _O.ll'X)/0.05% 

Ah�olutc '>pn:'-1 o.:rrm +0.1% 

Speed dnf1. I hour/ltldd V<ITJ,It lon ___ ,ynchnmtni.J 0.25% 

Srarr-ur urne rn <nllhhk -.r,thLlhatHm 6.8 �cc-. 

Rumble. Dl0l 8 wtd. LIR .1\'l'rd).!l' hL't.' :.pcctrum) _-77/-78dB 

·St:t.• (\\ xdxh)/c]e;'!r.'lllCL' f,lr ltd rc<tr ___ 40x 31xl l.5cm/n"nl: 
Eaw of u-.L· -

--,-----;-,-------,-
-

..,-
-------->'' \"<Xl 

T)pK<d anou-.ttC hreakthfi )U)..:h and Tt"!»OnancL.,., ___ ..:xLdknt 

Su�Jt"CIIH' -.ound qll<�hlt ol compll:tt" �y�t..:m ___ vcr) gooJ 

llum k·w1facu11"1 ic ft>edhack ven good/gooJ 

Vthrd.tton -.en,mvirv/�hock r..::-t'>!ance good/Yery good 

E�tJtnateJ tvp!cdl purcha:...:: price .L299 

Fur graph references see issue No 40 
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U R N  T A B  L E s & T 0 N E A  RM s 

HEYBROOK TT2 
MECOM ACOUSTICS, KNIGHTON HILL. WEMBURY. PLYMOUTH. DEVOI':. 

· --TEL (0752) 863188-- · 

W
ith a reput�tion resting prim
arily on their highly success
ful loudspeaker designs, 
Heybrook now offer an up
market pre- and power ampli

fier combination as well as the turntable 
reviewed here. 

The TT2 looks superficially similar to the 
Linn Sondek, but closer examination reveals that 
Heybrook have used a rather different set of 
solutions which do not appear to compromise 
engineering quality or finish. At the same time, 
the TT2 is quite competitively priced. 

The very strongly constructed plinth is essen
tially of 45mm composite, only cut away where 
space is required for the arm leads, motor and 
associated wiring. Suspended on three multi
turn coil springs, the subchassis can be aligned 
from above, via three socket-head bolts fixed by 
an ingenious locking system. The earliest 
models used a box-section welded steel subchas
sis which had rather a high mass, and was soon 
replaced by a cast aluminium design, with re
inforcing flanges around the cruciform shape. 

The closcly-tolcranced main bearing consists 
of a steel shaft supported on a hardened thrust 
ball, running in plain bronze sleeves. The alloy 
two-piece platter weighs 2 .8kg, and the inner 
section forms the drum on which the belt runs. 
A felt mat is sr:mdard. 

Currently, the TT2 suspension is set on the 
firm side, to provide better control, while a f�irly 
stiff short belt has been chosen as likely to 
minimise wow effects. The main subchassis 

18 

modes are in the 4.5 to 5Hz range, and correct 
arm lead dressing offers good control of higher 
frequency rotational modes. 

Arms tried with the TT2 included the Linn 
LVX and the A lphason, but perhaps the most 
obvious choice was the Rega RB300, the t\\'o 
products complementing each other in fine 
engineering and value. 

LAB REPORT 
The \\·ell-constructed main bearing exhibited 
negligible play, while the subchassis \\'aS well 
adjusted. A fine weighted wow and flutter figure 
of 0.065% was recorded, with equally good 
results for the flutter and wow when separately 
weighted. at 0.08% and 0.07% respectively. The 
deck ran fast by an acceptable 0.5%, while high 
torque \\'aS shown by the excellent 0.18% 
slowing under test loading. Dy namic wO\\' will 
not be a problem here. 

DIN B weighted rumble was very lo\\' at 
almost -80db, but spectrum analysis did show 
some moderate motor-related mechanical 
frequency components, specifically at IOOH: 

and 200H:. The latter measured -78dB and 
consequently should be quite harmless. 

SOUND QUALITY 
On audition the latest TT2 offered an 
improvement over the earlier version, notably 
in better exposition of the dynamic contrasts 
in the music. Pitch stability, rhythm and timing 
were all very good, while the bass was a strong 
point, with welcome firmness coupled with good 

extension to lower-bass frequencies. 
Solo singing focused well in the stereo sound 

stage, the latter exhibiting good space and 
depth. The TT2 compared well with far more 
expensive designs, making only slight 
concessions in areas of detail and dynamics on 
the most complex material. 

CONCLUSIONS 
One cannot help but be impressed by the fine 
finish and construction of this durable 
subchassis design, as well as by its competitive 
pricing and good performance both in the 
laboratory and in the listening room. 

Strong points included very low wow and fine 
bass. It was easy to set up, remaining stably 
aligned, and merits a firm recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
Mulllflllll! 

T\pt:: -
--

;
�

---------hclt-dn,· c, �uh.._h,b-.h 
PLmcr rn,.,,JJ,unpmg 2 .6kg/;,,·cr.IJ!L'+ 

1-lnl-.h ;ln�l o:ng111n.Ting \'t:ry _l!<l\klh:v:dlcnt 

T,pc ol rn,11n-. n•nn..:umg lt:.1LI' 3 Ct>ro..· 
Sp ... 'L'll opt11m.., nunu.1l chang ... ., 3) 4)q,m 
\X't''' .md tlutkr (Ill:--: pc,d, \ltLI -.tt,!lll.l 2) 0.06)'\, 

\X'o\\ .mJ tltlfh_·r (lin pL-.Ik 11 r,! 0 2-611: 6· )0('1 !:) _0.ll/0oi0.0:-i'\, 

.-\h-.ohn1: -.p...:o..•.._! <.'Tn>r ..,..('_)'\, 

Sp.._,.._ ... !.._lnft. 1 lhlurf!tl.td \",lrl,ltltlll <0.1''-n/ 0.1W'" 

St.�rt·ur um ... - tP <-•uJ•hll' ,cahlt-.;HH•n ).8 ... .. ·c., 
Rumhk·. O!N B wtd. LIR ,1\'t;'rdgl' 801 78�lB 
S1:�.: (\\ x,Jxh)lckdr.li1LL' h1r !t,! TL'tlr _ �--44X )/x 15.)un-6cm 

E,a...!,' 11f u--,- J.!ll•l<l 

T\r1c.tl ,KtlLHll hr..:<�k.thn1ugh ,mJ n>tln,m�L'"---vL'T\' i!t"''' 

SuhJt:ctt\t: '-lHin<i �lu;J]It� (If ..:tllnrlt:"tL· ,, .... ,L·m -�--'·L·n l.!ll•d 

JJum k\·d\t(lliJ,IlL kL·dh.Kk \L'T\' !!Olld-\L'T\ !!<k.l,j 

Vihr.uton "L'n,ltl\'H\1-.htiCk. fL''t't.lnL<" ___ \'l'f\ ���o,l/t.mh l!<N.kl 

E�tlm:HL'd \\pied J'Urch.1-c J'rlCt: t:219 

For gm{>h references see issue No 43 



T u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M 

LINN BASIK PLUS 
LINN PRODUCTS LTD. 257 DRAKEMIRE DRIVE, CASTLEMILK, GLASGO\XIG45 9SZ. 

· --TEL (041) 634 03 71-- · 

L
inn felt that the detatchablc 
headshe\1 fitting on their LV'X 

represented a weakness, so decided to 
produce the Plus. Here the headshe\1 
has been factory fitted and is rigidly 

as well as permanendy fixed. A feature of this 
relatively inexpensive Japanese-made product is 
the inclusion of the current Basik C<�rtridge, a 
competent performer which retails at £15 11·hen 
purchased as a separate item. Furthermore, the 
arm is assembled with bearings set to be free 
from play, essential if a satisfactory performance 
is to obtained when using a moving-coil 
cartridge. However, on some samples this 
practice can result in higher friction than usual 
- as indeed was the case with our arm. (A 
reasonable test to check this is to free balance 
the arm and set it near to the record centre. Dial 
a small amount of bias and observe if the arm 
swings slowly and smoothly. If so, the lateral 
friction is satisfactory.) Our sample did have low 
enough friction to give good tracking at a I .Sg 
downforce, but we would nonetheless have 
preferred lessl 

LAB REPORT 
Effective mass with hardware was around 13g, 

balancing a typical cartridge and suited to low 
or medium compliance. The geometry was fine, 
and it proved easy to set up. Vertical friction 
was fine at SOmg, but rose to lSOmg laterally. 
The bias correction was estimated at an 
appropriate 230mg rim and 260mg centre. 

Downforce calibration was fine, though cue 
descent a trifle slow. Measured with the Basik 
cartridge installed, the cartridge-coupled arm 
resonances were charted. The result was notably 
smooth, showing a good resonance behaviour 
and with the first mode at 620Hz. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Comparative listing tests showed an improve
ment over the LV'X. Midrange coloration was 

MICHELL SYNCHRO 

reduced, with an improvement in clarity, detail 
and punch. Upper bass transients were more 
articulate, while the treble sounded better 
integrated as well as more incisive. The arm 
attained a fine standard for the price. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A worthwhile revision, the P/1.t.1 was a fine 
ronearm, which in its latest form, and taking 
into account the inclusion of the Basik cartridge, 
cams a warm recommendation,albeit with slight 
reservation concerning lateral friction levels. 

TEST RESULTS 
Arm s�ctiim 

Approxnnat�.· �t"t�ctt\'t.' 11\d'>:-, HK -.ere\\..,, l'xcl c.tnnd�.: ... · ___ 13� 
Typt·fma:--. ,I( he,td..,h,:ll ft.\.l'd 

Gt..'�lllll'lfll <Kcur.K\ __ _ ___ \1.'n !!<ltl\1 
Adju�tllll'lll'> pnl\'hit:d _______ hu:�.:htitl\l'Tiun.!.!.'tlfhet 

Ftnhh ;md l'llJ.!lllt..'l.'rtng t:Xct:lknt/\en ).!\lth.l 
Lhl.' nf ;HSI.'mhlv/s('t·urh.t-.l' vn,Kilg,llxllg,,<".l 
Fricttnn. 1 vr!L.d Lttl.'r.d/\'l'rt ICtl I 50m)!150m� 
Rta .. Ctmlp..:n-..ua'n rn�:thtld itnt�:rn.tl 'Pflll!.! 
Rt�i' forcl'. nm/u.:ntn.: ( .. t:t to l.)g l.'lllptlctl) ___ 23l'mui26('lml.! 

J),)wnt"orct: ctltbr.utun l'rror. 1).! 2g r-('1.1).! -t O.l)g 
Cu"-· dnft. bmm .hc ... ·nti•k"<:"l.'llt ______ 1.0 .. .._.,.> )_j .. �,_-c., 
Ann TL''>Oil<llltl'' ______________ ).!t>t>d 
Suhjl'Cll\'L' '''tm .... ! qwtlll\' .!!''''d 

Arm J,unpmg ..._!n ... ••uplnl countl'f\\l't!.!ht 
E-.urn.Hnlnp�<.:<tlJ'UTCh,t�·· rncl· 1112 

Frn graph references see isslle Nu 40 

J.A. M I CH ELL ENGI\IEERING LTD. 2 THEOB.A.LDSTREET. BOREHAMWOOD. HERTS. 

· --TEL 01-993 0771-- · 

T
his middle-rank Michell Synchro is 
a true subchassis des1gn, and has a 
striking, 'engineered' appearance. 
with all the working parts exposed 
and fully finished. 

The cast subchassis has strong outrigger 
platform for arm mounting and a three point 
coil spring suspension. The assembly is mounted 
on a pale green, tinted, acrylic base with 
matching, round cornered lid and thick plate 
glass planer. A thin felt mat is in a darker shade 
of green. The synchronous motor feeds power 
via a rubber cord to the periphery of the platter. 
Speed change is effected by manual changeover 
on the two pulley diameters. The screw-in feet 
give a choice of rubber-faced or hard alloy spikes, 
the latter proving popular at present. 

LAB REPORT 
The platter had good self-damping; while the 
initial disc impulse transient was considerable, 
it decayed quickly, with minimal subsequent 
resonance. The suspension system was highly 
effective in blocking both airborne energy and 
vibration through the feet. What breakthrough 
was present proved even in character. The sus
pension did prove rather 'whippy' in the lateral 
and rotational planes, which unfortunately 
resul red in poor shock resistance. 

The combined DIN peak weighted wow <�nd 

flutter measurement gaw a fine 0.05%. with low 
individu<JI contributions of flutter and wow, 
helped by the generous platter m<�ss and fine 
rolerencing here, a absolute speed ran a little 
slow -0.06% but drift was negligible and 
slowing under load held to a fine -0.22%. Start
up was comparatively r<�pid 2.5 seconds, 
indicating healthy torque. DIN B weighted 
rumble was a very fine - 77dB, the spectrogram 
showing low levels of electrical and mechanical 
no is�. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Our initial sample disappointed with poor 
subjective pitch stability, the cause being an 
almost imperceptible mechanical interference 
between the close fitting platter and chassis. 
When solved, the player provided a very good 
standard of sound reproduction with firm bass 

and an articulate, detailed stereo presentation 
with good stage width and depth. Coloration 
was low while pitch and timing were to a high 
standard. Feed-back effects were negligible. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Synchro offers an appealing combination 
of finish, engineered sty le, good lab 
performance, pl�1s fine sound quality for the 
price. Versatile with respect to ;um fitting it 
complemented the Rcga RB300 well and 
comfortably achieved recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
�v1ol0r section 

T\pt: ______ _ 

[)[,lrtl"T lll:l""f,Llmplng "l'l' ll"'\t/<,!JMH.I 

hn1'"h ,md l"llglllCCrLng vxcdknt/l."x<.:dk·nt 

T\r�: ul m<lln .. UfntH.'ctliH! k·.kJ., 2 u•rc 

Sr�·l·J ort 1nn" nLiniLd. 3 )/4-)rprn 

\Vu,, ,md tluncr (DJ:-..l rc,1k \\td "'l!m,, 2)__ 00)'\, 

\V,l'' ,md tluncr (!m pc.lk \\i,l 0 2-6H:16-10CII:) _0 .0b"'n/0 .06'\, 

r\h ... olutl' "Pl"l.."ll <.."rrur __ 0.0'\', 

Speed dnft, I h�ourll�'J<..l v:lrl,\t\1111 ____ ncgl1g1hld 0.22'\, 
St,�n-up tlllll" rn .mll1hlc �tdhdl�dtlon 2.) -.c�..� 

Rumble, [1\r-:' H \\Ill. L/R .l\'o.:r:tt:l" ( .. L·�- "Pl."<.:trum) ____ 7/dR 

System as a whole 

S1:c (\�Y,[/h)/Lic;�r,mn· tm hd T<..',H __ 40x33.):.-rl)ullil'i.)un 

Ed..,�' ut u.,c t.11rh !_!uud 

l\-p1cd ,IClllhll\.. hrco1kthn>ugh ,md rc�lii"UllLL"" ____ 0.:'\{<..'llo.:nt 

SuhjcCII\"<.." "''tmd quotlity 11! Uilllpkte -.,\"..,ll.."lll ___ \'<.."f\ t:t111<..! 

llum l...·vdloKt>tJ-.11<.: fccJh<Jck \I."T\ !.!'"'L!,en 1-:•"�<..1 

\'Ji•r:.liHIJl .,,_.n,III\"IIY/-.hntk r�·-.ht.itl<.:C ____ ,.l.T\ !_!lll"-J J1llilf 

l::'ttrn,Jtcc! 1\J�ll...d purd1.1�c pri<.:l" -------- i.23") 

For graph refere11ce.1 see issue Nu 40 
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ENTER THE SONY/HI·FI CHOICE 

Sony's COP 303ES Compact Disc player; TA-F222ES amplifier; STS222ES tuner 
and TC-R502ES cassette deck are four top performance hi-fi components, when 
joined by Sony's exceptional APM22ES loudspeakers (shown on opposite page) 
they make up a remarkably fine hi-fi system that combines superb audio 
performance with the unmistakable Sony hallmarks of quality, reliability and stylish 
design. 

In this issue Hi-Fi Choice is offering you the chance to win all five of the above 
range of ES separates which are as follows: 

Sony CDP303ES Compact Disc player- the very latest CD technology from 
Sony. This remote control slimline player is fully programmable, incorporating 
digital filtering; it offers linear tracking for speedy access. Plus optical transfer 
between analogue and digital circuitry. 

Sony TA-F222ES amplifier - has many of the best Sony features including: 
ACT and Legato linear technology, plus LC-OFC internal wiring and 
protection circuitry, with 100 watts RMS into 6 ohms it has a wealth of different 
inputs including video, which will appeal to vision enthusiasts. 

Sony STS222ES tuner - a product of high level engineering, it features a 
quartz-locked digital frequency synthesiser system, that ensures an accurate 
'fix' on the broadcast signal. Station selection can be facilitated manually 
or automatically utilising the ten presets. 

Sony TC-R502 ES cassette deck - the latest addition to the ES range, this 
high quality deck features auto-reverse, AMS, music scan as well as both Dolby 
B and C, plus an HX PRO for recording FM broadcasts. 

Sony APM22ES loudspeakers- these Best Buy award winning speakers feature 
Sony's unique APM driver technology which allows them to cope with digital 
audio sources and featuring a two-way speaker system. 



DIGITAL READY COMPETITION 

All the above separates retail for approximately £1,300. 
To enter and win the Sony ES range of '222' separates, simply answer the questions 
below on the cut-out form, and send it to Hi-Fi Choice by the closing date for 
entries. 

,---'ES�222� SEPARATES ENTRY FORM--l 
I Choose A, B or C 1 
I 1 Sony describe the D/A converter circuitry oftheirCDP/03 

I 1 I CD player as (A) ultra linear (B) ortholinear (C) unilinear. 1 

I Z T he remote control of the CDP 103 CD player offers a 
� l 

I facility not on the machine itself, which (A) turns over the 
I 

I discs (B) disables the fluorescent displays (C) allows numeric 
I 

I index location. 

I 
I 

3 The bass/midrange driver of the APM20ESII loudspeaker 
uses a frame made of (A) pressed steel (B) injection moulded 
plastics (C) aluminium honeycomb. 

Sony 'ES' is a natural choice of high quality h i-fi, because 

-------------------- (not more than ZO words) 
Name 
Address 
Postcode ---------------------------

Closing Date For Entries 28th November 1986 

Send your entr y to Hi-Fi Choice/Sony Competition, 
Freepost 7, London W1E 4EZ 

RULES 

The competition is open to cmyone except employees of Hi�Fi Choice (ami subsidiary companies) anJ Sony. 
All entries must be submirted on the above enny form. No cash alternatives to the prizes shown will be 

offered. The publishers reserve the right to puhli::.h any entry submitted ;Jnd entries become the property 
of Hi�Fi Choice. The winners will he notified by post. In the event of more rhan one correct entry, the 
winner will be decided by the 'Sony ES' tiebreaker above. 

L _______________ _____________ � 



u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M s 

MISSION CAMBRIDGE 775LCT 
MISSION CAMBRIDGE l TD. STONEHILL. HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGE PEI86ED. 

· --TEL (0480) 574 77-- · 

T
his deck fined as standard with a 
Mission 774LC ronearm and 
Solitaire carrridge, it also has Linn
style arm mounring arrangements, 
so alternatives are possible. A solid 

plinth construction is adopted, made from a very 
thick and highly rigid composition board. 
Mission aim to 'close the loop' between arm and 
planer and thus exclude external interference. 
For isolation the plinth has three non-adjustable 
sponge feet in high-loss Sorbothane, capped by 
load-spreading cups. 

A fairly resonant polystyrene lid is fitted while 
the two piece planer has an alloy outer disc 
weighing about I.Skg resting on an inner plastic 
hub. The 500rpm synchronus motor is virtually 
rigidly mounted on the plinrh which could give 
rise to breakthrough problems. This is linked to 
the platter via a neoprene cord running on a 
'V' groove pulley. Speed change is manual, 
effected by flicking the cord from one step in 
the rulley to the other. o special alignment 
or adjustment is required, so the 775 should 
work properly straight away, immediately after 
it is unpacked and the planer put in position. 

LAB REPORT 
The limited shelf or supporr isolation was 
shown, with around !OdB of vibration rejection 
in the 30-SOOHz range (as compared with 
20-30dB for the subchassis designs). Acoustic 
energy was hand led better if still be loll' average, 
but both breakthrough curves were of an even 
and non-resonant character. 
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The disc impulse response was fairly typical 
of this type of thin felt mat, but the subsequent 
decay was rather quicker than usual. A slight 
'ring' \\'aS evident at !SOH:, probably a platter 
rocking mode. \Vow and flutter were only just 
satisfactory on an early sample, but improved 
with a second one. Rumble was cerrainly poorer 
than average but not unacceptable at around 
- 70dB, analysis showing the predicted motor 
- related components ar a satisfactory level. 
Torque was good with minimum slowing under 
load, and the other speed characteristics were 
fine. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Assessed with the 774LC tonearm, this turn
table confounded some of our prejudices con
cerning solid plinrh designs. it gave a tidy, 
coherent and well integrated sound. Dynamics 
were good, with almost tactile percussive 
impact. Pitch and rhythm were also good, lend
ing :cm almost 'hoppy' effect with the help of 
an above average bass quality which was a bit 
lightweight but tuneful. 

Stereo focus was impressive though the mid
range was a trifle 'up front' with some loss of 
depth. The sound was distinctly improved when 
the lid was removed, and this is our recommen
dation for serious listening .. Both deck and arm 
appeared well matched. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Supplied complete with cartridge at around 
£199, this tumtable continued to do well despite 

a noticeable increase in motor noise with recent 
samples. Its musical drive and integrity remains, 
allowing us to conrinue our recommendation. 
It still sounded a little better with the lid re
moved despite lid improvements, and performed 
optimally on a proper wall-mounted shelf. 

TEST RESULTS 
Motor !)l'..:tion 
T\pl.' h.._·lr-,lnn:. �uhch,t:.�h 

Pl.ntl'T m.t ... ,fd.unpllll! 2.!5kgii:JlTiy !.!\loo._] 

rrn1-.h ,111d l'll}!lll<..'l'rt!lg \'t.!r\' gOtl<J/g1111d 
"G·p.._• nl m.lln' Ct>llllt:Ctii1L: lt:.1d-. ___ 2 ltlTclphurllh and c.trrh 
�reed tlptlnn-. m.mu.tl Lh,mge. 33/45rpm 
\\'u,, ,m.._] tluu .. ·r (DJ\' pt:.tk ,,,.._] -.1gm.• 2) 0.1'\, 
\\'m\ ,m.._]tluth'T (lm pt.'<lk \\(o._] 0.2-611:/6-300H:) __ 0.JMi\uf0.0/0(, 

:\h-.ulutt' '1''--'"'"-1 .._•rror +0.1'\, 

Spn·d dnh. I ht,urllu.t.._! \ ;!rldtlon +0.09"·1�/-0.21'\, 

St.tn·ur ttme tu <�u .. hhk .. r<thdt-.<�tttm 1.8 ,.._.o 

Rum H..:, DJ\' B \\TJ. L R an:r.u�.._. (��o.'l' -.rc..:tr um) _ 171-75�18 
Arm :o.c..:tion(Mis!)ion 774LC) 
Approxun.H�o.· dk<.tJ\C llld"�. 111C .... u�o.·\v.... cxLI cmn,l)!c ___ llg 
T,p .. ·1ma-.-. ol ht';Jd .. h..,.JI ____ ntlll-dct;Kh.thl�.· 

Eohl' 11! ,,, ... �,•ml�lv/-..o:t·up·u,c \·er� ).!lllkl 
Fncnon. I\PICtl lateral \er!K<tl 30mg/30m!.! 
B�oh C�o.lmp .. :n-..,HHm mL·th .. �J �pnn!.! 
R1.h lore�.:, mn/ccntrt' ( .. ..:t 1u l.)g �o:lllptiLd) ___ l10mg 120mu 
n,)\\nl�m:�.· cd!hr,Hlt�n error, !gi2g 0 .08gi - O . lg 

Cu ... - .. lnft. hmm ,t-u.:ntld�..·,Lt'lll __ \·en good. 0.5 '..:c-../4.0 '\.'(' 

Arm r..:,•m .tnL..:' ___________ d\\:r.Jg�.-..,.. 

:iubjO.:I..(I\-l' '11UI1lj ljU.Jlltl ).:IK.lll 
Arm J.lmpmg ,-,--------- -----
Sy�tc:m a:, a 11 h o l e 
Si:t' (llXJxh)ILk<tf,llKt' !ur l1d rc,tr ___ 4 3 x3 3 x 12 .5cm /4c m 
Ea ... ..: nt u .. �.- !_!ooJ 

Tlpicoll ,l(lllhiiL hrc:;Jkthnllll!h ;Jn�l Tt''ll!l,I!Kt'� !,Hr 
Suhp.:Ctl\C ''Jtmd ljllclht\ ul Cllmpkrc '\'tcm gonJ 
Hum 11.'\·d ,lC,lthriC kcdh.Kk •1\'�:ragc t,ur 

\'1br.uwn ,..:n,HI\'lt\'l.,ht>ck Tl''l�t<lnu.· ___ a\'�o.T,I_!.!t: -/f,url\' !.!tl1kl 

bttm.Hcd t\pt�o.<ll pur�o.h,J�t· prH;L' !..199 

For graph references see iss1te No 40 



T u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M 

NAD5120 
NAD SALES, COUSTEAU HOUSE, GREYCAINE ROAD, WATFORD. HERTS WD2 4SB 

· --TEL (0923) 26499-- · 

N 
0\\' significantly revised, the 
NAD 5120 remains a boldly un
usual design. The earlier version's 
floppy, printed circuit ronearm 
has been replaced by a conven

tional tubular type, and the price cut to a com
petitive £109 including the \\'Orthwhile Ortofon 
OMIO canridge. 

Amazing considering the price, this C:ech 
built turntable has a true floating subchassis. 
The suspension needs no alignmenr, employ
ing B&O style leaf springing. The lightweight 
pressed alloy platter is beefed up by a substan
tial hard mar insert, bringing total mass to a still
modest 1.15kg. The moulded plastic inner plat
ter drum is belt-driven from a slow speed syn
chronous motor of the usual type. One control 
actuates the speed change and another cueing 
automatic stop and lift-off are automatic. The 
non-resonant lid is acrylic the plastic plinth is 
supported on hard rubber feet. 

LAB REPORT 
This player achieved presentable wow and flutter 
results 0.1 %, DIN peak \\'eighted, ll'hile the sep
arate flutter and 1\'0\\' contributions "·ere well 
balanced. Absolute speed 11'35 acceptably close 
and showing under load satisfactory -0.28%. 
Rumble was poorer than expected at 
-68/-64dB, DIN B \\'eighted; spectml analysis 
showed some motor harmonics at !00 and 
200Hz, sufficienr to affect the DIN reading. 

Vibration isolation was pretty good, but the 
light platter did not provide very strong acous-

tic breakthrough rejection, which peaked m 

360Hz. The disc impulse response was also un
promising; the initial transient was handled 
well, but the platter continued ringing at several 
frequencies thereafter. Suspension dynamics 
were fairly good, if a touch \vhippy ' in rotation. 

Arm effective mass was 9.0g suiting the sup
plied cartridge, while lateral friction measured 
rather high 0.3g; as a result the bias compen
sation value had to go unrecorded. Downforce 
calibration was on the low side, which is not 
the best direction in which to err. The arm's res
onant behaviour was considered poor, the gr.1ph 
being charted with the supplied Orrofon car
tridge and hence representative of typical use 
conditions. The major break at 350Hz was part
icularly severe, but there were no problems over 
the rest of the range. When used as instructed 
the damper proved effective and was a useful 
extm in improving tracking and stability. 

SOUND QUALITY 
For a budget model, this NAD did pretty well 
and with 2.0g downforce arm friction did not 
appear to pose any problem. The turntable exh
ibited some lower midrdnge coloration although 
this was not too serious. 

Stereo images were stable and showed some 
sense of depth and scale, while the bass was sat
isfactory, possesing a fairly tuneful quality, better 
than usual for the price. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This player \\'3S quite close to our Best Buy class-

ification, but was held back by doubts concern
ing sample quality. The review model was <tn 
early one, but still should have exhibited better 
arm friction. 
(Nore: a la re,- sample showed fw-rher im[Jrovemenrs 
w the arm, su this deck is nou• rared a 'Besr BH/). 

TEST RESULTS 
�vtotflr section 
T\po: "l.'llll .Ill!< I, bdT-dr i \ l', -.ubt.h.t-.�L' 
Plattl.'r ma:--./d�•mrtn).! 1.1 5b;htv.._·r.H.!O: 

hni-.h .�nd cngtrll:t.:nng vcn l!•'''�ilw)\'d 
T\po.: �,,( matn' ulnflt:Llln).! k.lll' ___ 2 ll>rclphtllll'' ,1nd t:.Lrth 
Spt:nl tlpltlll1' __ � 3 4)rpm 
\\',1\\ .m�J !lun�._·r (lJ]j\.) p.._•ak Wtt.J -.lgllld 2) 0.i"'n 

\'\'m\ .md tlll!!l'T (l1n pe.d, \\ld 0.2-611:/6-)0011:) _l' . l�''o\� . 1 1 '\1 
-\J�,,I]Utl' '>J1l't'd l'THIT -0.25()'<1 

Spcnl dnfl, I huurllu.Ld \'Ml.lttun ___ ,\nchunli'HHI, 0.2h"'<, 

:)t,.rt-up tlfll<.' t•J aud1hk -.t.1hJ[J...,llu•n ____ 2.5 ... ..:�.:.., 

Rumble. DJ� B 1\ld, LIR ���.:rage(-...:..: ..,p.._·urum) _ 6h 64,1B 
Arm :-cl.:tion 
:\pprtlXIllldt<.' dkt.:ll\'<.' tll<l''· tn<. 'LT<.'\\'>,,_.,.._:] t.:<lrlrl<..[!,(e ___ \).0!.! 

Tlp<.'lllld"" ol he.HJ..,hdl ____ !lll!l·�kt.tLh.rhl..:.-

(.),_·1>11\<._'(Tt( ,h,:Lllr,IL\ ---- _______ J.!I>o,J�\ 
A'-IJII"trnent-. pr<lvtded ---------''ll'rh.mg/tJff..et 
1-uu,h ,md ..:n)..!tlll'L'Ttng J.!(l"dlt,nrl) J!OP<i 
E,h<._' <lf ,h,l'lllhl\'/">l'l·llplll-L' I'L"r\' !,!()\)(! 
Frr<.ttlln. tlptcdl l.11cral ll'JtJc,ll 310ml! <20m!.! 

Rt.l' ClllllpL'n..,,I(J(>n 1111.:tln•d ____ ----- ... pnnt: 

Rt.h lnrcL", rtmlt.:L'tltr�.: (,et ltl l.)g ,_·l\Jpticd ) 

f)tl\\"!lf,Jrt.:l.: cllthnl!tl>n nr,or, lg/2)!. ______ 0.1'5}!/ 0.1g 

Cue ,[rift. 8mtn •"\..L'nt/J.._.,L<'nt <0.'5 ,.._ . .._,{2.'5 '"-"L' 

:\.rrn r�o:,tlll<lllt.:<-'' ptll.lT 

�uhj<-"Litlt: ... uund qu.d 1t1 .nerag._• 
.-\rrn d.nnpttll.! dkcttl'�o: ..,,\tulllc ,l,,..,hp,lt 
System as a whole 
S1:"-· (ll.>f"-lxh)k;kM·c�JILL' i<JT 11,\ Tl'.Jf ___ 41x)).)xtlcm km 
E,t-.l' 11! ll'-l \o,:n l.!'"'d 
T1 p1.._d [ dLoU,tiC hn:;�kthnltt!.(h and ro.::..,l•nt�nL<-'' ____ d\LTdgo.:-

SuhJl'Lil\'l' "''Lmd qtt.lllti <If Ullnpkt..: "'"'"-'Ill ____ ,li'LTdJ,!o.:-

llum [,_•ll'l/aul!l-.tlc IL'nlh.1t.:k �t><h..I·�,,(.,J 
\'1hratHm ,,_.n,t!tl'll\f,holk ro..·..,ht.mo..c �"'"-\ Lurh \!{>o.,J 
1:--tJ!ll.II<.·ll t lp1l .tl pur<..h.t,l' pr u .. c 1.10� 

Fur graph references see issue No 40 
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u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M s 

THE OAK/ZETA JUNIOR ARM 
MOTH MARKETING. 47 ARMSTRONG CLOSE, W!LSTEAD. BEDFORD. 

· --TEL(0234) 741152-- · 

T
he Oak budget turntable can nm1· 
be supplied fined with the Zeta 
junior, a new I y-comm issioned 
Japanese-built arm, effectively re
placing the now discontinued ADC 

ann which was supplied with the earlier model 
some years ago. Considerable improvements 
have been made over the original version, the 
current turntable having a well-toleranced 
inverted main bearing and a well-centred wood 
composition (MDF) planer, driven by a distinc
tive bright red synthetic rubber cord. Manual 
speed change is accomplished by flicking the 
cord from one pulley stop to the other, and a 
powerful synchronous motor is fined. 

The arm is reminiscent of the old ADC LM
F I, with a detachable, lightweight reinforced 
plastic headshell (interchangeable with the 
metal one used in the original Linn Basik LVX). 
A rotating counterweight is used, and overall 
finish is excellent, but this arm is too inexpen
sive to offer bearings free of play. 

LAB REPORT 
V irtually in the low-mass category, the arm's 
effective mass is 8.3g including mounting hard
ware; substitution of an LVX headshell would 
increase this to 12g or so, to suit low compliance 
cartridges better. Geometry was fine, the arm 
was easy to set up and use, and friction was low. 
Bias correction tended to the low side at the 
rim - solved by dialling a slightly higher 
indicated value. Downforce was well calibrated, 
and the cue operated satisfactorily. Structural 
resonances were quite numerous and the arm 
scored a straight 'average' here. 

The disc rests directly on the plain finished 
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plarrer, resulting in fairly good disc damping; 
a planer rocking mode was evident at around 
35H:. Wow and f1utter was a satisfactory 0.25%, 
with similar unweighted contributions of flutter 
and wow. Speed error was all right at 1%, while 
start-up was rapid; the player had good torque 
characteristics. DIN B weighted, the rumble 
levels were unexceptional with figures remini
scent of the mid 'sixties, and not really to hi-fi 
standards. Analysis showed motor vibration 
breakthrough at 100 and 200Hz, audible as a 
slight low level 'drone' on very quiet sections 
of a record. Acoustic breakthrough was fairly 
well controlled by the structural solidity, but the 
stiff plastic feet afforded little vibration rejection 
from the mounting surface. Variations in per
formance with different tables, platforms etc 
were expected and indeed found. Conversely, 
the rigid construction did afford good shock 
immunity. 

The armS?a��Dsag��r�l��ormance. 
reasonably clean and well balanced but not in 
the class of the Rega RB250 with its play-free 
bearings. Some 'clutter' at high frequencies was 
associated with certain mid colorations, and lack 
of stereo depth was noted. 

The Oak motor unit gave above-average per
formance for the type, with good clarity in the 
mid and treble ranges. The sound depended 
strongly on location and sounded rather light
weight on the test coffee table, lacking spacious
ness with the bass distinctly curtailed. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Despite the above comments, the Zeta ]unioT 

is the only well-finished and competent tone
arm available at the price, and should be 
welcomed for its contribution to the costing of 
budget rurntable systems. The Oak deck is now 
presented in a refined form with a superior finish 
in real II'Ood (black oak!), and it would be h:ud 
to deny that it represents fair value for money. 
Presentable results are possible from the package 
if appropriately sited. 

TEST RESULTS 
Motor �L'clion 

Tq�l..' hl'lh.inn:. -.\nt.hn•nuu-. (m.tnu<�l) 

PLutl'r lll,..,,f�.LnnplnL: 15kg/t,m], J.!•'"d 

Fm1'h .md �_·ngnwt.•nnl.! v�o:n !!t�t�l/g,��.�l 
Tvp .. · ot rn,un' u'n'll'tllllJ.! l... ·.t�.\ ... ___ 2 ltln.: pht,nt'" ,1nd ,_..�nh 
Spn:d option-. 1 ll4'irrrn 
\Vm, ,md tluttl'r (DIN pc.1k wtd '-l).!ll\,1 2) 0.26% 
\X1mt. an�.l tltHtl..'r Otn pL'ak wrd 0.2-61\:/6-10011:) _0.27%/0.ZO'X, 
.l..h,,,[LHt' 'Pt.'t'd l'rf<,lf [.0°�, 
Spel..'d .lnh. I htHJr!!ttac! t.·:m,Hitm nq,dlgihlc -0.11'\, 
St.m-up 11nw to <�u�.lihlc .. r,,hdJ-..Junn l.) 'l'L' 
Rumhlo.·. J)J� R \\Id. LtR <�vt.·mg�.· ( .. L'I._. 'J1t.:ururn) _ 64/ 6H..!R 
Arm �l'ction 

:\ppn1XIIll;llt.' dfo..·t.tl\'1..' 111<1''· lilt. 'l.n:t.<.-., l'Xl] <.:<JrtrhJ!,!..: ___ H.)J! 

Tvpt:/m,l�' ot heaLl'ht:l\ ADC ,!..:t,tduhlc 3.0).! 
Gcorn<..·tn�o: ;Kcur,K� ___________ ,·cn J!<l<�l 
Adju,tnwnt� rn)VlllL·d hclghtlllWTh.tng/l.tlcra\ 
Fm.,h .111d cngmccnng v..:ry ).!O(l,J/g,IPd 
E.l'-l' 11l .. �,emhlvl-.et-up/u:-L' ___ l"L'T") g<�<lll/v�..·r� j.!I}{JJiven J.!'""l 
Fr1ctum. t\plcal Lner<�l \'crtlcll l0mgl<20mg 

Bt.h uunpen-.,nHm mclh<xl lnl<.."rn,JI -.pnnl! 
Bt.t� t,,rc..:, nm/c..:nrro: ( ... �..•r hl l.5g dliptc.ll) ___ l20ml!200ml! 
Do<<nluT<..l' L<lllhr;u1on l'rror. il.!'2g 0.0)g/ 0.051.! 
Cue Lln!t. Hmm ,t,<..cnt,Jc,O..:L'Ilt ____ ,J.dH, !.5 "t"L'-13.5 'L'l� 

Arm rc .... tln.tnu.:" ,.,.L'T'il)..:l' 

SubJcCtl\'<..' �ound l.jU<tht\ ,\I'CT'iH!l'+ 

Arm d.unr1ng �k-c<Jupllng c<nmtcn<ell!ht 
System as a whole 

S1:e {\\Xdxh):ck·,nanu: tur l1J ro...·,n ___ 46x 35X14.Scm (�..m 
E..� ....... 111 u,..... , l'n t.:<ll.·�l 
T,·p1c11 ,\UlU...,IIC hro:.tkthrtlUI.!h ,lfld Tl''<'ll<tnCn ____ .�, ..... r.H!l"-

Suhjclll\l" .... ,lund yu<�llt\ <>t uunplctc "''-ll'tn ____ ,1\cr;JI.!l"-
1-lum "-'\'L'j(;\C(llt...,[IC fcnlh.11..k <ll'L"r.l!!l''<l\l_"nll!l" 

VLhranon '-l!ll...,ltl\'lt\'i�h,lck ro...''l'tanc�..· ;w..:r<tJ!l' l!<nl,l 

f,lllll,H&:J t\rlc,t] purch;he pn<..L' ___ f ]J9 (w11hmn dr111 £99) 

For grafJh references see i.s.sue No 43 



JUST fOR THE RECORD 
It's been some years since we turned high fidelity 

thinking round by introducing the Sondek LP-12 turntable. 
Till then-just in case you're too young to remember 

-most folk thought the loudspeaker was the 
most important component. With the LP-12, 

we demonstrated that the turntable was the first, 
all-important link in the chain of sound reproduction. 

Pretty controversial stuff in its day-but as people stopped 
talking and started listening, the LP-12 became known as 
the finest turntable in the world. And all these years later, 

if you love music more than gadgetry, it's still 
the best source available. 

Of course, we've not spent those years going round in 
circles. We've applied the same exacting standards of 

design and manufacture to a full range of high fidelity 
equipment-cartridges, tone arms, speakers, and most 

recently, the new Linn pre-amp and power-amp, completing 
the chain that began with the LP-12. And the result? Well, 
now as always, all we ask is that you listen and compare. 

Contact your specialist dealer 
for and A-B demonstration. 

61LINN 
PRODUCTS 

simply better! 

Linn Products Ltd., 257 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SN. Tel: 041·634 0371 Telex: 77301. ANS. BK. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck. 



u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M s 

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD. R�H�R������TATE. SHIELD ROAD. ASH FORD. 
· ---MILlllLESEXT\VI) IAU. TEL ASH fORD 46236--- · 

S 
ome time ago, QED successfully com
pleted their a\1-British budget audio 
system

. 

\\"ith the introduction of the 
232 turntable. That model has since 
been JOined by the 232 EN, a more 

advanced design incorporating an upgrddcd 
cartridge with elliptical stylus, and an electronic 
quartz-controlled motor pmvcr supply of un
usually high quality for the price. 

Like the 232, the 'EN is founded on a sub
sramial solid plinrh supported on resilient 
vibration-absorbing feet. A gl<1ss platter is used 
with a belt-driven inner hub. The main bearing 
is well roleranccd while the popular black felt 
mat provides disc support. The overall finish
sarin black with gold lettering - is very good, 
while operating speeds are conveniently set by 
front panel push butwns. 

The ronearm is a modem design and now has 
slotted hcadshe\1 fixings for more accumte align
ment. it comes fitted with a mm·ing magnet 
cartridge custorn-built hy Goldring. The 
strongly-constructed and rigid hcadshe\1 is 
rermanently fixed to the main arm beam, the 
larter supported on strong gimbal bearings 
adjusted to be free from play. 

The design objective was to offer a complete 
and foolproof integrated player with all compon
ents properly fitted. aligned ami sonically 
balanced. 

LAB REPORT 
W hile the cartridge \\·as nor subjected to full 
rest it was found to give a more than satisfactory 
frequency response with worthwhile sepamtion, 
plus good trackability at the chosen downforce; 
it also marched the mm \\·ell. The latter proved 
to be more than competent with regard to arm 
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re,onances, sho\\·ing good control \\·irh mild 
resonances at 500, 950 <:md 1600Hz. Effective 
mass lay in the medium category at approxi
mately l2g, including hardware. Well-aligned, 
the arm showed moderate friction levels, 
sensible degrees of downforce and bias correc
tion, and the cue operated well. 

The resilient feet of the motor unit provided 
good isolation at low mid frequencies, while the 
impaired bass isolation was nearer the norm for 
the ty pe. Acoustic breakthrough was well hand
led though nor to subchassis standards (note that 
the graph was taken with lid detached). 

Speed measurements sho\\·ed marginally better 
results than those of the non-electronic version. 
Wow and flutter, DIN-weighted, was fine m 

0.12%, with the linear wow result predominant 
at a moderate 0.2%. Given the quart: motor 
reference, the absolute speed was a some,,·hat 
low -1.6%. Slowing under load was a moderate 
0.3%, and the DIN-weighted rumble levels were 
rather better than for the non-electronic 
version, improving to a good - 70dB with the 
main rumble components at lOOHz and 200Hz. 
Start-up to audible speed stabilisation was also 
quite rapid. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The st<lnclard was improved over the already 
pleasing '232. In context, the 'EN provided a 
feeling of gremer stability and quieter back
grounds, allowing finer musical detail to be 
resolved. Rhythm and timing were better, while 
piano reproduction was also rather above aver
age. Clarity was most presentable throughout 
the range, with moderate stereo depth, but full 
weight and attack was somewhat diluted in rhe 
bass. 

CONCLUSIONS 
QED now provide a trim, well styled integrated 
player in atrractlve satin black. The electronic 
speed switching is a worthwhile addition, while 
the player, arm and cartridge ensemble reaches 
a worthy standard. Not in the Best Buy category, 
general competence nonetheless ensures firm 
recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
J'v1ol0r .-.edion lnr�.-'';,!nl!t'�! !Urnt,1bk· 
T�p�.-· hdr-�ln�.c . ..:l.·t!Tlllllt 
Pl,lttn m<��,lddmpln� ___ 1 .0kg/f.ur 

F111hh .m .. ! <.:11!-!lllCL'rtl'l� l;url�. !..:tlth.! L11rh �oPd 
Tq�..: ,,, m.11n, ct•nn�·t.tln)..! k·;k], ) LtlrL"IpfHllll•, 
:)l't't..'�..l llt1t1Pn... l )14)rpm 
\\A111 .trhllluner (DI� pe. 1k 111d 'l).!nl,l 2) 0.12''n 
\\'o11 ;m�l tluttn (lm pco�k 1.11d l\�-611: 6-30011:) �0.20%!0.10"n 
!\\' ... tllurc ... pt'l'd L'TfllT 1.6"o 
::'pt'L·d �..I niL 1 lwur'[o;1d \'<1Tl.U IPn t.(Wol 0. )'\1 
::'t,�rt·ur ttnw 111 .wdtblc ,t .• hrl".�thm 3.0 'l'l .... 

Rumhk. DJ� B 11td, L•R .m:r.H.:c ( ... t·e 'Pt't:trum) _-/0.) -6lJ.5�..1R 
Arm ::ol�Uion 
.-'\ppr<l\.11ll;ltc dkttl\'o,: llld'"• rnc "'-TL'\1'. t..'\t..IL.lrtTJ�\gc __ 11g 
T\1''-' m,1 ...... tlt" h..: . .J,fH.:II fr,t...,! 
Cietllllt'tnt. .Jtcurac\ ------- ____ \'crv J.!t't>'l 
A�lp• ... •meTH ... pn11 kk�l _________ ____ _ 

rrnhh dlhl L'll\.:llll'<:flll).! -----
,-

-
---,

,
-

-l'"l'll dlgtllll] 
fd,l' ot ·•"cmhhr ... t.:t·upiu'L' ___ L' X t:t..• lk· n t /t..•x c <..' l knr l vt• rv ).!tltlll 
Fn..:tltlll, tvpit..a1 Llt\.'r,d \crtlt:.!l 10mg/<10m� 
P!la' compcn,,Hlt•n nwthto,] thr�,·,td .1nd lncr 
Kl.l" !tlTCt..'. nm centre ('t'! t<l 1.5!..: diii!L,ll) ____ l00mgl1h0mt.; 
Dm�nhlTCt' calthr.l!t<ill L'TrtlT, [j.! ]j.! unc.llibr.ltt..'�l 
Cut· ,lrrh. Omm ,ht:l.'nt !..k·�u.:n• ___ nt..'!.dn.nblt..'. ],) �cc�/4.0 't'c: .. 
Arm rt:,tlt1.111Lt'' ___________ .lv<.:ragc+ 
SubJL'(II\L' 'ound qu,dlt\ 1!110..1 
Ann lLomptnj.! dl· .. ·tlUJ�kLI C<llllltcnlcldll 
Sy�tl'm as a wholt..• 
S1:c (1\ x,Jxh) dc.n-;n'\CL' tt1r ltd re.H ___ 40x ;ox 11Lm·6un 
E,, ... L' tl! u,l. ,.l·n g•·���l 
Tvr�<.:,JI ,IC<llhllt: 1'-rt..'akthnnr�h and rc'''ndncc' __ _ t;1irk ).!tl(J�I 
SubtcCil\t..' 'llUl1d qu.dtf\ ,11 nHnpktc '''tt:'lll ___ ;lh<l\'l' ,l\'tT,\).!t:' 
llum lc,·di.!U'li'IK tn·dh.�t:k. ).:llll<li,n·er,I!.,!<.'-
Vd•ratlllll 'L'n,llt\lt\ .. h,1ck. rt· ... r...t,lnCL' ____ .1\'LT<I)..!t..'+!,ner.l!.!L' 

E�tttnall.·d t\'PK,tl J'urch.hl' rncl· IlK (,Jrtrll.l>!e i.J'f<.l 

FoT gmph references see issue No 43 



T U R N T A  B L E s & T 0 N E  A R M  

REGARB300 
REG.A RESEARCH l TD. 119 PARK STREET. WESTCLIFFE.CJN.SEA SSO 7PD 

· --TEL (0702) 33071-- · 

F
or most of the tests here, the Rega 
RB300 toncarm was fitted to a current
production Planar 3 turntable, which 
is in fact the most usual combination. 
selling for just under £190. The arm 

can also be bought as a separate component 
(£90) and proved to be one of the most exciting 
introductions in the 1984 issue. 

The RB250 arm is a simplified version of the 
'300 and is currently fitted to the Planar 2, the 
combination selling for around £125. We also 
subjected the Planar 3 to a full retest, and 
comments on its sonic performance are included 
with this arm revicll'. Very linle change was 
recorded in the '3 perfom1ance, though rhe drive 
components did demonstrate some engineering 
improvement in terms of both quality and 
tolerances. 

Gerring back to rhc RB300, this Rega-madc 
product uses a very rigid one-piece arm be<Jmi 
headshell, ll'hich unusually is constructed from 
a hollow aluminium casting. No joins are 
present between cartridge platform and pivot. 
The bearings themselves arc highly pre-loaded 
and yer mounted to such a high tolerance rhar 
friction is negligible ll'hile play is physically un
dercctable. 

Rcga's traditional magnetic frictionless bias 
compensator is employed, ll'ith a novel touch 
present in the design of the downforce 
mechanism. W hen set to :ero, the carefully 
designed coil spring mechanism exerts a minus 
force of 3g, so reducing the counterbalance 
requirements. Designer Roy Gandy has aimed 
for the smallest possible counter\\'eight in order 
ro reduce its moment of inertia and consequen
tly its effect on the dynamics of the rear section 
of the arm. To this end the counterweight is 
machined from a very dense tungsten alloy, 
permitting a still smaller counterweight 
diameter. 

The bearing gimbal is itself a substantial 
casting and the usual adjustable vertical pillar 
design has been omitted, being regarded as n 

strucnmd weakness. The alternative is a 
threaded stem and large locknut; vertical height 
adjustment is only possible using various 
washers, assuming that the arm/cartridge 
combination will fit the chosen turntable. For 
example, the arm was a mite too high for an 
EMT cartridge, though fine for an Asak, when 
mounted on a Linn deck; on the Lux 300, the 
height \\'3S right for till' EMT. It is also slightly 
longer than the majority of tonearms, so less 
suitable for very compact turntables. 

LAB REPORT 
Tests showed the RB300 to have some of the 
finest bearings in the business; furthermore it 
\\'ClS very competent in the important area of 
beam/headshell rigidity. Friction was very low 
in both planes, without a trace of play, and while 
biasing worked well, the calibrated figures \\'ere 
a little on the high s1de (by about 25%). Down
force calibration was accur<�te and cue operation 
fine. Geometric accurdcy was ro a high standard. 
while the effective mass was a moderate IO.Sg. 
including the good-quality steel mounting hard
ware. A ll'ide range of moving magnet and 
moving coil cartridges are judged suitable in the 
8-22cu range. 

Looking at rhe structural resonance response, 
the picture suggested good control and excellent 
rigidity. The 400Hz mode was probably the 
counterweight and was mild, "·hile the first 
bending or torsional mode w;-,s deferred until a 
remarkably high !.5kHz - an outstanding 
result. The treble was also remarkable for its 
absence of resonanccs after 4kHz. 

SOUND QUALITY 
it was clear after only a few minutes audition, 

that the RB300 \\'as a top night performer. 
Depending on the chosen player, it proved quite 
comfortable in the company of other reference 
tonearms in the £250-£400 range. 

The sound ll'as notably dry and neutral with 
excellenr control throughout the range. It 
proved capable of making one 'reference' arm 
sound dull and another hard and brash; and 
while the latter comparison could be interpreted 
by some as a lack of 'life' in the RB300, 
personally, I do nor believe this. Transients were 
judged excellent, "·hilc it offered a very well
focused sound stage with first rare depth. 
Cartridges up to £800 were tried without any 
embmrassmenr . Its only significant failing was 
a slight muddling of detail on complex musical 
passages. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The RB300 is an exccllenr product of which 
Rega can be justly proud. Despite its modest 
price it sets new standards in performance, and 
a Best Buy rating is obviously appropriate. In 
conjunction with rhe turntable it forms the ne\\' 
Planar 3 combin<Jtion. ;md its benefits \\·ere 
clearly also apparent in the Plnnar. 

TEST RESULTS 
Tonearm 
:-\pprn"m.ttl' efkt\11<.: m.h�. me �lTL'I". �..:'d C.HtTldt.:"-' __ 10-11!.! 

Tq't' m.h� nl hc.t.._l�llL'll _ n,,n-,kt.u.h.tbk 

(�.._.,,lllt.'lfl'- ,JLLUr:K\ --------------,- \t,'r\ \..!l•llcJ 

:\.._IJtbt rH\.' Ill'- pn•Ltdnl 'llo.:rh.m!!'' •I bet 

rmr-.h ,tn.._] l'11).!1n<.:<.:f!n).! \'t.'T\ i!lllllj .._.,.._.._.]Jcnt 

E"'l' ,,, •�'-'"-'mhlvl-.ct-upitl''-' LL'T\ i.!'H'.._JI�.:,c ... ·ll .. .>n t / n:n i!''''d 

1-rKttnn, tlptl<tl Ltto..:J�ll lcrt tc,tl I�Om!.!·l)m!.! 
R�., .. u•mp..:n-..lti,m mo.:th,,d ttl,tgn<..'ttl 

Fkt" lun. .. t:, rllnlco.:ntre ('et t1• 1.))! elltptcdl) ___ HOm!!i330m).! 

[\mnl,lTCt: c.dtf'-ratt<lll t:Tr< IT, ]).! 2).! ..-Q.C)!!h 0.C'1g 

Ctll.: Jnlt. 8mm ,hco..:nl.:'-k"tL"nt __ nl·glt).!thk. 0.5 ,.._.<., 3.0 ..... : v · 

Ann r.._.,,,n,tnu.:-. ,.._ . .._. !.!r<lph 

SuhJL'Utlt.: '''llllcl qtt,lltl\ n:n t.:L•ud 

A��m�� ru� 

btlllldll.'�J 1 \ plL,LI purLh,t�t: )'fiL\' :..90 

For graph re[eTences see iss11e No 43 
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REGA PLANAR 2 and 3 
REGA RESEARCH LTD. 119 PARK STREET. WESTCLIFFE-ON-SEA SSO 7PD. 

· --TEL(0702)333071--· 

S 
ince 1984 the RB300 arm has been 
a standard fining on the Planar 3 

deck. The performance of this new 
combination is discussed fully in the 
RB300 review. The Planar 2 now 

comes with a simplified version of the new 
RB300 arm, called the RB250. 

This simple turntable design comprises a solid 
chipboard plinth covered in tough matt black 
laminate. Three fairly stiff stepped rubber feet 
provide a stable tripod foundation while rhe 
high quality lid is directly hinged to the chassis 
plinth with neither springs nor isolation. A 
plain main bearing with thrust ball showed close 
tolerances, with no detectable play. Belt-driven 
via a rubber cord, the inner platter hub is a 
reinforced plastic moulding, the uppermost 
projection forming the tapered centre spindle 
and rhe outer platter boss. The platter is made 
of heavy plate glass (less thick in the Planar 2, 

surmounted by a thick felt mat. In a simple and 
ingenious gravity suspension, a second drive belt 
is looped to support the slow speed synchronous 
drive motor and supress vibrations coupling to 

the platter. 
The Planar 2 RB250 arm has the same excel

lent bearings and one-piece cast arm tube as the 
RB300 but has been simplified by a conven
tional rotating/sliding scale counterweight 
which is partly decoupled. The leadout cable 
is fixed and the chassis earth combined with 
one of the signal grounds; phono plugs arc fitted. 

Effective mass is around 11.5g including the 
supplied stainless steel mounting hardware, 
suitable for moderate compliance cartridges or 
even modest moving coils. 

Rega recommend that the deck should be 
placed on a light shelf, wall mounted rather than 
'coffee table' or floor cabinet; this we found to 

be good advice. 

LAB REPORT 
The platter was clearly well founded as the 
minimal low frequency ringing on the disc 
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impulse response showed. The initial transient 
was poorly damped, however, a characteristic of 
thick felt mats. 

Almost no metal work was present in the unit 
and this meant very little humfield screening 
was provided. Consequently hum levels were 
poorer than average and the choice of cartridge 
will need a little care. Weighted wmv and flutter 
was satisfactory but linear wow was on the high 
side at 0.21 o/o, this measured without the mat 
as the felt is of slightly variable thickness. Speed 
was fairly accurate, but slowed a significant 0.4% 
under load, with some overshoot after recovery 
due to motor suspension tension rocking. Start
up was average for a belt-drive at 4.5 seconds. 

Rumble levels were just satisfactory for the 
price averaging - 71dB with the motor off, 
however. Acoustic breakthrough was about 
averdge and the lid was found to be influential 
here, ami results were better when it was entirely 
removed. The plot is shown expanded by 10dB 
for lid up and down, the latter being preferred. 
Vibration isolation was also poorer than average. 

The arm was well finished with very good geo
metry. It was easy to set up and use and demon
strated low bearing friction. Bias compensation 
was ser ro sensible levels and the cue worked 
well. Downforce calibration proved satisfactory. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Belying traditional assumed relationships 
between a number of technical parameters and 
sound quality, the Rega proves that a well
developed, subjectively-assessed balance of 
performance counts for more than technical 
excellence with regards to any one parameter. 
On the debit side the Rega did suffer from a 
modicum of programme wow, particularly on 
rock programme, but this was nor considered 
serious at this price level; a mild loss of stereo 
depth was also noted, together with an accom
panying impairment of low bass definition and 
evenness. Conversely it sounded 'musical' in a 
balanced and coherent manner. 

With the latest arm the Planar 2 sounded 
more confident. In the upper bass it was sur
prisingly articulate while mid and treble were 
notably smooth and sweet with better detail 
than before. Presentation of detail was consid
ered well above average and little inferior to 
'super-fi' models. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Planar 2 offers a fine subjective perform
ance and is both very well made and finished, 
which places it firmly in the Best Buy category. 
The Pknwr 3 is also good, but does not offer 
quite rhe same value, so a standard recommen
dation is appropriate here, especially with the 
excellent RB300 arm. 

TEST RESULTS 
Motor s�,.·clion lntc;.·gr,He�l turnt.thk 
T\pe nnnu.d, bdr-dn\'t' 
Plonrcr m.I�-./J,unrm� 2 .Zkg:/good 
hru .. h anJ cngmeenng LeT\ good/\'ery good 
T\ re ��t 11\,llll� Cllllllt'Ctll1).! kod.. 2 con.· phnno.":-
Spt:t•d option.., 33/4) rpm 
\Vow ,m�,.l tluncr (DIN pc.1k wrd -.tgma 2) 0.09% 
\Vo\\ .md tlu11cr (lm pt:�lk \Ltd 0.2-6H:/6-30011:)_*0.2i%/0.4j% 
Ah-.nlute -.p�e:cJ error +0.4'XJ 

Spo.:ed dnft, I hour/1(\.IJ L'<ITl.Jtlun ----�\nchnJnou�/-0.4'1.., 
St.nt·ur t1me to .niLhhl..· .. r.�ht!l'I,Hmn 4.5 -.ec-. 
Rumhk. DJ\: B wrJ. LIR ;wcragl' hl.'l' �r('Cirum) _ 72/-70JB 
Arm section 

Approximate ct'ktti\'L' m,l,,, 1nc 'lTl'\\,, c:xc.l Clrtridgc __ ll.)g 

Tvpdtn<i"-' ol ht.:<JJ,hcll unlvt.:r,al dt.:t<lchabk/tLOg 
G�,.-,,mctnc accuracv n:n· good 
AJJu:.tment' pHJ\"kkJ (l\"erh<lng/lat�ml ,mglc 
Fmi,h ;lnd l"ngmt.:cnng t•xcel!ent/very gouJ 
E<l,t' of <i"'t.:lllbly/-.t•r-up/u-.e ___ ,·cn· ).!IHlLil\·en gooJ/ver\" g.,uJ 

FTH:nun. t\piCtt! !dtt-r,J] vertiC<il lt.:Y'> th.m 25mg/15mc 
Bl<b Ctlmp ... ·n.,<Hlun mcth11d mternal magncr 
Fk1 ... forc.c. run centr<..· (-.t.:t tu l.Sc �.·lliplc,tl) ___ 300mg/310mg 
Downlmcc c,tllhmuon t.:rrm, lg/2g O.lg/-0.07g 
Cue dnft. 8mm a-.c�_·nt/de.,cent ___ ncghglhlc 0.) :;ccs/1.) .,cc ... 
Arm rc-.onancl."� _____________ very )!P<IJ 
Suhjt.:CII\'C -.ound qu,dnv VI."T\' good 
Ll:'.tJ c,lp,Kl!dnce/J.implng method 7iJpFfo,untcfl\"t.:lght Jccnuplln).! 
System as a whole 

S1:c (wxdxh)/cbJr:Jnct.' f,,r l1J Tt.'.JT ___ 45x36x12.3cml7cm 
}::,J-.\.' of u,c ______________ fa1rly guod 
TvpK.tl .tCllthtlc hl'ttkthrou�h .tnd n.· .. onancn d\"l'r.Jgc 
SuhjeCti\"C ... ound '-!ll<lllt\ nf comph:tt.' "}"tcm ouu�l 
llum le\"el/acou'tJC feedhack a,·erage-/faJTh �noJ 
VthratHHl .. en-.ltJVItyl-.htKk re�I..,IMlLC averagc-fgooJ 
E ... !lnl.ltt.:d 'Yrlc<ll rurch.l:-t.' pTICI..' __ Rcga 2 £125; Rcga 3 £188 
*uor�t'nt.'d h' 1Hlt.'l"t.'ll1lt.'\� of rhKk fdr mar 

For graph references see issue No 43 



SANSUI PURE HI-FI 
·-THE BEST HI-FI TO BUY 

AUG-30X AMPLIFIER £179.90 inc. vat. "And so the Sansui came to face the music, 
and face it it did with considerable aplomb, a fair degree of finesse, class-beating 
wellie and lots of other nice qualities including oodles and oodles of detail- the top 
end is very clear but a little sharp, almost raw, and a little detached sounding for this 
reason. The overriding impression though is of smoothness and a readiness to respond 
to whatever happens along."Aivin Gold. Hi-Fi Answers. April 1986. 

TU-0 99X TUNER £229 inc. vat. Best buy, Hi-Fi Choice. March 1985. 
"With a front rank sound quality and a very strong RF performance, this is 
clearly a fine tuner design. Suited, with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and 
high strength locations, a versatile performance is offered". 
Conclusion. "The TU-D 99X represents very good value in its price sector, and 
qualifies for a Best Buy rating."Hi-Fi Cho1ce. Winter 1986. 

PCV-100 COMPACT DISC PLAYER £259 inc. vat. "At £259, the PCV-1 00 must be 
one of the sonic bargains of the decade. If you could not afford a £250 + machine 
before and were waiting for prices to come down, now's your chance. For those 
looking at£ 199.95 machines, I suggest you beg, steal or borrow the extra £59.05. 
lt may well be one of life's more serious lessons about not looking a gift horse in the 
mouth. VERDICT: Better grab one before Sansui discontinue it. 
/an Kuah. Wh1ch Compact D1sc. April 1986. 

A great many people soy nice things about our pure hi-fi. But when the experts 
come up with words like 'excellent'. 'versatile', 'awesome' even, we're especially 
pleased. And when they add to that the all-important words 'Best Buy' we know 

we're getting it right. See the reviews. Check out the performance. 
Compare the prices. Then buy Sansui and you'll be getting it right too. 

SANSUI ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD., 
UNIT 1 OA, LYON INDUSTRIAL EST ATE, 
ROCKW ARE A VENUE, 
GREENFORD, MIDDX UB6 OAA 

r.---------------, 

I 
Please send me Full details oF the above products. 

I 
I NAME I 
I (IN BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) I 
I ADDRESS I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
���ro� I 
I I 
I HFC91 -------------- ---



u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M s 

ROTELRP850 
ROTEL HI-FI L TO. 2-4 ERICA ROAO. STACEY BUSHES, MILTO\: KEYNES. BUCKS MKI2 6HS. 

· --TEL (0908) 317707-- · 

'----------------------------------- -

0 
utwardly 4uire conventional, the 
Rote! RP850 in fact shows much 
evidence of e<1rcful design, and 
anains correspomlingly fine re
sults. Priced at £180, it is a very 

different kind of product from the visually 
similar bur much less comretenr RP830. 

The heavy, solid rlinth makes a good found
<ltion for arm and planer, and is suproned on 
moderately compliant feet. The deck is fitted 
with a rather resonant polystyrene lid, but Rmel 
were quick w punt out rhm they recommend 
critical listeners should remove it during rlay. 
A fairly generous die cast aluminium platter 
weighs 1.8kg, and the main hearing was well 
rolerdnced with negligible slack. A thick rubber 
mat covers the planer, helping ro mask any 
effects of the two apertures provided in the 
planer surface for drive belt access. The player 
is powered by a large synchronous motor "·irh 
double crowned pulley. Speed changeover is by 
hand, only requiring the mat to be lifted. 

The ann is rather better than those usually 
encountered on integrated players, having "·ell 
adjusted slack-free bearings. The light alloy tube 
has <Ill adj ustable die-cast metal headshell which 
is clamped in position using a proper sleeve 
clamp \\'ith socket-head bolt tightening. This 
arm is in the medium-to-high effective mass 
range, so cartridges with compliances of the 
order of 8-20cu should rrovc suirahk. 

LAB REPORT 
The motor proved well isolated from vital 
vibration-sensitive points, as shown by the fine 
-80dB DIN B-wcighred rumble. Spectral anal
ysis revealed a couple of harmless motor har
monics at 25H:, and 200H:, bur electrical hum 
\\'3S fairly low. 

A high-powered motor enables this player to 
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reach rated speed in a fast 1.7 seconds, and its 
good torque was confirmed by very mild sloll'ing 
under test loading, measuring 0.2%. Con
sequently pitch stability was very good, while 
DIN peak \\'Oil' and flutter was a fine 0.07% with 
equally rmmising flutter and wow "'hen separa
te I y assessed. 

The RP850 did fairly well on acoustic break
through \\'hich was noticeably improved by rem
oving the lid. The feet afforded some vibration 
isolation - poorer than most subchassis ty pes, 
but beneficially even. Shock resistance was 
bener than average. The disc impulse response 
showed good initial clamping followed by some 
low frequency platter ringing at 40Hz; this is 
likely to be a rocking mode. 

Arm performance ll'as above average showing 
good alignment and adjustmems. Minor/modes 
at 100 and 280H: were probably due to the 
counten1·eight, bur the main break at a com
mendably high 1kHz was rather severe. Arm ad
JUStments included level, angle overhang and 
rotation. Friction was a lm1· 25/IOmg lateral/ 
l'crtical, while the bias compensator offered 
aprropriatc 1·alues. Downforce error ll'as minor, 
and the cue \\'orked well. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The sound was more than satisfactory with the 
lid on and improved still further when it \\'aS 
ren1oved, gaining an above average ra(ing. 

Pitch 11'3S secure and stable with inaudible 
wow or rumble, and the sound seemed tonally 
well balanced, with a clean detailed midrangc 
plus good treble and only slight imprecision 
heard as a touch of fi:z. Bass was reasonably 
defined, albeit with some loss of attack noted 
as a 'rubbery' quality. However, it did at least 
show reasonable tune playing abilities. Stereo 
was to a good snmdard with solid focusing and 

fair depth. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This surprising player offered a good all-round 
performance at a competitive price. The above 
average ronearm complemented the motor well 
and was good enough for some modest moving
coil cartridges. Enthusiasts may run the deck 
ll'ith the lid off for the very best results, but at 
£180, the RP850 is clearly a strong contender, 
comfortably gaining our recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
\totor Sl'Ction 

T\ re m<tnu<1l. hch-�lnv..: 
P!.nt ... ·r m ,r-.-.'d.Jmplng l.Mkullatrl\ ).!t){Xl 
Ftnt .. h ,m,] ,•ngnk·o..·nng \�n J.!tllXI 
T\r,_· lll m.t1n-. Cl'nn ... ·Lttn!.; lo:<tJ, ___ 2 c,�ro:plwn, l� .1n .. l t:arrh 
Sp._.,_.J npunn-. 1 )/4Jrpm 

\\�'\' .md tlun ... :r {!11:'\ po:ak \\t<.l 'l!!lll.t 2 )  0.07<'u 

\\'t,\\ ,m,! tlutt�r {ltn pc.1k \\td l).2-0H: 6-)0('11:) _O.OS"n/0.081\l 
:\h .... llut,· .. r ... · ... ·d ... ·rn•r +0.211�o 

�p .. ·c,l ,]nit. I h11Ur· h���,! nnati,;n <0.0({\,l-0.2uo 

�t.lrt·ur ttnw w .mdth!...· -.r.thtlt,,rtHm 1.7 ..... ·c-. 

Rumhk !)];-...: B \l t•l. L!R <HL'I(1,1;!l.' ( ........... -.r ... ·ururn) __ - 79/-t\ ldB 
Arm :'Cction 

:\ppr(l\l!ll,ltl' dkLtl\'L' rn"'"· tth. -.;,rl'\\-., l'\Ll<..dflfld!!o..' ___ l3g 

T\rc m.r ...... tll h ... ·.l<.l-.hcll 'Pl'Lto�l ,l.·t.tlh.lhlcN.)g 
()l'llllh.'!Tll ,1\.LUT<h..\ ------- ___ \'L'T\ )!tltk.] 
.-\,lju-.trnt:nt-. prtl\ rd ... ·,] rtlt/tl\'L'Th.tng!tlfhct 
Fuu-..h .md L'll!.!lll<..'L'rtll).! -------- gtX'<.li\'l'T\ good 

E,t'-l' ut .h-.cmhh-'-.ct-ttpill'L' __________ wr� ).:(){XI 
I-n..: nun. 1\prc.rl Lnl'r<tl n·nicd 2)mgll0m£: 
Br.t' l<.Hnp ... ·n-.,HHm mc thr�Ll _______ tntcrn<�l -.rrmg 
Bt.b tmcc , run/co:ntro: ('l.'t ttl l.)g cllnK.ll) ___ 190rng/22)mg 

Dn\\lllmu: ..:.drhr.num ...-rrm, lg/2g 0.05,�;:/-0.04!.! 

<.:tit' �.lnlt. '""mm <l'-c..cnr/d,·,t�.·nt ___ nt:glq.:d�k. l\g -.cc-./ l.H -.o:c-. 

Ann r ... ·,�m.tn\.L'' -.,;c gr<tph 
:--ui-.Jc..'Cft\'o..' 'lllll1<.l qu.rltt\ !!tll''' 
:\rm da rnpmg

,
..
-:

-------------

Sy�tcm a;. a whol c 

S�:�.: (\\'xdxh).1ck\Jr,mu.·lm ltd rl',Jr __ 4) . 5 x37x l 4 . ) c mf 0 un 

E,1,,_. ��t u,.... J.!tii)J 
T\p1cal ,KtlLJ .. trc hrl'.rkthn.Jugh <tnd ro..·'t'n;lnLc-. ___ f<Jrrk !!,,.xJ 
Suhjc'cti\ L' '<.HmJ qu.lilt\ ,,t C<.lll1J'kt<.: ''"tl'lll ___ gt�t.xl(ltd ,lfl) 

Hum 1...'\'di<ICilU'tt<.. fc ... ·�.lh,H.J, \'l.'T\' gou�.l/f,urh J.!''"'l 
\'rbmtJtlll 'l'lbllt\'ll\' -.h.Kk rc ... t-.r.lnl ... ' f.ltrlgon,l 
btnn,Ho..·�.l 1\\'lCtl !'Ufl.il1'l' rnc,_• llh(\ 

For grafJh references see iss11e No 40 



T u R N T A 

N
O\\' a "·ell-esrablish

.

ed and popular 
model, the Revolver is a British 
designed and built motor unit, 
which can be supplied factory
fitted 1\'ith the Revo /�;er arm, or 

(at slightly higher cost) the Linn LVX. 
Essentially a solid-plinth design, the Revolt•er 

is founded on a substantial Mcdite (MDF) board. 
This in turn is mounted on three rubber feet, 
one at the rear and two at the front, looking 
rather similar to those used by Rega. 

A secondary plinth element, namely the top 
plate on "·hich the arm ;md platter are 
mounted, provides some dccoupling from the 
plinth-mounted motor and lid. This plate is 
marginally isolated with stiff foam rubber strips 
joining it to the plinth proper. A hidden feature 
of the top plate is the rumble vibration cancel
ler, which comprises a pair of lead weights 
mounted under the rear corners to a,·oid a co
incident resonance and hence improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio. 

The platter is rather light in weight and is cut 
from MDF. it is dri\'en at its periphery by a long 
endless belt, power being provided by the usual 
double-pulley synchronous motor. The main 
hearing is a simple design 1\'ith a steel shaft and 
brass sleeve, run 'wet' with a charge of oil sup
plied. The main bearing tolerance on our 
samples was very good, with no significant slack. 

F rom its introduction, the Revolt•er featured 

B L E s & T 0 

SEE REVOLVER 
SEE LTD. 49 FOLLY LANE, W ARRII"GTON WA 5 SND. 

·--TEL (0925)571173 -- · 

a striking finish in first-class red or grey hclll1!ner 
pC�intwork- it is now additionally avC�ilahlc in 
black ash. SEE also supply the 'PIG' rubber 
record clamp, along with their Starmat impreg
nated felt platter mat. 

LAB REPORT 
The Ret•olt•er ran slightly fast. on the 1984 
sample by an acceptable 0.4%. Wo\\' and flutter 
was a little below par at 0.18%, with both wow 
and flutrer components in evidence. Slowing 
under load was, ho\\'ever, negl igihle. Platter mass 
was quite low and the disc damping result fairly 
typical for the type. On an early sample, rumble 
was also below par at -62/65dB, 1\'ith 200Hz 
motor rumble apparent. Acoustic and isolation 
breakthrough were not particularly good, though 
shock resistance was quite good. Unfortunately 
it was not possible to catTy out full measure
ments on the current sample; while the gmphs 
related to the latest production, the tabulated 
results arc from an earlier sample. 

SOUND QUALITY 
On listening tests the Retdt•er scored avet�tge 
plus', and clearly bencfittcd from the competent 
performCJnce of rhe chosen tonearm. The over,dl 
sound "·as nicely balanced, though mild WO\\" 

was occasionally heard, while neirher pitch nor 
timing in music seemed too secure. The bass was 
free of boom or emphasis, hut C�lso lacked attack 

N E A R M 

and weight <lnd consequently suunded a hit 
'soft'. Stereo depth was good, however, and had 
pleCJsCJnt perspectives. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The current RevolwT features a thicker top deck, 
and build quality is much improved compared 
with the earliest ex;m1ples. The main hearing 
still needs a period of running in. Priced at a 
lirtle over £200 with Linn LVX arm, this model 
provides a decent sound quality and our recom
n1endarion continues. 

TEST RESULTS 
l\lotor ..... : clion 
T\!�L' __________ pli!Hh. bclt-�lnn.:, �\tHhrttiHIU� 
PtHtt'r rn,t,,I,Lunpmg 1.0J...!.! l.ur 
hn1,h .1n.l t:ll).!lllL'<'Tmg !!tkl�l 

1-nm.: 
�!'L'L'<! 11pti t oll� !lL!!lUdiLhdll!.!L'. ))11/4)rpm 

\\im ,\11<1 tlu!IL'T {l)JI'\.' )lL'dk \\lci-.JJ.,:II\,1 1) __ 0_!t\",, 
\\�''' .m�l flutter (I m p ... - .• k 11 td l'.2-61 !: 6- 10('1 !:) _0.1 ) '', (\ 14",. 
.-\J>,tlllllo,.' "Pl'<.'Lj l.:TT<<T ...,...(' 4"., 
<..,!'n:d ,Jn1t. I h,ottr:lt•,hl \',\fl,l11t<ll tlv!.!il).!ti->k 0.12",, 

::-tdrt·up fill\ V tn .tu ... lthk ,t,tl'dhartnn 2.0 'et, 

RumH ... ·. J)J:-J n \\Id. UR �1\<,,'T;IJ!l' (-. ... :..: �p<.:Uflllll) ___ 62/6)..1!1 
St:�· (1\·x,Jxlt)lclv.tr.mlt' hor lu.l rv.1r ___ 42x 36x I h:m'b.)un 
E.t ... ._· ••I u-. ... · .tl·cr.t\.!l' 
Tlptcll ,\Lflll'-llL hc.tkthnough .md rt:,t•n,mn·-. ___ .li'L'T<l!.!L' 

Suh..:LTt\t' ,,,un .. l qu<dtt\ PI n •mp lt-tc "\'ll'lll ____ ,\I'L'T<H!t'-"-

llttm lci<:L.tuotl'-llt ll'vclh.Hk ___ t,ltrl\ L'••••di,ti'I.T.Io.!t' 

\'d--rdtl<ll1 -.cn,lll\'lt\'/,h,,cl rc,ht.UlCt' ___ i.HT\.!llllcl 
1:-.Tilli.Hl'<i IIJ'I�,d J'l lTh(<hL' prtLL' !.12 ). 11 1th Rn·uhcr Hnh:.trrn l.lhl': 

11 tth lXX l22l' 

For graph references 'ee iss11e Nu 43 
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AN AKA! COMPACT DISC PLAYER FOR UNDER £200. 

You can now own an Akai compact 
disc player for just £199, or less. 

The CD-M515. 
With 36 programme random play, 

music search, quick access function, sub-

WHAT!Jf.7 
� 

,..·��� · 

code terrrunal and 3 beam laser pick-up,

A K A I it shares much of the technology of Akai's 
award winning CD-A7 and CD-M88. 

So inexpensive it may be. HI-FI TV VIDEO 

Cheap, never. 

Heighten your senses. 

CD-M88/CD-A7 CD-M88 For details telephone Ol-843 2182 (24 hours). 



TU R N T A  B L E s & T 0 N E  A RM 

SYSTEMDEK IIX 
SYSTEMDEK L TO, UNIT 34, KYLE ROAD, !RV! NE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, I RV I NE, SCOTLAND KAI2 SLD. 

· --TEL(0294)7l25l--· 

F
loating subchassis models are rare at 
the £144 level, and the Syscemdek JJX 

is one of a select few. Its suspension 
resembles the Pink Triangle, the 
subchassis hanging on fairly small 

diameter coil springs adjustable from above. 
Good chassis dynamics are ensured, with free 
swing in the required planes of motion. The 
standard Dun lop oil-feed bearing is used and all 
vital parts are well engineered. 

The subchassis is reinforced by an aluminium 
girder extrusion linking main bearing tonearm 
mount. A plate glass platter plus felt mat rests 
on the inner platter drive hub, and a standard 
synchronus motor {with two-speed pulley) 
powers the deck via a precision rubber belt. 

The well finished plinth has a decent lid 
mounted on good hinges. Arm mounting is 
straightforward and cable dressing no problem; 
for testing we fitted a Mission 774LC, together 
costing about £180. However, we have been 
informed by Ounlop that in future they may be 
able to offer their own Japanese-sourced 'LC' 

arm. 

LAB REPORT 
Founded on the good results of the earlier 11, 

the /IX performed well on test. Planer mass was 
a realistic l.Skg with average disc damping prov
ided by the felt mat. Some improvement occur
red when the Dunlop disc clamp was used. 

Weighted wow and flutter was a moderate 
0.09%, unweighted fluner was fine at 0.1% like
wise wow/at 0.12%. The deck did run a little 
fast but showed excellent torque, the 0.13% 
slowing under load a fine result indicating a 
complete absence of subjective program 
dynamic wow. DIN B rumble was very good 
-80/82dB, spectral analysis showing some 
lOOHz motor harmonics at a harmless level. 

This front-rank performer on vibration and 
acoustic isolation allowed very little energy in 
above 30Hz. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Fine results were obtained on audition. Stereo 
images were well focused, while good depth and 
midrange detail were evident. The bass was not
able for its clean, even quality, showing good 
attack and tunefulness. 

Tonally, the deck sounded a little bright and 
forward with a hint of 'echo' in the mid, and 
it could also sound a trifle 'louder' than the best 

of its competitors. Rumble and wow were inaud

ible. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Unfortunately we did not recieve a current 
version of this deck for retest, but understand 
that some small improvements have taken place. 
Given Dunlop's consistent standing over the 
years, we have decided to maintain the Best Buy 
rating for this deck. An 'electronic' version is 
also available. 

TEST RESULTS 
Motor section 

�'pe belt-drive, subchassis 
Planer massldamping 4.75kg/good 
Fmish and engineering very good/very good 
Type of mains lead/connecting lead 3 core/-
Speed options manual, 33 /45rpm 
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd stgma 2) 0.08% 

Wow :1nd fluncr (lin peak wrd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) _0.14%1<0.05% 
Absolute speed error +0.05% 
Sr�:eJ drift, I hour/load variatkm ��-synchmnous/-0.16% 
Sran·up rime to audible �tahilisation 4.3 secs 
Rumble, DIN B wrd, L!R average (sec spectrum) _� 761� 7&1B 

Si:e (wxdxh)/clearance for lid rear ___ 4lx34x16.5cm/6.5cm 
Ea�c of use cx:xJ 

�'pica! acoustic breakthrough and resonanccs��-vcry gcx:x:J 
Subjective sound qualiry of complete system ��-very gcx:x:J 

Hum level/acoustic feedback very good/excellent 
VibrntiOn scnSIIIvity/shock resistance ___ excellent/fa irly gcx:x:J 

Esnmarcd typ1cal purchase price £144 

For graph references see issue No 40 
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U R N T A  B L E s & T 0 N E  A RM s 

THORENS TD320·316 SERIES 
PORTFOLIO MARKETING L TO. RIVER WALK. TONBRIOGE, KENT TN9 lOT 

· --TEL (07 32) 365071 -- · 

A
fter a relatively quiet period, 
Thorens last year launched a new 
range of turntables called the 320 
series, and these were followed by 
the inexpensive 316 and 318 

models. Essentially this provides replacements 
for the long established 160 range, and a new 
wood subchassis design has been employed. 
Following in the footsteps of B&O and Phi lips, 
Thorens have chosen to replace their usual coil 
spring suspension with one using flat leaf 
springs, these hung or cantilevered from the 
chassis allowing free movement. Centration and 
consistency are thus improved and the springs 
are easy to adjust from above. 

The massive plinth is of solid MDF, 40mm 
thick. The section of material cur our for rhe 
arm mounting is used to construct a wood-based 
high-mass subchassis of low resonance prope;
ries. Arm mounting boards are interchangeable. 
Thorens' existing two-part Mazak platter and 
belt-drive has been retained, bur a new low 
voltage synchronous motor has been fitted, fed 
by an electronically synthesised two phase power 
supply with the two speeds directly switched. 
In 320 form, rh is deck comes with a factory, or 
fitted Thorens TP/6 tonearm complete with a 
stable arm lift control fitted with a Linn LVX 
as an option, if so desired. Many other arms can 
also be fitted - our sample had a Mission 
774LC 

The 320 is engineered to a high standard with 
excellently roleranced main bearing and parti
cularly good finish. The lid now sports spring 
loaded hinges. It proved easy to set up except 
for the restricted clearance available for dressing 
the arm cable inside the deck. 

LAB REPORT 
The clutch provided a judder-free start up at a 
slow 8.7 seconds. Rumble was a very low -76dB 
with no supply harmonics visible on the spectro
gram. The new flat mat offered quite good 
platter damping with good termination of disc 
impulse energy. The suspension offered very 
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good levels of vibration isolation while acoustic 
energy was also well rejected. No particular 
emphases were detected in the frequency range. 

Wow and flutter was a very low 0.06%. The 
separate figures for wow and flutter were well 
balanced, while speed accuracy was good, and 
slowing under load a mild 0.25o/o. This player 
also provided quite good resistance to shock 
though rhe chassis proved to be a trifle 'whippy' 
in the rotational mode. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Performing very wel1 in the listening tests, the 
320 provided a stable, focused sound, with a 
feeling of substantial weight and solidity. Stereo 
images revealed fine depth and space while the 
pitch and rhythm were well maintained. 
Acoustic feedback was very low, while the player 
was also not too critical of siting, a good sign. 

THORENS TD316 

T
his new turntable is a higher-quality 
replacement for the old TD 166, a 
deck which offered excellent value. 
The 316 carries forward the 
established 166 arm, now fitted to 

the latest subchassis and drive system of the 320 
series. One cost concession is seen in the change 
to black ash vinyl for the plinth exterior, a sub
stitute for the real veneer of the 320; while the 
inner platter hub is now made from reinforced 
plastic, the outer ring is still Mazak. 

Features include an electronic motor control 
with convenient two-speed switching on the 
plinth, plus the comparative luxury of a plinth
mounted cue control which allows jiggle-free 
operation despite the suspended subchassis. The 
arm has been improved by replacing the old 
headshell with a new cast metal design, offering 
sensible cartridge fitting and a firm locking 
collar. Bias compensation is by thread and 
weight, with downforce set by a calibrated dial 
and rotating counterweight. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Good points included a strong stable sound with 
good pitch and speed stability. The bass was 
weighty and extended with the mid moderate 
in coloration and good on detail. The treble was 
a touch exuberant but quire well focused. Stereo 
images were well presented in the width 
dimension but lacked some measure of depth 
transparency; overall it sounded a little less 
dynamic than top rated alternatives. 

CONCLUSION 
Undoubtedly competitive, the lower cost 316 
integrated player offers traditionally good 
Thorens engineering. Arm mass is on the low 
side, suited to some of the more delicate moving 
magnet cartridges, and is also well calibrated and 
convenient. In contrast to some of rhe compe
tition, this player also offers a good lab perform
ance and two-speed electronic motor drive. 

In a slightly higher price bracket, rhe 320 
series improves on the traditional strengths of 
rhe TD/60 and offers a welcome advance in 
engineering, performance and finish. Fully com
petitive in their price category, this range of 
models is firmly recommended. 

TES T RESULTS 
TD3Z0/321 MlHor unu/irnt.:grat�d plap:r* 
Typ�_· _________ el�.·ctnmlC, bclt-drl\1(' , subclu:.:.i:. 
Platter ma:-.:.fdamptng ---------- 3.7kg/good 
Fuw.h c�nd l.'ng:tnel.'rmg excdlem/very go1KI 
Type ol mam� connccttng leads 2 core 
Sp�.·l.'d option:. 33/41rpm 

\Vow ,mJ fluner (DIN peak wtJ ,tgma 2) 0.06% 
\Xh� and tlutter (LIN peak \\td 0.2-6H:/6-300H:) __ 0.1')6/0.1% 
Ah:-.ohnc -.pccd error 0.16% 
Speed dnft, I hourl]o,ld vanation <O.l1JM-0.25% 

Stan·ur ttmt' to .Uillthlt: �rahtlt,,mon 8.7 -.�.:c-. 
Rumble. DIN B wtJ, LIR avcmg�.: -76�1B 

St:c {wxdxh)/clt'amncc for hJ n:,tr ___ 44x17xl6cm/6.5cm 
��= � 
Typical <!Clllhtic hrcakthrough ,mJ rt'�on<lllCt''- ___ vt'n· gouJ 
SuhJecttve �nunJ lJUaluy of complete �ptcrn ___ v�T\ go1.xl 
I lum level/acou:.ric feedback very gond/ven g�.hxi 
Vthmnon �cn:>ittvtty/�h<JCk rc�t�tance ___ very go<hilf.ml� glXXI 
Typic<>l pcice __ lZIBc. £249; 321, £349; 320, £299; 316. U/9 
*�uppltc!d tt uhow arm (TD321 BC) u Hh /liCCoY)·-firrcd Lmn L\ 'X dnn 

(TD32 /) or Thor..:n� arm (TD320) 

For graph references see issue No 43 



T u R N T A B L E s & T 0 N E A R M 

WALKER CJ58/AR ARM 
CW&J WALKER L TD, BRENTWOOD, RED LANE, FRODSHAM. CHESHIRE WA6 6RA. 

· --TEL (0928) 33326-- · 

T
his recent turntable is now in full 
production form, with a fine wood 
veneer plinth plus improved sup
port feet. Available as an integrated 
player with the AR tonearm and 

factory-aligned suspension, it was supplied for 
an updated report in 1986. Distinguished by a 
heavy, inert two-piece Tt.tfnol platter, fitted with 
a high density bonded felt mat, the deck has 
a fabricated wood-composition subchassis, 
which is easily levelled from ab9ve by means of 
three socket-head screws. 

LAB REPORT 
In most respects the C)58 performed well 
better than the earlier pre-production model 
tested in Choice No. 40. Wow and flutter met 
a satisfactory 0.22% standard, while slowing 
under load was very good. Start-up time was a 
typical 4 seconds, and good rumble results were 
also obtained. The low metal content results in 
higher than usual levels of electrically-induced 
hum, though this was still satisfactory. Shock 
resistance was average with some 'whippiness' 
in the rotational mode. Vibration and acoustic 
breakthroughs were well controlled while the 
disc impulse response gave a generally tidy result. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Auditioned with the AR tonearm, this player 
gave a well balanced sound with a surprising 
level of detail and depth for the price category. 
(This good rating includes the inexpensive 
Glanz cartridge supplied with the arm). The 
mid/treble region was tidy, pleasamly focused 
and in musical harmony. At low frequencies 
some loss of 'a track' and speed was noted, 
though this was not considered very serious or 
upsetting to the overall standard of performance, 

WALKERCJ61 

nor a very fair criticism at the price. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This new integrated player combination presents 
a notably musical result in a competitive price 
area. Supplied complete with cartridge, few 
could argue with the price given the overall 
standard of finish and performance. The C)58 
is therefore recommended once again. 

TEST RESULTS 
Motor unit Moror untt piu� AR arm 
�·pe bt·lr-drivt:: (mcmual) 

Pltuter m��,fdampin):! 1.9kg/good 

Fmt:.h ,mJ enginl..'t'nng good/gnod 
1\•p�: oi mains connt•ctmg kad:. 2 corc/phontb 
Speed option� J3/45rpm 

\Vow and fluner (DIN pe<�k \\tJ :-igrna 2) 0.21% 

\Vn\\ and flurter (!in pedk \\'td 0.2-611:/6-3001-!:) _0.28(Ju/0.08% 
Ahsolure spt'ed error 1.2 )\\, 
Speed drift. 1 hour/load \'anation 0.1%/-0.1)% 
Swn-up rimi.: to audible :-.rahtltsarion 4.0 secs 

Rumble, DIN B \\'td, LIR �Wt'r,lge (!>t't' !>pcnrum) _-751-76dB 

System as a whole 
Sizr.: (wxdxh)/clcamncc lt1r l1�l rc.�r ___ 48x38.5xl4cm/5cm 

E<.bc of u:'c fatrl\" good 

Typical <lC(lll:.-tic hrc�kd1rnugh and TL'Sun�nc(':. ____ \'CT\" )!ood 
Subjl"CllVl' :.uund qualtty <l Cl>mpletc '>)":.lent uood+ 
llum lo:vel/acou�tic kl·�lback gooJ/vcn g110J 

Vihr.Hi<m �cnstrtvity/shock re.,bWIKt' ____ vcn· good/average 
Estimatcd typicd purch<Jse pncc ___ £200 (£130 wtthout arm) 

For graJJh references see issue No 43 

CW&J WALKER LTD. BRENTWOOD, RED LANE. FRODSHAM, WARRINGTON WA6 6RA. 

· --TEL (0928) 33326-- · 

P
ossibly inspired by the drum-plinth 
Systemdek, Col in Walker has come up 
with a quite remarkable new turn
table. If the purchaser is prepared to 
forego a cover, this model can offer 

a true floating subchassis with a good-quality 
synchronous motor driving a substantial two 
part platter via a precision ground drive belt
all for under £90. It is likely that the factory
assembled package of a C)61 plus Mission 
774LC arm will retail in the region of £145, a 
price territory where a proper subchassis, with 
its attendant performance benefits, is still com
monly omitted; only the B&O and NAD have 
it in the £100 price range. 

The 61's subchassis is of wood composition 
as in the C)58' and the properly-designed three
spring suspension can be easily aligned from 
below via the accessible bolts. Two speeds are 
provided, manually changed by lifting the belt, 
while the established Walker Tufnol platter has 
been retained, this a further major asset at this 
price leveL A new thin felt mat is bonded to 
the platter. Finish is in satin black, practical and 
workmanlike. 

Our pre-production sample came supplied 
with a rubber drive cord and gave just audible 
wow and flutter. During the project, it was how
ever replaced by a full production model which 
was fitted with a trusty conventional belt drive. 

LAB REPORT 
The first sample gave high wow and flutter 
results and this was queried with the designer. 
The other characteristics were however fine, and 

start-up was particularly quick. Torque was fine 
and rumble satisfactory, though affected by the 
presence of the high flutter, the spectrogram 
lowered by 20dB to allow recording of this trace. 
Note that the final sample gave rather better 
wow and flutter readings than those here, plus 
reduced rumble; clearly there are no problems 
on this score now. 

Fine results were obtained for vibration isola
tion and acoustic energy was particularly well 
rejected. The disc impulse response was above 
average the initial transient being well handled 
with a low incidence of secondary ringing. A 
trace of low frequency resonance may also be 
seen towards the end of the pulse recording. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Final auditioning on the second sample 
provided very good results, these in no way 
related to the low price! Sound quality was fully 
equal to that of a medium-range subchassis 
model and the 774 arm complemented it welL 

Bass was pretty clean with surprising 'speed' 
and articulation. The midrange was free of hard
ness and yet was explicit with good resolution 
of derail, while the treble register remained in 
good tonal balance. 

Stereo images were well focused, stable and 
exhibited good depth, while dynamics were well 
portrayed without undue forwardness. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In its production form, this new Walker model 
has broken a price barrier for good subchassis 
motor units. Compatible with the Mission 
774LC tonearm, and arguably, with even better 
models as well, it offers a very good sound at 
a very modest price. Its fine value for money 
ensures it Best Buy status in this edition. 

TEST RESULTS 
Motor section 
Type _____________ bclt-dnvc, suhchas:-.Jl> 
Planer mass/dampmg 1.9kg/averagc+ 
Fint:-.h ::tnd engineering <Jdequ<Jte*/very good 
Type of mams lead/connecting lead 2 core/-
Spc�J option� manual change, 33/45rpm 
\'\low ami flucter (DIN peak wrJ sigma 2) 0.1g 
\Xkm and flutter (lin pl.:'8.k wtd 0.2-6H:/6-100H:) _0.25%/0.2% 
Absolute �p�eJ error 0.2 ;% 

Sp�.:cd drift. I hour/load vanarion ____ !>ynchronous/-0.2"3% 
Srarr-up nmc ro audible :-.wbihsmion 1.5 .::.cc., 

Rumbk·, DIN B wtd, LIR aver..1gL" ('-t'l' spectrum) _-74/-72d8 
Si:e (wxJxh)/ckar,mcc for l1d rear ____ 41X31x14cm/nonc 

Ea:,c uf use fairly good 

Typical acousric breakthrough and resonancc� ____ ver)· gooJ 
SubJeCttvc.: sound qu<llity of complete �.,-�rem ood+ 
llum level/accmst ic feedback fatr/very good 

Vihmrion �ensttivity/shock reststancc good/fair 

Esttmared typical purcha:-.1..' pnce £80 
*Protutype rcvrcw sample 1l(Jf t'>/)IClll pruducwm 

For graph references see issue No 40 
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So your hi-fi doesn't sound as good 
as it should? You've paid good money 
but that real exhilarating sound just isn't 
there. Your amplifier is a "Best Buy� 
Your turntable is set up right, the 
cartridge got rave reviews but something 
is wrong! 

Could it be the cable that is trying to 
carry all that high tech information to 
your loudspeakers? How many pence 
per metre was it? Or those inter-connect 
cables that came with the cassette deck 
- aren't they the same as those on 
your first cheapo system? Those 
connectors- are they making perfect 
contact? 

Every hi-fi magazine has been running 

articles telling readers of the enormous Monster dealer or send for full 
difference properly designed cables can literature and prices to Custom 
make to a system. And the world Cable Service at Unilet 
leaders in cable 
technology are Monster �e�send me lreel;';;ature on the :ho'ie�n,;.;;-

- � 
- the inventors of Cable range, and details of the Unilet custom- . 

bandwidth balanced® I cables-by-post service. 

. 
I 

cables. With five Name <"": __ 

types of speaker I Address I 
cable and four types --------,.,--,-_ -------------�:

c
i
l
����o���ct cable I CUSTOm CABLE I 

WORLD'S FIRST I SERVICE I CD ONLY CABLE. it's Custom Cable Service is a division of Unilet Products Ltd., 35 High Street, 

time you put Monster L New Maiden, Surrey. 01-942 9567. _j on trial. 
_ �ler enquirie� Portfolio Marketing, 0732 365071_. __ _ 

Ask at your local GET ALL THE PERFORMANCE YOU PAID FOR. GET MONSTER. 
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ADC PHASE IV 
HARMAN (AUDIO) UK LTD. MILL S TREET. SLOUGH. BERKS SL2 SDD. 

· --TEL (0753) 76911-- · 

T
his £41 model is the top of the 
traditional Phase range of ADC 
induced magnet cartridges. The 
body construction seems sound, 
with sensible mounting lugs for 

firm heads hell fixing, though removing or fitting 
the stylus assembly - in this instance carbon 
fibre instead of ordinary plastic - was a bit 
fiddly. 

A nude elliptical stylus is specified, and this 
was confirmed on inspection. Tracking weight 
is a lowish 1.2g, and the compliance and 
damping are moderate enough to suit a wide 
range of low-to-medium mass arms. 

LAB REPORT 
Output level and capacitance loading 
requirement are entirely average, which should 
ensur e  good amplifier compatibility. 
Capacitance adjustment does change response 
slightly, though not to the extent of being 
subjectively too distracting. 

Frequency response showed a very smooth and 
gently falling treble range with low loading; 
treble was rather better maintained but then 
rolled more sharply with increased capacitance. 
Channel balance was only fair, with some 
variation particularly at low frequencies. 
Interestingly, due either to the carbon fibre or 
the higher compliance, the midrange resonances 
noted with the 'I were virtually absent. 

Channel separation was a touch disappointing 
considering the price level, being poorest at low 
frequencies, with some asymmetry. Tracking 
ability, on the other hand, was fine. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The improvement of high frequency output over 
the cheaper Phase models was immediately 
obvious, though perhaps a trifle too much so. 
There is a family resemblance about the sound 
which preseves fine integrity through the upper 
bass and lower mid, but in the case of the IV 
the treble seemed a trifle 'detached'. The bass 
was rather lacking in ' weight' and 'power', 
though it was quite tuneful and uncoloured . 

Stereo imaging was quite nicely focused with 
reasonable depth, if a trifle 'narrow'. Though not 

A&RC77 

the most dynamic of cartridges, it sounded 
pretty consistent throughout the range and 
seemed well-suited to all types of music. The 
cartridge sat reasonably securely in the groove 
despite the lowish tracking weight though 
surface noise seemed a touch emphasised. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This is a pretty well-balanced design, as the 
Phase series generally seem to be. It suits the 
lower mass arms best, and can sound a touch 
'bright', but detail and integrity are pretty good, 
and the sound betters many at its price. 

TEST RESULTS 
Typ..:, m a:.:. movmg lll<lgno.•t 5 .8g 
StyJu.., type ._elliptical 
Stylu:. m:.p�.:ctiun re:.ult �ld .. ·qu<�te ntllll.' 
OLHput Level (1kHz, 5cm/s) 3.48mV 
Rdatiw output (OdB = lmV/cm/�) 1.5llB 
Channt•l b�bnce l.OJJB 
Channd -,cp<�r.Hion (l,R) 24.6. 30JB 
Tmckmg ahdtt\' (l.R) 80, SO�m 

Fn.:quc:ncy re:.pon:.e ltmlh !OOH:-SH: +0.5. -2JB 

Frequency response \mm;; 3011:-20kll: +0.5. -4.5JB 
Stereo Scpamuon L on R 10011:. 3kH:. 10kH: __ 28. 31. l6JB 

Stere11 Scp;�r,uinn R on L 10011:, Jk!-1:, 10kH: __ 30, 30, 25JB 

Channd d1ff. from gr,lph, IOOH:. lkll:, !Okl !: __ 0. 0.5. 0.5JB 

Re:.J)( lll�e l1m1tS ref computer me.1n, lkl-1:-ISkH: __ +0. -2dB 

Response !units ref computer m.._·dn, lkll:-20kll: __ +0. - 3dB 
Te..,t trackmg we1ghr. luadmg !.5g, 27SpF 
LF n,�..,on;mce frequenq, 11.5g arm (wrr, l.u) ____ 9.5, 811: 
E�timdfed compl1anc.._· (vert, lat)�������- \6, 22cu 
Recommended arm effectn·�: m,h� 5-14g 

LF T6onflnce TISC, 12.5g arm (vt'rr, Lu) 13.5. 11.5dB 

Typtcal sellmg pnce £41 

For graph reference see issue No 43 

A&R CAMBRIDGE LTD. 0ENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, WATERBEACH, CAMBRIDGE CBS 9PB. 

· --TEL(0223)86l550-- · 

A
&R are best known for their A60 
amplifier, but in recent years have 
expanded their activities into the 
loudspeaker and cartridge mar
kets. Their original cartridge 

policy was to take a fairly conventional moving 
magnet design and specify a very high quality 
stylus (Weinz Paroc on the original P77), while 
keeping the price quite modest . 

The unassuming C77 moving magnet model 
shows good mechanical integrity in body and 
stylus assembly. The latter has a spherical tip 
which was small, neat and well-mounted. 
Compliance is moderate with little damping, 
suited to the many arms in the effective metss 
range 7-ISg. Tretcking weight for this model is 
a sensible l.8g, a figure which confers reasonable 
groove security. 

LAB REPORT 
Output is conveniently average, and amplifier 
input capacitance is quite uncritical (250pF 
increase adding !dB to treble level). 

Frequency response showed a fairly obvious 
broad 3dB suckout in the mid treble, followed 
by a mild rise to the !6117kHz resonance. 
Channel balance improved steadily towards high 
frequencies, and the overall trace did in fact 
manage to look quite 'clean' even at high writing 
speeds. 

The separation analysis showed decent 

enough figures which were generally pretty 
consistent down to low frequencies, though 
reducing somewhat at HF. Tracking abilities 
were fine. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The measured frequency balance was quite 
obvious in the sound quality, but this is 
something of a compliment to an inherently 
very clear and clean sounding cartridge, which 
in many respects sounds most impressive 
considering its price. 

The treble peak was a trifle obvious and 
sounded a little 'detached', perhaps because the 
extreme HF was not particularly detailed. 
Elsewhere the balance and dynamics were 
thoroughly impressive, with plenty of 'bounce' 

and a genuine attempt to convey stereo depth. 
Surface noise was not exaggerated, midrange 
focus was pretty good, and the general integrity 
was good. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Belying its rather nondescript appearance, the 
C77 is the sort of model that gives moving 
magnets a good name. It offers good 
compatibility and sound quality at a very 
sensible price. Clearly a Best Buy, the only 
question mark lies over the treble peak and how 
it might interact with a given system and pair 
of ears. 

Typt', ma:.-' 

Sl\lu:-. t\·pe 

TEST RESULTS 
---�----�--movulg rnagnL·t 6g 

�---------�--�"'phenc.1l 
Sty]u, m'pect1on re�ult et>n!ITTneJ. well mounted 
Output L .. ·wl (lkH:. 5cm/..,) 3.75mV 
Rdattve output (OdB = lmV/cml�) !dB 
Ch,mnd bal:mce 0.85dB 
Channel �cr<�r.Hion (L.R) 28.5, 28.8dB 
Tmckmg abilit�· (L,R) 80.80�m 
Fr .. •qucncy n.:�p(m<;c limtt� 1001-1:-511: +I, -2.5dB 
Frl'quency re�pon,.._, l1m1t� JO!l:-20kl-l: +I, -9d8 
Sten.::o SepMatton L on R IOOih. 3kll:, IOk!\: __ 22, )1. 22�\B 

Ster('n Separat•on R on L lOOHz, 3kl-l:, !Ok! \: __ 28. 24. 22d8 

Ch,mncl �bff. from gmph. IOOH:. lkt-1:. !Okt-1: __ 0.5. 0.1. !dB 
Re..,pon-,e ltmtb ref Cl)Jnrur .. ·r mcdn, lkll:-15kH: _ "t"2.5, t.5JB 

Rnpon-,e limit� ref comp111er mean, lkll:-20k!l: _-.-2.), -2dB 

Te�t tr.ICkmg \vetght, lo<��lmg 1.8g, 300pF 
LF re�on<1nce fre4uenc�. 12.5g ;lrm (wrt, lat) ____ IO. 10.3H: 
E:-.t•m,u..:d comrliance (vert, lar) 16. J5cu 
RecnnHnl'ndcd arm eifectiV!.! tll<h' 6-16g 
LF re,on<mce The, 12.5g ann (\"l'rt, lc-11) !4.5. 12dB 
T�pKal "ell•ng rncc I20 

Fur graph reference see issue No 43 
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A&RP77 
A&R CAMBRIDGE LTD. DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE. WATERBEACH. CAMBRIDGECB5 9PB. 

·--TEL (0223)861550-- · 

T
he original '77 started with a Weinz 
Parae stylus profile on a conven
tional Japenese-sourced body/canti
lever, chosen for good rigidity and 
sensible compliance. This stylus is 

now replaced by a special elliptical/line 'profiled' 
rip which is fitted in the UK. 

The quality of this tiny nude rip was 
confirmed by inspection, and is fair justification 
for the moderate £45 asking price. This A&R 
stylus assembly may be purchased separately, to 
upgrade any of the other A&R cartridges when 
the rime comes for stylus replacement. Com
pliance was a touch higher than the other 77s' 
with rather greater damping, so low-medium 
effective mass arms are to be preferred. 

LAB REPORT 
Medium output and uncritical capacitance 
loading should avoid any compatibility problems 
with amplifiers. Adding capacitance in fact 
served merely to fill the upper-midlrreble 
suckout by less than IdB. 

Frequency response showed a remarkable sim
ilarity to the C77, though the extreme HF peak 
was a trifle more pronounced. Channel balance 
was much closer- width-of-the-pen trace stuff 
in fact- which confirms A&R' s claim that they 
select the closest tolerance bodies for the P 
model. The trace itself was impressively smooth, 
with no obvious identifiable mechanical 
resonances midband. 

Separation gave rather variable results, and 

it was difficult to determine a trend, but the 
figures were pretty reasonable nonetheless. 
Tracking abilities seemed fine. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Though the response indicated a less promising 
result than the C77, in fact the reverse was true. 
Though still a slightly 'tizzy' cartridge, the 
definition and 'sweetness' at high frequencies 
was improved sufficiently to render the peak 
somehow less sonically 'isolated'. 

In fact clarity, detail and control were 
impressive throughout, and quire good stereo 
images were produced, with reasonable depth 
albeit the occasional anomaly. The bass did 
sound a touch congested, perhaps the effect of 
increased damping which certainly made the 
cartridge very stable in the groove. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Another well balanced A&R cartridge, clearly 

meriting recommendation, the P77 does a pretty 
good job of justifying its extra cost over the C. 
Despite the measured response, it is one of the 
more listenable moving magnet cartridges 
around, while offering sensible widespread 
compatibility. 

UPDATE 
The P77 is due to be upgraded by a new all
metal body in late 1986, made in aluminum or 
magnesium alloy in place of the current plastic. 
This ought to produce a further improvement 
in an already good design, though confirmation 
will have to wait for Choice Turntables & 
Cartridges, published December 1986. 

TEST RESULTS 
T}p�. rna'-' ___________ .moving magncl 6g 

Sry]u ... typt' 'profikd' line cont.ICt 

Sty!u .. m:.pcctiun re,ult lml' nudl' !me contact 11p 
Output lcvd (lkH:, )cm! ... ) 3.4nN 

Rcbnve output (OdB = lmV"cml;;;) l.5dB 

Ch,mnd ha lance 0. 36LIR 

Channel ... cp,mllton {l.R) 25.8, 24dB 

Tr:1ckmg <1hdtry (l.R) 80, 80�Am 

FrL'qLh..:nc\· r�:..,pon-.c ltmtb 10011:-511: +I. -2.5df\ 

FrequenC\' rt·�pon.,e l111Hr" 3011:-20kt 1: + 1, 4dB 

Stcro:o So:p<1r.1tum L ()ll R lOOHz. 3kll:, IOU\: __ 21. 30, ZZJB 

Stereo Sep;natton R on L 10011:. 3kll:. IOkl !: __ 3 3. 26. >5dB 

Channel thff. from gmph. JOOH:, lkH:. JOkll: __ 0, 0. 0.5dB 

Rc"p1m.;;£' ltmit� rcf C1m1putcr mean, lkll:-l)k\1: _+2. -1.5dB 

Re-.pon-.e !tmn-. ref cumputer mean, lkll:-20kll:_+ 3.5. -1.5dB 

Te�t trackmg wc1ght, loadmg l.Sg. JOOpF 

LF rc-.nnancc frcqu�;·nq, 12.5g arm (v<.'rt, l.�t) ��-9. 8.6H: 

E:;ttmared compliance (\'<.'rt, !at) 18. 19cu 

ReL�;)mmcndeJ Mm efkcuw ma:.:. 6-!5g 

LF r�;· ... on;mcc rhc, IZ.Sg .mn (\·en, l.u) 10.6, 10.6dB 

Tvpic<�l -.ellmg rnc�.: £45 

For graph references see issue No 43 

AUDIO·TECHNICA ATllOE 
TECHNICA HOUSE. LOCK WOOD CLOSE, LEEDS, LSII 5UU. 

· --TEL (0532) 771441-- · 

T 
his conventional low cost (£17) 

magnetic cartridge shares bodywork 
and the LC-OFC (linear crystal) 
wiring with the 105 and 115£. The 
rigid body, mildly compromised by 

half-circle mounting lugs, accepts a firmly 
located stylus assembly. it tracks securely enough 
at a sensible 1.5-2g, though the specified mild
profile elliptical stylus looked suspiciously 
spherical under the ' scope - a curious 
juxtaposition with the test '105 .. 

Compliance is pretty sensible, suiting a wide 
mnge of arms, though better class turntables are 
to be preferred as there is little damping of the 
resonance. The highish mass of the cartridge 
suggests that the lowest mass arms are better 
avoided. 

LAB REPORT 
Output level is about average, and although low 
capacitance is specified, a high capacitance load 
did flatten the response and extend the 
bandwidth, not to mention sounding slightly 
better. Most pre-amps should provide suitable 
loading, though experimentation with a little 
extra might pay off in some systems. 

Frequency response dow ntilted quite 
noticeably until some capacitance was added, 
when a good overall response to 14kHz was 
obtained. Channel balance error was a less than 
impressive l.ldB, though the match between 
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channels was quite close. Even at the fast writing 
speed the response traces were pretty smooth, 
with only a couple of minor ' glitches'. 

Separation was very good considering the 
modest price of this model, only mildly 
asymmetrical and showing a 5dB improvement 
at high frequencies over the cheaper '105. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
This extra treble was immediately apparent in 
the listening tests, providing a significantly 
'livelier' sound than the '105. With high 
capacitance loading, the cartridge could sound 
rather brit tle and aggressi ve, so the 
recommendation for low capacitance should be 
followed. The sound was quite 'fast', 'firm' and 
'bouncy', with a good overall balance, but a mild 

'steely' coloration was also described. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This exceedingly well balanced budget cartridge 
is a very capable performer, with few grounds 
for technical criticism, a sound quality that 
more than stands up to scrutiny, and 
performance more than able to do justice to 
better quality turntables. Whether the LC-OFC 
wire actually is a worthwhile 'magic ingredient' 
remains a moot point, but the '110£ is clearly 
a very competitive package well deserving 
recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
T\·pc, ma" m,•vmg mgncL 7 .2g 
Sry\u;; type elhptical 
Srdu:; mspectton re�ulr spherical! 
Output Len::l (lkll:, )cm/-.) 4.0mV 
R�.:LHin? l)utpm (OdR = lmV/cm/s) OdB 
Channel balarK�;' 1.\JR 
Channel :.l.'p:H<lllon (l,R) 30, 30dB 
Tr.Kking a�•ht) (l,R) 80, 78jirn 
Fre4ucnc\ re,pon ... c from gmph \00/l:-51..11: ___ + !."), -2dB 
Frequl'ncy re-.pon,.,. from graph 30H:-20kll: ___ + 1.5, -7�18 

Stereo Scparaulm L on R SOH:. 3kH:. IOkll: __ 31, 36. 32dB 

Stereo Scparat•on R nn L SOH:, 3kH:, !OkH: __ 36. 39. 33JB 

Ro:,porbe hmtt-. rcf computer mean. lkH:-15kll: __ +0, -2JR 

R�;•:.porhc lmur-. ref computer mean. lkll:-20kll: __ +0, -SJB 
Te!.t tmckmg \\"CH�ht, \l)aJmg l.Sg. 150pF 
LF resonance frequency, 13.5g arm (vert, l,1r) 9, 9/l: 

[,timareJ cnmpltance (wn, !at) 1), \)cu 
R�.:commend�.:J Mm dft:ctl\"1.: ma�' S-16g 
LF re�onance ri-.e. 11.5g arm (\"Crt, bt) 14. !6dB 
T\"prctl �dltng prrcl' £17 

For graph reference see issue No 4 3 



c A R T R I D G E s 

AUDIO·TECHNICA AT3200XE 11 
AUDIO-TECHNICA (UK) LTD. TECHNICA HOUSE, LOCKWOOD CLOSE, LEEDS LSII 5UU. 

· --TEL: (0532) 771441-- · 

T
he '3200XE 11 is the latest model 
in Audio Technica's original series 
of modestly-priced moving-coil 
models, following the '30 and '31 
but no relation to the pillbox

bodied '32 or '33. 

This is a high output model, the body is 
fashioned in a polystyrene regrettably redolent 
of the unpainted toys which fall out of cereal 
packets; the mounting lugs in particular did not 
feel particularly rigid. In fact the complete 
generator mechanism can be unplugged from 
the mounting section, a feature of dubious value 
which does nothing to preserve mechanical 
integrity. Furthermore, the mounting plate only 
conracts the headshell over a comparatively 
small area. 

Sensible and symmetrical compliance ratings 
suit a wide range of tonearms, while the lack 
of significant low frequency damping suggests 
that best results will only be obtained when a 
respectable quality turntable is being used. 
Tracking was adequate at a reasonable down
force, though the stylus shape and alignment 
left something to be desired. 

LAB REPORT 
Moving coil cartridges, high or low output, are 
unaffected by pre-amplifier loading differences. 
The measured response of the '3200 was 
promisingly even and extended, though signi
ficantly downtilted from bass to treble. Inade
quate structural rigidity is indicated by the 

'glitches' which may be seen at 800Hz and 
1200Hz, though the high frequency region looks 
remarkably well controlled for such a modestly 
priced m-e design. 

Promising results for stereo separation, with 
an even trend gently reducing either side of the 
midband, was marred by significant asymmetry 
between the channels. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Given that this is perhaps the cheapest 
movingcoil model generally available, it 
auditioned better than appearances might have 
suggested. Results were somewhat inconsistent, 
but the consensus was only a little below the 
overall average. 

The 'laid back' balance is one notable charac
teristic, and the ability to convey convincing 
'space' was praised. The bass gave good detail 
and articulation, but could also sound a little 

'heavy' and 'detached'. The treble was well 
controlled, if lacking the fine resolution of some 
more exotic models. 

CoNCLUSIONS 
Sonically the 3200 represents a valiant and at 
least partly successful attempt to present moving 
coil qualities at an affordable price and in a 
convenient high output form. The mechanical 
engineering and presentation let it down 
somewhat, but the generator has become 
impressively refined after a number of years' 
development. It faces stiff competition from the 
best moving magnet designs at the same sort 
of price, but manages to offer a very credible 
alternative. 

TEST RESULTS 
1\-pc. m.!'-� htgh o.llltput mtl\"1!1)..! lllll 4. )g 

Sr) ]u ... type dltpttc.ll 

Stylu� m�pL'CtHln r!.'�uh llll!dkrl'nt ,h,•pc',llt!.!nnwnt 

Omput Lo.:n:l (lkH:, )cm/") 0."}mV 

ReLniw PutpUI {OJB = lmV/cm/..,) 13�._18 

Channel h.danc�._· 1.4JB 

Channd �cpamtton (L.R) 30, 14.\dB 

Tr,1ckmg ahdny (L,R) 76. 73�Jm 

Frt•quL'1lC\' ro..'�pon�e (wm gr.1ph IOOII:-5kll: -I 5 ldB 

Fr�._·quc::nC\ rl'�po!hc from J.mtrh 30H:-20kll: ___ -r-1.5. -2dB 

S[t.:rt.:o Sq"l,H";Hion l on R 8011:. 3kH:. \Okl !: __ 32. 52. 38JB 

Srcn._·o St.:pdr.HIIlll R on L SOH:. 3kll:. IOkll: __ 28. 32.17dB 

RL".,pon'>t.: l1rnih rl'fcompmt>r m..:<ln, lkll:-15kl-l: _-\). -l.)JB 

Rcspomt' lmlib rd compur�.:r mean, lkll:-20kl--l : _ -r 1.). -1.5dB 

Tc�t rmckmg \Wight, lo<ldmg 1.7g. n.<�.pf 

LF n.: .... on,IIKL' fr...:qu�:nn. 13.5g arm (\...:rl, ];H) 9. 9H: 

E:.rnna�o.:d comph<tnct: (ven, !at) lB. IBcu 

RcconHllt.:n�..h·d ann dft.:ctlvt.: rna .. � 6-ISc 
LF r...::-.mwnc�: n:-.�..:. 13.5::.; .1rm (n!n, bt) 16. 16JB 

Typtctl .. d[mg pric�: [50 

For gra{Jh reference see issLte No 43 

BANG & OLUFSEN MMC4 
BANG & 0LUFSEN (UK) L TD, EASTBROOK ROAD, GLOUCESTER GL4 7DE. 

· --TEL(0452)21591--· 

S
elected to represent the lower end of 
the B&O range, this cartridge slors 
neatly inro the hierarchy of five 
models, which share a common 
adaptor to provide compatibility with 

B&O's turntables and their super-light arms. 
The cartridge itself is a little miracle of 

engineering miniaturisation, though the adapror 
is slightly flexible and the connection only push
fit. The whole weighs a mere J.Jg, tracks at a 
low 1.2g, using a tapered aluminium canteliver 
fitted with a titanium-bonded elliptical rip. 

Compliance needs ro be high enough ro 

march B&O's O\\·n arms, yet is still low enough 
(with the low cartridge mass) to allow a reason
able range of low-medium mass arms to be used. 

LAB REPORT 
Output level is rather below average, but this 
almost certainly only means that users will have 
the luxury of a wide volume control range! The 
change in measured response with increased 
capacitance was very marginal, but the sound 
was slightly preferred. 

Response is most impressive, showing the 
usual gently falling trace, with a mild recovery 
to a well-damped resonance at around 10kHz. 
Channel balance was fine. Much of the class 
of this cartridge can be gleaned from the 
remarkably smooth trace even at high writing 
speed, but the Achilles heel of the adaptor 
resonance is shown clearly at 900Hz, similar to 

though less severe (and ar a higher frequency) 
than those encountered with P-mount cart
ridges, but subjectively significant nonetheless. 

Despite the low cost of this model, fine results 
were obrained for separation, particularly in the 
mid band, bettering JOdB over most of the range. 
Tracking was impressively secure throughout. 

SOUND QUALITY 
There is a close family resemblance throughout 
the B&O's range. All are handicapped by slight 
softening and blurring at low frequencies, which 
gives a relaxed rather than 'punchy' presenta
tion, with fine control. 

The'4 was picked out for its particular solidity 
and overall balance, which seemed remarkably 
'seamless' for the price. Midrange clarity, 
dynamics and focus are excellent, giving fine 
stereo imaging. The treble is well balanced and 
controlled for the price, though a touch 
unrefined. Stability was impressive and surface 
noise was well under control. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The general standard attained by the B&Os 
transcend their modest price level, and do much 
to reinforce their claim thar moving magnets 
sound as good as moving coils. The mounting 
bracker problem keeps them from the top class, 
but its sonic significance will depend on rhe 
relative importance the listener attaches to 
powerfu I integra red bass. 

The level of engineering expertise demonstra
ted in other respects is mildly awe-inspiring, and 
an added bonus is the relatively easy rime given 
to the tonearm by such light-tracking cartridges. 

TEST RESULTS 
�·pc, rn."'" nwving lll.t!!lll'l 3 . 3g 

Sl\·lu .... typt: dhpt1Gll 

Srylu .... m .. p..:ctinn rt: .... ult _.,Jmrt .... qu,lt hr,l:t.:d t.:lltp11C<ll. lnrlc roh .. h 
Output L�.:wl Okl-1:. 5cm/.,) 2.55m\/ 

Relauvc output (OdB = lmV/cm/-.) 4dB 

Ch<�nnt:l lxalance 0.05JB 

Ch;tnnd �t:p<�mrion (L.R) 30. 30dB 

Tr.Kkmg ,thilny (L.R) HO. 80JJm 

Frcqut:ncy rt:�pon:-t: lmllh \OOil:-51--1: -I. -1.5dB 

Fr..:qut:nq fl!:-.roTbt· lunn� 3011:-20kll: ' I, lJB 

Sr�r..-o Scp.ar.nTon L on R 10011:, 3kll:, 10kl !: __ 30. 3b, 27d8 
Srt:r..:o St:p,mHIIlll R on L 10011:, 3kll:, IOUI� __ l6. 39. 26dB 

ChrannL·I dtff. trnm gr.1ph, 1001--1:, lkl-1:, IOki--I: __ O.S. I. O.JdB 
Rc�pon�c l1m1!� rd cnmpurt:r mean, lkii:-ISkl !: __ +0, -!dB 

Rt>�pon"L' lmm� rcf computt>r mc.:,m, 1kll:-20k/-l: __ +l, -!dB 
Test tmckmg we1ght. loaJmg 1.2g. 200pF 
LF rc.,on<�ncc frequency, 12.5g arm (vt:rt, Lu) 9. 91--1: 

E:;ttm,nt:J C(lTnpliancc (vo.:rt, !at) 24, 24cu 

Rt.·f.:omnH:nd�.:d arm effecti\'C m,\'-..., 5-\Sg 

u: n:-,onancc me. 12.5g <mn (vcn. l<\t) ______ l5. llJB 

Typ1od �t:lhng pncc.: i 36 

For graph references see issue No 43 
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c A R T R I D G E s 

DENONDLllO 
HAYDEN LABORATORIES l TD, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT ST PETER, BUCKS. 

· --TEL(0753)888447-- · 

D enon were busying away making 
'103 moving coil carrridges for 
Japanese domestic and broadcast 
customers while througout the rest 
of the world only Onofon struck 

doggedly to the m-e principle. But more recent 
Denon models have been high priced items, not 
always brought into the UK; the very top model 
has achieved an enviable international 
reputation, but less exotic versions have had to 
struggle a bit to justify their extra cost over the 
103. Now we have two very competitively priced 
high( ish) output models which look more than 
capable. The £60 DLI 10, finished in an 
attractive maroon tortoishell effect, has a near 
rigid four-square body with substantial though 
only semicircular mounting lugs and a 
reasonable area of headshell contact. A high 
quality advanced elliptical tip stylus of low mass 
was fitted. 

Cartridge mass is quite low, so a medium com
pliance at a sensible l.Sg downforce provides 
good tracking capabilities in a package which 
is usefully compatible with a wide range of arms. 
The quite heavy internal generator damping 
should help it perform in inadequate turntable 
systems. Output level is significantly below 
normal, but most amplifiers will have sufficient 
reserve gain. 

LAB REPORT 
The frequency response trace is pretty 
remarkable by any standards, let alone those of 
£50 cartridges. Occasional minor uneveness can 

be detected in the 1-2kHz region, bur there is 
no other ground for criticism apart from noting 
the normal overall downtilt, held to a respect
able 3dB. 

Separation results were good too, mildly asym
metric but better than 30dB even at high fre
quencies, and with reasonable control of 
ultrasonic spuriae besides. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The listening panel seemed to be passing 
through a positive phase when the '110 was pre
sented and were generally enthusiastic, praising 
the clarity and dynamics, a generally neutral 
balance, and fine midrange projection. Minor 
concern was raised at the quality of the bass, 
which some felt sounded mildly dissociated and 
detatched. 

The overall reaction seemed to be that this 
model offers a fine balance of strengths, while 

DENONDL103 

noting that it still falls short of the very highest 
standards. 

CONCLUSIONS 
To describe a cartridge as lacking character 
should be praise of a high order. The Denon 110 
sailed through our subjective and objective test 
programme with consummate ease. It deserves 
firm recommendation as a fine all-rounder 
which is very likely to perform to a consistently 
high standard under nearly all circumstances. 
Provided the lowish output is no problem, our 
only minor reservation is that other less heavily 
damped models can sound rather more lively. 

TEST RESULTS 
Typ..:-, Ill<!:>' ht�h output tnoving coil 4 .8g 
Sty]u, type adv�nced clltptical 
Stylus mspecrinn resulr ___ s mall nude �tone, well aligned 
Output Lt"vd (lkH:, 5cm/s) 1.5mV 
Rcbun:· output (OJB = lrnV/crn/�) -SJB 

Channd b,llance 0.4JB 

Channd -.cparattlm (l.R) )0, 10dB 

Tmcktng ahdtty (L,R) 80. 78�m 

Fr�:'tJltetKy responsl' lnntr� 100H:-5H: + 1.5. -O.SJB 
Fn:quency rt·spun-.�.: limit� 30Hz-20kt-1: + 1.5. -l.SdB 
Stereo Separ,nLOn L on R SOH:. 3kl h. IOkH: __ 29, 38, JOdB 
SI\:Tt:ll Scp,mHion R on L 801-1:. Jkl-1:. \Okll: __ 36. 47. }ldB 
R.:spons.: hmns rcf computt·r rn�an, lkH:-15kH: _+0.5. -ldB 
Roo.'�pon�e l11n1b rd L�ompuler me�m. lkH:-20ki 1: __ +2, -I dB 
TL·�t tmcking wei).!ht, load1ng I .Sg. n/apF 
LF re�nn<mce frequL·ncy, 12.5g Mm {vert, lar) 10, 91-1: 
E�umatt·d cmnpkmce (ven, !at) IS, 19cu 

Recommended arm ctTecrivc mass 6 -16g 
LF resonance rise, 13.5g arm (verr, !at) 11, IZdB 
Typical sdling price £60 

For grafJh references see issue No 43 

HAYDEN LABORATORIES. HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT ST PETER, BUCKS. 
· --TEL (07 53) 88844 7-- · 

0 
ne of the oldest models still in 
currenr production, the 103 is the 
low output moving-coil model 
which Denon made originally for 
NHK, the Japanese equivalent of 

the BBC, and which definitely made a major 
contribution towards the revival of the genre. 
Other models in the 103 series have more 
sophisticated styli and cantilevers. 

It is a large but quite solid and heavy can
ridge, with large headshell conract area but half
circle retaining lugs. Spherical styli may lack 
status, but that fitted here was very neat. 
Compliance is quite low, allowing matching 
with a usefully comprehensive range of arms 
from 6-16g effective mass. 

LAB REPORT 
Some high-gain pre-amps (notably certain valve 
models) should be able to take the 103 directly 
into moving-magnet inputs, but most users will 
find it provides plenty of urge for m-e inputs. 

Frequency response showed a fairly modest 
2dB downtilt through the midrange, and a slight 
flattening out at 7-8kHz. In fact a straight line 
could be drawn through the response trace from 
20-20kHz with deviations of less than 0.5dB, 
which is very impressive at this (or any) price 
level. However, the response was 2dB 'brighter' 
if taken at the outer grooves, a function of the 
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limited scanning radius of the spherical tip. 
Channel balance was pretty good, and the 
response was smooth, with just a tiny 900Hz 
'glitch' and some bass unevenness. 

Separation generally exceeded 30dB across the 
bulk of the band, reducing somewhat at the 
extremes, and 2.5g tracking weight (no problem· 
with the large footprint area of a spherical tip) 
provides adequate tracking abilities and extra
ordinary groove stability - it is easy to 
understand its popularity in broadcast studios. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Very well received, the strength of the sound 
is its fine integration and great liveliness, 

coupled with a firm and powerful bass. Treble 
can be inconsistent, and generally sounded a 
little rolled off, while the midrange extended 
the good clarity established through the bass. 

CONCLUSION 
Spherical styli may be unfashionable, but they 
have always worked exceedingly well in the 103. 
Once again this stalwart shines out from the 
pack, and furthermore offers fine value for 
money and general (moving-coil) compatibility. 

TEST RESULTS 
DENON DLIOJ 

Type, m.1�' ltm ourpur moving cod, 8.5g 
Srvlu� 1\p\: :-.phcrical 
Stylus mspcction r.:sult ___ ::.mall \' . .,hort shank. diagonal set 
Ourpuc Level (lkJ-Iz. 5cm/s) 0.44rnV 
Relatl\'t.' nutpur (OdB=lrnV/cm/s) \9JB 
Channel balance l.OdB 
Channel �cpamt1on (L,R) 29.7, 28. 24dB 
Tmcking abdny (l,R) -

--::-�-:::-:-:-
-----75, 801Jm 

FrL·qucncy resJXmse \mm::. 1001-i:·SkH: +I, -I dB 

Frequency n.:::.pomt.• lnnn-. 30H:-20kH: +I. S, - 3dB 
Scp<�r.mon L on R lOOHz. JkH:. IOkll: 32, 3 I. 26dB 
Separ.mon R on L IOOH:, JkH:, !OkH: ___ 25. 32. 26dB 
Channel Mf. IOOH:. lkH:. IOkH: 0, 0. 0.5dB 
Re::.pon:-.e hmn� ref computer mean, JkH:-15kH: __ +I. -OdB 
Re:-.pon.,c lnnn::. rl'f computer mean, lkH:-20kH: _+ 1.5, �OdB 
Test trackmg we1ght, load1ng 2.5g, n .a. 
LF reson:Jncc frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat) ___ 10, 1011: 
Estimated complmncc (vert, bt) 13, 13cu 
Recommended arm effective mas:-. 6-\6g 
LF resonance nse. 12.5g arm (ven. !at) 15. 13JB 
T�pical <;e\1mg pr1cc £90 

For grafJh references see issue No 43 
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DRM 

22 

£249.95 

DRM 

33 HX 

£319.95 

DRM 

44HX 

£399.95 

" ... Transport was superior to the 
usual standard expected ... a fine 
machine at the price ... sound quality 
on metal tape was particularly clear, 
relaxed and unfatiguing ... fine stereo 
imagery.'' 

NOEL KEYWOOO HI Fl CHOICE CASSmE DECKS 

"The performance of this machine 
would not be disgraced in the most 
exotic company ... ". 

/AN KUAH WHICH COMPACT DISC 

" ... Pitch stable, tightly defined sound, 
better than most competitors by a 
significant margin". 

NOEL KEYWOOD. HI Fl CHOICE CASSETTE DECKS 

" ... gadget free, high specification 
machine ... easily outperforms most 
cassette decks". 

NOEL KEYWOOD. HI Fl CHOICE CASSETTE DECKS 

• Closed loop twin capstan transport 
with direct drive capstan motor. 

Over the last 3 years Den on has 
received a lot of critical acclaim for 
their cassette deck range. They are 
now on the way to becoming brand 
leaders in the quality cassette deck 
market. This is no accident. By 
building casette decks based on 
their professional tape experience, 
designed foremost to sound good, 
and resisting the temptation to litter 
their machines with useless 

• 3 sendust and ferrite heads. 

• Double Dolby B/C. 

• Manual fine bias. 

• Denon computer controlled 'silent 
mechanism'. 

• Closed loop twin capstan transport. 

• 3 sendust and ferrite heads. 

• Double Dol by B/C and HX-Pro. 

• Manual fine bias. 

• LC-OFC signal leads. 

• Denon computer controlled 'silent 
mechanism'. 

• 3 sendust and ferrite heads. 

• Double Dol by B/C and HX-Pro. 

• Full auto bias. 

• LC-OFC signal leads. 

• Denon computer controlled 'silent 
mechanism'. 

gadgets, Denon's designers have 
been able to assemble an unrivalled 
range of 'performance for money' 
products. Whether you take a DRM 
171 at £139 or a DRM 44 HX at £399 

you will find price for price that the 
Denon cassette deck out-performs 
the competition. As you can see, the 
critics agree. Professional 
experience and design integrity 
count. 

THE ONLY CASSETIE DECK AS GOOD AS 

A DENON, IS ANOTHER DENON. 
Ring 

01-200-0200 
for a free Denon colour catalogue and the 

name and address of your nearest dealer. 



c A R T R I D G E s 

DYNAVECTOR DVlOX IV 
0YNAVE CTOR UK, 117 KINGS ROAD, LONG 0ITTON, SURBITON KT65]E. 

·--TELOl-398 8710-- · 

T
his lightweight high output moving 
coil from Japanese specialist 
Dynavector is the latest in a long 
series of !OX models, which are 
accustomed to high ratings in 

Choice. Though the transparent bodywork is 
cantilevered from a plastic mounting plate, 
rigidity is reasonable. The longish cantilever 
looks a little vulnerable to accidental damage, 
and the stylus is a fine quality nude elliptical 
on a rectangular shank. 

Compliance is fairly low and pretty well 
damped, so medium-ro-high mass arms are to 
be preferred. Tracking abilities fell slightly short 
of the target despite the reasonable 1.7g 
down force. 

LAB REPORT 
Output level is lower than most models intended 
for moving magnet inputs, but was still high 
enough to be most unlikely to cause any diffi
culties. Capacitance matching is of course 
irrelevant in a low impedance moving coil 
design. 

Frequency response followed the familiar 
down tilted pattern but only dropped some 3dB 
across the whole band. The high frequency 
resonance is quite well controlled, but at a 
lowish 7-8kHz, while there were also a couple 
of midrange 'glitches' w cope with at 600 and 
800Hz. Channel balance showed some O.SdB 

variation ar different p:1rts of the m:1in frequency 
spectrum, but was held quite closely at high 
frequencies. 

Separation figures were good for a cartridge 
at this price level (or any price level, for that 
matter), albeit 11·ith mild channel asymmetry. 

SOUND QUALITY 
In some respects this was the most balanced 
sounding of the Dynavectors, and certainly 
delivered a very decent level of quality. Bass was 
felt to be slight ly overdamped, with mild upper 
bass richness combining to give an impression 
of slightly limited extension. The mild treble 
peak was audible as a slight 'brightness', and 
emphasised by 'smearing'. Midrange focusing was 
very good, and this tended to draw attention 

EMPIRE MC·5M 

away from the limitations at the extremes. 
Stereo seemed a trifle lacking in depth, but was 
impressively solid and stable, as was the general 
behaviour of the cartridge in the groove. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This is a fine sounding cartridge at a realistic 
price, with the added convenience of driving 
moving magnet amplifier inputs directly. Track
ing ability is less its forte than groove stability, 
yet damping should be sufficient to ensure 
successful widespread compatibility, so firm 
recommendation is clearly indicated. 

TEST RESULTS 
T\pt.'. 11\,b.., ht�h •lutpur monng·Cllil 4.5g 

:lt\tb t\pc nuJ� �.:lltptlcd 

:--.t\lu-. m-.pecthlll n::-ult ___ goud -.m,tll n.:n,mgulc�r -.ecrinn 
Output L�.:vd (lkll:, Son/..,) 2.3SmV 
Rl'lartn:' nutput (OdB !mV/crn/") -4�.18 
Ch,mnd Q;;�\ance 0.4dR 
Channel -.cparatHm (l,R) 26.1, )0.-JB 

Tradmg ;thilitv (l.R) :30, 77f,im 

Fr..:qucnn respun-.e limlh IOOH:-SH: +1.1. -!dB 

Frequc-nn respon .. l' lmllf� 30! 1:-ZOkH: + �- - 2�.1B 

Sr..::rco Sepamuon L <ln R !OOH:. 3kH:, 10kH: __ 21. 32. BdR 

:)rcn•o Sep<it<HJnn R .m L !0011:, 1kll:, JOk! 1: __ 35, 31, 30dB 

Ch,mnc.:l Jlit. tmm graph, \0011:, lkll:. !Okll: _O.S. 0.5. 0.5dB 

Rc-.J�nn-.c ltmu-. rd cumputer mean. lkll:-l)kll: __ -1. ldR 

Re-.p.ltN.' ltmth rei cnmrurer rn<.:'an. lkH:-20kll: __ +2. -],J R 
T._...,, tr.H.:kmg \\'l.'lght. ),,�t,ling I./g. n.;t. 

Lf re-.on.mu� frequenc\, 12.5g <Hill (H'rt. lad ___ \\, 12H: 
E--unun ... ·d r.:omph <�nr.:c (wn, Lu) 12, \Out 
Rt'\:tlmmo.:tlLled ,lfln eff ... ·cttn� mass 8-\Rg 
LF reson<�ncc ri .... f..', 12.5g arm (wrr, lar ) well d:unpl.'d 
Typical �....tling prir.:o.: 160 

For gm{)h references see issue No 43 

AU TOM ATION SCIENCES COMPANY, 20 LITTLE GADDESDON. BERKHA MS TED, HERTS HF4 IPA. 

· --TEL (044284) 2786-- · 

E
mpire is one of the long established 
US cartridge manufacturers, though 
the company's European operation 
now appears to be autonomous, com
bining Japanese and European manu

facturing with European design skills. Prominent 
among consultants has been AJ van de Hul, 
whose MCIO is a refinement of Empire's 
MCIOOO. 

The MC5M is an altogether more affordable 
item of quite different concept. Though a low
output moving-coil cartridge, this one is made 
in Japan is fitted with a detachable stylus 
assembly/generator, and costs a reasonable £89. 
The substantial metal frame with full circular 
fixing lugs looks a promising start mechanically, 
despite the minor weight penalty involved. But 
the headshell contact area is rather small, and 
a large area of purely decorative trim detatched 
itself rather readily. 

Furthermore, all the business bits are fitted 
into additonal plastics mouldings (of admittedly 
very high quality), and there seems little rational 
justification for introducing electrical and mech
anical interfaces in order to provide a detach
able facility that has very little value. That said, 
the stylus assembly fit was excellent! 

Mechanically the cartridge will match well 
with most arms, and shows. a fair degree of 
internal damping. 

LAB REPORT 
Frequency balance of the MC-5M was a little 
unusual. Showing minimal droop through the 
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2-5kHz region and distinct recovery beyond, in 
some respects not unlike the balance shown by 
Decca cartridges . A minor 'glitch' at l.2kHz is 
detatchable, and some high frequency uneasi
ness besides. 

Separation was generally good though distinc
tly asymmetric between channels, showing the 
expected reduction towards the treble resonance 
(above the audible r<�nge) �nd good suppression 
of ultrasonic spuriae. 

Output requires the extra boost of moving-coil 
pre-amplification circuitry, and a high quality 
advanced elliptical stylus tip provided secure 
tracking at a sensible 1.8g downforce. 

SOUND QUALITY 
On audition, the Decca analogy proved approp
riate, for the MC-5M bounced along with lively 
dynamics and a bright, sometimes aggressive 
presentation. Providing an impressive sense of 
scale, some felt the presentation as a whole 
lacked subtlety, and could become wearing with 
prolonged listening. 

Attempting to summarise varied reaction this 
cartridge's individual style is not easy, though 
the overall reaction was cautiously favourable, 
with averaged scores that more than justified its 
price. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Only the name remains the same, for this gutsy, 
almost fiery-sounding cartridge is quite unlike 
this author' s  recollection of the earlier Ameri
can designs. it represents a new direction which 
clearly deserves success. The cartridge itself 
providing an exciting sound in a mechanically 
well controlled (if unnecessarily elaborate) pack
age, and as such wins a recommendation though 
the recent price rise has reduced its competi
tiveness. 

TEST RESULTS 
Type, llld"'"' ill\\ o/p (Jctdch<thle) mvvmg l�'d 6.2c 
Stylus type 'pardlmear' 
StYlus in:-.pcction rc�ult advanced htgh '-lu<tlll\" ..:lliJN.: 
Output lcv�:l OkH:. 5cm/s) 0. )\rnV 
Rei.Ht\"t' output (OLlB = lmV/cm/.._) 22dB 

Channd hal.mce 0.7dB 
Ch�n'lnd scparntton (l.R) .30, 23JB 

Trackm� ahi\11� (l,Rl 80, so,_..m 
Frl.'quen�.:y re�pon�t· ltmtb IOOI 1:-511: + l. -0. 5dR 

Fro.:quencv respnn-.e !unit-. 30H:-20kH: +2, 0.5JB 

Stereo Sep;uauon L on R 8011:. 3kll:. IOkl-l: __ 31, 4S. Hl!R 

Slcreo Separauun R on L SOH:, 3kH:, IOkH: __ 26, 33. 25dB 

Re-.pon�l.' ltmit� rcf C1..1mpurcr mean. lkH:-I)kH: __ +2, -OJR 

R��ron�e limtt-. rcf comrurer nw<�n. lkll:-20kll: __ + 5, -OJB 

Tc,, rrackmg weight, loadtng l.Hg, n/apF 

LF re�ondnce frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert. br) 9. 811: 

E:"lnmareJ complianct' (vert, lat) 16, 20cu 

Rt.:"commended ann t!ffecuve rna�s 6-15� 
LF rc�,lll<lllCC rt)L, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat} 12, 12JB 

Tvptcal �clling prtCI.' £89 

For graph references see issue No 43 



c A R T R I D G E s 

GLANZMFG llOEX 
PRESENCE AUDIO. EASTLAND HOUSE, PLUMMERS PLAIN. HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX RH13 6NY. 

· --TEL (044485) 333-- · 

P
erhaps less readily available than they 
were a few years ago, Japanese manu
facturer Glanz make a comprehensive 
range of 'Moving Flux' (loosely mov
ing magnet) and moving-coil cartrid

ges in the low and medium price ranges. The 
MFG IIOEX is a £22 moving magnet model, 
which as it happens is also the first Glanz model 
to come the way of the reviewer. 

Substantial in size, construction seems well
founded, and the stylus assembly fixes in quite 
precisely. The stylus itself, a simple ellipitical, 
showed an indifferent standard of polish. The 
semi-circular lugs seem strong enough for rigid 
fixing, and a reasonable headshell contact can 
be made despite a superfluous centre trim piece. 

Output level is sufficient for all moving 
magnet inputs, and different loadings have little 
effect upon response. Mechanically, the IIOEX 

should suit most tonearms, and gave good 
tracking ability at a sensible l.75g downforce. 
The discrepancy between the size of horizontal 

and vertical resonances is curious as the fre
quency is identical, though it is impossible to 
predict cause or effect. 

LAB REPORT 
Frequency response was gently downrilred in the 
usual manner, generally very smoorh and even 
though with some variation between channels 
at high frequencies. Adding capacitance pro-

duced a flatter total response at the expense of 
a slightly more exposed, but effectively ultra
sonic, treble peak. The difference amounted to 
only about !dB and may probably be safely 
ignored. 

Separation was rather disappointing by the 
standards of most of today's cartridges, reaching 
only 24dB on one channel, 30dB on the other. 
Ultrasonic spuriae were reasonably well down. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Subjectivly marginally preferred with 
capacitance loading, the Glanz was warmly re
cieved by a panel who admittedly appeared to 

be in a generous mood at the time of its pre
sentation. Tonally described as a little 'bright' 
not unlike CD, the midrange sounded lively if 

GRADOMT 

slightly coloured, the bass detailed if a little slow, 
and the treble clear with only slight over
emphasis at times. 

The 'average' ratings were very good consid
ering the modest enough price of this model. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The MGF-1 IOEX doesn' t define any new stand
ards in technical performance, but nevertheless 
it delivers a very competitive sound deserving 
recommendation. If typical of Glanz cartridges 
in general, the rest of the range should also be 
worth exploring. 

TEST RESULTS 
Typ(:, ma�:' rnovlt\1! tlu:.; (rnagnd) 5.5� 

Stylu� lYP'-' �.·lltpoe;,li 

St,·lu-. in-.pl·nion Tl':o.uh ---�1mple l..'llip"c, lndllfl're;:nt pt,h:o.h 
Output L.:vcl (lkH:, 5crn/�) 3.4nN 
RL'LHiw output (OJB = lmV/cmf,) IJB 

Channd halancL' 0.5dB 

Channd -.cpardTion (L.R) 20. 16dR 

Tracking ahility (L.R) 80, SO�m 

Frcqul..'ncy response fn>m graph IOOH:-511: +I, -!dB 

Fn:qul'ncy r�;·spon:-.e from gr�1ph 30H:-l0kH: ___ +I. -4JB 
Stl'n:o Sepamtion L \ln R 801-1:. 3kll:, !OkH: __ 24. 24. 22l!B 

St..:-n:u Separation R Dn L 8011:. 3kll:, !OkH: __ 32. 30. 25dB 

Rl''P'IIl"t:' limit� ref computer llll',m. lkll:-15kll: _ + l.5. -1.5dB 

Rc ... p�m-.c limit� ref comptller me,m, lkll:-20kl !:_ + 3.5, -I.SdB 

Tc-.t tmckmg \\'c1ght, ln<lding 1.71g, IOOpF 

LF rc-.,mance frequency. (13.5� <�rm) (n:rt. lat) 9. 9H: 

Estimated compliance (vcn. lar) 16. 16cu 

Rt·commcnJcJ arm ...:ffec!L\'C ma:.� 6-!6g 

LF rc-.onance rise, (13.1g arm) (\'en, bt) 9. 14dB 
l)•pte<tl ,cJling price rn 

For graph references see issue No 43 

MOTH MARKETING, 47 ARM STRONG CLOSE, WILSTEAD, BEDFORD. 

· --TEL(0234)741152-- · 

L
ike all Grado models, this is a simple 
design of unprepossessing appearance, 
sensibly constructed to couple well 
with the tonearm mechanically. The 
mounting lugs are a little flimsy and 

should not be over-tightened, but they at least 
provide circular contact with the bolts. 

The stylus assembly fit is remarkably tight, 
with additional mastic-type damping. Indeed 
those foolhardy enough to attempt removal 
without the special tool provided risk terminal 
cantilever damage- as we discovered last time 
around! 

A fairly stiff compliance means that medium 
and heavy mass arms are to be preferred, while 
the lack of any cantilever damping (a charac
teristic Grado trait) implies that tonearm 
damping could be beneficial if available, and 
that poorer quality turntables should be avoided. 
Tracking abilities should be adequate, but in an 
adequate player could be caught out on the more 
difficl)lt material (opera, choral ere). 

Output is fine for conventional moving mag
net inputs, but the design of the generator 
means Grados, though entirely unaffected by 
input capcitance loading, may be somewhat sus
ceptible to hum pickup in the 'wrong' system 
(glass turntable platters, for example). 

LAB REPORT 
Frequency response was certainly a little 
dramatic, suggesting a cartridge stronger on 
character than neutrality. Dropping a full 3dB 

through the midrange from 200Hz to 5kHz, 
there is evidence of slight recovery and then a 
sharp rise to a + 2JB peak at 18kHz. 

Separation showed good channel matching 
and impressive evenness, despite absolute values 
which were below average. Ultrasonic output 
was higher than usual, corroborating the high 
frequency response problem. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The frequency characteristic proved a major 
element in the subjective reaction, though 'lis
tening through' the effect revealed a sound of 
rare quality considering the low price. 

The balance was rich and slightly 'heavy', 
marred by some softness in bass definition and 
some sibilant and surface noise exaggeration. 
Inherent good clarity and 'speed', along with the 
balance, helped to convey impressive scale with 

good vocal projection and ambient detail. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Despite the odd frequency balance, this Grado 
produced sufficient of the sound quality goods 
to indicate recommendation at its very reason
able price. Other aspects of technical perform
ance were decent enough in any case. 

However, significant reservations remain re
garding the suitability of such a lightly-damped 
model in the budget turntables it is likely to 
partner. Good performance in a high quality 
system does not necessarily imply that the 
quality will be maintained when the comprom
ises get tough. A fine potential performer, it 
needs, more than most, to be checked our in 
the prospective system. 

TEST RESULTS 
Typc, nm::.:. muvmg ma�nct 5.5g 

Stylu-. type nor �rcctfied 

Stylm llbpecnon resulr mdJ clltpllcal 
Output LC"vc\ (lkH:. Scm/�) 3.5mV 
Rl·l<uive outpm (OJB = lmV/cm/�) !dB 
Ch;mnd halancc 0.6 ... lB 

Channel �cram11on (L.R) 24. 25JB 
Tr,JCkmg ahtluy (L,R) 80. 66J.Itn 

Frl'qul'ncy rcsponsc from gr.•rh IOOH:-51lz ___ +1.5. -t.5dB 
Frequency rcsponse from gr.1ph JO/I:-20kHt ___ "T2. -3JB 
Stereo Sl'paration L un. R 8011:, 3kH:, !OkH: __ 26. 31. 29dB 

Stereo Separation R on L 8011:, 3kll:. !Okll: __ 32. 34, JIJB 

Rt;.'�pon�t· lnnn� rt•f computer mean. lkHz-ISkH: _ -r2.5. -JJB 

Responsl' lnniu-, rcf computer llll'<ln, 1kHz-20kH: __ +4. -JdB 
Tl':.t trdcking weight, loading 1.5�. n/apF 

LF rc�onancc frequency, (13.5g arm) (vcrr. lat) ___ !!, 11!1: 
Esumatcd complmncc (vert, lat) 12. 12cu 
Rccommcndcd o�rm effective ma ... � 8-lSg 
LF rc"mance nsc, (13.5g .�rrn) (vcn. fat) 18. 21JB 
Typicnl �clhng pricl' £20 

For grafJh references see issue No 43 
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c A R T R I D G E s 

GRADOM3 
MOTH MARKETING, 47 ARMSTRONG CLOSE, WILSTEAD, BEDFORD. 

· -- TEL(0234)74ll52-- · 

G 
rado carrridges are unusual in 
several ways, the most obvious 
being the almost total lack of low 
frequency damping, which is not 
so much of a bad thing per se, but 

which does mean that the accompanying turn
table needs to be pretty decent. The body is a 
rather soft blue plastic, and we frankly didn't 
dare try the recommended three-point mounting 
spacer for fear of tearing off the lugs, which 
showed signs of straining when tightened. Stylus 
was a nicely shaped and mounted special 
elliptical. 

The compliance is beautifully chosen for the 
test arm, and perfectly symmetrical, so a fair 
range of arm effective masses should be useable 
despite the high resonance rise. 

LAB REPORT 
Output level is round about average and Grados 
are unaffected by capacitance changes, so there 
are no amplifier matching problems. Hum sus
ceptibility is a known Grado trait, and will 
depend upon the turntable, so should be 
checked out if proposing purchase. 

Frequency responce sorted out the cheaper T 

and the M3 quite comfortably, while at the same 
time showing some significant strengths in both. 
They were identical from lOOHz to 6kHz, show
ing impressive channel balance but a gently 
curving downtilt of 4dB. Whereas the T then 
recovered substantially, showing some channel 
divergence above 12kHz, the M3 flattened and 

then turned down again at 9kHz, smoothly 
following the original trend under exeptional 
control. The trace as a whole was devoid of 
other identifiable resonances. 

Separation measurements were fairly 
unspectacular, if reasonably consistent, and 
showed quite good control of ultrasonic spuriae. 
Tracking posed no problems, stability was quite 
impressive despite the l.Sg tracking weight, and 
surface noise stayed under good control. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Liked in particular for its lively openess, the M3 
was a bit of a lightweight when it comes to bass 
'slam', but managed to sound remarkably uncon
gested throughout most of the band. 

The midrange showed reasonable focus and 
stereo was quite promising. while the balance 
as a whole sounded a touch 'bright ' and 'cold ' 
somewhat lacking in richness and mid bass 

GOLD RING EPIC 

power. Some treble brightness was audible, but 
the combination of control and detail was good 
for the price. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A very decent sounding cartridge for the price, 
not to mention some impressive results in the 
technical testing, ensures recommendation for 
this Grado, and the suggestion that other 
models in the Master series deserve checking 
out according to the depth of your pocket. 
However, it is not a cartridge to use with an 
inadequate turntable; Grados have a habit of 
sounding only as good as their players. 

TEST RESULTS 
T}•pe, n1.1..,.., movmg magnet ).Sg 

S(\·\u.., t)pc elhptiC:Il 

Stvlu:. m::-pl'Ctton n.·-.ult omfirmed �mall & neat 

Output levd (lkl-l:, 5cm/�) ).4mV 

Rclattvc output (OJB = !mY/cm/�) -1.5dB 

Channel haLmce OdB 

Channel :.eparmion (L.R) 21.6. 21.8dB 

Tr<Ickmg abduy (L,R) 80, 80/Jm 

FrequenC\ re-,pon .. L' limit., JOOH:-5H: +2, lJB 

frequency Tt: ... pllll'>L' lnnth 30H:-20kH: +2. zn�IB 

Sten..'t) Sep,u;1t10n L on R 10011:. 3kl h. IOk\1: __ 25. 23. 22dR 

Stereo Scp.m1t11m R {ln L IOOH:. 3kH:. IOk!-1: __ 33. 32. 2SJB 

Channd dtff. from graph, \001-l:, lkll:, !Okll: ___ 0, 0, OdB 
Re,polhc lmlll' rd cumputer mc.m, lkii:-ISkH: __ +\. ZdB 
Re:.pon:.e hn11h r..:f computer mean. lkl h-20kll: __ + 1, ZJB 

Test tmckmg we1ght. loading 1.5g, n/apF 
LF re�onance frcLJucncy, 12.5g arm (vcn, lat) ___ 10. 101\: 
E.,timated compli.mcc (wrt, !at) 16, 1 6cu 

Rt'CllEnlllt"nlk·d <lrtn efft•ctive ma:.� 6-14g* 

LF rt·,onancc n'e, 12.'5g arm (ven, !at) 18, l7JB 

Typical ,c J 1mg price £4 3 

*u nh :.ltghl dmnpmg if m•wbblc 

For gm[Jh references see issue Nu 43 

GOLD RING PRODUCTS L TO, UNIT 8. GREY FRIAR'S RD. MORETON HALL !NO EST. 

· --BURYSTEDMUNDS IP32 7DXTEL: (0284) 701101-- · 

T
his well established budget cartridge 
from Goldring attracted much 
interest and favourable comment 
from its introduction, as did the 
version Goldring build for Russ 

Andrews, the R ATA RP20. The body is rather 
large, though it can be mounted tightly with 
good contact area; it is now made of good 
quality plastic material which allows firm 
mounting with no problems. 

The stylus assembly made a fine tight fit, and 
the specified elliptical tip was confirmed and 
neatly mounted. Compliance is moderate and 
well-damped, so arms of up to l6g effective mass 
looks a safe enough bet. The downforce of 2g 
helps to give reasonable tracking performance. 

LAB REPORT 
Plenty of output for the least sensitive 
amplifiers, plus a response which shows little 
change in shape with added capacitance will 
ensure no compatibility problems here. In fact 
the rather 'dim' response was improved a couple 
of dB by an extra 250pF without any untoward 
side effects, so adding a little extra capacitance 
may be beneficial. 

The response trend is determinedly downtilted 
at high frequencies, falling some 6dB between 
lkHz and 20kHz, which is not too promising. 
But it does follow a smooth and even trend, the 
final HF region is under fine control, and the 
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curve itself is pretty smooth, with only one 
minor (750Hz) 'glitch'. 

Channel balance was acceptable enough for 
the price, and separation likewise, at least 
showing good balance and evenness if not at 
a particularly exalted level. Tracking abilities are 
adequate, and groove stability pretty good. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Dominated by the dulled response, the Epic 
tended to sound bass heavy but was quite 
impressive in tem1s of integration and focus, and 
was quite liked as a result on the listening tests. 
One hesitates to call it lively, but 'punchy' is 
not a bad adjective. Dynamics and coloration 
were pretty decent throughout, and stereo 
imaging showed some depth, albeit with some 

congestion. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This unpretentious cartridge is rather too dull 
in balance for the standard of ancillary equip
ment we used during listening, but the tight 
high frequency control is not ill-suited to the 
budget equipment it is likely to partner. Now 
that the body plastic has been reinforced, the 
generally decent performance in other respects 
indicates cautious recommendation in the right 
system context. 

TEST RESULTS 
Type, m,t,:. llll\\'iOJ.! magnet 6. 5g 

St\·lu� t�re d l iptical 
Sty]u, 111�pect1on re,uh ncdt :.1mple clhpTIC<.II 
Output L�:\·�:1 (lk11:. Sun/:.) 1. tlmV 
R'"·laove output (OJB = lmV/cm/s) OdB 
Channel h;danct' 0.3dB 
Channel �cr<�mtion (l.R) 28.6, 2"5.7dR 
Trackmg ahdtty {l,R) 70, 69�Jm 
Frcqucncy rc:.pon:.c \unitS 100H:-5H: +I. 3dB 
Frequency rc:.pon��: limit� JOH:-20kll: + 1.5, 6• 7dB 
Stereo Sc.:par.won L on R IOOH:, 3kll:, IOkii: __ Zl. 27. 29JB 

Src.:reo Sc.:pManon R on L IOOfl:. )Id!:, !Okli: __ l8, 23, 2SdB 

Channel lbff. from graph, 1001-1:, Jkll:. JOkH: __ O.S. O.S, !dB 

Re<;pon ... c limn� rl'l C\Jmputer tnedn, 1kll:-15kll: __ +0. 3dB 

Rc:.pon'e lm11h ref computcr me�n, 1kii:-�Okll: __ +2. -3dB 

Test rrackmg Wt'ight, lnadmg l.Sg, 200pF 

LF resonance freyucnq:, 12.Sg arm (wrt. Lu) ___ 10, 1011: 

E:.umarcJ comphance (vert, !at) 13, l1Lu 

Recommended arm cftecuvc mass 6-14g 

LF re�onancc me, 12.Sg :urn {vert, \,n) 11. IIJB 

Typical ,d]mg pncc fli. 50 

For graph references see issue No 43 
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c A R T R I D G E s 

LINNBASIK 
LINN PRODUCfS LTD. 257 DRAKEMI RE DRIVE, CASTLEM ILK, G LASGO\Xi G45 9SZ. 

·--TEL04l-634037l-- · 

C
onceived originally by Linn as a 
giveaway with the arm of the same 
name, to drive home the com
pany's view that the arm is 
infinitely more important than the 

cartridge, the current model Basik is now 
available as a separate £18 item. lt is made in 
Japan by Audio Technica and based on the 
AT93E, but seems to have acquired something 
of a cult reputation for itself as a 'giant killer'. 

This simple moving magnet design has good 
mechanical properties in terms of body rigidity 
and stylus fit, though the stylus itself was rather 
heavily glued. Compliance is on the high side 
of medium, which means that arms should be 
on the low side of medium mass, a category 
which just about accommodates Linn's own 
designs! 

LAB REPORT 
Output is quite sufficient in level, and although 
fairly tolerant of capacitance, there was little 
doubt that it sounded best when well-loaded . 

Frequency response actually measured best 
with low capacitance, where it was very good 
indeed, holding :t: !dB from 20Hz-16kHz; 
increased capacitance emphasised the 10kHz 
peak a touch and curtailed the bandwidth 
slightly. Channel balance was poor in terms of 
absolute error. The high writing speed trace was 

a little untidy, confirming the slight unevenness 
on the original chart. 

Separation was distinctly uninspiring, lurking 
around the 20dB mark, due we suspect to the 
lively highish vertical compliance. Tracking, on 
the other hand, was pretty good. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Reflecting its low cost in terms of general 
brashness and unsubtlety, the Basik nevertheless 
did a decent job in conveying detail and 
dynamics through most of the range, though 
surface noise tended to be exaggerated and the 
sound could occasionally be described as 'fierce'. 
Definitely preferred on rock rather than classical 
music, this cartridge tried hard to give a good 

LINNK9 

impression of overall integrity. Groove stability 
was reasonable. 

CONCLUSIONS 
No cartridge better deserves the epithet 'cheap 
and cheerful', yet the Basik goes much further 
in delivering the goods than its price level might 
indicate. It is one of the brightest-sounding 
amongst the better low cost cartridges, which 
will either be a blessing or a curse to the 
prospective purchaser, according to system and 
taste. 

TEST RESULTS 
T,p..._•, nu ... � __________ movmg magnet 5g 

Srylu:. type ----------,-.,-----,---•sp h cncll ! 
Sryh1� m�p..._·cuon re�tdt r.n ho.:"r he.1vv glueing . .,m,dl 

Output Len.·l {lkH:, 5cmf,) 3.38mV 

R..._·tnJw output (OJB = lmV/cm/,) 1.5dB 

Channc.:l balance 0.98dB 

Ckmnel "eraranon (l.Rl 18.!. 28.5dl3 
Tr.1ckmg ,tbdnv (l.R) 80, SO�m 
ht>quenq re-.pon-.e ltmth 10011:-511: +I, -\dB 
Fr..._·qtll.'nq re,pon:-�: lnn11� 1011:-20kll: + 1.5, -3.SdB 

Stereo Sepamtl\)n L nn R !OOH:. 3kll:, !OkH: __ ZO, 23, 19�18 

Stl'fl:ll Scp,1r;U1on R (111 L 10011:, 3kll:, IOkl\: __ 20, 19. 16dB 

Ch.mnt·l J1tf. from gr<�ph, 10011:, lkt 1:. IOkH: _ 1.5, 1.5, 1.1dB 

R�"-.pon-.c limib rcf con1pult:T mc,m, lkll:-l)kl 1: __ + 3. -OJB 

Rl·:!pon:!l' lun!l� ref computer meAn, lkll:-20kH: __ +3. -2dB 

Tt.:-.t trackmg weighr, loadtng 2g, 300pF 
LF re-.onance frequency, 12.5g arm (wn. Lu) __ �8.8 . 8.61-l: 

E:!timared comph,mc�..· (vt·rt, bt) 25, 26cu 

Recommended arm effo:ctn·e ma...... 6-14g 

LF rt.: ... lm,mce n��,.·, 12jg ann (vcn. \.11) 15.6. 11.2dB 

Typtcd -.dlmg pnce fJS 

For graph references see iss11e Nu 4 3 

LlNN PRODUCTS LTD. 257 DRAKEMIRE DRIVE, CASTLEMILK,GLASGO\'i!G459SZ. 

· -- TEL04l-634037l--· 

T
his latest Linn moving magnet 
takes the cheap 'n' cheerful Basik 
as a starting point, beefs up the 
bodywork with a metal casting, 
improves the stylus assembly fit still 

further, and slaps on a Vital stylus with the clear 
intention of transforming something that 
nobody would describe as a sow's ear into the 
proverbial silk purse. 

The mechanical improvements seem to be 
well founded, with plenty of headshell contact 
area, and inspection confirmed the presence of 
an advanced elliptical Viral tip. Compliance 
indicates that low- or medium-mass arms will 
match well. 

Electrical output suits normal moving magnet 
inputs, though capacitance loading will affect 
rhe frequency response. Tracking abilities were 
more than adequate at the sensible l.Sg 
down force. 

LAB REPORT 
With low capacitance loading the response 
showed a gentle 2dB downtilt between 200Hz 
and 6kHz, followed by a broad slight recovery 
and eventual rolloff. At the recommended and 
subjectively preferred higher loading the treble 
trough was reduced but a broad treble peak 
appeared, + l.SdB 10-13kHz. 

While the frequency response was quite 
impressive, the separation betrayed the humble 
origins of the generator system. Not that the 
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values were particularly poor, just that they were 
inferior to many others, with significant channel 
asymmetry. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Very conscious of the need to avoid bias in 
favour of a cartridge that must inevitably benefit 
from our use of the maker's own turntable and 
tonearm, our confidence was boosted by simil
arly high ratings and good comment consistency 
in two separate 'blind' panel presentations. 

Linn seem to have succeeded in improving 
further the punchy delivery of the Basik while 
replacing the somewhat aggressive top end of 
the cheap model with a much sweeter, more 
open, yet still slightly bright presentation. 

Comments praised bass detail and 
differentiation, the 'liveliness' of strings, and 

good stereo staging, while acknowledging that 
the overall sound did not match the very best. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Even given the probable helpfulness of the 
ancillary equipment used in the listening tests, 
the K9 has clearly succeeded in its goal of 
adding some extra refinement to the Basik 
package, delivering a lively and highly compe
titive middle market contender which clearly 
merits Best Buy status. A relatively lightly 
damped model, it should really only be 
considered for use with good quality turntables 
and tonearms. 

TEST RESULTS 
Type. ma" muving magnl'l 7 .2g 
Sl\·\u-. t�pl' 'vital" elltpt1C,11 
St�lu:. m�pccuon re�uh htgh qual1ty viral conflflnt:d 
Output Lt:vel (lkH:, Scrn/-.) 3.3rnV 
Rdattvc output (OdB = lmV/cm/�) -IJB 

Channel balance 0.4dB 

Channd :.epararion {L.R) 23, JOJB 

Tr.Kking .Jbd1ry {l,R) 80, 80JJm 

Fr�,.·qul'ncy rnrome from gmph IOO!l:-511: --� +1. -I.SdB 

Frt:qul'ncy rt.:�pon�c from gmph 30f 1:-20kll: --�+I. -4dB 

StcrCI) Separaoon L on R 801-1:. 3kll:, IOkH: __ 36, 34. JO�lB 
Stereo St:parauon R on L 801-1:, )k!-1:, IOkH: __ 23, 27, 21JB 
Re�pon�e limit� ref compmt:r mean, lkll:-15kll: _+ 3, -0.5JB 
Re�pon�c lunth ref computer mean, lkH:-20kHz _+ ) , -O.SJB 
Tl'st tracking weight, hmJmg 1.8g, 200pF 
LF resonance frequenq, t3.5g arm (,·en. lal) 9, 81-l: 
Esnmated compliance (vert, lat) 16. �0cu 

Rc.:comm�,.·nded arm �,.·ffccti\"t' ma�:. 6-15!:! 
LF re-.onancc rhe. 13.5g arm (wrt, bt) 12. 1/dB 

Tn-'IC�ll -.dhng price £60 

For graph references see issue No 43 



c A R T R I D G E s 

LINNTRAK 
LiNN PRODUCTS L TD, 25 7 DRAKEM I RE DRIVE, CASTLEM ILK , GLASGOW G45 9SZ. 

·--TEL041- 634 0371--· 

T
he li·ak is a low cost version of the 
we 11 respected and established 
Asak, and is understood to have 
slightly less stringent production 
tolerences and to undergo final 

quality control in Japan, without the automatic 
Glaswegian inspection applied to the most 
costly models. 

It is a low output moving-coil model of solid 
construction, with a distinctive metallic blue 
can. A fine small nude stylus of rectangular 
section was well fitted. Tracking weight is 2g 
which helps cope with the low compliance. This 
is best suited to arms towards the middle of a 
10-!Sg effective mass range, in view of the 
virtual absence of LF damping. 

LAB REPORT 
Output is sufficient for any decent moving-coil 
stage, and the 470ohm recommended loading 
is pretty widespread, so there are unlikely to be 
any compatibility problems here. 

Frequency response is very similar to all Linn' s 
m-e models, fitting a fairly tight 3dB window 
across the bandwidth 40Hz-20kHz. The mid
range down tilt was some 2.5dB between 200kHz 
and 5kHz, followed by a well controlled 11kHz 
peak and gentle rolloff thereafter. Channel 
balance was very close throughout, though the 
trace was a little livelier than the other Linn 
m-cs, with a fe\\' small 'glitches' at the low 

V
er\ much the 'baby' of the 
Nagaoka movmg magnet range, 
the MPIO shares the same 
Impressive ngid body structure, 
albeit as a plastic mouldmg m an 

unattractive dull red colour, with lower mass 
than the metal models higher up the range. 
Humbly sporting a spherical tip, which was 
actually quite small and neatly mounted, a 
substantial 2 .3g downforce ensures good tracking 
ability and groove stability. 

Compliance is lower, nicely symmetrical, and 
less damped than the other Nagaokas, so 
although the MPJO is probably best served by 
low mass arms, medium mass models are almost 
as suitable. 

LAB REPORT 
Substantial enough in output for any moving 
magnet input, Nagaoka specify low capacitance 
loading, which should be particularly respected 
in this instance, as the treble rolloff is already 
quite severe, and is only made worse by increas
ing capacitance. 

Frequency response shows a pronounced 
downtilt commencing at 300Hz, increasing in 
slope a little around 2kHz until levelling out 
some SdB down at 13kHz, then finally rolling 
off at 17kHz. Despite the inaccuracy of this 
response in absolute terms, the lack of sudden 

frequency end. 
Separation was pretty good, if not quite to 

Karma standards, rarely falling below 30dB 
except for gentle worsening at high frequencies. 
Despite the name, tracking abilities were a bit 
marginal, though the lack of damping will place 
much of the responsibilities on the turntable 
and arm. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The sound was considered a trifle 'heavy', a little 
recessed in the lower treble, and then with a 
slight emphasis at the extreme top. However, 
'difficult' distorted treble was handled pretty 
well, and the sound was reassuringly solid, with 
fine full-range dynamics, good focus, and plenty 
of detail. All-in-all a thoroughly impressive 

NAGAOKAMPlO 
PATH GROUP PLC. I BERENS ROAD, LONDON NW!OSDY. 

·--TEL 01-9692514--· 

change throughout the band is praiseworthy. 
Furthermore, channel balance stayed closely 
within O.SdB, and 'glirches' were merely minor 
unevenesses, predominantly below I kHz. 

Separation figures rivalled many cartridges 
costing many times the price, even showing 
respectable control at high frequencies. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Despite the treble rolloff, which in the manner 
of spherical sty! i becomes more severe towards 
the end of a side (our response was taken at 
roughly the middle of a side), the MPJO was very 
well liked for the 'seamlessness' and control of 
its sound, which showed remarkably good inte
gration for such a low cost design. High 
frequencies did sound 'shut in', and depth was 

result for the price, albeit leaning slightly in the 
direction of 'boom ' n' tizz. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Clearly fine value for money in itself, the li·ak's 
limitations lie more in the difficulties it can 
present tonearms than anywhere else, though 
tracking abilities are also a trifle suspect. The 
chances are that anyone with a tonearm cap
able of doing the Trak justice may well have set 
his cartridge sights a little higher than £!50 yet 
at the same rime rh is model definitely delivers 
the goods, and deserves warm recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
Typo..:, rn:h:-. ________ !01v ut!!plH nllNmg·Cl>d 6g 

Stylu:-. typL· vn,1l 
St) lu� Hhpt'CI 1011 resultc11nfirmed . ... m,l l l  nudt: n:•ct<mguLu :-.rL'CI:-tl l'll 
Output Ll·vd (lkH:, 5cm/�) 0.18mV 
Relaun· output (OdB = lmV/cmt�) 26dB 
Channel h,d<�nco.> 0.25dB 
Ch;mnc.:l .,o..:pamti1m (L.R) 27.2. 28.9dB 
Trackmg abdity (l,R) 74. il1-1m 

Fn.:qut:nq n:�ron�L' ILnuh \OOJ-1:-51-1: +1.5, -1.5dB 

i-=n..:qLu.:ncy rc�run'L' l111llt� 30fl:-20kll: -r-2.5. 1.5dB 

StL·rcn Scpamnun L 1lll R 1001\:, )k\1:, IOk! 1: __ 32. 24, 25dB 

Stcrc11 Scpar.niun R 1111 L 10011:. 3kll:. IOk\1: __ 35. 10, 25�1B 

Channel .liff. from gr;Lph, 1001-1:. tk!-1:. 10kll: __ 0 , 0.5. o�m 

Rc:.pon:.c lnnn� rt:f computL'f 11\L'.Lil, lkll:-15kll: ___ +2jdB 

Rc�pom.e limib nd comrutL'f mc.m, lkll:-20k11: _ + 3.5, -OdB 

TL·�t mLcking weight, lualhng 2g,n/a 
LF rc�onanct' frclplctKy, t2.5g <lrln {\crt, lat) ___ l\.5. 121-1: 

E�t1mmed comrli::mce {vert, !at) it. \Ocu 

Recommended arm effective ma�� 10-18g 

LF rc�onnncc ri�e. t2.5g arm (vert, l.u) 17.5, 17.5,\B 

Typical ,d\ing pncc Ll )0 

curtailed, bur rhe bass and mid were sarisfyingly 
energeric, 'bouncy' and 'punchy'. 

CONCLUSIONS 
An obvious Best Buy; spherical rip apart, the 
MP 10 is clearly substantially berter balanced 
than the other Nagaokas, with much better 
srability and control than the over-compliant 
'11. Moreover, the slightly 'dim' balance could 
well prove to be an ideal panner to rhe less-rhan
tidy ronearms, amplifiers and loudspeaker which 
its price suggests will be frequent partners. 

TEST RESULTS 
1\·pL'. rna�� nwvmg magnet 6.0g 

St vlu, type !<>phL"nc,tl 

Stdu� lll'PL'Ction rL·�u!t �m�d\ tmd llL',H 

Output LL·vt:l (lkH:, 5CTnf,) 3.7)mV 

Rdativc uutput (OJB = lmV/cm/�) 0.9dB 

Chnnnd halann· 0.54dB 

Channcl �cparatum {L,R) 28.9, 30JB 

Trackmg ability (l,R) 80, 801-1m 

Frequency rc,pnthl' limib !OOHz-51-1: +I. -3dB 

Fn.:qw.:ncy n.:�pon�c limit� 30llz-20kll: + 1.5, -7dB 

5tcreo Sepc�r.HLon L un R 1001-lz, 3kll:, !Okll: __ 27. 29. 24JB 

Stc:reo Scp.mn1on R on L 1001-1:. 3kH:. 10kH: __ 3�. 30, 25�18 

Ch,lnnd d1ff. from gmph, 10011:, lk! 1:, !Okll: __ 0.), 0. OdB 
RL''>plllbe limll� ref C(llllpllter nlL'an. lkH:-15kll: _ +0. - 3.5dB 

Re:.pome hTlllh rd Cl)mputcr me;Hl. lkH:-ZOkl-1: __ +0, -4dB 

Te�r rrack1�g we q . .;ht, loadmg 2.3g, IOOpF 

LF re..,onancc frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, !at) ___ 9, S.il-1: 
E�tllllatl'd compliance (vcn, l::u) 17. \8cu 

Recommended arm dfcc[lve ma:.� 5·1 )g 
LF r�_•sonancc nsc, 12.5� ;mn (v..:n. !at) !1.3. ll.3d8 

TypKal �ellmJ.! pno: f\5 

For graJJh references see issue No 43 
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Istentng to. 

MP1 0 "Very much the 'baby' of the Nagoaka 
moving magnet range, the MP10 shares the same 
impressively ng1d body structure': 

"Separation figures nvalled many cartndges 
costmg many t1mes the pnce, even show1ng 
respectable control at h1gh frequenoes': 

"The MP10 was very well l1ked for the 
'seamlessness' and control of 1ts sound, wh1ch 
showed remarkal--1• good mtegr-·· ion for such a 
low cost des1gn·: 

"An obv1ous best buy:' 
HiFi Choice 

MPI0£16 

Styli fully interchangeable for ease 

and economy of upgrading. 

MP11 "In terms of sound qual1ty, the MP11 
stood out as the clear w1nner. Its ab1l1ty to get the 
last degree of art1culauon and control from a bass 
gu1tar or synth l1ne could make even the excellent 
C77 seem a little ponderous at t1mes. Piano and 
synthes1ser chord changes seem to be conveyed 
more prec1sely w1th the MP11. wh1le vocals Me 
open and backing vocals are very well separated 
and articulated.. lt has all the detail and del1cacy 
of the C77 w1th an added power and l1fe that 
really help to convey a rhythm I me:· 

"Superb sound. Excellent mount1ng qual1ty. 
Noth1ng to cnt1C1se at the pnce:· 

What HiFi 12 cartndge supertest 

"W1th much 1mproved qual1ty control, the 
MP11 now offers a superb all round pedormance 
for the pnce:· 
What HiFi Awards 1985 Best cartndge under £50. 

MPII £22 

MP11 Boron "Low mass t1ps are often 
expens1ve to eng1nee1- and d1ff1cult to al1gn': 

"Nagaoka have come up w1th a novel solut1on to 
reducmg movmg mass 1n the popular MP11 deSign·: 

"Nagaoka use a shanked d1amond, where only 
the t1p IS made from d1amond, but unlike other 
shanks wh1ch use d1amond or a metal alloy th1s 
uses Boron. Boron has s1mdar 'strength' 
propert1es to sapphwe and yet 1t's nearly a th1rd 
l1ghter than d1amond:' 

"The sound qual1ty 1mprovement fully JUStifies 
the pnce difference on the new model. The MP11 
Boron shows 1tself very capably m complex 
cymbal and percuss1on passages. lt proved more 
capable of revealmg the atmosphere of the 
record1ng acousuc·: 

"The aud1bly lower d1stort1on of the MP11 
Boron g1ves mus1c a much more confident 
dynam1c qual1ty ... 1t can compete well out of 1ts 
pnce category:· 
What HiFi MP 11 Boron £34 

MPs that keep their promise. 
PATH GROUP P LC, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE. BUCKS. 

TELEPHONE: (0494) 459981 TELEX 8814198 FAX 01 278 6954 



c A R T R I D G E s 

NAGAOKAMPll BORON 

T
he MP11 has been a particular 
favourite in Nagaoka's range of 
moving magnet models for some 
years, though in the past our tests 
have favoured the MPIO. Nagaoka 

have now taken the unusual and creative step 
of introducing a Boron version, featuring a 
cantilever made from this exotic material, 
usually only found on exotically priced 
cartridges. 

This is a large cartridge which is also on the 
heavy side, but it has a fairly well-fitting stylus 
assembly and a good body shape which can be 
fixed firmly enough in the headshell despite 
semicircular lugs. 

Our original preference for the MP10 was due 
to the '11 's undesirably high compliance. The 
Boron comes in with a much more sensible 
compliance, closer to the '10 than the '11 yet 
high enough to ensure good tracking perform
ance at the sensible 2g tracking weight. 
Nevertheless low and medium mass arms will 
match best, and decent quality turntables 
should be used as internal damping is modest. 

Electrical output is fine for any normal input, 
though capacitance variations do have an 
influence on the response. Channel balance was 
a reasonable 0.6dB. 

LAB REPORT 
Both responses were good by any standards. 

P A TH GROUP PLC. I BERENS ROA D, LONDON NWIO 5DY. 
· --TELOI-9692514--· 

With the recommended low capacitance a 
gentle 2dB downtilt from 200Hz to 10kHz was 
followed by a 2-3dB peak at 18kHz. With higher 
capacitance the response held within ±O.SdB 
to 12kHz, rolling off therafter. I t  is something 
of a moot point as to which of the two is to 
be preferred. 

Separation was reasonable enough, though 
decidedly asymmetric between the channels. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Subjectively, the MPII Bomn was in fact 
preferred with additional capacitance, sounding 
a little 'spiny' with low loading. 

Reactions varied somewhat, but were 
generally very favourable considering the modest 
price. A major strength was the overall balance, 

ORTOFON OMlO 

which was 'weighty' and 'powerful', conveying 
a good sense of scale and space. Low level 
resolution and dynamics attracted some mild 
criticism, however, as did some ' thickening' in 
the bass and midrange. 

CONCLUSIONS 
While this could not be described as a 
particularly exciting cartridge, it auditioned well 
and the technical performance was also entirely 
adequate. lt is certainly good enough to respond 
to good quality ancillaries, and definitely merits 
a 'Best Buy' rating. 

TEST RESULTS 
�pc, m.b� nhJvtng mdgn�.•t O.tig 

St�lu� t)p� dltpttc.-�1 

Sn lu� tn:.pcCtiOll re:.ult mtld dltpttL,tl 

Output Level (lkll:, Semi�) 4m\' 

Rd.ut\e output (OdB = lmV!t.m �> OdB 

Ch<�nnd hal.mc.._• 0.6d8 

C!unnel �epdr.u tun (l,R) 30, 1 >JB 

Trackmg .tbdtt} (L,R) 80, b0J1m 

Frequency r�._·:.pon�o.: lrom gr,lph 10011:-SJ-1: ___ -r-0.), -IJB 

1-rcql�<..:nq rc:.pon:.-t:: from gr.-tph 301l:-20k! 1: ___ -r-05, -! S�lB 
Stereo Sc::pamnon L on R 80H:, >kH:, lOkH: __ 37. 4). HdB 

Stcr('o Scparauun R un L 801 b. )k/1:, \Cikll: __ 3l). Jl, 20JB 

Rc::.p0n:.c limtt:. rd computer mean, IUI:-l5k:.ll: __ -r-3, -OJB 
Ro:!�p011!1L' hrn11-'> rd cump111o.:r llll.'an, JkH:-20k:.H: __ ,._ L -SJB 

TL'!Il tr.��.:kmg 11t1ght, lo<.�Jtn.g 2�. lOOpF 
LF r�!lonance frt·qLKnq, l).Sg <�rrn t\t:rf, Jar) b, 81-i: 
burnarcJ cumplt<uK� (wn, l.n) 20, 20tu 
Ro:commcnlkJ ann cH-t:tll\'t" lll<b» 5-IJg 
LF rt:.')(m,tncl· Tbt', IJ.Sg dTTil (vert, lal) 15. 15dB 

T)ptcal ,d[mg pnc.._. i3) 

For graph references see issLie No 43 

0RTOFON UK LTD. DENMARK HOUSE, TA VI S TOCK INDUSTRIAL ESTAT E, RUSCO MBE, TWYFORD. 
· --BERKSRGI09NJ TEL: (0734) 343621-- · 

T
his cartridge is often supplied with 
the popular Dual 505 budget 
turntable, and is also available as a 
separate item. The OM designation 
refers to an optional mass facility, 

because the Sg cartridge mass contains 2.Sg of 
ballast, which may be removed if the tonearm 
is capable of balancing such a low mass. 

Experiencing this difficulty ourselves, we 
elected to retain the ballast, but this option, 
theoretically at least, should allow a wider range 
of arm masses to be accommodated. 

However, it can be argued that the provision 
of mass as mere ballast must compromise 
structural rigidity, and certainly the body 
mounting was rather skeletal, though the stylus 
assembly made a good fit. Compliance was 
moderate enough to suit a wide range of arms, 

. 
the heavier ones benefitting from ballast 
removal. 

LAB REPORT 
With enough output to drive any amplifier, this 
model is designed to work into a highish 
capacitance to achieve the manufacturer's 
intended results at the high frequency 
resonance. Where pre-amp input loading is low, 
adaptors may be used in the signal line. 

Frequency response looks most impressive 
despite the low cost of the cartridge, dropping 
quite smoothly 3dB between lOOHz and 7kHz, 

then rallying to 19kHz. Adding capacitance to 
the manufacturer's recommendation reduces the 
treble droop to I dB at 3kHz, and the response 
starts rolling gently at 10kHz. Channel balance 
was found to be quite close, bur with a broad 
O.SdB error l00-600Hz which cannot be 
corrected and may be audible. There is also 
evidence of quite pronounced 'glitches' in 
response at 500Hz and l.2k!-lz, with some 
general uneveness at high frequerKres. 

Separation figures were pretty good, albeit 
asymmetric to a marked degree between 
channels and with significant sample variation, 
while tracking abilities were fine. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Nice but noisy (referring to record surfaces) is 

a snapshot comment on the OM 10 sound. High 
frequencies were audibly down compared with 
the more expensive OMs but were nevertheless 
clean and well controlled. 

The midrangc was nicely integrated and open
sounding, while the bass did show a degree of 
overhang. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Clearly one of the leading 'cheapies', the OM 10 
gives a decent overall performance, albeit with 
some sample variation, not to mention a fine 
level of sound quality for the price. 

TEST RESULTS 
T)p�. mJ.�� __________ rnm·mg rn<�gn�t Sg• 

St� lu!l t}pc '1:' 
St}lll� ln�pl.'tllun n::.ult ___ m·,Jtly rnuun.ted »llllplt: dltpt1Ldl 

Output Lt•\d OkH:, );,:m/�) 3.6m\' 
Rdame outrut (OdB = lmV/uu/�) IJB 
Ch,tnnd h<�L•nL� 0.13JB 
Chctnnd ;,cpdr.utun (l,R) 23 6, 21 6JB 
Tr<�cktng ahdHy (l,R) bO. t!Of-im 
hcqucnq rc�ptln!ll.' lunu� 1001 h-SII: -rl, !dB 
Fro:yut:.'nq rc,pmbc lul\11� 3011:-20kl\: +I, - 'idB 

St..::rc•• St·p.mHtun L on R 10011:, 3kl h. !Okll: __ .$0, 45, N�IB 

�tcr�o St:p.mut.m Run L 10011:. 3kH:. IOkH: __ n. 24, 25dB 

Ch.mnel J1fl. from gro�J'h, 10011:, IUI:, !Okll: _0 ), 0.1. 0 5dB 

Rc!lpt,m.o: ltlllll� rcf comput�r m�.m. lkl\z-15kll: _-r l ), -VdB 

Rc!�pon�e ltmtr� rd colnputn mt·,m, ikii:-20J...H: _T 1.1, -OJB 
Tt:!lt tr,Kkmg v.c1ghr, lucldmg I 5g, 400pF 
LF rC!�On.lnce irt'lJLH.:nc�. 12.)g drm (1ert, IJt} ___ 9, 7 6H: 

E:.rtm,ll��llumpllance (1en, ],u) 19, 2·ku 

R�uJmment!ed dflll ctfcUIVC ma� ... ---------:c-5- 15�!'"• 
ll· rc ... ••n.tnu· l"l;,l.', 12 5g Mm (\l!TI, [,u) i . 11.7JB 

T� p1c,d �....tlmg pr1lc i\5 

"'mdJ.J.f!� 2.5� hdlw1 
•+rj ann am be: r�·lklklrh.:c:d uah lhllltr�l lt'rllowd 
For graph references see issLte Nu 43 
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c A R T R I D G E s 

ORTOFON OM20 
0RTOFON UK L TO, DENMARK HOUSE, T AV I STOCK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, RUSCOMBE. TWYFORD, 

· --BERKSRGI09Nj. TEL:(0734) 343621 -- · 

This is the £35 middle model in 
Ortofon's stylish 'optional mass' 
range of moving magnet cartridges. 
It is a 2 .Sg cartridge with 2 .Sg of 
removable ballast, the latter 

necessary more to enable conventional arm 
counterbalances to work than for any other 
reason, as it contributes nothing to the 
structural rigidity. In fact body rigidity is not too 
bad and stylus fit is quite good. 

E ven fully laden, the OM20 can match a fair 
range of arm effective masses, though high mass 
examples will benefit from ballast removal. 
Tracking weight is a low 1.25g, but tracking 
ability was still good. 

LAB REPORT 
Substantial output avoids any likelihood of 
amplifier sensitivity mismatch. Ortofon usually 
specify high capacitance loading, but there was 
no mention in the instruction leaflet on this 
occasion. In fact the subjective difference was 
quite slight, and the measured change not that 
great either. 

Frequency response was very flat with 
capacitance loading, falling within a !dB 
' window' from 30Hz to 15kHZ, while without 
capacitance the high frequency extension was 
marginally increased, at the expense of an 
overall 2dB 'window '. Channel balance was a 

little disappointing, and 'glitches', relating to the 
mounting we suspect, are visible either side of 
1kHz. The trace as a whole was a little uneven 
at high frequencies, but not severely so. 

Separation figures were reasonable enough, 
and were well maintained at high frequencies, 
though they were somewhat asymmetric and 
uneven throughout the band. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Generally very well balanced tonally, if a touch 
'thin' and 'bright ', the OM20 succeeds 
handsomely as an all-rounder despite a certain 
lack of excitement. Focus, depth and dynamics 
were well below the best, but the general level 
of competance and control were very con
vincing, with good lateral stereo. 

ORTOFON MClO SUPER 

CONCLUSIONS 
Definitely deserving recommendation, this 
turned out to be our favourite amongst Ortofon's 
moving magnet cartridges. While it may not 
produce one of the most dynamic sounds 
around, it offers impressive compatibility 
mechanically and sonically with the fairly 
modest equipment which one would expect it 
to partner, and generally delivers the goods in 
a well-balanced manner. 

TEST RESULTS 
Type, ma�::. moving magnet Sg* 

Srylus type 'E' 

St�·lus insp�ctton result mdd elliptical. decent qut�lity 
Output Lc:vd (1kHz. Semi::.) 3.6mV 
Relative output (OJB = lmV/cm/s) !dB 

Channel bal:mce 0.23dB 

Channel sepamtion (L,R) 23.6, Zl.6dB 

Tracking ability (l.R) 80. 80JJm 

Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz +I, -OdB 
Frcqucnq response limits 3011:-ZOkHz + \.j, -OdB 
Stereo Separ:Hion l on R \OOH:, JkH:, IOkH: __ 30, 26, 25d8 
Srcn:o SeparaTion R on L lOOHz, JkH:, JOkH: __ 35. 36, 28dB 
Channel diff. fmm graph, 1001-iz, lkH:, !Okl-lz ___ l, I. 1.5JB 

Response limits ref computer mean. lkH:-ISkHz _ + !.5, -OdB 

Respons\.' limtts rcf computer mean. lkH:-20kHz _ +lj, -OJB 
Te:.t tracking weight, loading 1.25g, 400pF 
LF re:-onance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, l<u) ___ 9, 7.61-1: 
Esumated compliance (vert, !at) 21, 25cu 

Recommended arm effective mass 5-16g** 

LF resonance rise. 12.5g ann (verr. lar) 7. 11.7dB 

Typical selling price 35 

*inclurlcs 2.5g ballast 

**tf ann balances with ballast rcmnwd 

For graph references see issue No 4 3 

0RTOFON UK L TO, DENMARK HOUSE, T AV I STOCK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, RUSCOMBE, TWYFORD, 
· --BERKS RGI09NJ TEL (0734) 343621-- · 

0 
rtofon deser ve considerable 
respect for their singlehanded 
bearing of the moving coil rorch 
through the dark years of moving 
magnet domination. But when 

the 'coils became fashionable again, and lots of 
amplifiers started including provision for low 
output cartridges (so removing all the hassle of 
step-up devices), they were left a little out on 
a limb, with such low outputs that transformers 
were still almost mandatory. 

The MCJO Super set out to change all that, 
providing a fully competitive and comparable 
£50 model in the middle of the popular price 
bracket. However, there are still a few of the old 
oddities around it's true to say, including an 
unusually 'deep' body requiring different arm 
height adjustment from most other models, not 
to mention the silly hinged stylus guard, and 
semicircular mounting lugs which are prone to 
distortion. Stylus was an accurately shaped and 
aligned small nude elliptical. 

Compliance is impressively symmetrical, 
lightly damped, and very sensibly chosen for 
low- to medium-mass arms. Although the 
tracking reserve is not great, it will still be 
sufficient for all but the most extreme cases. 

LAB REPORT 
Output level is close to ideal for normal ampli
fier moving coil inputs, and the clever trick is 
that Ortofon have done this while retaining the 
sonically superior low impedance coils. 

50 

Frequency response shows a fairly pronounced 
midrange downtilt amounting to some 3dB 
between 200Hz and 7kHz, whereupon there was 
a mild and slightly uneven recovery. Channel 
balance was pretty good throughout. The overall 
trace showed areas of vague uneveness, but no 
distinct resonances. Separation figures were 
rather average, though quite well balanced and 
notably well maintained at high frequencies. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
What a delightfully sweet-sounding cartridge 
this is. There is a touch of the 'boom'n'tizz' 
which indicates a little loss of control at the 
frequency extremes, but even these balance each 
other nicely, while the midrange sounds 
delightfully clear, open and uncongested, with 
decent stereo, depth, dynamics and focus, and 
a pleasantly 'airy' sound. It has much of the 

delicacy of far more expensive designs, if lacking 
quite the same degree of control, sophistication 
and smoothness. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Ortofon's extensive experience has somehow 
managed to come up with a beautifully judged 
package, which combines the full open, 
dynamic qualities of moving coils without resort 
to overdamping or undue lack of control. The 
balance errs a trifle on the latter side (indicated 
by the separation figures perhaps), which may 
place a premium on the quality of the turntable. 
But it is hard to envisage a better overall 
combination of the various parameters within 
the cost constraints. 

TEST RESULTS 
Type. mass low output movmg·cod 7 .lg 

Stylus type 'E' 

Stylus inspenion resuh fine small nude elliptical 

Output Level (lkl-1:, Semis) 0.32mV 

Reh1tive output (OdB = \mV/cm/s) l2dB 

Channel bahmce O.ldB 

Channel :.epamuon (L,R) 30, 30dB 

Tracking ability (l,R) 75. 74�Jm 

Frequenq re:.pon:.e limtt:. IOOHz-SH: + 1.5, -!dB 

Frequency response limits 301-l:-20kH: +1.5, -2dB 
Stmo Scpamtion L on R IOOH:. 3kH:. IOkH: __ ll, 26. 20dB 
Stereo Separation R on L lOOHz, 3kHz, \OkHz __ 24, 28, 21JB 
Channel cliff. fmm graph. IOOH:, lkH:. IOkH: _0.5, 0.5, 0.5dB 
Respon:.e lnnns ref computer mean. lkHz-\SkH: __ +3. -OdB 
Response hmm rcf computer mean, lkH:-20kH: _ +3.5. -OdB 

Test tracking \\'Cight, loading I.Sg, n.a. 

LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat) 9, 9H: 
Estimated compliance (vert, !at) 15. 15cu 
Recommended arm effccrtvc mass 5-15g 
LF resonance nse, 12.5g arm (ven. !at) 14. 12dB 

Typical selling price £52 

For graph references see issue No 43 



c A R T R I D G E s 

RATARP20 
RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES, EDGEBANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, CUMBRIA LAS 9AS. 

· --TEL (053983)247--· 

F
or a number of years now, R ATA have 
been importing and distributing fairly 
expensive Grace and Sup�x cartridge 
models from Japan; more recently they 
have launched a home-grown range 

under their own brand name. First of the R ATA 
models to appear was the RP20, which is built 
for Russ Andrews by Goldring, and in fact shares 
a common body with the Goldring Epic. The 
body design is inherently good, if rather allowing 
tight mounting with a good contact area. In
ternal wiring differs from that of the Epic, as does 
the elliptical tip, which has a rather sharper 
profile. However, the inherent shape is good, if 
bulky. Stylus fir is pretty secure. 

Compliance is close enough to rhe Epic for 
a similar range of suitable arm masses, but damp
ing is lighter, so the heavier arms are better 
avoided, particularly as tracking weight is 
reduced to l .5g. 

LAB REPORT 
The healthy output will drive amplifiers most 
efficiently. Claimed to be independent of 
loading capacitance, our sample still showed 
both measured and audible improvement when 
using high capacitance. 

The response trace illustrates the reduced 
damping at high frequencies, where the treble 

flattens out at around 5kHz and then regrettably 
builds up to a substantial peak on one channel 
though the other channel is very impressively 
controlled. Once again the slight 800Hz 'glirch' 
is visable, though the trace is nice and steady 
otherwise. Tracking abilities and groove stability 
seemed much the same, in spite of the lower 
tracking weight. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Marred by the distinctly audible treble peak on 
one channel (5dB difference between chan
nels!), the sound was otherwise very promising 
for the price with good integration and low 
frequency solidity, and a clear dynamic midrange 
wirl1 the beginnings of fine stereo imaging. The 

RATARP40 

'sparkle' was a bit strong at the top of course, 
and tended to upset the imaging rather, but 
hopefully this is merely a sample problem. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Despite the treble problems of our sample, and 
now that body strength is improved, this model 
clearly merits recommendation. It offers an in
herently rather better balanced sound than the 
Epic which justifies the slightly higher cost. 

TEST RESULTS 
Type, ma.')s moving magnet 7 .6g 

Stylus type simple clltpticnl 

Stylus inspection result confirmed neat mounring 
Ourput Lcvd (1kHz, 5cm/.')) 3.55mV 

Rclat1vc output (OJB = lnNfcm/!l>) ! dB 

Channel balance 0.9JB 

Channel scp<lr.Hion (l.R) 18. 26.6dB 

Tr::JCking ability (L,R) 80. 80�m 

Frequency response limits 100l-b5Hz +I, -2.5dB 

Frequt·ncy response limits 30H:-20kl-l! +I. -JJB 

Sterco Separation L on R IOOH:, 3kHz. IOkl-1: __ 26. 41, 27d8 

Stereo Scpamtion R on L lOOHz. tkl-l:, 10kH: __ l9. 24. 27dB 

Channel Jiff. fmm graph, JOOih, IkH:. JOkH: ___ !,I. OdB 

Re!!ponse limib rei computer mean, lkHz-15kH: __ + 3, -IJB 

Response limib rcf computer mean, lkH:-20kH: __ +6. -IJB 

Test tracking weighr. lo<1ding I.Sg . 250pF 

LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (ven, lar) 9, 9Hz 

Estim:Jted compli::mce (ven, !at) 15, 15cu 
Recommended arm effecttve mass 6-14g 
LF resonance rise, 12.5g ann (vert, lat) 15. 14JB 
l)•pic<ll selling price £20 

For graph references see issue No 43 

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES, EDGEBANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, CUMBRIA LAS 9AS. 

· -- TEL (053 983) 247-- · 

T
he RATA cartridges are based on 
the budget moving magnet Gold
ring Epic mouldings, with rather 
better cantilever and styli, and 
some changes to the internal gen

erator. The '40 is the middle of three models, 
eponymously priced. 

Rather bulky and heavy, the body has full 
circular lugs and a generous mounting area for 
proper mechanical coupling to the headshell; 
the plastic is now strengthened, after our 
.problem with cracking and crumbling on early 
samples. Stylus assembly fit is excellently tight. 

Mechanically, it suits low and medium mass 
arms. Compliance is somewhat asymmetrical, 
and reasonably well-damped. At (l.5g) down
force, tracking abilities were good, and channel 
balance was close. 

LAB REPORT 
Frequency responses looked far from promising, 
falling a full 3.5dB to the 8kHz trough, then 
rising 5-6dB to an ultrasonic 19kHz peak. The 
addition of capacitance has little effect with this 
genarator reducing the trough depth a dB or so. 
The high quality mechanical design is reflected 
in the smooth traces with just a single 'glirch'. 

Further evidence of rh is may be seen in the 
fine separation performance, which was also 

smooth, unusually well extended, and almost 
perfectly symmetrical, with values between 33 
and 40dB steadily improving to unusally high 
frequencies. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The RP40 was quite well received despite the 
recognised oddities of its response characteristic. 
Balance was determinedly 'heavy',  yet with a 
slight 'edge' at high frequencies. Focus was quite 
good, and stereo spread excellent, with an 
impressive sense of scale. Good midrange and 
treble detail and decent dynamic resolution were 
also noted, as the '40 did a good job of sorting 
out the layers and complexity of the mix. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Behind the far from neutral balance, there is a 
fine cartridge doing its best, showing fine canti
lever control at high frequences, with good 
stereo and detail as a result. Whether the 
balance is desirable or tolerable will depend to 
a degree upon the other bits of a system, but 
if this aspect works out, the RP40 is an 
impressive contender, meriting cautious recom
mendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
Type, mass movmg magnet 7.lg 

Srylus rype (•lltpucal 

Stylus mspectton result good qualiry elliptical 

Output Level (1kHz. Scm/�) 3.7mV 
Rdatiw output (OdB = lmV!cm/s) -ldB 

Chnnllel bnbllce 0.3dB 

Ch<1nnel separation (l.R) 28. 29dB 
Tr.Kking ability (L,R} 80, 80J.�m 

Frequency response irom gr<tph, IOOHz-51-lz ___ +I, -2dB 

Frequency response irom �raph. 30Hz-20kHz ___ +3. - 3dB 

Stereo Sepor.uion L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, IOkH: __ 34. 39. 39dB 

Stereo Scpanuion R on L 80Hz, 3kH:, IOkH: __ 33, 37, 40dB 
Re�ponse !units rei computer mean, lkHz-ISkl-lz _+3. -l.SdB 
Re:.pnn.'Je limits rei computer mean, lkHz-ZOkH: _+5. -l.SdB 
Test tracking weight, loading 1 .5g. 400pF 
LF resonance frequency, (13.Sg arm) (vert, lat) ___ \0, 8Hz 
D.timatcd compliance (vert, lat) 14. 20cu 
Recommended arm effective mass 6-15g 
LF resonance me, (13.5g arm) (verr. lat) 12, 14dB 

Typical selling price £40 

For graph references see issue No 4 3 
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Ascend to the first floor of Hi- Fi City sir, and 
you'll find a selection of compact discs to 
gladden the heart. In fact we boast the 
largest selection of software in the whole 
county of Hertfordshire. But being upstairs 
hasn't made us class conscious. We offer 
every type of music, from the great classics 
to that Matt Bianco fellow. And the Master 
up here is David Filz, a real expert on the 
compact disc scene who will be pleased to 
share his splendid knowledge with you. By 
the way, if you purchase a compact disc 
player from the downstairs staff, we will give 
you 10% off all compact discs. 

,, 

We're the downstairs staff, eager to serve 
you with all the finest names in Hi-F i: NAD, 
Yamaha, Mission, AR, KEF, Aiwa, Proton, 
Sony. Compact disc players abound, with 
Yamaha ahead of the field in our opinion. 
We've prepared some mouthwatering 
systems for you, for instance there's the 
superb NAD 3130 amplifier together with 
the Dual SOS turntable and a brace· of 
Boston A40 loudspeakers all for a trifling 
£349.00. Looking forward to welcoming you 
in the near future. 

.. eee 10 • e .. 
�----------------- 68 High Street Watford Hertfordshire 

WD12 2BS. Tel: (0923) 26169 



c A R T R I D G E s 

REGARBlOO 
REGA RESEARCH L TO, 119 PARK STREET. WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA. ESSEX SSO 7 PD. 

· --TEL (0702) 333071-- · 

R
ega's original Japan-sourced R/00 
cartridge was slow in acceptance 
but eventually became a firm 
favourite, a fate which the RB/00 
may be destined to repeat. Plain 

and simple, this £38 model is unusual in having 
a fixed stylus. In some senses it is a moving 
magnet built like a moving coil. The body has 
proper fixing lugs and decent headshell contact 
area, so the mechanical integrity of the whole 
is potentially superior to conventional m-m 
types. 

Compliance on our sample was on the high 
side, suitable really only for low to medium mass 
arms, including Rega's own. Internal damping 
is fairly light, so nasty cheap turntables should 
be avoided. Some asymmetry was noted in the 
vertical and horizontal planes. 

Electrical output is a little below average, 
though sufficient to drive any normal amplifier, 
but anyone attempting shop comparisons will 
need to advance the volume to avoid a 
misleading result. 

LAB REPORT 
Frequency response followed the unashamed 
down tilt favoured by a number of successful UK 
cartridges. Here the droop was a substantial SdB 
from 200Hz to 10kHz, ameliorated by only a 
single dB with higher capacitance loading. 
Recovery to the treble resonance was a mild 
2dB, at 18kHz. Despite the odd shape the trace 

was very smooth, showing fine control and 
channel balance even at high frequencies. An 
outstanding spectrum of separation was further 
evidence of excellent cantilever control; the bass 
started at 35dB and improved to a remarkable 
40dB at 10kHz. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The Rega proved the hardest cartridge in the 
report to tie down subjectively. Our initial 
'hands on' experience suggested that the RB/00 
could hold its own with m-e models several 
times its price. But a later try-out in a different 
system and with two different samples raised a 
few doubts; then the 'blind' test results showed 
contradictory results between panelists and 
different tracks of the programme. The RB/00 
may be unusually system-dependent; the balance 

SHUREM92E 

is duller than average, and acceptability would 
seem to depend on how this combines with 
other components and the musical balances of 
different discs. At worst, a pleasanrly 'laid back' 
and spacious balance becomes tiresomely dull. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A contrary design in some respects, the RB/00 
has a remarkable mechanical performance for 
its price, with a balance that is as far from 
average- and 'neutrality'- as it is possible to 
be. In the right system context it is a potential 
'Best Buy', but the wrong combination could be 
an absolute disaster. It merits recommendation, 
but with a stern 'try before you buy' warning. 

TEST RESULTS 
T\'pe, ma-..� (fixnll lllP\'1111! tn ,lgnt.·t 5.9\.! 
Sry]u., f\"pr.: not .. rt;>c1i1ed 
St\']u., m�pecwm n.· ... ult go,,,! qu,tllf\ L·lhpnc<il 
Output Level (lkl !:. Semi�) 2.Sm\' 

Relanvl.' nurput (OdR = lmV'cm/-.) - )JR 

Ckmnd kdance 0 .5�!R 

Ch.mnel "Cpcmltion (l.R) 25. 10,JR 

Tmcbn.).! ahdtn· (l,R) 80. 80Jim 
Fr,,:qucncv resrnn".: from grarh 10011:-511: + 1. - h!R 

Frcquenq re ... pnn"t.: frum ).! r.lph 1CII:-20k!J: ___ +1. 4JB 

Sro..·r�·o Scpamtl•ll1 L t•n R 80/1:. )k/1:, !Okll: __ )6, 45. 40JB 

StcR·o Scpamwm R on L HO! I:. 3kl 1:. 10kll: ___ 3). 17. WdR 

Rc.:;pon .. e 1nl11t" rd C(linputer mc.m. lkH:-1 )k! 1: _ -.-0. 3.1JB 

Rc�pon:-.e Inn m rd Ctlmputcr nw,u1. lkH:-20kH: _ + 2. - 3.1JR 

Te ... r t ra cktng we1ghr. lm1dmg I .8£!., I )Opf 

LF Tl..""(m,mcc frelJucnt:y. I l.)g ,1rm {\·en, LHl ___ R, Oil: 
Est unated c0mphance (ven, Lu) 20, ))cu 

Rl.'CllllllllCnde,l arm l'ffcciiW ma-.... 5-12g 

LF rc .. pn�HlCt' ri-.,l.', 13.5g .Hm (,· ... ·n, bt) 11, ISdB 
�·p1cal ... dlmg pric�· .U� 

For graph references see issue No 4 3 

HW IN TERNATIONAL L TO, 3-5 EDEN GROVE. LONDON N7 8EQ. 

· --TEL 01-607 27l7-- · 

T
his is the bubble-packed baby 
amongst Shure's P-adaptable 
moving magnet cartridges, costing 
£15. 

Stylus is a simple neatly mounted 
elliptical, and tracking weight a light l.25g. 
Compliance is modest enough, though 
unusually the vertical figure is higher than the 
horizontal. The range of arm masses which can 
ideally be accommodated is therefore quite 
narrow, but well chosen nonetheless, while 
heavy damping will assist general compatibility 
with cheaper equipment. 

LAB REPORT 
Output level is pretty substantial, so no problems 
here, but this model is fairly sensitive to 

capacitance loading, and a high rather than low 
figure improves the trace 2dB at 9kHz while also 
suppressing the 20kHz peak. 

Frequency response shows yet again the 
problem of the P-adaptor, yet in other respects 
is most impressive, particularly with loading, 
where the ruler straight range from 300Hz to 
9kHz falls a gentle 2dB, with decent rolloff 
control beyond. Channel balance is pretty close, 
and the trace is relatively free from 'glitches' 
outside the P-mount influence. 

Separation figures were unimpressive, with 
significant channel asymmetry, and tracking 
abilities were not too impressive either, though 
they are nevertheless adequate. 

SOUND QUALITY 
As is so often the case with low cost cartridges, 
the 92£ was quite a pleasant surprise, though 
it showed its I i m i rations nonetheless, 
particularly in terms of a 'flattened' sound stage 
with little apparent depth. The balance was very 
well judged, with no part of the range 
particularly obtrusive. Though the treble range 
was under quite good control, there was little 
real detail here, and some of its attempts to 

simulate this were rather obvious. The mid was 
somewhat recessed, but the bass kept trucking 
along quite nicely, with little boom or overhang. 
In all, the 92£ gave a rather impressive display 
of control for the price, though it was inclined 
to make heavy weather of high frequency 
distortion. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Capable of a respectably decent sound for a 
respectably low price, the 92 E deserves cautious 
recommendation. And one cannot help feeling 
that it might have made a Best Buy were it not 
hampered by the P-mount adaptor, which 
reduces its competitiveness in its price class. P
mount users would do well to investigate this 
model if seeking a low cost replacement. as it 
is a pretty decent performer. 

TEST RESULTS 
T\p1..'. mas.; __________ rnt>\1111..; m,l\.!lll'T 6.4!.! 
Stdu .. tvpe -.unrl�· l'il1pt1c.TI 

St\·lth II"" I'!"CCthm r�·<:uh ___ omtTrnw,\. rw<lll\· mnunr�·d 

OutptH Lcwl (lkll:, Sun/,) _________ 4.(-\)rnV 

RcLlTI\'e nwpur (OJB = lmV/cm ... ) +1dB 

Ch�nnd b<!lancc 
---

,
-.,-

--------
--:-::-:--:

0.6dP. 
Chnnnd "-ep:.ua!l<'n (L.Rl 2i.6. 25 .ldB 

Tr,JCkmg ahdm· (l.R) 59. 69�Jm 

ht:qucncv re�pnn..e limiT� IOOII:-511z -<- 3. - ) JB* 

Fre4ucncy rc�pon'e lmlll" 30/lz-ZOkH: +0, -4�18* 

Srcr�._•n SeparatiOn L on R 10011;:, lkH:. IOkH: __ lh. 22. 22JR 

Slcreo Separat1on R {m L IOOH:, 3kH:. 10kll: __ 26. )5, 30JB 

Channel di(f. frorn gr:1rh. 10011:, lkH:. 10kl 1: _0.5. 0 5. 0.5dB 

Re .. ptmsc l1m11� rcf compurn mean. lkllz-1 )kl 1: __ +0, -4dR 
Rc�ptmsc l1rn1r� r(•( cornputL·r mt·an. lkll:-20kll: __ �o. -4dR 

Tc .. t tr.1ckina: w('ight. lnadmg l 211.!, ZSOpF 
LF rc-.,on;mce frnpu.:nq, IZ.Sg ;mn (\'Crt. Ln) 9, 1211: 

btimatl.'d compl iance (ven. l.u) JR. \Zen 
Recommended c�rm dft:u 1\"l..' lll.l'>'> 10-15!! 
LF rc..,onance ri'>l.', 12.)g arm (vert, lat) 10. 7JB 

li,•pical <:elling price £15 

*m lnu• capacitance (c. IOOfJF) 

For graph references see issue No 43 
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c A R T R I D G E s 

SHURE ML140HE 
HW INTERNATIONAL L TO, 3-SEDEN GROVE, LONDON N7 SEQ. 

·--TELOl-607 2717-- · 

A
long with its sister /20 model, 
this design constitutes a new 
lightweight body style for Shure's 
sub-V/5 models, including a very 
neat re-design on the built-in 

stabiliser/damper brush mechanism. 
'HE' is the part of the nomenclature that refers 

to a Hyperelliptic profile stylus, which proved 
to be a nicely set nude stone with swept 
elliptical extended contact. The LF resonance 
indicates moderate compliance and damping, 
suitable to a usefully wide range of arms. 

LAB REPORT 
Output was average, as is the recommendation 
for capacitance loading, so there are unlikely 
to be any compatibility problems with this 
cartridge. In fact the response does show a fair 
amount of variation with loading, so some 
experimentation in situ may be worthwhile; our 
subjective preference was for low rather than 
high capacitance. 

Frequency response was almost identical to 
the V-/5 MR- pretty smooth and flat in either 
condition, one producing an effectively flat 
response to 10kHz rolloff, the other a gentle 2dB 
downtilt between 200Hz and 10kHz, then down 
a further 2dB at 20kHz. Channel balance was 
out a surprising amount for such an expensive 
model, and although correction can be made 

with the balance control, this leaves a minor 
discrepancy above 10kHz. 

Separation figures were pretty decent in 
themselves, and were quite well maintained at 
high frequencies, but also showed some channel 
asymmetry. Despite the low lg downforce, 
tracking was good, and groove stability more 
than adequate with the stabiliser's assistance. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
This cartridge gave a well balanced slightly 
'bright' sound which was much better integrated 
at high frequencies than the '120. There was 
some bass softening, but extension was good and 
the overall focus and dynamics were promising. 

Upper bass seemed slightly suppressed, so the 

SHURE ME97HE 

sound was a little lacking in 'body', but was crisp, 
clear and informative nonetheless, particularly 
through the central midband. Qualitatively the 
treble was a match for many moving coils. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This is a well balanced cartridge, preferred in 
a number of ways to the more expensive V-/5 
V MR. Though expensive, it sounds good and 
has very sensible parameters for matching other 
equipment, while providing good tracking at low 
downforce with the help of the stabiliser. 

TEST RESULTS 
Tvpc. mtl:.S __________ moving magnet 4.5g 
S(y\us type hypcrcllipncal 
Stylu:. m!!pccuon result confirrncd, nudt' �tollt' 
Output Level (lkl-lz, 5cm/s) 3.75mV 
Rclanve out pur (OJB = I mV/cm/s) !dB 
Channd halancc 0.15dB 
Channel separ;:alion (l,R) 36, 30dB 
Tracking ability (L,R) 80, BO�m 
Frequency response limtts 1001-lz-SH: +0.5. -!dB 

Fr<.!quency response Inn its 30H:-20kH: ___ +0.5, -J.S/3.5d8 
Ste,co Scpamnon L on R IOOH:, 3kH:, !Okl-!: __ 33. 35, }!dB 
Sreceo Scpar.n>on R on L 1001-1:, 3kH:, !Okll: __ l), 28. 24dB 
Ch .. mnd diff. from gmph, lOOHz, lkH:. JOkH: __ 0.5, 0.5, ldB 

Re:.ponse limit� rcf computer mean, lkl-h-15kHz __ +I. -!dB 

R..-sponse l11nit:. r..-f computer mt<m. lkHt�20kHz __ +I. -ldB 
Test tmckmg we1ght, lo�ding lg, 250pF 

LF r..-:.onance frequency, 12.Sg arm (vert, !at) ___ 10, 9.51-h 
bumatcd compliance (vert. !at) ___ IS, \6cu 
Recommended arm effective mas.s 6-16g 

LF resonance rise. 12.5g arm (vcn. hn) 14, \!dB 

Typical :.elling price £120 

For graph references see issue No 43 

HW INTERNATIONAL L TO, 3-5 EDEN GROVE, LONDON N7 SEQ. 
· --TELOl-607 2717-- · 

S 
hure revived four favourite designs of 
the past for their 'Encore' series, and 
on the basis of work carried out in 
previous editions, the '97HE looked 
to be the 'one most likely to'. 

This £40 moving magnet model features 
Shure's stabiliser/brush, which dampens the 
vertical low frequency resonance completely. 
The additional stability ensures that the '97HE 
will work stably in virtually any context, even 
in high mass arms, while the highish compli
ance provides adequate tracking abilities at the 
rather low lg downforce. 

Shure's 'Hyperelliptic' stylus profile (hence 
HE) is a form of swept ellipse. Excessive glue 
on our sample made it difficult to assess align
ment or quality. 

LAB REPORT 
Response shows substantial variation with 
capacitance loading above 1kHz. The Shure 
recommendation of 250pF is about midway 
between the values we measured, and would 
appear a good compromise. The traces are quite 
smooth, with slight ripple but no 'glitches', and 
the 3dB discrepancy at very high frequencies is 
the only cause for mild complaint. 

Separation was very good, giving high but 
asymmetric readings in the midband, which 
were well maintained into bass and treble. 
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SOUND QUALITY 
Though regarded as inherently more tidy than 
exciting, the '97HE acquitted itself very 
respectably on the 'politeness' of the sound and 
neutrality of the balance, though focus, 
dynamics and the resolution of low level detail 
were a little weak. Some of the 'liveliness' of 
other presentations was missed, but stereo per
spectives were clear and stable, and coloration, 
bar a touch of hardness, was low. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Though there remain reservations about the 
mechanical construction, the cantilever 
engineering is to a high standard, and the '97HE 
delivers a very respectable technical and sonic 

performance at a realistic price. The stabiliser 
undoubtedly works, acting as a safety net to help 
the cartridge get the most out of high mass anns. 
Though it won't turn a sow's ear of a turntable 
into a silk purse, it will at least keep going and 
produce a respectable result. 

By not aiming too high in the first place, the 
designers have achieved an artful compromise 
capable of giving a respectable sound in almost 
any application. 

TEST RESULTS 
Type, ma:.s moving magncr 6.6g 
Stylu:. type nude hypt!relliptical 
Stvlu� Lll:.pecuon rc:.ult up obscured by glue 
Ourpur Level (lkll:. Scm/�) 4mV 
Rd<Hive output (OdB = lmV/cm/:,) OdB 
Channd balance 0.4dB 
Channel �cpamtion (L,R) 30, 30dB 
Trnckmg ability (L,R) 80, 72�Jm 
Frequency response from graph, IOOH:-SH: ___ +l. -1.5dB 
Frequency response from graph 30H:-20kH2 ___ +I, -3dB 
Stereo Scpar,Hion l on R 80Hz, Jkl-1:, 10kHz __ 32, 42, 36dB 
Srerco Separat1on R on L SOH:. 3kHz. !Ok!-1: __ 38. 51, 37dB 
Re:.ponsc linms rcf computer mean, lkH:-JSkHz _+0, -Z.SdB 
Rc:.pon:.e linms ref computer mean, lkH:-lOkH: _+0, -Z.SdB 
Te)t trnckmg weight, loading lg*, 250pF 
LF re:.onancc frequency, 13.5g arm (ven, lat) 9*, 6H: 

E5nmarcd compliance (vert. lat) \6, 15cu 
Recommended arm effect1ve mass S-!Sg 

LF resonance rise, 13.5g arm (vert, !at) 10*, 16dB 
Typical sellmg price £40 
*excludmg stabliiscr, sec texr 

For graph references see issue No 43 



'Probably one of the 
best budget 

loudsoeakers I 
have heard for years,' 

'They out perform 
the majority of 

speakers a� twice
, thepnce ...... 

Just two of the Hi Fi 
Press comments 

about the 
Tannoy Mercury 
Loudspeakers. 

Even when the Mercuxy loudspeaker 
was originally launched Tannoy had 
started the development on its 
replacement. 

The Mercury was an outstanding 
success and received 'Best Buy' 
awards in 1983, 1984 and 1985. 

Its successor had to be better than 
the original- a vexy di1ficult task. 

Tannoy are proud to announce 
the Mercuxy Mkll. 

'It remains a naturally balanced 
class1c, now ot superior pertormailce 
and distinctly better tban the ' 

competition 1n 1ts price range.' · 

HI F1 NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW- AUGUST 1986 

THE NEW 
MER CURY·Mkll 



c H 0 0 s I N G A N D u s I N G 

AMPLIFIERS 

C
liche or not, the amplifier is the 
heart of the hi-fi system. Its 
purpose is to accept the different 
signals from the various sources, 
conform and order them as neces

sary, and then provide the power to drive and 
control the loudspeakers. In what is known as 
an integrated amplifier, the first part of this task 
is carried out in the pre-amplifier section, while 
the power amplifier part deals with the loud
speakers, but the whole is contained within a 
single box. In more costly systems these two 
sections are often separate units, and power 
supplies may also be separately cased. The tasks 
are quite distinct, so integration is only a matter 
of cost and compactness. 

Twenty years ago amplifiers were mostly low 
powered, using Class A circuitry with valves and 
output transformers. Then the transistor took 
over rapidly, offering higher specification power, 
lower cost, and improved longevity. So far, so 
good. bur the valve amplifier- like the moving 
coil cartridge - never quite died. And after a 
couple of false starts it is currently enjoying its 
strongest revival yet, albeit at prices which will 
make most readers of a Best Buy Guicle blanche. 
The valve versus transistor debate is a fascinat
ing one, though too rarefied for much of an 
airing in this introduction. Where cost
effectiveness is king, the transistor still rules. 

The other historical trend concerns the 
complexity of the pre-amplifier section. When 
hi-fi had to make the best of barely adequate 
source quality, a complicated and flexible pre
amplifier section was a useful means of making 
the best of a bad job. During the Japanese 
invasion of the '70s, rival manufacturers vied 
with each other to invent and incorporate more 
and more extensive features: tone controls 
became gmphic equalisers, and the often baffled 
user was encouraged to fantasise that he was on 
the bridge of the Starship Enterprise. However, 
improvements in sources have since starred a 
'simply better' backlash. A fledgling Naim 
Audio abandoned tone controls on the grounds 
that they degraded sound quality. This was a 
major heresy at the time, but the trend is now 
firmly established, and even some of the 
Japanese manufacturers followed suit. 

Two MARKETS 

T
here are now two distinct types of 
hi-fi amplifier. The so-called ' bells 
and whistles' models still exisr, 
though they now tend to be down
rather than upmarket products. 

Those who appreciate the flexibility of extensive 
switching and tone shaping can now take 
advantage of the low prices which derive from 
highly efficient manufacture for a mass market. 

However. the real hi-fi amplifier action has 
been towards improvements in sound quality, 
much of which has been due to simplifying the 
circuitry by eliminating as many frills as possible. 
and even in some cases omitting a complete 
gain stage through the use of the latest transis
tors. The ear has proved a more subtle tool than 
any spectrum analyser in adjusting circuit 

topography, simplifying earth patterns, beefing 
up power supplies, and selecting key passive 
components, all in the interests of improving 
sound quality. 

PRE-AMPLIFICATION 

A
s hi-fi amplifiers become increas
ingly minimalist, the pre-amp 
now only retains two key func
tions: the sorting out of the 
signals from the vinyl disc source, 

and the switching of the various inputs and 
outputs. Tuners, cassette decks, CD players, and 
what-have-you all put out more or less the same 
sort of signal, which is already equalised to 'flat'. 
Vinyl disc apart, the pre-amp then becomes 
little more than a glorified switch with volume 
and balance controls. Which explains why 
suchlike devices - using purely passive 
components and hence inherently simple -are 
now becoming available in the most specialist 
end of the marker. 

Vinyl disc replay is quite a different kettle of 
fish. The pre-amp is connected directly to the 
transducer itself, with no intervening electron
ics, and this introduces all sorts of difficulties. 
Furthermore, the signal from the cartridge is 
very small, and requires two distinct stages of 
equalisation to get a 'flat' end result. To add 
insult to injury, there are now two popular kinds 
of cartridge, the high(!) output moving magnet 
and low output moving coil (plus a few odd 
permutations), and they are different enough to 
need quite separate treatment. There's not even 
a standard for the source or input impedance 
of low-output cartridges. 

For the future. it is quite rossible we will see 
wider use of turntables with built-in cartridge 
pre-amps, so that each source feeds a 'flat' signal 
at line level to a simple switching and 
attenuating pre-amp. But now that the first 
digital signal source (CD) is becoming accepted, 
with others planned for the future, we will also 
shortly be seeing a new type of pre-amp which 
accepts digitial signals directly, carrying out 
various functions by means of an on-board 
microcomputer before finally converting the 
signal back to analogue before feeding to the 
power amplifier. Such a system should 
theoretically be immune from the signal 
degradation which has been leading the market 
towards simpler analogue amplifiers, and could 
lead to a revival of more complex pre-amps, 
though progress will be slow because any pre
amp section will need to handle conventional 
signals alongside digital for many years to come. 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 

T
his is the part of the amplifier 
whose job it is to drive the loud
speakers- and a right old job that 
can turn out to be. Like the cart
ridge, a loudspeaker is a transducer, 

and the task is to turn the electrical model of 
the music signal back into a mechanical 
(acoustical) signal for the benefit of the ears. 
The loudspeaker is a form of motor, but its task 
of covering the whole range of audio frequencies 

is mechanically almost intolerable, and there is 
an inevitable lack of control at various reson
ance points. While the amplifier provides the 
loudspeaker with a voltage which corresponds 
to the amplified music signal, it is the charac
teristics of the loudspeaker itself which 
determines the current demand. This current 
demand can be very unpredictable, particularly 
at resonance points, which is why serious hi-fi 
amplifiers are usually designed with plenty of 
surplus current capacity, and with an eye on the 
stability of the voltage signal whatever· the 
current demand. 

The main measurements on amplifiers relate 
to power output and distortion. Power is 
normally expressed in Watts, but we translate 
this into a measure of relative loudness, the 
dBW, which is far more meaningful. More 
important than the maximum power output 
itself is the way the power is maintained into 
different loads, and this is analysed in the 
reviews. The various distortion measurements 
also help explore the I imits of the amplifier, but 
paradoxically, striving for very low distortion 
seems to prejudice sound quality. 

CHOOSING 

T
here are a number of criteria one 
could use when selecting an ampli
fier, and the most valid is probably 
sound quality. Despite the attention 
it attracts, power output comes 

much further down the list, because the differ
ences between most models is not in fact that 
great, and measured power is by no means a 
reliable indicator of subjective loudness capa
bility. At the top end of the market, upgrading 
is less likely to involve an increase in power than 
improved sound quality gained through changes 
in power supplies for pre- and power amplifiers. 

The range of facilities required should natur
ally be taken into account, paying particular 
attention to the type of cartridge being used. 
But it should also be borne in mind that every 
unused feature contributes nothing and will 
probably have a negative effect upon the 
potential sound quality. While some people 
seem more sensitive than others to the sound 
of amplifiers, both pre- and power sections are 
fundamental to the system as a whole, simply 
because all signals pass through them en route 

ro the loudspeakers. 
The reviews provide an excellent guide to 

shortlisting some of the better sounding bargains 
in amplifiers around. But as ever they cannot 
replace an individual's selection to his or her 
own tastes, preferably in the correct system and 
ideally in an 'own room' context. Once again, 
the conscientious specialist dealer provides a 
vital link. 

For space reasons, some Recommended and 
Best Buy amplifiers have been omitted where 
models closely resemble those already reviewed. 
The NAD 3020B and Proton 520 are similar 
to the NAD 3120, but have tone controls fitted, 
while the Best Buy Rote\ 820 and 840BX 
resemble the 820BX, the former having tone 
controls, the latter greater power output. 
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System details are as follows: 

MISSION DAD 700R COMPACT DISC 
MISSION CYRUS 1 AMPLIFIER 
MISSION CYRUS TUNER 
MISSION 770F SPE AKERS 

£449.00 
£139.00 
£199.00 
£379.00 

TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE £1,166.00 

36 months at £46.00 (£10.62 per week) 

* SPECIAL OFFER * Bring in (or just mention) this 
advertisement for FREE speaker stands, plus FREE speaker leads 

A.. . 

and plugs for the above system. 

SINGLE SPEA KER DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
A PPOINTMENTS BOOKABLE 

Agencies Include: AUDIOLAB, A&R, BLQ, CREEK, GYRUS, CELESTION, DE NON, DNM, 
DUAL, GALE, GRACE, HEYBROOK, KOETSU, L/NN PRODUCTS, MANTRA, MAGNUM, 

MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAIM AUDIO, 
NAKAMICHI, NYTECH, QED, QUAD, REGA, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SPENDOR, 

SUGDEN, SUPEX, TECHNICS, YAMAHA 

44a High Street, 
Rayleigh, 

Essex. 
Tel: (0268) 779762/747571 

216 Moulsham St 
on The Parkway 

Chelmsford, Essex 
Tel: (0245) 265245 

3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SYSTEMS 

FULL FINANCE FACILITIES AVAILABLE- DETAILS ON REQUEST- APR. 26.5°/o 



A M p L I F I E R s 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR AMPLIFIER 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, HIGH STREET, HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDS LUS SQJ. 

· --TEL (0582) 867777-- · 

F
inished in sarin with silver-grey 
lettering and dark wood end-cheeks, 
the AR amplifier remains unchanged 
externally for 1986, although there 
have been internal improvements. 

This moderately-priced 35W design provides 
disc, tape, tuner and CD inputs, with both 
moving-coil and moving magnet disc options. 
Bass and treble controls are provided, as is a 
mono button. Speaker connections are 4mm 
sockets, while all rhe signal inputs are the usual 
phonos. 

Internal construction was clearly to fair 
standards, using two main epoxy printed circuit 
boards. A decent-sized roroidal transformer 
supplies rhe shared reservoirs, with the output 
direct coupled complementary, and the system 
non-inverting. Following a variable gain mm/me 
input buffer, rhe RIAA equalisation is per
formed in two stages; an input buffer feeds the 
passive tone controls leading to the power 
amplifier. The steel baseplate of the case itself 
forms the heatsink. 

LAB REPORT 
Rated at 15 .5dBW the second sample gave a 
generous IS.SdBW, which is heading towards 
SOW per channel. Power bandwidth was fine 
at Sohms but more restricted at 4ohms. Peak 
power into Sohms approached !OOW (19.5dBW) 
and held well into 4ohms, while at 2ohms, a 
reasonable 4dB overall loss occurred. Peak 
current capacity was a generous ± 19A. Distor
tion was satisfactory, with the !M and the 20kHz 
results only average, bur ar lower levels rhe high 
frequency results improved greatly. 

Signal-to-noise ratios were good (second 
sample) and DC offset satisfactory. All input 
overloads were ample while separation was fairly 
typical and could be improved via the aux/CD 
input. Output impedance was constant and 
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moderate, while channel balance was good at 
higher levels but deteriorated at lQw volume 
settings. 

Moving-magnet sensitivity was lower than 
usual, and the moving-coil gain will not suit the 
lowest output models such as certain Ortofon 
models. Note that the mm and me resistances 
arc rhe same ar 4 7kohms/150pF, while the aux 
input impedance is lower than usual at lOohms; 
however this should not cause problems except 
possibly with older sources. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The current model achieved most respectable 
scores in the listening sessions, well above 
average and showing an improvement over the 
original. 

The sound was smooth, even bland, via the 
auxiliary input, with reasonable midband stereo 
focus and some good depth effects. Musical 
detail was to a high standard in the mid register, 
but the amplifier sounded less in control at the 
frequency extremes. 

Some loss of detail and clarity were noted via 
disc but the standard remained pretty good. 
Both bass and treble registers were above average 
and the midband particularly so, with the overall 
effect quite musical. The amp did not clip par
ticularly well, and the adverse loading, while 
well-attempted in the sense of maintaining loud
ness, otherwise served to produce an effect of 
increasing 'thinness' and muddle. In fact, 
IOOdBA was possible on the difficult load, this 
improving to a decent 102dB with Sohms. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Since our earlier tests were carried out, the 
construction has been improved, including 
phono input sockets, while the generous power 
delivery has been held, thereby confirming its 
fine value rating. 

With a fine dry, dynamic range, and a lively 
musical performance, this amplifier is both 
versatile and load tolerant. The controls have 
a better 'feel' but otherwise the strong perform
ance merits a firm 'Best Buy' rating. 

Test measurements 

To show how well the amplifier sustains its 8ohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respecrively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output lnregrareJ amplifier 

Ratl.'d f'{)\\'l'T tn!O Sohms, maker's spec ___ 35W(=l5.5dB\'V') 

Powl'r omput 20H: ! kHz 20kHz 

One ch<mncl. 8ohrn load ___ 18.8JBW 18.9JB\X' 18.9dBW 

BtHh channd�. 4ohm load ___ l5.5JB\V 16.5dB\V 14.4dBW 

One ch .. mnd. 2ohms. pulsed __ 12.0*JB\VI5.6JB\X! 14.0dBW 

lmt:�ntant:utb pt:ak current + 19A -19A 

Distortion 
Total harmomc Jtstortton, ___ 20H: 1kHz 20kH: 
at rated power, aux tnput ___ -70dB -73dB -65dB 

lmerrnodulatinn, 19/20kH:, rated power, aux input __ -63dB 
lmennoJulatton, 19f20kH:, at OdB\V, d1sc (mm) ___ >-SOdB 
lntennoduhmon, 19f20kH:, at OdBW. dt!>C {me) ____ >SOdS 
Noise 
Disc (mm) mptll (IHF. CCIR ��·ctghteJ) ______ 79dB 

Dt!>c (me) mptn (1HF. CCIR weighted) -75dB 

Aux/CD mput (11\F, CCIR wetghteJ) -81dB 

Residual. unweighto:J (volume control at min) ____ -77dB 
DC outpur offset _____________ 34mV 
Input overload 20H: 1kHz 20kHz 
Oi;;c (mm) mput (11\F) 34dB 32dB 30dB 
Dt!>C {me) tnput (11-\F)* JidB 29dB 28dB 
Au,/CD onpu< (IHF) ____ >ZOdB >lOdB >lOdB 
Stereo separalion 
Dl'>c mput (mm) ----- -68dB -62dB -42dB 
Aux mput -70dB -62dB -42dB 
Ouq1ut nnpedancc (d,unpmg) __ O.Johm 0.3ohm OJohm 
Channel b,d,mce, dtsc, at lkH: -----,-------'OdB 
Volume/balance tracking ___ OdB -20dB -60dB 

Aux input O.ldB O.ldB 5.8dB 
Input data socket type scnsntvity loading 

Disc (mm) mpur ____ Phono 0.52mV 47kohms !SOpF 

Disc (me) mput* __ Phono 0.032mV 47kohms 150nF 

Aux mput 24.2mV !Okohms SOpF 

Dt:.c equalb<Hton error, 301-\:-\SkH: ____ +0.2d8, -0.3dB 

St:l.' (w1Jrh, hctght. depth) 43x 7 x 28.5cm 
T�pical price me VAT £J7j 

For graph references see issue No 44 



A M p L I F I E R s 

A&R ARCAM ALPHA 
A&R CAMBRIDGE L TD, DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, W ATERBEACH. CAMBRIDGE CBS 9PB. 

· --TEL (0223) 861550-- · 

L
aunched at the end of 1984 under rhe 
company's Arcam brand name (also 
used on their speakers), the distinc
tively styled Alpha represented A&R's 
first completely new integrated ampli

fier design since the introduction of the well
known A60, which was their first hi-fi product. 
W hile the A60's price has been held to £175, 
A&R perceived the need for a fully-equipped 
amplifier at a somewhat lower price, aiming to 

retain the by now traditional virtues of the A60, 
including full faci I ities. 

A compact integrated design, Alpha is dis
tinguished by a good finish and appearance 
which result from A&R's professional view of 
engineering design. The five inputs include one 
moving magnet disc, and the well-laid out 
controls incorporate bass and treble. Output 
power is 30W per channel, with an output stage 
rated to take account of some of the more 
difficult loudspeaker loads. The disc input comes 
with a standard 47kohms/100pf characteristic, 
but additional loading may be retro-fitted with 
options down to 8kohms and up to 420pF. 

The price is modest but A&R have nor 
skimped on quality details, such as the custom 
silver-plated 4mm speaker cable sockets, which 
provide 'direct' and headphone-switched 
options. All inputs are the usual RCA 

'
phono 

jacks, with the headphone outlet a standard '14in 
socket on the front panel. 

Inside, the construction quality is exemplary. 
The unit is built on a single board with clean, 
simple signal paths and optimised 'star' 
grounding. Internal wiring is virtually non 
existent. The output stage is complementary bi
polar direct coupled, and the earlier stages use 
high quality integrated circuits. Coupling 
components have been reduced to a minimum 
in order to maximise sound quality and some 
top grade polypropylene capacitors have even 
been included. 

LAB REP ORT 
Attaining a comfortable lOldBA maximum 

loudness on rest, the peak 8ohm power delivery 
reached 17dBW (SOW ) and rated power was 
comfortably achieved into 2ohms on peaks. 
Power bandwidth was fine with a healthy peak 
current averaging 9A. 

Distortion levels were moderate, particularly 
with respect to high frequency intermodulation. 
Noise levels were fine, with the DC offsets 
satisfactorily low. Input overload margins were 
ample and the stereo channel separation results 
were rather better than average. Power supply 
modulation was respectable for the type, while 
all other aspects conformed to a well balanced 
competent design. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
We were impressed by the sound quality of this 
model, our views somewhat at variance with 
those of A&R themselves, since we rated the 
Alp/ut higher than the latest improved A60! 
Essentially neutral, the disc input sounded 
uniformly competenr, well ordered in basic areas 
of stereo width and focus, frontal detail and 
general control. High frequency definition could 
have been better, while bass was a trifle 'soft'. 
It partnered inexpensive systems well and yet 
did not draw undue attention to itself in a more 
costly arrangement. 

Via the CD input a mild improvement in 
clarity was noticed, while the overall effect was 
unstrained but with moderated dynamics. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This well styled and built amplifier should work 
dependably in a wide range of systems, proving 
unobtrusive in amplifier terms. The overall com
patibility was very good, and this coupled with 
the good standard for absolute sound quality 
assures the Alpha of firm recommendation. 

UPDATE 
A new alpha will shortly be available, not yet 
Choice tested but which the manufacurer claims 
is slightly improved, with a toroidal transformer. 

Price will be £140 and an alternative will be 
black finish. 

Test measurements 

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as m usual 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power outpul lnt�.:gr::.n�.xl <lmphf��.:·-r 
R;ncd powl'r into Soh m�. mak..::r\ -.pcc ____ 30W(= ISJBW) 

Power output 2011: I kll: 20kl-l: 
One chnnn�::l. Sohm load ___ !5.8JBW J6.2dBW 16.0dBW 
Both chann..:b, 4ohm load ___ I2.3JBW 13.3dBW 13.1JBW 
One chann�:l. 2Dhm�, pu!�ed __ -dBW 14.6dB\V -JBW 
lnstancancous peak current + 7 .SA -ll.OA 

Distortion 

Total harmontc distortion, ___ ZOH: lkH: 20kH: 
at rarcd rower. aux inpm ___ -73.7dB -73.1,18 -66.2JB 

lmt�rmodulanon, 19/20kH:, ratt•d power, aux m put _ -77 .9dB 
lmcrmudukuion, 19/20kH:, ar OdBW, di�c (mm) __ -73.7JB 
lmcrmtxlulatton, 19/20kH:, <lt OdBW, dt�C (me) ____ n/a dB 
Noise 

Dtsc (mm) mput (I! IF. CCIR we i J . .:ineJ) 73.0dB 
Dbc (me) input (I !-IF, CCIR we•ghtcd) n/a JB 
Aux/CD input (I I IF. CCIR \\'nght ... ·d) 76.9dB 
Re:-.idual. tmwetghted (volume control at nHn) ____ -78.9dB 
DC output offset left -8mV, nght +6mV 
DC offset, pre-amp left n/J rnV, nghr n/a m V 
Input overload 20H: lkH: 20kH: 
Dtsc (mm) mput (I/ IF) 27.0dB 27.ldB 27.6dB 
Dt:-.c (me) mput (IHF) n/a JB n/a JB n/a JB 
Aux/CD inpur (JHF) >ZOJB >20dB >20dB 
Stereo separation 

0hC mput (mm) 68.2dB 71.8 ... \B S6.3dB 
Aux mput 69.2dB 70.3.._\B 64.3dB 
OutpU( nnp..._·Jancc (dampmg) __ 0.27ohrn 0.27ohrn 0.33ohrn 
Channd hnbnc e, dt�c. at lkl-l: ________ 0.28dB 
Volume/balance tracking ___ OJB -ZOdB -60dB 
Aux mput O.OSdB 0.2ZdB 0.87dB 
Input data �ockct 1ypc '>Ciblltvtty loadmg 
Di�c (mm) input ____ Phono 0.42mV 46kohrn� IIOpF 
Obc (me) tnput* ____ n/a n/a rnV n/a kohnh n/a nF 

Aux m put Phono 36.0m V 2 LOkohrm 36pF 
Power amp n/a n/a rnV n/a kohrn� n/a pF 

Outpur, pre-:nnp (tape) IO.OV llMX, 180ohm� 
Dr�c �4t1<1l1�ation error, )0H:-15kl-l: +OJB. -1.5dB 
Si:l' (width, hctght, depth) 40x8x22cm 

Tvpical pricl' me VAT I \30 

For graph references see issue No 44 
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A M p L I F I E R s 

AUDIO LAB 8000A 
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOG Y l TD. 26 ROMAN WAY, GODMANCHESTER. HUNTINGDON, 

. --cAMBSPE189LN. TEL: (0480) 52521 ---
. 

N
ow a well established model, the 
SOOOA was the first of a new 
range of electronics designed by 
two enginee� with an established 
track record in this fie Id. It is 

conservatively rated ar SOW per channel. 
In contrast to much UK equipment today, 

which is of 'straight line' design, rhe Audiolab 
does have tone controls; however these are said 
to be specifically designed to have a negligible 
effect on sound quality. Comprehensively 
equipped, the input facilities are all phono, and 
include disc (mm and me), tape 1 and 2, plus 
tuner and CD/aux. A proper 'record out' selector 
matches rhe input selector. A headphone socket 
is provided, which mutes rhe rwo sets of speaker 
outputs via a high-quality relay. A small dealer 
modification provides for separate pre/power 
amp use if this is required by the user, bur in 
rh is mode the circuitry which prevents switch
on thumps will not operate. 

As well engineered internally as it is finished 
externally, rhe amplifier uses a large 2SOVA 
toroidal transformer specially mounted to reduce 
mechanical hum. The output stages are high
current, direct-coupled complementary, with a 
DC servo to rolloff the extreme subsonic 
response without need for the usual decoupling 
capacitor in the feedback loop. Full electronic 
protection is designed to allow adverse load 
drive. A ll discrete circuitry is employed, The me 
headamp a particularly careful design; in fact 
many of rhe design features are more commonly 
associated with more costly models. 

LAB REPORT 
Specified at SOW (17dBW) the amplifier demon
strated a fine power bandwidth at 19dBW into 
Sohms. The 4ohm continuous delivery was also 
pretty good, while its ±28A peak current 
capability was more than sufficient for the rated 
power. Peak level approached lOOW per channel 
(19.8dBW) holding well into 4ohms at 18.6dB 
and still very strong ar lSdBW, 2ohms. 

Harmonic and particularly inrermodularion 
distortions were at negligible levels, in a sense 
showing that high-linearity circuits are not in 
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themselves a barrier to good sound quality. 
Noise levels were fine, and the DC output offsets 
negligible. input overload levels were ample, and 
stereo separation up with the best, bar the 
special double-mono amplifier ty pes. Output im
pedance was low and channel balance very 
accurate, except at rhe lowest volume settings. 
Input sensitivities were sufficient for all classes 
of source, and rhe input characteristics can be 
changed via optional loading plugs. RIA A 
equalisation followed the IEC rolloff, hence the 
subsonic fall shown here, while the tone controls 
were suitably mild in action. The pre-amp out
put also offered a decent level at low impedance 
for orher power amplifiers. Subjectively, no 
change in sound quality could be heard with 
the tone controls engaged. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
This amplifier surprised all those who heard it. 
On moving-coil input the overall subjective 
rating was 'good plus', which is ahead of the 
competition. Its character was highly neutral, 
if very slightly 'clinical', with an open, wide 
frequency range and very presentable bass, the 
latter offering power, precision and extension. 
The midband was well defined, articulate and 
well-focused while the stereo image showed 
decent depth and ambience. 

A marginal improvement of depth was 
noticed via moving-magnet input, while the 
treble remained slightly imperfect; here a hint 
of 'fuzziness' and 'grain' was a little sweeter rhan 
on moving-coil, with some further advance in 
treble quality and a touch more clarity. 

The sound remained very good via aux 
dominated by a fine transparency and with addi
tional, admittedly minor, improvements in 
stereo staging, depth, bass power and detail. lt 
could get pretty loud, and sounded very tolerable 
into clipping, with 103dBA possible into the 
normal loudspeaker. A fine load tolerance was 
also evidenced by the 102dBA prouduced into 
the severe load. 

CONCLUSIONS 
For '86, Audiolab have maintained a good sound 

quality, by subtle improvements to the interior 
circuitry. The SOOOA remains a fine integrated 
amplifier of very good power delivery and also 
provides an excellent finish and build quality. 
The tone controls do not detract from the per
formance, while its load rolerence is exceptional. 
A highly versatile model, this superior quality 
design remains firmly recommended. 

Test measurements 

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
owpur into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without ackling 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output !ntegr<Jtt:J <�rnplif•n 

Rated power mto Sohm..,, nwker's ... pec ___ '50\V(= 17JB\V) 

Powt:r output 20H: I kl--1: 20kH: 

Ont' channd, Sohm loall ___ !9.4JBW 19.5JBW \9.0dBW 

Both channel .... 4ohm \o;td ___ l7.ZdB\V 17.6dB\V 17.0dB\V 

One channel. 2ohm�. rul�L·d __ l7.8d8\V IS.OdBW 17.3dB\V 

IIhi,mraneou� peak curn:nt +27A 28A 

Distortion 

Tutcd h<�rmonic dt�toruun. ___ 201-l: I kll: 20kll: 

at mtl.!"d pO\n·r. <tux mput ___ -90d8 -95JB -80d8 

lnrcrmoJulatton, l9/20kl-l:, ratnl ptm er . dUX mput __ -85JB 

lntermoJuhmon, J9/20kH:. at OJB\"\1, dtsc (mm) ___ -85JB 

lntennoJui<HIOn, 19120kll:. at OJBW, Jisc (mc) ___ -SOdB 
Noise 

Dtsc (mm) mput (IHF, CCIR wq�lucd) -78dB 
Di:.c (me) mput (!I IF, CCIR weighted) 73dB 

Aux/CD mput (IHF. CCJR weighted) -82dB 
R(::.idual, unwcightcJ (volume control at mm) ___ -78dB 
DC output off�et kft 2mV, right 3mV 

Input overload 20H: I k!-1: 20kll: 

Dtsc (mm) mpm (IHF) 29dB JOdB JOdB 
Dt:.c (me) mput (I\ IF)* 26dB 26dB 26dB 
Aux/CD mput (IHF) >lOdB >20dB >20JB 
Stereo separation 

Disc input (mm) -90JB 
Aux mput -78JB 

-IZdB -50dB 
-77JB -56dB 

Output unpedancc (damping) __ 0.03ohm 0.04ohm 0.12nhm 

Channel balance, di:.c, <tt lkll: ________ 0.04dB 

Volume/balance tracking ___ OdB -20dB -60dB 

Aux mput 0.04dB O.OdB 3.6dB 

Input data 'ocket type �cn:.ltl\"ttY 

Dtsc (mm) tnput ____ DIN 0.3mV 

Dt:.c (me) mput DIN 0.007mV 
Aux mput DIN 12mV 

loadmg 

47kohm.� 
IOOohm:. 
20kohms 

lirF 
4.7nF 
70rF 

Output, prt•-amp (tape) 7 .7V milx, 600ohm, 

Disc cquali:.ation error, 30H:-15kH: ___ +O.ldB, -2.2dB 
Size (width. hetght. depth) 44.Sx7.4x34cm 
Typical price me VAT £299 

For graph references see issue No 44 



A M p L I F I E R s 

CREEK4040 
CREEK AUDIO SYSTEMS, 2 BELLEVUE ROAD, FRIERN BARN ET. LONDON Nil 3ES. 

· --TELOl-368 4425--· 

C
reek's UK-built budget amplifier is 
specified at 35W (15 .SdBW) per 
channel, and while features are 
fairly basic, it does provide tone 
controls as well as a headphone 

socket. Loudspeaker connection is via 4mm 
socket/binding posts, while all the input 
connectors are DIN sockets.* These are chosen 
by many designers of budget equipment for their 
assembly convenience, low cost and good 
electrical performance. 

The 4040's low-level stages use top quality 
integrated circuits, with the RIAA effected in 
rwo stages. The treble rolloff section is passive, 
with a separate switchable rumble filter to add 
the final low-frequency rolloff, this -3db at 45Hz. 

The tone controls are incorporated in the 
feedback loop of the power amplifier section, 
this a high loop gain design. The strong negative 
feedback is necessary to reduce the otherwise 
high level of distortion that results from the use 
of an unbiased pure Class B output stage with, 
further assistance given by the Class A driver, 
which is run at higher than usual current. The 
review sample, we should point our, was ob
tained via retail channels nor direct from the 
manufacturer. 

LAB REPORT 
Some weakness was exposed by the lab rests. 
The output specification was just met over the 
power bandwidth, 8ohms, one channel driven. 
The small power supply was reflected by rhe loss 
into 4ohm on continuous drive, bur it made a 
good try at the 2ohm load on peaks, the level 
here falling by a reasonable 4.5dB below the 
8ohm peak level. The peak current capacity was 
satisfactory at + 10, -9A 

Harmonic distortion results were poor and the 
high frequency intermodularion also weak, with 
a figure of - 35dB, or 1.6o/o, noted here. The 
intermodulation result via disc was in fact so 
poor that the result is not shown, due to the 
inadequate overload margin. In fact, at 20Hz 

and 1kHz, disc overload margins were barely 
adequate, particularly since the low sensitivity 
would suggest the use of higher output cart
ridges, while only 3dB of overload was permis
sible at 20kHz, a figure 1 regard as seriously 
inadequate. Noise levels were satisfactory and 
DC offset negligible. 

Stereo separation was about average and chan
nel balance good except at very low volume set
tings where a SdB error appeared. Input 
sensitivities were rather low, particularly auxii
liary, this measuring 70mV as opposed to the 
usual 20mV or so. Disc equalisation had signi
ficant error in the treble. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Performing fairly well on audition, rhe disc input 
showed a noticeable treble and presence lift, in 
other words more deviation from a flat tonal 
balance than is usually encountered. The bass 
was slightly 'softened' with a 'lumpy' effect, but 
solo vocalists were quire well projected and 
lively. Above average depth and ambience were 
noted, bur a trace of muddle was apparent in 
the mid register, this increasing on loud passages. 

V ia the auxiliary input the clarity improved, 
and tonally it was more neutral showing only 
slight hardness. Fairly good stereo focus and 
depth were demonstrated, but rhe bass was 
probably the weakest point, sounding a touch 
'lumpy' and inarticulate. The treble was 
satisfactory. 

The Creek could be driven hard, showing 
good clipping tolerance, and it also coped with 
the adverse loading in an acceptable manner. 

CONCLUSIONS 
At moderate disc modulation levels one cannot 
deny this amplifier sounded quire presentable 
-almost 'Best Buy' quality in view of its price. 
However it suffers from an overload problem 
which goes on to affect the sound on loud 
recorded sections. Distortion is also high for a 
hi-fi amplifier, and is believed to be responsible 

for the slight 'hardness' and 'muddle' we noted. 
Relying more on rhe sound than the rest results, 
I can give the Creek a reserved recommenda
tion, bur feel personally that more work could 
much improve this already promising design. 

Note 

Creek Audio Systems do not accept the validity of 
our disc input overload measurements, stating that 
the overload 'problem' we refer to does not exist 
in actual practice. Various technical changes have 
been made since we la.st reviewed the 4040 but as 
yet these have not been evaluated in Choice. 
*Phono sockets will be fitted for disc input from 
Autumn '86. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output lntq!rated amplifier 
Rated power inro Sohrns, maker's spec ___ 35W(= 15.5dBW) 

Power output ZOH: I kHz 20kH: 

One chcmnel, 8ohm load ___ 15.5dBW l6.ldBWJ6.0dBW 
Both channel�. 4ohm load ___ ll.OdBW 13.9JBW 13.2JB\X1 
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed __ 8.5dBW 12.0dBW 12.6JBW 
lmtanlanl'OUS peak current +lOA -9A 
Distortion 
Tmal harmonic distortion. ___ ZOH: lkH: 20kH: 
<H ratt•d power, aux input ___ -SOdS -57dB -38dB 

lnrermodulation, 19/20kH:, rated power, aux mpur __ -35dB 
lntcrmoJulation, 19/20kH:, :lt OdBW. d1�C (mm) ---�cc text 
Noise 
Disc (mm) inpur (11-!F, CCJR weighted) _____ _ 74dB 

?;dB 
___ -6IdB 

Aux/CD mput (IHF, CCIR wetghtcd} _____ _ 
Rc.!�tdual. unwcighted (volume control at m in) 
DC mttpul offset 
Input overload ------

�
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�
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�
H
-

, -
�
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�

H
�

,-
�
2���� 

Disc (mm) input (11-lF) 
Aux/CD input (IHF) ___ _ 
Stereo separation 

I6dB t;dB -3dB 
ISdB I7.9dB I7.9dB 

D1sc mput (mm) 69JB -67dB -43 
Aux input -65dB -65dB -40dB 
Output impedance (damping) __ 0.03ohm 0.04ohm 0.09ohm 
Channel balance, disc, ar I kll: 0.04dB 
Volume/balance track in� ___ OdB -20dB -60dB 

Aux input 0.6dB 0.2dB 5.\dB 
Input data socket type sensitivity loading 
D1sc (mm) input ___ Phono 0.47mV 47kohms 220pF 
Aux mput DIN 70.4mV 54kohms -pF 
D1sc e4ualisarion error, 30H:-15kHz ___ +1.4dB, -O.SdB 
Size (width. height, depth) 42x6x 18cm 
Typ1Gtl price inc VAT £145 

For graph references see issue No 3 9 
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T
he Micro is croft Acoustics' least ex
pensive product, and perhaps rates 
as the world most value-conscious 
valve pre-amplifier, though it still 
might be considered a mite esoteric 

for this Best Buy Guide appearance. Drawing on 
Croft' s experience in designing and manufactur
ing upmarket products, the only compromise 
involved in the Micro's construction appears to 
be in the case. 

This Pre-amp offers a single moving-magnet 
disc input Qust adequate for the higher output 
moving-coil cartridges provided the power amp 
sensitivity is healthy enough), plus CD, tuner 
and tape. No balance or tone controls are 
included. 

Inside, the hardwired construction (using 
single strand wire) is to a high standard 
throughout, with all power supplies fully 
regulated, while audiophile-grade capacitors are 
used in the RIAA disc equalisation and coup
ling networks. Each disc input uses a double 
triode, with shunt feedback equalisation, and 
the line stage has unity gain, comprising a 
simple cathode-follower buffer. With some 
sources, the auxiliary input gain may be too low 
and the intending purchaser should therefore 
check compatibility with other equipment. 
Compact Disc will be fine but some tuners or 
cassette decks may prove too quiet in the 
context of a given system combination. 

LAB REPORT 
Measured performance was to a textbook 
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standard, with negligible distortion and satis
factory overload margins, although the latter 
deteriorated at high frequencies. Channel 
separation was fine, while signal-to-noise ratios 
were particularly good. Output impedance was 
satisfactorily low, and sufficient for selected cable 
runs of up to five metres. 

The RIAA equalisation was commendably 
accurate at ±0.2dB from 30Hz to 15kHz, rising 
a little at ultrasonic frequencies, to +2.ldB at 
100kHz. Note that the rated input sensitivities 
were for a nominal O.SV nominal IHF output 
level. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Both disc and auxiliary inputs set a very high 
standard. On disc, the sound was lively and 
dynamic, transparent and basically well 
balanced. No specific weaknesses were observed. 

A similar result was obtained via auxiliary 
(CD). 

The bass showed drive and extension, with 
the treble just a little 'fuzzy'. Detail and depth 
effects were fine and stereo images well-focused. 
The sound proved notably unfatiguing, with a 
stable, coherent quality. Background noise was 
also satisfactorily low when used with moving
coil cartridges of decent output such as the van 
den Hul MCJO Super. 

CONCLUSIONS 
We really liked this modest pre-amp. If carefully 
interfaced to a selected system, the sound quality 
competed with some of the best pre-amplifiers 

costing two or three times the price, and for the 
valve enthusiast, the Micro is a godsend. An 
exceptional product, it can only be strongly 
recommended, as no Best Buy category exists 
for separates! 

Test measurements 
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power ' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Distortion 
Tom\ harmonic dlsrortton, ___ 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz 

ar raced power, aux tnput ___ -76.0dB -78.3dB -76.5dB 
lntcrmoJularion, 19/20kH:, rated power, aux input _ -93.ldB 

lntt:rmoJulation, 19/20kH:, at OdB\XI, d11>c (mm) __ -4\.0dB 
Noise 

Dtsc (mm) mput (IHF, CC\R weighted) -73.5dB 
Aux/CD tnput (IHF, CCIR wt'ightcd) -92.0dB 
Res1dual, unwetghted {volume control at mm) ___ -86.5dB 
DC output offset left Om V, right Om V 
Input overload 20H: 1kHz 20kHz 
Disc (mm) inpur (IHF) 22.8dB 24.0dB 5.9dB 
Aux/CD ;npur (!I-IF) >lOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB 
Stereo separation 

Dtsc input (mm) ------ 61.2dB 62.8dB J6.0dB 

Aux mput !01.3d8 82.0d8 57.3dB 

Channel balance. disc. ar I kH: 0.37dB 
Volume/balance tracking ___ OdB -20dB -60dB 
Aux mput 0.02dB 0.19dB 6.20dB 
Input data socket type sensitivity loading 

Disc (mm) input ___ Phono 2.92mV 47kohm� IIOpF 
Aux mput Phono 550mV 480kohms 45pF 
Output, pre-amp (tape) 11.1 V max, 500ohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30H:-15kH: ___ +0.26dB, -0.16dB 
St:c (width, height. depth) 25.1x7x JS.Scm 
Typ1eal pnce me VAT £150 

FaT graph references see issue No 44 
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DEN ON PMA-707 
HAYDEN LABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT ST PETER, BUCKS SL9 9UG . 

· --TEL (07 53) 88844 7 -- · 

T
he Denon brand has recently been 
making spectacular headway in the 
hi-fi casserre deck market while 
recent Denon tuners and cartridges 
have been highly rated in previous 

editions of Hi-Fi Choice. Historically the 
company has not been particulary well known 
in the UK for its amplifier designs, no doubt 
the distributors are hoping that the £100 
PMA-707 will put this right! 

Immaculately finished in black, the '707 is 
a compact integrated amplifier, with a rated 
power output of 25W per channel into 8ohms, 
both channels driven. As might be expected, 
the clearly-lettered front panel offers just basic 
facilities- a headphone outlet is provided via 
the usual V4 in front panel jack socket, and there 
is provision for connecting two sets of speakers 
and two rape decks with facilities for cross
dubbing. Other inputs include LP disc (moving 
magnet only), Compact Disc/video and tuner. 
Speaker terminals are simple spring-clip devices, 
while inputs are via the usual array of RCA 
phono sockets. The disc input may be used with 
or without a 12dB/octave subsonic filter, operat
ing below 16Hz, and the single tone control 
offers a useful 'loudness' enhancement if desired. 

Inside, this amplifier was better built than one 
might have expected at the price, with through
flow internal heatsinking, plus two generous 
IOOOuF reservoir capacitors. The output stage 
is direct-coupled complementary bi-polar, with 
an integrated driver chip. The moving-magnet 
analogue disc input RIAA equalisation is based 
around a low-noise dual-channel integrated 
circuit, and construction is a straightforward 
single board with generous power transformer. 

LAB REPORT 
Power delivery was quite respectable, exceeding 

SOW peak, with an excellent power bandwidth 
plus realistic load tolerance and good peak 
current capability. All measured distortions were 
negligible and the noise levels were very good. 
DC offset at the power amplifier was fine, with 
the output impedance as specified. Disc over
load was exemplary and the stereo channel 
separation surprisingly good. The amp remained 
good on channel balance except at the lowest 
volume settings. 

On the input side, the sensitivities were to 
a sensible level, while the RIAA disc equalisa
tion was also very good. The '707 performed 
well on the 40Hz power test with negligible 
supply modulation. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The 707 scored a straight 'average' on the 
listening tests which was a significant achieve
ment considering the price. Peak sound levels 
reached a surprising 102dBA into 8ohms, with 
a fair 4ohm delivery. The 707 sounded quite 
lively and direct on CD, strong on detail but 
weaker in terms of stereo focusing. A touch of 
'grit' was audible in the treble while the bass 
was about average in firr.1ness and power. 

Some loss in bass quality was observed via disc, 
with a further loss in focus apparent in the 
treble. Conversely, the sound retained a reason
able level of interest with a generally solid, tidy 
effect. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This cheerful-sounding amplifier performed well 
on lab tests; the power delivery was pretty good 
and the basic performance was finely specified. 
A solid, dependable budget amplifier, it rose well 
above the 'rack system' class and merits Best Buy 
status. 

Test measurements 

To show how well the amplifier sastains irs Sohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, rhe level inw 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without add.ing 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual '(Jower' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power outpu[ lntegr:ued amphfter 

Ratt·�l power intn Snhrn�, rnah·r'::. :.pcc ____ 25\X/(= 14dB\V) 

Powt.'r <lutput 20H: lkH: 20kHz 

One channel, Sohm lo<1d ___ 16.9JBW 17.0dBW 16.7dBW 
B oth channels, 4ohm load ___ l3.2dB\V I 1.6dBW !3.2JB\XI 

One channel. 2ohm�. pulsed __ -JB\V 13. 1dBW -JB\X/ 

lnstamaneous peak current + 7 .6A -7 .lA 

DisiOrtion 
Toral harmonic �listnrtinn, ___ 20H: lkl-1: 20kHz 
m mtc�J power, <1ux mput ___ -8 1.0dB -84.SJB -69.9dB 
lntt'rmodulatton, 19/20kll:, rat�d power, aux input _ -8 1.6JB 

lntcrmoduhtion, \9/20kH:, at Od BW, dbc (mm) 9 \.6dB 

lnrt·rmodulation, J 9/20kll: . dl Od BW. di"c (me) -dB 

Noise 

D•sc (mm) input (!I IF. CCIR weighted) 69.5dB 

Disc (me) input (!I IF, CCIR weighted) dB 

Aux/CD input (IHF. CCIR we•ghted) -76.6dB 

Re:_..idual, unwcightcll (volume control ar mm) ____ -85.4dB 
DC output off�et left 2mV. nght limY 
0C off�ct, pre-amp left -m V, right -m V 
Input overload 20Hz I kH: 20kH: 
D1:-c (mm) input (li-IF) 32.2dB }\.SdB 30.8dB 
01�c (me) input (I I IF) JB -dB -dB 
Aux/CD inpu< (ill F) >20dB >20dB >20dB 

Stereo separation 
Dt:-c mput (nun) 86.2dB 
Aux mput 87.2dB 

79.7dB 
75 8dB 

49.4dB 
49.7JB 

Output impedance (damping) __ 0.15(lhm O.l5ohm 0.12ohm 

Channel balance, di:_..c, <H lkH: ----,--:::
-----cc-:::

-�·
6
1

0d
ldB
B Volume/balance tracking ___ OdB -20dB 

Aux mput 0.03dB 0.07dB 3.92dB 

Input data socket type ::Ol'mltivny loading 
Di..,c (mm) input ____ Phono 0.'54mV 45kohms 300pF 

D1"c (me) mpur* ____ n/a n/a rnV n/a kohms n/a nF 
Aux mput Phono 32.jmV 54kohm::. ZOOpF 

Pnwer amp n/a n/a m V n/a kohrm nh:.1 pF 

Output, prc-amp (wp�) 9.5V max, -ohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30H:-15kHz +OdB. -0.40dB 
Size (width. h�ight. llepth) 4 3.5x9x27cm 

Typtcal pnce inc VAT .£100 

For graph references see issue No 44 
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HARMAN·KARDON PM645 
HARMAN (AUDIO) UKLTD, MILLSTREET,SLOUGH,BERKSSL2 500. 

· --TEL (0753) 76911-- · 
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H 
arman Kardon amplifier models 
have enjoyed a good run of 
favourable reviews in previous Hi
Fi Choice issues, and have been 
well received elsewhere. The 

design of the successful PM-640, '650 and '660 
models was partly based on research by the 
designer Matti Otala which indicated a need 
for higher peak current capability than had 
previously been thought necessary, to allow an 
amplifier to drive a 'real' loudspeaker load under 
dynamic conditions. These original 'high peak 
current' models have been updated somewhat, 
as rhe addition of '5' to the model numbers 
indicates, and to represent the current series we 
have chosen the PM-645. 

At around £190, the '645 enters a crowded 
and competitive part of the market, but does 
come fully equipped and very well finished. 
Built for the American company in Japan (by 
the Silver Corporation), it is handsomely 
presented in a pale gold anodised livery. lt is 
rated at 40W (16dBW) per channel and claims 
high output current capability as a major design 
feature, making it suitable for a wide range of 
speakers, and will happily tolerate two sets of 
loudspeakers of normal impedance raring. 

No moving-coil input is present but the 
remaining line-up of facilities is comprehensive 
enough. Tone controls are provided together 
with a headphone outlet and switching for two 
independent sets of loudspeakers. The 'bass 
contour' adds 'loudness' compensation, while 
both subsonic and treble cur filters are present. 
In addition to CD, tuner and disc inputs, two 
tape decks may be connected. The inputs are 
the usual RCA phono sockets and speaker 
connection uses binding posts. 

Inside, a generously sized power transformer 
feeds a complementary, bi-polar, direct-coupled 
output stage. A considerable number of printed 
circuit boards have many cable harnesses, 
involving long signal paths. It is surprising how 
complex the construction of a straightforward 
amplifier such as this can be made. However, 
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the quality of workmanship is high. 

LAB REPORT 
Confirming the listening results, this amplifier 
provides almost 95W (19.5dBW) peak into 
8ohms, with almost the same available into 
2ohms! Superb load tolerance this, with peak 
current of 20A available. Power bandwidth was 
excellent. Distortion levels were moderate and 
unexceptional, with fine noise levels. DC offset 
was held to a low level. The output impedance 
of the power amplifier was negligible throughout 
the band. Input overload margins were fine 
while good stereo separation figures were also 
recorded. There were no problems with channel 
balance or input sensitivities and their associate 
impedances. 

The power supply modulation result could 
have been better. RIAA equalisation was 
however to a good standard, measuring +0.8, 
-0.3dB, showing some mild bass lift. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Raring a straight 'good' in the listening tests, 
the '645 did pretty well, perhaps better than one 
would have predicted from a view of its interior! 
lt proved capable of good sound levels, 
contradicting its modest specification, reaching 
104 and 103dBA with 8 and 4ohm loads. Slight 
mechanical hum was audible, however. 
Considered well balanced on both cartridge and 
CD inputs, it could portray a fair proportion of 
the depth and ambience in rhe programme, 
while stereo images were stable and well-focused. 

Bass was generally good if a little lightweight, 
while the treble quality was well above average. 
ln the mid the tonal balance was pitched higher 
than normal with some veiling of fine derail. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This competent amplifier performed well in 
virtually all aspects of testing. Its output power 
was rather generous and furthermore it could 
be provided to a wide range of loads, including 

double sets of 8ohm loudspeakers. The construc
tional quality and finish were to the usual high 
standard so recommendation is the appropriate 
outcome, though the recent price increase has 
reduced competitiveness. 

Test measurements 

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
ourpw into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), withow adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as m usual 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output Integrated amplifier 
Rated power mto Sohrns, maker's spec ____ 40\V(= !6dB\V) 

Power output 20H: lkH: 20kl-l: 

One channel, Sohm load ___ IS.OdBW lS.OdBW 17.9d8\V 
Both channds, 4ohm load ___ l5.2JB\V l6.0dBW 15.8dBW 
One channel, Zohrn::., pulsed __ -dB\V \9.5JB\V -dB\V 
Instantaneous peak current + 19.0A -Z2.5A 

Distortion 
Total h<1rmonic dJstonion, ___ 20H: 1kHz 20kH: 

at rated power, aux mput ___ -62.0dB -62.9dB -62.7dB 

lntcrmodulation, 19/lOkH:. ratnl fXJWt:r, aux 1nruc _ -66.ldB 
lnrcrmodulation. 19/lOkH:, at OdBW. d1sc (mm) __ -69.0dB 
lntt=flnOtluhnion, 19/20kH:, at OdBW. d1sc (me) dB 

Noise 
Disc (mm) input (IHF. CCIR weighted) 7!.7dB 
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) dB 
Aux/CD input (IHF. CCIR weighted) 73.9dB 
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min) ____ -74.5dB 
DC output offset left JlmV, right SmV 
DC offset. pre-amp kft -rnV, right -m V 
lnpul overload 201-l: l kH: 20kH: 
Dose (mm) tnput (11-!F) 29.3dB Z9.5dB 29.5dB 
Disc (me) mput (IHF) n/'rl. JR n/a dB n/a dB 
Aux/CD inpur (IIIF) >20dB >20dB >20dB 
Stereo separation 
Disc mput (mm) 55.0dB* 81.3dB 61.3dB 
Aux mput 52.3dB* 77.ldB 53.8dB 

OU!put 1mpedance (damping) __ O.IOohrn O.!Oohm 0.13ohm 
Channel balance. disc, m lkH: ________ 0.52dB 
Volume/balance tracking ___ OdB -20dB -60dB 
Aux input O.OldB 0.52dB 0.91dB 
Input data wcket type sensitivity loading 
Disc (mm} input ____ Phono 0.35mV 47kohms -pF 
Disc (me} input ____ - -m V -ohms -nF 
Aux input Phono 2J.OmV -kohms -pF 

Power amp -m V -kohms -pF 

Output, pre-amp (tapd ...,.,-,-------,-----9.!3V max, -ohms 
Disc cqualtsanon error. JOH:-!SkH: ___ +0.87dB, -O.JOdB 
Size (width. hl'ight, Jl.'pth), ________ 44x 10xJ6cm 
T yplcal pnce inc VAT £189 
*me no1�e 

For graph re[eTences see issue No 44 
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MISSION CYRUS ONE 
CYRUS ELECTRONICS LTD. STONEHILL, HUNTINGDON. CAMBS PE186ED. 

· --TEL (0480) 57477-- · 

T
he distinct resemblance in the 
appearance between the Cyrus One 
and the now superceded 778 is nor 
accidental. However, almost no
thing of the 778 remains as regards 

internal design, for the Cyrus represents a new 
approach on the parr of Mission's designer, in 
returning to normal transistors (rather than 
MOSFETS) for the output stage. Rated output 
is a modest 30W (l4.5dBW) while the amplifier 
is also distinguished by the inclusion of a 
variable gain disc input that is quiet enough to 
carry out a reasonable job with medium outpLlt 
moving coil cartridges. 

Largely constructed from plastic casings this 
design is particularly compact. Input facilities 
are comprehensive (all phono sockets) and it 
also has a versatile 'record out' selector which 
can delete the recorder from the signal path 
when not in use. 

Inside, the direct coupled complementary 
output amplifiers are fed from a single dual-mil 
power supply energised by a good quality toroidal 
tmnsforn1er. Fast 15A output transistors are used 
with a 70 MHz FT No line amplifier is present; 
instead the power amp is run at a higher than 
usual gain while the line inputs are fed directly 
to the medium impedance volume control. 

The disc amplifier is based on a 5334 
integrated circuit, with evident use of high 
quality metal film resistors and selected audio 
grade coupling capacitors. 

LAB REPORT 
The specified raring was comfortably exceeded, 
with a peak power of l7dBW into 8ohms and 
a full power bandwidth 'cruising' power of almost 
16dBW (40W). Fully driven into 4ohms, the 
power supply sagged with the level down to 

l3dBW overall. The 12.5dBW output into 
2ohms was reasonably healthy coupled with a 
decent + 11, -lOA peak current. 

All the distortion results were generally good 
except on me, where the - 58dB recorded could 
be considered marginal; OK only for the 
healthier-output models such as the Ortofon 
MC/0 Super. DC offsets were negligible, while 
input overload margins were fine. Channel 
separation was strangely and deliberately just 
average at around 45dB, though this did not 
appear to spoil the sound1 

Channel balance was very good with a 
uniform RlAA equalisation showing just a 
touch of bass and treble cut. A subsonic filter 
was included. Note that the disc input impe
dance remained constant regardless of the me 
or mm operation. The auxiliary setting was well 
matched to CD sources. Ripple rejection was 
just average at -84dB judging by the 40Hz 
4ohm power spectrogram. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Almost from the outset, the high sound standard 
set by the One was well appreciated. Here was 
a musical, transparent amplifier of adequate size 
which conveyed a decent measure of depth, 
space and ambience in the stereo sound stage. 
Focusing was good, and its overall character was 
relatively neutral, remaining so throughout its 
usable and surprisingly wide dynamic range. 
Moderate clipping overload seemed hardly to 

affect the sound. 
Very little deterioration was noted via disc. 

The clean, confident and slightly lightweight 
character remained; such a performance in fact 
came close to rivalling some of the costly 
recommended separates. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Reauditioned for 1986, the Cyrus One showed 
some derail improvements including better bias 
tracking. Whatever the reason, the One has 
again moved upwards, with listening rest scores 
indicating a 15% sonic improvement which was 

rather surprising. Once warm (5-10 minutes) the 
amplifier establishes the reference standard for 
its category. Dynamic and musical, it won't com
promise even an expensive audio system and is 
therefore a strong Best Buy. 

Test measurements 

7iJ show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
outfJW inw 1·ea/ loudspeaker loads, the level inw 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (wheTe 
OdB =I W), without adding 3dB ur 6dB respectively, 
a5 in usual 'fxJwer' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Pow(:r output lntt'gratl'tl ,Jmpltfh,'r 

R.H .. xl pol.l.l'T m tu Soh m .. , makt>r·� �p1.'\: ____ 2j\V(= l4JB\V) 

Pmn.:r output 201-l: lkH: 10kH: 

Ont: ch.mnd, 8Phm lo<�J ___ l5.9dBW l6.5dBW !6.1JB\XI 

Borh channd�. 4ohm lu�1d ___ I 1.0dBW 13.7dBW 13.4dBW 

On..: channl.'l. 2ohm.", publ.'d __ -dB\V l2.)llB\V -JP, \V 

ln-.l,mt.m�:llll" PL'<tk current +I lA lOA 

Distortion 

T"t,d h<�rmunic Jt,tnrtton, ___ 2011: lkH: 20kll: 
<ll Tntl'd puw�.:r, <tllX mput ___ -90dB -92JB -72JB 
[ml'rmodulath)ll, J9/20kH:. r,Ul.'d p1lWt'T, dUX input __ -90dB 
lniermodui<Jtl!m, 19/20kll:, d( OJB\V, dt:-C (mrn) ___ -90dB 
lntnrnodubtton, 19/20kl-l:. <11 OJB\V, dhc {mc) ____ -9(\18 
Noise 
D�:>c (mm) tnput (!HF, CCIR Wl'lghtl'll) 72JB 
11h<.: (me) input (I I IF, CCJR \l.t:Jght,.:J) 5bdB 
Aux/CD 111pu1 (II!F, CC!R wc.:tJ.;htcd) TidB 
R�·,tdu<tl. UI111 " C.: I J . .dHc.:�l (1·plumc.: Ull1trt)l :n mtn) 7)JB 
DC ourrur nfhc.:t k·lt 6mV. nght 7mV 
lnput overload 20H: I kH: 20kl !: 
Dh(_ (mm) tnput (IIIF) 31�18 28JB 2bdB 
Dhc (me) mput (I !-IF) 30dB 28dB 2bJB 
Au..,./CD tnput ([l!F) ___ _ >20dB 
Stereo S(:paration 

Dt .. ..._ mput (mm) 4/dB 
Au..,. mpur -42dB 

>20dB >20JR 

-i7JB -4bJB 
-iJdB -42dR 

( )urpw trnpcdancc.: {�Llrnpmg) __ 0.05uhm 0.05ohm 0.06ohm 
Ch.mncl ha!:mce. ,[hi.:, <�t lk/1: _________ 0.2JB 
Volume/balance tracking __ _ OJB -20JB 
r\ux mput 0.05dB ldB 
Input dat;t -.,ockct t�pc.: -.,c,:n:-.ltiVIt) \oadtng 

60dB 
JJR 

Dt�c (mm) mrttt ____ Phonu 0.4mV 47kohm:-. 280pF 

Dt-,c (me) mput* ____ Ph\1110 0.04rnV 47kohrn::. 280pF 

Au..,. tnput PIH\1111 64mV -k.Jhm::. -pF 

r. m er ..tmp n/a n/a m V n/<t kDhm� n/a pF 
()utptlt, prc-an1p V max, -��hnJ-., 
Di-.,c cqtulba!lon error. 30H:-15kll: +OdB. -1.6dB 
St:e (wtdth. he1ght. dt.:prh) 2lx9x34cm 
T\ptcll pm::c.: tnc VAT £150 

Fur gmph references see issue No 44 
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A M p L I F I E R s 

MISSION CYRUS TWO AND PSX 
CYRUS ELECTRONICS LTD. STONEHILL, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PEJ86ED. 

· --TEL (0480) 57477-- · 

M 
ission' s Cynts One and Ttvo 
look very similar bur imponanr 
internal differences distinguish 
them, as well as the matter of 
some £150 sterling! For the 

Tivo, the outpm level has been increased to SOW 
(l7dBW) and output current has also been 
doubled. Higher quality components are used 
while the disc stage has also been extensively 
upgraded to produce an lldB improvement in 
noise level via me with oprimised input loading. 
Two large selector switches dominate the fronr 
panel, one for the sources and the other for 
record 'out'. No balance, tone or any other 
controls are present, save for volume. 

The internal construction follows the 'One, 
using a single printed circuit board, plus a large 
Holden and Fisher toroidal mains transformer. 
The direct coupled output uses fast 
complementary output transistors in classic class 
A/B mode while the single power supply is 
shared between the channels. Input connections 
are phono, the speakers connected via large 
4mm socket/binding posts which are located 
r<�ther too close together. Mains in pur is via an 
lEC socket and matching cable, while a 
headphone outlet is located on the back panel. 
(This is not as inconvenient as it sounds, since 
the rear panel is an accessible horizontal ledge.) 

LAB REPORT 
Producing close on l8dBW on peaks, the Two 
happily drove the 8ohm load to 17 .6dBW over 
the test power bandwidth. A significant 3dB loss 
in level was noted into 4ohms, both channels 
driven, suggesting the transformer could be 
larger (a special booster pack is now available 
- the optional PS'X.). The pulsed rating on 
2ohms showed a little more than 2dB loss, 
confirming the worthwhile peak current rating 
of +22.5, -l7.5A (the asymmetry would be 
advantageous if reversed in polarity). Load 
tolerance was good. 

Both types of measured distortion were very 
low, particularly the high frequency inter
modulation. Input noise levels were fine, 
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including moving coil, while the DC offset at 
the speaker terminals was held to a satisfactory 
level. Input overload levels were ample, and the 
overall output impedance was held to a 
negligible value. As with the One, channel 
separation was held at a constant but satisfactory 
average of 45dB, but a channel imbalance of 
l.8dB was noted on disc, although this was said 
to be atypical. 

Volume tracking was fine except at low 
settings and a better potentiometer would be 
an advantage here. All input loadings and 
sensitivities were to a sensible standard, while 
disc equalisation was accurate with a subsonic 
rolloff plus a touch of HF rolloff. The 
significance of the 40Hz power spectrum is nor 
yet well established, but here the Cyms Ttt•o was 
unexceptional. 

SOUND QUALITY 
One word sums up this remarkable amplifier: 
impressive! Good as the Cyrus One undoubtedly 
is, the Ttvo is in another class altogether. The 
sound stage was spacious and deep, showing fine 
ambience, focus and breadth. It was transparent 
and produced much fine detail, remaining 
neutral and highly confident over the whole 
frequency range. l t could also be driven hard 
without audible distress. 

Maximum sound levels of l03dBA and 
JOl.SdBA into an adverse load were obtained 
and it also clipped well. The fine quality held 
up well via disc. The tonal character was slightly 
bright with a touch of mid 'thinness', but lacked 
the usual hardness or brittleness often 
encountered with moderately priced gear. It 
could also do fair justice to some substantially 
good cartridges such as the van den Hul MCIO, 
costing as much as the amplifier! 

CONCLUSIONS 
Reassessed for 1986 the Cyrw Ttuo provided an 
improved performance and remains quite 
exceptional in sound quality terms. Adding the 
PS'X. (a larger, separate power supply for the 
power amp section) we have a pre- and power-

amp combination of slightly greater power 
delivery and a still better sound, and in this 
guise the Cyrus is edging towards true audiophile 
territory, bur still at a realistic price. The Cyrw 
ht'O commands a Best Buy rating while the PS'X. 

system is also strongly recommended. 

Test measurements 
To show how well the amplifier suswins its Sohm 
output inro real londspeaker loads, the level inco 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (t.t'here 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usunl 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Pm\�r output lnt(,:gr.n .. ·�! .unplttu,:r 
R,I(L'"-1 ptmL'T Lntn !)uhm�. m.tkl:."r\ "Po.::C ____ )l1\'\'(= 1/.._IR\\') 

I\ mer uutput 2011: I kl !: 20J..J 1: 
On�,· ch,mn •. _.l, �ohm lu<ki ___ 17./.._lB\V 17.8dB\X' 17.6,JR\X' 

P,,11h Lh<mnel-., 4,1hn1 !tJ,Ill ___ l4.4,JB\X1 14.7 .. !B\X' 14.6dB\X' 

One ch.mnd, lohrn,, puh..-d __ ._IB\\' l) 4,IR\X' -dB\\' 

ltbtant.Ull'tlu� peak curn:nt 
Distortion 

+22 5:'\ l'i )A 

T,l£<11 h.lrnllm��.: dl�t<.lrttun,___ 2011: !J...I!: 20J..II: 

.u r.ucJ ptmer . . nr-. mptu ___ -.;:; .. m �O .. IR /)dB 

Jm.._·rmoduldttllll, \9'20k.J\:. T<Ul'l\ ptll\eT . . tU'\ mrut __ > l)�\JB 

l!llcrmo .. lututun. Jl} 20\...1 1: . •  n O�IR\\'. �IN (nun) ____ > �)l\IB 

lntcrmo .. lul,ntun, \l} 20k!l:, <ll OJR\X' ... IN (md ___ > 9(\IB 

No be 
Dhc (mm) mput (llll-, CCIR 1\\.�l!.dned) -76.0dB 

Dhc (mL) mput (I I IF, CC!R \\etghted)__ _ -69 (1._11-\ 
A.uxiCD mput (!!IF. CCIR ,,.:ight.:�l) t\O.l\111 
R._·-,tdu,tl. um\<..'t)..(ht.: .. l (n1lum.: cuntrol ,If mm) -/) 0dB 

DC ,lutput ,ltl-..:t kit 2(-lm\', rt).!ht I )m\' 

IX' 1111-.._·t, pr..--,nnp__ ldt n .t tn\, rn.:ht n•.t m\ 

Input O\..-rload __ 2011: lkll: 20UI: 

11hL (mm) tnput (Ill F) b.l\IR "SO.l\IB 36 0�1H 

[),�c (me) mput (IHF) 2r..0 .. 1R 
Aux/C\) mput (\\If-) >20,\B 

Stl'rn) !<.o..-paration 

Dhc mput (mm) -17.0 .. JB 

Aux mput 43.)._!1) 

Output tmp .. ·J�ml'--' (Jampmg) __ 0.1 5uhm 
Clunnd h.d,mu.: . ._f,,L, .tt IUI: __ 
Volum�/balanc .. · tracking ___ l\IB 

:\ux mput ___ _ 0.06 .. !R 

lnpllt data ''lLkl't t'P'-' ,.._.n,ttt\tt\ 
]),,l (mm) mput ____ Ph,tn<.l 0.l3m\" 

Dt-.c (md mptH ____ Ph,m,l 0.02)m\ 
Attx tnput Phonu 6l'o.0m\' 
1\1\�o.:r .1mp m\' 

2 3.0dR 

>�OdP, 

47 .OdB 

43 .l\IB 

l1 15Phm 

20 .. 1B 

0\JR 

], ����.ILn\.! 
47kuhm� 

47(\lhm-. 
l-l.l'lk, �hm� 

k_,,hm:> 

2 1.C�lR 
>20dB 

46.0.!R 

42 .(\IB 

0. 1 5, \hlll 
lhcJH 

6l\IR 
) 0dB 

160pl· 
/pi-

)00pF 

I'\· 
Output. pro.:-.unp (c1p.:) _____ /)_0V nux, 70(\lhm-. 
n,,l L"ljlldlt-.,\ti\Jn O.:rHJr, 3011:-l)kll: ____ --rOdB. 1.0 .. 1R 
St:..- (1\ t�hh. lwtghr ... !..·pth) ________ 2\xl}x H�m 

T\pL..;,tl J1rLLL' Lnl \'AT _____ .i )00 \t500 1\llh P::-;Xl 

Fm· graph references see issue No 44 



A M p L I F I E R s 

MUSICAL FIDELITY Al 
MUSICAL FmELITY. UNIT 16. OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON R0.'\0. WEMBLEY HA90ND 

· --TEL 01-900 2999-- · 

W
ith a rated 20W per channel, 
the Musical Fidelity AI is 
one of the smallest amplifier> 
in Choice yet its price exceeds 
£200. In return, however, it 

sets out to offer a high standard of sound quality, 
based primarily on the full class A outpur stage. 
Enough standing current flows continuously 
through the output stage to alway s meet the 
rated load demand and to help dissipate the 
large amounts af heat generated, the whole top 
surface is a finely finned sarin black radiating 
surface. 

A 'straight line' design, the AI 's only controls 
are for volume and input selection. All inputs 
are via RCA phono sockets; speaker outputs arc 
4mm sockets. Tape, auxiliary/tuner, CD ami disc 
inputs are provided, and the latter may be 
switched for moving magnet or moving-coil 
sensitivities, and the relevant loadings. 

W ith the input stage executed in integrated 
circuits, the bi-polar output stage is direct
coupled complementary. The power supply is 
shared between channels and energised by a size
able toroidal transiormer. 

After prolonged use this amplifier runs rather 
hot- too hot in fact to touch comf(mably, and 
under no circumstances should it be covered: 
LP 's melt readily on it! l suggested a thermal 
rrip to safeguard against overheating, and this 
is now a production feature. 

LAB REPORT 
The rated output was mer into Sohms, bur the 
level fell significantly into 4ohrns, effectively to 

under half power here. Peak current wa> a 
modest ±3.8A, which was just sufficient for 
4-Sohrn speakers under peak programme comli
rions. At rated power, distorrion levels were a 
satisfactory -SOdS or 0.3%. lr was fine on inter
modulation except via moving-coil, this result 
due to premature overload. Noise levels were 

fine while the output offset was satisfactorily low. 
Input overloads were fine in practice while rhe 
stereo separations were parricularly good. 

Channel balance was accumte and rhe in pur 
sensitivities were judged sensibly. The output 
impedance was higher than average at <l ty pical 
0.4ohms, and this could marginally affect the 
wmd balance of some loudspeakers. 

lr performed well with respect ro rhe 40Hz 
modulation rests, >howing a very clean output 
at a modest power level. Bur the RIAA equal
isation was less smisfacrory. Borh bass and treble 
were somewhat curwiled, the bass parricularly 
so via the moving-coil input, this heard on 
audition. Indeed, via moving-coil rhe bass rolled 
away below the lOOHz and was already -4dB 
by 50Hz. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Performing well in rhe listening rests, the A/ 

could produce higher sound levels than expected 
- up ru a satisfactory 96dBA (4ohms), though 
higher impedance loads are preferred. Mild 
transformer hum \\'a> noted. 

On Compact Disc/auxiliary, thio amplifier 
proved to have a respectable ba» quality plus 
plea>ant tranopan:ncy. Good depth and 
ambience was present in rhc stereo sound stage. 
Well-focused, it also p(»sessed a natural, 
arriculate quality. 

The sound quality suffered a little via the disc 
input, with less midrange sweetneos and some 
softening in the baso. Via moving-coil, a further 
loss occurred, and here rh.: bass was disappoint
ingly weak . The characteristiC treble delicacy 
and stereo depth remained, however. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Close to Best Buy territory, rhe A 1 actually 
miss.:d rh is ultimate rdting due ro its weaker per
formance on the moving-coil input. At the 
price, rhe power level was also on the low side. 

Conversely, it did live up ro its maker's name, 
providing, sweet musical and rransparcnr soumb 
of fine stereo quality, these qualities securing 
firm recommendation. 

Test measurements 

UJ show how well the amfJlifier Silstains its Sohm 
owpw inw real lmdspeaker loads, the level into 
4uhms and 2uhms is given in dB\XI (tt'here 
OdB= I W), u•ichmu ac.kling 3dB or 6dB resfJeccivdy, 
a5 in usual 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Pu\\cr output lntt').!f,ltl'>.l ,llupllill:T 

R<�teJ plmL'r lllTI' 1:!11hlll'. m<�kcr', "llL'L ___ 2l�\'('(= I ).JdB\V) 

]\J\\lTOUtpur 20/l: !lH: 201../l: 
Un�..· ch.mn\,_·1, H11hm lu,,d ___ 13.S�mw I 1.7L!B\V l 3.),\B\\' 

Bl•th dunn�..·l�. 4,•1nn 1u<1Ll ___ B.7JB\X' �.0 ... 18\\' o.�LIB\X 

Ont: Lh,mnel, 2ohrm, rul:.t:d -- -JB\X' t)_ .hlB\V - ... IB\X' 

Jn ... t.llli.HlL'Oll' p�o.·,d.., lllTrl'lll _ --

Di:.tortiOil 

T,,r,tl h.trnH•nr'- dr ... r,•rrum, ___ 2011: 

).6.'\. 

!Ulo !0Ulo 

.u r;u�..-.. 1 PL'''.:r, .ltt\ rnput ___ 50.(\IR 12.(\!B )(' l\IB 

lnro:rnH•Jul.Htl>l1, \<.J/2(\U\:, r;.l(l.'lj r••Lq:r • ..tll.\ mput _ ()� ·hiB 
lnrt:rmnduLurnn, 19/�0kH: . .tt 0 .. \R\V, di ... c (rnm) __ /1 lJdR 
lntL·rmoduLrtron, [9120U 1: . .11 (\JP.,\'(1_ .. Jr,L \llt<..) ___ 26.0dB 
NLli.'>L' 
!).-.,:(mm) mput (1111-, CCIR \\..:IJ.:hr ... -J) (l"'1.(\IB 
[)r,�,_ (mt) rnput (lllr. CCIR \'-L-rJ..:IH.:d) __ -6/.l\18 
Arr ... (']) rnput (I! IF. (:('IR ,,.._·rghtL"LI) b2 (,JR 

1{.._- ... �-.lu.d. urll\l"H.d"ltl· .. l (L,.Jumo.· ll•nuul .rt mm) ____ i6 � .. m 
[)(_' uutput ulf..�o.·t [dr 16m\', rr).!ht .fm\ 

J)(_' ull-...:1, pro.·-,wrp ktt rtl<r m\', rrght n ,r m\' 
Input Olt>rload 1011: lkH: 2l""kll: 
\)r.....:(mm) rnrut(IIIF) 21.6 .. lB 29.9 .. 113 �9.bJB 
Dr-.'- (triL) rnput (!!IF)* 21.)dR 2S.6,!A 21.0dR 
:\u,/CJ) input (!!IF) >20JB >20dB >20JB 
Sto.:reo .-.eparation 

[).-.L rnput (md 92 .bdB 61 .b,JB 

Au:o-. rnput 66.6dB* 0). ),!B 6b . .fdB 
66.�dB* 

( )tHptll 111\rl'd,li\Ll' (d,tmptn�) __ 0. 37t>itm 0_4Jnflltl 0.44Phtn 
( h.mnd h,d,tnll', ,Jr,L, ;�I I U 1: --

..,.-,,----
-

-:-::-c:;:-
-'0.1 5dB 

Volumc/balan..:l· tracking _ -60dR Odll !O ,IB 
Au' rnrur ___ I 6-h..IR 0. l )llR 0.12dB 

Input data �ockl·l lH''-" -.cn�n l\'lt � lll,tdmg 
n�-. .. (mm) rnput llOpi-C 4)m\/ 47bohm, 
Dr�l (me) rnput 0.20nl· C.04mV 120ktohrn, 

Art\ rnput 2 )m V 461--.ohrn� )0p!--

Uutrut. pr�o.·-.un]' (t,q'd ___ /.)V m.r,, -nhm-. 

J)r-.L L"qu.J]r,,Htun ,-rror, 10H:-l'iUI: _____ �Od8, 1.ij,!B 
:--.t:t: (\\tdrh, hcrght, d�o.-rth) 41.- 6_).- 2o..:rn 
r,pr�o..rl prru: rm \'AT �20lJ 
"'rn'- nor-...: 

For graph references see issLle No 44 
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A M p L I F I E R s 

MYSTTMA3 
MYST L TD, THE0LDSURVEYOR'S0FFICE. WEOBLEY. HEREFORD. 

· --TEL (054431) 8811 -- · 

W
ith the price held to £250 for 
1986, the TMA3 is an 
example of an amplifier built 
to very high standards bur in 
low production volumes. The 

company concerned is a small bur dedicated, 
and have designed this no-frills, low-line 
integrated amplifier to give a normal-use output 
of 40W per channel. 

Appearance is distinctive, with a cobalt blue 
case complemented by a sarin silver alloy from 
panel; black finish is now available m a slightly 
higher price. The controls are reduced to a bare 
minimum, namely power, volume and just two 
selector buttons whose various combinations 
produce tape, tuner, CD and LP disc. All inputs 
are DIN sockets except for LP disc. 

Internal construction is a model of its kind 
with neat cabling, clear layout, and fully 
shrouded mains wiring and contacts. Both 
moving coil and moving magnet cartridges arc 
catered for by plug-in boards, and various loading 
requirements may be readily met. 

A combination of integrated circuit and 
discrete transistor technology is employed, each 
where considered appropriate. Via me the input 
is a virtual earth or shunt feedback current 
input, considered by many to be the ideal 
loading, and an input buffer is placed before rhe 
RIAA equaliser stage. The moving-magnet 
offers the normal c�rtridge lo�ding. 

The CD input bypasses the I ine buffer and 
is fed directly to the power amplifier via the 
volume control. The impedance here is a 
satisfactory 12kohms while the normal auxiliary 
input is higher at 17kohms. 

Remarkably simple, the power amplifier is 
based on a classic Hitachi circuit, with only five 
transistors. The output is direct coupled 
complememary with Hitachi 2SK226/2SJ82 
MOSFET output devices coupled ro the 
speakers via a 2 .5amp quick blow fuse. 

LAB REPORT 
Rated output was comfortably exceeded, wi;h 
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the peak programme output near to 17dBW 
(SOW ) per channel with an excellent power 
bandwidth shown at 16.7dBW. The omput held 
well into 4ohms, while the 2ohm pulsed level 
was only 2dB below the 8ohm result. The ::':: 12A 
peak currem was sufficiem for the raring, and 
good overall load tolerance was shown. 

Harmonic distortion had deteriorated by 
20kHz, measuring only -50dB at full power 
1\'irh considerable crossover effects. The high 
frequency inrermodulation results were fine, 
however, so distortion was not considered a real 
cause for concern. Input noise levels were fine 
while input overload levels were satisfactory. 
Note that the me figures relate to EMF at the 
input, whereas in practice the shunt design 
implies much better figures using a real cartridge. 
Channel separation was above average, while 
volume tracking was excellent. Above 200Hz, 
the RIAA equalisation was most uniform, but 
the subsonic filter rolloff incorporated rolls off 
a little early in rhe audible bass register, and may 
account for the 'light' character via LP disc. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring above average, the TMA3 sounded a 
trifle 'lean', even bright, in tonal balance terms, 
but this did not impart noticeable 'brittleness'. 
Tidy and well integrated in chamcter, it provided 
moderate depth to the stereo images, and above 
8\'et<lge focus. The b�ss was found to lack some 
definition, and did nor throw full 'weight'. 

The quality held up well via disc (mm), but 
via me some additional loss of definition and 
clarity was observed. It behaved well at full 
power into the normal load, providing 
L02.5dBA, \\'ith IOLdBA into the adverse load. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This excellently constructed, compact 
integrated amplifier, offers well marched inputs, 
no frills, and a dependable performance with 
good load tolerance. It should offer a long life, 
and taking this in conjunction with the above 
average sound quality, merits recommendation. 

Test measurements 

UJ show how well the amfJli/ier sustains its Sohm 
011tpur inw real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OclB= lW), withow aclcling 3dB or 6clB resfJectivel)', 
m m usunl 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output lntcgr;ucJ ,unrhhcr 

R.noc-d pO\\er IIHP buhm�. mdkcr':, �pt.'L ____ 35\XI(= l5dB\V) 
1\nn:r uutput 10H: I kll: 20kH: 
()n ... · ch.1nnd. 8t1hm ltlotd __ 16./dB\X' 16.7JB\V 16.7,111W 
Buth ch.mtwl-., 4Phm loaLI __ 14.2,18\X' 14.1JB\X' 14.3,1B\V 

One ch,mnd, luhm�. pul:,,,:J _ -JR\X' 14.6JB\X' - .. lBW 
ln ... t.mt,mcou' r�.:<1k cum.:m -12.0A 12.0A 
Diswrtion 

Tot,ll h,mnPntc ,lhton tnn, 10H: I kll: 20U-I: 

dt r,u..._·LI po\\\'T, .l!1x m put __ -t\O.OJR 68.0 .. !B -50.0dB 

intcttnliJuLHIOil, !9/20kH:, tdtl' .. i p1mer. au.x mput _ -75.0 .. 18 

lm .. ·rnwJuLltinn. 1')120kll:, <lt OJBW ... 1.:-.c (mm) __ 77.0dB 
lntl"rTIHlduLHHm, 19/20kH:, dt OdB\'\1, dt-..c (me) ___ -74.0dB 
Noise 

D�:-c (mm) mput (IIIF. CCIR \\· .. ·•ghre .. l) 
D1:.C (me) mput (IIIF, CC!R Wl'lghtl.',i) _____ _ 

Aux/(]1 mput (!I IF. CCIR \\"e•ght .. ·J) _____ _ 

66.0,1R 
ooOdB 

7l.OJB 
R .. ·..,kiu<�l. ull\>clghtt•d (volume control ,1( mm) ____ -78.0dB 
IX� 1111tput pif-..L't ldt \3mV. nght C1mV 
DC tlfhct. prc-:tmp ktt ndmV. nght ndmV 

Input on·rload 2011: I kll: 20kH: 
[)...,..: (mm) mput (I! IF) ____ 20.0dB 20.0dB 20.0JB 

Dh'- (me) mput (!!IF)* ___ 10.(\IR 6.0dB 6.0dB 
Aux CD mpur (II IF) >20dB >20dB >20dB 
Stl.'reo st:panllion 

n ...... tnput {mm) ----- 70.l\IB iO.OdB 64.0dB 
.-\tn mput /7.0dB /l.OdB SS.OdB 

Outpw lmp�..· .. Lm .... · {d,11np1ng) _ l1.095uhm 0.09\lhm O.llnhm 
Ch,mnt·l h,1bnct> . .. !.�L. ,,, lkll: 0.4dB 
Volumc/b:dancc tracking __ OdB 20 .. 18 -60dR 
Aux mput 0.3dR 0.2 .. 18 O.ldB 
Input data .... ock..::t np�..· lll,1ding 
Ohc (rnm) mput ___ Phonu 63mV 47kohrm 200pi-= 
[),..,._ (rnc) tnpur* ___ Phontl '1.'1.' text �cc text 
Aux mput [)Jt'\ 40.0mV -10.0kohm� t \Opr 

Pl1wcr amp n/a n/a m\' n/<1 kohnb n/a pF 
Omput, pre-amp (t<�pcl OO.OV 111clX, OOOohm-.. 
l)...,( l''-lll�ll�:>:cHilm <.'rn1r, JOH:-15kH: ___ +0.08dR. -0.55dB 
Si:<.' (width, lwighr, do.:pth) 43x21.Sx6cm 

Typtc.d pricl' mL VAT ___ i250 (,n·,tiLthk tn black"' L275) 

For graph references see issue No 44 



A M p L I F I E R s 

NAD3120 
NAD SALES COUSTEAU HOUSE, GREYCAINE ROAD, W ATFORD WDZ 4SB. 

· --TEL(0923)26499-- · 

F
ollowmg Rmel's lead the NAD 
des1gners have taken a close look at 
the1r 3020, and have obtamed a 
reduction m cost plus improvement m 
sound quality b) throwmg some pans 

away and simplify ing the wiring. Essentially 
therefore the 3120 is a version of the 3020 with 
the tone controls omitted, as well as the LED 
power level indicators and the balance control. 
Refinements include the fitting of decent 4mm 
socket/binding posts for speaker connection, 
while output has been increased into Sohm 
loads. If the load is known to be more arduous, 
a reduced 4ohm power setting can be selected 
but in practice, unless such a load were to be 
driven flat out indefinitely, the switch might just 
as well be left on the Sohm setting, with the 
attendant benefits of increased headroom. 
However if two sets of speakers are to be used 
in parallel, the 4ohm setting is advisable. 

A nominal moving coil facility is now in
cluded, in addition to the usual moving magnet 
cartridge input, the impedance remaining high 
for both. 

Robustly constructed, this amplifier is built 
to normal commercial standards. The output 
remains a direct coupled complementary. with 
metal cased 2N3055/2955 output transistors. 
:Jross thermal overload results in protection via 
1 thermal circuit breaker, "·hich is self resetting. 

LAB REPORT 
\llaximum subjectively assessed sound levels 
Ne re noted as 102 and 99 .SdBA which tied in 
••ell with the lab measured output power, well 
1bovc the conservative 20W (13 .SdBW) 
pecification. Peak 8ohm power exceeded SOW 
vith a fine power bandwidth seen at the 
7.ldBW level. The loss into 4ohms was mild 
vhile the 2ohm pulsed output was quite 
:enerous, and still well above specification. 

Substantial ::+: 14A current peaks were allowed 
so the design remained as load tolerant as ever. 

Distortions, both harmonic and intermodu
lation were negligible. Noise levels were also 
very good, suprisingly so in fact, via me. The 
DC offset was satisfactory while the amplifier's 
output resistance was typically low. Input 
overload margins were ample, but stereo 
separation was at a pretty average level. 

Channel balance was fine even on the RI AA 
equalisation which was also commendably 
accurate. Channel tracking held to a close 
tolerance over a wide range. 

Input sensitivities and loadings were satisfac
rory. Assessing the 40Hz spectrogram, the 
grounding was clearly very good as no mains 
ripple components could be seen down to the 
instrument resolution of- !OOdB. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Scores indicated a well above average perform
ance which was a fine result for the price. Via 
auxiliary it gave an open and lively impression 
dynamics were well presented, with a pleasing 
contrast shown between soft and loud passages. 
Channel separation was stable and wide, while 
the transparency was sufficient to portray 
reasonable depth. On the debit side the bass 
showed a touch of boom while the mid seemed 
a little hard tonally and the treble was mildly 
grainy. 

Via disc, a very similar standard was achieved. 
The stereo focus remained good, while recorded 
ambience was nicely reproduced despite some 
observed forwardness in the treble register. 
Overall it was considered to show a significant 
improvement over the 3020. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The 3120 performed well on test. It proved quite 
powerful with a good adverse load tolerance and 
could produce well focused ambient stereo 

images. The price is moderate and in conjunc
tion with its above average quality, indicates that 
a Best Buy classification is still appropriate. 

Test measurements 

Tu show how well rhe amplifier sustains its 8ohm 
owpw into real loudspeaker loads, the level inw 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), withow adding 3dB ur 6dB respectively, 
as m usual '(Juwer' mtings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output lmegr;JteJ ampldt..:r 

R,ltl.'d p!l\\"l'T Ill(\) s .. ,hrn'. rn<tker'� "PL'C ___ 20\V(= l 3.1JB\V) 

ro\\L'T uutrut 201 !: l kH: lOk/iz 

One chann�:l. 8llhm lodd ___ 17.1JB\X' 1/.�.._\B\V 17.ldB\XI 

B�Hh t:h,mncl .... 4(\hm loaJ ___ l 3./,lR\\1 14.8JBW 14.6,1B\XI 

One ch.mnel, 2llhm�. pul,ed __ .._18\\' 14.8dBW �dB\V 

!n.,Lmt<�nL'ou" pL'otk currem + 14A -l4A 

Distortion 

Tot,ll harmon1c Lji,IPT!II•n. ___ 2011: l kll: 20kll: 

at rated pow..:r. aux 111put ___ -tn'-IB -91,18 -76dB 

lntcrmoduLltlon, 19/20kll:, r,ued p<mo:r, ;lUX tnput __ ·HOJB 

ln!<..'fiHIXiuLnum. 19/20kll:. dt OdB\X'. dt ... c (nun) ___ ·84dB 

lnt<..TilHK.luLnum. 19120kll:. M OdB\V. Jt,c (m�.) ____ -83.lB 
Noise 

Dt-.c (mm) mput (I ! IF. CCI R L\t.'tghro.:d) ______ 80dB 
J)l,L (tnl-) mput (!I !I-, CCIR \\t:tglucd) 73LlB 
Am.ICD mput (I I-IF. CCIR ,,ei�htcd) _______ -80JB 
Rc,•du,ll. unwctghtcLI (v\lltHnc conrrol .u mm) ____ -84dR 
DC lllltput off-.ci !dr 22mV, ngh1 24mV 
DC ofl,ct, prc·<tmp ldt nla mVnght nh1 m V 

Input overload 2011: 1 kll: ZOk/1: 

Dt ... c (mm) mrut (IHF) HJB 30JB )5JB 

Dt,c (nH.) mput (Ill F)* 32dB 33JB 32dB 
Aux/CD input (I! IF) >20dB >ZOJB >20JB 
Stl�reo separation 

Dhc mrut (mm) 50dB 46dB 38ll8 
Au:.. mput 50JB 50JB 45dB 

Output nnpcd,mCL' (L!.tmpmg) __ O.li.Johm 0.19ohm 0.�2uhm 

Ch.mncl hal.mcc. dhc. dt lk/1: _________ 0.2d8 
Volume/balance tracking ___ .J,.JB -20dB -60dR 

Aux mput 0.5dB 0.3dB \.6dB 
Input d:lla 't)ckct type 'Cmltlvitv 
Ot,C (mm) mplH ____ Phono 0.55mV 

Dt-,c (me) mput* ____ Phuno 0.038rnV 

Aux 1nput Phono 28mV 

PmH-r amp Phono -m V 

lu<�dmg 
47kohrth 

2 I kohrn� 

33kohm� 

Hkohm-

IIOrF 
rF 

IOOrF 
!OOCrF 

Otuput. prc·dmp (t,tpc} 11/0IN )V max, 1.7ohm-. 

Dhc cqu.ll�:>auon crrm, 3011:-15kll: .,..Q !dB -0.4dB 

Se\' {\\kith. hctght, dqth) ________ 42x 10x24cm 

T\ptt�tl pncc me VAT i.119 

For graph references see issue No 44 
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A M p L I F I E R s 

NAIMNAIT 
NAIM AUDIO LTD. SOUTHAMPTOI" ROAD. SALISBURY SPI 2LN. 

· --TEL (0722) 332266-- · 

T
he NAIT, aim's inexpensive inte
grated amplifier, offers an 'unspeci
fied' low output power, \\·ith a 
'straightline' circut design format. 
lape tuner, and disc mm in ruts arc 

provided, the first two in DIN and the disc in 
phono. Controls comprise rush-button selector,, 
balance and volume. The unit is built in 
traditional aim extruded alloy case with black 
textured finish and satin polished front edge. 
The effect is simple and clean, this aspect also 
reflected by the interior, which from an 
engineering viewpoint is most elegant. 

A single printed circuit hoard is well laid out, 
using good quality components. A roroid;1l 
transformer supplies the modest reservoir 
capacitors. chosen to give a quick recovery as 
well as high peak current capacity. The output 
stage is fully complementary direct-coupled, 
"·hile the electronic protection integrates 
voltage and current against time, and allows the 
use of complex loads. In fact the circuitry is 
largely borrowed from Naim's more costly 
amplifier line. 

LAB REPORT 
Hearsay suggests a !SW programme rating 
(12dBW), rhnugh Naim offer nn specifications 
whatever. Measurement indicated 13dBW over 
the audio bandwidth, with a fair tolerance of 
4ohm loading on continuous duty. The peak 
current delivery was fine for the size of amplifier, 
with the Sohm peak output level measuring 
13.5dBW and still holding up "·ell at 11.3dBW 
for the 'extreme' 2ohm load. 

Hmmonic distortion was just satisfactory at 
20kHz, hut improved at lower frequencies. Via 
aux the full-power intermodulation was fine, but 
via disc at a lower output it was less impressive. 
The input signal level was closer to the disc 
overload point in this rest. Signal-to-noise ratios 
were fine. though the disc input sensitivity was 
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lower than average. Disc input overloads were 
satisfactory and stereo separation about averdge, 
with output impedence negligible and channel 
balance good, except at the lowest volume 
settings. 

While the auxiliary frequency response was 
essentially flat, the disc input showed a mildly 
rising characteristic, with fair agreement to the 
IEC rolloff in the bass. Mild lift around 7kHz 
and a subjective treble rolloff of -1.5dB at 
20kH: were also apparent. Such a response may 
help to 'flatter ' inexpensive mm cartridges 
however. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The NAIT was found to produce a clear crisp 
sound with a surprisingly good exposition of the 
depth and atmosphere present on many record
ings. it played louder than expected, louder in 
fact than the peak programme ratings sugges
ted, due to its good subjective behaviour into 
mild clipping. For the normal loudspeaker load 
it provided 97.5dBA, with 95.5dBA into the 
adverse load. 

Via disc the tonal balance was trifle thin, hut 
vocal detail was impressive with decent focus 
and depth rendition. The bass was not perfect, 
yet it 'eemed articulate and g:wc a good impres
sion nonetheless. The trehle was not too precise, 
but did not raise objections from the panclists. 

On auxiliary input, the sound quality was 
better still, \\·ith the detail and mid transparency 
of this design remaining its strongest point. 
Overall the effect was that of a lively, involving 
and musical sound, one which bore comparison 
,,·ith some of the best. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Despite Its mild RIAA response aberration, 
which in a sense is inextricably bound up ,,·ith 
any judgement of sound quality, and also hearing 
in mind the modest output. the NAIT must 

nevertheless be viewed very favourably. Possess
ing an excellent build quality and good load tol
erance, it also delivered a sound which stood 
up well to its immediate competition, and it 
went on to demolish a number of more expen
sive and established performers. With little 
hesitation, then, we give the NA!T a recom
mendation. We were not, however, impressed 
by the switch-on thumps from the loudspeakers' 

Test measurements 
TiJ shou· hou· u·ell the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
owp11t into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW). wichow adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
m in 11sw:d 'po11•er' mtings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output lntcgr,ncd dmpldu::r 

R.unll"'t'''l.'t mt•' �ohm�. nhllcr'- �pt:( ___ I SW(= 12.5dB\XI) 

fln,,cr ,,tllptll 20H: I kH: 20kH: 

l.)nl' ch.mnl'l. '-'l,lhrn ln<l�l ___ ! �.CJB\X' 1 3.3dB\X' 13.1JBW 

I3�.�th dunnck 4llhm loaJ ___ l0 0JBW 11.6JBW 1\AJB\V 

One ch.mncl, 2ohm,, puJ,cd __ 9.4dB\'(1 \1.3JBW 10.9dB\'(f 

!n ... unurwmh peak currcm ..,..9.A. - 9A 
Di"fortion 

T,H,rl h.nrn•lnrL Jhtrlrthm .___ 20H: lkll: 20kH: 

,1( r.ncd rnwl.'T, ;urx rnrur ___ 6hdB i2JB -SI�IB 

lntcrm.�Jul.nrun. J9'20kll:. r,ucd pm\L'T. ,urx mrut __ -70JB 

ln!L'rtW,lJld.ttr"n, 19 20k.H:. Jt 0JB\X', dJ-.c {mm) ___ -)ldB 
Noiw 

[ ) N .. : (mm) mput (!I IF. CCIR \\'L'r).!hrc�n ____ _ 7&1R 

80JB 

____ -7jJ8 
_____________ lmV 

Aux/CD mrut (IIIF, CCIR \\"CH.!htcd) ______ _ 

Re-.rdu,ll. Ull\\'L'ighreJ (volume cnntrol at mm) 
ne outplll nft-ct 

Input overload 2011: 

Di-.c (mm) rnput (IHF) 25JB 

Au:dCJ) mrut (!!IF) >20dB 
Stereo �cpuation 

I )hL Input {mm) -69d8 
Aux mptu 6bdB 

lkH: Wkll: 

25.5dB 24d8 

>20,18 >20JR 

66JB 

-66JB 
50dR 

-42JB 
(.)ut put unpc�l,mcc (Jo�mrmg) __ 0.03()hlll 0.04ohrn 0.04ohm 
Ch,mnd t->,dance, Ji-.c . . 11 lkH: ______ ___ 0.3JB 
\'olume/balance tracking ___ OdB 20dB -60dB 
Aux m put OJR 0.3JB 8.1 JB 
Input da1a :-tKkct tvrc -.cn-.rtlvtt\" l�)a�lrng 
Dr-.c (mm) mptll ____ Ph .. n,l 0.52mV 46k.(lhm.. 140rF 
:\u' rnput 111:\ 21 lmV 6lb1htn-. 220pl-

[)ho..: cqu;dr-.allnn error. 30H:-15kll: ____ ..,..Q.5JB. -1.5d8 
:-it:L' (w idth , hc11.:hr, lkrth) 2�xl2x7.Sun 
T\pu..:,d rrKL' IlK VAT £242 

For graph references see issue No 39 



A M p L I F I E R s 

PROTOND540 
VENTURA LEISURE LTD. VENTURA HOUSE, THE BROADWAY. OLD AMERSHAM, BUCKS. 

· --TEL(02403) 4602-- · 

S 
rill a relatively new name on the UK 

hi-fi scene, Proton is an American 
brand mainly sourced in the Far East. 
Although the products have much in 
common with those ofNAD, they are 

distributed largely through different outlets at 
rnail level. 

A compact, low profile integrated amplifier, 
the 540 offers a nominal 40W per channel and 
at first sight, looks rather pricey at £240. 
However, there is more here than meets the eye; 
like the NAD 2200 _power amplifier (they are 
related), it has a dmmatic peak power capability 
measuring 300W peak (24.5dBW ), which only 
fell away ldB into a cruel 2ohm loading. In real 
terms the latter iigure represents 850W peak per 
channel from this unassuming design1 

The 540 looks simple enough, but on opening 
a small door in the front panel, a set of auxiliary 
controls are revealed - bass, treble, balance, 
loudness, mono/stereo and bass equalisation; this 
last gives JOdB boost at 40Hz, intended for small 
sealed-box speakers. Two sets of speakers may 
be connected while separate selectors are used 
for signal and tape record outputs. The inputs 
include moving-magnet (with several capacit
ance options), moving-coil (with loading 
options), tuner, video, Compact Disc and two 
tape decks. 

Inside, the unit is tightly packed, with dual 
mains transformers and JO,OOOflF reservoirs on 
the high voltage supply. The signal routing is 
very complex and extended, with many plugs 
and sockets, extender boards and harnesses. In 
addition, a 'bridge' mode is incorporated, with 
pre/power connectors, to allow use of an addi
tional power amp! ifier. Robust output devices 
are fitted. 

LAB REPORT 
The peak ratings have already been noted but 
the continuous ratings were also worth com-

menting on -for example, continuous output 
was virtually double the spec at SOW and peak 
current delivery was substantial at + 33A! The 
40Hz power spectrum was also very· creditable. 

Both harmonic and intermodulation distor
tion levels were negligible and good input 
overload margins were also demonstrated. Input 
noise levels were fine throughout, while DC 
offsets were held to a very small value. 

Channel separations were good, and the 
amp! ifier also offered a negligible output 
impedance. On channel balance, a close toler
ance was held at all levels and inputs. Input 
characteristics proved to be all in order, 
including the versatile input loading options. 
On RIAA equalisation, some mild treble loss 
was observed via moving-coil input, but in 
geneml, the accuracy was good. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Achieving a quite respectable 'good' in the 
auditioning, the quality was rated as consistent 
via the various inputs, with CD having only a 
slight lead. It could play loud-up to 107dBA 
on the test loading - and proved to be solid 
and competent. Bass was firm, the treble slightly 
grainy and there was a trace of roughness in the 
mid range. 

Stereo focus was quite good, and worthwhile 
levels of depth and ambience were portrayed. 
Moreover, the 540 reproduced a good measure 
of the dynamics and drive of the program we 
tried. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This compact amplifier established a unique 
niche for itself in this issue. Offering a decently 
competent sound, it was highly versatile in 
terms of sources, and also offered many other 
facilities. A particular feature was the relatively 
high peak program power output, exceeding 
200W, which was held into some of the worst 

speaker loads. Taken overall, the 
good value and attained 
recommendation. 

Test measurements 

540 offered 
a solid 

UJ show how well the amplifier sustains its 8ohm 
oucpur into real loudspeaker loads, the level inw 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respecrivel)', 
as in usual 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output lntt..'!,!T.Hcd amrllfler 

Rated po\\er m to Sohrn..,, m,tkt:r'� 'pcc ���-40\V(= 16JB\V) 

Powt.:r output 201 !: ! kH: lOkH: 

On<.' LhoWH1L:I. 8ohrn lo.td ___ 18.3JB\V lB.·hlB\V \8.\JR\'\' 

B(lrh channels. 4nhm hlolll ___ l5.9di3\V 16.)dB\V \6.0JB\V 

One channel. 2ohm�. rul-.ed __ -JR\V 11.1JBW -JB\X/ 

[n,J,mt,mcmJ-. pt..'ak currt..'nt 

Distonion 

+31.5A -H.5A 

T1Jtal harnHllliC dhtl)rtHm, ___ 101 !: !kH: !Okl-1: 

m r<Hcd pnwcr. aux m put ___ -85.0JB 88.5dB -74. 3dB 

lntcrmodulanon, l9/20kH:, r:-Hl.'d powt'r, <tux 1nput _ -85.8dB 

lm.:nnodubrion, 19/lOkH:, ;H OdB\V. d1"c (mm) __ -84.3dB 

lntt:rmoJulation, 19/20kH:. <11 OJBW. dhc (me) ___ -50.7dB 

Noise 
Dt ... e (mm) mpur (!I IF, CCIR wetghrcJ) -76.6dB 
D• ... e (me) tnput (11-\F, CClR W�l�ht�::d) -69.2JB 
Aux/CD mrur {IHF. CCIR "�•ght�J) -8C.4dB 

Rc:..,tdu;l\. unwetghti.!d (\'olmnt.• cor\lrul at mllll���--94.4dB 

DC \IUtplll (lff�ct kft 4mV, nght 6mV 

DC {lll ... c:t. prc·dmp kft OmV. nght OmV 

Input overload 2011: I kH: 20kH: 

J)hc (mm) m rut (Ill f) 35. 3dR 14.5dB 33.5JB 
D�:.e (me) tnpm (11-!F) 26.9dB 25.9dB 25.7dB 

Aux/CD input (IHF) >20dB >20dB >20d8 

Stereo separation 

Di-.c input (mm) 48.2JB 58. }dB }b.6JB 

Aux mput 68.0dB 62.6dB 40.7JB 

Output tmpc:dance (dampmg) __ 0.08ohm 0.06ohm 0.26ohm 

Ch;mncl habmee, dt�e. ,u lkll: -������-0.02dB 

Volume/balance tracking ___ OdB 20dB -60d8 

Aux mput 0.02,.!8 0.26JB 0.19JB 

Input data ... oLket type �erhtrtVH\ lo.1ding 
o .... , (mm} mput ���-Phono 0.40mV 47kohm.., 200pF 
D�:>e (rnc) mput* ���-Phono 0.016mV 96ohm� 0.7nF* 

Aux mput Phono 24.2mV 34.0h>hms 140pF 

1\m·cr dlllp Phono 16\mV 16kohm, 35pF 

Output. prc:·amp (tape) 14.8V max. -ohm' 

Dt-.c cqu<dt�atton error. 30H:-15kH: ___ +0.05dB. -0.95dB 

St:�: (with h. height, depth) 42 xSx 32cm 

T yrtcal pnc� me VAT i2 39 

For graph references see issue No 44 
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A M p L I F I E R s 

QEDA230S 
QED AUDIO PRODUCTS L TO. UNIT 12, ASH FORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. SHIELD ROAD. ASH FORD. 

· ---MJDDLESEXTWIS IAU. TEL ASHFORD46236--

D
esigned and built in Britan, this 
amplifier had the distinction of 
just breaking the £100 barrier 
when introduced, a price which 
had previously been considered 

uncommercial so far as UK manufacture is 
concerned. The price is now £109, but with a 
further review imminent. In fact the A230 fom1s 
part of a QED system, including turntable and 
tuner and loudspeakers. 

The amplifier is cased in black stove
enamelled cover although for an extra £20 this 
can be replaced by a real veneer sleeve of fine 
quality. Front panel facilities include selector 
buttons for disc (moving magnet), tuner CD, and 
tape using phono socketry. No tone controls are 
present, but a headphone outlet is, linked to one 
set of 4mm speaker connections on the rear 
panel. Another set of sockets is provided to 
bypass the headphones, offering a more direct 
path and claimed higher quality. 

Interior construction was to a surprisingly 
good standard. Not only are a number of high 
quality parts used, but the mains wiring is 
properly switched as well as shrouded. A top 
quality toroidal mains transformer feeds a pair 
of selected 4 700J1F capacitors. The disc stage 
has an input buffer followed by a passive filter 
for the high frequency parr of the RI AA equal
isation* An active stage follows, with the low 
frequency section plus subsonic filtering, using 
selected TLO 72 FET op amps. Employing Dar
lington complementary triples, the output stage 
is direct-coupled to the load and series fuses are 
avoided. The differential input is filtered to 
prevent slew limiting or associated latching in 
the later amp! ifier stages. 

LAB REPORT 
Rated at 30W (14.5dBW) the A230 offered a 

*NB T he disc input now hns convenrional single 
stage RIAA eqw:disation using an NE5532 IC, 2% 
poly propylene capacitors and I% metal film 
resistors. 
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healthy output on test, approaching l6.5dBW 
Sohms. A good Sohm power bandwidth was 
shown at l6dBW, with the loss in level at 4ohms 
being typically slight at l.6dB, though it had 
reached 4dB by 2ohms. Peak current was 
generous for the size reaching ±l2.5A and 
indicating a fine load tolerence. The 40Hz 
power spectrogram was less encouraging, how
ever and showed a high content of spurious 
signals associated with the line frequency. 

Disrorrion levels were satisfactory as were the 
input noise figures. DC offset should not cause 
any problems, while input overload margins were 
fine. Channel separation was better than average 
but channel balance was less satisfactory, and 
level tracking seriously deteriorated at low 
volume settings. Input sensitivities and loadings 
were fine. 

Our sample proved to be extraordinarily accur
ate on RIAA equalisation with nicely tailored 
rolloffs at the band extremes. From 70Hz to 

15kHz it met amazing ±0.06dB limits for both 
channels. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Auditioned via the auxiliary input with selected 
CD sources, this little amplifier gave a lively, 
coherent performance. Clarity was fine; 
especially in the midband, and some depth and 
ambience were present with scoring above 
average here. The band extremes were a little 
untidy - there was some softness in the bass 
and a touch of 'zing' in the treble. 

An equally promising standard was achieved 
via the disc input. Clean and arriculate, mid 
detail was most presentable, and while the treble 
hinted at brightness this was not excessive. A 
touch of hardness did however creep in at higher 
listening levels. Maximum sound levels of 
JOOdBA (8ohms) and 98.5dB (4ohrns) were ob
tained on the listening tests. 

CONCLUSIONS/UPDATE 
With a moderate price increase, the perform
ance and finish have both been improved. Once 

again this tolerant amplifier did well in the tests 
and confidently retains its Best Buy rating. That 
said, the LP disc input has recently been ex
tensively revised, and this change has yet to be 
evaluated in Choice. 

Test measurements 

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as m usual 'fJower' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output Integrated <Jmplt!Jcr 

Rated pnwt'r mm Sohms, maker's spec ___ 30W(= 14.5dB\V) 
Powc:r ourput 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz 
One chnnncl. Snhm lond ___ 16.0dBW 16.3dBWI6.0dBW 
Bnth channd!>, 4ohm loaJ ___ 14JB\V 14.8dB\V 14.6dB\V 
tll' clunnd, 2ohms, pulsed ___ �dB \V 12.5dBW -dB\V 
n .. tantdllL'otb pt'ak current + 12j6A -12.5A 
Distonion 

Total h<�rmnntc Jt,tortion. ___ 20H: lk!l: 20kH: 
<tt rarcJ p(H\'tr, aux mput ___ -85JB -71dB -62dB 
lntt::rnHk.lul,nion, 19/20kll:, rated power, aux mput __ -67d8 
lntermoJuhmon, 19/20kH:, <H OdBW . JJ,C (mm) ___ -65dB 
!mermodulatton. 19/20kH:. <.lt OdB\V. d1::-c {me) ____ n/a dB 
Noise 

Di�c (mm) mput (IHF. CC!R we1ghw..l) -67d8 

D1sc (me) mput (IHF. CCIR weighted) n/a dB 

Aux/CD mput (!I IF. CCIR we•ghli:�J) 72JB 
Rc.:�•dual. unweightl.'J (volume conrrol <H mm) ____ -75JB 

DC output off::.ct left SmV, righr 23mV 

DC offset. prc-amp left n/a m V, nghr n/a rn V 

Input overload 20H: lkH: 20kl-l: 

n.�c (mm) Input {lllF) 31JB l9dB 26dB 
D1:.C (me) mput (11 IF)* n/a JB n/a dB n/CJ dB 
Au.x/CD input (IIIF) >ZOdB >ZOJB >20JB 
S11c·reo separation 

Di .. c m rut (mm) 7 3JB 

A u.x m put 65d8 
72JB 
66dB 

44dB 
54JB 

Omput •mrh.:dancc (damp ing) __ 0.55ohm 0.05ohrn 0.06ohm 
Ch<mncl balance, di:.c, at lkH: _________ ,Q.6JB 
Volume/balance tracking ___ OdB -20dB -60JB 
Aux tnput 0.2JB QjdB IOdB 

Input data socket type ::.cn::.itivity loading 
Dt�c (mm) mput ____ Phono 0.6mV 47kohms 70pF 
[h:-.c (me) mput* ____ n/a n/a mV n/a kohms n/a pF 

Au.x input DI� 40mV 52kohms 50pF 
Power amp n/a n/a m V n/a kohm::. n/a pF 
Output, pre-amp (rape) 5V ma.x, -ohms 
D1sc equal1::.at10n error. 3011:-ISkH: +OdB. -I dB 
St:l.' (width, height, Jeprh) 35.5 x 7 x 24.5cm 
Tvp1cal pncc me VAT £109 

For graph references see issue No 44 



A M p L I F I E R s 

QEDA240·CD 
QED AUDIO PRODUCTS L TO. UNIT 12, ASH FORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SHIELD ROAD, ASH FORD, 

· ---MIDDLESEX TWIS lAU. TEL ASH FORD 46236--- · 

I 
t is now some time since QED first 
enjoyed the UK market' s warm accept
ance of their original A230 amplifier 
design. Now they have developed and 
introduced a new more powerful model 

in the form of the A240CD. 
As its name implies, this model has been de

signed with attention given specifically to 

performance on Compact Disc. Like the '230, 
it is available in two versions. One with a wood 
sleeve, and both finish and appearance have 
been much improved compared with the earliest 
'230. Our review sample was in black livery with 
gold legends. 

Offering a marginally higher rated power 
output at 40W, the A240 is only !dB louder 
than the smaller model, so in reality its other 
features are of greater significance than the 
power increase. The 'CD direct' facility allows 
the Compact Disc user to bypass the pre
amplifier for optimum sound quality; there is 
also the option (at extra cost) of fitting a higher 
performance analogue disc input stage. No tone 
controls or filters are provided, and the balance 
control may be bypassed. All inputs are via the 
usual RCA phono sockets, while the speaker 
outlet connections are provided by high-current 
4mm sockets. 

Essentially, the design is based on a single 
board construction, and the interior view 
revealed good build quality with fine quality 
components. At the output the amplifiers use 
a bipolar complementary arrangement, direct
coupled to the load: integrated circuits are used 
for the earlier stages including the RlAA 

equalisation. 

LAB REPORT 
Conservatively rated, this amplifier raised 
18dBW under peak programme conditions. The 
continuous output was near 17dBW, falling to 
14.5dBW into 4ohms, and the output was held 
up well into 2ohms, reflecting the good peak 

current rating of ±12.75A. 
Distortion levels were fine, with really good 

results for intermodulation at high frequencies. 
Noise levels were fine while the DC offset at 
the power amplifier was respectably low. The 
modest input overload margins reflected the 
omission of a line amplifier but in practice they 
were considered sufficient. Really good for its 
class, the stereo separation results were commen
dable, with channel balance generally good but 
deteriorating at low signal levels- for example, 
an SdB imbalance at a -60dB setting. The 
input characteristics were fine. The reason for 
the si ight brightness on disc was obvious from 
inspection of the RlAA equalisation where mild 
shelf boost above 400Hz was apparent. 

Quite a good result was obtained on the 40Hz 
power intermodulations test. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Rated a highly respectable 'good plus', the A240 
significantly improved upon the performance of 
the A230S. It also provided quite decent sound 
levels of lOOdBA, which held up well into the 
4ohm load. I wonder whether the 'super' disc 
option is worth worrying about, since our tests 
gave a similarly good rating for both the disc 
and CD inputs. 

It was considered well balanced via CD, with 
notably good drive and dynamics. Focus was very 
presentable, W hile quite good levels of depth 
and ambience were portrayed. The bass had 
'speed' coupled with good definition, while the 
treble was also well above average. 

The treble seemed slightly less tidy while the 
impression was of a mildly 'thinned' tonal 
balance in the midrange, plus some added 
brightness. The solid bass, good definition and 
decent stereo remained, however. 

CONCLUSIONS 
QED are learning fast. The A240 is their best 
yet, and was well placed in a highly competitive 

market. We liked this lively performer, which 
offered very good value and was worth a Best 
Buy rating. 

Test measurements 

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level inro 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respective{)', 
as in usual 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output Integrated ampl1f1er 

R�Hcd power Into 8ohms, maker's spec ____ 40\V(= 16d8\'(l) 

Powl..'r output 2011: 1kHz 20kl-l: 

One: channel, Sohm 1�1ad ___ l6.9d8\XI 17. 3dBW I 5.9JB\V 
B orh ch<�nnels, 4ohm load ___ !3.4dBW 14.8d8\V 14.5dB\V 
Om_· channel, 2,1hms, pulsed __ -JBW 15.5dBW -dB \V 
Instantaneous pe<:�k curn:nt + 13A � 12 .SA 
DisiOrtion 
T,H<�l harmontc dt:.\(Jrlltm, ___ 2011: Jkl-1: 20kH: 

,n ratl!d po\\'cr. aux inrnn ___ �71.6JB -76.9JB -63.1dB 
lntcrmcx.\ulation, 19/ZOkl-lz. rarcd power, aux tnpur _ -79.6dB 
lnrcrrnodulanon, 19/20k/-h, at OdBW. dt:.c (mm) __ -74.7dB 
lntcnmx.lulation, 19/20kH:. at OJBW, dt'-C (me) ____ n/a JB 

Noise 
Ot:.c (mm) input (IHF. CCIR wetghted) -72.0dB 

Disc (me) input (11-IF, CCIR wcighted) _______ n/n dB 
Aux/CD mput (IHF, CCIR weighted) -69.-)dB 
Rcstdu�l. unwctghted (volume control <H min) ____ �77.5JB 
DC output off:.ct left IOmV, nght 12mV 

DC offset, prc-amp kft n/a m V. right n/a m V 

Input overload 20H: I kt-1: 20kH: 
Ot:.c (mm) input (IHF) 19.1d8 17.5JB 15.2dB 
Ot:.c (me) input (IHF)* n/a dB n/a dB n/a dB 
Aux/CD input (IHF) >ZOdB >ZOdB >20dB 
Stereo separation 
Disc input (mm) _____ _ 89 OdB 
Aux m put 75 .OJB 

88.5dB 
69.3JB 

66.6JB 
43.6JB 

Output tmpedancc (dampmg) __ 0.09ohm 0.09ohm O.IOohm 
Ch.mnd balance, dt:.c, at lkH: ---

--,
----,

--,-,-:,----'0
_

.
6
i

0
J

J
JB

8 Volume/balance trotcking ___ OdB -20dB 

Aux input 0.04JB 0.68dB 8.05dB 

Input data :.och:t type :.cn:..lttvll� loadmg 
Di ... c (mm) mpur ____ Phono 0.49rnV 47kohms 150pF 
Dtsc (me) input* ____ n/a n/a m V n/a ohms n/a pF 
Aux input Phono 60mV 14kohm� I SpF 

Power amp n/a n/a m V n/a kohm� n/a pF 

Output. pre-amp (tape) 10.8 max, 8.9ohm:. 
Di�c equalisation error, 30H:-l5kHz ___ +0.02dB . �0.85dB 
St:e (width, hctght, Jcpth) J6x 6 x 25cm 
Typtcal price 111e VAT £149 

For graph references see issue No 44 
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A M p L I F I E R s 

HOTEL RA·820BX 
ROTEL HJ-Fi. 25 HEATH FIELD. STACEY BUSHES. MILTON KEY�ES �1Kl2 6HR. 

- --TEL (0908) 117707-- · 

E
ach successive review appears to 
reflect a further suffix to this model's 
number, and rumour has it that 
further development is imminent. 
The special 'BX ,-ersion of the 

RA-820 is a purist amplifier at a modest cost. 
Maximising sound 4uality has heen the aim and 
the intensive research done by Rotel's UK team 
in this direction would appear to have been re
warded. The 840BX. though not reviewed here, 
is similar but with higher output and an me disc 
input. 

A slim bur full width integrated amplifier, it 
comes in satin black. with a fairly low nominal 
power raring of 25W (14dBW ). However, a good 
load tolerance is claimed, and this was con
firmed on test. Another 'no frills' design, hoth 
tone controls and filters have been omitted; 
likewise fuses and protection circuits have heen 
removed from the signal path. Inputs include 
tape, tuner, CD/aux and disc (mm only). Rear 
panel sockets are phono, gold plated for disc, 
while reasonably solid connectors are provided 
for speaker connection, these large enough to 
take a decent size of wire. 

Inside, construction is very tidy, essentially a 
single board, with the mains wiring properly 
terminated and shrouded. Two 8200!1F 
capacitors provide a sizeable reservoir, while the 
direct-coupled complementary output stage uses 
paralleled pairs of transistors to increase the 
current capacity as well as the overload margin. 
A 0.22ohm resistor is placed in series with the 
output- a backstop against extreme overload 
such as a short circuit. ICs arc used in the 
preamplifier stages together with selected audio 
components. 

LAB REPORT 
The specified rating was comfortably exceeded 
with a fine power bandwidth of 15.7dBW at 
Sohms. The reduction into 4ohms was moder
ate, while the 2ohm pulsed output exceeded 
rated level at 14.5dBW. This was e(_juivalent to 
lOOW into 2ohms while peak current was a very 
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generous ±!SA. Distortion levels were moder
ate, especially with respect to the high fre4uency 
intermodularion. Input noise levels were good, 
with excellent input overload margins. The DC 
offsets <H the speaker terminal:, were poorer than 
m·erage hur should not give trouble in practice. 

Channel seperation was satisfactory 1•ia the 
di:;c inpur hut should he much hetrer l'ia 
auxiliary particularly at 20kHz. vblume tracking 
and channel balance were both pretry good, 
while output impedance to the speakers was 
cunstant as well as moderate. Input sensitivity 
and loading characteristics were sensible, (0.7mV 
disc. 45mV tuner). Over a 50Hz ro 10kHz range 
the RIAA equalisation was very accurate. with 
some roll off outside these I imits due to mild 
subsonic and ultrasonic filtering. Mains ripple 
was not particularly well rejected as the 40H: 
power spectrum :;hmvcd. Here the lOOHz line 
component was only 60dB down- one wonder> 
how the 'BX would sound if this were improved. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Aside from its moderate peak sound level, the 
panel rated this amplifier very highly. In fact 
its scores place it up among the select few, some 
of which cost as much as four times its price. 
Its trump card \\·as a clear sound, sufficiently 
transparent to properly portray depth and am
bience effects in stereo images which were also 
of fine width and focus. lt has an involving 
sound, yet it is also musical and subtle. Bass was 
clean ami 4uire firm, and the treble well con
trolled. Such a performance proved an embar
rdssment to many more costly separates. 

Only a marginal loss of sound (_juality was 
detected via disc. Here it sounded a trifle lean 
and lightweight, hut the depth, atmosphere, ex
pressive power, focus and life all remained. This 
amplifier could justify a really good mm cart
ridge. even one which might cost as much as 
the 'BX itself! 

CONCLUSIONS 
This latest Rote! again stormed through the 

listening tests. The 'BX version has now 
definitely come of age and can he warmly 
recommended. Load tolerant, it also offered a 
respectable output plus a cle;-tr sound with ex
cellent stereo. W ith a recommendation also for 
the mc-c4uipped '840BX. a Be:;t Buy rating is 
the only logical conclu:.ion' 

Test measurements 

Ti> show hou· u•el/ rhe amplifier .1wraim irs 8ohm 
owpw into real loHdspeaker /oad.1, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohm.l is given in dBW (u·here 
OdB= I \X'), tt'ithow adding 3dB or 6dB respecriwl:v, 
a.1 in usual '/JOH'er' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power outrul Jntt.'!,!T,Hc,J ;tlllp]d tt.'T 

]\>\\t.'T <llJirut �l.""fl: 
2\\\'(� li.\R\\'l 

I k\1: 2c'kl l: 

lh,IR\X' 1 i./,IR\\' 
I l ;.tR\1 I l id\1\\' 

l )ne rh;mtwl. :-luhm l(l�hl 
f\1,1h t.h.mnd�. ·h,hm lo,1,[ 
t.. )n�· th.mn�..J. 2Phrn-.. l�, d -.c.l 
Jn,t,mt,l!WI'\1� rl•,tk tnrrcnt 

Ob tort ion 

I i ·"·IR\\ 

I\ c\IR\\ 
JR\\ 14 \dB\\ dll\\' 

--- 1 i \ I).-\ 

T"t.d h.mnPntt. ,h -.h>rtt''"· 2011: lkll: 21.'�kll: 
,1( r;H \.',] ('I m cr. .Ill'. m rut (,h,lH 7 4,1I) ) ),jl:\ 
lntnrnoduLHhm. [l)'2�.'k! 1:. r.ncd pu''t.'T . . nn. tnput 61�1R 
lmcrllllh.luLnhm. !9 20kll: , ,lf �_"\IF\\\', Jt,L (mm) i UP, 
lmerlllllclul.nll'n. [>.)'2t.."kll:, at \."'JP,\\', ,[,,c {me)__ n ,1 ,\P, 
Noist' 

n ... '- {mm) 111pur (!ll�. CCIH ,,.t'tghre.l\ 
Ph( (md mput l[llt:. C('IR ,,.l'ti!h tt.'LI ) 
Au,.CJ) mrut (I! IF_('('!!\ \\ct!!htt.:,! )  

--- ,.,m 
n•,l ,lA 

:--.2,1B 
Rt.:..,tdu;tl, tllll\l'td 1tl',l (l·n l unw (nnrr�>l .11 mm) n·,1 dB 
DC IJUtput 11th::t __ ldt H'm\. rtl.!ht 19m\ 
[){' lllt ... ct. rrl'•,llllp ___ _ ldt n .1 m\'. nJ,:ht n•.t m\' 
Input ovcrln<ld 2011: lkll: 2CU\: 
PN: (mm) mrut (I I IF) 
lJt,o.: (md mpur (!!IF)*" 

\6,\R l4dR Hd� 

AuxiCD mptu (IIIF) ___ _ >2(\JR 
Stereo �cparation 

Di ... ( mput (mm) 6),JR 
Aux mrw 62,m 

l )ut put llll)�t.:d.mu� (dam pm�,:) __ 1..' 24nhm 
Ch,mnl'l h,tLmcL'. ,ll'l. <11 lkfl: 
Volumclhalance tracking 

Aux mput __ _ 

�.\m 
C ldR 

Input dat;1 'I'� kl'f t\t'l' "l'll'l[ll'lf\ 
l11"l (mm) mput 
[)l..,l (ml) mput 

A. tn. mrut _ 

Output. pro.:·,unp 

Ph,,nl' m\ 
rh. m,, 

Ph, m,, 
n .1 m\' 

m\ 

i'IJ,,- l'ljtl.l]J,,Uhl!1 l'IT\>T, )('JJ:-[ )J,;fJ: 

-.;,et: (\•tlhh . lwtghi. ,kpth) 
T,pto.:al rncc me \'AT 

n.,J ,JR 
>20,1R 

0.24Phm 0.21uhm 
__ 0.0),JR 
2l\IR ti1.'!dR 

O.KdB 0. t,JR 
li'<Hitnl.! 
)L�h,hm .. 

n .1 o>hm, 

)('k,•lnlt' 

220rF 
11 tt+ 

i'2t'� 

_>1\ 111<1X, )"'J.;,,!Jnb 
+t..\IH 2 ti,IR 

4b:'6o::25un 
j_ 140 

For graph reference.s see 15.\Ue Nu 44 



A M p L I F I E R s 

RafEL RA-870 
ROTEL Hi-Fl, 25 HEATHFIEW. STACEY BUSHES. MILTON KEYNES MKI2 6HR. 

· --TEL (0908) 317707-- · 

R
otel's refinement of their larger 
amplifier designs has followed much 
the same path as the development 
of the current RA-820BX from the 
original RA-820 budget amplifier. 

First launched for the 1983-4 season, the RA-870 
was originally a 'straight line' development of 
the 'conventional' tone-equipped RA-860, and 
it was also designed to provide a higher-power 
option when augmented by an RB-870 power 
amplifier. Rote! subsequently introduced the 
RC-870 pre-amplifier to form a matching pair 
of separates with the RB-870. This logical 
progression has now been completed with a re
design of the RA-870 to incorporate much of 
the RC/RB technology, and it becomes in effect 
a 'BX' version. 

This is a 'no frills' design, where normally re
dundant features have been abandoned in favour 
of direct signal paths and maximum sound 
quality. Modestly rated at 60W per channel, it 
may also be set in bridged mono mode and used 
together with an RB-870 power amp to give a 
sy stem of typically 200W per channeL Channel 
balance adjustment is provided by the dual 
concentric volume control, friction-ganged. 1\vo 
tape decks, moving-coil and moving-magnet 
cartridge, plus CD and a tuner may be 
connected via phono sockets. Speaker 
connection is by means of large binding posts. 

Using two mains transformers, the output 
stage is in double mono form. Generously rated 
output transistors are used in parallel pairs, the 
configuration being direct-coupled complemen
tary. Integrated circuits are employed in the pre
amp section, mainly drawn from the well 
regarded RC-870. 

LAB REPORT 
On peak program rating this amplifier doubled 
its manufacturer's claim, reaching 20dBW. Even 
at 2ohms, it managed 20.3dBW (400W), backed 
by a generous peak current capacity which 
exceeded 30A. Power bandw idth was 
exceptional, even into 4ohms. Throughout the 

lab tests the distortion figures were low and most 
of the input noise levels were also very 
respectable. 

W ith negligible DC offsets, the output im
pedance was very low around 0.06ohm. Input 
overload margins were ample, while channel 
balances were accurately maintained. The 
RIAA equalisation curve showed a well desig
ned midband of high accuracy over a 50Hz to 

20kHz bandwidth, with some sensible tailored 
rolloff outside the band. The input character
istics were well ordered with sensible loadings 
and sensitivities. 

The 40Hz input third power spectrogram was 
tidy enough with the lOOHz component 76dB 
down. Fine channel separations were recorded. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Proving substantially loud on the maximum 
level test. the '870 attained a comfort<lhle 
l06dBA with negligible loss into 4ohms. Cer

tainly justifying its price it achieved a 'good plus' 
on audition, with the CD input having a small 
lead on absolute quality. 

On disc, it portrayed stereo images with a good 
sense of scale, and with decent depth and am
bience. Focusing was stable and clear with good 
stage width. Dy namics were fine, though the 
overall effect was slightly veiled and more 
absolute definition would have helped. 

The detail improved via Compact Disc, :'lnd 
a worthwhile standard was achieved. Compared 
with the top examples, it remained slightly 
'flattened' in its representation of stereo depth 
perspectives, while the treble was a touch 
sibilant. However, the bass was well above 
average and it handled high power levels with 
authority and control. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Rorel's designers have learnt the lessons derived 
from the '820- their whole range has now been 
revitalised. All now attain a similarly high 
standard of sound quality, and offer a range of 
additional facilities as well as higher power 

outputs. The bridged mode option was a special 
feature of the RA-870, and if coupled with an 
additional RB-870 would make an economical 
high power (300W) sy stem. As it stands the 
RA-870 is well placed in the Recommended 
class. 

Test measurements 

To shou· lww well the amplifier sustains i1.1 8ohm 
output into real loudsJJeaker loads. the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW). without adding 3dB or 6dB re.IJJectively, 
as m I!.IU{ll 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Powt·r output lnt<.'!!Tdt;.•J . unphh .. ·r 
R;ncd pnwcr mw H(llun' , maker', 'J1t'l ____ 6l'\V(= lRJR\\') 
Pm� er output 2011: I U 1: 20kH: 
One <.:h;mncl. H(llun [n;l�l ___ ]P,_lJJR\'(' 19.2,1R\V 19.(\IBW 
Bnrh ch;lnTll'k 4nhm ],l<lli _ 17 ().._JR\'(' ],�_J,JR\X' l/9dB\X' 
One \.h.mtl\._'1, 2nhrm. pul-.cLI __ dR\\' 24.6 .. IR\\' dB\\' 
/n ... t.mt.lrh't>lt' p1'.1k ttrrrenr 

Oi�tMtion 
I kll: 20kll: 

;lt ntcJ power, .lux tnput ___ 7t�.l\.lR Hl . .SdR 71.'\dR 
lnrcrm,>JulatliHI, ICI/20kH:. r.lh!<.l po\\l'T. <HIX lllpttl � i3.7JB 
lntcrmoduLlll<>n, 19/20kll:, <11 OJB\X!, dJ,c (mm) __ -f7.1dB 
lnrcrmoduLHuon, 19/lOkH:. ,H OJR\V, di"-L (md ___ 78 )JB 
Noise 
Or.-c (mm) mput (I I IF. CCIR wcrghted) ___ -74tldB 

63 0dB 
�� 6dB 

nh(. (rnL) mrw (IIIF, CCIR \\�lghtt:>J) _____ _ 

Au, 'CD mput (!I IF. C CIR \\'l.'lghtL'd) ---,-----
Rt' ... td1�<11. un\\l.'l).dHc�l (nllume Ul!)ITOI ;ll 111 \11 ) ____ -.,z s�JR 
DC 1mtput l'tf"l.'t ktt llmV. nghr 3mV 
LX.: ntt--�:t, prl'-amp ktr OmV, n_l!ht 0mV 
Input overload 2011: I U 1: 2Ckll: 
Dt"c (mm) mput (!!IF) �2.1df\ 10.7�lR 10.)JB 
DbL (md mpul (Il-l!-')"' )5.5,1B l4.0�1R 13.9dP, 
Aux ·en rnput (IHFJ >l1.ldR >20,JR >ZO�IB 
Stereo s<·parat ion 
OH mpr11 (mm) 80.J�li3 RI.) ldR 6JBJB 
Aux m pur H4 ldB HI I dB 58 4dR 
Output tmpcd,mce (d,unpmg) __ O.Ohnhm 0.0 6ohm O.Oi,1hm 
Chomnd ho1bnu:-, d1"c. dt I kl 1: ----,--:::----,-�,--o_.

6
1

0
6J
J

B
B Volume/balance tracking ___ 0, m 20JB 

Au;.. mput C.OI,JB 0. IOdB 0.02dB 
Input data 'och•t type "-l.'ll"mnty loadm}.! 
Dt"c (mm) tnptu ___ Phono 0.33mV 47k11htm IIOpF 
Dr,c (mL) inpw ____ Phonu 0.04RmV 1RO ohm, 0 )ni--

.Au, tnput Phonn 22.0mV )2.0knhm.. )CpF 

P,mL'r ,unr n ,r m V n/;t k�)hm, n .t pF 
Ou1rut, rre-.1mp (upd 10.)\' rna ;.. , -(lhm� 
Dr'c Cljuah"atHlll ..:-rror. 3CH:-15kH: +OJB. 1.02dB 
S1:e (\\ idrh. her�ht, derrh) 4 3 x J0x 34cm 

T,pu.:.tl pnu.· 111e VAT .t.J\) 

For graph references see issue No 44 
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A M p L I F I E R s 

SAN SUI AU·G30X 
SANSUI (UK) LTD. UNIT lOA, LYO IND USTRIAL ESTATE. ROCK WARE AVENUE. GREEN FORD. 

· ---MIDDLESEX.TELOI-575 1133---· 

0 
utwardiy, this Sansui model is 
virtually identical to the AU
G33X tested in the 1985 
Amplifiers and Tuners edition, but 
in fact the AU-G30X is the result 

of considerable development work by Sansui's 
engineers in Japan during the intervening 
period. 

While the earlier version demonstrated a good 
technical performance when tested in the 
laboratory, it did not fare well in the I istening 
tests. But this model has been totally redesigned, 
with redundant sections stripped away and the 
remaining components and circuit layout 
optimised for improved sound. Sansui have (to 
borrow Rotel's terminology)  done a 'BX' 
upgrade, refining the design by listening for 
audible improvements rather than aiming to 

improve measured performance. 
With a rated power output of 45W (l6.5dBW) 

per channel, the '30X is a fully equipped design, 
reasonably priced considering the specification 
and features on offer. It incorporates the usual 
control facilities such as speaker switching, bass 
and treble tone controls and filters, but bypass 
settings are provided for optimum sonic 
performance. 

A higher-performance moving-magnet disc 
input stage has been included this time, while 
the old and compromised moving-coil option 
of the '33X has now been omitted. Based on 
a classic Sansui design, the power amplifier is 
a direct-coupled complementary configuration 
with a well located central power supply. 
Internal heatsinks are used with through-flow 
ventilation. 

LAB REPORT 
As so often happens, there was little to show 
in the lab measurements thar could account for 
rhe new sound. The audible change is the result 
of revised circuits, components and layouts and 
not necessarily an alteration in specification. 
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Power ourpur reached 19dBW peak (90W), 
while short term delivery inro 2ohms was a very 
satisfactory 17 .SdBW, with a good peak current 
reserve approaching l9A. High frequency 
distortion was slightly poorer rhan before- this 
being rhe only clue to reduced negative 
feedback. 

Input characteristics were fine, while rhe 
frequency responses were both wide and 
uniform. Channel balancing was very good, 
rhough a loss of channel separation was also 
evident at high frequencies. The ourpur 
resistance was constant at a moderate 0.25ohms. 
The DC offsets were a little higher than average 
and could be reduced. 

Good sound levels of 103dBA were achieved 
in rhe rest system, while rhe 40Hz power 
spectrum showed a very clean result. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Reversing our previous opinion, this rime rhe 
amplifier scored a 'good plus' on rhe listening 
tests, which was a fine result for a model ar rh is 
price level. On disc, rhe sound was robust, with 
firm stereo images, stably focused and exhibiting 
good depth and ambience. Offering decent 
clarity, good derail was also evident, while rhe 
sound improved further when using Compact 
Disc as the source. lt produced fine bass, 
extended and powerful with good definition. 
M id glare and treble 'grain' were held ro low 
levels, and did nor impair rhe good stereo 
performance. Good sound levels were possible 
wirhour strain and ir also proved load roleranr. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Sansui now have a middle-rank amplifier 
offering a competitive sound quality. A load
roleranr model, it also has a decent power ourpur 
as well as versatile facilities, if and when 
required. The basic stereo performance was 
much better than before, with sufficient sound 
quality improvement to bring rhe design up ro 

full 'Best Buy ' listing. 

Note: T he author private!)' assessed an early model 
supf>lied by the manufacturer, prior w this review. 

Test measurements 
To show huw well the amplifier stmains its 8ohm 
outpw into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= 1 W), withour adding 3dB or 6dB respective/)', 
c1.1 m usual 'pcnt'er' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output lmegra[o.:J dmphflcr 
R;ucJ powcr 11110 8ohm�. mah.:r· .. 'rcc ___ 45\V(= 16.5dB\XI) 

Pt.,W<.'T nurpur 20H: \k!-1: 20kH: 

()nt.' chdnnel. 8l•hm lnc�d ___ \8.2LIB\X' 18 .3dBW 18.1JB\X/ 

Both ch,uu1<.·k 4ohrn l(l<�d ___ l5.9JBW 16.0J8\V 16.)J8W 

On.._• ch,mnd. 2ohm .... pu i,L•d __ dB\X' 17.5d8\X' LIB\'(! 

Jn ... t,1ntant.:mh PL'<tk cum.:nt + 18.)A -20.0A 

Distortion 

T,,t,ll hoHnHllliC dl'tllrtl\lll, ___ 20!-1: lkll: 20kll: 

<H T<�tnl pm,er. ,\lJX mput ___ /7.4JB -78.8JB -68.8JB 

lntcnnoJularum. 19/ZOkl-1:, Tdh:d pt.)\\CT, ,mx tnput �-90.0JB 

lntermodulation. \9120kl-l:, at 0JB\X'. J1,c (nun) __ -87.4JB 

lmermodubnon. 19-20kl 1:. at OJB\X'. t.lt'c (me) ____ n/a dB 
Noise 

D1-c (mm) mplll (IHF, CCIR \\�'t_!.dH�J) -68.2dB 

Dl' .. c (me) mptH (!I IF, CCIR \\"Ctghtl'J) n/a dB 

Aux/CD mput (I! IF, CCIR \\�tglu�.·�._l) 73.0dB 
R�,tdu,d. Ull\\L'lQhll'd (volum� comrol .11 mm) ____ - 87.0dB 

ne output off�d left 47mV. n);!ht 36mV 

DC plf,�t. pre-arnp l�h n/a m V, nglu n/a m V 

Input overload 20fl: l kl !: 20kl-\: 
l11"c (mm) mrut (]I IF) H.9B 32.0JB J2.6dB 

Dt"c (me) mptH {Ill F)"' n .. a dB n/a dB n/a dB 

Aux/CD mpur (I I-IF) >�l\IR >20JB >20dB 

Stereo S("paration 

Dh<.: mptll (mm) 68.4dB 53.5dB 30.6�.18 

Aux mput 77.9dB 5 J.OdB 30.3dB 

Output tmpeJ,mce (damptng) __ 0.26ohm 0.26ohm 0.25uhm 

Ch,mnd haLmce, �._b,c, ,11 lkH: ________ O.OidB 

Volume/balance tracking ___ OdB -20dB 

Aux mpur O.OldB 0.08JB 

Input data "Pck�t ryp� "1.'11�111VIi\ loa�.lmg 

-60JB 

I 04J8 

D1'<.: (mm) mput ____ Phnno 1.75mV 47kuhm� !OCpF 

n.,�.: (me) mpur* ____ nla n!<1 mV n/::� kohm� n/a pF 

Aux mput Phono 27.0mV 55.0kohm� 230pF 
PtlWL'r amp n/a n/a m V n/a knhm� n/a rF 

Outpur, prc-amp (tapd 13.4V max, IOOohm:. 

Dhc cqu.ilhdtton errnr, 30H:-15kH: ____ +O.IJB, -1.9dB 

St:� (\\tdth, h�.·1ghr . dcrrh) 43 x I\ x Dcm 
T)pica\ rrin· me VAT ilb9 

For graph references see issHe No 44 



Quite silllply, the 
best £200 alllplifier 

available. 

But don't just take our -word for it, 
look at -what sotne of the leading Hi-Fi 

dealers have to say about the QED A240SA 
OOUG 

ffi�W 
BJ.n "You really must hear this!" 

Warrington 

Colchester 

IAL�.�-��00 
Leicester 

Doug Bmdy 

"The A240CD is one of the best value budget amps 
on the market, but fitted with an S.A. Board, it is a 
truly tuneful piece of budget esoterica1" 

Stcuc Dnnic/s 

"With the S.A. Board fitted the A240 definitely is a 
super sounding machine'" 

Mark Glanuille 

ffiJflijW "Come and listen to the best £200 Amplifier 
available'" 

Windsor Col in Mnccy 

�IUIDIO "A simple cost effective upgrade that raises the 
i!.IC!Il.UI!IIC� performance of the A240 to a level that is virtually 

Cardiff unbeatable at the price." 

IN HI-FI 
"Cl I h f 

. . 1 " ear y t e ront runner m Its c ass. 

Dnuid Poole 

Edinburgh Ken Docherty 

REMEMBER, THE QED A240CD ALSO OFFERS OU T STANDING 
VALUE AT £149 AND IT CAN BE UPGRADED T O  FULL 'SA' 

SPECIFICATION, BY THE SIMPLE ADDITION OFA PLUG-IN 
SUPER ANALOGUE BOARD (£59) 

1---------- -><::, 

Please send more information including reviews plus I I name of mv nearest dealer. GECHiFi 
I Name 

I Address 

I 
I Date Signature 

L ___________ j 

The Audible Difference 
MADE IN ENGLAND I3Y: 

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD. 
UNIT 12, ASHFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

SHIELD ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDLESEX TW15 1 AU 

NORTH /\:VIERICAN DISTRIBL:TORS, 

\lAY AUDIO :vtAI<KETING LTD , PO. BOX JO-l8, CH;\\IPL,\IN. NY 12919 



A M p L I F I E R s 

YAMAHA A-320 
Y A MA HA ELECIRONICS UK l TO. YAMAHA HOUSE, 200 RICKMANS\VORTH ROAD, WATFORD, 

· --HERTS WOI 7)5. TEL (0923) 33166-- · 

' 

S 
tyled in smart satin black, the budget 
A320 was originally launched as a 
'purist' version of the fully-e4uippeJ 
A300, being essentially identical 
except for absence of tone controls. 

As well as a slight cost saving, the A320 wa, 
claimed ro offer improved sound quality, and 
indeed this was confirmed on our auditioning 
for the 1985 edition. However, in all technical 
aspects the two models were indistinguishable. 

lnrernally the layout was very tidy, partly 
reflecting a need ro minimise the internal 
circuitry and components to meet a cost target. 
A single printed circuit board is used with a large 
aluminium 'U' bracket as heatsink. The 
common power supply is modestly sized, and the 
usual pn�-amp line buffer stage is omitted. The 
power amplifier section has a higher than 
normal gain, and has the tone control circuits 
incorporated in its feedback loop. The ourpur 
stage is direct-coupled complementary, with a 
relay for switch-on muting. Disc amplification 
for the moving-magnet input is carried our hy 
the usual dual integrated circuit with series 
feedback equalisation. Construction is w rhe 
usual Yamaha standard and is of good quality 
overall. 

LAB REPORT 
Rared ar 25W (14.SdBW) the specifications were 
cut a little fine, rhe amplifier just reaching 
!3.9dBW over the single-channel 8ohm power 
bandwidth. On the plus side, the level held up 
well on 4ohms continuous dual-channel dury. 
For the size, rhe peak current available was quite 
generous at ±9A. Peak output leve'l reached 
lS.ldB into 8ohms, falling very little into 
4ohms, and a reasonable 3.6dB into 2ohms. 

Both harmonic and intermodulation results 
were low and good signal-to-noise ratios were 
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also demonstrated. The DC offset ar rhe output 
terminal was satisfactory, input overload margins 
were ample, stereo channel separation was rather 
better than average, while channel balance and 
volume control tracking were in fact very good. 

Disc input capacitance was on the high side 
at 260pF, though this is now quite a common 
feature. The other input characteristics were 
fine. The tone control responses were a little 
odd, showing mild shelf cut and stronger, 
narrower boost at the fre4uency extremes. RIAA 
equalisation was essentially uniform, with a hint 
of treble lifr above 10kHz, and no band-limiting 
or tailoring was evident. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The A300 scored 'above average' on the 
listening resr >essions, a fine result at rhe price. 
While it demonstrated a si ightly 'hard' tonal 
quality, tending to place the stereo image rather 
'up front', at the same time it showed promising 
depth and ambience and good stereo focus. 

The bass was a little sofr via the disc input, 
bur nur seriuusly so, and program dy namics were 
portrayed wirh greater faithfulness than usual 
at thi, price level. 

The rendition of deprh and space via the 
auxiliary input was encouraging, with once 
again a reasonably solid central image focus. 
Derail was good with a pleasing separation of 
complex musical strands. The bass lacked the 
real power and definition of larger models but 
performed quire well nonetheless. The sound 
was satisfactory into mild clipping, providing 
IOOdBA into the standard load, and a modest 
97dBA into the adverse load. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Rcaudirioned this year, the '320 was slightly 
clearer as well as better focused, while the basic 

technical performance remains undisturbed. As 
a competent budget model, the A320 

comfortably attains recommendation. 

Test measurements 

Th show hou• well the amplifier swrains its Bohm 
outpw into real loudspeaker loads, the level inw 
4ohms and 2uhms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), �vithow adding 3dB or 6dB respecrively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings. 

TEST RESULTS 
Power output lnrcgrarL"d Ztmpltfter 

R.ncd po\>t'r m to 8uhrn�. makt'r·� :.p ... ·c ____ 1 5\V( = 14JB\Xl) 

Power ourpw 20H: I kl-1: 20kH: 

One ch.mnd. Sohm ],1ad ___ 14.3JB\V 14.5dBW 13.9dB\V 

Bnth ch;lnnd.,. 4ohm loa ... l ___ l2.9dB\V 13.2d8\V 12.7d8\V 

On ... · ... h<mn�,.•l, 2ohm�. pubell __ I 1.4d8\V \1.7d8\V I 1.5dB\V 

[n .... cmt,meou .... reo�k Cllffl"nt TY.OA 9.4A 

DistOrtion 

T,,t<�l h,mnonll Jt-..tunt•m. ___ 10H: lkll: 20kH: 

dt rar�.:d pO\\L"f. aux tnput ___ -82.0J8 -85.0dB -i3.0JB 

lmermt,l!ulantm, 19/lOkH:. r:ned power, ,tux tnput _ -71.0dB 

lntnrnodul.ntnn, 19/20kl-l:, <H OdB\V, dt�C (mm) __ >-80.0dB 

Noi�e 

D�:-.c {mm) tnput (11\F, CCIR \\"Ctghtt•d) ______ -8\.0dB 

D�-..c (me) mput (!/IF, CCIR wetghrcJ) n/a dB 

Aux/CD mrur (!I IF. CCIR ,,·etghre�l) 82.0dB 

RL" .... tLhtdl, Ull\IL'ight�.C\l {1olumt: Cllntrol at nnn) ____ -75.0LIB 

DC >�tttput ,,fl,t·t 24mV 

DC utf,ct, pn.:·<tmp kfr n/a m V, nghr n/a m V 

Input ov�rload 2011: l kH: 20kll: 
Dt�c {mm) tnput (11-lF) 32.0dB 3\.0JB 51.0dB 
Dt .... c (me) input (IHF)* n/a dB n/a dB n/a JB 
Aux/CLJ mput (IHF) >ZOJB >20JB >20dB 
Stereo sL·paration 

Dt'>l mput (mm) 69.0JB -67.0d8 -53.0JB 

Attx mput 71.0d8 -68.0l!B -53.0d8 

()utpur tmped<llli.:c (dc�mptng) __ 0.06ohm 0.06,1hm O.l2ohm 

Channd h,.!ancl..', dt�c. <H I kH: 0.3JB 

Volum •. d b;tlance tracking ___ OdB 20dB -60,..\B 

Aux tnput 0.3dB 0.6JB O.IJB 

Input d.ata '>IKket 1\pt: -..cn�ttl\'lt)" loadtng 

Dt-..c (mm) mput ____ Phnno 0.44mV 46kohms 260pF 

Dt�c (me) mput*____ n/a n/a m V n/a kohm� n/a pF 

t\ux tnput Phono 29.5mV 38.0kuhrns 40pF 

P,mcr ..1mp n/a n/a m\' n/d kohm� n/a pF 

Output, prt:"·<�mp (upe) OO.OV rnax, OOOohm� 

D1,c t.:qu,th-..,Hlon t'rfi.H, 3011:-l)kH: ____ +O.SdB. -0.2d8 
St:c.: (\\lthh, h..:tght, ,!t.:pth) 44x30x IOcm 
T�p u ... d pncl.! me VAT £99 

For gmph references see issue No 44 



RCTEL:�-va� 
25 HEATH FIELD. STACEY BUSHES. MILTON KEYNES 
MK12 6HR TEl (090B) 317707 

AMPLIFIERS 

RA820 25x25 wans RMS £109 90 

RAB20BX 25x25 wons RMS £139 90 

RA840BX 40x40 wons RMS £18990 

RA870 60x60 wons RMS £315 00 

RBB 70 60x60 wons RMS £245 00 

RC870 Preompllflel £245 00 

TUNERS 

RT820L FM/LW /MW £74 90 

RT830L FM/LW/MW Analogue £99 90 

RT850L FM/LW/MW DIQIIOI·I6 PreseTs £149 90 

CASSEm DECKS 

RD830 Dolby/Me!ol. soft Touch £94 90 

TURNTABlfS 

RP830B/D.monlnc ATIIOE con £129 90 

RP850 B/ D. man exc con £179 90 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

RL850 Block 75 wons. 2 way £109 90 

HI Fl CABINETS 

RK8 00M £79 00 

The affordable 
performance 

Tuner 
RTB50L 

I A T Labs, llford. 
"The RT850L maintains the extremely high 
standards we have come to expect from Rotel" -

Steve Reichert. 

I AT Labs, Enfield. 
"Like the RA820BX the RT850L tuner is a 
superb product" - Graham Risley. 

I Rayleigh Hi-Fi, Essex. 
"The Rotel RT850L is our first choice tuner'' 
- Laurie Bing. 

I Hampshire Audio, Chandlers Ford. 
"The Radio Times comes alive with either the 
RT850L or RT830L, recommended by us for all 
time" - Oavid Block. 

I Billy Vee Sound Systems, Lewisham. 
"With great FM performance plus a much 
improved AM section the RT850L is 'a steal' at 
£ 149.90" - fan Anderson. 

I W. A. Brady & Sons, Liverpool. Doug Brady 
Hi-Fi, Warrington. 
"A good tuner sir? I recommend the RT850L 
and if you' re not happy after seven days return it 
for a full credit" - Ooug Brady. 

Listen for yourself 

For your nearest Rotel dealer phone Rotel on (0908) 317707 



c H 0 0 s I N 

N 
ot the most glamorous of the hi
fi components, tuners are usually 
bought on cosmetic grounds, by 
the 40 per cent or so who choose 
to partner a previously selected 

amplifier. Years ago, people bought receivers 
instead, but these have fallen from favour and 
fashion. But at least the separates option allows 
the tuner to be added later as a system upgrade, 
and may also allow the customer to choose a 
level of performance to suit his pocket and in
terest in the radio medium. 

The motivation to buy a tuner must surely 
relate closely to the characteristics of radio 
programming in whatever country. And in this 
respect the UK is very wierd indeed- a bizarre 
combination of Government over-regulation 
and indecision at the local level alongside a 
national network widely regarded as the envy 
of the world. The result is certainly some of rhe 
best programming in the world, but biased in 
such a way that could only exist in a non-com
mercial operation, and leaving substantial gaps 
in the balance and depth of popularly-orient
ated programming. Bur for those with broad or 
specifically classical music tastes, the BBC is one 
of the few services which continue to transmit 
substantial amounts of live performance, and 
this is a powerful reason for contemplating a sig
nificant investment in a decent tuner. Given 
a reasonably decent hi-fi system, radio trans
missions of pre-recorded material rarely equal the 
quality obtainable by reproducing that same 
source directly in the home; broadcast treatment 
of LP discs is a particular travesty. Yet the live 
transmission from studio or concert hall, if 
sensitively miked and mixed, can produce a 
spine-chilling realism that transcends other 
sources in certain respects. It is a treat that 
should not be overlooked. 

BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

F
rom the hi-fi perspective, FM (VHF) 
is the only form of radio which is 
worth considering, and the only source 
of stereo broadcasts in the UK. But 
many programmes are only available 

on AM (Medium and Long wave) transmissions, 
so an FM-only tuner may need the backup of 
a common or garden transistor radio to cope 
with the BBC's, infuriating habit of trying to 
squeeze five channels into three FM networks 
by switching and swapping frequency alloc
ations. There is clearly a powerful argument for 
looking closely at the FM/AM combination 
tuner. But do not look too closely, because the 
quality of the AM sections fitted to most hi-fi 
tuners is embarassingly bad. The typical medium 
priced portable will probably comfortably 
outclass the hi-fi tuner's AM section, presum
ably because its portability requires that it 
works under a wider range of reception cond
itions. 

G A N D u s I N G 

TUNERS 

Bur frankly - and rather sadly - AM is a 
dead loss for quality reception in Europe these 
days, simply because the airwaves are grossly 
overcrowded with powerful transmitters. To get 
them all in without even worse interference 
problems, the stations restrict the bandwidth of 
the signals they transmit, by rolling off most of 
rhe treble range well below the natural range 
of human hearing, an expediency which deals 
fidelity a fatal blow. Moreover, AM in the UK 

remains resolutely monophonic, without even 
that curiously random and intermittent luxury 
of FM in stereo provided by the BBC. 

THE VITAL ELEMENT 

N 
ostalgia aside, we must accept 
that FM is it, and then see what 
is needed to get decent results. In 
pole position, nor too surpris
ingly, comes the quality of the 

aerial ar antenna. It is a common misconception 
that you only need rooftop aerial if you're trying 
to pull in distant signals over difficult terrain. 
In fact you may need an even better aerial to 
get good results in rhe urban jungle than you 
do amongst the rolling hillsides, because of the 
need to get well above traffic and other electrical 
interference and to avoid the multiple reflection 
effects of nearby large buildings. 

To get a decent aerial system needs a budget 
of perhaps 25 per cent of the cost of the tuner, 
and the attentions of a skilled LOCAL install
ation engineer. The local part is important 
because a knowledge of local terrain and trans
mission conditions is very important in choosing 
and siring the aerial. And it makes some sense 
to look for a radio enthusiast rather than some
one who spends 90 per cent of his time pointing 
TV aerials at the local repeater. But program
ming preferences can also influence rhe selec
tion of an aerial, so make sure the contractor 
is properly briefed. The ideal aerial for tuning 
to local stations is not the ideal for long distance 
reception. The final choice will depend upon 
the range you wish to recieve and the direction 
of the relevant transmitters. It may be possible 
to get adequate local signals from a single fixed 
antenna of two to four elements, though the 
disposition of transmitters may sometimes 
require the addition of an aerial rotator. Long 
distance reception needs a higher gain multi
element antenna, which has a commensurately 
'tighter' reception beam, and a rotator will 
almost certainly be needed for a good aerial, 
because without it there is little point in buying 
other than a cheap tuner. And it is also worth 
pointing out that signal has to be many times 
stronger for the tuner to produce a stereo rather 
than a mono output. If you want stereo radio, 
you do need a real aerial, and preferably not 
something inadequate that needs a booster 
along in the cable in order to make the stereo 
beacon light up. 

THE TUNER ITSELF 

T
uners may be very simple or highly 
complex. The bare necessity is an 
aerial connection and a couple of 
sockets for passing the stereo signal 
on to the amplifier, plus some sort 

of device for tuning in the stations, but the in
genuity of manufacturers has come up with all 
manner of additional facilities to enchance the 
performance or baffle the uninitiated. The 
opposite extremes are admirably illustrated by 
comparing two well-respected models which cost 
the best part of £1,000, one from the UK and 
the other from the Continent. The former has 
no apparent frills at all, carrying out functions 
like muting entirely automatically; the other 
gives an almost infinite number of options under 
manual or automatic control, with a front panel 
to rival the complexity of a personal co;nputer. 
Both have their loyal adherents, yet the phil
osophical rift is so great it is hard to see how 
the purchaser of one would have even consid
ered the other. 

Tuners consist of two distinct sections. The 
'front end' receives most of the attention, and 
is the part which is responsible for capturing the 
wanted signal from the aerial - and more im
portant, is responsible for rejecting all the other 
signals coming down rhe aerial, either interf
erence or from stations on other frequencies 
which are often many times more powerful than 
the wanred signal. The Choice tests analyse the 
front end RF performance in some considerable 
detail, but their complexity does not lend itself 
to simple interpretation in such a brief 
introduction. The reviews contain their own 
interpretation of capture ratio, AM rejection and 
the like, but the interested reader should refer 
to rhe specialist Choice: Amplifiers and Tuners 
edition for more background information 
Because specialist tuners have rradironally been 
designed by specialist radio engineers, most of 
the attention has been lavished on the receiving 
'front end' circuitry. Yet the broadcast system 
in rhe UK is such that most locations receive 
a reasonably strong transmission signal for a 
limited number of stations. UK hi-fi manufac
wrers have been busily getting back into the 
tuner marker after years of Japanese domination 
by emphasising the superior sound of simple, 
carefully designed audio circuitry- in much the 
same way as they have creamed off some of rhe 
top end of CD player sales. The paradoxical 
result is that some of the best sounding tuners 
often have comparirively weak RF performance, 
bur this will only prove a liability under abnorm
ally difficult reception conditions. The sheer 
complexity of the tuner with exceptional RF 
capabilities can prove a handicap on basic sound 
quality. The customer has the option of going 
in either direction, according to his needs, 
preferences, and local signal conditions. 

80 Reviews reprinted from issue No 44 by Martin Colloms. 



HEYBROOK, ROGERS, KEF, 
A&R, CREEK, REGA, DUAL, 

DENON, LINN, QUAD, 
NAIM, AR, MS, MONITOR 

AUDIO, DEAN, AUDIOLAB, 
ROGERS, MUSICAL 

FIDELITY, MANTICORE 

Home demonstrations are 
our speciality 

45 Headingly Lane, Leeds 
LS6 1DP Tel: 789115 

9.30- 6.00 Tues-Fri 
2.30- 5.30 Sal 

1 IIIIRmrnrnorn 
~ 

Proton830 

Denon, Marantz, Philips, Proton , 
Yamaha, Pioneer, Trio. 

CD SPECIALIST 
100's OF TITL ES IN STOCK 

\ Yamaha CDX3 

105 HIGH STREET, ANDOVER 
HANTS. TEL: 0264 58251 

Late opening Friday until 8pm 
Unit 2, Princes End Industrial Estate, Nicholls Road, Tipton, 

West Midlands DY4 9I.G Telephone 021 520 5070 
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_ 11 you can buy 
===: chetjler elsewliere, -

telfus-wewant 
to know! 

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED 
WEDNESDAY 

FREE TARGET STANDS and 6 metres QED cable with above Loudspeakers ("Suggested Systems" excluded) 

NEW BRANCH 
should now be open at 

73b North Street 
GUILDFORD, Surrey 

Telephone Number 
to be advised 

**Save 
over £60 on these great Hi-Fi Systems. Each component has 
been acclaimed 'Best Buy' in the UK Hi-Fi Press, and as 
systems offer unbeatable value for money 

Dual Monitor 
CSSOS/2 Hotel RAS20 Audio R252v 
(Deluxe 
add £20) 

Dual 
CSSOS/2 
(Deluxe 
add £20) 

or (Marantz PM26) 

+ 

B&W DMllO 

Rotel RA820BXI 
or (Nad 3130 - add £20) 

or (Cyrus One - add £20) 

- - - - -··-

(or Monitor 
Audio R252v 

deduct £5) 

--· + 
- ------ . 

Dual 
CSSOS/2 

Mission 737 
(or B&W DM220 

or MonJior 
Aud1o R352) 

+ 

Including cartridge and 

all leads. FREE 
carriage UK 

* 

.. ----- --
• Ma1l order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,1 09/113 Lo11don Rd, . 

Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555 
You can buy w1th confidence from Sevenoaks 

H1-F1 & Video We've been m busmess for 
nearly 14 years and have lots of expenence w1th personal 

a tuner to your callers and Mall Order customers. All goods are BRAND NEW, I Please Send me 

I enclose cheque/cash/card no. mcludmg p. & p. I 
I 
I 

existing or new system? FULLY GUARANTEED and matntamed by our own servtce 
department .... £14�.95 for personal attention and demonstratiOns call mto any of our branches. should £99.95 you hve too far away - don't worry - our efhctent Mall Order department at the 

I 
Name 

Address 

R t 1 RT820 £74 95 Sevenoaks head off1ce ought to have your system safely delivered withm 10 days of 

I 
0 e · · · · · · · " 

ordenng Carnage tS free 10 Mao! Order customers on all orders m excess of £200 and 
· · · · · · · · · £99.95 

goods are msured againsl loss or damage m lransn ££11��:�� Payment may be made by cash cheque Access or Barclaycard. 

'-----------------------------------------------.. ......... ... ... 



T u N E R s 

DEN ON TU-717 
HAYDEN LA BORATORIES, HAY DEN HOUSE , CHILTERN HIL L ,  CHALFONT ST PETER, BUCKS SL9 9UG. 

· --TEL (07 53) 88844 7-- · 

M 
odestly priced, this tuner still 
claims a substantially good per
formance according to the 
manufacturer ' s  specifications. 
W ith a straightforward, manu

ally-tuned slide-rule dial the 717 is designed to 
match the 707 amplifier at a similar selling 
price. It covers the three UK wavebands, MW, 
LW and FM, but as its design indicates, no 
preset tuning is possible. Facilities include 
mono/stereo muting, a limited resolution signal 
strength indicator, plus a tuning indicator lamp, 
with dial position shown by a moving LED. The 
audio output is via a short captive cable with 
phono plugs attached. 

LAB REPORT 
Proving to be one of the better performers in 
the lab, the 717 returned a fine 251-iV stereo 
sensitivity, backed by whistle-free reception and 
a good ultimate signal-to-noise ratio, using the 
tough 'CCIR ARM' reading method with a 
1kHz reference level. Alternate channel 
selectivity was a fine 74dB which in conjunc
tion with good results for capture ratio and AM 
suppression indicate a powerful RF performance 
suited to a wide range of reception conditions. 
Channel separation was satisfactory while 
distortion verged on 'good'. The pilot tones were 

nicely rejected and a close channel balance was 
maintained. Output for full modulation was 
nearly O.S V, a ty pical result, and was well 
maintained from 10Hz to 10kHz (at -O.SdB), 
falling more quickly to - 3dB at 16kHz. The 
AM rejection was found to vary with signal level 
over quite a wide range; for example, SOdB at 
401-iV and 70dB at 2mV inputs, the latter a 
remarkable result. Overall the technical 
performance was pretty good. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring just 'average' on sound quality, the audio 
performance showed a lack of stereo width and 
focus precision, with some untidiness in the 
treble definition. Modest depth was heard and 

HITACHI FT-5500 Mk 2 

the result was fairly musical. At the price level, 
this is a decent performance. However, on AM 
the sound was poor, with a rough distorted 
effect, and showing sharp coloration; 
intelligibility was satisfactory on speech. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The radio frequency performance was good 
enough for the price, while the stereo sound 
quality was satisfactory. The AM sound was 
thought rather unpleasant, but overall, this 
tuner was powerful enough in radio performance 
terms to merit recommendation. 

TES T RESULTS 
Sensutviry for SOdS signal-10-no1st' rauo 
Mono/stereo-,

-
------,=::--=-:-.,.-.,-.,.,.---:

-
---2 .5fJ.V/25fJ.V 

Ulwn<Hc signal-w-notse (CCIR/ARM /lkHz ref) 
Mono/stereo 

�-:-:�
..
,--,--

-------74.SdB/-66.0dB 
Muting threshold, R.F. level approx 10/J-V 
Ahcrna1e channel selectivity -74dB 
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz ___ -64 .2dBI-IOS jdB 

AM rejccri�m 56d8 
Capture ratio -,

---------------2dB 
Total harmonic distortton 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/Mereo -47d8/-45d8 
S1ereo sepamnon, lkHz./SkHz/IOkHz __ -27dB/-2&1B/-30dB 
Output leveL \00% modulatton ________ 454mV 
Channel balance. stereo O.ISdB 
Dimension (width, height, depth) _____ 43.5 x 7 x JOcm 
Typ1cal price inc VAT £100 

For graph references see issue No 44 

HITACHI S ALES (UK) L TO, HITACHI HOUSE, STAT I ON ROA D, HA YES, MIDDLESEX UB3 4DR. 

· --TEL 01-848 8787-- · 

A 
well established de

.

sign, the 5500 

is now available in 'Mk II' form, 
still competitively priced. It 
proved rather complicated to 
measure since its various modes 

effectively result in four sets of tuner results! 
These have been sensibly simplified in the table. 
A field condition computer system ('FCCS') can 
select various modes according to reception 
conditions, automatically assuring optimum 
sound quality and noise suppression. Medium 
wave AM and V HF/FM coverage are offered, but 
long wave has been omitted. Sixteen presets are 
available, with auto-seek and manual tuning 
facilities; in addition, an RF attenuator plus 
narrow and wide IF options may be selected. 

LAB REPORT 
Previously the 5500 could overload on strong 
RF signals, but now the switchable RF attenua
tor has provided a solution. Good sensitivity was 
shown (lOdB worse with the RF attenuator), and 
although the signal-to-noise ratios were very 
good, the muting threshold at around 7f.IV, was 
set too low for my taste. On 'wide', the alternate 
channel selectivity was acceptable, indeed better 
than usual at 29dB, and the narrow IF gave a 
fine 74dB of rejection when required. The 
multiplex pilot tones were excellently rejected. 

The capture ratio results vary with the different 
modes, from an excellent 'narrow band/single' 
result, to 4dB on 'wide/double'. AM rejection 
remained pretty constant at around 60dB. On 
the best settings the total harmonic distortion 
was around 0.5% in stereo, worsening to 1% on 
'narrow/double'. 

Frequency response was rather 'tailored' with 
l.SdB of bass I ift by 80Hz, and the same degree 
of cut at 10kHz; it was 3dB down by 13.5kHz. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The overall sound was highly rated on FM, with 
very low background noise in stereo, fine 
instrumental detail and clarity, together with 
well focused, wide stereo images. Bass was good, 

the mid was tonally a touch thin, and the treble 
pretty clean. Stereo depth was unexceptional. 
On the narrow IF setting the image quality was 
degraded, together with a loss of detail. On AM 
the sound was basically satisfactory. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In its latest form the 5500 11 showed a versatile 
all round performance, both on the RF and the 
audio front, though some initial learning will 
be needed to obtain best results. Recommended. 

TEST RESULTS 
Scns1tivny for SOJB �ignnl-to·nOISC mtio 
Mor.o/:.terco ---------

.,....-
---SJJ V/55$-AY 

Ultimate signal-tu-nubc (CCIR/ARM/lkHz ret) 

Mono/stereo for all settings, 80dB/69dB 
Mutmg threshold ingle, wide, IF, 7�-AY (narrow I51J) 

double, wide, 17�-AV (narrow 15$-AV 

Alternate channel sclecrivtry 29dB (narrow 74dB) 
Pdot Wn(• rejection, 19kH:/38kH: 69dB/-123dB 
AM rcjce�ion smgle wide, -62d8 (narrow -59d8) 

double wide -6ld8 (!'!.arrow -60d8) 
Capturl' mtto ____________ w1de. i.SdB 
Tow! harmonic distortion 
At 100% mOO, lk/-lz, mono/stereo _single, wide -66dB/-54dB 

(double.-65dBI5ldB) 
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz __ -52dB/-52dB/-48dB 

Output level, 100% modulation 
(narrow 49dB148dB142dB) 

____ single, wide 752mV 
(narrow 707mV) 

Channel balance, stereo 0.24dB 
Dimenston (width, hetght, depth) ___ 43.5 x 5.5 x 2 .Scm 
Typical pnce me VAT £200 

For graph references see issue No 44 
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T u N E R s 

MARANTZ ST·151L 
MAR AN TZ AUDIO (UK) L TO. 15-16 S AXON WAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MOOR LANE. 

· ---H ARMONDSWORTH. UB7 OLW. TEL: 01-897 663 3--- · 

T
his slimline digital tuner is nicely 
styled and superbly finished despite 
a modest price. It covers three 
wavebands, with both long and 
medium AM bands as well as 

V HF/FM. Up to eight stations on each wave
band may be pre-set in memory. 

·Interior design is simple and tidy; the front 
end has the usual varicap tuning system with 
no moving parts, using microprocessor centml 
control and a quartz synthesiser. 

Aerial connections include a 75ohm male 
coaxial socket and alternative 300ohm binding 
posts for FM, plus an external AM aerial 
terminal; an AM loop aerial is provided. 

LAB REPORT 
The RF sensitivity was poorer than avemge 
while the audio signal-to-noise mtios were 
unexceptional. Muting threshold was set rather 
low - lOOfJV would have been more sensible 
in view of the stereo performance. Alternate 
channel selectivity was pretty good, and this, 
combined with respectable results for AM 
rejection and capture ratio, meant that this 
model performed pretty well in crowded 
reception areas. 

Total harmonic distortion was satisfactory in 
stereo at a linle under I%, while the stereo 
sepamtion was really good at around 60dB 

midband - a remarkable result here. 
A healthy output of I volt was delivered, 

enough for even a 'passive' pre-amp, and the 
channel balance was very close; frequency 
response was most uniform from 10Hz to 16kHz, 
being just 0.3dB down at 10kHz. While the 
pi lot tone side bands were just satisfactory at 
29dB down, rejection of the pilot itself was 
- 53dB. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Rated a little above average on FM, this tuner 
sounded a bit 'thin' with a loss of treble 
sweetness, but conversely it showed fairly good 
clarity and depth. Bass was a touch weak, 
however. Whistles occurred above 3mV input, 

MISSION CYRUS 

so in very strong signal areas a 6 or 12dB aerial 
arrenuator may be required; whistles also 
appeared with signal levels below IOOfAV, making 
this model unsuitable for fringe areas as well. 

On AM it sounded rather above avemge, with 
a satisfactory, articulate sound, not as nasal or 
as coloured as usual, so it should make a good 
all-rounder for local station reception. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Suited to normal signal strength areas, this basic 
tuner gave reasonably good sound on all bands 
(given the intrinsic limitations of AM), and 
proved quite selective. A recommendation is 
deserved. 

TEST RESULTS 
Scn,tri,·tn !or 50dB �ignal-to-nobc rano 

rv\ono{-.(t'TL'll 

Ulnm,ne �tgnal-ro-not�L' (CC!R,'AR;\1/Jkl\: n.:t) 

�tnnd.,r�rcn �65dB/-60�lB 

�1utmg thrc:-.hold 28j..IV 

Alt�.·rn.Lh: d1;1nnd -.dccnvny _________ 7Z ... IR 

Piltll tone n.:JCCtton, 19kll:/38kll: 30dBI-48dB 
A�1 n:Jt.:ct•on ------------- 58dB 

C.tpturt· ratltl 
-,

-------------- 3dB 
Ttnal harmoniC dt!> TOnton 
At 100°kt m�.xl. lkl-l:, mono/-.tereo _____ -5JJB/ 4)JB 

S[ereo .. cpc�raw,n, lkll:/5kll:/10kll: __ -64dBI-59dBI-49dB 
Ourpur kn:L 100% mndulattnn ________ !026m\' 
Channel h,1lance. stereo 0.03dB 
DtnH:n:.tlm (width. hctght, d�;.·pth) ____ 41.5 x 6.5 x 23cm 
Typtcal pnc�;.· ttlC VAT .1.:85 

For gra[Jh references see issue No 44 

CYRUS ELECTRONICS L TD, STONEHILLL, HUNTING DON. CAMBS PEI8 6ED. 

· --TEL: (0480)5 7 4 77-- · 

T
his compact design is styled to 
march the Cyws amplifier series 
and the sound is claimed to match 
it too! Elegantly simple, it uses a 
large digital display with full 

synthesiser operation, and covers stereo plus 
medium wave AM bands. Tuning is manual via 
an auto-seek mode, with eight presets for each 
band. 

A standard UK coaxial socket is provided for 
FM while a rear mounted AM loop aerial may 
be added for long range reception. 

LAB REPORT 
We rested two tuners as the first provided a poor 
4.8dB result for capture mtio. However, the 
second sample was only slightly better at 4dB, 
pointing to some weakness in the IF design. AM 
rejection (IHF) was unexceptional at SldB and 
varied strongly with level. Sensitivity was fine 
but at low RF levels some mild background 
warbles were audible in stereo mode. The 
ultimate signal to noise ratio reached almost 
60dB, which was mther poorer than the best 
examples in the issue; in our view, the muting 
level was set too low. Alternate channel 
selectivity was pretty good at 7IdB while the 
pilot tone rejection (IHF, no modulation) was 
fine on paper at -43 and -64dB for 19kHz and 

84 

38kHz components. However, under 
modulation the 38kHz sidebands deteriorated 
to just -24dB- not a good idea for recording 
purposes and representing a potential source of 
IM beats. Stereo distortion was just avemge at 
0.3% while separation was likewise about 
average, measuring 44dB midband and falling 
to 35dB at 10kHz. The tuner's healthy l V 
output will drive the Cyrus amplifier inputs 
satisfactorily. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Living up to its Cyrus namesakes, this tuner 
provides satisfying audio quality on FM stereo. 
Tidy and musical, it produced good stereo width 
and depth, plus pleasing ambience, a sweet 

treble and good detail. Backgrounds were not 
entirely silent, and on quiet programmes the hiss 
level was nor up to the best possible standard. 

On AM, rhe sound was rather below average, 
being 'thick' with a 'hollow' coloration. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Though 'best buy' material on sound quality 
grounds, this model's radio frequency 
performance let it down. For high-quality local 
station reception it will probably perform well 
but in more difficult conditions its abilities were 
questionable; at this stage the design qualifies 
only for recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
S�;.·n:.tClvtty for 50JB �tgnnl-to-not�� mtto 
Mnn{)hteren _____________ 7 .7JJVI27f.N 
Uhunatt: :.ignal-ro-noi._c (CCIRIARM/lkH: rd) 
M{ln()/:.t�;.•rco

_,_
---------- 68dB/-59.0JB 

Mwmg due..,hold, R.F. l�"el 5.5JJV 

Alt�.:rn,ttt: ch ,mncl :.elccttVlt} --------- 71JB 
Pdot wnt: rq�cuon. 19kll:/38kH: 43d8/-64d8 
Atvl rqecttnn 5IdB 

Captur�;.• mtiu_
,--

-____________ 4.8dB 
llJtal h<trnHm 1C Jt�(OrtJon 
At 100% mnJ. lkH:. monl)/._tcr�o -57JB/-50dB 
Stt:rt:u .. �;.·pc�r,ttton. lkH:/SkH:·IOid 1: __ -44JB/-41dB/-35dB 
Output l�vcL 100% moJulatton 998mV 
CIMnncl bal.:�nc�. :.rereo 0.04dB 
Dtmcn .. ion (\\tdth, height, Jeprh) ___ 21.5 x 8.5 x 39.5cm 
T)ptc;ll pnu.: me VAT i18C 

For graph references see issue No 44 



T u N E R s 

NAD4020B 
AD SALES, COUSTEAU HOUSE, GREYCAINE ROAD, W ATFORD WD2 4SB 

· ---TEL: (0923) 26499--

T
raditionally styled, looking much as 
tuners did a decade ago, the 40208 
is none the worse for that. A large 
'slide rule' tuning scale dominates 
the front panels, showing clearly 

that traditional analogue design still evades the 
almost ubiquitous sy nthesiser chip. I still like 
analogue tuners and appreciated the rapid dial 
response of the fly wheel-loaded tuning of this 
model. On the debit side, preset station facilities 
are absent. 

A'simple but effective tuning indicator uses 
two red lamps flanking a green 'OK' light. FM 
and rhe medium \\·ave AM band are covered, 
and muting and mono modes can be separately 
engaged. On the rear panel, in addition ro the 
movable rod AM aerial, there is also a proper 
UK coaxial socket for FM. Clip connectors are 
provided for an additional AM aerial as well as 
300 ohm and 7 5 ohm FM options. 

LAB REPORT 
While nor up in the super class the sensitivity 
was sufficient for most applications (but not 
extreme fringe). Stereo signal-to-noise levelled 
off at 58dB and did nor improve greatly in mono 
while the muting threshold of 5f.IV was too low 
to give sensible service. The pilot tone rejection 

was fine and total harmonic distortion was 
satisfactory both as regards mono and stereo. 
Stereo separation was pretty good right up to 
10kHz while the radio frequency parameters 
were also good, including selectivity, AM 
suppression (rejection of imerference) and 
capture ratio. The audio frequency response was 
sensibly flat and the RF input showed a fine 
overload performance. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring very we 11 on the listening tests, clean 
stereo reception was obtained with signal levels 
over 8001-1V. Background hiss was just 
satisfactory, countered by a lively and open 
sound, plus good stereo image, showing fair 

PIONEER F·99X 

depth and space. 
The AM sound was quite presentable and in 

fact above average; but as usual this is not saying 
much! 

CONCL USIONS 
While this was neither the quietest or the most 
sensitive tuner of the group, it nonetheless 
provided a great sound for the money. Easy to 
use, it was musical as well as ambienr, proving 
a worthy match for the NAD 3120 as well as 
any other comparably good amplifier. The value 
raring suggests a Best Buy. 

TEST RESULTS 
SensHtvny for 50JB s•gnal-to-ntmc mtio 

Mono/stereo 
-

:---
--::-:�-,

:
-----,--:-

-
-

:----·4 J..1 V/S O ,..,. V 
Ulcunate signal-to-not :-.c (CCIR/AR�1/lk H: rei) 

Mono/�tcrco _____________ ,63dB/58dB 
Muting thn .. •.,hold. R.F. lo..'\'(_'1 5J,.lV 
AlternoHc ch,mnd ·"·:lcctivny 6 IB 
Pdor tone TCJl.'CTlon, 19k/1:1}8kll: 58dB/-70dB 
AM reJeCt tun 60dB 
C.•rtun.:' rati11 1.4dB 
Total harrn1mtc dtstortllln 
At I %mod. lkH:, monn/�tcn.:o -SldB/-50dB 
Stereo scpar,H ton, lkH:/5kH:/10kH: ____ 55dB/52dB/48,JB 
Output level, 100% modulrtuon 910mV 

Ch:1nnel habnce, stereo 0.03JB 

Oinu:n .... ton (width. hetght, lkpth) 42 x 14 x IOcm 
Typtcal price inc VAT £139 

For graph references see issue No 44 

PIONEER HIGH FIDELITY (GB) L TD, FIELD WAY. GREENFORD, MIDDLESEX UB6 8UZ. 
·--TEL 01-575 5757-- · 

P
ioneer's original F90 tuner had a 
distinguished record, including high 
ratings in previous issues of HFC. In 
contrast with the usual policy of 
planned obsolescence, Pioneer have 

chosen to enhance this model, in the form of 
the '99X. 

A total of 16 stations, FM and medium wave 
in any combination, may be programmed for 
pre-set tuning; long wave AM is not covered. 
Facilities include manual and power tuning, plus 
a variable IF bandwidth, rhe latter allowing 
optimum audio performance in 'wide' mode. 
The aerial socket is soldered directly to the 
printed circuit, a mechanically unwise thing to 
do, and on our sample the initially poor 
sensitivity was traced to a broken connection 
here. 

LAB-REPORT 
This tuner provided an exceptional sensitivity 
combined with an excellent front end, this 
ensuring a strong performance over a wide range 
of reception conditions. In 'narrow ' mode, the 
selectivity was very good, with an excellent AM 
rejection. The capture ratio varied with IF 
bandwidth and was at its best on the wide 
setting. Pilot tones were rejected well and the 
results for ultimate signal-to-noise were up with 
the best. 

Significant advances have been made over rhe 
F90 with respect to distortion, which in 'wide' 
mode, full modulation stereo, held to 0.05%, 
-66dB- a superb result. Channel separation 
held well at 51dB at 1kHz, 53dB at 1kHz, 53dB 
at 10kHz, and the results degraded little on the 
narrow IF setting. 

Channel balance was perfect, and the audio 
output was 785mV from a low output impedance 
of 900ohms. Frequency response was wide and 
flat, ±0.2dB through the midband, with the 
- 3dB points at 10Hz and l6.5kHz. 

SOUND QUALITY 
This design's reputation held up during the 
auditioning. Good on narrow IF, it improved 

noticeably on 'wide'. The bass was firm and 
clean, with exceptional stereo stage width and 
focus. Image depth was fairly good, though the 
midrange sounded a little 'thin' with a mild 
'edginess' in the treble. Complementing these 
FM results, the AM performance was well above 
average. 

CoNcLusioNs 
This powerful tuner lacked long wave bur would 
perform wel l under some of the most difficult 
reception conditions. The sound quality was 
good, both on FM stereo and AM, and a strong 
recommendation was assured. 

TEST RESULTS 
Tunt't 

SenSitiVIty for 50dB 5tgnal-ro-n0lse 
Mllnof::.tereo 2.4�V/2411V (narrow IFZ.011V/2411V) 
Ulnmat<...' �tgnal-to-noi::.e (CC IR/ ARM, 1kHz rd) 
�:lnno/�tc.:n.:o 8ldB/-70dB 
Mutmg threshold !}�V 

Alternatl' channd ::.dcctiv ity -15JB (narrow, 76dB) 

Pilot tone rejection , 19kH:/38kl-lz -60JB/-83dB 
AM reJeCtion 76dB 
C.tpture ratto 1.2dB (narrow, 3.0dB) 
l<.)ral harmoniC disrortton at \00% mod, lkH: 

Mono/stereo 69dB/-66 (narrow, -65dB/-50dB) 
Sten.'O sepa1.1rton, lkHz/5kH:/10kH: 

50dBI-51dBI-5JdB (nam>w. 41dBI42dB/47dBi 

Output level, 100% mo...l __________ 785mV 
Channd balance QIB 
Dtm�rbtOTb (wiJth, llcpth, hc.:tght) 42 X 32 x6cm 
Trp1c;.�l pncl' IlK VAT J..:240 

For graph references see issue No 44 
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T u N E R s 

RafEL RT·850L 
ROTEL HI-FI, 25 HE ATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES MKI2 6HR. 

· --TEL (0908) 3!7707-- · 

R
otel's two tuners, the '830 and '850 
have been designed with an accent 
on sound quality- in a sense they 
are of the 'BX' generation. The 
RT-850 is the more expensive 

model, and covers FM stereo, medium and long-
wave bands; a full digital design, it offers both 
auto-seek 'power' tuning and manual frequency 
entry. In power tune mode, the muting threshold 
is sensibly set to ignore weak, noisy stations. 

LAB REPORT 
The RF performance was substantially good, 
with a decent sensitivity coupled with other 
figures which point to a good performance in 
fringe reception areas. Background whistles were 
suppressed well but the rejection of ultrasonic 
signals was not as effective. Rejection of the 
exact pilot tone frequency was numerically quite 
good, but in the presence of normal modulation, 
spurious sidebands appear at only 23dB down. 
Ultimate signal to noise ratios were more than 
satisfactory. Alternate channel selectivity was 
to a decent standard while both the AM 
suppression and capture ratio were first rate. 

On stereo, worst case, harmonic distortion 
held to 0.2o/o in the midband, which was a fine 
result, while stereo channel separation was also 

pretty good. Channel balance was excellent, 
while stereo frequency response proved to be 
very flat and extended, only ldB down at 10Hz, 
and 3dB down at 17 .5kHz. At high signal 
strengths some variation in AM rejection was 
noted; for example, SOdB at 30mV, and some 
spurious RF respon es were also apparent. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
justifying the designers' efforts, the '850 scored 
well in the listening tests, and was one of the 
best sounding models at the price level. The FM 
stereo showed a good rendition of depth and 
ambience, coupled with fine central focus and 
width; tonally, it was sweeter than usual, with 
good perspenives, and a clear spark! ing treble. 

SANSUITU·D99XL 

Unfortunately, on AM the sound was barely 
average even allowing for the inherently poor 
sound of this waveband. It was however 
relatively crisp and intelligible, particularly on 
voice. 

CONCLUSIONS 
With sound quality regarded as a major 
parameter in Hi-Fi Choice assessments, the 
RT-850L happily scored a Best Buy in its price 
category. Furthermore, the basic tuner RF 
performance was also pretty good. 

TEST RESULTS 
ScnsittvHy for 50dB signal-to-notse ratLo 
Mono/stereo _____________ 2,.Nil?�V 
Uirunare sign<�l-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/lkHz reO 
Mono/stereo ___________ 73dB/-63.0dB 
Murmg threshold, R.F. level 4.41-!V 
Alrcrnme channel sclccnvLty 68dB 
Pilot tone rejection. J9kHz/38kl-h -40dB/-5JdB 
AM reJeCtion ------------- 66dB 
Capture rano ______________ l.ldB 
Total harmontc dtstortLOn 
At 100% mod. lkH:. mono/stereo 63JB/-55dB 
Stereo separation, lkH:/SkH:/IOkHz __ -40dB/-42dB/- 34dB 
Output level, 100% modulation ______ �_575mV 
Channel balance, stereo O.OldB 
Duncn�ton (width. hetght, J..:pth) _____ ·43 x 6.5 x Jlcm 
Typtcal pnce inc VAT £150 

For graph references see issue No 44 

S A NSUI (UK) l TO, UNIT lOA, LYON INDUSTRI A L  ESTATE. ROCKWA RE AVENUE. GREEN FORD, 
· --MIDDLESEX.TELOI-575 1133-- · 

T
his slimline compact model is an 
upmarket design with a compre
hensive specification. A quartz 
locked synthesiser model, it offers 
FM coverage as well as AM 

medium wave, with 8 auto-tuned preset station 
positions on each band. Details include a record 
calibration tone at -6dB on peak level, plus 
a local/normal switch for front end sensitivity 
and a normal/narrow IF switch to aid separation 
of closely spaced stations. There is also a noise 
suppressor for weak stereo stations. At the rear, 
a Japanese-sty le coaxial connector is fitted using 
a special plug which has to be made up. 300ohm 
FM connection is via binding posts and these 
also serve for the AM loop antenna. 

LAB REPORT 
The '99X acquitted itself well in the lab tests. 
The RF performance was fine with very good 
sensitivity, a sensible muting threshold and 
excellent AM suppression as well as capture 
ratio. Selectivity was satisfactory in 'normal' and 
very good in 'narrow' IF mode. Signal-to-noise 
ratios were up with the best, while harmonic 
distortions held to a fine 0.1%, -60dB, in all 
conditions. Channel suppression was very good 
in normal mode and was still more than 
satisfactory in 'narrow'; for this tuner 'narrow' 
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mode operation was no hardship. Output level 
was healthy, balance very good with the 
frequency response respectably flat. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring very well on the listening tests, the '99 
produced just slight background whistles, which 
had cleared by the 200/-IV input level, and from 
500/-IV upwards the stereo output was very quiet. 
It presented a close copy of the original source, 
although the merest dull ling of transients was 
noted. Otherwise the sound - stereo, depth, 
and tonal neutrality - all met high standards. 
High level RF blocking was cleared via the 
'local' switch. 

The AM sound was thought unpleasant with 
a notable hardness and ringing sound. Here it 
rated below average. 

CONCLUSIONS 
With a front rank sound quality and a very 
strong RF performance, this is clearly a fine 
tuner design. Suited, with the 'local' switch, to 
both fringe and high strength locations, a 
versatile performance is offered, and if the AM 
section is not considered important, it could fit 
the bill nicely. The '99X represents very good 
value in its price sector, and qualifies for a Best 
Buy rating. 

TEST RESULTS 
Tuner 

Semmvny for 50JB signal-ro·noisc Mono/stereo __ 2.5�V/25�V 
Ultimate signal-ro-notse (CCJR/ARM, lkH2 ref) 
�vlnno/�rereo 

---,-,
--- --------76dB/71JB 

Mutmg threshold 40/ .. N 

Alternate channel �dcctJvtty 40dB/75dB 
Pilot tone rejection, !9kHz/38kHz 71dB/>93dB 
AM TCJCCtlOil _____________ >68dB 
Capture rauo !.OdB 
Tow! harmontc d1stortion at 100% mod, lkH: 
Mono/srereo 60dB/-63( -60*}dB 
Sre"'' sepa,uion, lkHz/5kH:I!OkH: ___ 55/58!;1dB(37/40/41*�1B 
Output level. 100% mod 825mV 
Channel balance O.lSdB 

Dimcn�ions (width, Jcpth, hctght) ______ 43 x26x5cm 
Typtcal price me VAT 230 
*NamJtt' 1 F bcmdu•idth 

For graph reference see issue No 44 
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comparators, in our single speaker demonstration lounges or 
in your own home. 
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c H 0 0 s I N G A N D u s I N G 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

I
f you're planning to spend one or even 
several hundred pounds on a new pair of 
loudspeakers, it does make sense to take 
at least as much care over the decision 
as one would in buying a pair of 

shoes. If you get the shoes wrong your feet will 
protest, so if you get the loudspeakers wrong your 
ears will rebel, and you will find yourself not 
using the system as much. But with hundreds 
of alternatives to choose from, each 
distinguished from its rivals by a different 
permutation of jargon, how do you begin to 
narrow the choice, and even start to make a 
selection? Cue for a little jargon-free advice! 

The first step on the road is to try and specify 
one's own personal and particular requirements, 
he writes glibly, opening several cans of worms. 
It is possible to do this on a basic, simplistic 
level, checking the price, size and intended 
location. But there are real benefits for those 
prepared to take a little more trouble. With a 
little care, the assistance of the data in this book, 
and (hopefully) the co-operation of a skilled 
retailer, the end result can be that much more 
worthwhile. 

SETTING THE BUDGET 
Those buying just loudspeakers will have a pretty 
good idea of the money they have available, 
which as ever is the fundamental bottom line 
of any purchasing decision. But there is- and 
always has been - controversy over the 
proportion of a budget that should be devoted 
to loudspeakers, vis a vis that spent on the other 
components of a system. 

Ten years ago conventional wisdom 
recommended devoting as much as possible to. 
the loudspeaker, as it was regarded as the weakest 
link in the chain. An alternative philosophy, 
pointing out that the loudspeaker could do 
nothing to compensate for an inadequate source, 
switched attention towards turntables and 
amplifiers. And as usual the pendulum probably 
swung too far, and is now beginning to turn back 
towards the loudspeaker. 

PERSON AL PREFERENCES 
Here we get into the realms of personal taste, 
and this requires either the painful process of 
individual experience or the sympathies of a 
competent dealer in order to establish where 
one's personal priorities lie. Where one listener 
may be barely conscious of the subtleties of 
stereo imagery, another will take particular 
pleasure in pin-pointing musicians within a 
recorded acoustic. Those who listen 
predominantly to electronic rather than acoustic 
instruments are liable to sacrifice coloration in 
favour of dynamic impact. 

While a magazine can assist in presenting 
these alternatives, it is only through skilled 
demonstration that an individual can be 
confronted with the different but equally valid 
options to make an educated choice for himself. 

At the time of writing I am temporarily living 
with a £!000 system which suits me very well, 
but which certainly represents one extreme. It 
consists of a £600 turntable with £200 amplifier 
and £80 loudspeakers on £!00 stands. At the 
other (rather less) extreme, another could 
enjoyably combine a £500 remote control multi
source midi-system with £500 worth of high 
performance, low coloration loudspeakers and 
stands. But unless one actually has the 
opportunity to hear the difference between these 
two very distinct approaches, how can one 
possibly have any basis for making a choice? 

SITING Is IMPORTANT 
The site chosen for loudspeakers is often as 
influential as the choice of loudspeakers 
themselves. Over the years I have used open 
stand locations, both with conventional box 
speakers and panel types, and also stand
mounted wall-backed designs. Each has its own 
strengths and weaknesses and imposes its own 
characteristics on the sound, so again personal 
preference enters into the equation. Some will 
suit one room layout better than another, and 
choice must frequently take as much account 
of the visual as the sonic aesthetics. 

Having chosen the siting, one may then 
choose the loudspeakers and stands to suit. 
Alternatively, choose the speakers you like in 
the shop, and then move them around at home 
until they sound to your taste, because small 
changes in position can give big alterations in 
sound, particularly when operating near a rear 
wall. 

The end result comes from a complex 
interaction between the loudspeaker, its support, 
its site, the acoustics of the room, and the 
general characteristics of the driving system. It 
is rarely entirely predictable. For those intending 
to spend a fair amount of money, it is not 
unreasonable to expect the luxury of a home 
demonstration, and/or the option to return and 
change a pair which do not suit after a day or 
two. 

The shop demonstration will suffice in most 
instances of choosing a loudspeaker or system, 
but the real value of a skilled specialist dealer 
is his ability to create in the home an experience 
similar to that which impressed in the shop, 
even within the inevitable constraints of the 
domestic environment. Experienced set-up 
advice can (or should) be worth a great deal, 
and certainly the normal retail markup. 

BIG ONES OR LITTLE ONES 
For any given budget there is an obvious choice 
between large or small loudspeakers. One 
instinctive reaction is to favour the big one, 
particularly if it has lots of drive units, but others 
will plump for a miniature or compact on 
aesthetic grounds. In fact the differences and 
trade-offs are much more subtle and far-reaching. 

Fundamentally, the larger the box the more 

extended the bass is for the same specific 
loudness. Ultimately a good big 'un is going to 
beat a good littl 'un on loudness and bass 
extension, hands down. But it is also going to 
cost a great deal more. The large enclosed 
volume remains the route to extended bass, and 
this in turn adds 'weight ' and 'scale' to the 
sound. But it can also reveal the low frequency 
inadequacies of the sources, be they the 
equipment or the recordings themselves. 
Meanwhile most of the important musical 
information can be handled at adequate 
domestic levels by even the smaller enclosures. 

Big speakers suffer from several innate 
disadvantages. Large box enclosures are 
expensive to build and ship, and represent an 
undesirably large surface area of unwanted 
radiation, which can colour the sound and blur 
stereo precision. Extra drive units do increase 
power handling, but bring problems of crossover 
complexity and unit integration. 

Little speakers can prove more fragile if used 
for the occa ional party, and are certainly not 
at their best when trying to recreate the power 
and drama of rock music or a full concert hall 
acoustic. Their appearance is bound to be more 
discrete, but they will nearly always need a 

special stand to produce the best results. 

MODUS OPER ANDI 
Given the excessive number of different models 
competing for attention, manufactuers are 
inclined to make much of the uniqueness of 
their particular brew. Indeed many will 
consciously aim towards some form of USP 
(unique selling point), or alternatively rush into 
incorporating that of a successful competitor. 
The result is that the industry has become 
riddled with buzz words to describe any single 
type of engineering solution, and this leads to 

the sort of stereotyping which entirely misses 
the point of loudspeaker engineering. 

Examples are legion, from the bextrene 
bass/mid range cones of the early 'seventies 
through to the latest metal dome tweeters which 
are currently springing up everywhere. The result 
is that people talk of a 'metal dome sound' as 
something desirable (or not) per se, whereas in 
fact there will be a whole range of different 
metal dome sounds, in all probability some 
distinctly more 'equal' than others. 

The underlying axiom is that great 
loudspeakers are not created by adopting a quick 
technological 'fix'. Indeed, history has often 
shown that the 'radical innovation' is a mere 
flash in the pan, with benefits in one area more 
than offset by unforseen penalties elsewhere. 

Technology has steadily improved the 
performance of loudspeakers over the years, and 
some innovations have proved decidedly 
worthwhile. But the whole is much greater than 
the apparent sum of the parts, and the buyer 
would do well to bear this in mind. 

88 Reviews reprinted from issue Nos 41 & 46 by Martin Colloms 



ANATOMYOFALOUDSPEAKER 

High frequency sounds from the 
tweeter may 'beam' in some 
designs while others have 
purposely tailored vertical or 
lateral dispersion patterns. The 
speaker needs setting to put the 
tweeter at an appropriate height 
for the ears of seated I isteners. 

Grilles on or off? Many speakers __ ..:;,�• 
sound better with grilles removed, 
because of the diffractive effects of 
the grille frame. Can y ou live with 
naked drive units' 

Efficiency. A more efficient 
speaker is one which is better at ---;--;--�'-,.,;: 
converting electricity into sound. 
A speaker of90dB sensitivity will 
sound I iterall y twice as loud as one 
ofSOdB for the same power. Tc, 
achieve the same by upgrading 
amplifier power would require a 
SOW amp be replaced with a 
SOOW model! Higher efficiency 
may save y ou expenditure on 
unwanted amplifier power. 

The stands should be inert, rigid 
and coupled to the floor to 
prevent the speaker rocking or 
moving. The speaker system will 
then be able to produce clean 
deep bass and stable stereo 
imagery. 

Angling speakers inwards can 
improve stereo imagery. Room 
placement for good stereo is as 
important as that for good bass. 
Experimentation with angling 
and relative distances from the 
room boundaries is 
recommended. 

Electrical matching: Speakers arc 
far more easily damaged by an amp 
that is under-powered than one 
that is 'too big'. A small amp, 
when driven flat out, may 'clip' 
the output waveform, lopping off 
the tops of the waves. This 

, generates high-level high
frequency distortion products that 
can destroy tweeters. Big amps can 
only damage a speaker by pushing 
the drive unit out too far or by 
heating the voice coi I over a 
period of time- unlikely in 
normal use. Loudspeaker 
manufacturers give a bracket for 
the power ratings of suitable 
amp! ifiers, so choose speakers and 
amp to match each other. 

1 
'Special' speaker cables may give 
subtle improvements in clarity 
and bass definition. In any case, 
use heavy-duty multi-strand 
cables rather than light gauge 
lighting flex or 'bell wire'. 

Where will the speakers be 
placed' If designed for true 
bookshelf or near wall location, 
they will only give a balanced 
output in that location. Speakers 
designed for free space do best on 
stands and will boom if put near 
walls or corners. 
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MINIMUM SIZE 
• 

MAXIM 

THE NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER SYS TEM FROM 

GOODMANS. 

• 

IN SUCH A SMALL BOX, GOODMANS, BY PAYING A T TEN TION 

TO DE TAIL, HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PRODUCE EXCEL LENT 

BASS PERFORMANCE. 

CROSSO VER AND SPEAKER COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN 

CAREFULLY MATCHED TO PRODUCE 50 WATTS RMS AND A 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF 65 TO 20kHz. 

GREAT SURPRISES COME IN SMALL PACKAGES, SEEING AND 

HEARING IS BELIEVING. 

MAXIM, FROM BE T T ER HI-FI S TORES 

AT AROUND 00 A PAIR 

Goodmans 
THE PEOPLE WORTH LISTENING TO 

Goodmans Loudspeakers L1m1ted. 2 Marples Way. K1ngscroft Centre 
Havant, Hampshire P091JS 

Telephone: 0705 486344 Telex: 86296 Fax: 0705 45144) 



L 0 u D s p E A K E R s 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 18 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, HIGH STREET, HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDS LU5 5QJ. 

· --TEL (0582) 867777-- · 

L
ast year the Acoustic Research budget 
speakers did not fare too well in 
Choice, as a hurried changeover from 
pulp cone systems to inadequately 
developed plastic cones gave unim

pressive end results. Since then AR have com
pleted an extensive development programme, 
resulting in a new set of budget models. The 
18 is the middle-sized system, selling at a 
typical £115 a pair. 

This compact two-way design uses a 210mm 
frame, 165mm cone bass/mid unit, plus 19mm 
cone dome tweeter. Both radiating elements are 
plastic, graphite-loaded polypropylene for the 
larger driver and polycarbonate for the ferro
fluid-cooled tweeter. 

During development it was discovered that the 
bass/mid unit possessed a naturally flat response 
with a convenient rolloff near the intended 
crossover point. Experiment confirmed that the 
system could work without an electrical cross
over to this unit, and that a single capacitor 
feeding the tweeter would complete the design. 
The overall acoustic slopes approximate to 
12dB/octave, with the ferrofluid damping help
ing to establish a defined tweeter bandpass. One 
outcome of the simple crossover design is that 
the amplifier is directly wired to the bass/mid 
unit. Past experience suggests that if such a 
system can be made to work correctly, this may 
confer benefits in terms of clarity and definition. 

Built largely from 17mm chipboard, the vinyl
clad enclosure has a sealed-box volume of 15.4 
litres, loading the bass unit to system resonance 
at 85Hz. The grille is satisfactorily shallow and 
rebated. Electrical connection is by 4mm 
socket/binders. Placement on stands is recom
mended, fairly close to the rear wall - 0.4 -
0.6m should be a good starting point. 

SOUND QUALIT Y 
Improving on its predecessors, the AR18 scored 
an average rating while being priced well below. 
In terms of tonal balance it did sound 'small' 
for example with a lack of body on piano, but 
this was not too serious. The bass was nicely 

articulate, if too dry in the lower register. The 
midrange seemed somewhat forward, but 
balanced quite well through to the treble. Stereo 
imaging gained an overall 'average' rating, but 
more dynamic clarity was apparent than is 
usually found in speakers of this price. Again 
of average quality, the treble was fortunately 
unobtrusive. Quite good power handling was 
shown at the higher test levels. 

LAB REPORT 
ln anechoic free space the' 18 provided a really 
good axial response, albeit one which showed 
some treble improvement when the grille was 
detached. The reference sensitivity was a high 
90dB/W, with the associated -6dB bass rolloff 
at 60Hz. Fair bass should be available down to 
50Hz, if somewhat attenuated. The general 
trends are best seen at the 2 metre measuring 
distance, in particular a rising output through 
the midrange with a moderate variation in 
output. 

The off-axis curves were poorer than usual, 
partly because the high crossover frequency 
operates the bass/mid unit in its more directional 
region. The above-axis result was also unpromis
ing, so the loudspeaker should be at or directed 
towards head height. The overall indications 
were of a 'light', 'forward' balance with some 
'lumpiness'. 

W ith a power handling of 60W, up to 103dBA 
will be possible from a stereo pair. Amplifiers 
down to lOW per channel will provide sensible 
sound levels provided party use is not envisaged. 
Rated 'good' in terms of amplifier loading, the 
impedance characteristic was fairly even, 
dipping to a minimum of 5 and averaging 
6.5ohms. Most amplifiers will not find this 
speaker any problem to drive. 

Measured in the listening room (without the 
benefit of wall augmentation), the response 
showed some mid dominance around 1kHz, but 
the overall balance was tolerable and the energy 
reasonably uniform through the crossover 
region. 

Distortion performance was more than com-

petant at the higher 96dB sound level, particu
larly in the bass. At higher frequencies the third 
harmonic was held to below 1%, averaging 
0.7%. At the reduced 86dB level a proportional 
improvement was obtained across the range. 

CONCLUSIONS 
W hile the '18 was not particularly tidy in res
ponse terms, it passed the lab tests in quite good 
form. Subjectively it proved better balanced 
than anticipated, with moderate coloration, a 
pleasing dynamic quality, and above average pro
gramme detail. The good sensitivity and ampli
fier loading ensures a Best Buy value for money 
rating. 

GENERAL DATA 
Size (hcightXwidthxdepth) ______ 45.5x27.5x2lcm 

Recommended amplifier power per channel 

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres) ___ (10) -60W 

Recommended placement ---�on stand, near wall (O.Sm) 

Frequency response, within :t3dB. at 2 metre� _65H: ro 20kHz 

Low frequency rolloff (-6dB pouu) at I metre ____ 60Hz 

Voltage senstttvtty 

(ref. 2.83V, ur lW into Sohms at 1 metre) _____ 9·0dB/W 

Approximate maximum sound level (patr) at 2 metres _ !03dBA 

lmpedancl' characteristic (case of drive) _____ __good 

Forward response uniformtty _________ average 

l)'pical price per pair, me VAT _________ .£115 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECTIVE 

Stereo 

Bass 

Tonal holance 

Coloration 

Overall 

ForwarJ re�pon�e 

Ease of dnvc 

Sensilivtry 

Bass extension 

Loudness 

TECHNICAL 

For graph references see issue No 46 
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L 0 u D s p E A K E R s 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 22 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, HIGH STREET, HOUGHTO REGIS, BEDS LU5 5QJ. 

· --TEL (0582) 867777-- · 

C
losely related to the AR 18, the '22 
shares a similarly-sized enclosure 
and the same 230mm frame bass/ 
mid unit. In the '18 this driver is 
'let rip', with no crossover for the 

low frequency section. Some additional cross
over elements are used in the '22, to help define 
a more even response and more precisely inte
grate a different, wider range tweeter. 

The '22 is a sealed-box model with an internal 
volume of around 16 litres, resulting in a system 
resonance close to 60Hz. The carcass is vinyl
clad 17mm stock, and the front baffle is 17mm 
MDF. The back is recessed and the enclosure 
is quite rigid despite the lack of additional 
bracing, and shows above average resonance 
properties. A loose filling of polyester wadding 
provides some absorption for internal standing 
waves. 

The bass unit has a shallow, flared polypropy
lene cone of 165mm effective radiating 
diameter, the cone plastic reinforced by a 
graphite loading. The treble is handled by a 
25mm soft plastic dome tweeter, ferrofluid
cooled. The crossover is of normal commercial 
quality and conforms to l2dB/octave rates. 
Internal connections use clip-on terminals, 
while combined 4mm socket/binding posts 
making the external links to the amplifier. 

The grille is a quite slim 9mm moulding, with 
a rebate to reduce diffraction in the treble. 
Location on rigid stands is advised, spaced 
possibly 0.5m from a back wall, though this 
dimension may be varied to suit local acoustic 
conditions. 

SOUND QUALIT Y 
W hile the '22 was a little better balanced 
tonally than the 18- naturalness on singing 
voice and the like - it nonetheless scored 
slightly below its less expensive brother. Some 
listeners remarked on a higher perceived level 
of coloration with some 'spikey' sounds in the 
upper treble. Some of the dynamic 'life' of the 
'18 was missing in the '22, though in certain 
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areas the latter was more accurate. It scored 
about average on other subjective parameters, 
and is therefore quite a competent performance 
in view of its modest price. 

LAB REPORT 
The sensitivity was close to average at 
88.5dB/W, some l.SdB less than the 18. 
Consequently the maximum sound level was 
less, the system reaching lOldBA for a 
maximum input of 75W program. (Some differ
ences in frequency response shape accounts for 
an extra dB loss in the peak dBA reading.) Set 
against the reference sensitivity, the bass 
extended to 60Hz, -6dB, and realistic output 
down to 50Hz can be expected under room 
conditions. 

The reference response was smoorher than for 
the '18, except in the treble where a SdB plateau 
appeared from 14-19kHz. The output showed 
little change when the grille was detached 
(dotted line). The speaker performed well on the 
2 metre set of characteristic forward responses, 
exceptionally so in the lateral phase at 30° and 
45°. In fact the high treble peak was almost gone 
by 20°, suggesting that a 'straight ahead' 
orientation for the enclosures in the listening 
room, listening off-axis, should give the best 
results. Some mid dominance may be seen, 
while the bass appears to be mildly under
damped. A small dip on the 15° vertical axis 
indicates that the speakers should be located at 
a sensible height, and not too low compared 
with a seated listener' s  head. 

In-room, the '22 demonstrated a well 
balanced response, though with noticeable 
uneveness. The central midrange was satis
factory, but the treble peaked at 5kHz and 
showed an undesirable 'corner' at 16kHz (the 
axial peak). Surprisingly the output peaked at 
!50-200Hz, while the lower bass was somewhat 
depressed. 

The impedance characteristic suggests that 
the '22 is a good amplifier load; although below 
the 8ohm standard, it should not present any 

problems. The distortion characteristics were 
fine at 86dB, averaging 0.4% third harmonic 
and 0.7% second, and although there was 
naturally an increase at the higher 96dB level, 
distortion remained well controlled. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The '22 should be better than the 18, but in 
practice was nor. The general characteristics 
were similar, but it proved harder to forgive the 
high treble 'sting' of the '22 than the response 
untidiness of the 18, particularly as the '22 is 
more expensive. However, in context the value 
for money is still good, so the system qualifies 
for recommendation. 

GENERAL DATA 
St:e (hctght x widt hxdcpth) ______ 44x27.5x21CJn 

Rc((lflllllo.'nJt•d ampltfier power pl'r ch,mnel 

(fur 96JBA mmmwm per p;m at 2 mcrn.:�) ___ (10) -75W 

Rclo.lmmcndcd pl<tcettlcnt ____ ,on -.ramh near wall (O.Sm) 

Fr..-qu.,ncy n.::.pon�e. \' uhm :!: 3d B.  ,H 1 metre' _7011: tu 20kl-l: 

Low trequcnn rolloff (-6JB pomt) dt I metre ____ 60H: 

(ref. 2.83V. or lW mlO Sohms <HI merrt:) ____ SS.SJB/W 

Approximdt� maxtmum -..pund kvt:l (pa1r) at 2 mcrre-.. _IOldBA 

Impedance characteristic (ease of dnvc) ______ _good 

furward rt�;;;pnn�e unllormny __________ �ood 

Tvpu.:;.tl pncc pt:r p�ur. me VAT £149 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECTIVE 

SlCTl'O 

Bas<; 

Tt1nal balance 

Culor.tti(lll 

Ovcm\1 

F1nwarJ TC!'If'l,ln)>C 

E<��c of drtve 

Scn!'IH1Vin· 

Ba-..-.. exien;;inn 

Luudnc�� 

TECHNICAL 

0 

For graph references see issHe No 46 



L 0 u D s p E A K E R s 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 44 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, HIGH STREET, HOUGHTON REGIS , BEDS, LUS 5QJ. 

· --TEL (0582) 867777-- · 

F
or !986 Acoustic Research (UK) have 
forged a new range of budget speakers, 
and these have been helping to lift 
their ratings in Choice. The 44BX is 
currently the largest, comprising a 

classic three-way sealed-box design. The well
proportioned cabinet encloses 52 litres, most of 
which is allotted to the 250mm long-throw bass 
driver, though a decent sized rear chamber 
isolates the mid range unit from the bass pressure. 

The system resonance lies at 50Hz, resulting 
in good bass extension. Free space mounting on 
rigid 35-45cm stands is advised. The diaphragms 
of both the bass and midrange drivers are 
graphite loaded polypropylene, with a flared 
profile; the surrounds are of foamed poly
urethane, with a damping sea lent. Above 4kHz, 
the treble range is delivered by a 25mm soft 
plastic dome tweeter; all drivers are custom 
made for AR in Japan. 

The substantial chipboard enclosure is built 
mainly of 17mm panels with circumferential and 
side bracing, the net result being quite low in 
resonance effects. We understand that the en
closure has recently been further improved since 
our review, with additional reinforcement. The 
!Imm thick grille is rebated, and the exterior 
finish is 'walnut' vinyl. Internal damping is 
handled by a fill of polyester fibre, and the good 
commercial quality crossover is essentially to 
12dB/octave, second-order characteristics. Cable 
connection is by 4mm socket/ binding posts. 

SOUND QUALIT Y 
Scoring above average in the listening sessions, 
the results were appropriate to the price. The 
'44 gave a solid, powerful impression with quite 
good dynamic 'attack', and a pleasing level of 
instrumental detail. Mild 'boxiness' and 
'nasality' were noted, with a touch of overhang 
in the bass, and some 'edge' and 'grain' in the 
treble. 

Stereo images were satisfactorily focused, and 
some measure of ambience and depth was repro
duced. Several listeners correctly guessed that 

this was a three-way design, so the drivers cannot 
be all that well integrated. Overall the sound 
seemed quite well balanced, with the slightly 
emphasised midrange adding to the vocal clarity. 
The system handled high powers with great 
competence. 

LAB REPORT 
The sensitivity was an above average 88.5dBW, 
though this was achieved at the expense of a 
lower than usual load impedance, which dipped 
to 3.3ohms at lOOHz, and averaged Sohms over 
the range. Tougher 4ohm rated amplifiers are 
to be preferred, with a lOW suggested minimum 
power, while maximum drive of up to !SOW can 
be used, giving good sound levels of 104dBA 
in-room. Backing this power capability, the 
distortion traces at 96dBA showed an average 
I% over most of the frequency range, though 
the third harmonic 1-4kHz was probably higher 
than desirable; by 86dB, the important 
distortions averaged a comfortable 0.3%. 

The smooth reference response curve fitted 
quite close limits despite a suggestion of mid 
'forwardness' and some treble lift at 15kHz. The 
bass was mildly underdamped, but well extended 
to 43Hz, -6dB. The grille did not significantly 
upset the response, but can be seen to act as 
a treble attenuator. At 2 metres the speaker 
showed some improvement in driver integration, 
and the lateral off-axis responses are notably well 
controlled, but the 15° above-axis response in 
the vertical plane shows a 6-8dB dip around the 
upper crossover. This suggested that the stands 
used should be sufficiently high to bring the 
point between the mid and treble units up to 
or above ear height. Placement on the floor is 
asking for trouble, never mind the consequenr 
coloration increase in the bass and low 
mid range. 

Measured in the listening room, the bass holds 
up well down to 30Hz without serious im
balance, though the lower midrange, 200-
SOOHz, shows a mild depression, while the range 
just above this was a mite forward, and is 

responsible for a trace of mid dominance. 
Integration is most satisfactory across the mid
treble, while a slight 'corner' can be seen just 
before the treble finally rolls away. The balance 
overall is good. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This is a powerful, well designed three-way 
system. The amplifier loading characteristics are 
tougher than usual, but sensitivity is healthy and 
the bass well extended. Tonal balance is pretty 
good, stereo detail and clarity were both well 
above average, so the system represents good 
value and is clearly recommended. 

GENERAL DATA 
St:e (h�1ghr X width X(kpth) ______ 70x 32 x 34.5cm 

Recommended ampltficr power per channel 

(for 96JBA min1murn po;:r p<11r <lt 2 rnetres) ___ (10) -150\'(/ 

Recommended placement ______ open 35cm ::>ttmd:. 

Frequ�:ncy response. within ::!:: 3d8, at 2 mcrrc:. _SOH: to 20kHz 

Luw frequency rolloff (-6dB poml} at I metre ____ 43H: 

Vuhag� St'nSitiviry 

(ref. 2.83V, or I \V inTo Sohms a1 I metre) ____ 88.5dB/W 

Approxnnate maxnnurn :.ounJ level (pair) <11 2 metres _ 104dBA 

Impedance char,�ercri:mc (ca:-.e of drive) ____ below avera�e 

Forward rcspon:.e un1formuy _________ _good 

T�'piCal pr1cc per p,1ir, inc VAT _________ f339 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECTIVE 

Stereo 

Ba:.:. 

T<mal balann· 

Colnratton 

0\' .. :rall 

forward rc:.pun�c 

Ea:.cof dnw 

Scn:.1t1v1t)' 

Ba�::.exten:.ion 

LouJnes:. 

TECHNICAL 

Fo,- graph ,-efe,-ences see issue No 46 
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AKROYDA25 
ROYD LOUDSPEAKER Co, UNIT A6, STAFFORD PARK 15, TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE TF3 3P8. 

· --TEL (0952) 617511 -- · 

A
kroyd have been building loud
speaker systems for a number of 
years, and although we had un
promising results with one of 
their earlier models a few years 

ago, we received the recent A25 model, said to 
be a relative of the Coniston, for 1986. This fair
sized compact system costs a competitive £100 
a pair considering that the vinyl-covered sealed
box chipboard enclosure contains a volume of 
25 litres, and that this is a three-driver system. 

The 220mm frame, bass driver has a quite 
lightweight L60mm cone resulting in a speaker 
system resonance of 72Hz. Underdamped at low 
frequencies, output was actually well maintained 
down to 40Hz. The main midrange driver 
employs a coated pulp cone with classic flared 
profile, an inverted half-roll polyurethane foam 
surround, and a pressed-steel chassis, the latter 
strangely showing premature signs of rust- per

haps it had been stored in a damp environment? 
The treble is handled by the popular Danish 
VIFA 19mm soft plastic dome, a variation of the 
long-established SEAS equivalent. 

The enclosure is built from llmm stock and 
is devoid of bracing. It is acoustically damped 
by a couple of layers of polyester fibre, but the 
walls are untreated, leaving the panels a touch 
resonant. The grille is a plus feature, being cun
ningly located in a concealed groove in the pic
ture frame front of the enclosure, and formed 
of 25mm thick acoustically transparent foam. 
We found a steel disc cemented to the inside 
of the rear panel, but could not discover its 
purpose. 

Electrical connection is via the usual com
bination 4mm socket/binding posts. The high 
quality hard-wired crossover uses air-cored induc
tors and Mullard film capacitors. The crossover 
slopes are electrically 12dB/octave, but will be 
higher order in practice due to the drive unit 
characteristics. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The A25 scored below average on blind listen-

94 

ing, but not disastrously so. Somewhat incon
sistent with different program, the panel showed 
noticeable divergence of opinion as to its merits. 
Coloration altered piano tone, adding some 
'nasal' and 'boxy' emphasis. Taken overall the 
sound seemed fairly well balanced, yet the treble 
drew attention to itself, occasionally sounding 
isolated or exaggerating background hiss in the 
program. The bass was well controlled with even 
extension to the lower frequencies. 

Stereo imaging was interesting- not particu
larly well focused, but showing good 'attack' and 
some resolution of the space and ambience in 
recordings. Depth was weak, but the system 
showed some life and dynamic impact. 

LAB REPORT 
The A25 has an average sensitivity of 87dB/W, 
indicating a minimum power of 12 watts. A 
practical maximum of 75W will provide peak 

sound levels of lOOdBA in a typical room, and 
the bass was more extended than average reach
ing down to 52Hz, -6dB. 

The alignment was close to ideal, as the room 
response shows. An attenuated but extended 
output was obtained down to 30Hz, while some 
mid prominence is associated with a notch at 
1kHz (the marker position). At higher fre
quencies the treble looks nicely even, if over
extended in the high range. 

The Akroyd looked rather primitive on the 
axial reference response at 1 metre. A valley may 
be seen at 1kHz, apparently due to a drive unit 
resonance mode, while beyond this point the 
output recovered, but showed some uneveness 
coupled with a slight treble lift. W ith smooth
ing at 2 metres these features still persisted, and 
were in fact more clearly defined. Within the 
obvious irregularities the off-axis traces were 
actually very well controlled, proving that the 
'lumps' were not crossover related. 

Just touching the 6.4ohm baseline, this 
speaker proved easy to drive, with an average 
impedance value of lOohms. Distortion levels 

were poorer than average particularly at 96dB, 
but improved at the lower 86dB level. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The results for this speaker were rather mixed, 
both for the lab tests and the auditioning. The 
indications are that it may not be to everybody's 
taste, but that it is still worth sampling. Decently 
sized for the price and with fair bass perform
ance, it has done enough to achieve recom
mendation, but a personal audition is strongly 
advised. 

GENERAL DATA 
Size (height X width X depth) ______ _olx29.5x24cm 

Recommended amplifier power per channel 

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres) ___ (l2) -75\Y./ 

Recommended pbcenH:'nt on stand near wall 

Frequency response, within ±3d B. at 2 metres ___ see graph 

Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre 52Hz 

Volrage sensitivity 

(ref. 2.83V. or lW into Sohms at I metre) _____ 87dB/W 

Approximate maxtmum �ound level (pair) at 2 metres _ IOOdBA 

_____ _good+ Impedance chamcterisuc (ease of drive) 

Forward response uniformi[y _______ below avemge 

Typical price per pair, inc VAT _________ £!()() 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECTIVE 

S[erl:!o 

Bass 

Tonal balance 

Colora[ton 

Overall 

Forward response 

Ease of drive 

Sensitivity 

Bass extension 

loudness 
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SPOILT FOR CHOICE? 
AT IN ill-FI WE HAVE SELECfED MANY EXCITING AND INTERESTING PRODUCTS 
FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM. MANY OF THESE ARE CHOICE "BEST BUYS" OR 
" RECOMMENDED" BUT YOU CANNOf DECIDE ON THAT BASIS ALONE. THAT IS 
WHY WE HAVE THE IDE AL FACILITIES, INCLUDING OUR DEMONSTR ATION 
WUNGE, FOR YOU TO LISTEN TO EQUIPMENT IN COMFORT. WE PRIDE 
OURSELVES ON BEING ABLE TO OFFER YOU BEST ADVICE YOU COULD WISH 
FOR . PLE ASE CALL IN TO IN ill-FI AND SELECT YOUR HI-FI FROM: 

A&R • AIWA • ALPHASON • BE ARD • B URMESTER • CASTLE • CONR AD
JOHNSON • DENON • D UAL • ELITE • HEYBROOK • VAN DEN HUL • INFINITY 

• JBL • KEF • KRELL • MAGNEPLANAR • MARANTZ • MERIDIAN • MICHELL 

• MUSICAL FIDELITY • PR01DN • QED • QUICKSILV ER • QUAD • RE VOLVER 
• RO GERS • SONY • SYSTEMDEK • TANNOY • WTA • WHARFEDALE • 

YAMAHA • ZETA. 

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF OUR MUSICAL EVENINGS. 

63 GEORGE STREET EDINBURGH 

Tel: 031-225 8854 

Mon-Sat 9.30-5. Evenin2s bv appointment. D 
BEARD AUDIO 

FOR FURTHER INFORM ATION 

ON THESE WORLD FAMOUS AMPS 

Contact us at: 

� 

� 
" 

BEARD AUDIO, INDUSTRIAL UNIT 81, ASKEW CRESCENT WORKS W12 Tel: 01-749 4258 
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B&WDMlOO 
B&W LOUDSPE AKERS LTD, MA RLBOROUGH RO A D, CHURCHILL !INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LA NCING, 

· --WEST SUSSEX. TEL (0903) 7 507 50-- · 

T
he 'I 00 is the smaller brother of the 
successful DM 110, and follows 
many of its sibling's good engineer
ing features. For example, the 
190mm bass driver chassis is a 

die-casting, the 145mm flared pulp cone has sur
face damping treatment and a generous magnet 
provides the energy. 

Our samples were finished in a good quality 
'black ash' vinyl. The enclosures are built from 
plain 15mm chipboard, with an internal volume 
of 11 litres. A sealed-box design, system reson
ance was a rather high 100Hz. 

Crossing over at around 3kHz, the network 
is essentially third order, 18dB/octave and uses 
five elements plus an attenuating resistor. The 
25mm soft plastic dome tweeter (made by B&W ) 
is protected by a user-replaceable fuse. 

The grille baffle is made from 15mm stock, 
unrebated, and is best detached for serious 
listening. Free space or shelf mounting is pos
sible. Electrical connection is made via 4mm 
socket/binding posts. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The '100 romped through the listening tests 
with a substantially 'good' score, which is very 

good for the class. Sounding a trifle 'loud' and 
light-weight in tonal balance, it provided an 
even, well-integrated sound, with consistently 
high levels of both detail and clarity. 

Stereo focus was good, with quite good repre
sentation of depth and recorded ambience. 
Perspectives were nicely handled, while the 
coloration was fairly low throughout the range. 
It proved a bit shy in the low bass but the upper 
bass was both clean and tuneful. Good power 
handling was shown up to 75W above which 
point some detail was lost. 

LAB REPORT 
On axis at the reference I metre distance, this 
speaker proved its pedigree by providing a ±2dB 
output from 80Hz to 20kHz. The grille was 
acoustically poor, as the solid line (grille on) 
showed. The reference sensitivity was 89dB/W, 
above average, and the -6dB rolloff occurred 
at 75Hz, a higher than usual frequency. 

Pair matching was very good. Maximum 
sound levels of 103dBA are possible and a mini
mum amplifier power of 10 watts per channel 
is indicated. 

At 2 metres microphone distance, a well inte
grated set of curves is seen, with only minor 

B&WDMllO 

variations over the various axes. The overall 
balance was pretty good. 

The fine sensitivity was not compromised by 
the impedance, which did not fall below 6ohms 
and averaged 8ohms. Driven to a 96dB sound 
level the distortion results were good, averag
ing 0.3% above 300Hz and well balanced below 
that frequency. By 86dB, a general improvement 
has occurred with second harmonic falling to 
negligible levels above 300Hz. 

W hile the low frequency range showed some 
attenuation, the room response illustrated the 
finely balanced midrange and the integrated 
treble of this well engineered performer. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A fitting companion to the '110, the '100 

managed to establish a fine performance in its 
own right, despite its competitive pricing. It 
sailed through both the lab and the listening 
tests, proving to be sensitive, clean sounding, 
and offering good stereo. It suits shelf or stand 
mounting and offers very good value. A Best Buy 
classification is mandatory. 
Reassessed. Fmr ret1iewed 1985. Current t)·pical fn-ice C./00. 

For graph references see issue No 41 

B&W LOUDSPE AKERS L TO, MA RLBOROUGH RO A D, CHURCHILL INDUSTRIA L ESTATE, LA NCING, 

· --WEST SUSSEX. TEL (0903) 7 507 50-- · 

A
vailable for some years now, the 
'110 has been a highly successful 
loudspeaker. Built to a tried and 
tested formula, this success seems 
due to a skilful balance of per

formance, engineering and fine value. A two
way model of some 22 litres internal volume, 
it is reflex-loaded by a 5cm diameter port, 
backed by a 7cm tube. 

Bass and midrange frequencies are handled by 
a 220mm flared pulp cone unit, built on a sub
stantial diecast frame with six hole fixing. A 
B&W-built unit is also used for the treble, a 
25mm soft dome plastic foil unit with cast plate. 

The enclosure is well finished in a 'walnut' 
vinyl material, while the grille and its thick non
rebated frame can be detached. 4mm 
socket/binding posts are fitted at the rear. The 
crossover is said to be 4th order acoustic Butter
worth, achieved by a good quality 2nd order 
internal network in conjunction with the 
drivers' acoustic responses. Acoustic foam is used 
to provide internal absorption. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Despite its budget price the '110 scored 'above 
average'. A good midrange was solidly backed 
by a lively, articulate quality, and the speaker 
showed a pleasing transparency with good rendi
tion of fine detail. 
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Tonally it was well balanced, with just a hint 
of untidiness at the response extremes; in the 
extreme treble, a touch of 'tizz' was evident while 
the bass extreme sounded a little underdamped. 
Some box coloration was present despite the 
fine overall effect, and this occasionally made 
itself apparent. Stereo images were well focused, 
particularly with the grille detached, and the 
'110 made a surprisingly good attempt to recreate 
depth of image. High powers were also handled 
very well. 

LAB REPORT 
An excellent pair match was shown, certainly 
within ±O.SdB limits over the whole range. The 
reference response was very good indeed, marred 
by a ripple at 5kHz to 8kHz which was removed 
by detaching the grille. Sensitivity was a high 
89.5dB/W with the remarkable response of 
±2dB, 65Hz to 19kHz. The -6dB LF point was 
typical for the type at 56Hz, and the system is 
well tuned. 

A 350W peak programme signal was handled 
without damage but IOOW peak would be a 
fairer rating, allowing a generous maximum 
sound level of around 104dBA for a stereo pair, 
near disco levels! Out at 2m the forward 
response family of curves was very good, bar the 
15° vertical off-axis response. This suggests that 
fairly high stands should be used, with the treble 

units close to ear level. Good driver integration 
was shown here particularly in the lateral axis. 

Even at 96dB sound pressure level, the speaker 
produced only moderate distortion levels of 
under 0.3% midband, and this was mainly the 
less harmful 2nd harmonic. At 86dB and above 
200Hz 3rd averaged 0.2%, and 2nd still less. 
These are very fine results. 

The impedance curve gave no cause for con
cern and essentially represents an 8ohm system 
of typically good behaviour; no decent ampli
fier should find this speaker a problem. 

In the listening room, the computer averaged 
response was impressive too. Good output can 
be seen down to 40Hz with a notably even and 
well matched midband, while the treble rolloff 
also conformed to an even axial output. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This well engineered loudspeaker provides good 
sensitivity with low distortion. The amplifier 
load is good, the responses even and the tonal 
balance most presentable. The sound quality is 
most competitive and the power handling 
exceptional, while its lively, transparent quality 
consistently pleases. Overall this is a clear candi
date for Best Buy status. 
Reassesst!d. Fmt rctlt'ti't'J 1984. Current t)pical pnce L/40. 

For graph references see issue No 41 
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BBCLS3/5a 
GOODMANS LOUDSPEAKERS LTD; SWISSTONE L TO (ROGERS); SPENDORAUDIOSYSTEMS LTD. 

· ---ALL MANUFACTURING TO FIXED SPECIFICATIONS UNDER BBC LICENCE--- · 

T
hree manufacturers are currently 
licensed by the BBC to produce 
LS315As, and all must stick to the 
Corporation' s tight specifications. 
Designed as a miniature broadcast 

monitor for cramped spaces, by offering a fine 
sound quality in its own right it has stood up 
to much larger competition for more than 10 
years. Mounting on high stands well clear of 
room walls at approximately ear level provides 
best results. 

A sealed plywood box of Sl!z litres volume, 
the 3/5A is a two way system employing selected 
KEF drivers, a llOmm Bextrene cone bass/ 
midrange and a 19mm plastic dome treble unit. 
An elaborate and costly crossover is employed 
to equalise the drivers to a strict specification. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The LS315A has consistently done well in pre
vious live-versus-recorded sessions and fairly well 
on analogue programme sources. However, with 
digital material, problems which were only 
hinted by analogue material were now clearly 
apparent, making the design sound more dated. 
Several areas attracted criticism - the bass 
lacked extension and sounded 'boomy' in the 

upper bass register, while the mid had a notice
ably 'hard', 'nasal' quality and the treble seemed 
forward with a grainy, 'zitty' effect at the extreme 
top end. Some 'tubby', wooden and boxy colora
tions were also evident, with only moderate 
rendition of stereo depth. 

However, it continued however to provide 
good voice detail and articulation, with a 
reasonably accurate tonal balance. Comparison 
between the Goodmans and Spendor versions 
showed great similarity while a much older 
model from Audiomaster (no longer in produc
tion) sounded slightly dimmer by comparison, 
with less mid nasality. However the difference 
was small by speaker standards. 

LAB REPORT 
Sensitivity was low, measuring 81.5dB/W and 
necessitating a minimum amplifier power of 
30W per channel. A SOW maximum is sug
gested although with care lOOW amps may be 
used. The bass rolloff -6dB point measured 
57Hz, quite good for the size, while pair match
ing was very good (all three current makes). The 
impedance curve never dipped below 7 .Sohms, 
so the design qualifies as an easy lOohm load. 
Modest 96dBA maximum sound levels are 

possible. 
Reference curves were taken for the Good

mans and Sper.dor samples and showed good 
agreement w i rh the reference unit, though the 
!.2kHz prominence seems to have become more 
pronounced over the years. This perhaps reflects 
a change in the BllO, although it is still within 
specification. By modem standards the response 
looks a trifle lumpy, though in its time this 
system was regarded as a very smooth performer. 

CONCLUSIONS 
At risk of offending the BBC, we feel that the 
315A is due for a revision; as a working broad
cast tool it no doubt does its job, bur as a piece 
of value engineering it is beginning to fall 
behind. Other speakers have shown a progres
sive reduction in price as well as an improve
ment in sound quality, but the LS3/5A has 
steadily increased in price more or less in line 
with inflation. Nevertheless, on the most recent 
listening tests the LS3/5A scores were sufficient 
to retain recommendation! 
Fmr Tt'l'lt.'H'<'J: R.oJ!.:rs 1978, Goodmansand St><'!ldur. /983 (ret.:stt'd /984, 

JWLSSl'.�sd 198516.) CuiTt.'Jll 1:prcal flnce L210 

For graph references see issue No 41 
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CASTLE CLYDE 
CASTLE ACOUSTICS L TD, SHORTBANK ROAD, SK!PTON. N. YORKS B023 2TT. 

· --TEL (0756) 5333-- · 

P 
assessing a 9.8 litres internal volume, 
the Clyde is reflex-loaded by a small 
ducted port, 28mm long by 37mm in 
diameter, which does more for the 
power handling than the bass exten

sion. Both drivers are made by Castle; the light
weight pulp-cone bass/mid unit is built on a 
130mm frame, and is parmered by a unique 
30mm plastic cone/dome tweeter using a 
phase-corrected diaphragm. The undamped 
chipboard cabinet is also made by Castle them
selves, having a fully finished teak veneered 
exterior with a well-designed, acoustically 
favourable foam grille. A 4-element crossover is 
fitted with fuses for each driver, accessible 
through the bass unit aperture. 

Flush-mounted spring clip terminals are used 
for electrical connection, and an acoustic foam 
lining provides absorption within the enclosure. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The Clyde was felt to sound a little 'small' with 
a degree of 'forwardness' in the midband, but 
negligible accompanying 'loudness' or 'shout' 
was apparent, and the general effect was smooth 
and well integrated with good detail and natural 
tone colour. On occasion the treble could sound 
a little 'sibilant' and 'edgy', while some colora
tion was also identified, mainly of the 'boxy' 
kind. 

The imaging was clearly defined with some 
depth and good lateral precision over a wide 
listening angle. Low bass notes were lacking in 
power, but the balance was surprisingly good if 
tending to be slightly 'light' and 'middy' in 
character. 

LAB REPORT 
The rest samples showed a good pair match, 
measuring typically +1-ldB: a fine result for 
a speaker in this price category. Sensitivity was 
indeed high at 89.5dB/W, and was uncompro
mised by the impedance/amplifier loading, the 
latter rated as 'good' and averaging 9ohms. As 
expected the low frequency range was somewhat 
curtailed with a -6dB point at 64Hz, but the 
axial reference response was inspiring, meeting 
fine +/-2.5dB limits overall, and showing a 
promisingly even balance. 

Under VJ-octave analysis at a 2 metre measur
ing distance the output was excellently uniform 
and integrated; in this respect the system illus
trated an almost textbook performance. How
ever the tonal balance showed a gentle rise in 
output with increasing frequency, with a mild 
but discernible hump in the treble region 
centred on 15kHz. 

The averaged room response in energy terms 
did suggest some mid prominence between 
600Hz and !.5kHz, but the overall trend above 

CASTLE PEMBROKE 

l.SkHz was very good, and close to the theoreti
cally ideal characteristic. While the low fre
quency range had some depression coupled with 
an early rolloff below 50Hz, it was otherwise 
fairly uniform. 

With comfortable sound levels achieved on 
as little as lOW per channel, this speaker will 
happily accept SOW unclipped programme with
out blowing fuses, thus allowing up to 102dBA 
sound levels, which is quite loud considering 
the box size. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Now a well-established model, the Clyde is a 
tidy little performer which packs a surprising 
punch in terms of a clear, even and lively sound. 
It offers a high sensitivity and is an easy ampli
fier load, giving good dynamic range with 
moderate distortion, plus good finish and engin
eering. 

Re-auditioning in 1986 with a current version 
suggests perhaps that the Clyde is at last begin
ning to show its age, with slightly below average 
results overall. Considering the low price this 
is still a good result, though our recommenda
tion is now perhaps a little less enthusiastic in 
the light of increased competition. 
Re-au.d1rionl'd. Firsr ret,iewed 1981. Current !)'Pica/ price £.112 

For graph 1·eferences see issue No 41 

CASTLE ACOUSTICS L TD, SHORTBANK ROAD, SKIPTON, N. YORKS B023 2TT. 
· --TEL(0756)5333-- · 

A
lthough basically a compact 
design the Pembroke nonetheless 
encompasses a bass-reflex-loaded 
volume of some 32 litres. The 
enclosure had a shaded stain/ 

varnish finish with the black foam grille flanked 
by horizontal veneered bars at the top and 
bottom of the cabinet. 

A 200mm bass/mid unit is married in a 
vertical in-line arrangement to a 30mm plastic 
cone tweeter, both drivers of Castle' s own manu
facture. The bass unit is constructed on an alu
minium cast frame, with a substantial magnet. 
The good quality crossover operates at approxi
mately 3kHz and is of 12dB/octave basic order, 
although this is adjusted to 'fine tune' the driver 
responses. 

The heavy enclosure is braced and damped, 
the interior lined with an acoustic absorbent. 
A conventional moulded rear connector panel 
is fined with plain 4mm socket/binding posts 
more suited to 'special' cables. Internal fuses, 
accessible behind the bass driver, protect against 
sustained amplifier overload. 

SOUND QUALITY 
As we have come to expect from Castle, this 
speaker gave a good account of itself during the 
listening rests. Favoured by all the panelists, it 
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produced a consistently smooth sound, free from 
fatiguing effects. Tending to mild 'richness' 
tonally, it was felt that the bass could have been 
a little drier while some 'boxiness' and 'plum
miness' in the lower midrange was also noted, 
although this was not serious. The treble could 
also demonstrate a little 'breathiness' in the 
upper range. 

Overall the sound was 'big', with good bass 
power and extension. Stereo images were quite 
well-focused although they showed some loss of 
depth and transparency; frontal derail was how
ever good with a pretty natural tonal balance. 
In fact, the Pembroke sounded as smooth as the 
remarkable lab rest results would indicate! 

LAB REPORT 
Pair matching was good except around the 
14kHz area where significant 2dB errors were 
observed. The grille had no deleterious effect 
on the sound. Sensitivity was rated as above 
average at 88dB/W, providing maximum sound 
levels of up to 103dBA, and a 10-lOOW ampli
fier power range is considered appropriate. 

Bass was quite extended at 44Hz, -6dB, and 
quite uniform in anechoic terms. Overall the 
response in the 70Hz to 12kHz range was quite 
remarkably smooth with only :± ldB ripples ap
parent. Out at 2 metres, a very good forward out
put was demonstrated showing great consistency, 

phase control and integration. Can you believe 
a :± l.SdB response from 60Hz to 20kHz here? 

At 96dB, second harmonic distortion typically 
measured 1-1.5%, with third rather lower than 
that except at 2kHz. Third harmonic was little 
altered at the lower 86dB level, bur second was 
much improved to 0.3% and better. With third 
ham1onic often at the 0.15% level, the Pembroke 
essentially gave good results for distortion. 

Impedance never fell below 6.4ohms, indicat
ing that the loudspeaker will be very easy to 
drive with any reputable amplifier. The com
puter-averaged room response also appears very 
promising, with the low frequencies integrating 
well with the room, down to 40Hz. The mid 
register was also very smooth and while the 
lower treble seemed slightly depressed, the upper 
treble was in fact marginally too well extended, 
hinting at the upper 'edge' heard on audition. 
However, overall this is a fine result. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Comfortably 'recommended', this tradi
tional-looking speaker offers a sweet, smooth 
sound with an excellent overall balance of 
engineering-based performance. 
Reassessed. First ret1ieured 1983. Current t){'ical price c.240. 

For graph references see issue No 41 
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CASTLE DURHAM 
CASTLE ACOUSTICS L TD, SHORTBANK ROAD, SKIPTON, N. YORKS BD23 2TT. 

· --TEL(0756)5333--· 

T
he Durham is a brand new design, 
selling for £150, and so sits at the 
higher quality end of the budget 
speaker secror. Such models typi
cally use a larger 210mm frame for 

the main bass/midrange driver, but here the 
Castle designer employs a small, high power 
driver with 150mm pressed steel frame and 
llOmm active cone diameter. This flared pulp 
cone is suspended on a strong mechanical 
system designed for reflex-loading. 

Castle themselves make both drivers, the 
treble range being handled by their established 
30mm plastic cone, which is fitted with a large 
central phasing plug that results in an annular 
radiating element. The good quality crossover 
essentially conforms to 12dB/octave second
order form, and is distinguished by the use of 
film capacitors for the treble section. Hard
wiring is used internally, external system con
nection is made via combined 4mm socket/bind
ing posts, and positor' overload protection is 
fitted. 

The enclosure is robustly contructed from 
19mm chipboard, finished in real walnut veneer, 
and the side panels are internally reinforced by 
a cross-brace. Bituminous pads further damp 
panel resonances, and an acoustic foam lining 
moderates internal standing waves. The 15 litre 
internal volume is reflex-tuned to 65Hz by a 
ducted port 40mm in diameter and 30mm long. 
A foam grille ensures good frontal dispersion 
characteristics. The standard of construction is 
as good as the finish, and a site fairly close to 
a rear wall mounted on a good quality stand, 
will take account of the slightly 'forward' fre
quency balance. 

SOUND QUALIT Y 
Handling realistic peak power levels without 
noticeable limiting, the Durham scored above 
the group average during the listening tests. It 
sounded quite clear, giving some resolution of 
the recorded acoustic. Depth was not particu-

larly well constructed in the stereo image, 
though frontal plane focusing was more than 
satisfactory. 

Coloration in the usual sense was low, but like 
so many recent speakers, the tonal balance 
tended to 'thinness' with a 'forward' upper-mid
range. W hile the mid-treble balance was quite 
uniform, the upper treble hinted at brightness 
with some 'grain' or related imprecision. The 
bass was of an average standard - somewhat shy 
and lacking extension though fairly articulate 
and tuneful. 

LAB REPORT 
Assessed from the 1 metre response, the lab 
sensitivity is a fairly high 89dB/W, though the 
bass extension to 67Hz, -6dB is unexceptional 
in this price range. A minimum power of lOW 
per channel is suggested, while a sensible SOW 
maximum will provide peak sound levels of up 
to 102dBA, ample for all normal purposes. 

Under anechoic conditions, the output rises 
smoothly by some 5dB from 80Hz to 1kHz. 
Some loss is seen in the presence range, while 
the treble shows mild uneveness. The 
impedance curve had an average value of 
Sohms, and constitutes an easy amplifier load 
since it did not fall below 6.4ohms. The forward 
frequency response group at 2 metres proved uni
form, with a fine consistency over the range of 
forward axes. The speaker's 'light' frequency 
balance is plain to see, and the output is notably 
uncritical of the precise listening axis. 

In the listening room, the computer measure
ments showed a properly defined output through 
the mid and treble ranges, but with a loss of level 
in the upper bass to low midrange, 90-250Hz. 
The bass output was shy, did not match the mid 
level even with the help of wall lift, and fell off 
quickly at lower frequencies. 

The distortion was judged about average at 
a sound level of 86dB at 1 metre, though the 
third harmonic appeared a bit high in the lower 
treble. By 96dB the range above 60Hz was nicely 

controlled, but signs of stress were apparent 
below 60Hz, for example 10% of third harmonic 
at 40Hz. The second harmonic peak at 20kHz 
is considered harmless. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Though evolved from a smaller system, the 
Durham performed quite well in this issue. Des
pite a 'lean' midrange, the listening results were 
encouraging, and this system is clearly well en
gineered, sensitive and nicely finished. The bass 
is on the weak side, but does not prevent this 
model from meriting recommendation. 

GENERAL DATA 
Size (height X width X depth) ______ 40x 21.5 x2Scm 

Recommended amplifier power per channel 

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres) ___ (10) -SOW 

Recommended placement ________ ;near rear wall 

Frequency response, within :t:3dB, at 2 metres_IOOI-h to 20kHz 

Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at I metre ____ ,67Hz 

Vohagc sensitivity 

(ref. 2.83V, or lW into Sohms at I metre)· _____ ,89dBIW 

Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres _ lOZdBA 

Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) _____ very good 

Forward response uniformity very good 

Typical price per pair, inc VAT £150 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECTIVE 

Stereo 

Bass 

Tonal balance 

Coloration 

Overall 

Forward response 

Ease of drive 

Sensitivity 

Bass extension 

Loudness 

TECHNICAL 

0 

For graph references see issue No 46 
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CELESTION DL4 
CELESTION IN TERNATIONAL L TO, DITTON WORKS, FOX HALL ROAD, IPSWICH. SUFFOLK IP 3 8JP. 

· --TE L (04 73) 73131-- · 

T
he author of this volume, Martin 
Colloms, was called in as design 
consultant on the Celestion DL 
series. Consequently the review is 
written by DGP, based on the com

parative measurement and blind listening data 
generated during the test programme. 

Smallest of the three is the DL4. This 10 litre 
box is styled to capitalise on the association with 
the SL6 while the 25mm soft plastic film tweeter 
has a front-plate ribbed in the manner of the 
SL6/SL600 trim plates. The brown painted 
Medite baffle has been divided with painted 
lines to follow the SL6 'modular' appearance. 

A 165mm paper-coned mid/bass driver has 
been chosen which, coupled with reflex load
ing, enables the system to achieve above aver
age sensitivity. 

The 12mm chipboard carcass has a recessed 
back panel for stiffness and is neatly chamfered 
around the front edge to give a smooth transi
tion to the moulded plastic grille frame. Michell 
gold-plated binding posts have been used- an 
'audiophile' touch unusual in a £100 speaker. 

An eight-component crossover is hard-wired 
to the back of the moulded terminal block -
the two drivers crossing over just below 3kHz. 
The high ish sensitivity of the finished system 
allows even modestly powered amplifiers to pro
duce fair levels with these speakers. 

by David G. Prakel 

SOUND QUALITY 
There was no disagreement about the consider
able strengths and the few compromises in this 
speaker when presented in 'blind' conditions to 
the listening panel. All listeners, particularly 
those seated on-axis, commented positively on 
the stereo depth imaging ability, but no one was 
fooled into thinking this was a large speaker as 
extended bass simply wasn't there. However the 
bass was always described as tight and tuneful 
and the overall performance dynamic, exciting 
and informative. 

The only real criticism of this design came 
from its top end performance which was vari
ously described as 'shrill' or 'whistly'. Later 
listening tests confirmed that the speaker sounds 
best on tall stands with some reinforcement from 
a back wall, say within 0.5m. 

LAB REPORT 
The !m on-axis plot showed a controlled bass 
rolloff with just a trace of upper bass promi
nence, the -6dB point at a high 85Hz suggest
ing that the speaker is best used fairly close to 
a room boundary. Around the crossover region 
there is some discontinuity in the response plot, 
and to some extent in the in-room analysis 
which also showed the limited bass energy of 
this system. Good dispersion characteristics were 
shown by the family of 2m curves, suggesting 

CELESTION DL6 

a strong stereo performance. However the 15 
degree above axis plot has a 'treble-strong' 
balance which indicates that the speakers 
should be auditioned with the tweeter at least 
at ear height. Tall stands close to a wall are 
indicated. 

At 96dB sound level, the major distortion 
peak is a relatively innocuous 2nd harmonic, 
rising to just over 3% at 200Hz. A tiny tweeter 
irregularity can be seen around 8-10kHz but the 
general distortion above the 200Hz centred peak 
is well below 0.3%. 

The impedance plot shows an unremarkable 
dip to 6.5ohms between Sk and 10kHz. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Taking into account the fact that the DL4 sells 
for just under £100 its performance in blind 
listening tests and in later sighted listening tests 
is a considerable achievement for the price. This 
is not a cheap 'audiophile' quality speaker but 
a design which will produce meaningful musical 
results when partnered with an inexpensive 
amplifier and a typically dull budget cartridge; 
brighter sources may sound 'spiny' and 'hard' 
however. The strong stereo performance and 
controlled bass would indicate Best Buy status 
at this price. 
Rcass�ssed. Fmr revieu1ed 1985. Cttrrem !)'pical prrce £100. 

For graph references see issue No 41 

CELESTION INTERNATIONAL L TO, DITTON WORKS. FOXHALLROAD, IPSWICH. SUFFOLK IP 3 8JP. 
· --TEL (0473) 73131-- · 

T
he author of this volume, Martin 
Colloms, was called in as design 
consultant on the Celestion DL 
series. Consequently the review is 
written by DGP, based on the com

parative measurement and blind listening data 
generated auring the test programme. 

Though similar in principle to the DL4, the 
DL6 has a considerably larger box. The same 
25mm plastic dome tweeter has been used but 
this time it is crossed over to a 200mm paper 
mid/bass unit built in a substantial cast chassis 
and with an inverted PVC roll surround. P aper
pulp-coned drivers with large magnets keep 
sensitivity of both the models above average -
Celestion quote 89dB/W/1m. 

The DL6 reflex-loaded with the port venting 
through the back panel of the speaker to main
tain the visual consistency of the range. The 
same chamfered box front and tapered grille 
frame give the speaker a distinctive appearance 
and reduce the frontal area of the speaker to 
some extent. The carcass is produced in 16mm 
chipboard, again with a Medite baffle and fibre 
filling. 

The eight-component crossover is to the same 
layout as the DL4 (12dB slopes) again hard-wired 
and with the components glued to the back of 
the terminal block, which carries gold-plated 
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by David Prakel 

Michell 4mm binding posts. Heavy gauge 
internal wiring is used. 

SOUND QUALITY 
In the panel listening tests the DL6 rapidly 
established itself as a more extended and refined 
version of the DL4. The same strong imagery 
and lively informative sound was there but the 
bass was considerably more extended and a 
degree 'richer'. Treble was slightly 'whiskery', des
cribed as being slightly 'gritty' or 'scratchy'. 
Though on some programmes the speaker could 
sound a little 'whispy' or 'thin' it was not marked 
down for this. 

The DL6 gave considerable insight into the 
scale of music and produced a spacious sound 
retaining details of the ambience of the record
ing venue. However, off-axis listeners seemed less 
able to appreciate the speakers' imaging ability. 

Bass was surprisingly controlled and extended 
for a speaker at this price. The DL6's ability to 
produce a coherent sense of space with wide 
dynamic range, plenty of detail and good low 
end control helped it do well in both 'blind' and 
later 'sighted' listening tests. 

LAB REPORT 
The I m axial plot showed evidence of the 3kHz 
crossover point and a slightly ragged treble 

output rising to peak at 10kHz (about 2dB up 
on the 1kHz level). The -6dB rolloff point in 
the bass comes at 60Hz and the upper bass peaks 
before rolling off into the mid band trough. The 
twin peaks were shown also in the 2m plots. The 
off-axis curves indicated well controlled disper
sion though again there is a 'glitch' in the !5° 
above-axis plot around the crossover point. As 
with the DL4, the '6 should be used on stands 
to aim the tweeter towards the listener's ear. 

The in-room plots gave a very even smooth 
output with some evidence of the crossover 
notch but a well extended low-end. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The control and power embodied in this design 
sets it a way apart from the run-of-the-mill £120 
speaker. P articularly good when pushed hard by 
a large amplifier, the DL6 produced none of the 
listener fatigue generated by lesser designs at this 
price. Bass performance, stereo imagery and 
balance were all above average though the treble 
performance has been bettered in this price 
bracket. The balance of performance strengths, 
however, enables us confidently to recommend 
the DL6. 
R..:asscsst'd. Frrsr ret'lcu•ed 1985. Currenr cyprca/ pnce L/30. 

Fo1· graph references see issue No 41 
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CELESTION DL8 
CELESTION IN TERNATIONAL L TO, DITTON WORKS, FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP 3 8JP. 

· --TEL (0473) 73131-- · 

T
he author of this volume, Martin 
Colloms, was called in as design 
consultant on the Celestion DL 
series. Consequently this review is 
written by DGP, based on the com

parative measurement and blind listening data 
generated during the test programme. 

Where the Celestion DL4 and DL6 share a 
common tweeter, the DL6 and DL8 use the 
same mid/bass driver. However, in the DL8 the 
200mm paper-pulp-coned unit is used in a sealed 
box and crossed over to a derivative of the 
copper-deposition dome tweeter used in the 
SL6. This 32mm diameter unit achieves the 
necessary sensitivity by using a lightweight fabri
cated aluminium dome and an enormous 
magnet. The crossover network integrates the 
two drivers at around 2.5kHz with 12dB-slope 
tuned circuits, plus an additional capacitor in 
series with the bass driver. 

The DL8 carcass is built by wrapping a V 

grooved 18mm chipboard plank around a 
recessed back and an 18mm Medite baffle. 
Finish is 'walnut' grained vinyl. The back panel 
tenninal block is fitted with gold-plated Michell 
binding posts; inside the speaker, this block 
carries the hard-wired crossover. Fibre wadding 
is used in the cabinet while the drivers are wired 
with heavy gauge cable. 

Other agencies include: 

by David Prakel 

SOUND QUALITY 
The gentle treble slope was noted by the listen
ing panel, but the marks achieved were 
encouragingly high for a speaker selling at this 
mid-market price point. The metal dome 
tweeter gives the DL8 an immediate ease and 
a treble clarity rarely heard in conventional 
tweeter designs. Again there was the hallmark 
of the DL range - a spaciousness and a con
trolled yet powerful sound. 

Bass showed no trace of overhang while the 
purposeful tailoring of the low frequencies was 
just noted by one or two listeners who marked 
the speaker down as lacking the very deepest 
extension - which is not to criticise the pre
cisely damped and tuneful bass of which the 
DL8 is capable. 

Listening tests outside the blind listening 
panel showed that the DL8 lacked some of the 
sparkle and 'life' of the DL6, but equally well 
the treble never 'bit' in the same manner as the 
DL6 when pushed too far. 

LAB REPORT 
The lm axial plot showed the -6dB point of 
the system at 55Hz. The tweeter resonance lies 
outside the audio band being shown up by the 
rise in second harmonic distortion above 20kHz. 
General levels of distortion are commendably 

RECOMMENDED BY THIS MAGAZINE 

low, though the reflex-loaded DL6 shows even 
lower bass distortion around 100Hz. 

The 2m family of curves showed an excellent 
uniformity with a gradual slope falling from the 
mid through the treble. The IS degree above
axis trace has a crossover notch which suggests 
that positioning with the tweeter on ear level 
would be appropriate. The in-room VJ-octave 
measurements show an excellent smooth trend 
with a well sustained high end. 

The 6.5ohm minimum impedence is of no 
real consequence. Sensitivity measured slightly 
under specification at 88dB/W. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The DL8 has an easy relaxed quality with an 
imperturbable treble sound and a spaciousness 
and airiness that sets it apart from other loud
speakers in this price bracket. It offers an 
unusual blend of high power handling and above 
average sensitivity - attributes not normally 
associated with the smooth refined qualities of 
a metal dome tweeter. It is an easy speaker to 
live with and will not 'close up' when driven 
loud. A Best Buy rating is obviously in order 
for a speaker possessing these qualities while sel
ling for £180. 
Reassessed. First retJieured 1985. C11rre111 1)'/)ica/ (me�.: £180. 

For graph references see issue No 41 
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CELESTION SL6S 
CEL ESTION IN TERNATIONAL LTD. DITTON WORKS, FOX HALL ROA D, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 8JP. 

· --TE L (0473) 73131 -- · 

A
'luxury compact' loudspeaker, the 
SL6S is a thoroughgoing redesign 
of the famous SL6 primarily aim
ing to cure the sensitivity and 
bass limitations of the original 

design. The new 32mm aluminium dome 
tweeter offers both a higher frequency first bend
ing mode and a lower mass, leading to higher 
sensitivity than the electroformed copper dome 
tweeter which it displaces. The closed-box 
cabinet is now made in medium density fibre
board (MDF), with thinner panels to reduce 
energy storage. A 'figure 8' brace and inset back 
panel help make the cabinet rigid; foam absorp
tion is now used internally. It is available in 
black or walnut wood veneer finish, with 
optional high twin-pillar stands. 

The 165mm Kobex-coned mid/bass driver is 
now built in a lugged die-cast chassis, which is 
bolted rather than clamped onto the cabinet. 
The unique two-part surround is effectively a 
mechanical crossover. The PVC originally used 
to terminate the SL6 cone was good at reduc
ing travelling waves in the cone, but was stiff 
and impaired bass impact. Laser velocimetric 

analysis showed that termination was already 
complete half-way through the roll surround, so 
Celestion have introduced a t wo-piece surround, 
the outer half in soft rubber giving a freer 
suspension at lower frequencies for improved 
bass articulation and 'speed'. The voice-coil 
inductance of this driver has also been reduced, 
to give better bass 'attack'. 

The crossover is hard-wired and gives 
improved integration; a change of slope on the 
high pass leg has altered polar distribution, and 
stand height is now less criticial. Gold-plated 
binding posts are fitted. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The SL6 has a generous, open sound with good 
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David Prakel 

stereo depth and separation - an altogether 
brighter, more out-of-the-box sound than its 
predecessor, it is also more capable of catching 
the impact and power of bass notes. SL6 bass 
performance was marred by cabinet effects and 
the 'slowing' effect of the stiff mid/bass driver 
surround; the new speaker has a notably articu
late bass, free from 'congestion' or 'drumming' 
coloration. 

Furthermore, SL6 delivers something of the 
exceptional stereo imagery achieved in the more 
expensive metal-cabinet SL600 (still based on 
original SL6 drivers and crossover). 

A comparison of response traces shows the 
extra treble energy in the '6S which makes the 
speaker a little 'bright', and can produce a slight 
'pinched' coloration, though otherwise the mid
band sounds unusually transparent. 

LAB REPORT 
For the 'S model sensitivity has improved by 
roughly 2dB, and the maximum sound level 
achievable by a pair in-room is now increased 
to just over lOOdB, from the previous 98dB. The 
speakers showed good pair matching, and the 
grille and its frame had little effect on the 
anechoic measurements. The 2m forward res
ponse curves are particularly even, showing 
evidence of the increased treble energy. 

The 96dB distortion plots showed some 
improvement in high frequency figures over the 
SL6, but at this level this compact speaker is 
nearing its limits. The 86dB traces showed a 
dramatic reduction in the 200Hz third harmonic 
cabinet problem, which was very clearly seen 
in traces taken on the earlier SL6. The distor
tion performance at this level is good. 

The SL6S computer averaged in-room res
ponse shows much better driver integration than 
before. A uniform output with surprisingly 
extended low frequencies combines excellent 

room interfacing with an impressively smooth 
treble rolloff. The '6S crossover presents a better 
load than SL6, the one 6ohm minimum con
firming a true Sohm load. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Retaining the strengths of the SL6, the SL6S 
loses none of that design' s sweet treble and 
musical detail. Bass performance has been 
improved in both extension and clarity, and the 
redesign speaker is altogether more neutral, 
producing some of the excellent imaging proper
ties of the SL600 at under half the price. 

Improved sensitivity and continued good drive 
characteristics make this an easy speaker to 
match; better treble dispersion allows greater 
freedom in room placement. The twin-pillar 
40cm stands (L series) are recommended for the 
preferred free space location. SL6S rates as one 
of the very best compact speakers and carries 
a clear recommendation. 

Author Martin Colloms' involvement as design 
consultant finds David Prakel writing this review, 
based on his own interpretation of the lab and 
listening data. 

GENERAL DATA 
Size (height x width x depth) ______ 37.5x20x27cm 

Recommended amplifier power per channel 

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 menes) ___ (ZO) -!SOW 

Recommended placement ______ free space, 40cm swnd 

Frequency response, within .:!::3d8, at 2 metres _60Hz w 16kHz 

Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point} at I metre ____ ..JOHz 

Voltage sensitivity 

(ref. 2.83V. or JW mto 8ohms at I metrc) _____ 84dB/W 

Approximate maximum sound level (pair) a1 2 metres _ !OidBA 

Impedance characteristic (ease of drive} ______ _g,ood 

Forward response uniformity <X:>d+ 

Typical price per pair, inc VAT £350 
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DIES IS SOLITAIRE 
DIESIS LOUDSPEAKERS, 28 BARRAS LOCHMABE , DUMFR IES, SCOTLAND. 

·--TEL (05762)3765-- · 

D 
iesis is a small British company 
with cabinet making experience, 
and this is reflected in the excel
lent natural wood finish of this 
product. A miniature design, the 

Solitaire is vinually hand made, and fits in the 
upper price bracket for the type. Measuring 35 
by 20.2 by 26cm deep, the sealed box has an 
internal volume estimated at 12 litres. In this 
two-way design the treble is handled by an Elac 
25mm polyamide dome, while the l65mm bass 
unit is made by SEAS, with a pulp cone that 
Diesis treat with a damping compound. The 
simple three-element crossover has three addi
tional resistors for attenuation and damping. 

Strongly constructed of double skinned chip
board, the front panel is a thicker grade of 20mm 
MDF. However, the 6mm grille panel is unre
bated and stands slightly proud of the panel. 
The interior is lined with two grades of foam, 
and is hard-wired with good cable. Electrical 
connection is via 4mm socket/binding posts, and 
although this model is small enough for shelf 
mounting it will in fact perform best on open 
stands, probably not too far from a rear wall. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The Solitaire did well on test, proving to be a 
tidy and civilised performer. Despite its small 
size, it coped with the maximum 350W pro-

gramme input despite beginning to sound a little 
ragged at this level; lOOW is probably a sensible 
maximum. 

If a touch 'lightweight', this speaker posses
sed a clean midrange, producing a well inte
grated sound with a natural tonal balance. No 
areas of the frequency range proved obtrusive 
and good stereo focus was evident with quite 
good depth. The only area of criticism, apart 
from the lack of really low bass, was a loss of 
the full dynamic impact of the material - at 
times it sounded just a little dry and over
controlled. Coloration appeared low on most 
program, except on solo piano, where some mild 
'box i ness' was noted. 

LAB REPORT 
The reference response showed a I metre uni
form characteristic with a modest 85dB/W sensi
tivity. Maximum level was of the order of JOOdB 
for a stereo pair. Pair matching was good, except 
in the 5-12kHz range where tweeter sample dif
ferences amounted to 2dB, more than expected. 

The grille was not beneficial to the response, 
imposing a dip at 3kHz as well as some upper 
range ripples; Bass rolloff was quite average, 
-6dB at 57Hz. At 2 metres, the forward res
ponse family showed some driver overlap at the 
crossover region, with the best sound obtained 
on axis. A mild peak was present above 15kHz 

GOOD MANS MEZZO 

while the midrange showed mild forwardness. 
But ±3d8 limits sufficed for a 65Hz to 20kHz 
response. 

At 96dB sound pressure level, the Solitaire was 
clearly working hard, giving a fair amount of 
second and third harmonic distonion. At the 
reduced 86d8 spl, distortion fell below 1% over 
most of the range, which was a more satisfac
rory result. System resonance was 82 Hz, a bit 
high, but reflecting the small size. The imped
ance curve suggested a smooth 8ohm load, 
meeting the B.S. standard. 

In the room the average response confirmed 
the lightweight balance, but only just. The mid 
was slightly prominent but the overall curve was 
quite well balanced. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This well-crafted miniature has a modest dyna
mic range. The sound is pleasantly neutral, with 
a generally good performance, if slightly lack
ing in bass power and extension. The quality 
control on tweeter matching needs watching but 
otherwise the performance of the Solitaire, the 
first Diesis model to appear in Choice, justifies 
a recommendation. 
Rt:£Js'H'ss.:d Fnst Tt'lll'U't'd 1984 Currt'nt r:-·p,wl pnce C220. 

For gmJ;h Te[erences see iss11e No 41 

GOODMANS LO UDSPEAKERS LTD. 2 MAR PLES WAY, KINGSCROFTCENTRE. HAVANT, HANTS. 

· --TEL (0705) 486344-- · 

T
he Mezzo is the middle sized model 
in the Goodmans 'M' series of 
moderately priced speakers, and re
vives the name of a model popular 
many years go. Since this review 

was originally carried out there have been some 
changes to the layout of the front baffle, remov
ing the LED indicator lights and re-arranging 
the drive units vertically. Though we have not 
formally reassessed the model, such changes 
ought to have positively improved the level of 
performance. 

The substantially built 37 litre bass-reflex 
enclosure has a three-way driver system. The 
80mm cone midrange unit and the 25mm soft 
dome tweeter are now mounted vertically, and 
a larger-than-usual 250mm pulp-cone bass driver 
occupies the lower section of the enclosure. 

Externally, the rigid chipboard enclosure is 
well finished in a synthetic vinyl print. The 
commercial-quality crossover is basically of 
12dB/octave form, employing eight elements 
plus power resistors. Thick foam blocks provide 
acoustic absorption for the interior, whose 
panels are otherwise undamped. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The Mezzo acquitted itself well on the listen
ing tests, comfortably achieving a score worthy 
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of Choice recommendation. it was considered 
lively and well balanced, with good detail in 
some regions, while the bass was powerful with 
quite good extension, if a little 'plummy' in 
character. The treble was quite pleasant and free 
of obvious vices, and the midrange sounded 
open if a trace 'boxy', while 'cuppy' coloration 
was also audible. 

Opinions about this speaker did, however, vary 
a little, though this is a factor that may have 
been improved - by the recent front baffle 
rearrangement. Only moderate depth was por
trayed, the central focus seeming rather diffuse 
by comparison with the group average. Despite 
this, the Mezzo had a pleasant character not 
usually encountered at its price level. 

LAB REPORT 
Measured at 1 metre, the output looked 
unpromising, but the overall forward response 
was rather better. Mean sensitivity was above 
average at 88d8/W, with a quite extended 
-6d8/W bass rolloff point at 46Hz. In conjunc
tion with a lOOW peak power handling, sub
stantial l04dBA sound levels were possible. 

Fine distortion results were obtained at 96d8; 
around 1.5% second harmonic at low frequenc
ies and just 0.3% for both second and third 
above 200Hz. At 86dB both showed a further 

reduction to very good levels. 
At 2 metres, the off-axis responses were fairly 

well grouped apart from the 30° laterial, with 
the general characteristic slightly 'rich', posses
sing a gentle suckout at 3kHz. Assessed by com
puter room averaging, the output was rather 
more consistent than anticipated, and correlated 
well with the smooth impression gained on the 
subjective tests. 

Failing to meet the 8ohms spec, the Mezzo 
showed an impedance dip to 5ohms, but its 
modest reactive content and average value of 
7ohms it remains quite easy to drive. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This larger-than-average speaker is good value 
for money, offering a pleasant, uncritical 'big' 
sound. The bass extended deeper than usual 
while high sound levels with low distortion were 
possible. The already good performance should 
have been enhanced by the new front panel 
arrangements, particularly in terms of the stereo 
performance, so at its realistic price level, the 
Mezzo carries a firm Choice recommendation, 
with the provision that personal audition to 
confirm the results of the recent changes is 
advised. 
R�tmc�.scJ_ Fmr rt:'trt.>uc:J /984 Ct<TTt'nt t;.'()IWI (mr.:t:' L/50. 

For graJ;h references see issue No 41 
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GOOD MANS MAXIM 
GOODMANS LOUDSPEAKERS L TO, 2 MARPLES WAY, KINGSCROFT CENTRE, HAVANT, HANTS. 

· --TEL : (0705) 486344-- · 

I 
n recent years, the British loudspeaker 
company Good mans has introduced new 
models nostalgically named after the 
classic M-series designs produced two de
cades ago. We have already seen the rein

camated Mezzo and the Magnum in recenr years, 
and have now received perhaps the most famous 
of all. The Maxim was a true miniature of excep
tional quality for its time, setting a pattern for 
many other commercial models leading up to 
the BBC LS3/5a design. 

However, times change. W hile the new 
Maxim is certainly a true miniature, in real tem1s 
it is far less expensive than its predecessor. The 
veneered case of the original has been replaced 
by a vinyl-clad chipboard, and the drivers are 
not all of Goodmans manufacture. The new 
Maxim is actually one of the cheapest models 
to be included in this issue, with a typical retail 
price of around £70. 

This speaker is intended for stand mounting, 
not too close to a rear wall. The bass reflex type 
enclosure has an intemal volume of only 5 litres, 
and is tuned by a small ducted port 30mm in 
diameter and SOmm long, fitted to the rear 

panel and effective at around 70Hz. The panels 
are 12mm thick, and polyester fibre provides 
internal absorption. 

A two-unit design, the bass/midrange driver 
has a 130mm steel frame and a lOOmm flared 
pulp cone with vinyl half-roll surround, and uses 
a decent magnet. The treble range above 4kHz 
is covered by the familiar Audax 12mm plastic 
cone/dome unit which has ferrofluid cool
ing/damping. 

The grille is 12mm thick and unrebated -
better left off for more serious listening. The 
crossover has generous power handling capacity 
and provides nominal 12dB/octave slopes. Elec
trical connection is via combined 4mm 
socket/binding posts. 

SOUND QUALIT Y 
The Maxim scored well for its price in the blind 
listening tests. In contrast to many small inex
pensive systems, which tend to have a 'loud' 

quality, almost 'shouting' at the listener, the 
panel found the Maxim was pleasantly balanced, 
with a broad, even midrange. Low bass was 
understandably absent, while upper bass was 
somewhat muted, but managed to appear articu
late and tuneful. The treble was more than satis
factory, sounding nicely balanced, and showing 
pleasing detail without drawing excessive atten
tion to itself. 

Coloration was quite good and the mid detail 
was presented well. W hile clearly a small box, 
it made no excuses; it just got on with the job. 
Stereo images were well focused, with fine width 
and acceptable depth. 

LAB REPORT 
The sensitivity was only a little below average 
at 85.5dB/W, so the Maxim may be used with 
amplifiers from 20W per channel up to a 
sensible maximum of SOW. Acceptably loud 
97dBA maximum in-room sound levels will be 
possible from a pair. 

The reference response on axis at I metre was 
pretty good, measuring ± 2 .SdB 130Hz -
20kHz, though there was a hint of midrange 
excess and inevitable low frequency deficiencies 
with -6dB at a high 82Hz. The forward res
ponse group at 2 metres gives a better idea of 
the sound energy reaching a normally seated 
listener, and this showed very good charac
teristics, generally uniform with excellent inte
gration. Uncritical of precise listening axes, this 
speaker offered a consistent response. 

The impedance fell to just below the Sohm 
limits at 350Hz, but typically held around 
lOohms which is a relatively straightforward 
amplifier load. 

This loudspeaker behaved well under power 
peaks of up to 75W, and achieved satisfactory 
swept distortion results at the 86dB test level. 
Overall, second harmonic held to about 0.8% 
while the more important third harmonic was 
typically 0.3%. The higher 96dB test level was 
hard on this miniature, but it coped pretty well 
even at low frequencies. 

The computer-averaged room response con-

firmed the smooth broad midrange character of 
this model, neatly demonstrating the excellent 
mid/treble balance and the associated crossover 
integration. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Perfect speakers cannot be had for this price, 
However the Maxim achieved much of the mid
range and treble quality of more costly models. 
Nicely balanced, it performed competantly in 
the lab tests and scored well for its price on audi
tion. A comfortable budget miniature, it gives 
sound value and achieves a Best Buy rating. 

Note: The author provided a private opinion on an 
earlier version of this model for the manufacturer. 

GENERAL DATA 
Size (hetgln X widrh X depth) _______ 26x 17 x 2 \cm 

Rl•comrncndt:d amplifier power per channel 

(for 96dBA minimum per pair ar 2 metres) ___ (20) -50\V 

Rccomm�.:nded placement ___ jOcrn stand, 0.5m from wall 

Frequency n:�pome. withm ::t3dB. at 2 mctrcs _ l20H: ro 20kH: 

low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at I metre ____ SZH: 

Voltage scnsitivny 

(ref. 2.83V, or lW into Sohms at l metre) 85.5dB/\V 

Approxim:lt(' maximum sound level (pair) at 2 m�tr�s _97dBA 

Impedance.: characteristic (ease of drive) verv good 

Forw.ml re::.pomc uniformity cxcdlcnt 

Typ1cal price per prt1r. me VAT £70 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECTIVE 

Stereo 

Bas::. 

Tonal bnlance 

Coloration 

OvcrJll 

Forward response 

Ea::.c of drive 

Scn::.•t•v•ty 

Bass extension 

Lm•dncss 

TECHNICAL 

0 

For graph references see issue No 46 
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HARBETH HLl IV 
HARBETH ACOUSTICS, la BIRCH A GER ROAD, SOUTH NORWOOD, LONDON SE25 5BA . 

· --TEL 01-654 9549-- · 

S 
ince its introduction the HLJ has 
been subject to small detailed 
improvements culminating in the 
current Mk IV version reviewed here. 
The 50 litre enclosure, reflex tuned 

by a large 62mm diameter tunnel port, has a 
cabinet of thin-wall high quality veneered ply
wood, with bituminous panel damping and ex
tensive seam battening. Front and back panels 
are well screwed down and a sculptured foam 
grille assists the cabinet diffraction. An exclu
sive polypropylene 200mm driver covers the 
bass/midrange, and a 25mm Audax soft dome 
tweeter the high frequencies, with a good quality 
crossover dividing the input at approximately 
2kHz. Provision has been made for sensible 
matching of mid and high frequencies using an 
auto transformer to aid consistent frequency 
balance. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The original HLJ proved to be of monitor 
quality, and survived comparison with live 
sounds very well. On complex recorded pro
gramme in stereo it was a litde weaker with some 
sibilant and chesty effects on vocal. 

Fully reauditioned in Mk IV form (this arrived 
too late for new measurements except a room 

curve, not shown), the HLJ bettered its earlier 
result by offering a clearer, more dynamic sound. 
Improvements in mid clarity were heard lead
ing to still greater transparency as well as more 
precise transient definition. 

Our first samples were slighrly bright, which 
Harbeth acknowledged, stating that the treble 
level would be reset in production. Subsequent 
auditioning in 1986 confirmed that this had 
been done, and that the mid/treble integration 
was now first class. Overall the balance remained 
very good while the bass was somewhat under
damped in the reflexed area, more suited to 
classical than rock programme in this respect. 

LAB REPORT 
A useful above average sensitivity of 87 .5dB was 
recorded, which is on target and not compro
mised by the impedance; this was judged to be 
a good amplifier load, typically of the order of 
8ohms with a 6.6ohm minimum. While some 
high phase angles were apparent (for example, 
70° at 2kHz), the impedance here was substan
tial enough to avoid censure. The -6dB rolloff 
point was noted at 46Hz, and with a lOOW per 
channel amplifier limit, a good maximum sound 
level of l02dBA should be possible in a typical 
room. 

The axial response at lm was fairly uniform, 
and ignoring a 5kHz notch met ±3dB limits, 
55Hz-18kHz. Third harmonic distortion levels 
were also very well controlled at 96dB, typically 
measuring 0.5% or better above 150Hz. The less 
annoying second harmonic content peaked at 
8% around 100Hz, and this might be audible 
on sustained bass notes. The system fared less 
well on a diet of lOOW pulses despite the low 
2Hz repetition rate: although perfect at 500Hz, 
a +0.3dB expansion occurred at 5kHz generat
ing 5% of second and 1.8% of third harmonic 
distortion. Crossover saturation is the probable 
cause at this equivalent lOOW programme level. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Reassessed, the HLJ IV was technically very 
similar to the Ill, except for the revised bass mid 
unit, this custom built by Audax on a cast frame, 
using the advanced TPX cone polymer. With 
notably improved midrange and fine overall 
mid/treble balance and integration, the design 
continues to stand the test of time, and carries 
a strong Choice recommendation. 
Reassessed. Firsr reviewed /985. Currenr t)'pical price £348 

For graph references see issue No 41 

HQUAKE 

Features 
tension line 
vibration 
reducer PAT. P. 

make to the music produced by your deck 

impressed me most about Soli-core cable was the 
superb clarity and precision of the sound . 

has to be heard to be believed! The new SKYLINE platform is an extremely 

advanced isolating platform which incorporates a number of unique 

developments to control vibration. Money back guarantee is offered if you 

are not impressed by improvements in all areas of performance (this applies 

no matter what table or shelf you are currently using). 

Soli-core S is extremely powerful in the bass region and 
presents more detail than I've ever heard from my system. 

J.B. HI-FI ANSWERS JUNE '86 

e Before you think of changing your system- first hear it at it's best. Your system needs 

Soli-core. a revolutionary new concept in cable design which will deliver the quality of 
sound that your system is truly capable of. 

e Many satisfied users have acclaimed Soli-core as being the best cable on the market, and 
at a price that won't break the bank. 

e Sceptical? We offer full money back guarantee if not fully satisfied. 

PLEASE SEND ME:- (tick box reqwed). 
1 STEREO PAIR pack of Soli-core loudspeaker cables. each cable of length 

• Available in table or wall shelf form. 

• Suitable now, for Linn LP12 (other decks soon) 

• Packs flat for mailing. COST £85 inc. p. & p. 

TO:- CABLE DESIGN, 87 Chessel Crescent, 
Bitterne, SOUTHAMPTON 
502 4BT (0703) 442183 

deduct £15 if phones not requ1red 
LENGTH 

S (super version deduct £20 1f phonos not required Please send me mformat1on on SKYLINE platlorm :::J 

Please send me more information on Soli-core D ( VAT, POST & PACKING INCLUSIVE 
TOTAL ENCLOSED = [ 

Basic B - version is 99p per metre and will be available from mid September 
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JBL60T 
HARMAN (AUDIO) UK L TO, MILL STREET, SLOUGH, BERKS SL2 500. 

· --TEL: (0753) 76911-- · 

P
laced at the quality end of the com
pact loudspeaker market, the L60 is 
a quite substantial loudspeaker- at 
a quite substantial price tag of £370 
a pair. For a start, this is a floor-stand

ing design, which has its own particular appeal, 
to the many people conscious of the visual 
obtrusiveness of hi-fi. It must, however, be said 
that for perfectionists a berter performance will 
be obtained by elevating the speaker on rigid 
low stands, designed with a floor-keying feature. 
Standing 78cm high, the L60 is a two-way reflex
loaded system of some 35 litres. It is tuned to 
a low 26Hz, which promises good bass 
extension. 

The bass/mid unit has a die-cast frame fined 
with a light pulp cone with foam surround. The 
frame measures 230mm overall, while the actual 
diaphragm diameter is 160mm. The generous 
motor system has an oversize high-power 50mm 
voice-coil. Crossing over at around 2.5kHz, the 
treble range is handled by a version of JBCs 
25mm titanium dome tweeter with its integral 
'diamond pleat' surround. The high quality 
12dB/octave four-element crossover includes two 
polypropylene capacitors, and uses internal 
push-on connectors; combination 4mm 
socket/binding-posts are used for external con
nection. 

The main enclosure construction material is 
19mm chipboard, finished in natural walnut 
veneer. There is no internal bracing, but a 
20mm fibreglass lining helps absorb internal 
standing waves. The port is reasonably sized, 
48cm in diameter and 128mm long. An 
assembly fault on our sample left one bass unit 
mounting nut loose inside the enclosure. 

S OUND QUALIT Y 
The 60T scored above average for the listening 
tests, which is an appropriate rating for the price, 
and was impressive in several respects. While 
the bass was somewhat rich and a little too 

powerful, it was also fairly clean and well ex
tended. Futhermore the upper-bass to mid-treble 
balance sounded agreeably uniform, in contrast 
to many modern systems. This helped to give 
a good sense of scale to a wide variety of pro
gram material. 

Some moderate 'boxy' colorations were pre
sent in the midband, and the treble could sound 
a little 'wiry' and 'brash' on strings and brass. 
Stereo focus was quite good, with a fair 
representation of depth. Dynamics were also 
above average. 

LAB REPORT 
The average 88dB/W sensitivity was mildly 
compromised by a load impedance below the 
8ohm standard tolerance; in fact the lowest 
value was a touch over the 4ohm level, and was 
not considered too severe in amplifier loading 
terms. A minimum input power of 10 watts per 
channel is suggested, while the system showed 
fine power handling to lSOW peak program, so 
good peak sound levels of 104dBA are possible 
in a typical room. 

The bass was well extended to 40Hz, -6dB, 
and as the room curve testifies, the response was 
well maintained down to 25Hz, albeit with some 
excess below 60Hz. Above lOOHz the computed 
room response shows fine balance and most even 
output, bar some mild abberation in the mid 
treble. 

This speaker measured pretty good on axis at 
1 metre, bar a degree of crossover interaction 
around 3kHz. Removing the grille effected a 
small improvement (dotted line). The 2m set 
of forward responses indicated fine driver output 
integration except in the 3kHz area, and the 
lateral off-axis curve was particularly good. Re.:
flecting JBTh experience in this area, the audibly 
significant third harmonic distortion at 86dB 
was held to low levels. The second harmonic 
trace rose somewhat at the higher 96dB sound 
level, but the general trend showed good con-

trol right down to 20Hz. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This speaker possesses many positive qualities 
including a fine treble, an extended and power
ful bass suited to larger rooms, moderate distor
tion levels, and the capability for high sound 
levels. Stereo performance was rather above 
average, and the 60T sounded pretty well 
balanced in musical terms. It offers realistic 
value for money, and thus merits Choice Recom
mendation. 

GENERAL DATA 
Size (heightxwidthxdepth) ______ 78x30.5x26.5cm 

Recommended amplifier power per channel 

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres) ___ (IO) -150\V 

Recommended pl<Jcement ____ floor or low smnd (!Scm) 

Frequency response, within ::t3dB, at 2 metres _45Hz to 20kHz 

low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at I metre ____ 40Hz 

Voltage sensitivity 

(ref. 2.83V, or lW into Sohms at I metre) _____ 88dB/W 

Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres _ 104dBA 

Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) __ average (not Bohm) 

Forward response uniformity very good 

Typical price per pair, inc VAT _______ _ _...370 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECfiVE 

Stereo 

Bass 

Tonal balance 

Coloration 

Overall 

Forward response 

Ease of drive 

Sensitivity 

Bass extension 

Loudness 

TECHNICAL 

For graph references see issue No 46 
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JPWPl 
JPW LOUDSPEAKERS LTD, PO Box31, PLYMOUTH. DEVON PL!  lYH. 

· --TEL (0752) 784284-- · 

L
east expensive of a range of speakers 
designed and produced by a small UK 
company, the P1 is a standard-formula 
budget two-way design. Selling for a 
modest £115, it is distinguished by a 

real wood veneer in a price category where most 
are vinyl coated. The cabinet is a 19 litre sealed
box, solidly constructed from l9mm chipboard, 
its interior lined with acoustic fibre. The 9mm 
thick grille panel is unrebated. 

Bass is covered by a 200mm VIFA unit with 
a modest magnet and a straight-sided pulp cone. 
Treble is allotted to a second VIFA unit, a 19mm 
polyamide soft dome. A standard four-element 
l2dB/octave crossover divides the signal elec
trically. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The original P1 scored below average on the 
tests, but not seriously so in view of the modest 
price. Panel comments were mixed. Over and 
above a basically satisfactory sound, criticisms 
of a 'boxy' and 'thickened' effect were made, and 
while the bass was respectable it lacked real 
extension. The tonal balance was lightweight 
and the upper range showed some uneveness, 
varying in effect according to programme. Both 
a sharpness and a 'wiry' coloration were evident, 
and the upper treble was sometimes rather pro
minent. Stereo images were quite well focused, 

but again the depth effect was variable with 
different program. Sometimes it sounded OK, 
but on occasion the sound was described as 
rather two dimensional. 

Subsequent 1985 & 1986 audition of later 
samples showed significant improvements in 
midrange 'sweetness' and mid/treble integration, 
though the 'bright' balance was still noted. 

LAB REPORT 
Pair matching was very good, within ±0.3dB 
over the whole range. Reference sensitivity was 
high at a mean 90dB/W, and with a JOOW 
power handling, a pair will be capable of 
lOSdBA; even !SW amps will give quite decent 
sound levels. The -6dB bass rolloff came in at 
a typical 60Hz and despite the grille rebating, 
a significantly smoother response was obtain
able with grille removed. 

Our at 2 metres, the smoothed output still 
showed some tendency to 'lumpiness', with a 
plateau around 1kHz and minor peaks at 15kHz. 
Nevertheless ±2dB limits sufficed for an 80Hz 
to 20kHz response. Driven to the 96dB sound 
level, requiring only a modest 4W input, the 
JPW distortion was about average at around I% 
over most of the range. At 86dB, third harmonic 
distortion was lower at 0.3%, while second re
mained much the same. Compression measured 
-l.4dB, poorer than average, but intermodula-

JPWAP3 

tion was rather better, at - 44dB. 
From the impedance graph, the system reson

ance was seen at 88Hz. The impedance varia
tion was small, averaging 7ohms, with a small 
dip to 6 at 15kHz, which is pretty harmless. In 
view of the high sensitivity, this loudspeaker 
should nor present any problems for any modern 
amplifiers. 

The room-integrated response illustrated the 
'lumpy' nature more clearly, with an almost 
three-humped response along with a forward 
midrange. The treble 'bites' a little at 5kHz, and 
while the bass was fairly extended, it rolled away 
a little too soon. Realignment to 88dB plus 
better driver integration at the crossover would 
help matters a lot here. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Despite the above discussion of its various 
character quirks, the P 1 remains a well-crafted, 
well-finished speaker offering a good general 
performance. The subjective ratings, enhanced 
hy the improvements of subsequent samples also 
suggest good value. lt is both sensitive and easy 
to drive, while progressive refinement has main
tained its competitiveness by 1986 standards, 
though a personal audition is advisable, to see 
whether its tonal quality appeals to you. 
Rt'cl.\'t'�d. Fmr rt:'t'h.'Ut.'d 1984 Currcnr r'piC!ll pnc.: LJ/5 

For graph references see isme No 41 

JPW LOUDSPEAKERS L TO, PO Box31, PLYMOUTH . DEVON. 
·--TEL (0752) 784284-- · 

A 
relative of the AP1, the '3 is a 

larger version with some refine
ments including the option for 
bi-amplified use in conjunction 
with an active cross-over such as 

the custom packages produced by Nytech or 
A&R . 

Sturdily built from 20mm thick chipboard, 
this two way design is reflex-loaded, the 25 litre 
internal volume giving a system resonance of 
73Hz. The grille baffle is rebated to improve 
acoustic performance, while the external finish 
was in our case an excellent walnut veneer. The 
panels are damped internally by a bituminous 
layer, and volume absorption within the enclo
sure is effected by a polyester fibre wad. 

The bass/midrange main driver is from VIFA, 
with a 200mm diecast chassis and a doped pulp 
cone. For the treble at 19mm plastic dome unit 
(VIFA again) takes over. A simple 3-element 
crossover is used to provide nominally 
12dB/octave acoustic rolloff slopes, but in active 
mode the electronic crossover takes over, the 
drive units barely requiring equalisation. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Achieving a 'good' rating on the listening test, 
the AP3 did well in spite of comments concern
ing a mild excess in the upper bass, a mild tonal 
'thinness' in the midrange, and a forward, bright 
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treble. Somehow the speaker remained well 
enough balanced overall, as well as sufficiently 
controlled, to allow its other qualities ro show. 
Stereo was pretty good in terms of both width 
and focus, with fair depth. The voice band was 
liked, and sounded articulate and well differ
entiated. Low bass was somewhat muted hut was 
present in the room, and compensated for by 
an upper bass richness. 

Coloration in the general sense was fairly low, 
bar some 'graininess' in the upper treble. 

LAB REPORT 
Set to a I metre measuring distance in the 
anechoic chamber, this speaker demonstrated 
a good sensitivity of 90dB/W, uncompromised 
by the impedance characteristic. The latter rated 
as a very good amplifier load with an average 
value of 9ohms and a lowest of 6ohms. 

The reference response showed slight bass 
underdamping with a -6dB rolloff at 57Hz. A 
rising output with increasing frequency was also 
shown, amounting to 5dB over the 200Hz to 
15kHz range. With the grille removed some 

improvement was seen in the treble smoothness. 
A minimum of 10 watts was indicated for 

satisfactory sound levels, while IOOW maximum 
input was possible on undistorted programme 
(not continuous tones). Good sound levels of 
up to l05dBA were possible in a typical room, 

and for active operation, amplifiers in the 
25-50W range will be entirely suitable. 

At 2 metres, the forward response set was quite 
good, particularly in the lateral plane. Vertically 
the response was less regular, and the speakers 
should therefore be placed with some care, for 
example on a stand 40-50cm high and set 
straight ahead. The rising trend was again 
noticeable on the smoothed responses. 

Low distortion levels were obtained at 96dB, 
typically 0.3 to 0.4%, at 86dB with further im
provement to a very good 0.2% average. 

In the listening room the AP3 did show a 
generally good balance, though with a touch of 
treble excess and the beginnings of a 'humped' 
energy response. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This nicely finished and well built loudspeaker 
had a touch of its own 'character', but this did 
not detract from the listening results which were 
good for the price. Other aspects were also 
nicely balanced and the facility for active opera
tion is an interesting option, providing the 
opportunity for a subsequent upgrading of the 
performance in power, clarity and balance. 
Offering reasonable value, the AP3 carries our 
recommendation. 

Fur graph references see iss�te No 41 
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MISSION 70 II 
MISSION ELECTRONICS, STONEHILL. HUNTINGDON PE18 6ED. 

· --TEL (0480) 5 7477-- · 

N 
ow officially in Mark /1 form, the 
'70 is Mission' s least expensive 
speaker, whose performance in 
some areas thremens several of its 
larger brothers in the Mission 

speaker range. 
A two-way miniature, the '70 has a sealed-box 

volume of 13 litres, which loads the custom 
170mm pulp cone bass/mid unit. Both this and 
the tweeter are Danish, the latter comprising 
a l9mm polyamide dome, ferro-fluid damped 
and built by VIFA . The crossover is of good 
quality, l2dB/octave acoustic, and uses three 
electrical elements. 

The cabinet is nicely finished in vinyl 'black 
ash', with a deep grille which is inregral with 
the enclosure. In fact the cabinet comes apart 
as two shells, locked together by four capped 
screws at the rear. A fibre wad provides for the 
internal absorption, while electrical connection 
is made by sturdy 4mm socket-binding posts. 
The overall contruction quality is fairly good. 

SOUND QUALITY 
W hile use on a shelf or bookcase is likely, this 
speaker actually gave a good account of itself 
on 42cm high stands, not too far from the rear 
wall. The mark was a strong 'average plus', great 
for the price. 

There are however several criticisms. The 
sound could show some 'sibilance' and 'edge', 
with a mildly 'thin' tonal balance, some 'boxi
ness' and a rather 'dry' bass. 

Conver.;e]y it was favoured for its lively, 'quick' 
nature, revealing detail throughout the fre
quency range, and preserving the excitement of 
the performances. The bass was articulate and 
tuneful while the stereo focus was good, with 
a fair reproduction of the natural recorded 
acoustic around the performer. 

LAB REPORT 
The axial reference response showed a smooth, 
slightly upti!ted character, on spec at a sen
sitivity of 89dB/W. The bass -6dB point was 
a modest 84Hz which is average for the type, 
with a system resonance at 97Hz. Pair march
ing was very good, to within ±O.SdB, and at 
I metre the speaker met fine ±2dB limits from 
95Hz to 17kHz. 

Out at two metres the forward response family 
showed an exemplary set of responses. The varia
tion over the 1 5 ° vertical axis from straight in 
front was minimal, and the blending was very 
good in the lateral plane. The forward yet 
uniform nature of this design was clear enough. 

Working hard at 96dB, the speaker never
theless showed well controlled distortion, gener-

ally less than l %. down at 86dB, still a fair level, 
the distortions had improved to the 0.4% level, 
with the low frequency range rather better than 
average. Compression measured an average 
l.9dB while the bass-mid intermodulation was 
fine at -42dB. 

At low frequencies the impedance dipped to 
just under Sohms, and a fair raring would be 
6ohms, although most amplifiers should have 
no problems. 

Computer averaged in the listening room, the 
70 /1 response was less even than expected. The 
mid was clearly forward (noted on audition}, 
while the bass was rather 'shy ', and the upper 
treble a trifle 'exposed'. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Despite the measured and auditioned tonal im
balance in the energy response, the panel liked 
the 70 Il for its lively, transparent quality, and 
here its subjective appeal served to outweigh its 
problems. The ratings suggest Best Buy status, 
but I nonetheless feel that it should be carefully 
auditioned before purchase. 

Rcms�sml. Firs! Tt'Vit'U't'd in Mark 11 j(mn 1984. Currcnr cypical pnct" L/00 

For graph references see issue No 41 

((I� LOOKING FOR HI-FI THAT� SUPERBLY DESIGNED, 
RELIABLE & MODESTLY PRICED-MISSION'$ THE NAME
AND WHAT'$ MOR£ IT� BRITISH! FROM AMP$& 
SPEAKER$ TO THEIR MAGNIFICENT CD PLAYER, THEY 
HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY" 
THE MAGNIFICENT 70's 

The 70 11 received a "Best Buy" 
award from that highly critical 
bible Hi·Fi Choice. 

THE CYRUS 
SYSTEMS 1 

itics all agree, the 
Cyrus is terrific value 
for money. Once agai 
"Best Buy" awards. 

................................... ...................................... ...................................... ...................................... ...................................... 

ccfJIVE YOUR EAR$ A 

TREAT TAKE THEM TO 
NARROW AUDIO THEY'VE 

SOT THE lOT.» 
DAD 7000R CD PLAYER 

MISSION ACCOMPliSHED 
Deservedly received rave 

�------------------------------------------�reviews. Fierce 
treble which 

plagues many 
CO's is replaced 
by smooth as 
silk top end. 

Apart from Mission you'll find a full range of exciting equipment at Harrow Audio 

TAPE COUNTER 
he best prices on tapes by TOK, 

Maxell, Sony and Fuji - including 
1!4 open reel and all six video systems. 

Turntables by Amplifiers by 
Dual, Linn, Michell. Oak. Revolver, Rote I. A & R. Audiol�b. Beard, Cyrus. linn. Magnu�. 
Systemdek. T horens. Mus1cal Fidelity, Myst. NAD. NVA. Nakamich•. Opus, 

Speakers by OEO. ?uad, Rote I. Sondex, Threshold. Yamaha 

A & R, B & W. Castle, Oies•s. Gale, Heybrook. KEF. Car�ndges by 
Lmn. Miss1on. Monitor Audio. NAD, Quad, Aud1o Tech. A & R, Audionote, Glanl. Goldbuq, Grado, 

Spendor, Tannov. W'dale linn, Nagaoka, Ortofon 

Additional Equipment by Denon, Jecklin, Nakamichi, QED, Sennheiser, Trio. 

H��B.QW_��JliO 
Open: Tuesday-Saturday 9.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m. Appointments: 01-863 0938 
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MISSION 700LE 
MISSION ElECTRONICS, STONE HILL, HUNTINGDOM, CAMBS PE18 6ED. 

· --TEL(0480)57477--· 

M
ission have laid out in their 
instruction manual a well 
specified set of conditions for 
obtaining optimum sound from 
their loudspeakers. W hile 

many of the suggestions are sensible, their 
injunctions against the use of tone controls, 
which potentially contravene the guarantee 
conditions, do seem a little strange. These 
speakers are intended to be used almost touch
ing a back wall, and arranged to direct the for
ward sound straight ahead. The resultant mildly 
off-axis delivery to the centrally seated listener 
has been compensated by the designer by 
adjusting the axial response. 

The 700LE is a compact two-way system that 
has evolved from the 70 series. The sealed-box 
volume of 9.5 litres produces a system resonance 
at 88Hz. On a normal stand, the enclosure is 
a little below head level for the seated listener, 
resulting in a time delay between the arrival of 
sounds from the bass and the treble units. 
Mission exploit this by inverting the usual 
arrangement and placing the tweeter below the 
bass unit. The system is therefore inherently 
approximately time aligned, which allows the 
use of a l2dB/octave crossover while still main
taining good drive unit integration. The bass 
unit is fed via a large ferrite core inductor, and 
the l9mm soft plastic dome tweeter receives fre
quencies above 3.5kHz by an LC combination 
plus attenuating resistor. Hard-wiring is used for 
the crossover itself, but only clip terminals for 
the drivers. Spring terminals are provided for 
the speaker cables and 4mm plugs can Uust) be 
used! The bass/midrange is handled by a l35mm 
flared, doped pulp-cone unit with a foam sur
round in a 165mm pressed steel frame. 

The main cabinet carcass is l2mm vinyl
coated chipboard, and the driver baffle is made 
from moulded reinforced plastic. A single layer 
of polyester wadding damps the interior, and the 
well made, rebated grille is another moulding. 
The system is well made and finished, and can 
be obtained with matching spiked stands. 
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S OUND QUALIT Y 
Scoring an average mark on the listening test, 
this is a respectable result for the price level. 
Furthermore, wall-mounted systems tend to 
suffer from some disadvantage on test due to the 
altered stereo image presentation, but the 700LE 
coped well here. Coloration was moderate and 
the sound was quite well balanced. 

The treble was quite good with only moder
ate 'grain' at the frequency extremes. The 
general impression was pleasing and articulate, 
though some listeners felr that there would have 
been more transient 'attack' and 'air'. The bass 
was quite tuneful, while the midrange was a 
touch forward, though not so much so that it 
dominated the sound. 

LAB REPORT 
The sensitivity was on the high side at 
89.5dB/W, helping to provide substantial room 
sound levels of up to l04dBA for a pair. A mini
mum power of lOW is suggested, while the 
speaker happily sustained peak inputs of up to 
lOOW. The sensitivity was mildly compromised 
by the poorer than average amplifier loading, 
but any good 4 to 8ohm amplifier will have no 
difficulties here. 

On axis at 1 metre, the reference response 
showed a bass rolloff at 73Hz, some lift in the 
130Hz range due to underdamping, plus a mildly 
rising mid range. As the dotted trace shows, the 
grille was responsible for most of the treble res
ponse anomalies. At 2 metres, with the benefit 
of some response smoothing, the 700LE met an 
85Hz to 20kHz range within :±:3dB limits. Good 
integraton was shown in the off-axis responses, 
with the output approaching virtual flatness at 
the designed 20° lateral angle. Distortion results 
were about average, typically 0.3 to 0.4% at 
86dB, while second harmonic approached 2% 
at the 96dB sound level. Distortion was well 
controlled at low frequencies, considering its size 
and price. 

The room curve was obtained on an open 
stand position for the sake of consistency and 

did not show the mid-bass lift which would be 
achieved by wall mounting. The mid-treble 
balance and integration was pretty good, though 
the low bass could benefit from more power rela
tive to the midrange level. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This speaker was well balanced for a close to 
the wall position. A consistent subjective 
performance was obtained with a comple
mentary set of lab results. It handled power well 
and the good sensitivity allowed for high sound 
levels if so desired. The cleanest treble was ob
tained with the grille detached. Taken overall 
the value rating was respectable, and the 700LE 
qualifies for recommendation. 

GENERAL DATA 
Size (height X width>< depth) _______ 38x2lx11cm 

Recommended amplifier powt•r per channel 

(for 96dBA mmtmum per pair at 2 metres) ___ (10) - \OOW 

Recommended placement -----�on stand near wall 

Frequency response, within ± JdB, at 2 metres _85Hz ro 20kHz 

Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at I metre ____ 73Hz 

Voltage sensitivny 

(ref. 2.83V, or ]\'1/ into 8ohms at I metre) ____ ;89.5dB/\V 

Approximate maxtmum sound level (pair) at 2 metres _ I04dBA 

Impedance characteriStiC (ease of drive) ______ average 

Forward response uniformity _______ __ _g•ood 

Typical price per pair, inc VAT £125 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECTIVE 

Stereo 

Bass 

Tonal balance 

Coloration 

Ovt'rall 

Forward response 

East' of drive 

ScnSHIVI(Y 

Bass extension 

Loudness 

TECHNICAL 
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F01· graph references see issue No 46 
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MONITOR AUDIO R252 
MONITOR AUDIO L TD, 34 CLIITON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CBl 4ZW. 

· --TEL(0223)246344-- · 

T
he R252 is an inexpensive, two-way 
sealed box speaker of 17 litres inter
nal volume, employing a 200mm 
steel-framed pulp cone bass/mid
range driver plus a 19mm soft 

plastic dome tweeter. It is hard-wired internally 
including the high-power capacity, good-quality 
crossover network. 

Unusually for this price level, the solid en
closure is finished to a high standard in real 
wood veneer, the panels built of 12 and 15mm 
board. The grille is a low profile component, 
made from fully-rebated plywood. 

No box panel damping is used, but the 
interior has been lined with acoustic foam to 
suppress internal resonances, while electrical 
connection is by means of 4mm socket bind
ing posts. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Initially the R252 sounded rather below aver
age on audition, appearing aggressively forward 
as well as brash. However, a bass/mid unit 
revision provided a significant improvement in 
tonal bal2nce as well as general character, suffi
cient to move it up to an average score, which 
is good for the price. 

Some colorations did remain, notably a resi
dual upper-mid 'hardness', some lower-mid 'boxi-

ness' and a rather 'dry' character to the sound. 
Low bass was rather curtailed, though upper bass 
was quite detailed, and the treble was also much 
better than before, due to the improved balance. 
However the treble was still felt to be mildly 
'rough' and 'forward'. 

Stereo images were quite well focused with 
moderate depth and quite clear spatial effects, 
and the speaker also showed a good level of 
instrumental detail. 

LAB REPORT 
Sensitivity was an above average 89dB/W, and 
in conjunction with a 10 to 75W power range, 
sound levels of up to l02dBA were possible. Pair 
matching was very good, while the bass register 
was very uniform and well damped, measuring 
62Hz, -6dB, but rolling off quickly below this 
point. Note that this and other measurements 
here are for the original loudspeaker. 

At 2 metres the axial response was fairly 
smooth meeting ±3dB limits from 80Hz to 
30kHz, and dispersion was excellent in the 
lateral plane. However 15° above-axis a notice
able 4kHz notch appeared and we recommend 
using this speaker directed at ear level. In fact 
Monitor Audio' s matching stands are designed 
for exactly that purpose. The forward responses 
were good for the type. 

MONITOR AUDIO R352 

Room-integrated response evidenced the 'dry' 
nature of this speaker, with a fairly extended but 
shallow bass plus a slightly prominent mid range. 
However, the overall effect was pretty smooth. 

Distortion at 96dB sound level was moderate 
at around 1 o/o second and third harmonic even 
at low frequencies, while higher in the range 
third harmonic was particularly good. Further 
improvement was apparent at an 86dB level, 
with an average of 0.3% recorded here. 

Bar a mild dip to S.Sohms at 10kHz the 
impedance was well behaved over the range, and 
the R252 was classed as a good amplifier load. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This powerful two-way design is well constructed 
for the price. Reviewed originally in 1983 it com
fortably won recommendation, with low distor
tion, high sensitivity and a good rating for sound 
quality. Some minor changes in the 1984 
samples were viewed less favourably, the main 
points of criticism being a hard and bright 
quality, with insufficient output in the bass. 
However, a new version auditioned for 1985 had 
improvements to the cabinet and the tonal 
balance. The sound quality now shows less 'boxi
ness' and a smoother overall effect, and this 
model can now be recommended once again. 
Reassessed. FiTSl ret11ewed /983. Cttrrent cyptcal price C/50. 

MONITOR AUDIO L TD, 34 CLJITON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB! 4ZW. 
· --TEL (0223) 246344-- · 

T
his speaker is larger than usual for 
its price range and consists of an 
excellently-veneered 36 litre enclo
sure that has been rigidly con
structed from 18mm-thick heavy 

chipboard. Internal bracing has been used to 
raise the frequency and also to moderate the 
amplitude of the panel resonances. A fine re
bated grille is also fitted. Foam absorbent blocks 
line the interior, and the bass-reflex system is 
tuned to 50Hz by a substantial tunnel port. 

The interesting 200mm flared pulp cone bass 
unit uses a special magnet system which pro
vides a better flux distribution at the pole tip, 
while the controlled local pole saturation should 
also reduce second harmonic distortion due to 
improved motor coil flux modulation. 

A 20mm soft plastic dome tweeter crosses over 
at around 3kHz, a high-power hard-wired cross
over, heavy duty wiring, and 4mm socket/bind
ing posts for rear connection complete the 
lineup. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The 352 scored well up the field, achieving a 
good overall rating which was impressive for its 
price category. It was liked for its well controlled, 
smooth and yet lively character, the bass appear
ing articulate but gutsy and demonstrating 
reasonable extension. The mid sounded clear 

and showed less 'boxiness' than usual, while the 
slightly bright treble was even and well detailed. 

Stereo images were sharply focused, with pre
sentable depth effects where appropriate, and 
the speaker also proved itself capable of revealing 
the different ambience and acoustics present on 
a variety of recordings. 

Rock programme was reproduced with a lively, 
tuneful beat and some panelists remarked that 
the sound 'grew on them' as the tests proceeded. 

A slight muddiness and graininess was how
ever present in the reproduction, as well as a 
touch of fundamental bass overhang, but none 
of these effects were at all serious. 

LAB REPORT 
Pair matching was good, as judged by the 1 
metre responses. A narrow notch was present 
at 5kHz but did not appear to affect the results, 
and overall the response was pretty flat with a 
well tuned bass extending to 50Hz, -6dB, 
which is average for the type but with a well 
damped and slow rolloff. Sensitivity was high 
at 90dB/W, providing good levels from as little 
as lOW and a rather loud lOSdBA from the 
lOOW per channel maximum input power. 
Grille effects were negligible. 

At 2 metres the lateral off-axis responses were 
fine but the speaker was clearly a mite critical 
in the vertical plane. Dips were recorded at !5° 

above and below so accurate beaming to the 
listener would be important with this mode; 
±3dB limits comfortably covered the 50Hz to 
15kHz range. 

Room averaged, the speaker ' s  fine overall 
balance could be appreciated. The bass was uni
form to 45Hz and well integrated while the 
treble showed a correct and gentle rolloff towards 
the extreme frequencies. 

At the 96dB sound level distortion was quite 
low, particularly above 500Hz, and at 86dB the 
results were especially good. Impedance averaged 
12ohms and possessed no low levels at any fre
quency, so the 352 should be particularly easy 
to drive, and as such presents a 'kind' amplifier 
load. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This well-finished and constructed speaker is 
sensitive, low in distortion, accurate in balance, 
more reasonably faithful to the programme fed 
it, and will also provide good stereo effects. It 
is tonally well balanced and can provide high 
sound levels, being easy to drive and capable 
of extracting good results from any decent ampli
fier. Reauditioned in 1985, the 352 continued 
to set a decent standard, and despite increasing 
competition retains recommendation for 1986. 
Reassessed. First re�1iewed 1983. Current C)·pical pn'ce £200. 

For graph references see issue No 41 
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MONITOR AUDIO R700MD 
MONITOR AUDIO L TD, 34 CLIFTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE. 

· --TEL (0223) 246344-- · 

H
i-Fi Choice reviewed an earlier 
R700 in a previous edition, but 
the model was withdrawn shortly 
before publication with the 
consequent removal of the pre

pared review. (It still appeared in the comparison 
chart, however.) Extensively revised since, the 
latest R700 comes with an MD (metal dome) 
suffix stressing the inclusion of a new 25mm 
hard dome tweeter, an aluminium unit specially 
made by SEAS for Monitor Audio. Sensitive to 
handling damage, a steel mesh grille protects 
the fragile diaphragm. 

This is a compact two-way system with an 
enclosure volume of 11.5 litres, tuned to 60Hz 
by a rear-mounted ducted port of sensible size, 
50mm in diameter and 7 5mm long. The 
bass/mid unit has a 190mm diecast frame and 
a l30mm flared polypropylene cone with an 
inverted half-roll synthetic surround. This is 
integrated electrically with the 25mm dome 
treble unit by a simple two-element crossover 
network, an electrolytic capacitor to the tweeter 
and a ferrite-cored inductor to the bass. Ulti
mate rolloff slopes will approach 12dB/octave, 
second order, but considerable overlap of driver 
outputs will occur in the crossover region. 

The enclosure has a chipboard shell, with 
front and back panels in 17mm MDF, and rhe 
review samples came finely finished in a real 
black ash veneer. The grille frame is made of 
!!mm MDF, rebated to reduce unwanted diffrac
tion effects. Internal absorption is handled by 
a polyurethane foam lining. Hard-wired inter
nally, the '700MD combines 4mm socket/bind
ing posts for electrical connection. Custom 
stands are made for the system, and the loud
speakers will probably sound best sited fairly near 
to a rear wall, though this will depend to some 
extent on personal taste and room acoustics. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring above average in the blind listening 
sessions, the R700MD was commended for its 
'lively' detailed nature. W hile not particularly 
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low in perceived coloration, showing some 'boxi
ness' and 'forwardness' through the midrange, 
rhe speaker proved capable of conveying some 
of the 'life' and 'drama' in the test programme. 

The bass tended towards 'dryness', and lacked 
real extension to low frequencies. Bur in recom
pense it was quite 'punchy'. Stereo images were 
quire well staged, with good focus and a good 
sense of space and atmosphere. The treble 
reached a notably good standard, showing an 
'open', clear quality, free from 'grain' and well 
extended to the limit of audibility. However, in 
balance terms the 700MD did show some upper 
mid-range 'forwardness'. 

LAB REPORT 
Measured at 1 metre, rhe R700MD showed a 
good sensitivity of close to SSdB/W, and conse
quently its power handling of up to 75W per 
channel means satisfactory sound levels will be 
produced with as little as 12 watts per channel. 
Maximum sound levels of 102dBA are possible 
from a pair in a typical room ar full wick. 

The reference response shows several alterna
tives. The solid line gives the axial output with 
rhe grille fitted; the fine dotted line shows rhe 
effect of detaching the grille; rhe dashed res
ponse shows the output when rhe microphone 
was lowered to the bass/mid axis. Taken overall 
a rising trend may be seen through the mid range, 
200Hz to 1kHz, with output falling to -6dB ar 
62Hz in the bass. 

Ar a 2 metres microphone distance with res
ponse averaging, the significant driver output 
overlap resulted in an erratic set of off-axis 
curves. However, taken overall rhe trend was not 
so bad, and reference to rhe computed room 
curve showed that the forward energy was quite 
well controlled above 1kHz, confirming the 
listening test result. Note that the tweeter 
peaked some 12dB around 26kHz, but this 
should be inconsequential. On the room curve 
the bass was fairly well maintained down to 
50Hz, but was mildly deficient in general terms. 

Never falling below 6.4ohms, the 700MD 

represents an easy amplifier load. As regards 
distortion it was unimpressive below 500Hz at 
96dB, but was excellent at higher frequencies. 
By 86dB the results were fine throughout the 
range, averaging 0.3% overall. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Representing a considerable improvement over 
last year 's withdrawn model, this lively and com
municative loudspeaker was well represented 
and features a fine treble range. Bass extension 
was limited, having been traded for good sensi
tivity. Despite an untidy set of off-axis responses, 
this speaker did pretty well on audition, and as 
such justifies recommendation. 

GENERAL DATA 
Si:c (h�1ght x w idth x Jepth) ______ 35x21.5x2Scm 

Recommended amphficr power per channel 

(for 96dBA minimum per pair ;u 2 mctre�) ___ (12) -750\V 

Recommended placement ______ mmds 0.4m from wall 

Frl:!qucncy rc�ron�e. w1thm ±3dB. at 2 metn..:� ---�cc graph 

Low frequcncv rolloff (-6JB ptunr) at I metre 62H: 

Voltage :.ensltlvtty 

(ref. 2.83V, or \\XI mto 8ohms at I mcrrc) ____ 87.5dB/W 

Appmxtmate maxtmum :.ounJ level (patr) <�T 2 metre� _ !02JBA 

lrnp�::dann.· chamctcrisnc (�;.·a�c of dnvc) _____ 'vo:ry good 

Forward n:�pon�l..' untformny fmrl y good 

Typ1cal pnce per p:.ur, inc VAT _________ ,£2j0 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBjECTIVE 

Sn.:rl..'o 

B<��� 

Tonal balanc� 

Colomt1on 
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Ea�l:' of drtvt• 
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Bih"I..'Xtl'lhl(lll 
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Re-create the experience ... 
MS10 

" ... I tacked them on the end of my reference 
system, and my jaw fell open with a clunk . ... They 

are brilliant!" " ... Reaped large rewards in the 
enjoyability of the music."" ... Given their size and 

price, these speakers are remarkable." 
Graham Mayor; Which Compact Disc? Aprill986 

MS15 
" ... For the great mass of applications between the 

two extremes I'd rate the new MS as one of the 
outstanding candidates." 

Alvin Gold, Hi Fi Answers, December 1985 

MS25Ti 
" ... lt represents a lot of speaker and a lot of 

performance far the money, and it is undoubtedly 
well constructed and neatly presented." 

David Prakel, Hi-Fi Answers, June 1986 

MS35Ti 
" ... Beautifully finished" "Mordaunt-Short have 
once again made themselves a speaker that we 

can place in the highly 
recommended category." 

Ion Kuoh, Which Compact Oisc2 June 1986 

[_] . 
MS lOO 

£17900 

I 

D [ 
M555T, 

(19900 

MSJST 

(14500 

MS55TI 
" ... I am absolutely staggered at how you have 

provided such amazing quality 
at such a low price!" 

G.A Richardson, Northamptonshire, an MS user. 
(No official review available at time of going fo f:>ress). 

MS lOO 
" ... Fast ... Secure ... Incredibly detailed and alive." 
"lt doesn't seem to be entirely reasonable that such 

small boxes can issue forth with such positive, 
almost tangible sound." " ... lt slowly dawns on you 

that with the MS lOO, Mordaunt-Short have a 
rather extraordinary loudspeaker quite unlike 

most of its competition." 
Alvin Gold, Hi-Fi Answers, January 1985 

MS300 
" ... As with the MS lOO the MS300 possessed that 

indefinable quality of allowing the program to 
remain musical and involving to a degree that one 

began to forget the mechanical aspects of the 
reproduction of sound." 

M5151 

(125.00 

Hi-Fi News and Record Review, February 1985 

MS IS 

(10500 

MSIO 

£0>00 

Mardaunt·Shart 

Closer to perfection 

Mordount-Short Limitf'd, 
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire GU3l SAZ 

Tel Rogote (073 080)721 
Telex 86443 MSHIFI 
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MORDAUNT SHORT MSlO 
MORDAUNT SHORT L TD, DURFORD MILL, PETERSFIELD, HANTS GU31 5AZ. 

· --TE L (07 30) 80721-- · 

R
ising costs are now weighing heavily 
on the shoulders of the quality 
system producers, who have been 
compelled to seek unusual solutions 
to the problems of producing 

speakers at the £80 a pair level. Here Mordaunt 
Short have made use of a small bass/mid driver 
with a cone just 90mm across, with a pressed 
steel frame to support it. This two-way system 
is completed by a 19mm plastic cone/dome 
tweeter, both units manufactured by Audax. 

The diminutive enclosure has a 5.2 litre 
internal volume, reflex-tuned to a high 68Hz by 
a 30mm diameter tuned port, 65cm long, loca
ted on the rear panel. Built in plain chipboard 
the cabinet was well finished in 'black ash' vinyl, 
but the grille baffle was unrebated, with an 
acoustically poor profile. 

A three-element crossover network aims at 
nominal 12dB/octave acoustic slopes, with push
on tags used for the internal wiring. 'Positec' 
protection against overload is included, a most 
uncommon and welcome feature at this price 
level. Electrical connection to the amplifier is 
made via 4mm socket/binding posts. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The panel were very consistent in their judg
ments, scoring the MS/0 below average but not 

seriously so, and in fact this is a commendable 
result given the group context. 

On 'blind' testing, it was identified as a small 
box, the weak bass and 'thin' 'forward' charac
ter were noted, and particularly a blend of 
'metallic brashness' in the upper midrange. 
Some 'boxiness' was also evident. On the other 
hand, it did have some appealing qualities -
stereo focusing was particularly good and the 
sound was detailed as well as subjectively trans
parent. It also managed to convey some measure 
of the recorded acoustic. 

LAB REPORT 
Measured on axis at I metre, sensitivity was 
below average at 85dB, though this is good for 
the size. An amplifier range of ZO to SOW is 
appropriate, giving a maximum sound level of 
98dB, sufficient for all but 'disco' domestic use. 
Set against the reference sensitivity, the low fre
quency rolloff was high at 80Hz, -6dB. Con
versely, the impedance characteristic was 
excellent, not falling below 8.5ohms and rated 
as a very easy amplifier load. 

The reference response was encouragingly 
uniform, and with the grille removed 100Hz to 
20kHz limits (±3dB) were easily met, though 
the trend shown at Z metres suggested some 
brightness as well as a shyness in the bass. Bar 

a small notch in the vertical axis, the forward 
response set looked very tidy and rh� drive units 
can be seen to integrate well. 

Driven to 96dB sound level, the speaker was 
working near its practical limit with distortion 
rising to 4% at 300Hz; at higher frequencies it 
was more satisfactory. A useful reduction in dis
tortion was recorded at the lower 86dB sound 
level with the overall result averaging 0.4%, 
though this was still higher than usual. Con
versely, the figures at low frequencies were quite 
good for such a small box. 

In the listening room the MS/0 provided a 
relatively uniform mid/treble response, but the 
bass was lumpy at 50Hz and lacked extension, 
as well as being rather deficient. A thin tonal 
quality was only to be expected from this. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Well worth considering, this recommended 
minature would perform well in a bookcase loca
tion and a system fitted with a sweet-sounding 
cartridge. It produced a 'lightweight' sound, but 
this was redeemed by the low levels of subjec
tive coloration as well as the fine clarity. The 
treble was also somewhat better than average 
for its class. 
Reusscssal. Ftrsl rttt'h.'tt·cd 1985. Omcnr r:ypzcal price £80. 

For graph references see isme No 41 

MORDAUNT SHORT MS lOO 
MORDAUNT SHORT L TD, DURFORD MILL, PETERSFIELD. HANTSGU31 5AZ. 

· --TE L (0730) 80721-- · 

T
he MS/00 is an upmarket miniature 
in real wood veneer. The finish is 
excellent and the box rigidly con
structed, but the grille baffle is a 
thick unrebated structure, which, as 

M-S themselves admit, is best detached for seri
ous listening. The speaker can be supplied with 
optional matching stands, which bolt securely 
to the underside, and optimum placement is said 
to be close to the rear wall of a room. 

This speaker is unusual in its use of a custom
made 170mm frame size bass unit using a 
IZOmm rigid pulp cone, which is designed to 
operate without a crossover network. ln this 
sense everything up to 5kHz is fed direct and 
unobstructed to the bass/mid unit. A simple 
crossover network allocates a sensible propor
tion of the remaining I Vz octaves to the 19mm 
Audax plastic cone/dome tweeter. 

Damped by a dense fibre filling, the sealed 
box volume of 81/z litres tunes the system reson
ance to 75Hz. Positec overload protection is 
fitted, a self-resetting system using special posi
tive temperature coefficient links which change 
from a very low to a high resistance once a 
continuous averaged current is exceeded; fast 
transients are unimpaired. 

SOUND QUALITY 
In the past 1 have favoured the use of a small 
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passive equaliser with this system to help correct 
a degree of forwardness in the midrange. Con
versely other listeners both here and in their 
own homes, have decided to leave it 'un
touched'. 

In this unaltered state the MS/00 performed 
quite well on the subjective tests. 

The mid was clearly prominent with some 
associated 'shout' but it proved possible to adjust 
to this provided that it was not played too loud. 
If offered in return a high level of transparency 
and detail throughout the frequency range, an 
aspect which, despite its near-to-wall location, 
gave considerable depth to the stereo image, 
while recorded ambience was also read well. The 
overall balance was tidy, with fair bass exten
sion and low coloration (mid area excepted here) 
while stereo images were well focused. 

LAB REPORT 
At I metre under anechoic conditions, the refer
ence response showed a well damped low fre
quency range while the output gently climbed 
to 800Hz. Above this range the output was uni
form, levelling out at 88dB/W, an average sensi
tivity. The -6dB low frequency point was at 
80Hz but the rolloff rate was desireably shallow. 

Out at Z metres, the forward response family 
confirmed the broad mid forwardness, and 

showed excellent responses laterally off axis. In 
the vertical plane the loss at '15 ° above' was 
more serious than usual suggesting the use of 
fairly high stands, which indeed M-S can supply. 

At 96dB sound level, the distortion was about 
average at I% second harmonic, and rather less 
third harmonic. By 86dB both had settled at 
the 0.3% level over most of the range except 
above 14kHz where some minor high frequency 
resonances disturbed the results. 

The suggested amplifier power range is 15 to 
50 watts, the latter providing reasonable sound 
levels of up to IOOdBA for a stereo pair in a 
typical room. The MS/00 was rated as an easy 
amplifier load with a non-reactive trend and an 
average impedance value. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The 'official' rating based on the test results 
would indicate a 'worth considering' verdict, but 
I feel that this loudspeaker' s  particular strengths 
in terms of immediacy, stereo focus and depth, 
all outweigh its tonal balance weakness. W hile 
I must suggest a careful audition prior to pur
chase, I also feel that this well made speaker de
serves recommendation. 
Reass�:sscd. Fmc n!t'lt'ut:d 1985. Currt'nt t)piml price £160. 

For graph references see issue No 41 
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ROGERSLS2 
SWISSTONE ELECTRONICS L TO, 310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM. SURREY 

· --TEL 01-640 2 172 -- · 

T
his very compact loudspeaker may 
be considered as having grown out 
of the little LSJ, which it now re
places. With a 10.5 litre internal 
volume, the proportions are im

proved, and this should reduce box coloration. 
The cabinet is nicely veneered in real walnut, 
and has a decent chamfered grille baffle with 
an MDF board front panel. Plain chipboard is 
used for the rest of the carcass. Reflex-loaded, 
the box is tuned to 60Hz by a decently sized 
port, 50mm diameter by 110mm long. 

In this two-way system, bass and midrange are 
handled by a Rogers-built polypropylene-coned 
unit, constructed on a 110mm pressed steel 
frame. High thermal power handling is obtained 
via a Kapton motor coil former. A five-element 
crossover of nominally 18dB/octave slopes is used 
to divide the frequency range at around 3.5kHz, 
with the treble register handled by a l9mm sofr 
plastic dome unit of good dispersion. 

The enclosure is undamped, but the bass unit 
is partially decoupled to reduce the transmission 
of driver frame vibrations to the cabinet panels. 
Electrical connection is made via 4mm socket 
binding posts and the overall constructional 
quality is very good. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring well above average on the panel test, 

the LS2 has improved on the earlier LSJ result. 
Some panel variation was noticed in the results, 
however, suggesting a mildly biased speaker 
'character'. It was weaker on rock material and 
lacked full dynamic power, but nonetheless 
sounded tidy and coherent throughout the fre
quency range. 

Coloration was fairly low, though the bass did 
nor achieve a clean 'slam', rhe mid could show 
mild upper range hardness, and the treble a hint 
of 'sizzle'. 

On the plus side, it sounded well balanced 
with good detail, fair clarity, reasonable depth, 
and good stereo focus. Bass was tidy bur low bass 
was rather muted. 

LAB REPORT 
A low sensitivity of 86.5dB/W was recorded, 
which suggests a minimum power input of 
25-30W per channel; 150W is a sensible maxi
mum power input, though it survived much 
higher levels without complaint. Maximum 
sound levels of LOOdBA will be possible from 
a stereo pair. 

With the grille removed the response was 
smoother in the upper range. The curve was 
somewhat unbalanced, the trends suggesting the 
extraction of all that was available from the 
main driver. Well tuned, the bass extended to 

ROGERSLS6 

a respectable rolloff at -6dB, 51Hz. 
Measured out at 2 metres, the speaker showed 

a respectable set of forward and off-axis responses 
which confirmed its generally balanced and well 
integrated nature. A 60Hz to 20kHz frequency 
range was easily met for the quoted ±3dB limits. 

A 96dB sound level was some task for this 
system, yet good distortion results were obtained, 
averaging l% second and 0.3% third right down 
to 50Hz. At 86dB the results improved to a 
surprisingly good level. Just dipping to 6.4ohms 
amplifier load, rated very good. 

With the forward response computer averaged 
in the listening room, this speaker's pedigree was 
confirmed. Low bass did rolloff quickly below 
50Hz and the treble was a touch forward, but 
the overall result was distinguished by its notably 
even nature. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Another finely crafted design from the hand of 
Richard Ross at Rogers, the LS2 stands as a 
neutral miniature offering good power handling, 
fine stereo and encouraging sound quality. Best 
suited to classical programme, rh is design is con
fidently recommended. 
Rcasst'sscd. Firs! reviewed /985. Current typical pncc U65 

For graph refeTences see issue No 41 

SWISSTONE ELECTRONICS LTD. 310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM. SURREY 
· --TEL01-640 2 172-- · 

T
he LS6 slots in below the LS7, and 
offers a similar basic package in 
terms of size but at a lower price. 
A newly developed polypropylene 
cone is used for the bass/midrange 

unit, built on steel frame and fitted with a gener
ous magnet. The treble is handled by 19mm soft 
plastic SEAS dome unit, crossing over at around 
3.5kHz. 

Standing Slcm high, this speaker is suited to 
free space mounting on solid stands, like the 
LS7. The 23 litre enclosure is reflex-tuned to 

50Hz by a SOmm diameter port; rhe internal 
section is slant-cur to an approximately llOmm 
length. Reflexing gives a fourth order bass res
ponse bur in fact this system is fifth order, 
achieved via a 440f.lF series capacitor. 

The high quality crossover network is essen
tially to a third order pattern and is built using 
excellent components. 

Built from plain chipboard, the enclosure has 
an MDF driver baffle with a chamfered port 
opening and grille baffle. 

. 

The constructional quality and standard of 
finish is high. Electrical connection is via 4mm 
socket/binding posts. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scored with great consistency by the panel, the 

LS6 achieved a very similar raring to rhe LS2, 

though with superior bass extension and power 
handling. The '6 was found to be very well 
balanced with a transparent, informative mid, 
and an open, 'airy' nature. Stereo depth was 
quite well developed, with good width and 
image focus. 

Quite lively and dynamic, coloration was 
generally low. While the upper treble could 
sound 'grainy' on occasion, when re-auditioned 
for 1986 the overall midrange balance and the 
bass tuning were both significantly improved. 
It handled high powers well, showing a convinc
ing superiority here over the LS2, but not quire 
reaching the standard set by the LS7. 

LAB REPORT 
At the reference 1 metre microphone distance, 
set on the median driver axis, this speaker pro
vided a very uniform, well controlled response. 
There was no difficulty in establishing a sensi
tivity at a solid 87 .SdB/W. With the grille off 
the response mer ±2dB limits from 55Hz to 
16kHz, very creditable with a -6dB low fre
quency limit at 50Hz, about average for the price 
and size. 

Out at 2 metres, this speaker's fine driver our
puts are excellently integrated, producing a first 
class set of off-axis responses. 

In the listening room the forward energy was 
finely balanced above 80Hz bur bass was also 
up a few dB at the 50Hz system resonance, fal
ling quickly at lower frequencies. A lower system 
tuning frequency could improve matters here. 

Driven ro 96dB sound pressure, the speaker 
offered moderate distortion levels, averaging a 
good 0.3 ro 0.4%. At the 86dB level, the fre
quency range above 100Hz averaged a fine 
0.25%. 

With a 150W maximum power handling, this 
speaker will provide generous sound levels up 
to 104dBA in a typical room. Conversely, as 
little as !SW will produce enough volume for 
normal purposes. The sensitivity was nor com
promised by rhe impedance characteristic, 
which showed an easy Sohm amplifier load. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This honestly built loudspeaker has achieved 
sufficiently high standards in both laboratory 
and listening tests to qualify for strong recom
mendation. With its neutral balance, smooth 
response, fine stereo and a consistent off-axis 
uniformity, it also provided low distortion as well 
as good power handling into the bargain and 
merits a Best Buy raring. 
Rt-asscs)ctd. F1rsr rcvicued 1985. Current 1)/)lraltmcc £230. 

For graph re[eTences see issue No 41 
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NEW TO HI-FI? 
or upgrading your old system 

If you are an old hand, reading Hi-Fi Choice just 
to check prices and products you will probably 
know us already- W.A . Brady has been trading in 
Liverpool for 50 years this year, at 401 Smithdown 
Road, since 1960. Purpose built studios in 
Warrington were opened at Christmas 83*. 

We have always tried to set standards of 
Customer Service and we have always sought the 
best possible products in each price range. For 
example, we were one of the first retailers to 
recognise the sound excellence of the Mission 
Cyrus range of electronics. 

As a founder member of the British Audio 
Dealers Association we are helping to raise 
standards in the retail hi-fi trade- since we believe 
the best possible advert for the specialist hi-fi 
business are satisfied customers. 

How can I help you? We have an unbeaten 
range of British and selected imported hi-fi, which 
we will demonstrate in our comfortable listening 
rooms. You can listen in privacy without pressure 
from salesmen or other customers, after all- it 's 
the equipment on trial- not the customer. 

One of the newer stars in our galaxy of hi-fi is the 
Mission PCM 7000 CD Player. Sleek styling and 
superb sound combine to make this one of the most 
desirable players at any price. 

Skilled help benefits the customer by making 
the first decision the right decision. However, if for 
example, the loudspeakers don't suit when you take 
them home, we will be happy to let you exchange 
them and have a further pair that does suit. 

After sales service. We give two years 
guarantee, parts and labour of course, and will lend 
substitute equipment to avoid your system being 
out of action. 

So- old hand or new to hi-fi- we look forward 
to seeing you soon. 

W.A. BRADY & SON 
401 Smithdown Road, 

Liverpool L15 3JJ. 

Tel: (051) 733 6859 
Closed all day Wednesday 

Lunch 1-2.15pm 

DOUG BRADY HI·FI 
King sway Studios, 

Kingsway North, 
Warringt on. 

Tel: (0925) 828009 
Closed all day Thursday 
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ROGERSLS7 
SWISST ONE ElECTRONICS L TO, 310 COMM ONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM. SURREY. 

· -�TEL 01-640 2172-- · 

R
ogers' LS7 is a fairly compact stand
mounted system, with an internal 
volume of 30 litres. 

The excellently finished en
closure is constructed of 12mm 

bituminous damped MDF with a reinforced 
19mm-thick MDF front baffle. None of the 
panels are remov<�ble, internal access being 
gained via the bass unit aperture. 

The bass/midrange unit has a nominal 
diameter of 200mm, and uses a generous 
magnet, a high-power voice coil, and a patented 
polypropylene cone possessing the classic BBC 
profile. A selected version of the Celestion 
HFIOOO soft-dome 25mm tweeter covers the 
remaining frequency range, integrated via the 
excellent-quality 13-element 3kHz crossover. 
External connection is by 4mm socket/binding 
posts and the internal wiring is to a high 
standard. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The panel were highly impressed by the LS7. 

It was felt to be tonally accurate and well 
balanced, with an extended and uniform fre
quency response. Good instrumental detail was 
preserved throughout the frequency range, while 
coloration was held to a consistently low level. 

Stereo images were spacious, focused and full 
of the intended recorded-acoustic detail. Depth 
was impressive, with an almost 'crystalline' 

transparency. 
The LS7 provided good bass extension and 

despite seeming slightly 'leaden-footed' here, 
powerful and clean articulation were in evi
dence. The sound was consistently clean and 
free of 'boxy' effects. 

Very mild criticisms concerned a slight 'edgy' 
and 'sibilant' treble, with a mild vocal 'chesti
ness, but neither was of much consequence. The 
speaker gave fine results on analogue sections 
but clearly excelled on the digital programme. 

LAB REPORT 
The LS7 showed fine pair matching when 
measured at I metre, the axial response 
disfigured by a notch at 7kHz partly caused by 
the grille. The well-damped bass response was 
uniform and well balanced in character, ex
tending to 48Hz, -6dB, which is fine for the 
size of enclosure. 

Sensitivity was above average at 88dB/W, and 
an impressive 200W power handling was estab
lished. Maximum sound levels of 106dBA were 
possible from a stereo pair, while as lirrle as IOW 
would give interesting results. The sensitivity 
was not compromised by the impedance, which 
showed only a minor dip at 8kHz, with a mean 
value of !Oohms, thus making the LS7 a very 
good amplifier load. 

A fine set of off-axis responses were demon
strated at 2 metres. At 15 ° above a mild 4kHz 

ROTEL RL850 

dip occurred (still affected by the grille), so rhe 
speaker should be directed or elevated to face 
the listener. Panelisrs' observations that the 
balance was slighly 'rich' were confirmed by the 
2 metre trend. 

When room-averaged, very good correlation 
with the subjective findings was established. 
The bass was only marginally 'rich' and showed 
a well-integrated response extension in the 
room. The mid was quite uniform and married 
correctly with the treble register which smoothly 
decayed above 8kHz. 

Measured at 96dB, low frequency distortion 
held to below 3% second harmonic and 1% 
third, and was very fine above 300Hz, which 
is the more critical range in this respect. At 
86dB distortion improved greatly. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The LS7 provides a remarkably well-balanced 
subjective and objective performance. All 
aspects of sound quality such as extension, 
balance, stereo clarity and coloration were very 
good, while technically speaking it was easy to 
drive, low in distortion, sensitive, and consistent 
as regards frequency balance. 

It it remains a strongly Recommended loud
speaker. 

For graph references see issue No 41 

ROTEL HI-Fi. 25 HEATHFIELD. STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES. BUCKS. 

· -�TEL (0908) 317707-- · 

A 
standard two-way sealed box 

system, this 20 litre speaker is 
built in the UK. Though Rorel 
is a Japanese-based company, the 
design is UK-inspired and uses a 

British Elac 220mm pulp-cone bass/midrange 
fitted with a modest magnet and built on a 
strong pressed-steel frame. The treble is handled 
by a Peerless 25mm soft fabric dome, and the 
connections are hard-wired in oxygen-free 
copper cable, using a simple three-element cross
over network, with an additional resistor to 
provide attenuation for the treble. Built from 
15mm thick chipboi!rd, the enclosure is finished 
in black ash, and well filled with acoustic 
absorption. The grille panel is unrebared and 
ISmm thick� it probably should be discarded 
to get the best sound. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring 'above average' on listening tests, the 
RL850 did well in its category, and costs less 
than half the group average. 

Some coloration was evident, namely a soften
ing in the bass and a touch of 'boxiness' in the 
mid, plus a muted 'fizz' in the treble. The fre
quency response sounded quite even, if slightly 
dulled, while the upper-mid and treble lacked 
detail, with an inconsistency here depending on 
the type of programme played. 

Stereo images were good, in terms of width, 
but central focus was not particularly strong, and 
depth was constrained. Despite the latter 
characteristic, the speaker sounded fairly 'big 
hearted', and could convey some of the weight 
and ambience present in the programme. Voice 
quality was quire good, and the speaker also 
handled high power inputs gracefully, proving 
quite happy up to 220W peak programme. 

LAB REPORT 
Pair marching was found to be very good� to 
within ±0.5dB, which is a great achievement 
for such an inexpensive speaker. The grille has 
some effect on the treble response and is better 
left off. The reference sensitivity measured an 
average 87dB/W; in conjunction with the gener
ous power handling, this means that levels of 
up to 105dB are possible from a stereo pair, 
assuming that you have a large enough ampli
fier. Fairly smooth and well balanced, the res
ponse mer ±2.5dB limits from 66Hz to 20kHz, 
while the -6dB bass rolloff came in at 52Hz, 
which is about average. 

Out at 2 metres, the forward response family 
was fairly well integrated. A dip at 4kHz 
occurred above axis suggesting that this speaker 
ought to be at, or alternatively directed towards, 
ear level. The lateral responses were good. 

Driven to 96dB spl, the distortion measured 

lo/o for second harmonic, and rather less for 
third. Below lOOHz the usual increase to 3% or 

so was seen. When sound level was reduced to 
86dB, distortion improved significanrly to a 
good level, typically 0.4%. Compression was 
poorer than average at 2.7dB, but the bass-mid 
intennodularion figure was very good at -48dB. 

The impedance curve indicated a normal 
8ohm load, typically measuring !Oohms at 
higher frequencies, and posing no problem at 
all for a modern amplifier. Driving the listen
ing room, the speaker produced a well balanced 
and extended response. Within that general 
trend however, the mid showed some pro
minence at 800Hz, while a forward energy notch 
was clearly present at 2.8kHz, indicating poor 
phase control through the crossover, leaving the 
treble somewhat isolated as well as uneven. 

CONCLUSIONS 
While some quirks have been unearthed in the 
performance of this speaker, the fact remains 
that it nonetheless offers very good value. A 
powerful, competent two-way system with a 
200mm driver, when most in this category have 
l!Omm, the 850 achieves Best Buy status, cur
rent production showing additional refinement. 
R�cL�.�cs.�ed. First rt.:tllt''l.c'ed /984. Current tyJ>Kal pnL·t' £110 

Fur graph references see issue No 41 
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SONY APM20ES MKII 
SONY (UK) L TD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW 18 4PF. 

· --TELSTAINES(0784)61688--· 

S 
ony first applied its Accurate Pistonic 
Motion (APM) drivers in the upmar
ket Esprit speaker range. The 
APM22ES then made this planar 
driver technology available at the 

£200-£250 area. The APM20ES reviewed here 
is a hybrid, marrying a true APM mid/bass driver 
with a metal dome tweeter dressed to look like 
the 25mm square tweeter of the '22, and enter
ing the UK market at a very competitive £130. 

The Japanese built 140mm square mid/bass 
driver is a remarkable piece of engineering in 
a speaker at this price. Rather than a conven
tional cone, an inverted 'quadropod' thin alu
minium pressing moves a diaphragm made in 
exceptionally light aluminium honeycomb 
material. The die-cast chassis seen in the 
APM22 is not used here, but the pressed-steel 
basket has been damped with mastic panels. 
The tweeter is a 25mm aluminium dome with 
a doped fabric suspension. 

The cabinet is built throughout in 18mm 
chipboard, and finished in good quality wood
grain vinyl. The front vertical edges are rounded. 
The mid/bass driver, somewhat unusually, is 
reflex-loaded by a rectangular port equivalent 
w an ample 57mm diameter, backed by an 
angled 95mm duct. 

The speakers are built - or as Sony would 
have it 'tailored' - to impressively high stan
dards in Sony' s German Wega factory. A good 
quality crossover gives second-order slopes and 
some driver equalisation. Binding posts which 
will accept 4mm plugs complete the picture. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The APM20ES immediately impresses with its 
confident reproduction of space and acoustic, 
providing good stereo despite its rather 'positive' 
perceived balance. The low end of this speaker 
is 'rich' and a little forward but always tuneful. 
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David Prakel 

Bass is nor oppressive leaving the sound with 
plenty of air. 

Good midrange definition is spoiled by a 
touch of sibilance, which hardens into stridency 
when the speaker is pushed hard. Played very 
loud the speaker can be a little 'shouty', but this 
is not a great problem considering the price 
being asked. 

Overall this loudspeaker strikes the listener 
as a very smooth, well-integrated performer 
setting a standard at this price point which 
equals, if not betters, many of the competing 
specialist UK designs. Stand mounting in free 
space suited it best; positions close to room 
boundaries tended to emphasise the already 
generous bass. The grille frames are cleverly de
signed to stand off from the baffle and the grilles 
had surprisingly little effect on the sound- if 
anything, smoothing the top end somewhat. 

LAB REPORT 
Reflex loaded and tuned to 62Hz, sensitivity was 
rated marginally below average at 86dB/W. 
Good pair matching was noted to within 
±O.SdB. The -6dB low frequency cutoff was 
measured at 50Hz, respectably low for such a 
compact design. 

The an echoic forward response curves showed 
a slight 'hole' between the drivers at 2.8kHz, 

though this seems to be of little subjective 
importance, unless lending a certain detached 
brightness to the treble.; The off-axis anechoic 
traces showed excellent dispersion, confirming 
the ability to produce a generous and stable 
stereo 'fill'. 

At 96dB sound pressure levels the expected 
second harmonic port distortion was noted with 
a second hump based on 200-300Hz, no doubt 
adding that 'generosity' and 'forwardness' to the 
upper bass. A 1kHz distortion peak was little 
reduced ar the lower 86dB level - this could 

well be evidence of the 'shouty' quality noted 
at high levels. The impedance curve dipped to 
Sohms at !50-200Hz but was otherwise well con
trolled, the load being rated as average. 

The computer-averaged in-room plot shows 
excellent integration and a smooth rolloff with 
perhaps some detachment of the mid/bass region 
though room effects could well predominate 
here. An excellent high end response however. 

CONCLUSIONS 
With design input from the UK, Sony has pro
duced a much improved second series 
APM20ES with a forthright sound possesing 
lively bass, excellent treble clarity, easy driving, 
and surprisingly good stereo performance. 

A thoroughly attractive compact speaker, 
widely available, with no serious shortcomings 
and many strengths, the APM20ES clearly de
serves a Best Buy rating. 

Author Martin Colloms' involvement as design 
consultant finds David Prakel writing this review, 
based on his own interpretation of the lab and 
listening data. 

GENERAL DATA 
S1ze (helghtXwidthXdepth) _______ 43x25x29un 

Recommended amplifier power per channel 

(for 96dBA mmtmum per pair at 2 metres) ___ (15) -75\V 

Recommcndl.'d placement ______ 40cm stand, fret· space 

Fn.'quency response, wtthin ::!: 3 d8. at 2 mcne:. _SOH: ro 20kHz 

Low fn::-querK}' rolloff (-6JB point) <H I metre ____ 501-1: 

Voltage sen�it1viry 

(ref. 2 . 8 3V. or 1\V 1nto Sohm� at 1 merrc) _____ 86dB/\V 

Approximate maximum sound le\"cl (p:-�ir) at 2 mcm.:s _ IOOdBA 

Impedance charactensnc (ease of dnve) ______ average 

Forward response uniformity excellent 

l)•pical price per pa1r, me VAT _________ £130 

Fur graph references see issue No 46 
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SONY APM22ES 
SONY (UK) L TD, SONY HOUSE , SOUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. 

· ---TEL:STAINES6I688-- · 

T
he APM22 is built in Germany at 
Sony' s Wega plant, using two 
Japanese drivers, a 220mm square 
bass/mid and a 2Smm square treble, 
both with extra light, strong alu

minium honeycomb diaphragms. The bass driver 
is built on a fine die-cast frame and is fitted with 
a generous magnet, and a high quality five
element crossover is used. The 30 litre enclo
sure is reflex tuned by a rectangular port 75mm 
deep, its 44 square centimetre area equivalent 
to a generous 7 .Scm diameter aperture. 

Finished in vinyl laminate, the solid enclo
sure has some bracing, and is built from high 
density chipboard. Sensible 4mm socket/bind
ing posts are provided for electrical connection, 
and this system will give its best on rigid stands, 
well clear of room boundaries. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring well on the 1984 panel rests, the 
APM22 achieved a 'good plus'. This has been 
downgraded to a 'good' by the improved 1986 
standards, bur is an impressive result nonethe
less. The panel actually found little to criticise. 
The bass was powerful and tuneful, with a hint 
of excess, while the mid was a mire 'thin' and 
'forward', showing mild 'boxiness' as well. The 

treble was judged to be slightly bright bur of very 
good quality. 

The APM22 sounded notably clear and clean 
with very good dynamics, an 'open' explicit 
presentation, and a pleasing transparency. Stereo 
images focused well, and both depth and the 
recorded acoustic were well presented. The 
system handled high powers well, surviving 
300W programme with no limiting, producing 
really high sound levels. 

Coloration, particularly of the 'cone' variety, 
was found to be quire low, which was appropri
ate in view of the absence of cone diaphragms. 

LAB REPORT 
Reflex-tuned to 55Hz, the sensitivity was about 
average at 88.5dB/W. Pair marching was excel
lent, to within ±O.SdB, and the -6dB low fre
quency cutoff was a respectable 46Hz - good 
for the size. The grille did nor unduly affect the 
treble response, though its removal still gave an 
improvement. 

The 2 metres axial response was exemplary, 
meeting fine ± 1dB limits from 60Hz to 20Hz. 
The off-axis family of responses looked tidy bur 
the 3kHz crossover dip in the vertical plane sug
gests that the speaker should be near or directed 
towards ear level. 

At 96dB sound pressure level, distortion was 
pretty good, though rising to normal values 
below 200Hz; it was much improved at 86dB, 
though a mild peak in third harmonic was 

SPENDOR PRELUDE 

evident at 1kHz. Compression was poorer than 
expected at 2 .5dB bur the intermodularion 
product was an excellent -51dB. 

Dipping j usr below 6ohms at 170Hz, the 
impedance curve was otherwise well controlled, 
and will present no good amplifier with any 
problems. 

In the listening room, the computer-averaged 
response confirmed the listening test results. 
The curve showed a well balanced output, with 
good integration and some moderate bass excess 
at 50Hz. The treble was particularly good . 

CONCLUSIONS 
The APM22ES is well engineered, offers an 
essentially neutral, open, transparent sound, and 
is full of derail and life. The response is wide, 
the stereo good and the distortion moderate, 
while sensitivity is above average. Furthermore 
it is easy to drive and usefully compact, inter
facing well with our listening room. High sound 
levels of up to 105dB were also possible. 

Achieving Best Buy status in both 1984 and 
1985 editions, gradually improving overall stan
dards since have resulted in regrading to a 
Recommendation for 1986, though it is clearly 
still a major contender at its price point. 
Note: The author fJTovided a private opinion on an 
earlier version of this model for the manLI{accurer. 
R.:ass�:,s�cl. Fm:/ rt.'i.IICU'ed 1984. Curn.'lll t;.'()ICCJl 1mco: £200. 

For graph references see issue No 41 

SPENDOR AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD, UNIT 4 7 STATION RO AD INDUSTRIA L  ESTATE, H A ILSHAM. 

· --SUSSEXBN27 2ER. TEL:(0323)843474-- · 

S 
pendor' s  Prelude has now superseded 
the more expensive SA2 from which 
it was developed. A vinyl-wrapped 
chipboard cabinet replaces the ven
eered multi-ply of the SA2, allowing 

a cost saving of some 30%, bur with overall per
fonnance very little changed. For completeness, 
this review includes comparison to the SA2. 

The 28 litre internal volume is reflex-tuned 
by a large ducted port, 75mm in diameter. The 
interior of the rhinwall enclosures is damped by 
a bituminous cladding plus an acoustic foam 
lining. While the SA2 had a superior foam 
grille, the Prelude is fitted with an attractive 
wooden framed construction. 

The Spendor-designed high-power Bex
trene-coned bass/mid unit uses a 40mm pole and 
massive magnet, and is built on a strong die
cast frame. The tweeter is a selected version of 
the once ubiquitous Audax 25mm soft dome. 

A close-tolerance 8-elemenr crossover marries 
the units at around 3kHz, with electrical con
nection made by 4mm socket binding posts in 
the SA2, bur the less worthy spring connections 
in the Prelude. Both systems are intended for free 
space positioning on open stands. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The Prelude listening panel scores were very 

promising, placing it in the 'good plus' category 
which is a fine result at the price. As with the 
other Spendor models, the midrange tonal 
quality and balance was a strong point, with 
voice and piano reproduced well. Overall fre
quency balance seemed accurate with a wide 
smooth response, while the bass was firm, and 
possessed quire good extension - if slightly 
'bumpy' or 'heavy' at times, it nonetheless 
showed low distortion and high detail. 

Good clarity and detail were evident every
where, except in the lower mid where some 
cabinet 'boxiness' and 'muddiness' were 
observed. The SA2 also suffered from this 
phenomenon though this time the result was 
an over-rich and almost chesty effect, and in 
this respect the Prelude was ultimately preferred 
to the SA2. 

Both gave fine stereo images with good stag
ing and focus, plus impressive depth. Mild sibil
ance as well as a little 'slurring' was however 
observed in the treble. 

LAB REPORT 
At 1 metre an above average 88dB/W sensitivity 
was recorded, and the bass was perfectly tuned 
to rolloff at 48Hz, -6dB. With a fine 200W 
maximum power handling a stereo pair is 

capable of a substantial 105dBA sound level in 
a room. Pair marching was very good. 

At 2 metres the design demonstrated a very 
even, well-integrated forward characteristic, the 
overall trend being that of a gentle downtilr with 
increasing frequency. Limits of ±3dB were com
fortably mer from 55Hz to 20kHz. 

Bass in the listening-room computer-averaged 
response was slightly uneven, and mildly 
prominent at 50Hz. The mid was broadly uni
form, with a slight presence dip evident before 
the treble rolled gently away. 

Driven to a 96dB sound level, fine distortion 
results were demonstrated, avemging 1 o/o at low 
frequencies and reducing to 0.3% above 500Hz. 
At 86dB the distortion improved considerably. 
Averaging l3ohms, the impedance fell to a mini
mum of 6.7ohms in the treble, so the system 
may be classed as an easy amplifier load. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Good sensitivity, a smooth natural sound and 
fine stereo, have all been confirmed in recent 
(1986) auditioning. The extremely attractive 
price ensures that the Prelude merits a Best Buy 
raring. 
Rcmse:ssed. Fmr revicu•ed 1983. Curn·n1 1\jJ!ca/ fmcc £270. 

For graph references see isme No 41 
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SPENDORSP2 
SPEND OR AUDIO SYSTEMS L TD, UNIT 4 7, STATION ROAD INDUSTRIA L ESTATE, HAILSHAM, 

·--SUSSEX BN27 2ER. TEL (0323) 843474-- · 

W
ith the original BC1 and its 
virtual successor the SP 1 
well established, Spendor 
has been researching a less 
expensive 30 litre alternative 

for a few years now. The SA2 came first, to some 
degree then eel ipsed by the superior and cheaper 
Prelude. Now, developed from the SPJ and 
sharing that fine model's 200mm polypropylene 
coned bass-mid unit, we have the SP2. The 
treble is handled by a special version of the 
established Scan 02008 tweeter, a 19mm soft 
dome offering a superior performance, and in 
this case, ferro-fluid damped. Optimum pos
itioning is in free space, on 40-50cm high stands. 

The finely veneered enclosure is critically 
balanced by an optimum choice of chipboard 
grade and thickness, the panels bitumen 
damped internally. This is a reflex loaded design, 
tuned to 33Hz, and the ducted port is internally 
damped by a foam lining absorbing the higher 
resonant modes in the ducr. 

SOUND QUALITY 
On test the SP2 achieved a very high ranking 
position, only a little behind that of the SP1. 

Stereo images were well focused, and showed 
very good width and depth. Well balanced 
tonally, the response sounded very uniform, 
though with a touch of 'softness' in the low bass 
despite good extension. In the upper mid, a hint 
of 'hardness' was noted, plus slight 'wispiness' 
in rhe high treble. 

In the Spendor tradition, the SP2 offered a 
highly articulate, detailed midrange. Dynamics 
were presented well, the system sounding open 
and relatively uncoloured. just a touch of 
'boxiness' was present in the low midrange, but 
even this was much less than usual. 

LAB REPORT 
Reference sensitivity was about average at 87dB 
while the axial frequency response showed a 
highly uniform characteristic, ±2.5dB 50Hz to 
15kHz. The bass was well extended, reaching 
45Hz, -6dB. 

A minimum power rating of l5W was indi
cated, while the SP2 coped with up to 150W 
peak programme, generating decent sound levels 
of 104dBA from a pair in a typical room. The 
impedance curve showed an easy load. 

At 2 metres, the ±3dB response was a wide 

TANNOY TITAN 

48Hz to 20kHz, with the set of forward responses 
showing quite excellent uniformity. The slightly 
down-tilted response is typical of subjectively 
well balanced compact box systems. In the 
listening room the speaker showed an even, well 
balanced characteristic with good power down 
to 30Hz. Integration was very good through the 
frequency range. 

At the high 96dB sound level, the distortion 
above 150Hz held to a moderate 0.4%, bar some 
minor clutter above 100Hz. With level reduced 
to 86dB, third harmonic averaged 0.25%, 
second 0.1%, both fine results. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Spendor now have their compact 30 litre 
monitor. Offering great consistency and 
accuracy, it slots in neatly below the SP 1, 
conceding little to that respected, larger model. 
With its natural, extended response, low 
coloration, wide dynamic range, easy amplifier 
loading and very fine stereo, the SP2 is a class 
winner and may be strongly recommended. 
Rcasscssc:d. F1rsr rcvieu'ed 1985. Current t;:plcalfmce £390. 

For graph references see issue No 41 

T ANNOY L TD, THE BILTON CENTRE, CORONATION ROAD, CRESSEX INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

·--HIGH WYCOMBE.BUCKS. TEL:(0494)450606-- · 

A
n early Titan turned up rather late 
for the 1984 edition of Loud
speakers, and proved somewhat 
unpromising. However, since 
then it has been improved and 

was resubmitted in 1985 in full production fonn. 
Built a lirrle like the Mission 70, the Titan 

uses rear mounting for its two drivers, with a 
fixed from grille; access is via the flimsy screwed
in rear panel. The sealed-box interior of 9.3 
litres is damped by a loose fill of polyester fibre 
wadding. 

The drive units originate from Japan, and in
clude a soft dome treble, plus a 160mm steel 
frame bass/mid unit, the latter having a light 
pulp cone. In one sample the tweeter fixings 
were loose. The crossover has three elements 
plus a damping resistor and is aiming at 
12dB/octave acoustic slopes. Push-on connec
tors are used, while the rear terminals are 4mm 
socket/binding posts. 

Vinyl covered, the 15mm thick chipboard 
enclosure is grooved on the long sides to reduce 
panel resonance. Optimum placement is near 
a rear wall and the angled front means that this 
speaker may be left neatly in the 'straight ahead' 
position. 

120 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring a straight average with little panel 
dissension, the Titan did well for its price group. 
The sound was described as somewhat 'boxy' 
with a 'forward' upper midrange plus a 'bright', 
moderately 'ragged' top end. On the plus side 
the speaker also showed a clear, open character 
with explicit detail, and a 'lively' nature. Low 
bass was absent, but upper bass was fairly 'quick' 
and clean. 

LAB REPORT 
A rising response trend was characteristic of the 
Titan, though this was not extreme at 4dB from 
100Hz to 20kHz, a result expected from a design 
intended for wall mounting. 

Pure sensitivity came out at 89dB/W, above 
average and uncompromised by the impedance 
characteristic; this happily mer the Sohm stan
dard, so the Titan is rated as a very good ampli
fier load. System resonance was rather high at 
90Hz, and from the axial response (nearfield 
converted at low frequencies} the -6dB bass 
rolloff was fairly high at 67Hz. With a power 
input range of 10 to a maximum of 50 watts, 
realistic maximum sound levels of up to 102dBA 
can be achieved. 

Out at 2 metres this loudspeaker's forward 
response balance, seen in the pattern of the off
axis responses, looked well integrated with good 
uniformity. Pair matching was fairly good, 
though in the 3-4kHz crossover range up to 2dB 
difference was noted. 

When driven to 96dB sound level, distortion 
was poorer than average, reaching 3% in the 
lower frequency range for (relatively innocuous} 
second harmonic. Third harmonic was variable 
with frequency, up to 0.8% in the midband. Re
duced to a moderate 86dB sound level, third 
harmonic remained the same, while second 
showed a considerable reduction. 

In the listening room the Titan gave a forward 
upper mid with some treble uneveness bur a fair 
overall balance. The bass Wi!S smooth and well 
imegrated even if it did decay gently in the lower 
range. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Apart from the loose tweeter on our sample, the 
Titan did quite well on both lab and listening 
tests, confirming its suitability for shelf mount
ing. It sounded much better than our early 
examples, and is now recommended. 
R�assessecl. Firsr rt:'t'l<'«'ed 1985. Currenr C)'PICal price £100. 

For graph references see issue No 41 
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TANNOY MERCURY 11 
T ANNOY PRODUCTS LTD. THE BILTON CEN TRE. CORO AT! ON ROAD, CRESS EX IND ESTATE, 

· --HIGH W YCOMBE, BUCKS. TEL (0494) 450606-- · 

T
annoy have enjoyed a very success
ful run with the Mercury and over 
the past year or so have produced 
an upmarket derivative called the 
M20 Gold. 1986 sees the introduc

tion of a new Mercury, incorporating significant 
design stages. The cabinet has been reshaped 
and is now taller, while the Audax soft dome 
tweeter has been replaced by a Tannoy soft 
plastic dome design. The polypropylene-coned 
bass unit has undergone continued develop
ment, while other changes relate to the low fre
quency tuning and the crossover network. 
Essentially, this may be regarded as a new loud
speaker. 

The new Mercur)' 1/ is a compact two-way 
model with a 20 litre internal volume, reflex
tuned at low frequencies by a SOmm front port, 
IOSmm long. The bass unit is energised by a 
generous magnet and has a !55 mm flared cone 

on a 235mm pressed steel frame, whose central 
area has been reinforced to prevent flexure. 
Mounted on a specially cast asymmetric plate, 
the tweeter employs a 25mm polyamide dome. 
The high quality crossover is built for simplicity 
and clarity and designed to 12dB/octave slopes 
with good quality components. Though the 
crossover is hardwired, spring clips are used to 

connect the drivers. Connection to the system 
is by 4mm socket/binding posts. 

Built mainly from vinyl walnut 14mm chip
board stock, the enclosure includes a circum
ferential brace between the two drivers, and a 
lining of acoustic fibre. On our sample the grille 
was unrebated, and for critical listening is better 
left off. Ideal placement is in free space, on open 
stands around 35-45cm high. 

SOUND QUALIT Y 
The Mercury /1 scored well in the listening tests, 
substantially beyond its price expectations and 
virtually repeating the success of the original 
Mercury in its day. The sound was well balanced, 
uniform, and well integrated. Coloration was 

moderate and generally well disguised; some 
mild 'boxiness' and 'thickening' on piano was 
noted, plus a touch of 'grain' and 'edge' in the 
treble. 

The bass was very competant, showing fair 
extension and good control. Stereo images were 
well focused with a fair measure of depth and 
transparency. W hile no significant aberrations 
were detected in the subjective frequency res
ponse, a couple of pane lists felt that this speaker 
was mildly 'soft' and undynamic, though their 
scoring did not appear unduly affected by this. 
Driven by clean source material, the Mercury 
11 performed equally well on rock and classical 
sources, both CD and analogue. 

LAB REPORT 
A good sensitivity of 88 dB/W was easily estab
lished from the smooth axial response at I 
metre. The bass was quite well extended to 
55Hz, -6dB, but the sensitivity was somewhat 
compromised by the dip in load impedance at 
high frequencies, to 3.8ohms over a short stretch 
around 6kHz; elsewhere the impedance averaged 
an easy 8ohms. A 10 watt minimum amplifier 
power is suggested, while the speaker performed 
ably on inputs up to !SOW, permitting peak 
sound levels of up to l03dBA. 

The forward responses measured at 2 metres 
looked very tidy, with excellent integration seen 
in the forward axes. Frequency response limits 
of ±3dB were easily met from 55Hz to 20kHz. 
Some disrortion rise was noticed around 200Hz, 
to 3% second harmonic at 96dB for example, 
with a similar anomaly on the third harmonic. 
Tuned to 40Hz, the system handled low fre
quency power well, only showing more serious 
distortion at high powers and below 30Hz. 

The Me1·cury proved to be as well balanced 
as it sounded on the computer-averaged room 
measurement, right down ro 30Hz in the bass. 
A mild prominence was evident at 1kHz, but 
otherwise the curve was most presentable. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The original MerCUf)' was notably well balanced, 
providing competant all round performance 
with a sensible blend of modern loudspeaker 
engineering. The new Mercury is even better 
balanced, has better response uniformity and 
lower distortion, while the price is barely greater 
than when the speaker was first introduced in 
real terms. This genuine allrounder represents 
an exceptionally accurate free-space system for 
the money, and merits a Best Buy classification. 

Note: The author fJrovided a private opinion on an 
earlier version of this model for the manufacturer. 

GENERAL DATA 
Sm· (ht:'tght X \ndt h X l!cpth) ______ 50x2'5x2l.)cm 

Recomm�:nded c�rnplifier rower r..:r ch;mnd 

(for 96d8A minimum per p::m at 2 mt:trc.-.) ___ (10) -.150\V 

Rce<,mmcndnl pl<1cerncnt ______ o pen �wnd�. 45cm 

Fr�..·qucncy rc..;ponse, withn1 ::t 1dB. at 2 llll"trc� _5Sil: fl) 20kll: 

Lnw frequency rolloff (-6JB pom t) at I metre ____ 55!-1: 

Vnh:1ge sensllt\'lrY 

(nd. 2.83V. or lW intn Snhm-. m I mt.:tre) _____ HHJB/W 

ApproxtmatL' maximum snunJ kn::l (patr) at 2 metre� _ l(q�mA 

Impedance chamctL:TIStiC {t.:a.;e (l dnvt:) ______ __,ot)(' d 

Forward rcsrnn�c untf(mntry ________ ,t.:xccllcnt 

Typtcctl rnct: pt.:r p<.m, tnc VAT _________ .II)O 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
SUBJECTIVE 

Stereo 

fb .... 
llmal b:1l,1nCl' 

(�ll11f<.l!llln 

Overa ll 

F1•rward rc.;;p1mse 

E,1 .. e of dnve 

5'cn-.tt1Vll\' 

Rr.s.; exren�ton 

L,mdnc" 

TECHNICAL 

0 

For grafJh references see issue No 46 
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TANNOY VENUS 
T A NNOY PRODUCfS L TO, THE BILTON CENTRE, CORONATION ROAD, CRESSEX I D ESTATE, 

· --HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. TEL (0494) 450606-- · 

T
annoy's Mercury is an established 
'Best Buy' speaker; in a higher 
price and quality category, the 
Venus is somewhat larger, with an 
internal volume of around 30 litres 

as against the Mercury's J9 litres, and comes in 
a real walnut veneer finish. it has a substantial 
6cm diameter and 6cm deep port, reflex tuning 
the enclosure to 48Hz. 

Both drivers are made by Tannoy and com
prise a 25mm plastic dome tweeter with a 
210mm bass/midrange, the latter with a generous 
magnet, a steel frame and a critically flared 
polypropylene cone. 

The sturdy enclosure is built of 19mm chip
board, bitumen damped and with interior ab
sorbent. The drive units are 'time aligned', in 
that the treble signal passes through a time delay 
network to synchronise it with the midrange, 
while the crossover is a basic 12dB/octave type; 
including the time delay network, a total of 16 
elements are employed. The 9mm thick grille 
panel is unrebated and is probably best left off 
to get the best re suits. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring a substantial 'good plus' the Venus has 

done well on audition. It was felt to be well 
balanced, with an extended wide range response 
and a touch of bass excess. Coloration was 
comparatively low, while the sound was con
sidered both 'open' and 'sweet'. A touch of 'grain' 
was occasionally noted in the treble. 

The stereo imaging was fine, the speaker 
demonstrating good perspectives with fine depth 
and ambience as well as good focus and stage 
width. Coloration was comparatively low, with 
just a touch of 'plastic cone' and some mid 
'boxiness'. It handled high sound levels well, 
surviving a respectable 300W peak programme 
and still sounding civilised and well controlled. 

LAB REPORT 
This speaker demonstrated an average sensitivity 
of 86.5dB/W. Low frequency rolloff was at 47Hz, 
good for the size and price, while pair matching 
was also good, with an absolute difference of just 
!dB overall. The axial response was quite 
smooth, and better still with the grille detached. 
A mildly downtilted response was indicated, the 
overall trend meeting ±2.5dB limits from 50Hz 
to 20kHz, grille detached. 

With 200W power handling capacity, 

TOSHIBA SS 33 MK 11 

maximum sound levels of 104dB should be 
possible from a stereo pair, particularly as the 
impedance does not fall below 6.4ohms, 
allowing an 8ohm rating for this well balanced 
design. Driven to 96dB, distortion was higher 
than expected, though mainly innocuous 
second harmonic. At a reduced 86dB level, it 
improved to a 'satisfactory' level. 

Out at 2 metres, the off-axis response showed 
excellent integration, with the benefits of time 
alignment fully realised. This was as perfect a 
medium-sized two-way speaker as I have seen. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Smooth and sweet was the panel' s impression 
of this well finished and carefully built loud
speaker. It does most things pretty well and is 
also easy to live with. Its subtlety and good 
stereo pleased the panel, whose scores suggested 
a firm recommendation. 

For graph reference.\ see issLte No 41 

TOSHIBA (UK) L TO, TOSHIBA HOUSE, FRIMLEY ROAD, C A MBERLEY, SURREY. 

· --TEL (0276) 62222-- · 

T
he original successful SS 33 has 
undergone some refinement for 
1986, with a slightly smaller and 
less resonant enclosure and revised 
performance in the crossover 

region. Our retesting has been confined to the 
listening sessions and the reference response, 
whose results are incorporated in the text. 

Toshiba' s British-designed '33 is built and 
tested at the UK cabinet factory responsible for 
the enclosure, which makes for a useful saving 
in transport costs as well as one less mark-up 
to be taken into consideration. 

A moderate sized 22 litre sealed box, the 
plain, 15mm thick chipboard enclosure is well 
finished on all frontal surfaces in a 'rosewood' 
vinyl. The grille baffle is !Smm thick, unrebated 
and is best left detached for more serious listen
ing. Large enough for stand mounting, it suits 
a free space position in the room, not too close 
to the rear wall. 

The 200mm steel-framed Elac bass-mid drive 
unit has a nicely flared, doped pulp cone. Treble 
is handled by a Tonegen 25mm soft dome with 
the crossover essentially to a third order 
18dB/octave alignment. Connection is via spring 
clips and internal wiring uses push-on connec
tors. The cabinet panels are undamped while 
the interior has a loose lay of fibre wadding for 
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internal standing wave absorption. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The original '33 scored 'above average', which 
is excellent for the price. The midband was 
essentially good with quite good balance and 
above average detail. The same was true of the 
stereo depth effect and focus. The overall effect 
was quite well balanced though with a distant 
upper mid. By contrast, the bass was a bit slow 
and lacked dynamics, while the treble showed 
some isolated 'hiss', and was not perfectly inte
grated with the rest. 

Some colorations were present, notably a 
'boxy' 'thickening' in the low mid, but this was 
not too serious. 

However, the 1986 version showed a distinct 
improvement in coloration, and the sound was 
more 'open', fully maintaining the fine value of 
the original. 

LAB REPORT 
Measured at the reference I metre on the 
median axis, the '33 demonstrated an average 
86db/W sensitivity. This was not compromised 
by the impedance, which rated as a very good 
amplifier load, and conformed to an 8ohm 
characteristic, the loading never falling below 
6.2ohms. 

System resonance was at 73Hz, typical for the 
type, while the bass response extended to a low 
49Hz, -6dB. From a 15 watt programme mini
mum power input, this model proved quite 
happy up to 75 watts peak programme, and was 
capable of maximum sound levels of IOOdBA. 

A new reference response taken for 1986 
showed a distinct improvement over the 
original. The broad sucked out mid region is 
almost filled, so the treble is no longer exposed. 
The crossover region shows better integration 
having a 4dB dip around 3kHz. 

At 96dB sound level the distortion was satis
factory at low frequencies and improved above 
200Hz, here averaging 0.3 - 0.4%. By 86dB, 
good distortion levels were established through
out the range. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This is a lot of speaker for the money. With a 
classic 'UK sound', the '33 sits very comfortably 
in a highly competitive field and, in its latest 
guise fully maintains this competitiveness. Its 
performance was nicely balanced on both listen
ing and lab tests, and offers Best Buy value for 
money. 
�·aw:lmoned F!m r�t'it'u cd 1985 Ctmenr r-.p1cal J>rrc� C.80. 

For graph references see issue No 41 



L 0 u D s p E A K E R s 

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 11 
WHARFEOALE LOUDSPEAKERS L TO, SAND LEAS WAY, CROSSGATES. LEEDS LS15 SAL. 

· --TEL : (0532) 601222-- · 

T
he tiny Diamond has a 5.2 litre 
enclosure, reflex-loaded by an 
equally small ducted port 30mm in 
diameter by 65cm long, positioned 
on the rear panel. The bass align

ment is in fact 5th order since a large series 
capacitor is also used. 

The 120mm bass unit is built on a steel frame, 
with treble allocated to the 19mm Son Audax 
plastic dome/cone tweeter. The crossover is very 
simple, comprising just two elements plus an 
attenuating resistor for the treble. 

Built from plain 12mm thick chipboard, vinyl 
coated, the cabinet has a 12mm thick unrebated 
grille, and spring clip terminals are provided on 
the rear panel for electrical connection. 

SOUND QUALITY 
For the price the Diamond did reasonably well, 
but its absolute rating on the listening tests was 
not too promising, with a well below average 
score. The panel results were confusing, some 
listeners liking this speaker fairly well while 
others considered it to be too weak for serious 
attention. 

Almost all the panel recognised it as a small 
box, and it was criticised for 'boxy' coloration 
as well as a 'thinned' midrange, and an uneven 
treble which tended to emphasise background 
hiss. The bass was soft and weak though 

reasonably balanced and extended - in fact 
rather more so than one might expect. Pos
itioned close to the wall it managed to produce 
a fairly big sound though depth effects were 
fairly muted. Left to right imaging was fairly 
good. 

Some merit definitely lurked within, and once 
one had become accustomed to the sound, it 
began to make its own impression, which was 
quite respectable for the size and price. 

LAB REPORT 
Pair matching was fine ro 2kHz, bur poor 
thereafter with up to 4dB of mismatch. This 
could well account for the just passable stereo 
focus. Reference sensitivity averaged 86dBW 
taking into account normal wall mounting. The 
bass -6dB point was rather high at 74Hz. 

Re-tested for 1986, the 1 metre axial reference 
response showed close similarity to the 1985 
result, albeit with some improved smoothness 
and less prominence of the treble region. The 
'grille-off response showed that this optional 
item is best removed. 

Out at 2 metres, these effects are smoothed 
out by the averaging, but the 'lumpy' quality 
remains. The 100Hz to 20kHz range required 
±4dB limits, although the family of forward 

responses were quite good. 
Driven to 96dB sound level, the distortion was 

unacceptable; typically 3% of second harmonic 
and 1% of third. At the reduced 86dB level, a 
moderate improvement occurred, though the 
third harmonic still did not improve much in 
the midrange. lt survived the compression tests 
with a poor 3.5dB of loss and -19dB for the 
intermodulation product. 

The impedance curve did not fall below 
6ohms, and the Diamond can be regarded as a 
safe 8ohm type amplifier load. Out in the room 
the averaged forward response clearly showed the 
speaker for what it was, a seriously midrange
forward design. Bookcase mounting will help but 
will not entirely solve this aberration. 

CONCLUSIONS 
An interesting and inexpensive miniature, as 
originally tested the Diamond appealed to some 
panelists, but others were unable to get on with 
it. In the context of 1986 standards it is felt that 
a Recommended rating, noting the somewhat 
idiosyncratic nature of this loudspeaker, is 
appropriate. 
Note: Wharfedale are planning a so-called 'active' 
Diamond with stereo power amplifiers tu sell for a 
competitive £100, which should prove a popular add
on for use with personal stereos and television secs. 
Reas.sess<?d. Firsr rct,ieu,ed 1984. Currenr l}'Pical prrcc £85. 

For graph references see issue No 41 

"Spender now have their compact 30 litre 
monitor. Offering great consistency and 
accuracy, it slots in neatly below the SP1, 
conceding little to that respected larger 
model. With its natural extended response, 
low colouration wide dynamic range, easy 
amplifier loading and very fine stereo, the 
SP2 is a classwinner and is strongly 
recommended." 

HiFi Choice 1985 

"The SP2 is of true monitor quality and 
does a skilful job in revealing program 
quality and content, be it good or ill . 
Furthermore the lab results were highly 
favourable, particularly in view of the fine 
forward response uniformity. Its intended 
sensitivity make it a very good all-rounder, 
setting, I feel, a new reference standard for 
this price range." 

H/Fi News April 1985 

The spendor SP2 compact monitor 
'building on success' 

spendor 
audio 
systems Station Road Industrial Estate, Hailsham, Sussex. tel 0323 843474 
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L 0 u D s p E A K E R s 

WHARFEDALE 504 
WHARFEDALE LOUDSPEAKERS,SANDLEAS WAY, CROSS GATES, LEEDS LSlS SAL. 

· --TEL(0532)601222--· 

T
he success of the diminutive 
Diamond first led Wharfedale to 
produce a Mkll model, and thence 
to create an up-m

. 

e�rket version, the 
504, whose top performance is 

enhanced by Wharfedale's l9mm pure piston 
aluminium dome tweeter. This true miniature 
is just 29cm high with an enclosed volume of 
only 6 litres. Surprisingly for such a small box, 
it uses bass reflex loading, the sme�ll 30mm dia
meter rear panel port with 6Smm duct tuning 
the system to a high 70Hz. 

The bass/mid driver uses a flared-profile 90mm 
polypropylene cone in a 130mm housing which 
uses a new cabinet locking system. The two-way 
system has a minimal crossover of normal com
mercial quality, aimed to provide maximum 
musical transparency; essentially to 6dB/octave, 
the slopes arc finally modified by the natural 
acoustic responses of the drive units. Electrical 
connection to the amplifier is made via 4mm 
combination socket/binding posts. 

The l2mm chipboard enclosure is braced 
using the recessed back panel technique, with 
polyester fibre internal absorption, the 9mm 
grille has a half-rounded rebate on the inside 
edge. The bass unit is mounted above the 
tweeter, so that the drivers arc brought pardy 
into time-alignment with a normal stand 
(40-SOcm); the 504 could he inverted if used on 
higher stands (60-SOcm). Designed for place
ment almost touching a rear wall, up to 3dB of 
boundary lift will augment the measured res
ponse in the 80 to 700Hz range. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Despite wall mounting, the 504 made a good 
impression for its price and size, with a rating 
almost at the average position. While deep bass 
was absent it fooled several panelists by manag
ing to give the impression of a much luger 
system. Stereo images showed good width with 
reasonable depth, while the treble was free from 
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'edge' or 'grain'. Focus was rated above average, 
with more than satisfactory mid detail, obtained 
at the expense of some 'forwardness'. Transients 
were clean and dynamic contrasts fair. 

LAB REPORT 
The sensitivity was a below average SSdB/W. 
The 'good' load impedance was typically Sohms, 
falling to nearer Sohms at 10kHz which should 
he pretty harmless. A minimum 15 watts per 
channel will be required, while the 504 proved 
fairly comfortable with up to SOW of music pro
gramme, resulting in a moderate peak sound 
level of 98dBA, for a stereo pair in-room. The 
bass rolloff was 75Hz, -6dB, with an internal 
series capacitor tuning the system to a fifrh-order 
damped alignment. 

The reference response was unpromisingly 
'lumpy', broadly lifted in the upper midrange and 
roorly integrated with the treble, the latter 
peaking at 6-7kHz before falling away to a lower 
level in the range 8-20kHz. Despite the rela
tively simple crossover, the family of forward res
ponses was encouraging, the small enclosure 
hclring to rroduce wide dispersion in the lateral 
plane. The 6kHz axial peak is revealed as a cross
over problem, norably ameliorated above axis . 
Once installed, some experiment with system 
rilr may be \\"orrhwhile to achieve the best 
sound. The output was plotted without wall gain 
in the listening room, and this would amount 
to a lift of a few dB up to 600Hz for such a small 
system, which would help to fill in the lower 
mid and upper bass ranges though not to the 
degree necessary to flatten the room charac
teristic completely. The bass held up quite well 
down w 50Hz and was not confined to a single 
note. Above the mid region the treble was 
reasonably integrated, tending to a 'rich' balance 
and helping to give the impression of a larger 
model. Considering the small size, the swept 
distortion results were quire good; ar 86dB third 
h:mnonic averaged 0.2%. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Wall-mounted this system gave a good account 
of itself, almost unbelievably unobstrusive and 
producing a clear, reasonably balanced sound 
with above average treble. The distortion was 
quite satisfactory and both the stereo and bass 
performance were better than expected. The 
value for money is quite good, so the 504 quali
fies for recommendation, particularly for those 
seeking an up-to-date sound in a very compact 
package. 
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A BREATH OF FRESH 

Heybrook brings a breath of fresh sound 
to your listening environment with a brilliant 

realism that's almost beyond belief. 

Savour aural excellence from an award winning 
range of audio products; contact your Heybrook 
dealer listed opposite, or send the coupon today. 

HEYBRDDK 

SOUND 
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HBt LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR 1984. 1985. 1986 - WHAT HI-FI BEST BUY 1983. 1984. 1985 - HI-FI CHOICE 

HB2 RECOMMENDED 1979. 1980. 1981. ;982, 1983, 1984- HI-FI CHOICE ""THEY POSSESS THAT EFFORTLESS SOUND DUALITY WHICH 
WAS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO BELIEVE "' PRACTICAL HI-FI 1980. "' A CLEAR RECOMMENDATION"' HI-FI NEWS 1983. 

HB3 ""EXCITING AND VERY DRAMATIC .WITH AN EFFORTLESSNESS AND EASE RHYTHMS ARE WELL DEFINED AND CRISP ... A 
WARMTH AND RICHNESS OF TONAL COLOUR ... HIGHLY INFORMATIVE .EXCELLENT LEVELS OF INSTRUMENTAL SEPARATION ... AND 

DYNAMICS"' PRACTICAL HI-FI 1983. HIGH SOUND LEVELS WITHOUT ANY NOTICEABLE COMPRESSION. CONVINCING REALISM 
ANALYTICAL SOUND REMINISCENT OF STUDIO MONITORs··. HI-FI FOR PLEASURE /984. 

TT2 RECOMMENDED 1983, 1984, 1985- HI-FI CHOICE "'IN TERMS OF PERFORMANCE THE TT2 CAN BE WELCOMED TO THE SELECT 
BAND OF HIGH QUALITY UNITS"'. GRAMAPHONE 1984. "' .EXCELLENT WELL MADE. ABOVE AVERAGE PERFORMANCE"' HI-FI 
ANSWERS 1983. "'THE TT2 IS A SUPERIOR PRODUCT". HI-FI NEWS 1984. 

HBSt LOUDSPEAKER STAND OF THE YEAR FEDERATION OF BRITISH AUDIO AWARDS 1984. 

99 C2/P2 • ONE OF THE VERY BEST COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE UNDER £1000". NEW HI-FI SOUND 1986. "' BETTER THAN ANY 
EQUIVALENTLY PRICED AMPLIFIER I HAVE HEARD"' HI-FI ANSWERS 1986. 

Heybrook Hi-Fi Ltd. Kmghton Hill, Wembury: Plymouth, Devon. Telephone {0752} 863188 



HI·FI CHOICE 
1986/87 SERIES 

�--------- JUNE---------, 

COI\IP,\CT lliSC PL\ \'EHS 

Digital audio has come of age, with a wide 
range of players to choose from and even 
some mini-size portables. We've tested every 
player under consistem conditions to give a 
true picture of the often perplexing differences 
between models. Programmmg facilities, 
features and software arc also covered. 

�--------AUGUST--------� 

L0l11JSPI�,\KEHS 

Progress brings better-value speakers every 
year. H i-Fi Choice puts the important new 
moclels through its unique 'blind' listening 
comparrsons to find out which really do 
represent a step forward. Combined with full 
lab analysis, they provide a comprehensive 
guide to speaker sound quality. 

.--------FEBRUARY--------, 

,\i\IPLIFmHS& Tl/NEHS 

At the heart of any system is the amplifier, 
and its performance is critical. But only a 
combination of carefully-controlled listening 
and lab tests can give the true picture of amp 
performance, and in some cases prove that the 
best low-cost amplifiers can sound better than 
many at several times the price. 

�-------- OCTOBER--------, 

C,\SSETTE DECKS & Tt\Pt�S 

The best cassette decks can give recordings 
almost indistinguishable from the original. Hi
Fi Choice will help any cassette deck buyer 
through the jungle of noise reduction systems, 
fancy facilities and flashing lights, to find the 
right deck whatever the budget. Virtually all 
hi-fi rapes are rested too. 

,--------NOVEMBER-------, 

CD & M I Ill SYSTEMS 

Specially for the buyer who wants an all-in-one 
system. Presemed in a strictly non-technical 
way, this special edition tests and compares 
a huge range of one-brand 'midi' or compact 
systems, with the emphasis on Compact 
Disc options. Consistent test methods make 
for fair comparison and clear advice. 

,-------- DECEMBER--------� 

TlJRNTABLES & C,\RTRIDGES 

Searching comparison tests across the whole 
range of turntables and cartridges sort rhc 
myths from reality to discover which models 
and combinations really sound best - and 
find some low-cost 'Best Buys' that out
perform many exotically-priced models. Plus 
guidance on matching and setting-up. 

ORDER YOUR COPIES NOW 
Make sure you are the first to receive copies of new issues as they appear - whether on specific subjects or the whole 
series. This form enables you to reserve copies of any upcoming issues for 1986 and 1987 or to order current issues. 

PLEASE T ICK IT EMS REQUIRED: '85 ON SALE 

AMPLIFIERS & T UNERS (39) 0 AMPLIFIERS& TUNERS(44) Feb/Mar 

BEST BUY GUIDE D THE COLLEC T ION A priM ay 

CD P LAYERS & T URNTABLES (40) D COMPACT DISC PLAYERS (45) June 

LOUDSPEAKERS (41) D LOUDSPEAKERS (46) Aug 

CASSETT E DECKS & TAPES (42) D BEST BUY GUIDE Sept 

CARTRIDGES& TURNTABLES(43) D CASSET TE DECKS& TAPES(47) Oct 

'''Sold Out CD& MIDI SYSTEMS(48) Nov 

TURNTABLES & CARTRIDGES (49) Dec 

PRICE each iss ue including post & packing: UK £3.50: rest of the world £4 25 (Air Service) 
BINDERS: UK £3.50, rest of the world £4.50 (Air Serv1cc) 
it nH! pro.:ft:r nut t<l cut ur your ma�a:in ... · Lbl' a phnt<ICopy ,)f tht, torm. 

'86 '87 
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truth (·Oo-),n.(pl.pr.-dhz). 
Quality,state,of being 

true or accurate or 

honest or sincere or 

loyal or accurately 

shaped or adjusted. 
Truth is a very dangerous con
cept. Peoples' perception of 
what truth is. is infinitely 
variable and as a consequence. 
infinitely dangerous. The best 
illustration of this paradox is 
the prejudice. bigotry. snobbery 
and disinformation that is the 
aura surrounding the 'Best' in 
Hi Fi. How often have you read 
that the best in this months' 
magazine has already been 
superceeded by another 'Best' 
in next months' magazine. The 
peril of this approach is that the 
trust and confidence between 
customer and dealer can quickly 
turn to ridicule if the customer 
suspects (rightly or wrongly) 
that the dealers' enthusiasm 
obscured the real motives 
behind the suggested purchase. 
The truth hurts and don't some 
people know it: judging by the 
accusations (fortunately rare) 
that our company is 'arrogant' 
·commercial' and 'a little too ef
ficient'. Could it be that when 
presented with that persons' Hi 
Fi problem. we sincerely believ
ed we had t(mnulated the most 
cost effective solution. and did 
it simply. quickly and without 
fuss - merely by listening to 
the customers· needs, when he 
had expected a marathon ses
sion'' In our opinion the only 
·Best' is that which is defined 

as being in the best interest of 
the customer, and you find that 
out by asking him, not dictating 
to him! Audio critics and 
dealers alike (and yes we've 
been guilty of it too') have writ
ten many paragraphs trying to 
describe a units pros and cons 
so that the consumer can try to 
determine if the critics priorities 
of 'Best' matches his own. This 
is at best unnessessarily confus
ing and at worst open to gross 
misinterpretation. We've been in 
business just ten years (come 
October '86) but even if the rest 
of the industry, including certain 
reviewers, refuse to come of 
age, we wont!! Our policy is 
simply this: Subjective Audio is 
determined that no customer 
will purchase and continue to 
own equipment which does not 
meet their needs and desires in 
all aspects of performance, 
design, appearance and most 
important budget. It's called 
'The Pledge'. W hen you book 
an appointment with us, ask for 
it by name. If you're seriously 
interested in obtaining rational 
constructive and sympathetic 
guidance and advice to your 
audio needs (with the minimum 
of fuss) however small or grand 
your budget. then you owe it to 
yourself to put Subjective Audio 
to the test' 

Open lOam - 6pm Tues-Friday, 9am-5pm Sat 

All cards accepted and credit and export facilities are available 

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD 
2-4 Camden High Street, London, NW! OJH, England 

Tel 01-387 8281 

A&R 
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Amadeo 
Audio Innovations 
Audio Research 
B&W 
Beard 
Bunnester 
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Conrad Johnson 
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Decca 
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De non 
Dual 
EMT 
Foundation 
Gale 
Goldmund 
Grace 
Heybrook 
Helius 
Infinity 
Jecklin 
Koestu 
Krell 
Linn 
Magneplanar 
Magnum 
Manticor 
Meridian 
Mic hell 
Motif 
MYST 
Nakamichi 
Nuance 
QED 
Quad 
Revox 
SME 
Sonogrdphe 
Spendor 
Supex 
Van Den Hul 
W harfedale 
Well Tempered Arm 
Zeta 



CHOOSING A N D u s I N G 

CD PLAYERS 

C
ompact Disc is the first new music 
storage medium to stand a real 
chance of making it since the 20 

year-old Compact Cassette. It has 
come a long way in four years, and 

is now starting to represent a significant percent
age of hardware and disc sales (particularly by 
value). Rather surprisingly, the UK has proved 
one of the slower growing markets, though this 
partly reflects a greater difference in price 
between a CD and its LP or musicassene equiva
lent than in some overseas markers. Whereas 
disc prices have remained stable, player prices 
have dropped to a third of those charged when 
the system was first launched. £200 is now a 
typical budget price, some machines cost as little 
as £150, and it would not be surprising if the 
£100 mark was breached in the New Year sales. 
Yet at the same time there is a healthy demand 
for upmarket players offering improved sound 
quality and/or unusual features. 

If the music industry has its way, CD will 
steadily oust the LP and the musicassene, 
replacing them both with a durable, compact, 
all-digital replay-only medium with premium 
disc prices, suitable for home or portable use. 
However, the marketplace has yet to provide 
confirmation. Player prices are still a little above 
the level which the mass of consumers are 
prepared to pay, so hitherto discs have been sold 
to those already prepared to pay substantial 
prices for players. There is also the imminent 
possibility of a rival digital tape format known 
as R-DAT, which is expected to be launched in 
Japan rh is Autumn. This will offer record as well 
as replay capabilities, bur the hardware is likely 
to be significantly more expensive, and it will 
rake time to build up a catalogue of music and 
the distribution thereof. 

The arrival of CD has been a great stimulus 
to the hi-fi trade, not only by creating substantial 
sales of CD players themselves, but also in re
focusing attention on the various other parts of 
the hi-fi system. Visiting a hi-fi shop for the first 
time in years perhaps, customers are appreciating 
the steady advances which have taken place on 
all fronts, and are taking the opportunity for a 
general system upgrade. Even LP record players 
are selling well, sometimes after direct 
comparison with the new medium, as customers 
recognise the major investment they already 
have in vinyl discs and appreciate the fine 
quality now available from vinyl. Indeed, CD 
credibility was not helped by early claims for 
'perfect sound forever', a perfection which has 
often fallen far short of the expectations of many 
hi-fi enthusiasts. 

CD certainly has a number of advantages over 
its rivals. It is inherently rugged and unaffected 
by playing, free of surface and background noise 

and wow and flutter effects, while signals kept 
in digital form are theoretically immune from 
degradation. The addition of data channels 
allows complex pre-programming and accessing, 
while further CD applications under 
development include adding still video pictures 
and the CD-ROM computer software format. 
In-car, portable and personal players are already 
in the shops, though there is still the nagging 
doubt that tape is inherently more immune to 

the shock and vibration of such applications, 
while the wide dynamic range and inaudible 
background noise can be almost an embarrass
ment in a noisy environment. 

Doubters notwithstanding, the format could 
be said to have arrived, which is an achievement 
in itself. 

THE DISCS 

0 
nly five inches in diameter and 
attractively silvered, the compact 
disc currently costs twice the 
price of an LP or musicassette bur 
should be immune from damage 

or wear. It can carry more than an hour of music 
and comes packaged in an irritatingly fragile and 
awkwardly designed acrylic 'jewel case', contain
ing additional printed 'sleeve' information. 
There is no equivalent to the vinyl 45rpm 
'single'. 

For record companies in particular, establish
ing a brand new format is an exceedingly diffi
cult task, in view of the vast inventory needed 
to represent a play-only format effectively, and 
in rh is instance rhe technical problems of press
ing with necessarily great precision. Inevitably 
there was a learning curve in the disc manufac
(Uring processes, and full quality potential is still 
not reached in many cases. Disc availability is 
still somewhat limited, helping to keep prices 
firm, but the range of titles now available on 
CD has grown spectacularly, particularly in the 
classical and jazz fields, emphasising the com
mitment of the record companies to the new 
format. And considerable extra disc production 
capacity will be coming on stream during 1986, 

so a shortage may rum into a glut and help bring 
prices down somewhat. 

From the general consumer ' s  point of view, 
price will still be a key factor. While early CD 
users are clearly prepared to pay a 100 per cent 
premium, it remains to be seen what sort of long 
term price premium compact discs can com
mand over LP and musicassette rivals. History 
has shown that the broad base of recorded music 
sales is very price-sensitive but not especially 
quality conscious - musicassette purchasers 
who were attracted by the convenience of that 
medium were not deterred by quality substan
tially inferior to LP. 

THE PLAYERS 

T
he conventional CD player may 
simply be plugged into any hi-fi 
system, as one would a tuner or 
cassette deck. The amplifier 'aux ', 
or 'rape' inputs will be perfectly 

adequate, though the results might be a little 
loud through the speakers, and require a lower 
volume control setting than usual. Many more 
recent amplifiers have a 'CD' input, and this 
may have a more appropriate sensitivity. Some 
specialist amplifiers have taken the trouble to 
connect rhe CD input directly to the pre-amp 
volume control, so as to minimise the inter
ference of the signal path. 

There is also a mild risk that a CD user will 
find his amplifier no longer seems to go as loud. 
The reason for this is that the digital CD 
medium is better at preserving the high loudness 
peaks in music which analogue systems 'squash' 
downwards. Consequently for the same peak 
output, the mean (average) output from CD with 
the same recording will be slightly lower than 
before. One can of course compensate by 
cranking up the volume, bur if an amplifier is 
already being used close to its limits, the CD 
peaks could cause premature 'clipping', for which 
the only solution is a bigger amplifier. 

The prospective purchaser faces a wide range 
of choice at wildly varying prices, starring below 
£200 and going up to around £2,000. Players 
are available for in-car use, are incorporated in 
large portables, and exist as tiny personals, with 
some doubling as unconventional domestic 
machines. The mains models can be manual or 
remote controlled, and simple or complicated 
in terms of ergonomics and programmability. 
Autochanger variations can accept and play 
from a caddy of half a dozen discs, selected and 
programmed remotely. 

Despite protestations of 'perfect ' sound, CD 
players show significant audible and measure
ment differences, and these are discussed in 
derail in our reviews. That said, most machines 
measure very competently, showing occasional 
weakness at the cheapest end of the market and 
among low voltage portable machines. Though 
correlation with measurement still proves 
elusive, listening tests proved quite capable of 
consistently distinguishing between the different 
decks. While the poorer examples can make the 
new medium sound quite unpleasant, the best 
can provide eminently satisfactory results with 
refreshing repearability and the promise of 
longevity. However, we would cerrainly advise 
any potential purchasers ro make sure they 
themselves like the sound of CD before embark
ing upon a substantial commitment to new 
hardware and software. 

12fl Reviews reprinted fwm iss11e Nos 40 & 45 by Martin Colloms 



ANATOMYOFA 

COMPACT DISC PLAYER 

Is remote control offered? If so 
over how many facilities? 

r 

Display. Track time, total, elapsed 
and/or remaining time can be 
displayed. Index points are a 
subdivision ofT racks- even 
though they arc shown on the 
display some players cannot 
search by Index points. 

Variable level output can be usefu 
Some machines feature sounJ 

during fast forward and review. 
Track Skip On and Skip Back is a 
helpful feature. 

in matching CD player to other 
inputs. Can also be used directly 
into a suitable power amplifier. 

Fixed level output for connection 
to any line level input (tape. 
aux/CD, tuner. but 'phono') on 
amplifier. 

Some players can be prc-paused1 

Subcode output gives signal for 
CD graphics- provision for 
developments yet to come. 

0-9 key pad can offer f u 11 
programming of Track and Index 
numbers. 

Some players provide Store and 
Cancel keys, or similar, to aid 
memory programming. 

Repeat function for Tracks, 
Programmes, whole Discs or 
sections between user� 
programmed points. 

Head phone socket with variable 
level. T his control sometimes sets 
the level of the variable output 
ph ono sockets on the back panel 
as well. 
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MUSIC 
SYSTEMS 

FROM 
£299 

We don't expect all our customers 
to spend £1000's on equipment. 

Our experienced stafi will help 
select a genuine hi-fi system to suit 
you, whatever your budget. 

For budget, mid-price and 
esoteric hi-fi. 

fotd 
• Demonstration facilities • Home installation 
• Fully equipped workshops • Mail order 
• Tape and accessories • In car entertainment 

For more information contact 
RADFORD HI-FI BRISTOL 52/54 Gloucester Road. Telephone (0272) 428248 
RADFORD HI-FI WINDSOR 43 King Edward Court. Telephone (0753) R56931 
GULLIFORD HI-FI EXETER 28 Cowick Street Telephone (0392) 218895 
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Having narrowed down your choice in this excellent guide, you now need the help to a good dealer to 
select the product most suited to your system & listening preference. 

Acoustic Arts stocks a large selection of the Best Buys in this publication. 

Why not visit us and discover why people travel from all over the country to shop at Acoustic Arts. You 
will receive a standard of service you thought had long ceased to exist. Whatever your budget you are 

assured a warm welcome. We will be running a special promotion to coincide with the publication 
which will include either free cable stands or interest free credit of purchases over £200. 

Among the equipment we stock includes: A&R, Akai, Alphason, Apogee, Audiolab, B.L.Q., Beard, Burmester, 
Castle, Celestion, Conrad.Johnson, Croft, D.N.M., Decca, Denon, Dual, Etude, Goldbug, Heybrook , Infinity, KEF, 

Koetsu, Krell, Linx, Magneplanar, Meridian, Mission, Morduant-Short, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Oak , PS 
Audio, Proton, Quad, Quicksilver, Revolver, Revox, Robertson, Rogers, Rotel, SD Acoustics, Sansui, Sondex, 

Spendor, Systemdek , Tannoy, Trio, T he Source, T horens, Van den Hul, W.T.A., W harfedale, Yamaha, Zeta Eclipse. 
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ACCESS VISA H.P 

Acoustic Arts Ltd, 101 St AI bans Road, Watford, Herts. 
Tel: Watford 33011/45250 Open Monday to Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm 

We Cater for Export Orders 
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AKAICDM515 
AKA! (UK) L TD, UNIT 12, H ASLEMERE HE ATH ROW ESTATE, SiLVER jUBILEE WAY, HOUNSLOW, 

MIDDLESEX. TEL 01-897 6388 

I 
n the last edition Akai achieved notable 
success with their current CD-M88 player 
and its full sized brother the CD-A7. How
ever, such is the pace of CD development 
that Akai were able to supply two new 

models for this issue, namely the midi-size CD
M515 reviewed here and its close relative the 
CD-A30B, each of which costs less than half 
the price of the '88; understandably, some of 
the earlier model's features have been omitted, 
notably the remote control. A further economy 
measure is seen in the lack of the usual line out
put RCA phono sockets, and instead, a short 
output cable is permanenrly fitted. This may 
well be convenient in the case of a matching 
stack system, but it prevents the use of audio 
cables of known quality. 

An up-to-date feature is the liquid crystal dis

play (LCD), a feature first seen on the Revox 
player and nicely back! it here. V ia the approp
riate buttons this visually restful display can 
show a comprehensive array of figures includ
ing residual track numbers, the track total and 
timings, indexing and the total play time. 

Track programming of up to a total of 36 is 
provided, this permissible in sequence or in 
random order. Repeat is possible for the whole 
disc or over selected A-B start-stop points. The 
skip button provides rapid access to tracks and 
the cueing operates at two automati
cally-selected speeds with audible discontinuous 
music output. Unusually at this price level, the 
deck also includes indexing . All the controls 
were easy to operate, in contrast to the idiosyn
cratic sequences required for the '88. 

While no headphone socket or remote control 
are present, the rear panel does carry a syn
chro-start terminal for operation with the 
matching Akai system stack, particularly for 
auto-start recording from disc. Another socket 
carries the sub-code data terminal for connec
tion to video displays and information systems. 

Inside, is a straightforward machine using 16 
bit linear conversion with a time shared D/A 

convertor followed by a standard 'brickwall' 
filter. The laser head has a fast access time, with 
reliable locking achieved by a tri-beam system 
for data read, tracking and focus. 

LAB REPORT 
Essentially flat, very careful listening would be 
required to identify the minor frequency res
ponse deviations. A mild 0.2dB lift can be seen 
in the low treble (the 'presence' range) while 
at 18kHz the two channels were out of step by 
just 1dB. Over most of the range the balance 
was held to 0.4dB while very good separation 
was achieved at low and mid frequencies, this 
deteriorating to a below-average result of 60dB, 
worst case, at 20kHz. The time shared convertor 
showed the usual differential channel delay 
giving rise to a phase difference of 77° by 20kHz 
-only of significance if mono use is envisaged. 

A decent 15 :Y4 bit resolution was indicated 
by the modest level error at -90dB modulation 
and the generally good distortion performance. 
At full modulation, mid-band distortion pro
ducts were typically 0.007%, and even at 20kHz 
the downband modulation signals were better 
than 74dB down. However above 20kHz the 
24kHz bear component was suppressed by just 
24dB. At -80dB, 1kHz, the -25dB distortion 
figure was fine. The intermodulation was very 
good, though mild slewing was noted on full
level white noise. 

Signal to noise ratios were fine, and the output 
level close to the standard 2V, derived from a 
low source impedance. No problems were en
countered with error correction or pre-emphasis 
and track access was rapid. Mechanical noise 
was low. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Performing well on audition, this machine was 
not far behind the '88. The bass was considered 
to be solid and dynamic, though the midrange 
was a little lightweight, even thin, but this did 
not detract from the performance since pleas-

ing depth and detail was maintained in this 
region. The treble showed some britrleness and 
edge, but fair definition and perspective was still 
present in this range. It was lively with a stable 
confident stereo focus. 

CONCLUSION 
While I would have liked audio sockets on the 
rear I can't argue wi rh the fine all round perform
ance of this compact and tidy machine. It repre
sents very good value, and well deserves its Best 
Buy rating .. 

TEST RESULTS 
2011: I kll: 20kH: 

Channel ha lance _____ _ O.J9d8 0.18dB 0.46dB 

Stereo �t.·paratrun ______ -9Z.3dB -89.6dB-6Z..)JB* 

Channel phase thff..:rctKl' 

Toral harmonic dr:-wnron. 0 ... 18_ -90.7dB -83.5JB -73.8dB 

T ural harmonic dbtortion, -IOdB - -87 .4JB 

Total harrn<mic di:,t<rrtilll1. -60JB 

Total harrnonic di�ti)Ttion, -SOJB 

- -50.0dB 

- -Z1.3JB 

lmermoJulatron, 19kH:/20kH:. OdB ______ 89.1,,_18 

lruermodulanon, 19kH:/20kH:, -IOdB 90 .5dB 

Frequency response, left channel ____ +0.02dB. -0.65dB 

Frequency ro.c!sponSi..'. nght channel ___ +0.02dB, -0.64dB 

Stgnal-to-not:.�.:, 20Hz-20kH: unwctglued ------ 95dB 

Stgnal-to-not�e. CClR/ARM. lkl-lz ref ______ 88JB 

Output lcvd, OdB, ldt/ri�ht __________ 1.9V 

Oulput unpt·tbncc ___________ 225nhm� 

De-emphasis _________ ____ _ 

Track access rime ____________ 3.0s\:C:. 

Error correction capahilir�·---->900yun gap, >B001-1m dot 

MechaniCal noi:.e ___________ mn,Jerate 

Spuriac up to lOOkHz ---------- 104dB 

Rc:.oluuon ,lt -90JB _____ ldt + 3 .25dB. rtght .,.-2.57JB 

HeaJphone ;;;ockt:r -------------

Dnncn:.loTh (w X J X h) ______ 15 X 26 X 7.5 cm 

Esumatcd typtol purcha::.t· pnct ________ £199 

""l.xfr channd -56d8 se(xtrarum. -93./dB mrcnnod 

For graph references see issue Nu 45 
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AKAICD·M88 
AKA! (UK) l TO, UNIT 12, HASLEMERE HEATH ROW ESTATE, SILVER )UBI LEEWAY, HOUNSLOW, 

MIDDLESEX. TEL: 01 897 6388 

F
eatures of the '88 include a full 
numeric keyboard, direct track access, 
audible music cueing plus a large fluor
escent display showing all available 
information, including indexing. 

Track access was rapid in operation, though 
the machine did emit the odd chirp, plus a 
constant high pitched 'swish' that l found a 
nuisance, although others failed to notice it. 
Akai's comment was to suggest location away 
from the listening position, thereby exploiting 
the remote control facility. 

Internally, the circuitry was fairly 
conventional, with a single time shared 16 bit 
digital to analogue convertor chip, this the 
popular Burr Brown type. In the output circuitry, 
the low impedance output is directed around the 
box to the front panel variable level control, 
then routed back to the rear panel socket; all 
the results in this review relate to the factory
built as supplied, bur we also checked the effect 
of bypassing the level conrrol and short wiring 
the output socket to the final integrated circuit 
output. I am sure that the resulting improvement 
would be considered worthwhile by an audio 
enthusiast- we judged about 0.6 of a point in 
8 on subjective scores. When direct wired a 
much lower and constant output impedance is 
obtained, to better drive the interconnect cable. 

LAB REPORT 
Channel matching and balance were excellent 
while the frequency response showed that a him 
of treble lift- about 0.4dB rise in the final 1 Vz 
octaves to 20kHz. 

Channel phase shift showed the usual 70-80° 
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difference at 20kHz, due to the shared converter. 
Slight compression was shown at peak level, but 
this was hardly seen in the -93dB distortion 
at I kHz, full leveL Good distortion results were 
maintained at 20kHz, and at reducing output 
levels, mid band. The - 24dB result at -80dB 
signal level showed close to 15Vz bit linearity 
while an odd -90dB level offset was noted as 
-4dB left and -LSdB right, a reversed 
cur vature at the resolution limit. The 
inrermodulation results were about average -
very good nonetheless, at -89dB for the full 
modulation, difference tone product. 

Error correction proved excellent. Signal-to
noise ratios were quite typical, while spurious 
signals up to 100kHz were well rejected by 108dB 
or more. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Rated well above average, this player was much 
liked on audition. Despite a hint of brightness 
and forwardness in tonal perspective, it proved 
clear and clean throughout the frequency range. 
Good stereo depth and transparency were its 
hallmarks, while the bass showed a pleasing 
extension as well as precise controL By CD 
standards the treble was also sweeter than usuaL 
Stereo images were well focused and worn discs 
were played with confidence. The player also 
showed good vibration resistance. 

CONCLUSION 
Originally rated a Best Buy model on the basis 
of good sound quality, even by the standards of 
the latest decks the 'M88 merits firm recom
mendation for 1986. The lab performance shows 

a basically good design with a stable, precise 
optical transport, albeit some minor mechanical 
noise, and the overall package remains fully 
competitive. 

TEST RESULTS 

Channd bul:mc� 

20H: I kt-1: 20kt-1: 

_______ 0.02dB 0.02dB 0.02dB 

Stereo '�rarannn 85JB -86dB -77dB 

Channel rha�e difference oo oo 76° 

Total h::mnon •c distortion. OJB ___ -96�18 -93dB -82d8 

Total harmoniC J 1 storrion. -lOJB __ -84dB 

Tmal harmoniC d1:.tortion , -60JB ___ -50.\dB 

Tmal h:mnon1c diStOrtion, -80dB ___ -24.7dB 

lnrermodubtton, 19kH:I20kH:, OdB 89.5dB 

lntcrmodulation. !9kH:/20kHz. -IOdB -88dB 

FrequenC\ n:�pon:.e, lefr channel +0.37JB, -OdB 

Frequency rcsronsc, nght channel +0.37JB. -OJB 

Stgnal·w·nnt:.c , 20H:-20kH: unwctg!ucd 9&1B 

Stgnal-w-not�c . CCIR/ARM. 1 kH: rcf 92JB 

Output level. OJB. left/nghl 2.0\V/2.0\V (vanablc) 

Output tmpc�.hmcc 100 ohm� 

De-empha���--------------

T rack accc�:. 1 ime 3.8 secs 

Error corrcc1ion capabili1y >9001--lrn gap, >BOOIJm dm 

Mcchantcrtl notse mild chirps. htgh pnched ·swtsh' 

Spuriat.' up to IOOkl-1: lO&JB 

Rc:.oluuon at -90JB + ljJB 

HcaJphonc 'ockct ye' (variable output) 

Dtmcn�ion� (wxdxh) 35x26x?.lcrn 

E:.wnated ryptcal purchase pnce £399 

REASSESSED 

For graph references see issue No 4 5 
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AKAICDA30 
AKA! (UK) L TO, UNI T 12, HASLEMERE HEATH ROW ESTATE, SILVER jUBILEE WAY, HOUNSLOW, 

MIDDLESEX. TEL01-897 6388 

W
here the CDM515 is a midi
sized budget player, the CDA 
30 is its full sized equivalent , 
selling at a higher price. On 
the face of it , there seems 

little ro choose between the two, with both 
technical as well as listening tests suggesting a 
very similar performance. 

The 44cm wide CDA 30 drawer-loader uses 
a tri-beam laser pickup, and has a large random 
order programming system allowing the selec
tion of up ro 36 tracks. Facilities exclude remote 
control or a headphone socket, but include pro
grammable A ro B selective repeat plus normal 

repeat modes, access to index points, rapid track 
skip, and audible music search. A rear subcode 
outlet is available for future CD applications. 
The liquid crystal display has four operating 
modes: track and index numbers may be simul
taneously displayed,  but the mode must be al
tered to show timing; individual track and total 
times can also be shown. Like the CDM 515, 
the technology is straightforward 16 bit linear, 
with a time-shared decoder and 'brickwall' 
analogue filtering. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Rated a little above average, the CDA 30 did 

DEN ON DCD 1000 

well in the listening tests. Sound stages had good 
width and respectable depth. The bass was quite 
solid and 'tuneful', and the mid and treble 
showed fine derail resolution, albeit with 'edge' 
and mild sibilance. Stereo images were well 
focused and stable. 

CONCLUSION 
The CDA 30 has certainly made the grade, 
offering a competitive combination of techni
cal performance, sound quality and value. A 
'Best Buy' rating is therefore appropriate. 

For grajJh references see issue No 45 

HAYDON LABORATORIES L TO, HAYDON HOUSE , CHILTERN HILL, CHALFON T ST PETER, BUCKS. 

T
he midi-sized DCD 1000 and full
width DCD 1100 machines are very 
similar on technical grounds. 
Indeed the official differentiation 
of these two decks is simply the 

comprehensive remote control of the '1100, at 
extra cost of course. 

However, on test the '1000 supplied for review 
lagged slightly behind the' 1100. This shortfall 
continued through to the listening test results, 
and we were left wondering whether there was 
in fact an intended quality difference, or 
whether this was simply the result of small 
sample variations. 

The most obvious difference between the two 
models is perhaps their size, the '1000 being the 

TEL (07 5 3) 888447 

33.5cm midi-sized model, while the '1 100 is 
43.3cm wide. The variable level headphone 
socket and the comprehensive range of operat
ing features are retained. Technically the '1000 
is a 16 bit design with an enhanced linearity 
convertor and a digital delay to synchronise the 
outputs of the two channels. On test it gave 
somewhat higher distortion and more channel 
inequalities than the '1100- sufficient to dif
ferentiate them according to price. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The '1000 possessed a lively dynamic quality, 
with good stereo focus especially in the mid
range. The bass was well above average, tuneful 
and well defined, while the player also provided 

satisfying depth and ambience. The treble was 
considered a bit 'bright' - somewhat 'obvious' 
and forward -but not sufficiently to disturb a 
sonic rating which was firmly above average. 
Tonally the mid register was 'thinned', with a 
hint of roughness. 

CONCLUSION 
Despite the observations concerning the poorer 
performance than its larger '1100 brother, the 
'1000 performed very well, offering a combina
tion of operating features and overall quality 
which amount to good value, sufficient to merit 
a Best Buy rating. 

For graph references see issue No 45 
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DEN ON DCDllOO 
HAYDON LABORATORIES l TO, HAYDON HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL. CHALFONT ST PETER, BUCKS. 

I
n common with several other Japanese 
companies, Denon have immersed them
selves in original CD player design. Now 
that sales justify the investment, the days 
of bought-in, 'badge engineered' players 

are over, for Denon at least. The 1100 is a full
width machine at £300, offering an advanced 
specification and including a full feature remote 
control. The latter includes a 10-button keypad 
for direct entry of track numbers, this facility 
being absent from the machine's own control 
panel. Here, the usual controls are all provided, 
and the headphone socket is accompanied by 
a level control. Programming facilities are exten
sive with sequential or random memory. A 
particular feature is the facility to programme 
while the disc drawer is open, allowing the user 
to read the desired tracks from the disc label 
itself. 

Indexing, track skip and audible cue-search 
are all provided, and the multi-function display 
shows track timings. You will need very good 
eyesight though, to read the numbers from a sen
sible remote control distance! Signal output is 
from the standard RCA phono sockets at a fixed 
level. 

A sub-code output terminal is also provided 
for the connection of video accessories. 

Although the OC01100 has only a single 
'time shared' 16 bit D/A convertor it avoids the 
usual delay (measurable as a phase difference 
increasing with frequency) between the output 
channels. This is achieved by employing a delay 
sampling technique before the audio output is 
reconstructed and filtered. High conversion 
linearity is claimed, due to the use of an auxili
ary loop around the D/A convertor circuit. Errors 
in the main loop are dynamically monitored, 
and corrected before appearing in the D/A 
output. Full 16 bit performance should be 
attained. The output filter is a standard 'brick
wall' type and the conversion system is 16 bit 
linear. 

LAB REPORT 
Channel balance was very good, and held to 
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TEL (0753) 888447 

O.lSdB over the measured frequency range. Fine 
channel separation figures were recorded, 
though this differed between the measurements 
for right-on-left and left-on-right. An average 
of SOdB was attained at 20kHz, nonetheless. As 
promised, the interchannel phase difference was 
held to a low level reaching a negligible 5° by 
20kHz. 

This design demonstrated fine linearity with 
a mid and low frequency distortion approach
ing -96dB at full modulation, this some 
0.0015o/o. At 20kHz, the down band noise aver
aged -74dB an unexceptional result. Some 
difference was observed between channels and 
this was also evident for the full level high fre
quency intermodulation readings. The left 
channel produced a good -87dB, with the right 
a less secure -7ldB1 A notable improvement 
was seen at the lower !OdB test level, the result 
being -84dB. 

Output was close to standard at 2.1V from a 
higher-than-average 990 ohm output imped
ance. On frequency response, it proved to be flat 
up to 10kHz while at higher frequencies a minor 
0.3dB ripple was observed. 

Supponing the good results for the midband 
linearity, the step error at the -90dB modula
tion level was almost zero, a full 16 bit resolu
tion. While track access was fairly rapid, the 
error correction, although fine for discs in 
decent condition, was not of the highest calibre, 
and baulked at surface dots above S0011m width, 

as well as rhe rest gaps above ?0011m. Good 
signal to noise ratios were demonstrated with 
excellent spurious rejection. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Decent scores were obtained from the begin
ning. Images were well focused, and more stable 
than usual, holding over a wide frequency range. 
Bass appeared solid and tuneful, while the mid 
was tonally well balanced and more natural than 
average. The treble was a little 'soft' though of 
a pleasant nature. A major plus was the basi
cally lively, derailed and dynamic nature of the 

sound, allied to a fine level of stereo ambience 
and depth. 

CONCLUSION 
This player showed minor weaknesses in error 
correction and channel consistency, but 
balanced these problems with a substantially 
good overall total performance, coupled with a 
highly competitive sound quality and particu
larly good stereo. Given the luxury facilities
headphone socket and level, plus the versatile 
remote control, rh is is a good machine, and Best 
Buy status is indicated. 

TEST RESULTS 

Channd hiilancc _____ _ 

20H: I kH: 20kH: 

0. 1\JB 0.\SdB 0.\ldR 

Stcn!<l "cparation ______ �83.4JB -86.8JB-85.5dB* 

Channd pha::-t: difkn:ncc ! o 

Tm;�l h,mnonic Ji,tnruon. OJB _ �95.8JB ·93.8dB -76.5dB 

Total harmontc dt�tnrtlOn, -IOdB 

Tot.J! h<JrllHll1lC dt�ttlrltllll, -60JR 

Tm.d h.mnonic dt�tortton, -80dB 

- 89.8dB 

-4;.2dB 

- -27.\JB 

lntcrmodulannn, 19kll:/20kH:. OdB ______ -87.9dB 

lnrermodubrion. 19kl-l:/20kH:, - !OJB 89.3dR 

Frcqucnn rc�pon..,c, left ch;mncl ____ ;-0.! 1 �m. -0.15JB 

Stgn,d·t(l·llot,�·. 201l:-20kl\: unwctghtcd 96dB 

Stgn.d-tll·noN', CCIR/ARM, lkll: rL.f 90JB 

Output lt.:vcl. O ... lB. lct"tlnght __________ l.l V 

___________ 990ohm::-Uurput 11npcdancc 

J)e-cmpha..,t� -------------

Tr.tck .tece,.., ttlllL' ____________ ).Q,I.'cs 

Error cnrrccti0n capahtltt� ____ >7001-irn J.!<lp. >5001-im dot 

M;.·chantcal noi<oL' l.11rly low 

Spurtill.' up 111 lOOk! I : ----------- 1 10dB 

Rc,olutton ;�t -90JB _____ left -O.SdB. nght -0.78dB 

Hcadphnnc '>OCkct ________ ye� (v<�n<�hk ourput) 

Dunen ... •on� (w X J X h) ______ 41.5 X 35 X 9 cm 

Estllll.I{L'd typtcal purchd .. C rnce £2Y9 

*L:fr channd I 14 2JB, 95.5JB. 73.6<18 

For graph references see iss11e No 45 
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MARANTZ CD45 
M ARAN TZAUDIO (UK) L TD,l5-16 SA XON WAY INDU STRI AL ESTATE, MOOR LANE, 

HARMONDSWORTH, M IODX UB7 OLW. TEL 01-897 6633 

W
hile the long awaited 16 bit 
machines are not yet avail
able, Marantz have been 
making continuous headway 
in the budget market with 

their CD45- a loose equivalent to the Philips 
CD/50 but made in Japan and with many 
different components and case details. A price 
around £220 holds at present, but I have also 
seen this model discounted occasionally. 

W hile it works fine as a manually operated, 
stand alone player, there are also certain system 
remote control capabilities. Though the deck 
itself is not remote controlled, when linked by 
a connector to a matching digital tuner, the pair 
become remote controlled. Moreover, when 
used in the Marantz audio system with a 
matching amplifier, the sources are linked up 
by a system labelled 'easy bus', which provides 
some 'system intelligence', and wi 11 
automatically transfer the amplifier input 
selector to the CD position when the CD player 
is started. 

This is a midi-sized player, nicely finished and 
provided with an up-to-date set of features . Of 
two display indicators, one shows track numbers 
up to 99, the other time, 'elapsed' or 'remaining'. 
The audible music cue buttons have three 
sequential search speeds and are confusingly 
labelled 'index plus' and 'index minus'. No direct 
index point access is provided, though these 
points can be found by monitoring the elapsed 
time display. 

Random order programming allows up to 20 
selections to be entered into the memory. 
Repeat mode is also possible for the whole disc, 
or for a programmed section. Normal RCA 
phono sockets provide the standard ZV CD 
output level. 

Following the established Philips system, the 
player achieves virtually 16 bit resolution by 
means of a four-times oversampling system with 
digital filtering. Double 14 bit D/A convertors 
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guarantee a close phase match between the 
channels, while a gentle analogue filter at the 
final stage preserves the good transient 
characteristics which reflect the phase linearity. 

LAB REPORT 
We have seen this frequency response so often, 
it hardly seems worth discussing it again! Classic 
14 bit Philips, the response is essentially flat, 
and the minor ripples at the high frequency end 
are generally considered pretty harmless; the 
latest 16 bit Phi lips decks will avoid even these 
minor effecs. Channel balance was fine, coupled 
with perfect phase correspondence between the 
two channels. Channel separation figures were 
excellent, stable at around l!OdB, and total 
harmonic distortion was comfortably low, 
meeting the 0.004% claim at I kHz, OdB. 
Downband distortion from the 20kHz, OdB 
signal was a low 0.005%, and good results were 
also obtained for the two high frequency 
intermodulation measurements. Harmonic 
distortion remained in good order at lower signal 
levels, though some evidence of hum 
modulation in the DAC was noted at -60dB, 
and this explains the final resolution figure of 
15.4 bits. 

The output was virtually to standard from a 
low 200ohm source impedance, track access was 
fairly rapid at 4.5 seconds, and the mechanical 
noise levels were very low. Very good error 
correction was demonstrated - better, in this 
instance, than our sample of the Philips CD/50. 
Signal-to-noise ratios were excellent, as usual. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Scoring rather above average, the CD45 has 
done very well in its price category. Overall 
performance was tidy and coherent, the bass 
firm and articulate, the midrange 'open' with 
very good presentation of detail in the forward 
soundstage. A mbience and depth were good, 
and the stereo image showed solid stable focus. 

The treble was tidy, 'sweeter' than usual, and 
well balanced. The mid was also rated well on 
vocals despite a slight tonal 'thinning'. 
Transients were commendably clean. 

CONCLUSION 
This well made and finished player was easy to 
operate and performed well in the laboratory. 
In combination with other Marantz com
ponents, various levels of interfacing can be 
arranged, including remote control. The sound 
quality was fine, rather beyond that expected 
in its price category, so ensuring a Best Buy 
rating. 

TEST RESULTS 
2011: lki-1: 20kl-l: 

Channel bal,mcc ____ _ O.lOdB O.lOdB O.JOdB 

Stttft'll 'I:P<IT,Hllln J09.0JB -112.0dB-106.4JB 

Channd ph,hc dtffcrcno.:: 0' 0° 0° 

Total harmun1c dJ:-.rortion, OdB_ -9l.ldB -87.0dB -86.3dB 

Tutal harmonic d1stornon. -IOJB -84.5JB 

Total harmontc d1stoninn. -60JB -41.3dB 

Total hanmm1c dtstonion, -BOJB -22.0dB 

lmermodulation, 19kll:/20kll:. O�IB 84.5dB 

lnt�:rmoJulauon, 19kll:/20kH:. -IOJB 81.9JB 

Frt.:ljul.!nq rc.:spnnsl.!, !eft channd ____ +0.06dB, -0.43dB 

Frt:ljuency rc.:<;ponse . nght channd ___ +0.05dB. -0.44dB 

SJgnal-w-noJ<;C, 20H:-20kH: unwc1ghtcd 106dB 

Signal-ro-nohc.:, CCIR/ARM. !kH: ref ______ 108dB 

Output levc.!l, OJB. left/right ________ 2.12V/2.05V 

Outpur unpcdance ___________ ZOOohms 

11c-cmph<1�1� _____________ _ 

Tr,lCk accc ...... umc ____________ 4.5 secs 

Error correct Inn cap<lhdnv 900�Jm gap, >8001-1m dot 

Mechanic;�] noise very low 

Sruriae ur to IOOkH: __________ _ 72.3dB 

Resolution at -90dB _____ Ieft -3.6SdB, right -4.36clB 

lleadphonc "ocke1 _____________ no 

Dimen�1om (wxdxh) 32x10x8.5cm 

E�um<Hed 1fplcal purch:he pr1cc ________ £ZOO 

For graph references see issue No 45 



Without doubt 
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standards of service you have come 
to expect from us over the years. But 
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Then hear the equipment that will out 
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0 M p A c T D I s c p L A y E R s 

MITSUBISHI DP107 
MITSUBISHI ElECTRIC (UK) L TD, OTTERS POOL WAY. WATFORD. HERTS W02 8LD. 

T
his player has recently been reduced 
in price, and now offers a nicely 
competitive package for a typical 
£200. A cursory examination shows 
the machine actually comes from 

the Yam a ha OEM stable, and is one of the CD
XI generation. Since these players were highly 
regarded a year ago when they cost well over 
£300, the outlook for the 107 is promising. 
Mitsubishi have chosen to say nothing about 
the oversampling system employed, which is in 
fact the Yamaha two-times process, though they 
do confirm the digital filtering coupled with 
third-order active analogue filtering after 0/A 
conversion. The deck uses a 16 bit linear 
converter, time-shared between the two 
channels. 

Despite its modest price, the machine 
includes a headphone socket with its own level 
control. The large LED display comprises four 
numerals and can alternately display track 
numbers. times, or index points . Index access 
involves engaging 'stop', and then using the 
audible music cue buttons labelled 'search' to 
dial the index points, assuming that these arc 
coded into the disc in question. The display also 
shows 'elapsed' and total time. W hen cueing, 
first pressure gives fine slow search for 3 seconds, 
while prolonged pressure engages the faster 
search speed. Other features include fast track
skip, programming for up to nine tracks, and 
repeat, operating on the programmed section or 

the whole disc. In addition, the OPI07 can be 
automatically switched into play mode using an 
external timer. 

LAB REPORT 
We have become accustomed to a substantially 
good performance from the 'C'X. series chassis 
;md this Mitsubishi version proved no exception, 
except in terms of the selection of the 0/A 
convertor which was not of the highest 
resolution category. 

The level error was around 6dB at -90dB, and 
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the harmonic products measured at -60dB 
modulation 1kHz were 22dB down compared 
with the 26-28dB that is typically available, ami 
both these factors indicate resolution closer to 
the 15 than 16 bits. Nevertheless it has not yet 
proved possible to associate sound quality 
differences with bit-resolutions of 15 and over, 
so this point is rather academic at present. 

The player showed excellent channel balance, 
and the frequency response was most uniform 
below 5kHz; at high frequencies the response 
lifted to +O.SdB at 16kHz before falling to 
-I.SdB nominally at the exact 20kHz measured 
frequency. These are larger than the usual 
deviations, but will not materially affect the 
sound quality. At full modulation level the total 
harmonic distortion including noise averaged 
-83dB, or 0.07%; this value held even at 
20kHz, while the high frequency two-tone 
intermodulation results were also very 
satisfactory. 

A slightly low output level was recorded, 
measuring 1.9V from a higher than average 
lkohm source impedance, so A/B comparisons 
using low input impedance pre- or power 
amplifiers would produce a further loss in level. 
For instance, several amplifiers have a 
10-20kohm input; with the '107 the attendant 
I dB level loss would upset any A/B comparison 
against a lower output impedance player of 
standard output . 

Track access times were fast, and mechanical 
noise was nearly inaudible. Gap errors were 
handled very competently, but the machine was 
less happy with surface dots; it just exceeded the 
500fim limit here, while in practice behaving 
well with the test discs. Economies in the output 
filtering gave a good phase-correct impulse 
response but with appropriately reduced 
ultrasonic rejection at around 45dB. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The '107 performed well on the listening tests, 
and proved to be a front rank performer in its 

price category. Though slightly on the 'bright' 
side of a perfect tonal balance, the sound was 
persuasive, with a strong well-defined sound 
stage, fine focus, and very good detail. Quite 
good depth and ambience effects were heard, 
though this was not as striking as the obvious 
clarity in the frontal image plane. The bass was 
firm and articulate, and the treble also achieved 
a good standard. 

CONCLUSION 
This player is well equipped for the money, and 
includes a worthwhile headphone socket. It 
worked well, was easy to use, and delivered an 
impressive standard of sound quality. Clearly the 
'107 rates inclusion in the Best Buy category. 

TEST RESULTS 
ZOH: lkll: 20kll: 

0.07JB 0.07dR 0.18dB 

Stt'tt'O !)t'p8rauon ------ -78.JJB -90.6dB-76.8dB 

I o 30 4) 

Tut,d hc�rmnntc dt-.t(lruun, OJB _ -84 .6JB -83.6dB-83.1dl3 

TtJtal harmomc dt�rnrnnn. - !OdB 

Tnf,tl harmoniC d1-.toninn. -60JB _ 

Tut;ll harm1lnic dbturtl{lll, -80dB _ 

� -79 .5dB 

- -40.9Jil 

-21.8JB 

lntl'rnHldul.IIHln. 19kl 1:/lCkH:, OdB ----- 8 J.4Jil _____ -87.0JB lnrernKII..iul;-tti(ln, 19kl l:/20kll:. -IOJB 

Ft('qucncv rc-..pon-..\·, lt:ft ch<tnnt:'l ____ +0.07llB. -1.61JB 

Frcqucncv rc-..p(m-..c. nght ch,1nncl ___ +0.07dB, -1.85dR 

Stgn,tl-to-nt�t"\!. 2011:-lOkll: UIHI'l'l)..!hhc'•J 87JB 

Stl!n,d-ro-n,H�c. CC!R/AR�1. lkH: rcf 90JB 

Outpm lnd. OJR, left/ngln \.9V 

Output unrcJ.mcc I kohnb 

Dc-cmphtl'-t" corrt.:ct 

Tr<tek accl''' time 3.5 �t'c-. 

Error correcttnn capahLI1ty >900�Jm gap. >S001-1m JPt 

Mcchiltllcal nni"L' \·erv lllW 

Spuriae up ro \OOkH: 41.ldB 

Rc;;olutlon at QOJB _____ left +6.2)J8. right +6.4\dB 

1 krtdphont..' "ocb.:t ________ ,e, (v;ITiabk· out pm) 

Oimcn"lon-. (w X d x h) ________ ·42.)x 30x 8cm 

E .. tlllliHL'J 1\pH.:<ll purc.h, ... (' rnct' _______ _ _.. 1 99 

For grafJh references see iss11e No 45 
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MITSUBISHI DP·409R 
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC (UK) LTD. 0TTERSPOOL WAY. WATFORD. HERTS WD2 SLD. 
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W
e were lucky to receive this 
newly-launched machine at 
the last possible moment for 
inclusion in this issue. 
Offering autochanger or 

'multi-play' facilities, it remains competitively 
priced. 

Up to five discs may be pre-loaded into a fairly 
bulky housing, rather like a large video-cassette. 
Once loaded, this housing is posted into the 
appropriate slot on the front of the machine, 
and programming can begin. Given a 50 minute 
typical disc play time, a total of over four hours 
music can be put in the deck and repeated 
continuously if necessary - useful for many 
commercial premises. Any track on any disc can 
be programmed in any order, and you can do 
this via the comprehensive remote control if you 
wish. it is necessary to learn the difference 
between selecting a particular disc and then the 
track on that disc, but once mastered, the 
programming presented no problems. The 
remote control has more limited facilities than 
the main machine panel, and lacks special 
cueing as well as display features; in this respect 
rhe Pioneer multi-play equivalent is both more 
logical and more comprehensive. 

Single discs can also be played, but the 
automatic drawer feature of most machines is 
absent. Aside from the autochanger the '409 
has all the usual features including a multi
function display, and audible music cueing at 
two rates. No headphone socket is provided, 
though. The audio output is via the usual phono 
sockets, in this case at a higher than usual level 
of 2.3V from a 1.6kohm output impedance, this 
also higher than usual. 

Technically, this is a 16 bit linear deck, non
oversampled, with a time-shared convertor and 
the conventional 'brickwall' output filtering. A 
diverse selection of integrated chips are used, 
including those from Sony for error correction, 
Hitachi for the control system and Sanyo for 
the convertor. 

LAB REPORT 
On frequency response the '409 showed very 
good channel matching with a slight treble lift 
and still slighter bass loss. Both effects were 
negligible. Good separation results were 
achieved with the 20kHz figure differing a little 
between the two channels, but averaging 82dB 
nonetheless. With the time-shared convertor 
there was the usual small time delay between 
channels. resulting in the typical 90° difference 
by 20kHz. 

An interesting contrast can be seen between 
the suppression of the down-band distortion 
product of 20kHz, which was weak at -64dB, 
and the high frequency intermodulation results, 
both of which were very good. At better than 
90dB down for the two test levels, the 
Mitsubishi did well here. A good linearity was 
maintained over the lower frequency ranges and 
modulation levels, which, taken with the 
moderate step error at -90dB, suggested a good 
15 3;4 bit resolution. 

The impulse response was in phase, with the 
usual overshoot and prolonged ringing. Spuriae 
were quite well rejected while the signal to noise 
ratios were to a satisfactory standard. Track 
access was on the slow side, but the error 
correction was very good and coupled with fine 
shock resistance. The higher-than-standard 
output level could confuse the listener in 'A/B' 
comparison tests, and this should be noted when 
listening to demonstrations. 

From a spectrum analysis taken at I kHz, 
-60dB, the output showed that spurious digital 
signals were well rejected and in fact the 
measured distortion of- 52 dB was virtually on 
the noise floor. 

SOUND QUALITY 
On audition the '409 held up well, giving an 
above average sound quality. Basically tidy, first 
impressions were of a lively sound, lacking the 
old fashioned mid range hardness. Indeed the 
sound bordered on 'sweet' though with a slight 

imprecision in the treble. In the bass some mild 
upper-range emphasis was noted, but it was 
thought tuneful, with good definition. The mid 
was easy and 'uncompressed' while the treble 
seemed a touch vague, although this did nor 
upset the sound stage. Quite good srereo deprh 
and focus were obtained, with acceptably lively 
dynamics. 

CONCLUSION 
This is a well balanced all rounder with a good 
lab performance allied to an above average 
sound. Given its remote control and five disc 
autochange facility it represents good value, and 
is recommended despite some operational 
awkwardness. 

TEST RESULTS 
ZOH: I kll: ZOkll: 

Ch<.mnel balance O.lldR O.lZdR 0.1\dR 

______ -81.6dB -Yl.4dB hl.idR 

o• 90 

Toral h:-�rmonrc ,li�ttlrtton. OdB � S6.idB -8j.9JB-63.7dB 

Total kmnnntc di�t•lrti(ln, -\OdB _ - -R6.8dB 

Tot�l h<1rmon1c dhtornon, -ROdB _ -25.8dB 

lntnmtxlulattun, l9kll:/20kll:. OdB -90 9dB 

lntt'TllKH.lulauun, 19k/1:120kll:, -IOJB 92.4dR 

Fr�..·qucnc\" rc�pon-.c. ktt�..h.mnd ____ +0.08df3. 0.4\dB 

Frequency n:"P'HbC, right channd ___ +O.OHdB. 0. 37dB 

Signal-t0·not�c. 20J-I:-20kH: Ul1\\l'tt.:hreJ 94dB 

Signal-to·nnr�c. CCIR/ARM. lkll: r�..·f b8JB 

Ontpw level. OdB, lefr/righr 2.)V 

Output unpcdancc I .6knhm� 

Oc-cmph;l-.h CtlrTt'Ct 

Track Jccc-..., tunc 12 .O .. �..·c-. 
Error com.:ctr1111 crp<thillty ____ >900J.Am g;-�p, >8001-1m doi 

Mechanical nn1�e ------------'' t: n lo\\ 

Spuriac up to !OOkHz _________ �-RO. ) dR 

Rc"nlution <�t -90dR left 2.12dB. nght -1.2SdB 

1 kc.H.lphon�o.· <i(lCkcl -------------

Duncn:'iOn"- (\\ xJxh) ________ 4Zx ))X IO,)cm 

E. ... tim .. ncJ typtotl purcha"t: prl<.l' ______ i299 

For graJJh references see issue No 45 
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c 0 M p A c T D I s c p L A y E R 

NEC509E 
NEC HOME ELECTRONICS, 164-166 DRUMMOND STREET, LONDON NW! 3HP. 

T
hough nor very well known in the 
UK audio field, NEC were in fact 
pioneers in CD, and their first 
machine was inremationally rated. 
We are now in a particular CD mar

keting phase where a given manufacturer can 
fill a gap in its range with a machine sourced 
from another maker. In the case of the CD509E, 
the deck is derived from the established Yamaha 
'CD-X' series. However, NEC are a major 
semi-conductor company and so far as audio is 
concerned have chosen to specialise in the laser 
heads and some of the control processors needed 
for CD players - these components are used 
in the '509£, so it does carry some original NEC 
parrs. 

A basic drawer loader, the '509£ lacks remote 
control but does provide a headphone socket 
with a level control. A clear reel LED display 
shows rhe usual information on track timings, 
number of tracks and remaining times, while 
access to indexed discs is possible, and the use
ful audible music cueing function is set ro run 
at two speeds, the second high speed arrainecl 
after the search butron is held clown for a period. 
Up to 15 tracks can be user-programmed, while 
both programmed 'A-B' repeat and normal-mode 
repeat are possible. 

On the technical side, NEC describe the deck 
as a convenrional 16 bit linear machine, rhus 
omitting to take promotional advanrage of its 
oversampled design. Whatever the reason for 
this, the deck is in fact a rwice-oversampled 
model to the current Yamaha format, with a 
combination of digital and analogue filtering. 
The loosely-worded specification indicates a 
modest 0.007% distortion at 1kHz and a 
5Hz-20kHz frequency range, this quoted without 
amplitude limits. 

LAB REPORT 
General conformity to the Yamaha models' per-

TEL 01-388 6100 

formance was apparent, while NEC appear to 
have tailored certain aspects of the design, per
haps to reinforce a 'house sound: This is clearly 
evident in the frequency response which showed 
a drift in the direction of a richer tonal quality. 
Below 300Hz there was a mild shelf lift, while 
the oft-encountered rise in the high treble was 
completely avoided. 

lnterchannel phase shift increased with 
frequency to a moderate level of 40° at 20kHz, 
this being the result expected from twice over
sampling and a time shared D/A convertor. In 
the conrext of other models tested, the channel 
separation figures were below average but were 
still sufficiently good for this to be of no im
portance. 

The impulse response showed the typical 
Yamaha result, generally tidy, absolute phase cor
rect and clear of extended or asymmetric 
ringing. Unusually, NEC have set a 
lower-than-standard 1.54V output level, which 
would result in misleading results on compara
tive listening tests against other players if the 
volume serrings were not properly equalised. 

Resolution was estimated at a very good 15 
3,4 bit, with the 90dB step error just 2.5dB high. 
Slight compression was seen at full level, though 
the OdB, 1kHz distortion result was considered 
to be very good at -82dB, or better than O.Olo/o. 
Spuriae were well rejected, though the upband 
result for the 20kHz full level signal was poorer 
than average at - 26dB. The transport was quiet 
and gave prerry rapid access, with very good 
error correction. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
While some resemblance to current Yamaha 
series could be heard, the '509£ managed to 
offer its own flavour, one which the listeners 
liked. Notably above average, it sounded sweeter 
and more relaxed than usual. Bass was fairly 

good, rhe treble unobtrusive and the stereo 
images were portrayed with a pleasing depth as 
well as pretty good focus. In some respects the 
'509£ could be regarded as an economical 
counterpart to the Meridian MCD. 

CONCLUSION 
This machine is well priced and performed very 
well on lab test. It offered all the usual facili
ties with slick, reliable controls. The sound may 
not be as immediate as some, but it was pleasant 
and relaxed, and may well appeal to many pur
chasers. Taken overall the deck can be strongly 
recommended. 

TEST RESULTS 
ZOH: lkH: 10kHz 

Channel bal<�ncc 0.14dB 0.14dB O.OldB 

Src:rc:o separ::uion ------ -80.7dB -81.7dB-62.ldB 

Channel ph;�sc difference __ _ oo JO 40° 

Total harmonic dtstnrtton, OdB -82.8dB -81.2dB-83.8dB 

T oral harmonic distortion, -IOdB - -80 9dB 

Total harmonic di�tnruon, -60dB - -40.0dB 

Total harmonic distortiOn. -SOdS_ - -27.SdB 

lntt.>rmodulation, 19kHz/20kH:. OdB -79.0dB 

lnrcrmodulati(m, 19kllz/20kH:, -JOdB -83.2dB 

Frequency respcmse, left channel +0.39dB. -0.89dB 

Frequcnq response, right channel ___ +0.40dB, -0.75dB 

Stgnal-ro-mme, 20Hz-20kHz unwetghted 98dB 

Signal-ro-noise, CCIR/ARM, lkH: ref 92dB 

Outpur level, OdB, left/nght 1.54V 

Output impedance 300ohms 

Dc·o.:mphasis corrt."ct 

Track access time 5.5secs 

Error correction capabiltty >900�m gap. >800�m dot 

Mechanical noise moderate 

Spuriae up ro lOOkHz 102dB 

Resolution at -90dB _____ Ieft +2.25dB. right +2.90dB 

1-lcadphone socket yes (vanable ourput) 

Dimensions (w x d X h) 43 x 33 x 9.5 cm 

Esrim<ucd typical purchase pncc ________ .£249 

For graph references see issue No 45 
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0 M p A c T D I s c p L A y E R s 

PHILIPS CD150 
PHI LI PS ELECTRICAL LTD, CiTY HOUSE.420-430 LONDON ROAD. CROYDON, SURREYCR9 3QR. 

T
his new-generation Philips machine 
comes with a remarkable £200 price 
tag, and yet employs a newly de
veloped and powerful set of inte
grated circuits offering 16 bit resolu

tion via the Philips 14 bit four times over
sampled scheme, noted for its good sound 
quality. 

With the C0150, Philips have decided to join 
the Japanese in offering a slim, midi-sized 
machine with a fast front loading mechanism 
and rhe now familiar array of push buttons. 
Audible music cueing is also provided ar two 
speeds, with track skip and comprehensive track 
programming. The basic deck is described as 
'remote ready' and the infra-red hand control 
can be added ar any rime, at an extra cost of 
£40 or so. Another rear panel facility connects 
to the marching Philips midi system providing 
a centralised system remote facility. 

Like the Far Eastern competition, the '150 

also has a fluorescent display, rather larger than 
the pea sized version fitted to the earlier Philips 
machines. Track numbers and timings may be 
displayed, with tracks entered for programming 
via successive key entries, and the data is 
acquired quickly. The audio output is at stan
dard level from the usual nickel plated phono 
sockets. At best, the Philips owner can make 
his own choice of interconnect. 

As regards its construction, the '150 feels 
rather lightweight, with extensive use of plastic 
mouldings. Conversely, its construction is quite 
accurate. The number of printed circuits has also 
been reduced, and a new laser head has been 
fitted. This and the new central circuitry are 
jointly responsible for the decent track access 
speed shown, an improvement on previous 
Philips models. Power consumption has also 
been reduced sufficiently to allow the inclusion 
of the version of this player in the '555 trans
portable. A special low-consumption mechan
ism has already been designed for the CO 10 
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personal player; I have seen samples of this 
miniature design, but none were available in 
time for review, and it is not known whether 
the production CDJO will use oversampling. 

LAB REPORT 
Despite lower prices and a new chip set, the full 
Philips CD player performance has been broadly 
maintained in this budget model. The fine fre
quency response shown here will be familiar to 
regular readers, its characteristic mild high fre
quency ripples generally felt to be subjectively 
harmless. Limits of ±0.2dB sufficed for the 
whole range while excellent results were also ob
tained for channel separation; for example, 
108dB was quire typical. With the use of dual 
D/A convertors, interchannel phase shift was 
essentially zero. 

On harmonic distortion at full level it 
measured very well, this including the in-band 
products of 20kHz, at an excellent -88dB. 
Good linearity was shown at lower signal levels, 
though by -60dB there was evidence of wide
band hum modulation- probably mild supply 
ripple on the D/A convertor lines. In conse
quence the distortion at -80dB was a little 
higher than average with a -90dB level error 
of around + SdB. The practical resolution was 
estimated to be 151/4 bit. Fine results were 
obtained for intermodulation distortion at both 
test levels. With a standard 2V output, its source 
impedance was low at 200 ohms. Track access 
times were fairly rapid, mechanical noise was 
quire low and no problems were encountered 
with respect to error correction. The usual 
exemplary signal to noise ratios were obtained. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Scoring above average, and thus doing very well 
at the price, the CD150 rewarded us with a fine 
standard of bass precision and power. M id defini
tion was very good though tonally speaking the 
mid was a touch lean and thin, presented a little 

forward in the stereo image. The latter was well 
focused and stable with respectable depth and 
above average transparency. The treble also 
attained a good standard. 

CONCLUSION 
Philips have brought their classic CD sound 
down to a bargain price level, and despite its 
'plastic' feel, the COl 50 was one of our favourit. 
budget players, easily acquiring 'Best Buy' status. 

(Noce: Ac che rime of writing, discounted C0104 

and Marancz C0 54 machines are srill available and 
offer a similar sonic standard.) 

TEST RESULTS 

Clldnnd h.tl,mcc ____ _ 

lOIIo I ki-lo ZOkJ-Io 

O.OlJB O.OZJB 0.05JB 

StL·rco :)Cp<�ranon -108.6dB -\11.8dB-l08.2JB 

Ch,mnt'l rha�e Jtff�rem.e oo o 

Total harrnontc Jbwrllon, OdB _ -89.5JB -90.4JB -87 .SJB 

Tutal harmontc dbfnrtinn, -IOJB -83.6JB 

Tot<ll harmontc d•�wniun, -60dB -42 OJB 

Total harmonic lli�wrtion, -80l!B -21.9JB 

lmc:rmoJul,nHH1, 19kH:/20kH:, OdB _____ _ 

lnt('rmoJul,ltlon, 19kll:/20kH:, -IOJB 

s;.SdB 

88.0d8 

Fn.:qu..:nq rc�ron�c. ldr clunnd ____ ..,.0.04dB, -OjOJB 

Frequency rc�ron�c. nght channd ___ +0.04JB, -0.4ZJB 

StgnJ.I-to-nob.:, 20H:-20kH: Utl\\ctgln..:J ______ -98dB 

StgnJ.I-to-nOI�c. CCIR/ARM, I kHz r.:f -IISdB 

Ourpur level. Ol\B, lcfr/nJ.:hr __________ 2.0V 

OU!put impedance ___________ 200ohnt-. 

l)c-c:mpha�t�-------------

T rack accc:.� t 11nc ____________ 4.5:.cc:. 

Error correct ton c<�.p<lbtlny ____ >SOOIJm gap, >SOO.um liot 

McclwntCal nol:.l' ____________ very low 

Spun.1e ur to IOOkH: ___ ______ �-72.SJB 

Re-.olution at -90dB left +4.0dB, nght +4.89dB 

Hc,tdphonc ... ockct -------------

Dnn._',hJon-. (\\ X ll X h) ______ 32 X 10 X 8.5 cm 

E:.unul.t�:J typtcal purcha:.<.' prtC<.' ________ £200 

For graph references see issue No 45 
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PHILIPS CD104B 
PHI LIPS ELECTRICAL L TO, CITY HOUSE , 420-430 LONDON ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY CR9 3QR 

TEL 01-689 2166 

P
hi lips' early top-loading player was 
substantially built on a large die 
casting, and the '104 is distinguished 
by the same quality of construction. 
The transport and laser system are 

also founded on precision castings, these isolated 
from the outside by a rubber decoupling system. 

The decoding system is original to Philips, 
and consists of four times oversampling, 
operating with dual 14 bit digital to analogue 
convertors and a mixture of high slope digital 
filtering plus low slope analogue output filtering. 
Many other manufacturers have adopted or 
adapted this system, which so far has given a 
competitive edge to reproduced sound quality. 

Operation is relatively simple and 
straightforward, with low mechanical noise 
levels. 

LAB REPORT 
Channel separation exploited the dual 
convertors to the full, while interchannel phase 
difference was virtually zero. 

With reducing level, the midband distortion 
increased correctly, reaching - 22.6dB at a 
-80dB recorded level. For a -90dB level the 
gain error was mild at 3.4dB and the overall 
resolution was close to 15Yz bit, showing the 
improvement afforded by oversampling. 

The high frequency two tone 19/20kHz 
intermodulation results rated about average 
taking, for example, the spectrum analysis at 
-lOdB test level. Here, down band clutter could 
be seen below 5kHz, while the 24kHz 
component was around -53dB. The higher 

frequency components were not well rejected, 
and similar signals appeared on lower frequency 
signal tones as well, a feature typical of the 
Philips system. 

Frequency response met +0, -0.35dB limits 
from 20Hz ro 20kHz, both channels, and the 
ripple is regarded as inaudible. 

Track access from a cold start was slow, bur 
once in play mode it skipped to the 15th test 
track in just 2.5 seconds. As usual with Phi lips 
machines the error correction was excellent. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Following the Philips tradition for good CD
sound, the '104 scored rather above average, in 
spite of the generally improving sound quality 
of the new generation of players. The sound was 
lively and clear with good focus, convincing 
transients, and a fair presentation of stereo 
depth. Stage width was fine, while the mid was 
slightly forward and nasal in tonal quality. The 
bass was pretty good, and the treble basically 
tidy and well defined. 

PHILIPS CD 350 

CONCLUSION 
Though now keenly priced, the Philips 
nonetheless faces strong competition from the 
Japanese machines - but this aside, the '104 

merits a Best Buy rating. 

TES T RESULTS 
2011: lkll: 20kl-J: 

Channel b<�bnce ______ <O.ZdB <O.ZdB <O.ZdB 

Stt:reo �eparattun ______ -128dB -123dB -98dB 

Ch,mnel phase Jtfference oo 

Tutal harlll(lfl!C dt:.ttminn, OdB ______>-94dB >-94dB >-86JB 

Total hannonic dbtonion, -IOdB ____ -82.4dB 

Tutal h;mnuntL dt�tumun, - 60..lB ____ -40.6dB 

Total hannvn tc �b:.torttun, -80JB ____ -22.6liB 

lntc·rmoJubttun, !9kH:/20kH:, OdB 89dB 

lnrermuJulation, 19kll:/20kH:, -IOJB 79JB 

Fr�4uency r�::.pun::.�, kit channel +OdB, -0.3)JB 

Frequency re::.pon�e. nght channel +O�lB. -0.3jJB 

Stg!lcll-w-nut::.(', 201 1:--ZOkH: um\t-Jghtcd 106JB 

Stgn.ti·IO·nob ... , CCIR/ARM, lkll: rd l06dB 

Ourpw kvd, OdB, kft/nght 2.055V/2.074V 

Output ltllpcdanL�.: 3) t)hlll::. 

Dc·cmphd�i� curr .. ·ct 

Track <H.:cc::.::. wne 9 ::.cc::. (2 ::.�c::. trnm play) 

Error corn:oinn capabtht) >9001-lm gap, >8001-4m Jut 

Spun<�� up tt) I OOkllz �ec: tc:xt 

R�...·::.vluwm at -lJOJB + 3.4�18 

Hc:aJphnnc �ucht -------------

[ltmcn:-,Hllb (wx�,.lxh) _________ 32x30x9cm 

E::.t tmateJ typical purcha�e pnc .. · J.:ZOO 

REASSESSED 

For graph references see issue No 4 5 

PHI LIPS ELECTRICAL L TO, CiTY HOUSE, 420-430 LONDON ROAD, CROYDON , SURREYCR9 3QR. 

B
ased on the C0/50, the '350 is a 
more expensive machine with some 
additional features, including a fixed 
output headphone socket and re
mote control. The latter is usually 

supplied as an extra accessory, and the player 
needs either a small module finer or to be wired 
to a matching audio system. 

Approaching full width size, the '350 uses the 
popular front drawer-load method with a fast
acting lightweight mechanism. Up to 20 tracks 
may be programmed, and the machine also dis
plays and gives access to the index points on 
appropriate discs. The multiple function LED 
display can show track timings, 'remaining' and 
'elapsed' times, as well as track numbers. Other 
features include audible music cueing, fast track 

TEL Ol-689 2166 

skip, and repeat. 
Given a basic lab check, the C0350 was 

found to conform closely to C0/50 perform
ance, but with error correction marginally better 
still. The remote control was not available for 
rest, but the main controls appeared to work 
well, with logical operating sequences. The 
machine was then given a full audition. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The C0350 was felt to improve on the '150, 

to a small but perceptible degree. Characteristics 
included clean well-defined transients, and a 
solid well-founded bass with both extension and 
tunefulness. 

The stereo presentation was a touch forward, 
with some mild ' thinning' and 'hardening' of 

midrange tonal balance, but this was quite mild 
and did not upset the good sound stage impres
sion. The '350 showed a good standard of stereo 
focus, with quite good depth and ambience. 
Slightly untidy, the treble showed good detail 
but with a hint of 'edge' and 'grain'. 

CONCLUSION 
This player clearly reaches a standard which 
merits Best Buy rating, with a very good lab per
formance and an above average sound quality. 
Higher priced Philips machines will be 16 bit, 
4 times oversampled, and promise a markedly 
improved performance. 
Fo1· graph references see issue No 45 
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PHILIPS CD304 
PHI LIPS ElECTRICAL L TO, CITY HOUSE, 420-430 LONDON ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY CR9 3QR. 

B
ased on the CD/04, but with extra 
facilities, the CD304 will eventually 
be superseded by the new CD650 
model, but for the time being is still 
available. It was first reviewed in 

1985 along with the similar model '204, which 
offered comprehensive features bur without the 
remote control option. 

The '304's front panel embodies a large 
fluorescent tube display which can show several 
items of information. A linear scale shows 
programmed track numbers in order, with 
windows to indicate which mode has been 
selected. It also shows the total number of 
tracks, track timings and overall programme 
times. Full control is also available via the infra
red hand-held unit, though index facilities are 
not provided, nor is a numeric keypad. Conver
sely a front panel headphone socket is present 
complete with its own level control, and the 
main audio output is provided on phono jacks, 
the level set by another volume potentiometer. 

A large satin black unit, the '304 design is 
well finished and well built, with diecastings 
used for important chassis sections. Overall, it 
was surprisingly heavy. 

As with the other Philips players, the decoder 
runs at four rimes the normal sampling 
frequency, placing unwanted alias signals and· 
noise higher in the frequency range where they 
are more easily filtered. The dominant filtering 
is carried out by a 96 pole digital chip, which 
gives the player that familiar slight ripple in the 
high frequency amplitude response. 

LAB REPORT 
The player conformed to the general frequency 
response of the Phi lips CD group, with closely 
defined +0.1, -0.25dB amplitude limits over 
the full 20Hz to 20kHz audio range, and the 
characteristic mild high frequency ripple. 
Channel balance was excellent, within 0.15dB 
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overall. On channel separation it performed very 
well, while the interchannel phase displacement 
was zero as usua I. 

Total harmonic distortion approached 
-lOOdB, 0.0013%, and in conjunction with the 
low + 2 .5dB level error at the -90dB modula
tion section suggested 15lfz bit linearity. The 
down band noise products of a 20kHz fundamen
tal were of average degree at -83dB. Likewise 
rhe intermodulation results were good in rhe 
absolute sense but did not match the best in 
the issue. At the -IOdB modulation level rhe 
high frequency two tone intermodulation' was 
79dB down though some other components 
were also present. In the spectogram thes'e can 
be seen below 4kHz at -74dB, with other 
up band components presem at -52dB. 

In the absence of modulation, the Philips 
spurious rejection seems good, bur in the 
presence of modulation, upband signals appear 
which are not rejected and are no better than 
50-60dB down. 

Output level was the usual 2V from a 600ohm 
impedance. De-emphasis was fine and access to 
the rest track 15 was moderate at 7.5 seconds. 
Low levels of mechanical noise were present. 

Concerning error correction, the '304 was 
fully on target easily meeting the 900J.im gap 
error and the 800j.lm surface dot error bands. 
Signal to noise ratios were exemplary, rather 
greater than the practical bit linearity would 
provide in a conventional system. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Undoubtedly good as Philips CD players go, it 
was surprising to find the '304 unit was 
marginally less satisfying subjectively than the 
basic '104, though it must be stressed that the 
difference was very slight. As regards tonal 
balance, the '104 was a touch sweeter and easier 
on the ear; nonetheless the overall quality was 
good, with clean bass and treble extremes, and 

notably clear transients, coupled with good 
stereo focus and fairly good stereo depth. 

CONCLUSION 
Compared with the '104, you do pay for the 
extra facilities of the '304, and depending on 
how important these extras are, the value for 
money rating in absolute terms is not as good 
as rhe '104. The marking places it on the 
borderline and in my view, it just qualifies for 
rhe recommended category. 

TEST RESULTS 
2011: I kH: 20kHz 

Channel h.-llancc O.ISJB 

St\!rco :.cparanon -11 OdB 

Chdnnd rha�c: dtfference ___ oo 

Total harmomc dhtortion, OdB _ >-98JB 

Tmal ho1rmon1c dt..,rorrion. \OJB _ 

T ut,d h,mnontc dt:.tortlon, -60dB _ 

Total harmontc dt�tortlon, -80JB _ 

lntcnnudulatton, 19kH:/20kH:, OJB 

0.15dB 

-105dB 

oo 

-98dB 

-8JdB 

-42dB 

-24dB 

0.15dB 

-96dB 

oo 

-83dB 

88dB 

!mermoduhmon, 19kH:/20kH:. -!OdB ------ 79JB 

Fn:qucncy re�pon�e. left ch�mncl +O.ldB. -0.2SdB 

Frc4ucnq n.:��m�e. nght (hannd ___ _ +O.IdB, -0.25JB 

Stgn,li-w-noh<..'. 20H:-20kH: unwetghred !06JB 

Stgnal-ro-noi�e. CCIR/ARM, lkH: ref _____ _ IOSdB 

Outrut level, OdB, leftlnght 2.0IV 

Output tmpcdanct• -----------600ohms 

De-emphasb ______________ correct 

Track <ICCC:)S ttmc ____________ 7.5 secs 

Error corr{'ctton c<tpabtltty ____ >9001Jm gap, >80011m dot 

Mech,micdl n1lhe \m' 

SpundC up to IOOkH: 

Rc::.oluuon at -90dB 

IOOdB* 

__________ +Z.SJB 

HeaJphone ... ocket ye::. (variable output) 

Otmensions (wxJxh) 42x30x9cm 

bnmatcd typiCal purcha::.c pncc ________ ,£329 

*W'ich 1>tgnal present, -50 ro -60dB 

REASSESSED 

For graph references see issue No 45 



C� NEWSLETTER 
SEPTEMBER 

1986 

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS LTD 
All around me I sense this: people arc seeking the authentic experience. Mass production and plastic substitutes leave people emotionally 
unsatisfied. Better one authentic product per year than one disappointment each month. The absolute Sound audio product is like a musician of 
rare distinction: both are instruments through which music is conveyed. Once you hear you cannot forget. True that one Koetsu Black K buys 
twenty Grado MTs; and that one AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8/D-70 buys eight Quad 34/306; and that one MAGNEPLANAR SMGa buys almost five 
pairs of Tannoy Mercury loudspeakers. Our contention is this: both alternatives offer honest products and true value, but the absolute sound 
transports the listener into a higher orbit, emotionally and intellectually. Like the original sound. the recorded sound can also be convincing; that is 
my ultimate new replacement word for the equally subjective "musicality". And I believe that this is why Absolute Sounds and the Music Room 
work in the UK for APOGEE, AUDIO RESEARCH, KOETSU, KRELL, MAGNEPAN and ORACLE. 

AUTOMATION SCIENCE CO. 
The major news here is the arrival of Swiss Physics. Europe's most distinguished Prc- and Power amplifiers. made like a Swiss Watch but how do 
the current models sound? We look forward to hc<�ring them soon. Remember: those who visit The Music Room know the state of the Art! Last 
hul not least is the arrival of Martin Logan. from USA. one might be tempted to join many Americans who have found that this is the loudspeaker 
whtch actually delivers evcrythmg that clcctrostatJc loudspeakers should be capable of domg. How do they compare with Magneplanar, Quad, 
Apogee? Well. they have tremendous presence and both visual and acoustic transparency. They arc not cheap at £2,700, of course, but like 
Magncplanars they offer one enormous economy: you can drive them with your Audiolab 8000A or Mission CYRUS Two- both of which. 
incidentally. are exposed as real bargains at £299' 
QUAD and KEF 
Quad celebrates its 50th year with two exceptionally fine power amplifiers. the 306 (£229) and the brand new 606, 150 wpc for an economic £449. 
Join us at our Music Evening in Manchester to celebrate QUAD's success on Thursday September 4th in our second floor Concert Room. On 
Tuesday October 21st at the Beacons Hotel. 7 Park Terrace. Glasgow G3 we will proudly launch in Scotland the new KEF Reference series of 
loudspeakers with a device called the Kuhe. If you can budget £299. £799 or £1,799 for the 107 loudspeakers then bring your wife and bank 
manager· along too. 

THE SOURCE 
Many of you thought that we were exaggerating with excessive praise what the Source turntable could do for your system. That is, until you heard 
one for yourself. Perhaps you thought Jt was our Scottish roots. Well, two years on. the world has agreed. This month, Canadian Hi-Fi Sound has 
rated it the best. and very good value at only $2.500. Well, even at its new price of £899 it will remain an audiophilc bargain in Britain because it 
does not require expensive ancillary equipment. [f you don't believe this. you can book your demonstration now' However, because the best 
deserves the best two news items from the Source now follow: one. the Power Supply is now available from us at £199. but before you complain 
about the price please sec it and audition it. Item two: the Source now distributes the Triplanar tonearm in Britain. Price on application. but if you 
need to ask then please consider a hudget arm such as the SME Series V or the Odyssey RPI-XG. 

COMPACT DISC 
We are happy to recommend Yamaha and Phi lips 104 plus their new 450 and 650 machines. However. the new Mission PCM 7000 at £599 is about 
to redefine the state of the art and deserves much praise to Mission and to British cn�inccring. ··we may not have invented it, but we made it 
musical'" Even JL can live with CD. now, and the cabinet and remote facilities (including volume control) arc superh. 

MONITOR AUDIO 
The latest news from MA is the all-new metal-dome tweeter. product of a long period of research. Models 700MD (£249) and 652MD (£299) are 
the first to incorporate these drivers. and the sweetness. imaging and power handling place this company's products on your short list. Quality of 
cabinet-making and reliability have always been exemplary so we cannot imagine anything other than deserved success and lots of happy owners in 
the future. A very distinguished r<:tngc of British loudspeakers. 

MUSIC EVENINGS 
We arc justly proud of our Concert Room at the Music Room in Manchester which is the largest specialist audiophilc facility in Britain. Manager 
Mick Bates and Assistant Manager David Spcirs work hard to make it also the best, and arc supported by a dedicated team of Steve and Louisc. 
This shop was conveniently located in the centre of Manchester and if you arc serious about music in your home, then it is worth travelling into. 
Please ring for a personal appointment. For our local friends and customers. our Musical Evenings continue to fain popularity so here is the 
calendar. 

Sept. 4 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 30 
Nov. 6 

DOMESTIC NEWS 

QUAD and CD 
Systemdek turntables, Sugden amplifiers. Roger Loudspeakers 
YAM AHA- Natural Sound from Japan 
MISSION ELECTRONICS 

Because this newsletter is assembled in Glasgow. we are jealous of our reputation of being one of the finest HI-FI specialists in the world. So we 
arc aware of the need to stay ahead with some new decor, and some unique ideas to improve service and courtesy to customers such as the new 
assessment card to make you aware of your rights and expectations. and a confidential reply to my desk (where the buck stops) as to how pleased or 
otherwise you were with our people and our products. To make time for this and for other progress. it is my pleasure to welcome the appointment 
of Edinburgh-man John Todd as Manager of The Music Room Glasgow from mid-August. I am confident and happy that John is fully aware of 
what we set out to achieve. and he will offer an expertise and integrity as a matter of pride. Our Glasgow shop would not be what it is without Susan 
Black and John's duties will be made lighter and sweeter as mine have been. In fact, Susan will divide her time. partly on the sales side and partly 
continuing to assist me. 

NEW SHOP 
We arc to open a new shop at 98 Bath Street Glasgow called Mobile Fidelity. specialising in Automotive Electronics: in-car music. security and 
communications. We shall have our own installation facilities headed by Les Woollard. and the showroom manager will be Ron Maclcan. both of 
whom we arc delighted to welcome to the company. Significantly. this project grew from my own experience and system (as did The Music Room 
itself). I recently installed a Nakamichi radio/cassette, harman kardon amplifiers and JBL (rear) and Infinity (front) speakers. The result was 
beyond my expectations, and I realised that careful selection and matching of quality components and very careful installation were the key 
concepts and m which we had experience as a compe:my. 

MUSIC ROOM PRODUCTS 
We have now developed The Music Link. Costing £49 for 1.2 metres stereo pair (the optimum length to reduce standing wave resonance) this is our 
attempL which we believe is successful. to equal or beat the super imported cables at a lesser cost. We use the Tiffany gold-plated RCA phono 
plugs. and arc happy to offer a mail-order service for an additional £1. money-refunded if not delighted. What can you lose? We can lose our 
reputation if you dislike our Link' We also offer with confidence the ultimate tunrtablemat. costing £30 plus £1 postage it is machined. slightly 
concave. from polymethyl mctharcrylatc. Don't try it on a Pink Triangle. hut on anything else we don't think you will want to do without it. 

I wish that we had thought of EMITs (electromagnetic induction tweeters) and ENIMS (mid range dnvers) but INFINITY did along with a great 
deal more clear thinking and I wish to re-emphasise that both in-car and in the home I bclcivc that you really must hear this: oops. sorry. but the 
RS I b is convincing. 

PERSONAL CREDIT 
We are not ashamed to offer you the best money can buy. but few of us have the proverbial oil-well in Texas. Yet buying the hest can be the most 
ccornomic as well as the most satisfying so in addition to our Summer offer of intcrest·free crcdlt on AutomatiOn Science products ( 10 monthly 
instalments on Conrad Johnson, Infinity. VdH. Martin Logan and Swiss Physics) we alsn accept the major credit cards and offer instant credit to 
most applicants. We have arranged with HFC Trust a highly attroctive personal loan arrangement for our privileged customers. All part of the 
service! Sec you soon. 

The Music Room 
50 Bridge Street 
Manchester M3 

061-8351366 

-=-�' 

The Music Room 
221, St. Vincent Street 

Glasgow G2 
041-248 7221 

=��� --- founder member 
ll\��:!t-9S!Ml'llll 

INSTANT CREDIT 

Jack Lawson 
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T
his new machine's claim ro fame is 
its sophisticated autochanger 
mechanism, using pre-loaded maga
zines which contain up to six discs. 
These magazines are about as 

compact as it is possible to imagine and 
additional ones are available so you can build 
up a library. For example, it would be possible 
for the purchaser to file all the work of an artist 
in one magazine and label up the favourite 
tracks in the preferred order, thus ensuring an 
individual compilation. Typically a five hour 
playing time is possible and may be auto
matically repeated. Commercial background 
music applications immediately spring ro mind 
and as such it must represent one of the most 
economical and reliable long playing music 
sources available. For the classical enthusiast, 
an evening's entertainment may be loaded up 
or the two discs of a longer work played in 
sequence, without having to leave your seat. 

In other respects, this player is also well 
equipped, coming with a variable level 
headphone socket and a comprehensive remore 
control handset. Sensibly this offers two 
numeric keyboards to avoid confusion - there 
is one for the six discs and a separate decade 
array for track entry. A larger-than-usual 
fluorescent display makes remote control 
programming easier at reasonable distances. Up 
to 3 2 tracks may be programmed in any order, 
from any disc. Tracks may also be added to the 
programme as they are played, while pauses can 
also be inserted. The machine will also play all 
tracks in random order, the so-called 'Shuffle' 
play feature as seen on some Sony machines. 

Other facilities include two speed music 
search, fast track skip and repeat, but no access 
to index points is possible. The display shows 
disc and track numbers independently and will 
also show elapsed and remaining times, while 
on the rear panel a subcode output is provided 
as well as the usual audio phono sockets. A spare 
single play magazine is also provided as part of 
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the package. 
In technical terms, this is a conventional 

design with a single time-shared 16 bit 0/A 
convertor with normal 'brickwall' filtering. The 
fashionable oversampling systems are not 
employed. 

LAB REPORT 
A high uniform frequency response was 
measured, ruler flat for both channels over most 
of the range with a very mild ±0.2dB ripple at 
the highest frequencies. Channel balance was 
very good whilst the low and mid frequency 
results for separation were excellent, reducing 
to a good figure of 78dB by 20kHz. The usual 
inter channel time delay was present resulting 
in a phase shift of 85 ° between channels at 
20kHz, which is only of real consequence if 
mono operation is envisaged. 

Very good results were also obtained for total 
harmonic distortion, which was down to 
0.002% at 1kHz, OdB modulation. The 
downband figure of '--80dB at 20kHz was also 
promising, and was allied to fine results for the 
two tone high frequency intermodulation tests 
- at -IOdB an amazing 0.002% was scored. 
The output level was close to the 2V standard 
from a I kohm source impedance and de
emphasis was fine. Track access was moderately 
fast given the complexities of the autochanger 
and mechanical noise levels were very low. The 
excellent error correction performance was 
largely unaffected by reasonable levels of shock 
and vibration. 

Electrically, the signal to noise ratios were very 
good and close to the theoretical limits. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Scoring about average for sound quality, taking 
into account the current rising standard in CD 
performance, this model is actually better than 
earlier second generation machines. It sounded 
precise and well controlled but with a slightly 
'forward' midrange. The bass was felt to lack full 

extension but was articulate and well defined, 
while the treble maintained a basically good 
standard - a little coarsened but not un
pleasantly so. Stereo focusing was fine, but the 
images were not very deep or spacious, and 
dynamics were somewhat muted. 

CONCLUSION 
The lab performance was very good, while the 
sound quality was close to the average score, but 
good nonetheless. The aurochanger function 
and the controls were well executed and the 
overall package worked fine; on balance it is 
hard not to recommend this model, if the 
features appeal to you. 

TEST RESULTS 
20H, lkHo ZOkllo 

Channel balance O.J3JB O.J2dB 0.24dB 

Stereo �epdranon _____ -119.9JB -IOJ.8dB-78.0dB 

Channel phast• dtffcrt•ncc __ _ s;o 

Tot<d harmonic dt!'!tmtion, OdB _ -87 .2JB -92.9dB-79.4dB 

Total harmontc dbtortion, -IOdB -88.6JB 

Total harmontc di:.tortion, -60dB -46.0JB 

Total harmontc dt:.tOrtion. -80d8 -23.3dB 

lnrcnnodularton, 19kHz/20kllz, OdB -----

lntcrmodulauon, \9kH:/20kHz, -IOJB 

Frequency re:.pon:.c, left channel ____ _ +OJB. 

Frequency re:.pon�e. nght channel +OdB, 

-88.7JB 

91.4dB 

-0.64dB 

-0 7ldB 

S•gndl-to-not:.<._., 20Hz-20kH: unwetghteJ ------ 99JB 

S•gnal-ro-noisc, CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref _____ _ -94dB 

Output level, OJB, lefr/nght ----------l.IV 

Output tmpedance ___________ _ lkohm:. 

De-cmphas•�--------------' 
Track access time ------------•8.5:.l'C� 

Error correcnon capabdttv ____ .>900�m gap, >BOO�m dot 

Mechanical nol:.t' ____________ very low 

Spuri::.c up to IOOkil: __________ -!02.5dB 

Resolution at -90JB ],e-ft -4.08dB, rtght -3.84dB 

Hcadphone socket yes (vanable output) 

Dimension� (wxJxh) --------·"'''<33:v9.1cm 

E:.tmMted typtcal purcha�e pr1cc _____ ____ .£350 

FoT graph references see issue No +5 
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PROTON830R 
YENTURA LEISURE L TD, YENTURA HOUSE, THE BROADWAY, OLD AMERSHAM, BUCKS. 

TEL (0240) 34602 

L _ _  _ 

A
new generation CD player, the 
830R is part of a new Proton 30 

series. Proton is a marketing 
organisation which commissions 
fairly upmarket products from 

various Far Eastern sources. Their head office 
is in Compton, California. The 830 is a well 
equipped machine with a remote control and 
a headphone socket complete with volume 
adjustment. A normal width drawer-loader, the 
usual range of controls and facilities are all 
present, with random or sequential track 
programming for up to 30 selections. The cueing 
operation has three levels of operation: on first 
and continued pressure two rates of audible 
music search are provided, and fine step 
adjustment in one second intervals is also 
possible. Repeat modes cover the whole disc or 
the programmed selection. The four digit display 
can show track numbers, total rime or remaining 
rime, plus index points. 

The brochure claims this is an advanced 
technology design, with an excellent noise level 
of -lOOOdBI (a misprint, of course!). In fact 
lOOdB was achieved, using a four-times 
oversampled system with dual D/A convertors. 
Proton avoid saying how many bits, bur in 
practice, the decoding system is the standard 
Philips 14 bit type. A single beam laser head 
is claimed to give low reading errors. The digital 
filter operates at 176.4kHz, with low order Bessel 
filtering applied after conversion. In fact, Proton 
need not have underplayed the bit issue, since 
the Philips type oversampling technique 
provides a resolution virtually at a 16 bit level 
from the 14 bit convenors used. 

LAB REPORT 
The frequency response was perfectly flat to 
1kHz, above which the characteristic Philips 
amplitude ripples can be seen, typically harmless 
at +0, -0.25dB. The nominal 20kHz point was 
within 0.5dB of the 1kHz reference level. 
Channel separation results were good, though 
they did not meet the standards possible with 

this set of integrated circuits: the 76dB achieved 
at 20kHz was rather less than the 106dB 
attained by the same system in the Marantz 
C045. 

Channel balances were excellent, at better 
than 0.1dB on the reference disc, and the 
channels were also time-aligned with no 
differential phase. The full level harmonic 
distortion results were fine at low and mid 
frequencies, meeting the 0.003% specification 
claim. At 20kHz the down band noise products 
were well suppressed, by at least 86dB, and good 
distortion levels were also obtained at lower 
signal levels except near the noise floor. Here 
a hash of hum harmonics were dispersed across 
the spectrum analysis, showing poor power 
supply quality at the DACs. At -SOdB 
modulation the 1kHz distortion measured 22dB 
down, which is poorer than average. A low step 
error was established at -90dB, so despite the 
hum an effective resolution of 15.6 to 15.7 bits 
was indicated. 

Good enough results were obtained for the 
high frequency intermodulation tones, though 
again these were poorer than average. Con
versely the machine sailed through the signal
to-noise ratio rests, delivering a virtually 
consistent -108dB via all test conditions, with 
and without pre-emphasis. Error correction was 
first class, comfortably meeting the 9001-im gap 
and the 8001-1m dot tests and also showing a 
respectable immunity to vibration and shock. 
Spurious signals were rejected fairly well, by 
some 50-70dB depending on the signal 
modulation level. The 830R delivered a standard 
output of 2.05 volts from a low 200ohms source 
impedance. Mechanical noise levels were fine, 
and no electrical clipping could be seen on the 
peak level white noise signal. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Scoring about average, the 830R did not quite 
make the basic Philips grade for sound quality. 
First impressions were of a 'sweet', 'natural' sound 
with quite spacious ambient sound images, but 

after further listening it was felt that the stereo 
lacked the ultimate focus, and that the treble 
positioning was not as clear as usual. The bass 
was good in a general sense, but could have 
shown more subjective extension and power. 
Finally the upper mid had a hint of a nasal, 
almost 'metallic' coloration, altering the timbre 
of sounds in the lower treble. 

CONCLUSION 
This player certainly meets a basically good stan
dard, and when the facilities like remote con
trol are taken into consideration with the mod
est price level the 830R clearly qualifies for Best 
Buy rating. Prior audition is, however, advisable. 

TEST RESULTS 
20Hz I kHz 20kHz 

Channel halance ____ _ _ 0.09dll 0.09dB O.O&JB 

Slereo separauon ______ -94.0dB -100.9dB-76.5dB 

Chcmncl phase difference 0' 0' o• 

To(al hannonJC d1�tortlon. OdB _ -92.0JB -89.3�1B-85.9dB 

Toral harmoniC distortion. -IOdB -81.7d8 

Total harmonic distort ton, -60dB -41.5dB 

Tmal harmoniC distortion, -80dB -22.2dB 

lntermodulanon, 19kHz/20kHz. OdB tn.4dB 

lntc:rmodulatton, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOdB 73.ldB 

Freljut:ncy r�:�pome, left chnnncl +0.05dB, -0.43dB 

Frequ�.:ncy r�.:�pon�c. nght chanm:l ___ +0.05dB. -0.4ZdB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kl-b unwe�ghteJ -109dB 

Stgnal-to-nOJse, CCJR/ARM, 1kHz ref -107dB 

Output lcvd, OdB. left/nght Z.OSV 

Output impcdarKt.� 200ohms 

De-emphasrs correct 

Track acces� time 4.0sccs 

Error correc11on capabilny >900/Jrn gap. >800/Jm dot 

M�:chantCal not'>t.: moderately low 

Spunae up 10 lOOkHz 72.3dB 

Resolutton m -90dB _____ Icfr - ).82dB. right -3.27dB 

Headphone �ocht y�.::. (variable output) 

Dimenston.s (wxdxh) 42x31 x9cm 

Esnmated t\'ptcal purchase pnce ________ .£219 

For graph references see issue No 45 
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SAN SUI PC·VlOO 
SANSUI (UK) L TO, UNI T lOA, LYON IND USTRI AL ESTATE, ROCKWARE A VENUE, GREEN FORD, 

MIDDLESEX.TEL Ol-575 1133 

S
coring a 'Best Buy' in the last edition, 
Sansui's PC-VIOO has proved to be a 
highly successful model, offering good 
sound quality at a reasonable price. 
Like the earlier PC-V300, it is in fact 

built to Sansui's specification by Yamaha, using 
that company's rwice-oversampled 16 bit D/A 
conversion system. Sansui have now launched 
a new generation model, the PC-V750, reviewed 
for the first time in this issue, which is to a 
completely different design. However, the PC
VIOO is still currently available and so is re
assessed for this issue. 

The high production volume chassis allows 
various 'frills' to be added as desired for different 
models but in the case of the '100, these have 
been kept to a minimum. This basic machine 
has a red LED display showing all the required 
information but only one bit at a time. Thus 
track numbers, elapsed time, rota! time and 
track time are shown according to the mode 
selected by depression of the display key. Tracks 
can be programmed but not indexed, and no 
headphone socket or remote control facility is 
provided. Good track selection and cueing 
facilities are present, with audible music in 
search mode. 

Inside, the player is well constructed, using 
a single 16 bit Burr Brown D/A with two times 
oversampling and digital filtering. The layout 
is nicely accessible, easy for servicing with a high 
level of circuit integration displayed, using 
custom Yamaha integrated chips. 

LAB REPORT 
Output level was just slightly below the nominal 
standard reading and averaged 1.9V. A higher 
than usual output impedance was noted, of 
lkohm. A basically uniform frequency response 
was obtained, flat from 50Hz to 5kHz, and with 
a mild lift at higher frequencies, around O.SdB. 
Channel balance was fine at O.!SdB or better. 
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Measured for channel separation the results 
were good but unexceptional, at 92dB 1kHz, for 
example, reducing to 83dB at 20kHz. Inter
channel phase differences were as usual for a 
twice-oversampliPg design - less than 1° at 
1kHz, increasing to a modest 38° by 20kHz. 

Turning to the total harmonic distortion at 
full linearity, at 1kHz a reasonable -87dB was 
recorded, while up to -103dB is possible. The 
-84dB down band noise at 20kHz is considered 
quite reasonable. 

Good results were achieved at lower signal 
levels, indicating 15 bit resolution, while at 
-90dB the 7dB of level error was a little high. 
The machine demonstrated a good high 
frequency performance with respect to two tone 
intermodulation. For the full level, !9120kHz 
tones the difference product fell to -l03dB; in 
theory the -lOdB result should have been 
-93dB, but in fact it was a little degraded to 
-86dB. The matching spectogram showed a 
clean downband result but the 24kHz rejection 
was weak at just 24dB. Upper range components 
were also visible, so the output filtering is not 
that strong. Under normal signal conditions, a 
reasonable -72dB of suppression is typical. 

Track access times were rapid with four 
seconds required to reach the test track 15. 
Mechanical noise levels were low, while the 
electrical signal to noise ratios were a little 
poorer than average at -90.5dB, CCIR ARM 
(1kHz), without pre-emphasis. Error correction 
capability was fairly good though not up with 
the best examples. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Aligning with other twice oversampled models, 
this player gave good results on test, rather above 
average. While a touch of grain and imprecision 
was noted in the treble, the general tonal quality 
was pleasantly musical and showed good clarity, 
derail and stereo depth. Stereo focus was fine 

while the bass was slightly softened. 

CONCLUSION 
This player offers a good sound quality for the 
money, together with a competent transport 
claiming fast access times. But while the PC
V lOO represented outstanding value last year, in 
the light of newer, cheaper models- including 
Sansui's own '750 - it no longer stands out 
quite as clearly from the competition. 

TEST RESULTS 
2011: lkl-lz 20kl-l: 

Ch<�nnel halance 0.15dB 0.18JB O.OSJB 

Sren."o Sl'par�uion _____ _ -9ldB -92dB -8 ldB 

Channel phase d1fference __ _ 0' 0.8° 38' 

T mal harmoniC dL:�tortLon, OliB _ -90dB -87dB -84d8 

Tordl harmnn1c dbtorlll)n, -!OdB _ -Si dB 

Total harmon1c dhtorllnn, -60JB _ -JSJB 

T ot.d lurmonic di�tortion, -SOdS _ -21dB 

lntcrmodularLon, !9kH:I20kH:, OJB _____ _ -IOJdB 

lmcrmmlularion, !9kH:/20kl 1:, -IOdB 86JB 

Fre�uency response, l�ft channel ___ _ +0.\SJB. -0.18dB 

Frequencv re:-pon:-•:, right ch,mnd ___ +0.15JB. -0.18dB 

51.1,!11<11-to-nol�l'. 20JI:-20kJ 1: unwc!�hted ------ 97J8 

Sognol·to-no�>e. CCIR/ARM. lkH: rcf ______ 90.5JB 

Ourpur level. OdB. lefr/rogho ________ I.90Vi1.87V 

Output impedance ____________ lkohm:-. 

De-emphasis _____________ _ 

Track <lccess time ____________ 4.0scc:-

Error correcoon cap<�btluy ____ >SOOJ.tm gap, >500.'-!m Jot 

t>.kchdnical no1�c _____________ lu\\ 

SpuriaL' up tO 1 OOkH: 

Resolution at -90dB 

71dB 

___________ +7d8 

Headphune -.uckct -------------

DunensHms (wxdxh) _________ 34x29x9cm 

E:-tinutnl tvp•co�l purch.:�.se prtce ________ £240 

REASSESSED 

For gra:Jh references see issue No 45 
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SAN SUI PC·V750 
SAN SUI (UK) L TO, UNI T lOA, LYON INDUSTRIAL ESTAT E, ROCK\'i!ARE AVENUE, GREENFORD, 

MIDDLESEX.TEL:0!-575 1133 

I 
nitially introduced at a lower price than 
the earlier PC-V lOO machine, the '750 is 
now actually more expensive since the 
price of the 'lOO has dropped to around 
£240. However no-one could really argue 

about this differential, since the '750 does 
possess a margin of sonic superiority. 

Neither machine is actually made by Sansui 
themselves, though details of the specification 
and construction are unique to this company, 
endowing the decks with an individual 
performance. The PC-V750 actually originates 
at the Toshiba factory and is a close relative of 
that manufacturer's V-/l series. Although the V-Il 
is not reviewed here, its sonic rating in my own 
tests suggested that Sansui are selling a superior 
machine. 

Finished in the usual satin black, the '750 is 
a drawer loader, and has the normal controls and 
facilities, but lacks a headphone outlet or remote 
control. The fluorescent display is a 
multifunction type, showing track numbers, 
elapsed time and remaining time. Control 
buttons cover repeat programming, fast track 
skip, two speed audible music cueing and pause. 

Technically, this player is a 16 bit linear 
machine, non-oversampled, with a time shared 
convertor followed by normal 'brickwall' 
analogue filtering. Most machines use a quartz 
crystal oscillator to reference the recovered 
sampling rate while this design employs an 
ordinary LC oscillator; in theory this is less 
stable and less accurate, and certainly the 
absolute speed was slightly out (by a negligible 
degree) but no other pitch stability problems 
were encountered. A third generation design, 
the '750 is constructed with a low chip count, 
access for servicing is easy and it should prove 
pretty reliable. 

LAB REPORT 
Our first sample worked well enough but 
exhibited a puzzling fault which you can see in 
the frequency response graph. The output fell 

like a stone above llkHz even to -l2dB by 
20kHz. Both channels were identical. We 
obtained a second sample which gave the 
correct response (dotted trace), virtually flat to 
20kHz. The fault was symptomatic of a 
misaligned oscillator; if running fast, the disc 
reference tones would replay at a higher 
frequency and, eventually, meet the brickwall 
filter. 

Channel balance was fine, and generally good 
separation results were obtained, with 97dB at 
low frequencies, reducing to 68dB at 20kHz. As 
expected, the small time delay between 
channels resulted in increasing phase shift, 
reaching a maximum of 80° or so by 20kHz. 

Distortion levels at full modulation were very 
good at low and mid frequencies, reducing to 
an average of -65dB at 20kHz. On the faulty 
sample, the measured intermodulation result was 
just satisfactory but on a normal sample the 
results were very good. 

Output level was close to standard at 2 .I V 
from an output impedance of l.2kohm, this 
higher than usual. A fine low level linearity was 
shown #ith low distortion at -80dB 
modulation, and a minor level error at -90dB. 
A resolution of 15 3,4 bits was shown by these 
results. Track access was rapid while the 
mechanical noise was low. A fine error 
correction performance was attained, and both 
the 900f.lm gap and the 800f.lm dot levels were 
handled confidently. Spurious signals were 
satisfactorily rejected, and competent signal to 
noise ratios were established, with and without 
de-emphasis. The de-emphasis equalisation was 
fine. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Scoring above average, the '750 gave a good 
account of itself during the auditioning. 
Possessing a lively, dynamic nature, the sound 
stage was well represented, with good focus and 
a good measure of depth and ambience. 

The bass was well controlled with both 

extension and impact. The treble was above 
average if occasionally sounding a little coarse. 
In the midband, the '750 showed quite good 
detail but also sounded a touch thinned and 
light. Vocals were not quite 'full' enough. 

CONCLUSION 
Such is the pace of CD machine development, 
that six months ago this would have rated as 
a Best Buy player, and while it remains a strong 
performer, delivering a substantially good sound, 
it must now be demoted in the light of the 
competition to a firm 'recommended' level. 

TEST RESULTS 
20H: I kH: 20kH: 

Channel balancl' 

Srere0 sep<�rat inn 

0.1 OdB 0.1 OdB 0.43JB 

______ -91i.9JB -89.7dB-67.JJB 

Channel pha;.e Lhffcrencc __ _ 

Tor<.�! harmoniC J1�turtl\ll1, Q,JB _ -8':l.9JB -88.3J8 -68dB 

T()[dl harmonic Ji-.tnninn, - !OdB _ -93d8 

Total harmonic distortion. -60d8 _ - - 5J.3dB 

Total harmonic Ji�tnnion, -80dR _ - - W.7dR 

lntcrmodularion, 19kH:/20kH:, OdB 93.8dB 

lntcrmodulation, 19kl-!:/20kll:. -IOdB 90.5dB 

FrL·quency n.:sponse, left channel +OdB, -I.S9dB 

Frequency re�ronsc, right channel +OJB, -1.49dR 

Stgn<tl-w-not•c. 2011z-20kl 1: unwcightd -92dB 

StJ . .nl<ll-w-not�c. CCIR/ARM, lkllz rcf 88dB 

Output level. OJB. ldt/nght 2.1V 

Output impedance 1.2kohm.; 

De-emphasis correct 

Track acce:.:. ttme 4.0�ec� 

Error correction Gtpability >900J.J.m gap, >BOOJ.J.m dot 

Mechanical not.•e ttnrly low 

Spurtac up to lOOk\\: 86.idB 

Re�olunon at -90dR left +1.91. nuht ""f"2.06JB 

l leadphunc �uckct -------------' 

DimL·nsions (wxdxh) _________ 43x3\x8cm 

E.;;rimareJ typical purchase pnce ________ .£299 

For graph references see issLte No 45 
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SANYOCP667 
SANYO MARUBENI (UK) L TD, SA YO HO USE, 0TTERSPOOL WAY, WATFORD. H ERTS. 

T
his full width player uses the ubiqui
tious drawer load system and falls 
in the middle price sector. However, 
the features are fairly spartan: 
neither headphone socket nor 

remote control is included - nor any other form 
of remote actuation, for example via an inter
face to the matching audio system. Previous 
Sanyo players have drawn from Yamaha over
sampling techniques, and in fact Sanyo' s related 
Fisher operation sells players built by Yamaha 
to their specifications. Surprisingly these new 
players are not from that series and are 16 bit 
linear models without oversampling. 

The display for this machine has two sections, 
one for tracks and indexes, the other for tim
ings, both 'elapsed ' and 'remaining'. A switch 
engages the index mode, and points are acces
sed using the search buttons. Other features in
clude audible music cueing, fast track skip, and 
quick entry: up/down count buttons speed the 
programming of up to 16 tracks in random order. 

The machine will also allow the same track 
to put in again and again within the program
med sequence. The repeat function operates 
over the whole disc of the programmed sequence 
only. 

Technically, this is a 16 bit machine, with a 
time-shared D/A convertor followed by analogue 
'brichvall' filtering ro block alias and other 
spurious signals above 20kHz. The player is a 
third generation design, making extensive use 
of large scale integrated circuits and featuring 
much simplified construction compared with 
earlier players. Output was a standard 2V from 
RCA phono sockets, and the deck was con
sidered to be both easy and straightforward to 
use. 

LAB REPORT 
An almost perfect response was measured up to 
10kHz, beyond which a small rolloff occurred. 
The 20kHz points were -0.9dB and -1.2dB for 
the left and right hand channels respectively, 
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while channel balance was held to within 
0.27dB at 1kHz. Very good channel separation 
was observed at this and lower frequencies, but 
it had typically fallen from lOOdB to a still satis
factory 68.2dB by 20kHz. The time delay 
present between the channels as a result of the 
shared convertor gave a maximum phase shift 
of 81.7° by 20kHz. 

Total harmonic distortion was very low at low 
frequencies, reaching -96.6dB at 20Hz, an 
amazing 0.0015%. Some deterioration was 
observed at 1kHz, and a degree of distortion im
balance was also noted between channels. A 
respectable -82dB was established for down
band products by 20kHz, and equally decent 
results were obtained on the two-tone high fre
quency intermodulation tests. Ar reducing signal 
modulation levels, the performance showed well 
ordered consistency, with a good result for step 
error at -90dB, indicating a resolution of some 
15.7 bits. 

Track access times were fast, but the error cor
rection was not up to scratch. The machine was 
very happy on gap errors up to 900J..Im, but could 
not cope with dots or sl!lface blemishes greater 
than 300J..1m. Quite small specks of dust could 
give trouble here. Signal-to-noise ratios were 
average at -90dB (CCIR ARM weighted, 1kHz 
reference, without de-emphasis), which is still 
very good by normal amplifier standards, even 
though these are usually measured to the lHF 
O.SV reference level, l2dB lower than the 2V 
CD output. The 667 in fact produced l.9V from 
a lkohm source, which is slightly below average. 
The rejection of spuriae was more than satis
factory, it did pass the simulated fingerprint error 
test, and showed no clipping on the white noise 
peak level signal. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
On one semi-damaged record, some clicks were 
heard. But otherwise good results were obtained 
- in fact significantly above average if taken 
overall. Midrange sounds were reproduced with 

a natural balance, portrayed with fine perspec
tives and a good measure of depth and space. 
The bass was a little 'softened', while the treble 
was inconspicuous; in the CD context, this is 
a good result. Central images could have been 
more sharply focused with more detail, but in 
truth there was little to criticise. 

CONCLUSION 
The 667 makes no particular claims for excep
tional value, and our sample was marred by 
poorer than average performance on the error 
dot test. Nevertheless it sounded good, and can 
be recommended provided that the error test 
result was not typical. 

TEST RESULTS 
ZOH: I kHz ZOkH: 

Channel balance ------ O.ZSdB 0.27JB 0.58dB 

Stereo :.cpantton _____ _ -10\dB -105.0dB-68.ZdB 

Channel pha�l' difference oo 87° 

Tntal harmon1c d1stortinn. OdB _ -96.6dB -89.5dB-81.7dB 

Total harmonic Jis[Oniun, -IOJB -89.SJB 

Total harmonic Jtstoruon, -60dB -36.5dB 

Tot<tl harmonic distortiOn, -80dB -17.2JB 

lntennodularion, 19kl-l:/20kll:. OdB -87.7 JB 

lntermndulatinn, 19kHz/20kl-l:, -IOdB -83.6dB 

Frt:t]uencv reo;rome, left ch:mnel +0.07dB. -0.87dB 

Fn:qucncv rc ... poll'>t', n�ht chcmnel ___ +O.!OdB. -l.l9dB 

SJgnal-w-nobe. 20Hz-20kH: unwctghtcd 96dB 

Signal-to-nol<.e, CCIR/ARM. 1kHz ref 90dB 

Ourpur level, OdR, left/right 1.9V 

Out pur unpedance I kohms 

De-empha1o1:. correct 

Track ttccc�� rune 2.0:.co. 

Error correction capability >900JJm gap, >JOO,...m dot 

Mcchamc<�l no1sc low 

Spunae up 10 IOOkH: 68.7dB 

Resoluuon at -90dB _____ Icft + 3 .25dB, right + 1.80dB 

Headphone socket -------------' 

D1men,1tm'- ('' xJxh) _________ ·42 x28x7cm 

Estml<ltcd ryp1cal purchase pnc� ----------"'299 

For graph references see issue No 4 5 



PROTON830R 

COMPACT DISC PLAYER 

Not only does the new Proton 830R 

offer superb sound reproduction and 
full facilities with memory, but unlike 
competition it is unique in including 
a remote control at only £229. 

AVON Steve Bo)(shoU 
HAMPSHIRE Bath 41 V•ctoroo Rood 

(Molsoms Tel· 0223 68305 Aldershot 

ll-l2North GoreStreet County H1-f• & VIdeo 

Tel: 0225 65975 CHESHIRE 179 v,ctona Rood 

Bristol Crewe Tel 0252 312151 

Rodford H1-f1 H1ghtown Aud1o And over 

52-54 Gloucester Road 106 v,ctona Street Andover Audio 

Tel: 0272 428247 Tel 0270 211091 105 H1gh Slrcct 

Weston S. Mare TcL 0264 58251 

Paul Roberts Hi-F1 CUMBRIA Bosingstoke 

203 Milton Rood Barrow-in-Furness Audio V1deo Tron1cs 

Tei:0934 414423 Borrow H1· Fi Centre 4 Feather Lone 

122 Dalton Rood Tel 0256 24311 

BERKSHIRE Tcl 0229 36494 Portsmouth 

Bracknell Hopkms H1-Ft 

B& BHt-Ft DEVON 38-40 Frotton Rood 

Princess Square Exeter Tcl: 0705 822155 

TeL 0344 424556 JP Wdltorns V1rgm Records 

Reading 15 Paris Street 69-73 The Tricorn, 

B& B H1-Ft Tel. 0392 79889 Charlotte Street. 

36 M1nster Street Tel: 0705 816857 Tarquay 
TeL 0734 583730 R1chlow Electron1cs Southampton 

Homtlton Electron1cs Reod1ng H1· Ft CenTre 20 Roundholl Rood, 
6 Horns Arcade, Brood pork London Rood 

FnorStreet Tel· 0803 605028 lel: 0703 28622 

Tel. 073<1 585463 
Windsor DORSET 

HEREFORDSHIRE & 
Rodford H1· F1 
43 Kmg Edword Court 

Christchurch WORCESTERSHIRE 
HA TV Malvern 

Tel 07538 56931 183 Barrack Rood CPSounds 
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Aylesbury 
Movement Audio Aylesbury H1-F1 
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Audition this new generation 
ompact disc player at any of the 

,����§!!!� dealers listed below and hear 

� 
for yourself why it was awarded 

a 'BEST BUY' by Hi-Fi Choice. 

PROTON DEALERS 
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11-14 Emery lone 
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Tel 0205 55755 
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SONYCDP35 
SONY UK LTD. SONY HOUSE. SOUTH STREET. STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. 

T
his is Sony's least costly player to 

date, entering the competitive lists 
at £200- a far cry from the £2,000 
asked for the flagship 702/552 
combination! The COP35 is a 

midi-sized drawer-loading machine whose 
lineage derives from the original Sony COP101 
best seller, which cost £500 not so very long 
ago (1983). Like the '101, the '35 is a 16 bit 
linear machine with a single Sony 0/A 
convertor time-shared between the left and right 
audio channels, and this is followed by high
slope analogue 'brickwall' filtering. In point of 
fact, the 101 had remote control and offered 
various luxury features including a headphone 
socket, but there was no programming facility 
at that time. 

The CDP35 does include programming, for 
up to 16 tracks. The large display can 
simultaneously show track numbers, tracks in 
memory, and timings - both 'elapsed' and 
'remaining'. Fast track-skip and audible music
cue buttons are provided, and individual tracks 
or track sets may be repeated. 

Internally the '35 has a simplified 
construction, with new generation miniature 
integrated chips: the bulk of the player 
electronics, digital processing and signal are all 
present on a single printed circuit board. A new 
mass-production transport with effective anti
vibration suspension is used. 

No remote control or headphone facilities are 
provided, but this player does have Sony's 
peculiar 'shuffle play' system, allowing the user 
to pre-programme the tracks in random order 

- different every time you use the facility. I 
suppose this might add interest for those who 
don' t have many discs yet, but it is clearly pretty 
useless for the classical music buff! 

LAB REPORT 
The impulse response was absolute phase, non
inverting, and demonstrated the overshoot and 
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attendant ringing typical of the 'brick wall' filter 
employed. The frequency response was uniform 
enough, though with mild shifts - a hint of 
bass lift, and a trace of ripple at high frequencies. 
The normal 20kHz points measured 0.38dB 
clown, a small loss indeed. 

Channel balance was excellent, and results 
for channel separation were also respectable, still 
better than 80dB at 20kHz. The small time 
delay between channels gave rise to the usual 
interchannel phase shift amounting to 82 o by 
20kHz, which is only really of consequence for 
mono operation when some loss will be 
experienced. 

Low and mid frequency total harmonic 
distortion averaged -90dB (0.003%), with 0.1% 
at 20kHz, though some difference in readings 
between channels was noted at both 1kHz and 
20kHz. Good results were obtained at lower 
modulation levels; for example, -48dB at the 
-60dB level, while the step error at -90dB was 
typically +4dB. At -80dB the distortion was 
dominated by digital noise at around -24dB, 
indicating a good resolution of 15.5 bits. 

Track access was rapid, and the machine 
demonstrated very good error correction abilities 
coupled with fine resistance to shock and vibra
tion. Signal-to-noise ratios were about average 
for CD- very good in practice- and spurious 
signals above 20kHz were well rejected, by some 
lOOdB or more. The output level was slightly 
high at 2.1 Volts, but was fed from a rather high 
l.6kohms source impedance- in A/B compari
sons watch out unless the input impedance of 
the test amplifier is 50kohms or more! 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Scoring a little below average, this is a fine result 
for the price. Vocal lines sounded a touch 
'hollow' and 'enclosed', and while the treble did 
not intrude, there was a hint of 'zingy' emphasis 
on sibilant sounds. T he sound was solid and 
powerful through the bass and midrange -

something of a Sony hallmark - and the 
general level of clarity and detail was fine. 
However, depth and ambience effects were 
subdued, and the stereo presentation seemed 
'closer' than usual. 

The upper mid was a touch 'thinner' than our 
expectations for tonal neutrality. 

CONCLUSION 
On auditioning a second production sample of 
the '35, a small improvement in sound quality 
was noted, sufficient to tip the balance in favour 
of recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
20Hz lkHc 20kHz 

Channel halance ____ _ 0.06dB 0 04dB 0.02dB 

Src:reo separ<�tion _____ -101.7JB -94.2dB -84.0JB* 

Chanru�l phase difference 0' 5' 82' 

Total harmun1c �li::.t(.lflion, OdB _ -88.8dB -89.ldB-77.SdB* 

Toral harmoniC distortion, -lOdB - -87 .6JB 

Totdl harmonic distortion. -60dB - -48.6dB 

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB - -23.8dB 

lntcrmodulawm. 19kH:/20kH:, OdB 91.5dB§ 

lntcrmuduhuion, l9klld20kll:, - IOdB -91.7JB§ 

Frequency response. left chann.:l +0.16dB. -0.37dB 

FrcqucnC\' r.:�pon::.c, nght ch:mncl ___ +0.17JB, -0.38dB 

Stgnal-to-nmsc, 20H:-20kH: unwctghrcd 96dB 

Stgnal-to-nol,e. CCIR/ARM. I kll: rcf 90JB 

Outptn lc:wl. OdB, left/right __________ 2.1V 

Output impedance ___________ l.6kohms 

De-emph<l�l� ---------------•correct 

Track acces::. rnne ____________ 2.5 sec� 

Error correction capabi\ny ____ >900J.Am gap, >800J.Am dut 

Mechamcal noi::.c ____________ very low 

Spunae up w \OOkH: ---------- 102.3dB 

Resolurion ;:�t -90dB _____ Icft +4.03dB. right +3.53dB 

Headphone socket------------

Dirnenwms (\\'Xdxh) ________ 35.5x28x7.5cm 

Estimated typiCal purchase pnce ________ 1200 

'l.xfr dumnd -97 3d8, -94 2dB. -81 4JB of/.<[< dumnd -88&/B, 

-96 9dB. -837d8 §Lefr channel -777dB. -88.&/B 

For graJ)h references see issue Nu 45 
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SONY CD·P102/103 
SONY HOUSE. SOUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. 

A 
more compact version of the 

'302, the '102 is the replacement 
for the long-established CDP101, 
and is itself being replaced by the 
'103 as we go to press. The 

original test results for the '102 have been re
tained for the 1986 edition, though listening 
tests have been carried out on a '103 sample, 
and the results have been incorporated in the 
text. This model is provided with a good infra 
red remote conrrol, which includes the numeric 
keyboard that is missing from the machine itself. 
This adds index location but does not offer 
random track programming; I am uncertain how 
much importance to attach to the omission of 
this function since I cannot recall actually ever 
using it myself except for testing! 

A fluorescent digital display shows track totals 
and track played, as well as index numbers and 
timings, while via an auxiliary button elapsed 
and remaining time may also be displayed. Re
peat 'all' and 'A-B' functions are included. The 
usual precise Sony transport controls are located 
on a touch pad array, with a positive snap action 
feel. 

This is a drawer loading machine and the 
finish is the usual satin grey-black. No head
phone socket is provided, while the rear panel 
output is via fixed level nickel plated phonos. 
Additional connectors are provided for remote 
control via a matching stack system, and for a 
subcode data output. A spare switched AC 
outlet is also presenr. 

The high speed optical transport is fitted 
together with the 'unilinear' converter. This is 
a twice oversampled circuit with low ripple 96th 
order digital filtering followed by a time shared 
16 bit digital to analogue convertor plus LC 
analogue filtering. 

LAB REPORT 
Frequency responses were extremely flat, devoid 
of emphasis or ripple. Channel balance was held 
to a very close tolerance, while channel separa
tion measured well over the whole range, reach-
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ing a high llOdB at low frequencies; 91dB was 
still achieved at 20kHz. lnterchannel phase dif
ference was mild at a maximum of 37° 20kHz, 
amounting to 5J.IS or so, well below audible 
thresholds. 

Noise and distortion were very low. Even at 
20kHz full level, downband noise was a remark
able 0.0015%, with 0.001% at 1kHz. Good 
linearity results were maintained at -80dB. The 
low distortion obtained at reducing modulation 
levels, together with the error at -90dB, indi
cated a resolution of a little better than 15 Vz 
bits, a good result. 

For !9120kHz intermodulation tones the 
results were particularly good at -lOOdB and 
-9ldB for the two test levels of OdB and -IOdB. 
The old '10 1 recorded -90dB for the peak level 
in the 1984 edition. The spectrum analysis for 
the -IOdB intermodulation was beautifully 
clear in the audible range, while the higher 
order components were satisfactorily rejected at 
-63dB. 

Output was conveniently close to the standard 
2V from a moderate source impedance of 
430ohms. Little deviation from the prescribed 
de-emphasis characteristic was observed, and 
track access times were almost too quick to 
sensibly assess - estimated at 1.8 seconds. In 
fact on skipping to adjacent tracks, the deck. is 
almost instantaneous. 

A top-flight error correction ability was 
measured and mechanical noise levels were 
mild. Signal to noise ratios were well up to stan
dard, eg: -92.5dB CCIR ARM (1kHz) no em
phasis. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Sony have achieved a logical progression of 
quality versus price. The '102 falls below the 
'302 and yet it comfortably achieves a good stan
dard. In addition to the almost taken-for-granted 
'CD qualities', the '102 offered better sound than 
the '101 by virtue of its sweeter mid and a more 
transparent and detailed top end. 

Compared with the best, there was some 

overall softening of definition in the bass and 
mid register, with a touch of 'glass' also apparent 
in the treble. The auditioned sample of the '103 
showed a significant improvement in sound 
quality over its predecessors, fully maintaining 
the competitiveness of this model. 

CONCLUSION/UPDATE 
Good value at £400 inclusive of remote con
trol, the '102 is a solid performer whose con
tinued competitiveness has been assured by the 
recenr upgrading to the '103 model. Not quite 
Best Buy material, it has nonetheless done well 
enough to secure a firm recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
20Ho I kl-h lOkHo 

Channel balance 0.16dB 0.16JB O.OSdB 

Srerco separation -IJOdB -92dB -91JB 

Channel phase difference ___ 0° 1 o )7° 

Total harmonic distnniCln. OdB _ - IOOdB -IOOdB -96dB 

Tmal harmonic distnninn. -IOdB _ -88dB 

Toral harmonic distortion. -60dB _ -52dB 

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB _ -24dB 

lnrermodulat 10n. 19kH:/20kHz, OdB IOOJB 

lntermodulatlon, 19kH:/20kH:. -IOJB 91dB 

Frequency rt:sponse. left channel +OdB. -OdB 

Fr..:qucncy response, right chnnncl +0.15dB. -OdB 

Stgnal-w-notsc. 20H:-20kl-l: unwetghted 99.5JB 

Signal-w-notsc. CClRJARM. 1kHz ref 92.5dB 

Output level. OdB. !eh/right 1 .934VIl.975V 

Output imped<:�nce 43lohms 

De-emphasis corrccr 

Track acces� time 2.4secs 

Error correction capability >900�-tm gap, >800�-tm dot 

M..:charucal noise very low 

Spuriae up to lOOkHz !02dB 

Resolution at -90dB + 1.88dB 

l-lcadphunc socket-------------

Dimensions (wxdxh) ________ 33.Sx33.5x8cm 

Estimated typical purchase price £400 

REASSESSED 

For graph references see issue No 45 
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TECHNICS SLPlOO 
PANASONIC (UK) L TO, 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS. 

T
echnics have completely redesigned 
their CD player range of 1986, in 
the case of the '1 00 series from the 
ground up. This has certainly been 
a successful project, and has been 

accompanied by a considerable reduction in 
price. The laser transports now use high speed 
linear motors with a low mechanical noise level, 
while the electronics have also been improved, 
and now use a double oversampled system with 
double precision filters in the digital domain. 

Passband ripple has been reduced to an error 
of hundredths rather than tenths of a dB, as the 
swept frequency responses confirmed. An in
triguing detail concerns the support for the laser 
focus system. To reduce ineretia the lens is sus
pended on a frame of four wires, providing a fric
tion free system for the dynamic focus. 

The SLP 100 has a large fluorescent display 

TEL (0753)34522 

which can show the programming of up to 20 

tracks in an illuminated graphic. It can also 
simultaneously display the track numbers, index 
points and disc timings, 'elapsed' and 'remain
ing'. 'Auto space' gives a three second pause 
between tracks, and the repeat function covers 
the programmed A to B section in addition to 
the orher usual modes. A subcode output is pro
vided for fuwre CD applications on the rear 
panel and the technical performance is similar 
to the SLP300 and the '500. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Fully auditioned, the '100 showed a clear 
resemblance to the more expensive models in 
the series, but like their previous generation, 
Technics have managed to engineer a subrle 
grading of sound quality according to price. The 
'100 performed very well in its price category, 

TECHNICS SLP300 

scoring firmly in the 'good' class. 
Essentially neutral, this player provided a solid 

stable sound, with fine stereo focus, consistent 
perspectives, and a pleasing measure of depth 
and ambience. Compared with top class players, 
there was a mild impairment of fine detail, a 
degree of imprecision in the bass, while the 
treble was innocuous. 

CONCLUSION 
The SLP 100 has done well in all respects, both 
in the laboratory and under auditioning. Despite 
a price in the budget category, its performance 
approaches that of well rated, more expensive 
machines. It is a delight to operate, and so 
merits a Best Buy rating. 

For grafJh references see issue No 45 

PANASONIC (UK) L TD, 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS. 

I 
n many respects the SLP300 has more in 
common with the '500 (see full review) 
than the SLP 100, sporting for example, 
a fixed level headphone socket and full 
remote control. The latter is neat, covers 

all functions, and has the added convenience 
of a ten button numeric keypad for rapid track 
entry. Other buttons control programming for 
up to 20 selections, A to B and other repeat 
modes, plus indexing, track skip, and audible 
music search. On programmable music scan the 
first few seconds of each selection is played to 
aid programming choice. The comprehensive 
control panel includes a graphic display show
ing the programmed tracks, index and track 
numbers and times- elapsed, track and remain
ing. The control keys are angled for easy 
operation. 
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Technically the '300 is a 16 bit twice over
sampled machine, with digital and analogue 
filtering, phase corrected between channels. A 
subcode output is provided in addition to the 
normal audio terminals. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Ranked very close to the SLP 500, the '300 was 
distinguished by a sense of control and 
neutrality. Some listeners might find it less excit
ing than other designs, but we appreciated its 
lack of falseness or exaggeration. 

Both bass and treble registers were well above 
average, while the mid neutrality and tonal 
balance were highly rmed. Stereo images were 
well focused, and the sound stages were 
wide, showing a good measure of depth and 
ambience. 

Compared with expensive references, the SLP 

300 showed a mild dulling of transients and a 
touch of dynamic compression, to some degree 
part of its controlled and restrained character. 
In this sense, the programme dominates, rather 
than the player. 

CONCLUSION 
The SLP 300 proved to be a strong performer, 
achieving high technical and sonic standards. 
It was also well finished, convenient to operate, 
and well equipped. A full range of facilities and 
features are included, yet the price is highly 
competitive, logically resulting in a Best Buy 
rating. 
For graph references see issue No 45 
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TECHNICS SLP500 
PANASONIC UK L TD, 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH. BERKS SLI 6)8. 

T
echnics have revamped their entire 
range of CD players for 1986. The 
line is headed by the remote control 
SLP500, priced at £389 which 
offers the specification and facilities 

of players around the £500 level, and looks more 
competitive than its predecessors. This full 
width front-loader has remote controllable 
volume, and a headphone socket with its own 
level control. Superbly finished in the Technics 
style, the main control panel is tilted to aid 
readability and improve ergonomics. A full 
manual keyboard speeds track programming up 
to a maximum of 20. Other features include 
index location, rwo speed audible music cueing, 
skip track, timer start, and a repeat function 
which can operate over a whole section or a 
selected a-to-b period of any length - even as 
short as one note! 

The music search facility enables instant start 
on a given track regardless of the original disc 
programming, and spaces can be inserted 
between tracks, if so desired. A generous multi
function fluorescent display includes a chart 
indicating up to 20 the available tracks and 
whether they are programmed, the track number 
that is playing, index code and time. The latter 
can be total, elapsed, remaining, or single track. 
Nothing seems to have been omitted here! Both 
fixed and variable level outputs are available, 
via standard RCA phono type sockets. 

Technically Technics have moved forward; the 
SLP500 employs double oversampling with a 16 
bit linear D/A convertor and digital filtering. 
Some analogue filtering clears the spuriae from 
the output, but a good impulse response has 
been preserved. 

LAB REPORT 
The frequency response was very smooth, 
meeting +0.1, -0.2dB over the measured range 
right up to 20kHz. The upper bass was very 
slightly depressed and the mid-treble was very 
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slightly elevated, an interesting trend but one 
which was subjectively virtually harmless. 
Channel balance was extremely good and 
channel separation met very high standards, 
exceeding 110dB at low frequencies. Corrected 
by a delay network, the interchannel phase 
difference was very low, rising to just 10° by 
20kHz. 

Fine results were obtained for harmonic dis
tortion at full level, even at high frequencies. 
The SLP500 performed well on the two-tone 
inter modulation tests, though it should be 
noted that the left channel was consistently 
around 5dB better than the right. Given the 
low level distortion and the mild step error at 
-90dB, rhe overall resolution was estimated at 
15.8 bits, close to the limit. 

The machine produced a standard 2 .05V 
output from a moderate 600ohm impedance. 
The de-emphasis characteristic was fine, and rhe 
new transport offered a very fast access time to 
a given track. Mechanical noise levels were very 
low, but the error correction on this sample was 
a bit off- though well within spec, Technics 
could do better, as the SLP 11 shows. The signal
to-noise ratios were very good, and spurious high 
frequency signals were excellently rejected. No 
problems were encountered on the error 'finger
print' test or the white noise clipping tests. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
No error problems were heard on tests, and the 
'500 provided a good sound quality - much 
better than its predecessors. All vital areas were 
rated well: good bass definition and powerful 
extension, focused, transparent treble, and a 
pleasing midrange, tonally well balanced with 
a good measure of space and depth. 

Dynamics were slightly 'dead' and 'com
pressed', while the overall sound could have 
shown a touch more 'air' and 'sparkle'. Overall, 
the SLP500 seemed tidy and consistent, well 
balanced, and well focused. 

CONCLUSION 
This new generation player has achieved a 
comfortable recommendation on grounds of its 

value, good sound quality, and generally good 
lab performance (this excepting the error cor
rection which is likely to have been a sample 
defect). It is extremely well equipped right down 
to the power volume control, and is a thoroughly 
competitive performer. 

TEST RESULTS 
20Hz I kH: 20kl-1: 

Channel balance ___ _ O.I7dB 

Stereo separation -114.6dB 

Channel phasL' difference __ 0° 

Twal harmomc d1stonion, OdB -96.4dB 

Tnt<ll harmonic di�roruon,- !OJB 

T oral harmon1c disr,mion. -60dB 

T(ltal hamlOillC distortion. -80dB 

O.lldB 0.2Ck!B 

-107.\JB-99.IdB* 

QO 100 

-9J.IdB -84.JJB 

-s;.OdBt 

-44.4dB 

-25.4dBt 

lmcrmodulation, 19kl-lz/20kHz, OdB -----

lnrcrmodularion, 19kHzf20kH:, -IOdB 

86.IJB 

Sl.ldB 

Frequency response, left channel _____ +OdB. -0.28JB 

Frequency rcsponst..', nght channel +OdB. -0.19dB 

Signal-ro-noi:.c, 20Hz-20kHz unweightcd -IOOJB 

S•gnal·to•llOI:.C, CCIR/ARM. lkllz ref 92dB 

Output level, OdB. left/nglu 1.05V 

Output tmpcdance ___________ 600ohm:. 

De-emphasis _____________ _ 

Track access time ____________ l.Ssecs 

Error correction capabdity ____ >600i-.ml �ap, >SOOt-�m dot 

Mechanical noi�e ____________ very low 

Spunac up r.o lOOkHz ___ left -104.2dB, nght -101.9dB 

Resolution at -90dB left -2.13JB. nght -2.19dB 

________ yes (vanablc output) 

________ 43x28x8.5cm 

1-icadphonc socket 

\J•mcnsiom (w X d X h) 

Estimated t�'ptcal purchase pnce ________ £389 

*L!f• channel- I 14.6JB, - I01.4dB, -84.3dB. tL!f< clumnel-89.0dB. 

-2 1.7d8. 

For graph references see issue No 45 
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Meanwhile, back in the real world ... 

.. . Quite frankly, at Audio T, we really don't mind if you feel 
the compulsion to align your Hi-fi along the lode-lines, set your 
room ther mostat to 21-4oc and don a white tie and tails , before 
you pick up your baton to enjoy an infor mal musical evening 
at home. 

Whilst we specialise in the very best audio equipment 
available in the world today, we are happy to be able to offer 
consistently enjoyable real music systems for less than £300.00 

(complete with cables etc.). 

We stock fine equipment from-

A&R AIWA ALPHASON AUDIOLAB AUDIO RESEARCH BURMESTER CREEK CROFT DENON DUAL 

DUNLOP GALE HEYBROOK KOETSU KRELL LINN MAGNUM MICHELL MISSION/GYRUS NAK AMICHI 

PINK TRIANGLE PROAC QUAD ROTEL SPENDOR THORENS VAN DEN HUL YAMAHA ZETA 

Phone for an appointment in 
either of our two demonstration rooms. 

AudioT 
190 West End Lane 

London 

NW61SQ 

01794 7848 
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TRIODP 1000 
TRIO (UK) L TO, 17 BRISTOL ROAD, THE METROPOLITAN CENTRE, GREENFORD, 

MIDDLESEX UB6 SUP. TELOI-575 6030 

T
rio are relatively late entrants into 
the CD market, but have kicked off 
in 1986 with a well equipped 
machine at the popular £300 price 
level. Much of its potential may be 

gleaned from a survey of the cleanly styled front 
panel, bur before examining the details it is 
worth noting the headphone socket is complete 
with volume control, and that the machine is 
supplied with a comprehensive remote control 
handset with ten-key numeric entry, plus all the 
other facilities. 

The front panel has a fine fluorescent display, 
indicating mode ('play', 'pause' etc.), track num
bers, total tracks, index numbers and timings 
(elapsed, remaining and track). The usual addi
tional features include track skip, audible music 
search, cue, and programming for up to 16 tracks 
in any order. Programming is aided by the ten 
numbered keys, and the various repeat modes 
include selected A to B passage repeat. 

Physically a full width front-loader, the 
DPIOOO uses a 16 bit linear system, without 
oversampling and sharing a single DAC between 
the two channels. Monolithic 'brickwall' filters 
follow the de-glitch and de-emphasis stages. In 
these respects the internal technology is quite 
conventional; operationally the machine was 
very easy to use and was liked on test. 

LAB REPORT 
The impulse response showed that the deck was 
non-inverting, with a response characteristic of 
the high slope filter- some overshoot and ex
tended ringing. Frequency response was most 
uniform, very well matched between the 
channels and with variations held to :!:O.ldB 
from 20Hz to 18kHz; a slight rolloff occurred 
to 20kHz, averaging -0.45dB between the two 
channels. 

Channel separation was very good, if not to 
the highest standards, with 90dB a typical result, 
while the interchannel phase difference reached 
84 o by 20kHz, the usual result for a linear, time
shared decoder. Overall distortion results were 
good, particularly at low and mid frequencies 
where the measurements approached -IOOdB, 
or 0.001%. The in band distortion accompany
ing a 20kHz full level fundamental was a quite 
good -83dB, and this is reinforced by the solid 
results obtained for the two-tone high frequency 
intermodulation test; -88dB of difference tone 
was noted with -IOdB modulation. The distor
tion also proved satisfactory at reducing modula
tion levels. Taking into account the mild 2.7dB 
error at -90dB, this indicates a good 15.7 bit 
resolution. 

The output met the standard at ZV from a 
320ohm source, mechanical noise was very low, 
while error correction was very good. All the 
test bands were handled with confidence. 
Signal-to-noise ratios were good, though the 
figures are a few dB below the maximum possible 
for the system. However, spurious responses were 
handled well, with ultrasonic rejections typically 
IOOdB or better. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
The DPJOOO fitted squarely into the average 
sound quality group - at the top of this cate
gory, which is quite good for the money. It 
sounded pleasant, with a generally good tonal 
balance and a powerful, dynamic bass. Mid 
vocals showed a mild 'thinning' and 'lightening' 
of texture, but not seriously so. A fair measure 
of space and ambience was reproduced through 
the midrange. 

The treble was not particularly precise, show
ing a 'hazy' effect with a touch of sibilance, but 
was neither aggressive nor too 'obvious'. Stereo 

images were reproduced with good focus. 

CONCLUSION 
The sound quality was not outstanding, though 
it met a decent standard. When the overall per
formance and build are taken into considera
tion, with the wide range of features, the easy 
operation, and the versatile remote control, the 
value equation strengthens in Trio's favour, 
allowing formal recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 
Channel balance 

Stereo separation 

Channel phase difference __ _ 

ZOH: lki-1: 20kHz 

0.03dB O.OZdB 0.29dB 

-88.0dB -93.ldB-79.7dB* 

Tom! harmonic distortion, OdB _ -lOJ.OdB -96.&18 -83.0dB 

Toml harmonic distortion, -IOdB - -86.3dB 

T oral harmonic distortion, -60dB 

Total harmonic distortion, -80dB 

- -45.0dB 

- -25.2dB 

lntcrmodubtion, 19kHz/20kH:, OdB _____ _ 

lntermodulation, 19kHz/20kH:, -IOdB 

84.2dB 

88.0dB 

Frequency rt•spon:.e, left ch;:�.nnd ____ +0.\0dB, -0.6ldB 

Frequency response. nght channel ___ +O.lldB. -0.33dB 

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 94dB 

Signal-to·noise, CCIR/ARM. lkl-h «f -87dB 

Output !t.:vel. OdB. left/right 2.0V 

Output impedance 320ohms 

De-emphasis correct 

Track access time j 5secs 

Error correction capability >900f.Jm gap, >S001-1m dot 

Mechanical noise very low 

Spunac up to IOOkHt 9j.SdB 

Resolution oH -90dB _____ Iefr -2.90dB, right -2.34dB 

J-leadphone socket yes (variable output) 

Dimensions (wxdxh) 44x3lx8cm 

Estimated typical purchase price ________ £299 

*L.efr channel -9/.0dB 

For graph references see issue No 45 
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YAMAHA CDX3 (CD400) 
Y AMAHA ELECTRONICS UK, 200 RICKMANSWORTH ROAD, W ATFORD, HERTS. WO! 7 JS. 

Y
amaha have achieved notable 
success with their ex series, both 
with their own brand machines and 
as original equipment manufacturers 
for brands. Having invested early in 

high volume CD player production, they are 
continuing to improve the series. 

Our review COX 3 is closely paralleled by a 
range of decks of very similar performance, but 
of varying size and features. The CD400, for 
example, is the full width version, and the CDX 
3 the midi-sized machine, while the CD500 adds 
remote control plus ten-key numeric selection 
to the '400' s facilities. The '700 has an improved 
display, with 12-track programming and a 
numeric pad on the remote control, the '1000 
sports a heavier vibration-damped transport, and 
the top-of-the-line CD-2000 adds a remote 
volume control, separated digital filters of 
improved precision, plus a subcode output 
terminal. 

All have headphone sockets, though those on 
the CDX 3 and 400 lack a level control; a 
suitable choice of headphone will have to be 
made to ensure good volume compatibility. 
Features include a four digit LED display, which 
is shared among track number, indexing and 
timing functions. Up to eight tracks can be pro
grammed in random order, with repeat available 
for the whole or the programmed section of the 
disc. In 'timer play' mode the deck will enter 
play or power up with an external timer, or if 
synchronised with a recorder. Fast track access 
and multi level audible music scan are also 
available. 

Technically this player uses a twice over
sampled system, incorporating double resolution 
digital filtering and a time-shared 16 bit linear 
DIA convertor. Third order analogue filtering 
follows, and other unneccessary stages have been 
omitted, so the output inverts absolute phase. 

LAB REPORT 
Earlier Yamaha players showed a rise in extreme 

/58 

TEL(0923) 33160 

treble response, but this has now been tamed, 
at the expense of a minor 0.4dB dip at 14kHz. 
Channel matching was very good, while 
channel separation reached a similar standard, 
though with some imbalance between the 
channels. Typical of the Yamaha system, the 
interchannel phase difference was held to a 
moderate value, specifically a maximum of 40° 
at 20kHz. 

Harmonic distortions were quite low at high 
signal levels, showing just a hint of mild com
pression. This good performance was held to 
20kHz, where the downband noise was 82.6dB 
down. Fine results were obtained at lower signal 
levels; for example, distortion was still under 
0.4% at signal levels 60dB below peak. The level 
error at -90dB was well under ldB, results sug
gesting a resolution towards 15.9 bits, virtually 
to the full 16 bit specification. 

o problems were encountered with the error 
correction, which showed a significant improve
ment over previous Yamaha players. Good results 
were obtained for the high frequency inter
modulation tests. Like other Yamaha players, the 
output was slightly low, and this may be mildly 
exaggerated in some circumstances by the higher 
than usual output impedance of lkohms. 
Spurious rejection was less than usual, but 
should not pose any problems. Very good signal
to-noise ratios were measured; for example, 96dB 
(CCIR ARM 1kHz) with pre-emphasis. 

SOUND QUAL ITY 
Here is a clear instance where general improve
ments ro design and performance have resulted 
in an improved sound quality, classified in the 
'good' class. Recognisably 'Yamaha', this player 
showed improved control and precision, better 
definition, and greater discrimination in 
complex passages. Bass was clean, powerful and 
dynamic, while the mid was basically quite 
neutral, with decent depth and ambience. A 
trace of 'grit' and 'edge' was noted in the upper 
treble, though in other respects treble sound 

quality was pretty good. Stereo focus was pre
cise, with a good impression of stage width. 

CONCLUSION 
With both an improved sound and better 
technical performance (in particular error cor
rection), the new Yamaha ex series has done 
very well. Since last year the price has also 
dropped considerably, so another Best Buy rating 
is appropriate for the CDX3 and its many blood 
relatives. 

TEST RESULTS 

Channel balance ____ _ 

20Hz I kHz ZOkHz 

0.06dB 0.05dB O.Z6dB 

Stereo �cparauon ____ -103.7dB -IOO.OdB-78.0dB* 

Channel phase dtfft·rence __ 0° 2° 42° 

Toral harmonic dtstonion, OdB_ -101.7dB -84.0d8:j: -82.6dB 

Toral harmontc distortion, -IOdB 

Tot<ll harmomc diswnion, -60dB 

Tow! harmonic diswnion. -80d8 

-83.2dB 

-SO.OdB 

-Z5.9dB 

lntcrmodulanon, 19kHz/ZOkH:, OdB ______ 80.8dB 

lnrermodulauon, 19kHz/20kH:. -IOdB 87 .SdB 

Frequt!ncy response, left channel ____ +O.OldB. -0.67dB 

Frequency response, nght channel ___ +0.02dB, -0.47dB 

Signal,w-no•sc, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted ------ 97dB 

SignaJ,to-nol:.c, CClR/ARM. 1kHz ref ______ -93dB 

OtHput level, OdB, left/right l.9V 

Out pur impdanct' l kohms 

Oc-cmphas•s _____________ _ 

Tr(lck access time ____________ 4.0secs 

Error correction capabi!tty ____ >900,...m gap, >8001--1m dor 

Mechflnical noise fairly low 

Spunae up tO lOOkHz 37 .?dB 

Resolu<ion ot -90dB _____ ,Icft +0.15d8, right +0.63d8 

1-leadphone socket -------------Y<> 

D•mc.:n:.1ons (wxdxh) 34x29.5x9cm 

E:.um�ned t}'pical purcha�e pnce £229 

*Left channd -96./dB, -9/.&18, -78.0JB. oj:Lc[t channd -86.7dB . 

For graph references see issue No 45 



�Special Offer 
£147 EACH+ £15 DELIVERY 

These RAYMOND Cabinets are available in teak, sepele, walnut 
veneer or black, each available in the 4 configurations below:-

With adjustable Hi-Fi 
Shelves plus LP storage space 

R3 With 3 adjustable Hi-Fi shelves 

INTERNAL sizes 19" wide x 
13314'' deep 
EXTERNAL sizes 20'12'' wide x 
3P/4' high x 16" deep 
For our new brochure send 
3 x 13p stamps to:-
The Old Chapel 
282 Skipton Road 
HARROGATE 
Tel No: 500442 
Trade enquires welcome. 

For storing LP's only 

R1 
Showing 1 CD drawer and 2 cassette 

drawers. NB: A unit can take 4 CD 
drawers or 8 cassette drawers 

R4 not shown, is set up as a 
Cocklail Cabinet. All the RAYMONT 
UNITS can be fitted with optional CD 
or cassette drawers at an extra £25 
each. CD drawers hold 84 CD's. 
Cassette drawers hold 57 cassettes. 

THE HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

THE MICHELL CONNECTION 

"The ultimate connectors for all quality speaker cables" 

BANANA PLUG 

fDIRECT SIGNAL TERMINALSl 
THE 

GOLD 
PLATED 

CON"NE"CfiON 

SPEAKER CLIP 
ADAPTOR 

You ain't heard nothin' yet, folks! GET THE CONNECTION I 

For details please write: 

J A Michell Engineering Ud 
Dept NHS. 2 Theobald Street, Borehamwood. Hertford,hire, England 

Telephone 0 1-953 0771 

5 FISHERGATE R OW. PRESTON . LANCS . TELEPH ONE PRESTON (0772) 53057-----t 

''BEST BUYS'' 

ARE OUR 

STOCK�IN-TRADE 

2 YEARS GUARANT EE PARTS & LABOUR 

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY 
FREE CONSULTAT ION AND ADVICE 

FREE MAIL ORDER ON IT EMS OVER £100 

FULL CREDIT FACILITIES 
WRITIEN DETAILS ON REQUEST 

MISSION 

PCM7000 
THE CD PLAYER 
WITH ANALOGUE FEELING 

THE FIRST STEP IN CHOOSING 
A GOOD HI-FI SYSTEM 

IS TO CHOOSE 
A GOOD DEALER 
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I��····�···;;# I 
AR, ADC, AIWA, AKAI, ARISTON, A&R, B&W, BOSE, BO STON 

ACOUSTICS, CASTLE DE NON, DIES IS, DUAL, HAFLER, HARMON 

KARDON, HEYBROOK, JBL, J VC, KEF, LUXMAN, MITSUBISHI, 

MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, MY ST, 

NAD, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, PROTON, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER, 

ROTEL, SPENDOR, TANNOY, T&A, TEAC, THORENS, TRIO, 

WHARFEDALE , YAMAHA 

• DELIVERY SERVICE • INSTALLATION • CAR PARKING 

• MAIL/TELEPHONE ORDERS •INSTANT CREDIT UP T0£1,000 

• ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, A MEX, DINERS CLUB 

45 HIGH STREET. HOUNSLOW. MIDDLESEX 
TEL 01·57075 12 

PETER ELLIS AUDIO 
Always a wide range of superior audio 

products in stock, including: 
Compact Disc Players: Akai, Denon, Fisher, Mission, 
Mitsubishi, Philips, Sansui, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. 

Amplifiers: Castle, Roger s, Kef, Mordaunt Short, 
Whar fedale, Mission 

SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONST RAT ION ROON 
BY APPOINT MENT ONLY 

29 KIRKGATE, NEWARK, NOTTINGHAM 
(0636) 704571 

All Hi-Fi Bought! 

We buy or exchange ALL 2nd 
hand Audio & Video equipment. 

Everything accepted in ANY 
condition - absolutely NOTHING 
refused! 

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 Notting Hill Gate, London W 11 

Open 7 days 1 Oam-8pm 
Tel: 01-727 3538 

READ HI-FI CHOICE 

LISTEN AND MAKE YOUR CHOICE 
Whatever your needs, the" BEST BUYS" are at 

Brentwood Music Hi-Fi Centre 
Ground and First Floor, 21ngrave Road, Brentwood, Essex. 

Tel: (0277) 221210 
Ideally situated- 5 m ins by car from M25/A12 intersection, 

15 m ins from Dartford Tunnel and M11 

* * COMPACT DISC SPECIALIST * * 

AGENCIES INCLUDE: AR, AIWA, ARISTON/QLN, B&W, CASTLE, 
CEMAC, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, DENOi..J, DIESIS, DUAL, 

HARMON/KARDON, JBL, LUX/BRID, MARANTZ, MORDUANT
SHORT, NAKAMICHI, PHILIPS, PROTEN, QED, QUAD, ROTEL, 

RUARK SPE AKERS, SANSUI, TEAC, TRIO, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA. 
CARTRIDGES AND ACCESSORIES FROM THE TOP NAMES. 
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ANDREW THOMSON 

Specialist in HiFi 

6-8 Bonnar Street, Dunfermline, Fife 
Tel: 0383 724541 

3 Whyte Causeway, Kirkcaldy, Fife 
Tel: 0592 205997 

�!!t Q".Wlj QUAD •... ,. Hi-fi for 
sound 

thinkers 

BEEC OOD AUDIO 
6 MARKET STREET 

BRAINTREE 

ESSEX 

3 BRENT GOVER STREET 

BURY ST EDMUNDS 

SUFFOLK 

Tel: 0376 29060 Tel: 0284 68351 

r. Nakamichi �ERIDIAN lrl§•l 
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4V4LON HI-FI 
-- sTUDIO--

MON. TO SAT. 9.30am-5.30pm 
Closed Wednesday. Late night Thursday 

(By Prior appointment) 

The Old Nursery, Butleigh, Glastonbury, 
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370 

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE 
-AlSO-

• Aiwa • Technics • Yamaha • Proton 
• Denon • Sansui • NAD • TEAC 

• Walker • Dual• Sondex • Castle 
• KEF • Tannoy • Celestion 

• Heybrook • Spendor • QED 
• Mordaunt -Short • Rotel 

• Audio Technica • Sennheiser • 

53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex 
Tel: Worthing (09_03) 206820 



Aylesbury Hi-Fi 
Compact Disc Machine Specialists 

We demonstrate products from Audio 
Technica, Philips, Marantz, Denon, Trio, 
Yamaha, Teac, NAD, Meridian, Mission 

Aylesbury Hi-Fi 
9H { 'amhridgt· St.:\� lt•shur�. But·ks 

Td: 02Wl 2H790 

41f Mr ·��r l "t:\ nu. 
Ill'�('�' 1I-U lt� � I"Y 

. � -� 
Appointed stockists of A&R Cambridge, 

Castle, Celestion, Creek Audio, Goldring, Kef, 

Linn, Mordaunt-Short, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 

Rogers, SME, Nakamichi, Ackroyd, Tannoy 

40 Little London, Chichester, W. Sussex 

Telephone 0243 776402 If\ 
(Closed all day Monday) 0 f.:� \ 

W.DARBY&CO 
MAIN DEALER FOR 

SONY, BANG & OLUFSEN, QUAD, YAMAHA, 
REVOX, A&R CAMBRIDGE, THORENS, KEF 

and many more. 

Lockey House, St Peter Street, 
St AI bans, Herts. 

0727-50961 

AUDIO/VIDEO TV SPECIALIST WORKSHOP 
FOR MOST QUALITY MANUFACTURERS. 

\. 

astiVIg:Sct!tcrfL.� 
32 WESTERN ROAD. SI LEONARDS. TEL' 442·975. 

MISSION, DEN ON, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, TRIO, 
YAMAHA, NAD, MARANTZ, TEAC, PHILIPS, 

SANSUI. AIWA 

MANY MORE- DEMONSTRATIONS ANY TIME 

10·141 Mi\IUilrt'S Part Exchange 
Access. Visa 
Credit Facilities 
Open 9-7 Mon-Sat 

I f. I fb lj. e. U 11 . 4 I j 

the hi-fi centre 
OFWILMSLOW 

For Real Quality Listen to: 
QUAD ESL63-34-405 PLUS COMPACT DISC FROM PHI LIPS, 
SONY, TECHNICS, MARANTZ, J.V.C. 

ALSO CHOOSE FROM BANG & OLUFSJ:N, REVOX, J.B.L.., 
A.R., HARMAN KARDON, TEAC, TRIO, BOSE, 
CELESTION, MORDAUNT SHORT, TANNOl', etc. 
e PART EXCHANGE e HOME DEMONSTRATIONS e 
FULL REPAIR FACILITIES IN OUR OWN WORKSHOPS e 
EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT. 

GREEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE 
(0625) Wilmslow 524766 

ACCESS. BARCLA YCARD. DINERS CLUB. AMERICAN EXPRESS 
a CLO.�ICD WEDNESDAY EXCEPT BY APPOINTMENT 

Westwood& Mason (Oxford) Ltd 
HI·FI SPECIALISTS 

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R 1 CELESTION J 
CREEK [ i DEAN :_1 DENON L J DUAL J HEYBROOK. 1 

KEF :_ I LINN SONDEK : J MISSION : J MONITOR 
AUDIO i.J MORDAUNT-SHORT J MUSICAL FIDELITY 
Ll NAIM . J QUAD : J REGA , J ROTEL . I SPENDOR I 

SYSTEMDEK ll TANNOY :.I WHARFEDALE I YAMAHA 
�J BEYER: J FOUNDATION AND TARGET STANDS 

NAGAOKA l J QED . J ORTOFON : i GLANZ , I 
SENNHEISER J SUPEX ! I THORENS I EPOS I 

Demonstrations strictly by appointment 
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD 

Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday 

Warstones 
''Your sole Lbm dealer ·u;_ Ll/• 
iD the area" nt r� 
A&R • CAMBRDGE • 

Stu'""io SPENDOR. MONITOR Ull AUDIO e SANSUI e 
ROGERS e NAKAMICHI e B&W e QUAD 
e R.A.T.A. e SUPEX • DENON • 
ORTOFON e P.S. AUDIO e DUAL 

Hours of opening: 
Mon. Tues. Wed, Sat 10am-6pm 

Thurs. Fri 10am-9pm 
54a Wantones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton 

Tel: Wolverhampton 345114 
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THE BEST BUYS IN BIRMINGHAM 
e AKG, A&R, AR, Ariston, Audio lab, Audio Technica, Beyer, Base, Celestion, Diesis, Dual, 

Gale, Glanz, Goldring, Grado, Helius, Heybrook, KEF, Logic, Linx, Maxell, Meridian, 
Michell, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NVA, Oak, Ortofon, 

Philips, Pink Triangle, Quad, Revolver, Rogers, Rotel, Sondex, Spendor, Systemdek, 
Tannoy, T DK, T horens, Wharfedale. 

eTechnics, Target, Sansiu, QED, Yamaha, Aiwa, Akai, Marantz, Decca, Harman Kardon, 
Sugden, Cambridge Audio. 

ewe cater for a wide range of tastes and budgets by offering carefully selected Hi-Fi 
products from the finest manufacturers . 

e Demonstrations are arranged by appointment in our single speaker demonstration 
room, simulating a domestic environment, to ensure the correct choice of equipment. 

e Most products are covered by a full two year warranty; repairs and manufactures are 
carried out in our own service departments. 

esystems can be installed at homes in the West Midlands area at no extra charge. 

11t\ ALTERNATIVE AUDIO LTD 

I 
• 95 HOBS MOAT ROAD, SOLIHULL, WES T MIDLANDS 892 8JL 

V TEL: SALES 021 742 0254; SERVICE 021 742 0248 
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OPEN HOURS: Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 6pm 

CREDIT T ERMS AVAILABLE (credit brokers) 

SOUND US OUT 

PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT TO 

HEAR ESOTERIC HI-FI IN A RELAXED 

ATMOSPHERE. EVENING AND 

WEEKEND DEMONSTRATIONS. 

eAIR VALVE & MOSFET AMPLIFIERS 

e KIESKI CARTRIDGES e VECTEUR 

CABLE e STAD TURNTABLES 

e AUDIOSTATIC SPEAKERS 

e BEARD AMPLIFIERS e DECCA 

CARTRIDGES e ODDESEY TONEARM 

eJECKLIN HEADPHONES eGLANZ 

CARTRIDGES e PAWEL SPEAKERS 

e NUANCE PRE-AMP e OMEGA

POINT TURNTABLE & TONEARM 

27 CHURCH LANE, BALDERTON 
NEWARK, NOTTS. 

PHONE (0636) 77242 

Your Guide to Good Audio 
in North Buckinghamshire 

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: 
A&R, AUDIOLAB, B&W, CELESTION, 

CREEK, DENON, DUAL, ELITE, HELIUS, 
HEYBROOK, KEF, LINN, MAGNUM, 

MERIDIAN, MISSION/CYRUS, MONITOR 
AUDIO, MORDAUNT SHORT, MUSICAL 

FIDELITY, MYST, NAKAMICHI, 
NYTECH, PINK TRIANGLE, QED, QUAD, 

RATA,ROGERS,ROTEL,SONDEX, 
SYSTEMDEK,TANNOY,WHARFEDALE 

AUDIO INSIGHT, 
53 Wolverton Road, Stony Stratford, 

Milton Keynes. MK11 1 ED 
Telephone 0908 561551 
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CASSETTE DECKS. 

T
he Compact Cassette is very much 
hi-fi's bastard medium, at least on 
ethical grounds. But there is no dis
puting its success, its convenience, 
or the high standards of sound 

quality that can be achieved nowadays- at its 
best, fully comparable with CD or LP disc. The 
unique feature of the medium is of course the 
ability to record, but Musicassettes are now a 
major source of pre-recorded music, outselling 
LPs. Versatility and compactness are the twin 
pillars of the cassette's success. All audio systems 
have begun in the home, but the cassette has 
done for the music industry what the transistor 
did for radio, providing 'go anywhere' flexibility 
in portables, personals and in-car variations. 

Happy enough to sell ever increasing quanti
ties of pre-recorded tapes for new and old appli
cations, the music industry still cannot come 
to terms with the fact that many people use their 
cassette machines to record friends' LPs on 
blank tape, or to record music programmes from 
the radio, so by-passing the significant copyright 
element in the price of pre-recorded material. 
The appearance of 'dubbing decks' containing 
twin mechanisms for copying tape-to-tape (in 
some instances at high speed), or for making 
two simultaneous copies, was greeted by hysteria 
which extended to the High Court, as paranoid 
record company representatives envisioned large 
scale tape piracy and counterfeiting spreading 
to suburbia. Yet the dubbing deck only provides 
a convenient package which extends to musi
cassettes the existing capability to 'steal' from 
LP, CD or radio. 

Unfortunately there is no easy way to prevent 
or compensate for individual 'piracy' without 
penalising the many people who justifiably make 
copies of LPs, COs or musicassettes which they 
have already purchased. Certainly the record 
companies are as blameworthy as cassette deck 
manufacturers. The first 'pirate' LP's were of 
material which the companies had failed to 
release, bought by fans who had happily paid 
copyright fees on the artists' other releases. 
Furthermore, the historical sound quality of 
musicassettes has been so poor that cassette hi-fi 
users were driven by desperation into sourcing 
their own recordings. 

REPLAY 

W
hile there are still plenty of 
grounds for criticism, nowa
days the best musicassettes 
can give very respectable 
quality, so pre-recorded mat

erial certainly deserves to be taken seriously and 
replay-only performance must be considered a 
crucial element. Theoretically, pre-recorded 
cassettes could be as good or even better than 
those made on all but the very best domestic 

decks, as the equipment for mass duplication 
ought to be superior mechanically and electric
ally. However, in practice quality and quantity 
often conflict, and the profits are created by the 
lauer. Nevertheless the end result is often good 
enough to show up limitations in even the very 
best cassette decks, so the ability to get the best 
from musicassettes is a valid assessment for a 
cassette deck. 

The task involves a good quality tape trans
port mechanism and careful alignment of heads 
and electronics. Although international tape 
equalisation and noise reduction standards do 
exist, not all manufacturers are equally good at 
adhering to them. The result is that many decks 
perform less well on replay only than they do 
within the 'closed loop' of record/replay, and our 
reviews pay close attention to this. 

RECORD/REPLAY 

I 
n some ways record/replay is easier than 
replay only, insofar as head alignment 
errors can cancel out and the equalisation 
of one can compensate for the other. 
However, any inherent transport problems 

are likely to be exaggerated, and there is now 
a premium on the quality of the record head, 
particularly if metal tape is likely to be used. 
To get a decent quality recording, a deck needs 
to be accurately aligned electronically for a 
sensible range of different tape types; some 
machines offer variable bias for 'fine tuning' to 
specific tapes for those prepared to take the 
trouble. 

Ergonomics play a part in realising the full 
potential of a deck. Automatic tape type 
selection can help prevent a silly mistake from 
spoiling an important recording- and the sort 
of two-button interactive combination switching 
used on non-automatic budget decks could have 
been especially designed to mislead the unwary 
or hasty. Good quality metering set to the right 
sensitivity level can be a boon, though in time 
and with practice a casseue deck owner will 
probably gradually come to learn the 'right' level 
to get the most signal without compression on 
to a specific type of tape. A few practice runs 
to explore the I imits of the deck and the right 
meter seuings for favourite tape types will be 
most helpful. 

TAPE T YPES 

A
full comparative analysis of 
different brands and types of tape 
will be found m H1-F1 Cho1ce: 
Cassette Decks and Tapes, but is 
beyond the scope of this compen

dium edition. Though there are three formal 
groups of tapes, Types I, 11 and IV, there are 
subgroups within each group which further 

Reviews reprinted from issue No 42 by Noel Keywood 

confuse. In brief, the best advice is to find a tape 
in each group which suits the set-up of the 
recorder, and then stick to it. The very cheap 
ferric tapes are not hi-fi quality, so it is best to 
choose a premium Type I ferric from a reputable 
brand for general use. A Type 11 chrome or 
pseudochrome will give a step up in quality, 
while Type IV metals can turn out to be the 
eat's whisker on some decks, but not work too 
convincingly on others. 

FEATURES 

N
o other component fulfulls a 
button pusher's dream like a 
cassette deck. The bare essentials 
boil down to the transport con
trols, record level and metering, 

tape type selection (which can be automatic), 
and Dol by B noise reduction (necessary for musi
cassette replay but optional for record/replay). 

A host of imaginative inessentials will either 
enhance the enjoyment or baffle the user, 
depending upon temperament. Microphone 
inputs are fast disappearing, but headphone 
sockets remain. Extra noise reduction may be 
Dolby C and dbx, with headroom extension 
from Dolby HX. Electronic logic control may 
supervise an almost silent transport system, 
giving potential for microprocessor controlled 
track search and programming systems, and may 
enable auto-reverse to extend play or record 
times. Bias 'tweaking' enhances tape matching, 
while replay EQ may be trimmed for optimun 
replay response on some machines. The 
manufacturer can choose to spend money on 
a better quality single transport, with a closed
loop capstan system perhaps, or slot in a second 
dubbing transport with all the auendant extra 
complexity. 

Styling is clearly a matter of personal taste, 
but the whole gamut exists from the garish clash 
of multicoloured illuminated display s shouting 
'buy me' off the shop shelf through to the 
deliberately understated or the daringly 
unconventional. Ergonomics vary from the crass 
and confusing to the subtle and effective, 
though take heart from the fact that a purchaser 
will soon learn to use his own particular deck, 
as he would learn to drive a new car. Having 
weighed up the pros and cons and studied our 
reviews, it's not a bad idea to audition one or 
two likely contenders, and a comparison with 
something quite exotic is a good way to establish 
a quality yardstick when trying to assess what 
level of cassette deck will give the desired 
performance. 
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AIWA AD·R450 
AIWA UK L TO. UNIT 2, DUKES ESTATE. WESTERN AVENUE, LONDON W3 OSY. 

· --TELOl-9931672--· 

T
his is Aiwa's least expensive auto
reverse deck , being in effect a 
simplified AD-R550. Although 
Aiwa have omitted some gadgets, 
the deck still has fast auto-reverse 

and rhe ability to record on reverse. Consequen
tly the R450 provides a full 90 minutes unin
terrupted recording rime from a C90 cassette, 
and same from a complete pre-recorded musicas
sette. Fast-reverse means that the machine 
doesn't attempt to play or record a cassette's 
leader rape - it reverses immediately upon 
'seeing' it . Auto-start from an external rimer is 
provided too. 

Aiwa pur the transport control buttons on a 
flat ledge at the front of the machine; though 
attractive, this layout does make the machine 
virtually unusable on high shelves and it also 
coliecrs dust. 

The deck retains automatic tape type sensing 
- a facility useful to the point of being vital 
in my opinion. lr also has adjustable bias for 
fine tuning the performance of ferric and 
chrome rapes so they match properly, but the 
'metal' bias setting remains fixed, unfortunately. 
Tape counter is mechanical and without a zero
stop. Both Dolby B and C noise reduction 
systems are fitted, bur nor HX Pro as on the 
R550. 

Transport control buttons are large and linked 
in with logic. They were very easy to use and 
the machine in general worked smoothly and 
silently and felt well built. 

LAB REPORT 
Freedom from reverse azimuth error allowed the 
R450 to give full treble output up to 10kHz from 
a replay rest rape, in forward and reverse. Above 

10kHz output falls away slowly, as the replay 
frequency response graph shows. Dol by B replay 
tracking was correct in both directions too. Pre
recorded musicassettes should not, therefore, 
sound dull and muffled on this deck , when 
played in either direction. 

Speed was correct in both directions too, but 
replay-only speed stability deteriorated from very 

good forward (0.07% wow) to average in reverse 
(0.12% wow). Much the same effect occurred 
when recording,  the transport exhibiting more 
low rate wow in reverse than when going 
forward, primarily at 2Hz and 6Hz. Generally 
though, fluner was low, as was modulation noise, 
and in essence this is a high quality transport.  

Low noise and very low hum figures (especially 
at 100Hz and 150Hz) were measured in the 
replay amplifiers, enabling musicassettes to be 
played without interference from this source. 
Similarly, bias and record amp noise proved low 
so recordings will not suffer from machine
generated hiss. Chrome tape gave a low- 73dB 
hiss level with Dolby C in action, but Aiwa fix 
OVU a bit low (- 3dB below 200nW b/m) so 
chrome recordings made to OVU will have about 
-70dB hiss with Dolby C, in practice. 

lape overload figures were, surprisingly, almost 
as good at 10kHz as those for the HX Pro
equipped R550. Frequency response for metal 
rape had rising treble (see graph), an effect 
emphasised by Dol by. Metal tapes like TDK MA 
and Sony ES will sound distinctly bright on this 
deck . 

Bias adjustment was sufficienr with ferric and 
chrome tapes to match the machine to awkward 
high performance tapes like Maxell XL-IS and 
BASF CR-Mll, in addition to all other makes, 
so tape compatibility is excellent . 

SOUND QUALITY 
Bright tonal balance with metal tape (TDK MA) 
emphasised, as usual, other small problems such 
as HF distortion and flutter, which combined 
to produce gritty high level treble, which 
became wearing after a while. Speed stability 
was fine for critical programme. 

TDK SA gave very neutral tonal balance, with 
slightly 'fluffy ' HF due to saturation; speed 
stability was again fine. There was enough bias 
adjustment range for BASF CR-MII, which was 
preferred for low hiss and excellent speed 
stability - even for critical organ program. 

Ferric rape (TDK AD) gave little distortion 
and even tonal balance, with well differentiated 

treble. It was very enjoyable. The <Jura-reverse 
system proved extremely fast - less than a 
crochet beat I am told! 

Only slight contamination by high-rate wow 
was discerned with musicassettes. Otherwise, 
tonal balance proved even and low level fine 
derail was retrieved with unusual effectiveness. 
Imaging was a bit one-dimensional bur we still 
felt the machine made compelling listening. 

SUMMARY 
The AD-R450 is a gadget-free auto-reverse deck 
of excellent basic specification. In addition to 
its 'fast-reverse' and reverse recording, there are 
numerous other useful features, such as 
automatic tape-type sensing, plus fine bias 
tuning for perfect rape matching with ferries and 
chromes- even the most awkward1 There is no 
fine bias adjustment for metals though, which 
unfortunately didn't march too well on the 
review machine, sounding very hright. 

Fidelity with pre-recorded rnusic<Jsserres was 
fine in both directions of play. Recordings on 
ferric and chrome tape reached a high standard 
too, variable bias being a boon here. We felt this 
was an excellent machine. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of pre-recorded musicasscttcs 
Frequency re�p'm"c 2411:-11.0kl !: \'en· l.!•'•ld 
Spl.'cd :lCClJI':\C\' _ +0.11''0 VI.'T\ gooll 
No1<:c.· -61JB .�uod 
Record/replay using blank tape 
Frequency rc"pl'n�c. ferric 2(1J-h-14.0kll: g,lod 
Frequency rcspon�e. chrome ____ ZOII:-l).Okll: n:rv gmxl 
Frequency n.:�pomc. mct,d 2011:-16.0kll: verY gond 
Stereo separation - 45JB ,wcmge 

D1-.tor11on _O.R% j.!ood 
Notse 5)dfi �oc,.._l 
Speed vanarion� 0.06% gt•od 
Modulanon no1�e 40dB guo • .l 
Flutter energy (hand lt.:v�.:l) -15dB \'Cn gnoJ 
MOL. feme, 3151\z/IOkll: ___ +1.8JB/ 6.(\\B good 
MOL. chnunc, 31)1Jz/10kll:_ --l.dtiB/ 7.0JB �l<JT 
MOL. mewl, 31Sihfl0kHz --�-4 ZdP.I-l.SdB \'en· rnor 
Input/output perform;�nce 
Line 111 sen-,ittvlty/n\·erlnall __ ______ )0m\''>3V 
MIC tnpll( sen�lt1V1ty/ovnlc1ad mV·' mV 
Outpur level _____________ 450mV 
Tvpical pricl.' me VAT i160 

For graph references see issue No 42 
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c A s s E T T E D E c K s 

AIWAADR550 
AI \V AUK LTD. UN I T 2, DUKES ESTATE, WESTERN A VENUE, LONDON W3 OSY. 

· --TELOI-993 1672-- · 

A 
iwa's auro-reverse AD-R550 has a 
black finish and possesses a 
colourful array of lights, legends 
and displays. It is distinguished by 
having Dolby HX-Pro headroom 

expansion in addition ro the more usual Dolby 
B and C systems. HX-Pro is not a noise 
reduction system like Dolby B and C; instead 
it allows high frequencies ro be recorded ro 
higher maximum levels on tape, before overload 
occurs. 

Tape types are automatically selected, which 
is a valuable feature. However, there's no manual 
over-ride so old metal tapes without sensing slots 
are incorrectly seen as chrome and cannot be 
recorded. A fine-tune bias control provides tape 
matching with ferric and chrome - always a 
very useful feature. As new tapes appear, the 
deck can be adjusted to suit them . 

Tape position is indicated by a four-digit 
flourescent tape counter and a music search 
facility is included. Unfortunately, the tape 
counter reverts ro zero when the machine is 
turned off and on again. The auto-reverse system 
can be set to allow once-only or continuous play 
or record of one side of the tape followed by the 
other. 

Record level is adjusted with a horizontal 
stereo fader with a separate balance control 
above it. Meters are fluorescent bargraph types 
of -20dB to SdB range and reasonable resolu
tion. Tests showed they gave accurate readings 
of peak levels on transients. 

A rear-lit cassette compartment allows the 
position of the tape to be seen easily. Our only 
reservation concerning styling was that it is 
necessary to operate the deck from above 
because the tape transport controls were situated 
on the protruding platform, which itself is given 
to collecting dust. The deck felt solidly built 
and operated quietly and smoothly. 

LAB REPORT 
A iwa have set peak record level (OVU) to - 3dB 
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below Dolby, which is roo low for modern tape 
and peak-read meters. T his results in higher tape 
hiss but low distortion. Our test results bear this 
out, with hiss around -66dB and average disror
tion at 0.7%. Other tests showed that the deck 
is inherently no noisier than usual and that bias 
has been set sensibly to give balanced maximum 
output levels at middle and high frequencies. 
However, Dol by HX-Pro gave less treble improve
ment on this deck than it did on the AD-F990. 

All record sensitivities were !dB out using lEC 
Primary Reference Tapes. Ferric and metal 
settings could usefully have been better in this 
respect. Dolby affected frequency response badly 
at low levels with IEC-type ferric tapes, produc
ing a curve humped at 300Hz and falling treble 
and bass either side. Low level musical passages 
will sound dull as a result . Results were much 
better with chrome and metal tapes, although 
slight treble lift will make high level program 
a bit bright. In spite of these observations 
though, all record/replay responses were 
considered good. 

Replay frequency response, Dolby B tracking 
and speed accuracy were all well set , allowing 
this deck to give good fidelity with modern pre
recorded cassettes. Speed stability in the form 
of wow was good, but an equivalent level of 
-21dB (9% disrortion) for flutter sidebands 
suggests audible muddle and was not impressive. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Metal tape gave a neutral tonal balance, apart 
from 'woofy ' bss - probably caused by a sub
sonic peak on this deck. A degree of 'thinness' 
on saxophone and male voice was audible too. 
These effects were minor though. There was a 
sense of pitch 'diffusion' ro sustained organ 
notes, due to low-rate speed variation (drift/ 
wow). Additionally, some roughness was noticed 
due to flutter sidebands, which had an 
equivalent level of -21d8. 

Using TDK SA chrome-bias tape, the AD
R550 sounded 'thin' and 'cold'. Treble roughness 

and splash on sibilants was again detected -
probably due to flutter distortion (9%). Diffuse 
pitch was also evident. Increasing bias usefully 
resulted in a warmer sound. Ferric tape again 
had a 'woofy' bass quality and sounded dull at 
normal bias. This robbed music of a sense of 
articulation. Again, decreasing bias improved 
matters. 

Replay quality was bright, detailed and open. 
Few decks veered in this direction,  so we were 
pleasantly surprised. Tonal balance was a bit 
artificially forward, but this did result in an 
excellent sense of attack when playing pre
recorded cassettes. l magery was good roo. 

SUMMARY 
As auto-reverse cassette decks go, the AD-R550 
has some substantial strengths. Dolby HX-Pro, 
variable bias for accurate tape matching and 
excellent replay performance combined to 
eclipse the performance of potential competi
tors. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of prt•·recorded musicassenes 
Frequency response 201-1:-llkHz good 

Speed accuracy -
--,-,---,-

------- +0.3% very good 
Reford/rcplay using blank tape 
Frequency response, fcrric ______ 20H:-15kH: very good 

Frequency response. chrome 20Hz-17kH: very good 

Frequency responst>, metal 20H:-17kH: very good 
Stereo :.cparat1on SldB g()(xl 
Dh>mnion 0.76% good 
lape h1ss. feme 65dB poor 
Tape h1ss, chrome 66dB aver.:tgt· 
Tape h1:.s, metal 66dB average 
Speed vanarions (wow and tlutrcr) 0.07% good 
Modulation noise - J9dB average 
Fluuer eneq!y (band kvcl) 24dB average 
MOL, fcrnc, 315Hzi!Okl-l: +4.5JB/-!OdB average 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/!OkH: ___ +0.5dB/-7dB average 
MOL, meral, 315H:/10kl-l: ___ +4.5dB/-0.5dB average 
Input/output performance 
Line m scn�tttvtty/ovcrload 

c
------

----=�
50mV/�V 

Mic mpur :.cnstttv ny/ovcrload _______ ,Q .25mV/.32mV 
Oucpm level 380mV 
Typical price inc VAT £199 

For graph references see issue No 42 



c A s s E T T E D E c K s 

AIWAADF990 
AIWA UK LTD, UNIT2, DUKES ESTATE , WESTERN AVENUE, LONDON W30SY 

· -- TELOJ-9931672--· 

C
urrently Aiwa's top-of-the-range 
model, the ADF900 incorporates 
Dolby HX-Pro 'headroom expan
sion' as well as the usual B and C 
noise reduction systems. HX-Pro 

allows higher treble recording levels by dynamic 
variation of bias. In addition to this, the 990 
has an automatic tape ea! ibration system that 
records a short sequence of tones on to tape; 
the machine monitors these and makes a series 
of internal adjustments which allow it to give 
its best restuls with a wide variety of tape 
formulations. 

Tape selection is automatic, catering for ferric, 
chrome and metal tape types. The auto tape 
matching system successfully accepted old metal 
tapes (without sensing slots) in the chrome 
position, giving perfect results. The adjustment 
range of this system is obviously very wide. 
Dolby selection is also automatic but this can 
be manually over-ridden, 

Tape transport controls are positioned on a 
dust-collecting platform which protrudes from 
the bottom edge of the fascia paneL Associated 
logic allowed 'punch-in' recording from play 
mode and immediate fast reverse from record 
mode. Cue/review was also incorporated. 

Record level is adjusted automatically but it 
is also possible to adjust the level manually using 
an electronically stepped attenuator which 
clicks (literally!) up, or down, i,n 2dB steps. 

This is a stylish, well-built machine. It has 
an excellent tape counter which also displays 
time remaining on tape. Bright blue fluorescent 
record level meters have good resolution and 
tests showed that they accurately indicate 
transients and low and high frequency signals. 
The multiplicity of buttons and lights were a 
bit confusing at times, but Aiwa seem to have 
forgotten nothing on this flagship product. 

LAB REPORT 
Replay frequency response, Dolby B tracking 
head height and speed were all accurately set, 
guaranteeing good fidelity with pre-recorded 
cassettes. 

Speed stability was excellent in all areas, 

except for the presence of 5Hz wow sidebands 
at -19dB. The ear/brain is very sensitive to wow 
at this frequency and it is the sort of thing that 
is audible on organ and piano in particular. 
Otherwise, little energy was lost into flutter, 
equivalent level measuring - 31dB, or 3% dis
tortion. This is far lower than most decks and 
results in improved clarity by reducing mush. 
Conventional distortion was otherwise extrem
ely low at all frequencies, with an average value 
of just 0.6%. 

Peak record level (OVU) has been set - 3dB 
below Dolby flux, even though the meters 
accurately peak read. Our noise figures, being 
relative to OVU, are therefore poor. Aiwa put 
advisory peak level legends on the record display 
though and if these are followed, noise levels 
will be no different from those of other good 
decks. 

Due to DATA tape tuning and Dolby HX-Pro, 
maximum output level values in the mid-band 
and at high frequencies were very high. For 
example, the IEC I (ferric) Primary Reference 
Tape had +4dB extra treble headroom than is 
usual, with no loss in mid-band headroom. 
Record/replay frequency responses were 
extremely flat with all tape types, as the graphs 
show, Identical results were obtained with either 
Dolby B or C switched in, which is a very 
impressive result. 

The ADF990 had an exemplary measured per
formance, except for 5Hz wow with a sideband 
level of -19dB. This was one niggling blemish. 

SOUND QUALITY 
On high level programme without sustained 
piano notes, it was difficult to tell the differ
ence between the ADF990 and Compact Disc, 
when using metal tape ( TDK MA). The sound 
was generally clean and open, with excellent 
tonal balance. Some harshness, due to flutter 
sidebands, was occasionally detected. Sustained 
piano notes were heard to wobble too, due to 
5Hz wow. In spite of these effects though, we 
had to be impressed by reproduction from this 
machine. 

Type 11 'chrome' tapes also gave good results, 

but sounded 'softer ' than metal and treble com
pression was occasionally detected as softening 
'top', The sound was a bit less hard than that 
of metal and was liked. 

Ferric tape sounded a bit brittle, like metal, 
and noise was higher, but performance was still 
excellent. 

Replay quality with pre-recorded cassettes was 
excellent, but again we noticed the 'jelly-like' 
quality to pitch that slow-rate wow produces. 
Otherwise, there was good imagery, plenty of 
attack on transients and eveJ1 tonal balance. No 
degradation occured at low levels with Dolby 
B engaged. 

Finally, a faint rumble was heard, which 
analysis defined as lf energy around 20Hz. This 
should rarely be annoying, bur is strange for a 
cassette deck. 

SUMMARY 
The ADF990 gave impressive sound quality for 
the cassette medium, with all tape types and 
with pre-recorded musicassettes. It is an impres
sive deck. But though the '990 benefits from 
its dual capstan drive, Aiwa could further hone 
the speed stability performance to keep this deck 
up with the leaders. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of prc�rccordcd musicasscttes 

Fn.:quency rc ... pon�c ______ 20H:-20.0kll: very good 
Speed accumcy 0.15('u wry good 
Recordlrt'play U.!>ing blank !ape 

Frequency n.:-.pon�c, f�.:mc 221-1:-IS.Okl l: very good 
Frequency re�pomc, chrome 21H:-18.0k/-l: v..:ry good 

Frequency n.:sponsc, metal 251-1:-16.0kH: v..:ry good 

Srereo scp�r,uion 52JB good 

[h�rortion 0.6% good 

T'1pc h1:,�. feme 65JB poor 

Tape his�. chromo.' 69dB poor 

T.'lpe hb�. mewl 66dB d\'t.::rage 

Speed v;ma11on� O.I'X .. good 

Modulat10n nobe 41dB good 

Flutter energy (band kwl) 34dB very gooJ 

MOL, feme, 3l5Hz/10kH: ___ +4.0dB/-6.0dB very go1..x.l 

MOL. chrome, 315Hz/IOkH: ___ +I.OdB/-6.0dB good 
MOL, metal, 3151-lz/IOkH: ___ +4.4dB/-l.OdB gonJ 

Input/output performance 
Line 1n Sl'lbltlVIty/overloaJ 52mV/-V 
Nhc mput �emtrivity/nverlor�d ________ lmV/65mV 

Owput levd 330mV 

Typical pnce lllC VAT £350 

For graph references see issue No 42 
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c A s s E T T E D E c K s 

AKAIHX·A201 
AKA! (UK) L T D. UNI T 12. HASLEMERE HEATH ROW ESTAT E, SILVER jUBILEE WAY. HOUNSLOW, 

· --MIDDLESEX. TEL: 01-897 6388-- · 

T
his budget Akai deck has Dolby C 
noise reduction, but not the logic
controlled transport of the 'A3, nor 
its attractive blue fluorescent 
display s. Instead, the transport 

buttons are mechanically inter! inked, enabling 
fast reverse to be selected from fast forward, for 
example. However, more awkward changes, like 
fast reverse from recording mode are not possible, 
and the buttons were a bit stiff and clanky. They 
were poorly identified too, having sy mbols 
impressed directly into the grey plastic surface 
without any distinguishing colour. 

Simple record level meters have three green 
and two red LEDs on each channel to cover a 
recording range of -lSdB to +3d B. Because of 
adjustment, the maximum +3dB LED was in 
fact about equivalent to +6dB on most 
machines, which is needed to show the upper 
recording limit for metal tapes. 

Tape ty pe selection is manual, while the 
counter is an unlit mechanical ty pe without a 
zero stop function. Akai fit a headphone socket 
and twin microphone inputs, while auto-start 
from an external timer is also possible. 

LAB REPORT 
Head azimuth of the review sample had been 
perfectly set, which is rare at these price levels. 
As a result of this - and absolutely correct 
replay equalisation in the machine's electrical 
circuits - replay frequency response was 
virtually ruler-flat from 100Hz right up to 18kHz! 
Some bass boost occurs below 100Hz. 

The replay amplifiers were very quiet and 
relatively hum-free. Head height had been set 
accurately enough for good track alignment, 
resulting in low crosstalk. Speed accuracy was 
adequate and replay speed stability respectable 
at the price. Regular but slight speed warble was 
obvious and spectral analy sis showed this was 
due to capstan eccentricity (7Hz). Flutter was 
also seen, but both were relatively low. 

Record/replay speed stability, where transport 
defects become additive (record plus replay) 

amplified the capstan wow phenomena a little 
and brought up flutter to a level of -28dB, 
which is still fairly respectable for a budget 
single-capstan unit. 

The head suffered no more distortion than 
usual (1.2% overall) with the high bias and signal 
levels required for metal tape, and record bias 
noise was low. Dolby C didn't quite manage 
-20dB of noise reduction, so record bias noise 
was sub-optimal by + 2dB at - 71dB, with 
chrome (BASF CR-Ell) tape. This is a small and 
acceptable degradation though, and basically, 
the HX-A20J does give low noise with quiet 
tapes. 

Tape overload figures (MOLs/SATs) showed 
well-set bias and reasonable head performance 
again. Chrome sensitivity was set (-2.2dB) for 
Japanese pseudo-chrome tapes such as Sony 
UCX, and record equalisation was set for them 
too. Such tapes should be used for best results 
with Dolby operative. Frequency response was 
flat for commonly available ferric and metal 
tapes, and so was sensitivity. As a result, Dolby 
tracking proved perfect. 

The Akai HX-A20J measured unusually well 
in �11 areas- l really could nor fault it at the 
price. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Strong, deep bass gave musicassette reproduction 
an uncommon feeling of dimension or weight. 
There was obvious treble extension and a fine 
sense of detailing with good recordings. Loss of 
precision and depth was noted - but only 
against a Nakamichi Dragon! Low level musical 
passages were not dulled appreciably. Slight hum 
was noticed. 

With Sony ES the HX-A20J gave first class 
recordings, reasonably free of 'wiriness' and 
other vices. Slight pitch corruption was detected 
with violin and piano on occasion, introducing 
a 'broken' sound, as is to be expected with 
budget machines. There was the usual small loss 
of clarity too. Otherwise, the sound was beyond 
serious criticism. Hum was again evident. 

Chrome tape (Sony UCX) gave a softer, more 
rounded presentation than metal, with 
suppressed treble and some obvious coarseness 
of pitch. lr had a slightly 'wiry ' quality. As usual, 
ferric tape (TDK AD) sounded similarly muted 
and vague in its upper registers, but on balance 
it gave very respectable results in this Akai. 

SUMMARY 
The HX-A20J is a budget deck with an absolute 
minimum of frills, albeit retaining Dol by C noise 
reduction. It has a fairly attractive appearance, 
free from the gaudy 'lights and legends' look so 
common on budget products. 

Measured performance was exemplary in all 
areas, well beyond what is normally expected 
at the price. It was capable of getting the best 
out of pre-recorded musicassenes, lacking the 
usual dull, muddled and imprecise sound 
common to budget decks. 

Similarly, recordings reached a very good 
standard with ferric, chrome and metal tapes. 
If Akai can maintain this performance in 
production, the HX-A20J will be an almost 
unbeatable bargain for those with a strictly 
limited budget. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of prc·recordcd rnusicasscucs 

Fr�qucncy re:.pome 321 l:-20.0kl !: v�..'ry �ood 

Speed accumcy __________ +0.7% gonJ 

N(ll!oC ____________ -)9JB <WCr.:!f!C 

RcconVreplay using blank tape 
Frequency response. ferric lOH:-l6.0kH: H'ry gu<xl 

Frequency response. chrome lOH:-lS.OkH: very good 

Fn:quency response, meral ZOH:-lS.OkH: very good 

Srereo sep;.muion .:; IJB good 

Distortion 1.2% average 

No1sc - 53JB gooJ 

Speed vmwrion� 0.10% good 
M{1dubrion nobt' 38dB average 
Fluner energy (b1nd kve\) 28JB good 
MOL. ferric. 3\SH:/IOkHz ___ +3.0JB/-7.0dB gooJ 
MOL. chrome, 315Hz/IOkH: ___ -1.5dB/-7.0JB very poor 
MOL, metal. 3151\z/IOkll: ___ +Z.OdR/+O.OdB poor 
Input/output performance 

Line m sensltivity/ovcrload 
-

,---------:-
80mV/>3 V 

Mic input sensitivity/overload 0 .3mV/30mV 
Output level 420mV 

Typ1c1l price inc VAT £99 

For graph references see issue No 42 
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c A s s E T T E D E c K s 

DEN ON DR·M22 
HAY DEN LABORATORIES l TD, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL , CHALFONTST PETER, BUCKS . 

· --TEL (07 53) 88844 7 -- · 

T
his deck felt very like a Nakamichi 
in design philosophy. lt had none 
of the gadgets or multiple music 
search systems that currently adorn 
nearly all Japanese decks - instead, 

there are certain key features that provide better 
sound quality, most notably closed-loop dual
capstan drive, user-adjustable bias, and three 
heads (like the Nakamichi BX-300). The DR
M22 also resembles the Nakamichi in having 
a satin-black fascia and no microphone inputs. 

Denon have very usefully incorporated auto
matic tape selection, but without any override 
to accommodate old metal tapes without 
sensing slots. (This means they cannot be 
recorded properly, but can be replayed). The 
transport buttons are very neatly laid out in a 
horizontal row and clearly identified with big 
symbols. Full logic allows the transport to 
punch-in record and to rewind straight from play 
mode. It worked quickly and smoothly when 
changing mode like this. 

Double-Dolby B and C noise reduction has 
been fitted, plus a bright fluorescent tape 
counter with zero stop memory. Bright, fluores
cent record level indicators read music peaks 
accurately and have OVU set to Dol by flux level 
-a good position. Double-Dolby is needed with 
three-head decks so that the off-tape monitor 
signal can be decoded whilst another Dolby 
section is encoding the record signal. 

The DR-M22 was easy and satisfying to use. 
It is a rarity amongst Japanese decks, being 
clearly designed primarily to sound rather than 
look good. 

LAB REPORT 
Replay frequency response, shown in the graph, 
had slowly but steadily falling treble, which can 
marginally detract from the perceived attack and 
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definition in music from pre-recorded cassettes. 
The loss at 10kHz was -2.5dB. Replay speed 
was fast at + L2o/o, an amount that is just notice
able when a cassette has previously been played 
at the right speed. 

Closed loop, dual capstan drive wasn't quite 
as effective on this machine as it was on 
Pioneer's CT-A9 or the expensive Nakamichi 's, 
but it did still eliminate sharp flutter peaks, as 
it should. Denon DXM metal tape introduced 
its own flutter, measuring -23dB on the DR
M22 which is poor, but TDK SA took the figure 
down to -30dB, which is relatively good; BASF 
Ch1·om liS would have been even better. Some 
wow was measurable too, but on the whole 
Denon's transport was superior to the usual 
standard expected. 

Bias had been set to give conventional over
load ceilings in the centre position of the con
trol. Increasing bias gave rather poor treble 
saturation figures with ferric and chrome of 
-12dB or worse. Record/replay frequency re
sponses were very flat with IEC Primary Refer
ence tapes, bias being set at its centre detent 
position. Bias change had virtually no effect 
upon meral tape frequency response, but because 
metal tapes are all much alike in frequency dep
endent sensitivity, this doesn't matter much. All 
Denon tapes gave wide, flat responses, like those 
shown here, using just fine bias adjustment. 

BASF Chrom liS needed full bias, whereupon 
treble rose above 10kHz to+ 2dB at 20kHz. This 
will reduce its treble saturation ceiling to some 
extent, because centre-position bias gave IEC 
tape MOL:s where treble saturation is fairly low 
to start with. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Using Denon DXM metal tape, treble had a 
slightly rough quality with normal bias, so full 

bias was used. Sound quality was particularly 
clear, relaxed and unfatiguing. There was plenty 
of insight into a performance and fine stereo 
imagery. Treble quality did, however, show itself 
tinged with flutter distortion. We felt TDK MA 
gave a slightly cleaner sound than Denon DXM 
tape, because of low flutter. 

Ferric DX-3 had neutral tonal balance but 
lacked real incision to attack. However, as with 
the other tapes, overall quality was very good 
and listening was pleasurable. 

Replay performance wasn't as well defined as 
possible, muddying of strings and loss of 
immediacy being heard. Imagery and speed 
stability were good, though. 

SUMMARY 
Because of the very clean inherent sound this 
deck gave, we heard some flutter, but still felt 
the DR-M22 was a fine machine. Replay-only 
performance could have been better, though. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay o( pre,recordcd musicassencs 
Frequency tl!spon�c 1011:-7 .Okll: avemgc 

Spn: .. l accurJ.cy + 1.2% aVt.'rJgc 

Record/replay using blank tape 
Frcqul!ncy re:.pome, ft:mc 2 5H:-ZO.OkH: very good 
Frequency response, chrome 2 5Hz-20.0kllz VL'TY gocd 
Frequency response, metal 2 5H:-20.0kH: very good 
Stereo separatton SidB poor 
Otsrorllon 4.5% very poor 

h'lpe hiss, ferric -70JB very good 

h'lpc his�, chroml' -72c!B very good 

T.tpl' hb�. metal 71dB very good 

Spc.:ed vrm<1tion� 0.1% got:.xl 
MoJulaoon noi�c 3 5JB poor 
Fluu("r energy (band level) -30dB very good 

MOL, ferric, 31SII:fl0kH: ___ +3.7dB/-9.8dB avl:'r.tge 
MOL, chrome, 3151-\:f!OkH: ___ +0.2JB/-8.8dB average 
MOL. mcral, 3151-\:flOkH: ___ +3.6dBf-1.2dB poor 
lnputloutput performance 
Lme m S("n�ntvtryfoverload ________ 85mV/-V 
Mtc input senstt 1\'ttyfoverloaJ NONE 
Output kvd 750mV 
Tvptcal pncc me VAT £24j 

For graph references see issue No 42 



c A s s E T T E D E c K s 

DEN ON DR·M33HX 
HAYDEN LABORATORIES L TO, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTER HILL, CHALFONT ST PETER, BUCKS. 

· --TEL (0753) 888447-- · 

N 
or surprisingly, the DR-M33HX 
sits in Denon's range between the 
DR-M22 and DR-M44HX, 
borrowing features from each. It 
uses the dual capstan drive of the 

'22, without the '44's direct drive motor. The 
independent but siamesed record and replay 
heads are employed here to good effect and the 
'33HX has Dolby HX Pro to enhance recording 
quality, as well as Dolby B and C noise 
reduction. The HX Pro circuit modulates bias 
according to signal conditions, in theory to 

increase treble overload headroom. However, 
manufacturers have a lot of leeway to determine 
what they want from this system, and it appears 
that Denon have increased standing bias to 
improve midband headroom too, trading off 
some potential treble benefits in the process. 
Bias is also user-adjustable. 

The cassette compartment is usefully back
lit and tape type selection remains automatic, 
the latter facility, along with logic control, 
makes this deck very easy to use. Denon include 
their familiar bright blue fluorescent display 
panel, with its warnings and status legends, long 
record-level indicators and a tape counter, which 
reads elapsed rime and has a zero-stop. 
Microphone inputs are not fitted. 

LAB REPORT 
The 1985 Denon had more accurate replay 
frequency response, giving better sound quality 
with musicassettes as a result. The graph for the 
'33HX shows treble output level up to 10kHz, 
after which a roll-off occurs. Hiss in the replay 
amplifiers was adequately low at - 58dB, or 
-68dB with Dolby B, and there was negligible 
hum. Replay speed was correct and speed 
stability fine. 

A small amount of wow (0.07%) affected 
recordings, analysis showed equal 4Hz and 6Hz 
components. A small flutter peak exists at 40Hz 
too, but there was little energy in it, flutter-band 
energy measuring a good - 29dB. The analysis 
spectra clearly showed the usual low-flutter 
benefits of twin capstan drive. At a low -43dB, 

modulation noise further confirmed the value 
of dual capstan drive on this series of decks. 

Denon have obviously set up the '33HX to 
meet IEC requirements accurately, including the 
unconventionally low IEC II chrome tape 
sensitivity value. As a result, the '33HX has 
accurate Dolby tracking with BASF CR-EII 
chrome and low sensitivity (IEC normalised) 
pseudo-chromes like TDK SA. It is not suited 
to high sensitivity chromes like TDK HX-S, 
SAX, Maxell XL-liS and the like. Metal and 
ferric sensitivities were exactly to IEC II and IEC 
IV specification . 

The graphs clearly show perfectly flat 
frequency response with IEC-type blank tapes, 
at centre-bias. Bias adjustment range was just 
sufficient to accommodate very awkward tapes 
like BASF LH-MI (ferric) and CR-Mll (super
chrome), both needing full bias for flat response. 
Dolby tracking was excellent with all tape types. 
Midrange overload levels were very high, 
especially on chrome. For treble, they were good, 
if not exceptional (see the MOLs in the test 
results). Coupled with low hiss and hum, these 
characteristics give the '33HX an excellent 
dynamic range. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Musicassette sound quality was extremely good, 
with a rigid grip kept on tempo. Piano had slight 
'wateriness ', but this was slight . Rock and 
classical musicassettes benefitted equally, 
displaying little of the rhythmic vagueness so 
common with cassette generally. Upper treble 
softness was noted and the sense of razor-sharp 
definition was lost from images and transients. 

Maxell MX metal gave very smooth and clear 
recordings, again with near perfect pitch 
stability. There was a small loss of inner detail 
on such instruments as maraccas and the 
delivery was just a trifle too mellifluous. Sony 
ES added some bite and verve, but with slight 
'jumpiness' to treble, heard on cymbals and the 
like. Cymbals did, however, ring strongly and 
clearly, undiluted by flutter. 

BASF CR-Mll super-chrome (bias set near 

maximum) retained inner and transient derail 
better than the metals, but had some bass 
emphasis and lost some of the solidity and 
sparkle of cymbals. R�:sults were again superb 
though, and right up to metal standards. All 
recordings were made with Dolby B. 

Hiss became a bit of a nuisance with ferries 
(TDK AD and BASF !...H-MI), so Dolby C was 
used here. Quality was outstanding for ferric 
tape, being clearer, easier and more stable to 
listen to than most decks with metal tape. 

SUMMARY 
A high performance dual capstan deck, the 
'33HX has a few extras compared with the DR
M22, most notably Dol by HX Pro, which 
increases overload margins and dynamic range, 
putting it nn a par with the '44HX in this 
respect. User adjustable bias gave the deck broad 
tape matching, and recoramg performance 
measured well in all areas. This deck delivered 
excellent record/replay sound quality and, 
equ�.lly, it played musiC'lssettes unusually well, 
providing a pitch-stable, tightly defined sound 
better than most competitors by a significant 
margin. Since the '33HX is also .1 Jelight to use, 
it rates very highly indeed. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of prc�recorded musicasscnes 
Frequency respon:::.c _______ 20l-lz-ll.OkH::: good 

Speed accumcy +0.1% very good 

N(ltSe 58JB avcmge 

Record/replay using blank tape 
Frequency response, ferric 22Hz-18.0kHz very good 
Freqw.:ncy response, chmme 221-fz.JS.OkHz very good 

Frequency response, nu.:t<�l Z2Hz-\9.0kH::: very good 
Stereo separation SOdB good 

Distortion 0.5% very good 

Noi�e -5 JdB good 

Spc.:ed variation� 0.07% good 

Modulauon noise 4 Jc!B wry good 

Flutter energy (band level) 29dB good 

MOL. fwic, 315Hz/lOkJ-Io ___ +4.7dB/-3.5dB vocy good 

MOL, chrome, 315Hz/\OkHz ___ +).OdB/-6.0dB very good 
MOL. met<�!. 315Hz/10kHz ___ +6.0dB/+0.5dB average 
Input/output performance 
Line in sensitiviry/overload ________ 80mVI>3 V 
Mic input semitiviry/overload ________ -mVI-mV 
Output level 700mV 
Typtcal pnce inc VAT £320 

For graph references see issue No 42 
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c A s s E T T E D E c K s 

JVCKD·X2 
JVC (UK) L TD, )VC HOUSE, 12 PRIESTLEY WAY, ELDONWALL TRADING ESTATE, STAPLES CORNER, 

· ---LONDON NW2 7 A F. TEL: 01-4 50 3 280--- · 

T
he JVC KD-X2 is a budget 
machine, carefully built to balance 
performance and economy of 
contruction. The record level 
meters use individual LEDs and 

transport control buttons are a conventional 
mechanical linked array which JVC have called 
'logic control', although there is no electronic 
logic at all, only cross-linked mechanical 
actions. Such mechanical arrangements are 
common and do allow certain awkward 
commands to be carried out, like fast forward 
from fast reverse. However, I feel that calling 
them 'logic controls' is stretching the definition 
somewhat. 

JVC fit a 'music scan' system on this deck 
which works by searching for the gaps between 
tracks. Dolby B and C noise reduction systems 
are provided, and selected by a rather small lever 
switch, as is tape-type. The KD-X2 was fairly 
easy to use, but had a somewhat fussily styled 
fascia. 

LAB REPORT 
The head contour of this deck proved inferior 
to many, with its frequency response undulations 
starting at 150Hz. Replay response displayed 
slight treble shelving to 10kHz, after which 
output falls away. This effect was slight, however, 
and by budget standards the KD-X2 was well set
up to get correct tonal balance from 
musicassettes, without the extremely dull, vague 
sound that is so common. Replay noise was 
adequately low, and produced just very slightly 
hissy recordings. 

Replay speed measured 2% fast, which is a 

l72 

discernible error if the programme has previously 
been heard at the correct speed. Replay speed 
stability was adequate, and record/replay speed 
instability performance figures were quite 
adequate; the 'X2 was as speed-stable as most 
good budget machines. Nakamichi standards 
can' t be expected at this price! 

Bias adjustment of the KD-X2 was well 
balanced, giving around + 3dB more treble 
headroom with ferric and chrome tapes. 
Sensitivity was accurately set for commercial 
tapes too, and all frequency responses were fairly 
flat. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Metal tape (TDK MA and JVC ME) gave a 
slightly 'glassy' hard sound with a degree of 
'spitching' with sibilance. Wow slightly 
corrupted the sound of harmonica and organ. 

Treble 'feathered' with TDK SA and there was 
again a 'glassy' quality. Wow was noticed as a 
'watery' quality, but we felt the overall result was 
fair. 

Ferric tape gave very even tonal balance, but 
slight loss of treble detail. Cymbals were a bit 
'swishy'. In general though, we felt the result was 
good. 

Over-large, plummy bass was obvious with 
musicassettes and low level fine detail was weak. 
Being evenly balanced across the midrange 
though, we felt the character wasn' t unpleasant 
and there was surprisingly convincing stereo. 
Generally, a nice sound. 

SUMMARY 
A fairly basic budget deck with Dolby B and 

C noise reduction, the KD-X2 uses LEDs rather 
than fluorescent displays for record level 
metering, and has mechanical transport 
controls. Although these transport buttons are 
mechanically interlinked, they do not in our 
view justify the term 'logic control'. 

The performance strength of the KD-X2 was 
in rape matching, and this is important with 
regard to the sound quality of recordings. 
Musicassette replay quality was judged good 
because of its clarity, but replay speed was roo 
fast. Despite some weaknesses, then, the KD

X2 must be a Best Buy at the price. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of pre;recorded musicassettes 
Frcqm.·ncy re!>pon<o:�· 3511:-12.0kllz good 

Speed accuT(Iq __________ +2.01XJ verv (XKlr 
Noi-.c _____________ 60JB gtJ('I\.! 
Record/replay using blank tape 
hcqw::nc\· rc�pon� ... -. tcrnc 2211:-14.0kll: gnod 

Fn.:quo..•ncy n:spom•.:, chwrnl..' 22H:-15.0kl-l; \'Cry g:rx1d 

Frequency rc..,pnn,c, metal 221--1:-Fi.OkH: very ):!;{Xld 
Stereo 'CP<H<ttilln _ __ 49dR ;-�n·mge 
Dt-;torunn 0.6% g:uod 
Noise 53JB gooJ 

Speed varmriom 0.12% average 

MoJuLninn notse 39dB ;-�vcrage 

Fluncr energy (h,md level) 29JB gonJ 

MOL, fl'fnc, }1511:/JOkH: ___ +4.0dB/-6.5JB good 
MOL. chrome, Jl)H:/IOkH: ___ +O.OJB/ 6.)JB aver.-�gc 
MOL, mt:t<ll, 3J)Il:/10kH: ___ +}.OJB/-O.OdB :tver.tge 
lnputloutput p('rformancc 
Lmc m "t.'l1�11t\'tl\'nvcrlnfld ________ 75mV/ >JV 
tl-·ltc mptn "-ematvtly/overlna�l 0.34mV/22mV 
Ompul level lOOm\' 

Typic<�l prJCe ttlC VAT £99 

For graph references see issue No 42 



c A s s E T T E D E c K s 

NAD6155 
AD SALES. COUSTEAU HOUSE, GREYCAINE ROAD. W ATFORD WD2 4SB. 

· --TEL (0923) 26499-- · 

S 
tyled to look chunky, the 6155 comes 
in NAD's usual rather sombre dark 
grey finish. Confusing styling artifices 
such as unnecessary legends and lines 
are absent, so the deck was easy to 

understand and use. Transport buttons actuate 
rhe cassette mechanism mechanically, so they 
lack logic and clang a bit. However, nor much 
pressure is needed ro operate the buttons, so the 
deck stood firm in use. 

Innovation comes in the form of 'play trim' 
- a control that trims treble level to achieve 
flat replay frequency response, prior to Dolby 
deprocessing. This avoids the approximate 
doubling of replay errors rhar Dol by B introduces 
ar low levels and is meant to combat rhe dull, 
lacklusrre sound so frequently encountered with 
musicassettes. 

Variable bias is also included, operating on 
all three tape types, including metal. lr provides 
rape tuning, allowing a wide variety of blank 
tapes to be used. There is a swirchable 19kHz 
pilot tone (MPX) filter. LED record level 
indicators cover a good range and have OVU set 
to Dolby flux, as usual. They are placed after 
rhe treble boost of record-equalisation so show 
acrual treble levels reaching rape. Finally, bur 
importantly, Dol by HX Pro provides overload 
'headroom extension'. 

LAB REPORT 
Azimuth was a bit our on my early test sample 
and treble output proved initially unpredictable, 
due to shaky head/cassette location. After use 
and azimuth re-alignment (it's nor generally my 
policy to do this), rhe deck settled down, 
providing a reliably flat replay frequency 
response to 10kHz with zero play trim, according 
to the official IEC (BASF) test tape. Above 
10kHz, output fell slowly to - 3dB at 18kHz, 
as the graph showed. 

'Play rrim' worked well, giving around 3dB lift 
and cut ar 10kHz, not shown in the replay 
graph. This is meant to trim record-equalisation 
errors in musicassettes, which occur quire 
commonly, due ro a !or of misunderstanding over 
standards. The orher common problem of 
incorrect recorded azimuth is also combarred. 
Though not aimed at compensating for rhe 

deck's head azimuth error, it does a fair (if not 
perfect) job of this too. 

'Play trim' should be zeroed for recordings 
made on the machine, since they don't suffer 
azimuth or record-equalisation errors (with 
matching tape). The record/replay graphs clearly 
show reasonably matching to IEC Primary 
Reference tapes at centre-bias, and (filter out) 
a broad, flat frequency response characteristic. 

Output at very high frequencies was srable, 
contributing to a low modulation noise figure 
of -42dB in spite of using a single capstan 
transport. Analysis showed that this mechanism 
suffers lirrle flutter, but distributed wow was 
higher than usual, as one might expect from a 
solidly built transport with a heavy fly wheel and 
thick capstan, but this balance is acceptable. 
Subjectively, flutter can be as annoying as wow, 
but in a different way. 

Hiss and hum levels were low, although high 
hum harmonics were present. Dolby B and C 
tracked well. NAD have chosen to use Dolby 
HX Pro simply to improve treble overload 
margins. The 6155 shows some distinct traits 
here, ferric rape having high midrange but 
average treble overload ceilings, whilst chrome 
is the reverse; metal tape did well in both areas. 

Bias adjustment was sufficient ro 
accommodate all awkward high performance 
rapes like Maxell XL-IS ferric, BASF CR-MII 
super-chrome, TDK MA and Maxell MX, giving 
rhe 6155 excellent flexibility and the potential 
for very accurate rape marching. Low input 
sensitivity calls for a high record level setting, 
especially with metal rape. 

SOUND QUALITY 
At centre bias TDK MA sounds edgy and had 
occasional peak distortion. Loss of clarity and 
'imprecision' (slow wow) were noted too. Treble 
improved at '+4' bias. Maxell MX tape and 
conservative record levels ( + 3dB above OVU) 
successfully provided a smoother, more 
confident sound with improved clarity; quality 
was judged very good, but piano remained 
'watery ' in pitch. 

BASF CR-MII super-chrome (max bias) gave 
a very stable, even and natural sound, with fine 
clarity. It proved enjoyable and impressive. Slight 

drone (hum harmonics) was audible at high 
volume. There was less muddle than usual with 
BASF LH-M/ ferric tape (centre bias), but high 
level rreble was thin and indistinct, due to 
saturation. Overall quality was very good for 
ferric tape. 

With musicassettes, piano again had a watery, 
imprecise quality to it - not offensive, but a 
degradation all the same. Generally though, 
sound quality reached a high standard, with well 
defined transients, a fine sense of clarity and 
solid bass. lmaging was good too. Play trim 
proved a valuable asset, limited boost often 
being needed to add zesst and a sense of 
openness. 

SUMMARY 
Solidly built, but fairly simple, the 6155 lacks 
many minor facilities but includes some valuable 
ones. Dolby HX Pro gives improved tape 
overload performance, user adjustable bias allows 
good and versatile tape matching while 'play 
rrim', can minimise the dullness often heard with 
musicassettes. Easy enough to use, the deck 
'feels' less sophisticated than most at the price. 
Balancing this was a good measured 
performance and excellent sound quality from 
musicassettes and recordings, 'advanced' tapes 
being usable. Slight wow compromised critical 
programme. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of prc�rccordcd musicilsscncs 

Fr�:qu�ncv n.::.pon�� ______ 22Hz-l6.0kH: v�ry gc.xxl 
sr�eJ Jccuraq-__________ +!.)%poor 
Nots�o: - 58dB average 
Record/rephty using blank 1apc 

Fr�qu�ncy rc;;potb�. fcrnc 22Hz-l6.0kH: v�ry gooJ 
Fr�qUL'ncy TL':.�m:.L', chnHHL' 22Hz-l7.0kll: vt."ry good 

FrL�qu..:-ncy re�ponse, metal 22H:-18.0kl-·l: very gooJ 
Stcr..:u :>L'pamtton 52 dB good 
Dt�torthm 1.3% avernge 
Not:>� 53d8 good 
SpL'cd vananon:. 0.13% average 
Modulauon not:.L' 42dB good 
Fluttt.:r cn�rgy (band lt'vel) - )4dB very good 
MOL, feme, JISHzllOkHz ___ +4.5JB/-8.0JB g.,oJ 

MOL. chrom�. 315H:/10kH: ___ +O.SdB/-4.0dB average 

MOL, metal. l!SIIz/JOkll: ___ +4.0JB/-2.idB good 
lnputloutput pt:.·rformance 

Line tn :.en:.ttlvirylowrloaJ 130mVI>JV 
Mtc tnput �cnstrtvtty/ovL'rload ________ -mV/-mV 
Output level 6SOmV 
Typical pnce tnc VAT £249 

For graph references see issue No 42 
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NAKAMICHI BXlOOE AND BX125E 
NAKAMICHI B&W (UK) L TO, MARLBOROUGH ROAD, CHURCHILL INDUSTRI AL ESTATE, LANCING, 

· --WEST SUSSEX. TEL: (0903) 750750-- · 

F
or this 'budget'(!) machine Nakamichi 
do not fit Dolby C- the B'X.-100£ had 
Dol by B only, which provides lOdB of 
hiss reduction, compared with Dolby 
C's 20dB. However, as tapes improve 

and get quieter this matters less. It is possible 
to make almost hiss-free recordings with Dolby 
B providing appropriately quiet rapes are used, 
together with high record levels. Dolby B is 
necessary for musicassettes as well. 

A lthough Nakamichi's 'baby', the BX100E is 
still equipped with the same logic-linked, light
action transport control panels seen on their 
more expensive models. These require only a 
light tap with a finger to elicit an immediate 
response from the transport and the BX100E 
works with the same uncanny silence and silky 
precision as all Nakamichi's machines. The logic 
allows all commands except punch-in recording. 

Selection of bias and equalisation are kept 
apart, allowing for example 1201-1S chrome tapes 
to be made. The bias buttons are, as always, con
fusingly identified only by Nakamichi's own 
designations: EX (ferric), SX (chrome) and ZX 
(metal). Memory stop, timer and auto-repeat 
functions are fitted, but not microphone inputs. 

Internally, independent bias and record-gain 
adjusters are fitted on left and right channels 
for each tape type, so the machine can be 
tweaked to suit any tape. 

LAB REPORT 
On test, the BX-JOOE had a replay response flat 
from 30Hz right up to 16kHz, after which output 
actually rises. The practical benefit is full treble 
output from pre-recorded musicassettes, coupled 
with proper Dolby B tracking, resulting in 
excellent clarity, detail and imaging. 

Head alignment was correct and replay hiss 
adequately low. Spectral analysis revealed 50Hz 
and 150Hz hum components at -62dB, and 
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subsequent listening tests showed these to be 
just audible when playing low level recordings 
at high volume. In my view hum should have 
been lower. Replay speed was slightly fast at 
+0.8%, which is a just-detectable error. Replay 
speed stability was excellent at 0.05% wow and 
flutter (DIN weighted). Spectral analysis of a 
recording showed that the transport suffered 
various wow components from 3Hz to 8Hz in 
rate, but flutter was fairly low by single capstan 
standards. The transport was adequately speed 
stable. 

Bias was well set to give a balanced low/high 
frequency tape overload performance and record
gain (sensitivity) was accurate enough with the 
IEC Primary Reference tapes to give correct 
Dolby tracking with recordings. 

Frequency response (lEC Primary References) 
can be seen in the graphs; ferric and chrome 
are perfectly flat, metal has slight plateau 
emphasis of treble. This means metals with extra 
treble sensitivity, like TDK MA, will sound a 
bit bright. Distortion and separation figures were 
good; OVU was set low (- 3dB, ref Dol by level), 
if adhered to, making recordings a bit hissy. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Transients were delivered with real definition 
and bite from musicassettes, treble detailing was 
richer than one would generally imagine 
possible and imaging also proved better than 
usual. The presence of solid, deep bass added 
more 'body' than is common. A relatively clear, 
'wideband' sound with musicassettes was both 
involving and entertaining. 

We found recordings with TDK MA and Sony 
ES had a glassy-hard treble quality about them, 
due to the plateau lift of treble noted in tests, 
but freedom from flutter rubbish kept the treble 
clean. Hiss was barely audible with Sony ES 

recorded to a high level. Other IEC-like metal 

tapes, like Scotch XSM-1V and That's MG gave 
a more neutral sound. There was some sense of 
pitch-diffusion and occasional pitch 'falter' was 
detected with critical organ programme, but 
these phenomena were slight. 

Chrome tape (TDK SA) gave a tonally 
smoother, less forward and more natural sound, 
but it also had less well differentiated treble. 
BASF CR-Ell had similar properties, but was 
marginally more lucid and 'solid' (pitch-stable) 
in its sound. The low OVU level, when adhered 
to, made SA a bit hissy. Not bad, but not great, 
we felt. 

Ferric recordings (TDK AD), like chrome, 
displayed even tonal balance but messier treble 
and more obvious hiss. Generally, though, their 
standard was judged to be good. 

SUMMARY: BX100E 
A high-performance and relatively expensive 
cassette deck, the BXJOOE lacks all but the most 
important facilities- even Dolby C is omitted. 
However, this deck is not a disappointment 
relative to its price, for those who rate sound 
quality highly and have enough knowledge to 
get the best from the machine, keeping in mind 
the comprehensive internal adjustment possible. 

Additionally, Nakamichi's quality of build and 
finish, together with their slick and silent logic 
controlled transport system made the BX-JOOE 

satisfying to use, but independent bias and 
equalisation switching does require diligence to 
avoid error. Despite the lack of Dolby C, hiss 
wasn't a nuisance providing high quality 'quiet' 
blank tapes were used - such as Sony ES metal 
and BASF CR-Ell - plus healthy recording 
levels. 

SUMMARY: BX125E 
The '125 is basically a BX-100 fitted with Dolby 
C. This makes it similar to the BX-150, which 
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was previously the least expensive Nakamichi 
to have Dolby C in addition to B. Visually, the 
'125 lacks the ']50s illuminated red LED tape 
counter, and the output control is rotary instead 
of being a slider. Otherwise facilities are 
identical. 

Under test the' 125 proved very similar to the 
'100 and '150 in all respects; all test results 
printed are for the '100 . It had good speed 
stability, characterised by very low flutter for a 
single capstan transport, but a small amount of 
wow (0.08%) at 2Hz and 5Hz. 

I was disappointed to see rising treble with 
the IEC IV Primary Reference (metal) tape. 
Predictably, TDK MA measured +4dB up at 
20kHz since it has more treble than the IEC 
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tape. It will sound very bright as a result. 
With BASF CR-Ell chrome the '125 gave a 

silky-smooth and clear sound, but was restrained, 
or 'laid back'. There was more detail with SA, 
but it lacked CR-EII's confident treble and sense 
of natural clarity. 

TDK AD ferric had a slightly warm tonal 
balance but good clarity for ferric and was liked. 
The sense of solidity achieved with 
musicassettes played on Nakamichi's dual 
capstan drives was not present with the '125, 
but it did have much of their clarity and insight, 
plus fine imaging. Another impressive 
performer, the BX 125 is a 'Best Buy' while the 
'JOOE is still recommended. 

HR-1008 and HR-1008-MC8 Reference Pick-Up Arms 
The HR-100S has been acclaimed by a number of reviewers throughout the World as 
the World's No. 1 arm for its pure neutrality, true reproduction of even the finest detail, 
precise stereo imaging and impressive transient response. The advanced damping 
provides crisp, clean cut-offs without overhang and exceptional three dimensional 
spacing between instruments. 

The one-piece, damped titanium arm tube is complemented by an extremely high rigid 
bearing system which is unique to the HR-100S Reference pick-up arm. 

Reviewers choose to use the HR-100S Reference pick-up arm in their reference 
systems not only for its performance, but also for its consistent quality and reliability, 
even with regular cartridge changes. 

Due to its neutrality the HR-100S is not sensitive to choice of turntable, which is one of 
the reasons why most top turntable manufacturers recommend it for use with their 
products. The HR-100S improves the performance of a budget turntable and delivers 
exemplorary performance on high performance turntables. 

HR-1005-MCS Reference Pick-Up Arm 
For ultimate performance, the HR-100S can be supplied with linear crystal silver wire 
enhancing reproduction of fine detail and providing a greater awareness of 
dimensionality and space, further improving imaging. 
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TEST RESULTS 
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettcs 
Fn:quenq n.:spons�:: 2JHz-18.0kHz very good 

Speed ttccuracy _________ +0.8% good 
No�:.c -6ldB good 
Record/replay using blank tape 
Frequency response, ferric 20H:-20.0kH: very good 

Frequency response, chrome 20H:-19.0kH: very good 
Frequency respoml', metal 20H:-20.0kH: very good 
Stereo �cparatu .. m -57dB very good 
Distortion 1.2% average 
Noise 54dB very good 
Speed vari::Hi(lns 0.08% good 

MoJul<�tion nohe 42dB good 

Flutrcr cm:rgy (lxm�l lcvd) 36d8 very good 

MOL. ferric, 315llz/JOkl-l: ___ +3.0dBI-6.0dB good 

MOL. chwmc, 3151-lzi!Oki-I: ___ +!OdBI-S.OdB good 

MOL, metal, 3151-1:/IOkl-l: ___ +4.0dB/-!OdB poor 

Input/output performance 
lme 111 sensitivity/overload --:-_______ 52mV/>3V 

Mic input sensitivity/overload -mV/-mV 
Output level 450mV 

TypiCal pncc ttK VAT £275, £325 

For graph references see issue No 42 

.. 

A complete range of Transcription Pick-Up Arms are available offering Alphason quality and performance over a wide range 
of prices, for details apply to: 

ALPHASON DESIGNS LIMITED 
190-192 Wigan Road, Euxton, Nr. Chorley, Lancs. PR7 6JW. Telephone: Chorley (02572) 76626 

USA: Music & Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. 

CANADA: May Audio Marketing, 646 Soul, Guimond, Longueuil, Quebec, J4G IP8 
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ONKYO TA-2027 
GOODMANS, 2 MARPLES WAY, KINGSCROFTCENTRE, HAVANT, HANTS. 

· --TEL(0705)486344--· 

A
straightfor ward undirectional 
deck, the TA-2027 features a 
logic-controlled transport and -
very usefully - variable bias for 
tape matching. We thought the 

styling fussy, but the deck looks much like so 
many others, except for a clear acrylic panel 
whose lines light up blue. 

Tape selection is manual, with illuminated 
legends clearly showing what type has been 
chosen - a simple but useful feature. Similar 
and equally useful indicators provide quick con
firmation of Dolby B and Dolby C selection. 

Logic control would accept all commands 
except 'punch-in' recording. The machine is 
built into a metal case, which, although strong, 
did induce a slightly hollow, clanky sound when 
the machine was mode changing. A simple 
mechanical tape counter, without memory, has 
been fitted. 

Onkyo fit a music scanning system based on 
gap sensing, plus a DIN 'current fed' output on 
the rear panel, in addition to normal line 
outputs. This year, virtually no other deck tested 
had this somewhat archaic input/outpur 
standard. 

Record level is shown by twin LED indicators 
that run from -20dB up to + 6dB. Peak record 
level (OVU) has been set to Dolby flux, which 
is a common and sensible choice. 

LAB REPORT 
At central detent position on the bias adjuster, 
record equalisation was set to give an excellent 
set of flat frequency responses when recording 
on ferric, chrome and metal tapes - as the 
graphs show. The flat IEC II (chrome) trace in 
particular suggests that the company is well in 
touch with European tape standards. The com
promise chrome sensitivity value of -1.2dB 
suggests the deck has been adjusted to suit both 
pseudo-chromes like TDK SA and true chromes 
like BASF CR-£11. Ferric and metal sensitivities 
were perfectly set for correct Dol by tracking and 
tests confirmed that Dolby introduced little 
response error at low levels. 
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It was a pity that bias was not adjustable for 
metal tape, but a large range of variation with 
ferric and chrome allowed it to accommodate 
awkward formulations like Maxell XL-IS (super
ferric) and BASF CR-MII (super-chrome), giving 
owners greater flexibility in tape choice. 

The single capstan transport exhibited little 
flutter but had capstan wow, which was heard 
as a slowish warble. The effect was not serious, 
allowing a speed stability figure when recording 
of 0.09% (total DIN weighted wow and flutter). 
Speed accuracy was poor, the transport running 
+ 1.4% fast. 

Distortion (TDK MA) was not especially low, 
yet the head had plenty of overload headroom 
when using meral tape, unlike so many others. 
It managed unusually well with ferric and 
chrome too, being a marginal improvement 
upon Nakamichi's BX-/00£ head, I note. Onkyo 
have used a very sensible bias level to retain 
good treble overload headroom (saturation) 
without compromising that at lower frequencies. 

Hum was negligible - another plus mark. 
Hiss was adequately low for chrome musicasset
tes. There was error in the replay frequency 
response, due to inadequate high frequency gain. 
Rapid roll-off of high frequencies suggested a 
small degree of azimuth error too. These effects 
combined to produce a falling treble, as the 
replay graph shows. This will result in a dulled 
sound with musicassettes, made worse by Dolby 
mistracking which amplifies the problem. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Metal tape (TDK MA) gave a particularly 
smooth and natural sound, with no tonal 
emphases. There was a good sense of clarity and 
little sign of the edginess that is common with 
metal tape. Slight wow was barely detectable and 
cymbals exhibited little flutter shimmer. This 
was an impressive performance. 

Using BASF CR-Mll and Dolby B (bias set 
to +3) the TA-2027 delivered an unusually 
smooth, clear, open sound quite beyond what 
is nonnally expected in this price bracket. There 
was little sign of treble saturation and no hiss. 

The performance was marginally better than 
that achieved with metal tape, due to an im
proved sense of ease and clarity. 

Using Dolby B and no bias adjustment (bias 
set in the detent position) with TDK AD ferric 
rape, hiss was just audible, bur again there was 
a fine sense of natural balance and clarity. Treble 
sounded just slightly softened and diffuse. 

Musicassettes exhibited slight softening on 
transients and lack of extreme treble was 
apparent. Good imaging and pitch stability were 
noted. Excessive speed was noticed as slightly 
frantic tempo! Generally, quality was good. 

SUMMARY 
The well built TA-2027 features logic-controlled 
transport and user-adjustable bias. This allows 
fine tuning of the machine to any tape, getting 
rid of frequency response errors even with the 
most awkward advanced formulations. Sound 
quality of recordings was excellent. Freedom 
from serious speed problems, perfect tonal 
balance and good headroom ensured fine results 
with all tape types- especially super-chromes. 
This deck really excelled in recording quality; 
musicassette replay was good, although nor 
exceptional. 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of pre�rccordcd musicassettes 

h�qucncy response _______ 27H:-7.01dl� poor 

Srecd accur,lcy + 1.4% poor 
NOL�l' -58dB <Wt'l'<l).:t" 
Record/replay using blank tape 

Fn:quency respon�e. ferric _____ 26H:-IS.Okll: very good 
Fr..:qut:ncy rc�pon�e. chrome 22H:-15.0kH: very good 
Frcqu .... ncy response, rneul 2611!-IS.OkHz very good 
Ster.._.o :o.epardlton -53d8 good 
Dt.storuon 1.5% average 
Not:o.e ___ _________ _ 55d8 v .... ry good 

SpceJ vanattlm�----------•0.09% gooJ 
Mollulation noise 39d8 aver.1ge 
Flutter energy (hand level) -3ldB very good 

MOL. fcrnc. 315H:/l0kH: ___ +5.0dB/-7.0dB gnod 
MOL. chrome. 3!)H:/10kH: ___ +0.)dB/-7.0dB average 
MOL, meml, 315H:/!Okllz ___ +4.0dB/+0.5dB average 

Input/output performance 
Line tn :-.ensiti\"1!)"/overlnad 60rnV1>3V 
Mtc 1npur senstrtv1ry/over\oad 0".7mV/25mV 

Ourput level SOOmV 
Typical pm.�:" me VAT £160 

For graph references see issue No 42 
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YAMAHAK320 
Y A MA HA ELECTRONICS UK L TO, Y AMAHA HOUSE, 200 RICKMANSWORTH ROAD, W ATFORD, 

· --HERTS WDI 7JS TEL(0923) 33166-- · 

Y
amaha's K320 is a simple machine 
of sober appearance, in contrast with 
many Japanese cassette decks. Apart 
from a back! it cassette holder, noth
ing lights up when it is switched on 

(if Dolby is off) which can be a bit disconcert
ing. Three buttons are provided for tape type 
selection, an arrangement that is easier to 
understand than twin interdependent buttons. 
The type selected -ferric, chrome or metal -
is not displayed, though, which can allow errors. 
Yamaha fit a simple mechanical tape counter 
which is unlit. 

The tape transport is controlled by a four-way 
'touch plate' rocker switch. It rocks left and right 
for fast reeling backwards and forwards, up to 
select play and down to select stop. The control 
looked neat and was pleasam to operate. Associ
ated logic allowed immediate trdnsfer from play 
into wind and back. An intro-scan facility is 
operated by a rocker switch to the left of the 
main function controls. 

Bargraph record level meters had seven LEDs 
each, which gave mediocre resolution. Yamaha 
have not been able to resist the deceptive trick 
of putting a grid over them, giving an appear
ance of double the number of LEDs, 14 per 
channel. Peak record level (OVU) has been put 
-6dB below Dolby level. This is very low for 
peak reading meters; it encourages under
recording which increases tape hiss. They read 
transients accurately. 

Both microphone inputs and a headphone 
socket are provided. Record level is adjusted with 
a friction ganged control that can be awkward 
if channel levels are to be altered individually. 

LAB REPORT 
An extremely flat replay response was one 
notable feature of the K320. This had the effect 
of minimising Dolby B replay tracking error, 
which results in fairly well defined, solid images 

from pre-recorded tapes and minimises the dull
ness/vagueness that is usually associated with 
them. Replay speed was correct. 

Low OVU level resulted in very poor noise 
figures, even though Dolby C is incorporated. 
Yamaha should put OVU up to Dolby flux, with 
peak reading meters. Other noise tests did, 
however, show 2dB more erase noise with metal 
tape than is possible. Erasure of low frequencies 
was reasonably good. 

Low OVU level, plus lack of head saturation 
resulted in a very low average distortion figure 
of 0. 7%. Bias was well set too, providing rela
tively high maximum output levels with all 
three tape types. 

Record/replay frequency responses were 
exceptionally flat with IEC Primary Reference 
Tapes-as the graphs show. I have been assured 
that Yamaha are paying special attention to 
meeting IEC Standards having ensured that the 
K320 matches all modern high-performance 
tapes, which have themselves now been re
formulated to match the IEC Primary Refer
ences in most respects . 

Under test a regular slow wow problem was 
heard. Analysis showed a cyclic speed variation 
occuring approximately once per second (wow 
at 1.15Hz), with strong components at 3Hz and 
6Hz. High level flutter was evident too, at 
around 12Hz and 18Hz. It was low frequency 
wow that was most obvious though and this will 
certainly be heard as pitch 'trembling ' on 
instruments like piano. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Low record level allowed orchestral crescendos 
or continuous high rock levels to be reproduced 
very cleanly on metal tape. There was a slightly 
bright tonal character and some sibilant splash, 
but this wasn't offensive. Unfortunately, low rate 
wow threatened to submerge instrumentalists 
beneath the pitch 'burbling' it produces. 

High level programme still sounded very clean 
on TDK SA, although as usual we noticed the 
chardcteristic softer sound of this tape. Wow was 
less pronounced, but still discernible. 

Ferric tape sounded bright in tonal balance 
and had a sharpness about it. Tape hiss was 
obvious, but recordings maintained their clean, 
open quality. 

Replay fidelity was generally good, possessing 
plenty of attack and good, solid imaging. Speed 
instability was noticed even here though, 
especially on harpsichord. 

SUMMARY 
The K320 is an excellent deck, sadly marred by 
low indicated peak record level and slow rate 
wow. W ithout these problems, it would easily 
stand head and shoulders above its rivals. In fact, 
a second sample, which arrived just before going 
to press, had better speed stability, and we feel 
confident in recommending the K320. 
(Nore: test results in the table relate w our later 
production sample). 

TEST RESULTS 
Replay of prc�rccordcd musicasscttcs 
Fn.:qlh.:nq' TL'�P\Jibt.: _______ 31H:-l8.0k!l: v�·n good 

Sp�ed accuncy +0.\90 \'Ct) lbliJ,_j 

Record/replay using blank tape 
Frequency response. krric _____ 201-1:-lO.OkH: very good 
Fn:qut'nc.:y n.:�porbe. chrome 20H:-20.0kH: very good 
Frequency rt�srome. metal 201-1:-0kH: Vt'ty gooJ 

St1.:tt't) :.epar.11 ion - 49dB average 

Distortion 0.7% gooJ 

l:"'pe h1ss. fcrnc 63JB good 

T.'lpL' hh�. chrom.: 65dB ,1\'emgt: 

T<1pc hb-., metal 6\JB poor 

Sp .. : ed vanauon� 0.04% v�..·ry good 

M{xlulauon noi�e - 35�._18 poor 

Fluncr energy (hand k·vd) - 26JB good 

MOL. feme, 315H:I\OkH: ___ +34dB/-8 0dB good 
MOL, chrome, 3!51-1:/!0kH: ___ +0.8dB/-7.0JB average 
MOL, nH:'tal, )J5Hd10kll: ___ +3.0dB/-l.OdB good 

lnputloutput performance 
Lmc 1n !.t:'I1Sll1Vtty/ovcrload 40mV/ V 
Mtc inplll �t!n�ittvity/(JverloaJ 0.24mV/24mV 

Output kvt.•l 240mV 

l)'p.cal price inc VAT £155 

For grafJh references see issue No 42 
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SELECTED DEALER DIRECTORY 
Choosing a good hi-fi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring the system that is right for 

you. This uique directory gives full information on dealers in your area. 

AVON 
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO. 65 Park St. Cl,fwn. 
Bri>!<>l. (0272) 24975. A&R, Denon. Duol. McriJren. 
Mi,:-ion. NAD. Qm1c.l, RoLe!, TechniCS, Yunahfl. ctc (clo.;cJ 
Wed<) BADA MEMBER ="'•"'' 
PAUL GREEN HI-FI LTD. Ken>rngton Shnwn•om<, 
LonJon RJ. Barh. (0225) 116197 A&R, Creek, Dual, 
Heybrook , linn. Mu!'Jcal FH.Iehry. RorcL Sv..,tcmdck. 
W harfedale. Dem facilitic.:; rlVa1l<d1le. ring for r�rp(lintrrwnr, 
Glf prnk. Open TIJE"'-Sm. 9-). 30. Home rrial facdiriL''I. free 
in:owll;:uion, instant credit up ro [\.OCX). Crt·dir card-: · Acce<.:.". 
Visa. 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-Fl. 31-1 l Glouce,ter Rd. Bri<tol 
(0272) 429370. Srnck a f.dl r.mgc of hi-fi fmm r•ver 60 hmnJ,. 
;;;peclalise in C.D. Dt·m faciliues availahlc Open M0n-Fri 
9.10-7.30. Sat 9.30-6:00. Home rml facrlrtte<. Free 
m ..-tallrl t Hlll. lnsr_allf crc-d1t. CredH c:ml'i: Acce_, ... , Vi.;a, Amex. 
Service Jepr. 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 203 Milton RJ, \X,hron·Super· 
Marc. (0914) 414423. Stock �l full range of hi-ft from over 
60 bt(lnds. Spectali . .;e in C. D. 0t."m facilitie� ;wail8ble. Open 
Mon-Fri 9.30·7.30. Sat 9.)0-6.00. Home rri,l facilities. Free 
inqa\lmk)n. Jnqanr credit. Crcda cards· Accc,s. Vis<-t. Amex. 
Service dept. 

BERKSHIRE 
FRA SERS, HI-FI & VIDEO, 4 Park Street. Slough. (0751) 

20244. AR . Aiwa. Dual, Grund tg , M•rsuhishi. Mordaunt 
Shnn, Pioneer. Sansut. Trio. \Vharft·d�le. Yamah;:�, Sharp. 
Dem facilities availahlc. Open 9.30-6. Free installation. credit 
f:::�cilitit•s. Credit c:uds: Acce,s. Visa. Service dept. 
READING HI-FI CENTRE. 4-6 Hum Arcade, Friar St. 

Reading. (0734) 585463. 'T he hcq t'q uipmcnt. advict: <�nd 
;;ervicc from Berkshire's prcm1er Hi-Fi emporium' BADA 
MEMBER ="'•"'' 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
AUDIO INSIGHT LTD. 53 \Volverton RJ, Stony Stmtford. 
Milton K"yncs. (0908) 561511. A&R, AuJrolab. Heyhn•ok. 
KEF. Linn, Mi�siun Cyrus. Mu.;;ic:;-.1 F iJeliry, N <lkamichi. 

Nyrcch, Rmcl. Dcm f::�ciliries :w ·c1ilable. Open Tues-Sat. t-h,me 
trial facilities. free insra\lanon. �nst<'lnl credit up ro [1.000 

Crcdn cards: Acc�s<o.. Vi"'<L Sen·tc� depr. RADA 
MEMBER ="•"' 
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY. 98 Cemhridge St. Avle<hu rv. 
(0296) 28790. D ual, Heybrook, Linn arm>. Mu<ical Ftdcllly. 
Mis�;ion, NAD. Nakamichi , Quad. Rorel. 2 Dem mom"' 
ctv<ttlable, ring fnr appointment. Open 10-6 Mun-Fn. 
9.30-5.30 Snt. Home trial fl'KilHie'. free in�rcdlation. in"'tant 
credit up ro £1,000. Credir c;:�n_l,;;,· Acce"'· Amex. Diner, Vt!-<1. 
Service dcpt. 
JCV HI-Fl SUPER STORE. I Vr>cnunr Way. Duke> Om·e, 
Blerchley, Mtlwn Keyne<o. (0908) 367 34. 'Even·thing from 
specialist hi-fi ro midi-,;;,ystems. all at tht:' he<;r price:-' BADA 
MEMBER ="'•'-'' 

CAMBRIDGSHIRE 
CAM AUDIO, 110 Mill Rd, CmnhriJge. (0223) 60442 

A &R . Creek. Linn. Mnntrd. Mi""inn. N�tim. N<'lhunichi. 
Rcga. Rc\'lllvcr, Teac Dcm bctlittcs: ) single speaker rooms. 
Appoinrmenr required for one nor f<H 2. Open 9.30-i.00 
Mon·S<lt 9.30-3.00 T hurs. Free m<;rallarion. interc<;r free 
credit. Credit cards: Access . A mcx. Visa. Diner<; . 
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO. 41 Vrcrnrra Rd. Camhrid�e. 
(0221) 68105. Audiolab. Gale, JBL. Marnnr:. Mi><>nn. 

N<�hm1tCh1. Qu ;-�d, Rnger<o, Rntcl. Tmnoy. Dem frtcditics. 2 
rooms. nng f0r ;:�ppnintmem . Open 10-6. Mon-Sat. Frt>t' 
installatiClrl , credit facilitic<o. Credit cards: Accc::.�;, Vi�;a. 
Servicl' Jcpt. 

CHESHIRE 
ASTON AUDIO, 4 Wcsr Sr . A IJerlcy Edge. (0A25) 5R2704. 

W ide sclecrion nf equipmenr in N.\V Two·ye8r guar.mtcc. 
Dem faciliue<;: 3 dem morns. arr·oinunem requ1red. Open 
\0-6 Tues-Sat. Hornt' t rial faci\l{ie::.. free in!-t·allmlon. ln�r::mt 
credit ur ro £1.000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Oinef", Visa. 
Sen·ice dert BADA MEMBER =r..•r,i 

DOUG BRADY Hl�FI. Kingsu(l\' SlUdi�l<;, Kmgsway N0nh. 
Warrington (Hadgate 0925) 828009. 'Large<t cho ice of 
speciali<t Hr-Fi 1n :'-1.\XI. £100-J.ZOK '. All creJit carJ< Dem 
facilities. BADA MEMBER =r..•r,i 

CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO. 29 Gaskell St. Stockron Heath, 
\XIarrington. (0925) 61212. Single speaker patr Jcms. 
Specialisin� in Linn. Rega. etc. Sysr�ms from £3)0.00. BADA 
MEMBER 
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NEW DAWN HI-Fl. 1-1 Cesrk Sr. Lower Bridge St, 
Chc<rer. (02441 24179. Linn. Quad, Technics, National 
Panfl'-ontc. !Jel1(m, Rntel. Dual, Meridian, Aiwa, Philips. 
Dem fc1ctllttt'': 2 Jem rP<Hn:< Open 9.00-5.30 M0n-Sat. closed 
\Ved. Fret' ino;tallauon, mst<mt credit. Credit cards: Access, 
Vi,a. TrustcarJ. BADA MEMBER ="'•r,i 
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW. 4·8 Sr Annes Parade, \Vilmslow. 
(0625) 526213. A&R, Aiwa, Denon. Dual, M a rant:, Misston . 
�1nnitor-Audi0, Pi0neer. Trio, Yc1m:1ha, NAD. Dem facilities 
availahle. Open Mon-Sar 9.15-5.45. Closed 1-2 Lunch. Home 
rnal bcilittc<;. frer tn<;tflllarion. insranr credit ur to £1.000. 
Cred1t crmk Acce'"· Vtsfl. Service dept. 

CORNWALL 
TRURO HI-FI & E.T.S. Ltd. 25 King St, Trurn. (0872) 
79809. A&R, Denon. Dual, Heyhmok, Linn, Mis'5ion Cyrus. 
N(ld.. Quad. Rote\. T horens. Dem faciltties: Smgle spe<1ker 
.;.ruJio. Opt:'n Mon-Sat 8.45-5.30. Home trial facilities . credit 
ur ro £1.000. CreJ ir c1rds: Access, ET S Visa. Ser'vice dept. 

DERBYSHIRE 
ACTIVE AUDIO. 12 Osmaston Rd, T he Spot, Derby. 
(03 12) 380385. 2 <tuJios. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00. All major 
credit cards. Fmance available. BADA MEMBER=�·�' 

DORSET 
BLACKMORE VALE, T he Square, Gillingham, Dorset. 
(07476) 2474. AR, Ariston, Boston, Dual, KEF, Marnnr:, 
NAD. Nagoaka, Sennhciser, Yamaha. Dem facilities avaihlble. 
Open Mnn·Sat 9-5.30. Closed for lunch 1-2. Home trial 
faciltil.'�. free irv .. tall::.rion. instant credit up to £l.OOO. CreJit 
G-Hlb: Accc.;.s, Visa. Service dept. 

ESSEX 
AT. LABS. 442/4 Cr.rnhrook Rd. Cants Hill. llford. (01) 518 
0915. Orcn Mon-Sat. 10-6. Two single speaker Jem rooms. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER ='4-�1 
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 6 Market St, Br,,intree. (0376) 
29060. A&R. Ari>rnn, B&W, KEF, Meridian, Musical 
l'idelity, NAO. Nabmichi, Pink Triangle, Quad, Rote\. Dem 
fectlJttel 2 sinQie 'reakcr roorm. Open Mnn·Sat. 9.30-6.00. 
Home nial facditie�. Frt:c installation, instant credit ur rn 
£1.000. Credit cards: Access, Amcx, Diners, Visa. 
BRENTWOOD MUSIC & Hl-FI CENTRE, 2 lngrnve Rd, 

Brenrwood. (0277) ZZI210. B&\V, Denon, Harmon KarJon, 
JBL, QED, Qu�J. Rote!, Tannoy, Trio, Yamaha. Dem facilities 
<tvad::�hle. Open Mon-Sm 9.30�5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
mstalbrion, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Serv1ce dept . 
RUSH HI-FI & VIDEO. 516 Cornh r ll. Chelmsford. (0245) 
57593. A kat , Aiwa, JVC, Mar.mto, NAD, Quad, Rotel, 
S<ln'ui, Sony, Technics. Dem facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open Mon-Fri 9.30-6.00 Sat 9.00·5.00. Home 
tri::tl facilirie". free credit. Credit Gtn.k Access. Amex, Visa. 
Dmcr<o. Servict:' dept . 

GWUCESTERSHIRE 
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO. 40/42 Albion St, 
Cheltenham. (0242) 583960. A&R. Dennn. Dual, LinP, 
Meridmn. Mt.;;,lnn. NAD . Rote\. Technics. Yamaha, etc. 
(Closed Wed). BADA MEMBER =�•'!01 
ET TLES AND BUMFORD, Brewery Court. Cirencester. 
(0285) 3946. ADC. Arwa, Orrofon, Celestran. GrunJig, 
H;�rman-Kan_lnn. Hiwcht, JBL. Tc<1c, Trio. Ocm facilities: One 
... mglc :!p�..·akcr dcm room. Open Mnn-Sat 9.00-5.30. Home 
t"rial facilitie<i, fret' in.:;ral\:.Hion, instant crl'dit up to £1,000. 
Cred tt crtrds: Access. Vis<J. Service dept. 

HAMPSHIRE 
HA MPSHIRE AUDIO Ltd, 2-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers 
Fon.l. (04215) 2827/65232. Quehry CD and analogue agencies. 
5 de m 'tuJios. Large free car park. BADA MEMBER :Y,.Y,i 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
ACOUSTIC ARTS Ltd. 101 St Albans RJ, \XIatford, Hens. 
(0921\ 452 5 0 . A&R. Audiolab. Beard. Conrnd·Johnson, 
Denon, Hey hrook. Magneplan<'�r, Mission, Quad, Rogers. 
nem faciltries: 2 dem "!udios, ring for appointment. Open 
Mon�S<�t 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities. free installation, 
in�tant credi1 up to £1 ,OCX) . Credit cards: Access. Visa. Service 
dept. 

KENT 
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES. 2 Station Rd \Vest, 

Canterbury. (Canterbury) 69329. B&W, Heybrook, Magnum, 
M.Y.ST, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Rotel, Sansui, Technics, 
QuaJ. Dem f;Kilities availeble. Open Mon·Sat 9.00-5.30 
closed Wed. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards, Access, Visa, Creditcharge. 
Service dept. 

LANCASHIRE 
MONITOR SOUND , 54 Chapel Sr, Chorley. (02572) 
71935. A&R, Dual, Mission, Quad, Rogers, Rote\, Spendor, 
T horens. Nabmichi, Yamaha. Dem facilities. 2 dem rooms. 
Open Mon-Sat, closed \XIeds. Free installation, instant credit 
ur to £I ,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. 

LEICESTERSHIRE 
SOUND A DVICE, T he Sound Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LEII lED. (0509) 2I8254. A&R, Creek, Linn 
Products, Epos, Mission Cy rus, Naim, Rega, Roksan, Rote\, 
Yamaha. De m facil itics, domestic size and furnished studios. 
Callers welcomed. Demonstrations by appointment. Open 
9.30-6.00 Mon·Sar. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Amex. Service dept. 

LONDON 
AT. LABS, 159 Chase Side. Enfield, Middlesex. (01) 367 
3132. Open Mon·Sat 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Export worldwide. Service dept, car park. Amex, Visa, 
Access. BADA MEMBER =�•'!01 
AUDIO T, 190 \Vest End Lane, London N \XI 6. (OI) 794 
7848. Open Mon·Sar, 10-6.00. 1\''0 single speaker dem rooms. 
Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER ='4•'fl 
BARTLETTS Hl-Fl. 175-177 Holloway Rd, London N.7. 
(01) 607 2296/607 2148. 'Large range of Britrsh & Japenese 
products available'. 2 bookable single speaker dem rooms. 
Service dept. Mail order dept. Export worldwide. Access, 
Amex, Diners, Visa. BADA MEMBER =r..•'41 
BARTLETTS Hl-Fl, 19 High St North, London E.6. (01) 
552 2716. BADA MEMBER ="•'!I' 
BILLY VEE, 248 Lee High Rd. Lewisham, London SEI3 
5PT (01) 318 5755/852 1321. Aiwa, A&R, Creek, Dual, KEF, 
Linn, Heybrook, Quad, Naim, Rega. Dem facilities: 2 single 
system studios ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 10-7, 
ck)secl T hurs. Home trial facilities, free installation, interest 
free crcJit up to £750.00. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
Jept. BADA MEMBER=�•'41 
GRAHAMS HI-Fl, 86-88 Pentonville Rd, London NI. (01) 
837 4412. 'FBA Dealer of the year 1985.' Linn, Nairn, Rega 
etc. £300-£3.000-£13,000. BADA MEMBER :Y,•'!O' 
H.L. SMITH & CO Ltd, 287-289 Edgware Rd, London \X/2 
I BE. (01) 723 5891. Aiwa, B&W, Denon, Dual, KEF. Ortofon, 
Panasonic, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. Dem facilities available. 
Open Mon·Sat 9-5.30. T hurs 9-1, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service depr. 
K.J . LEISURESOUND, 48 \XI igmore Street, London \XII. 
(01) 486 8262/3. Most major brands; 2 dem studios, 
appointment preferred. Open 10-6 Man-Sat. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. BADA MEMBER =�•!.' 
MUSICAL IMAGES, 45 High St, Hounslow, Middlesex. 
(01) 570 7512. AR, A&R, Aiwa, B&\V, Base, Castle, Denon, 
Dual, Oiesis, Harmon Kardon. Single speaker dem room. 
Open 9.30-6 Man-Sat. All credit cards. 
MYERS AUDIO, 6 Centrnl Parnde, Hoe St, London E.l7. 
(01) 520 7277/8. Bang & Olufsen, NAD, Nak.amichi, Sansui, 
Technics, Hitachi, Panasonic, A&R, B&W, Mission. Dem 
facilities one dem room. Open Mon�Sat 10-6. Free 
installation, instant creJir up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa, Amex, Diners. Service dept. 
WRBI HOME DEMONSTRATIONS, 13 St Johns Hill, 
London S W II ITN. (OI) 228 7126. Alphason, Audoostatic, 
Beard, Castle, Celestion, Deca, Ear, Elite, Jordan, Pink 
Triangle. Open Tues:rhurs 10-6, Fri 10-7, Sat I0-5.30. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. 
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St, London 

N\XII OJA. (OI) 387 8281. A&R, Burmester, Krell, Magne· 
plan(lr, Meridian, Linn, Nakamichi, John Bowers. Dem 
facilities: 3 single speaker dem rooms, appointment requirM. 
10-6 Tues-Fri, 9-5 Sat. Home trial facilities, instant credit up 
to £10,000. Credit cards: All. Servrce dept. 
TELESONIC Ltd. 9Z Tottenham Court Rd, London. (01) 
636 8177. A&R, B&O, B&\XI, Hailer, Luxman, KEF, QED, 
Quad, akamichi, Rogers. Dem facilities available. Open 
Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9.30-4. Home trial facilities, free installa
tion, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, 
Visa. Service dept. 



THE SOUND ORGANISATION Ltd, No I, Cathedral Sr, 
London Bridge, London SEI 9DE. (01) 403 2255/3088. 
A kroy d, Creek, Denon, Exposure, Linn, Manricore, 
Mordaunr-Short, Nairn, Roksan, Rega. Dem facilities 
available, ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sar, 10-7. Home 
rrial facilities. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBER :P,O.T,.I 
UNILET PRODUCTS Ltd. 14 Bute Sr, London S W 7. (01) 
589 2586. Mon-Sat 9-6. Dem facilities. Large stock. Credit 
cards, Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. BADA MEMBER =>:.•Y41 

MANCHESTER 
CLEARTONE Hl-FI, 62 King Sr, nr. Kendals. (061) 835 
1156. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAD, Nairn, etc. Dem studio, 
Compact Disc centre, video and T V. BADA MEMBER=>:.•>:.! 
CLEARTONE Hl-Fl, 235 Blackbum Rd, Bolton. (0204) 
31423. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAD, ere. Dem studios. 
Laser vision and compaC[ disc centre. BADA MEMBER :r..•'4li 
THE MUSIC ROOM. 50 Bridge Sr, Manchester. (061) 835 
1366. Dem room, service dept. Competitive credit and charge 
card facilities. BADA MEMBER =>:.•Y41 

MERSEYSIDE 
ABOUT SOUND. 116 Bold Sr. Liverpool Ll 4)A. (051) 709 
4865. Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, My st, Quad, Revox, 
Sansui, Sugden, T horens, Walker, Yamaha. Dem facilities 
single speaker room. Ring for appointment. Open Tues�Sat 
9'5.30. Free installation, instant credit up ro £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Diners, Visa. Service dept. 
W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool. (051) 
733 6859. 'Largest choice of specialiSt Hi-Fi in N.\XI. 
£100-£20K'. A ll credit cards. 3 clem rooms. BADA 
MEMBER ="'•"'' 

WEST MIDLANDS 
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO Ltd, 93-95 Hobs Moat Rd, 
Solihull. (021) 742 0254. A&R, Audrolab, Denon, KEF, 
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, M.A., Pink Triangle, Philips. 
Dem facilities available, appointment required. 10�6 Tues�Sat, 
closed Mon. Home trial facilities, service dcpr, free 
installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
FIVEWAYS HI-FIDELIT Y  Ltd, 12 Islington Row, 
Edgbaston, Birmingham. (021) 455 0667. A&R, Denon, 
Dual, KEF, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Philips 
CD. Quad, Revox, etc. Dem facilities. Single speaker dem 
room. Open 9.30�6 Tues�Sat. Home trial facilities. free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept. 
GRIFFIN AUDIO Ltd, 94 Bristol Sr, Birmingham. (021) 
692 1359. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Creek, Denon, Nakamichi, Kef, 
Quad, Dual, Marantz. Dem facilities 2 single speaker rooms. 
Open Mon�Sat 9.30�6. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
SOUND ADVICE, 162 Alcester Rd, Mosley, Birmingham. 
(021) 449 3328. A&R, Creek, Linn, Manticore, Nairn, 
Nakamichi, Ny tech, Onyx, Rega, Revox. Dem facilities 2 
studios, ring for appointment. Open M on-Sat 9.30�6 closed 
Wed. Free installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept. 
WARSTONES HI-Fl STUDIO, 54a Warsrones Rd. Perm, 
Wolverhampton. (0902) 345114. Dem facilities 3 rooms. Open 

Mon-Wed 10-6. T hurs-Fri 10-9. Sat 10-6. Home trial facilities, 
free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Eurochcque. 
Service depr. 

OXFORDSHIRE 
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 Old High Sr, 
Headington, Oxford. (0865) 65961. A&R, Denon, Linn, 
Mission, NAD, Rorel, Yamaha. Also 256, Banbury Rd, 
Summertown. BADA MEMBER=O:.•O:.I 
WESTWOOD AND MASON, 46 George Sr, Oxford 
(0865) 247783. Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R, Heybrook, Dual, 
Mordaunr-Shorr, Spendor, Tannoy, Quad, ere. BADA 
MEMBER� 
WITNEY AUDIO. 28 High Sr. Wirney, Oxford. (0993) 
2414. A&R, Arwa, Akai, Dual, KEF, Mordaunt-Shorr, 
Pioneer, Phillps, Sony, Yamaha. Dem facilities. Open Mon
Sat 9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up ro £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. 

SHROPSHIRE 
AVON HI-FI Ltd, 12 Barker Sr, Shrewsbury. (0743) 55166. 
A&R, B&W, JBL, Dual, NAD, Nakamichi, Revolver, Trio, 
Quad, Yamaha. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sar 

9-5.30, closed T hur. Home trial facilitie!'), free mstallatHm, 
instanr credir up ro £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. ServKe 
dept. 

SOMERSET 
AVALON HI-Fl STUDIO, T he OIJ Nu,ery, Burletgh. 
Glastonbury. (0458) 50370. A&R, Audiolab, Goldbug, 
Helius, Musical Fideliiy, Nene Valley, Pink Triangle, Ruark 
Acoustics, Spendor. Dem facilitie�: swdio & honK', ring fvr 
appt. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Closed Weds. Late nrght 
T hurs. Home trial facilities, free mstallation. Credit card::.: 
Access, Visa. Service dept. 
WATTS RADIO- THE ENGINEERS, I West Street, 
Somerton. (0458) 72440. Castle, Dual. Denun, KEF. 
Mordaunr-Short, Ortofon, Qu<:�J, Roger::., T horen::., Yamaha. 
Den1 facilities available. Open Mon�Sat 9-1, 2-5.30, Wed 9-1. 
Home crial f;:�ciltties, free mstallarion. CreJir up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Acces::.. Servtce Jept. 

SUFFOLK 
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 3 Brenrgovcl St. Bur\ St 
Edmunds. (0284) 68351. A&R, Arisron, B&W, Kef, MeriJran, 
Musical Fidelity. Nad, Nakamichi, Pink Tnanglt.:, Quad. 
Single speaker dem room: Oren Mon�S�n 9.30-6. Home tmd 
facilities, free installation. Instant credn up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Dmers, Visa. 
EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bmmford Rd, Ip,wtch. (0473J 
217217. A&R, Aiwa, Celestron, Denon, Dual, Linn, NAD. 
Philips, Quad, Technics, T horem. BADA MEMBER� 

SURREY 
AERCO Ltd, 11 T he Broadway, Wokmg. (04862) 4667. 
A&R, Arisron. Exposure, HK, A.R., Heybrook, JBL, KEF, 
Magnum, NAD, Pr. Quad, Revox. BADA MEMBER 
UNILET PRODUCTS Lrd, 35 High Sr, New Maiden, 
Surrey KT 3 4BY. (01) 942 9567. Mon-Sat 9-6. T huf> 9-7. 
Credit cards: Amex, Acce::.s, Diners. Vis<t. Dcm facdirie�. 
Large stock. BADA MEMBER =0:.•0:.1 

SUSSEX (EAST) 
JEFFRIES Hl-FI, 69 London Rd. Bnghron, East Su,ex. 
(02i3) 609 431. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon. late nrghr Wed. 
Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. BADA MEMBER :1;.•'4 
JEFFRIES HI-Fl, 4 Albert Parade, Green Sr, Eastbourne, 
East Sussex. (0323) 31336. 2 dem room�. clu�ed Mon. Lne 
night Wed. Parking, bu� route. Credit facilLtJe::.. BADA 
MEMBER =0:.•0:.1 
HASTINGS Hl-Fl, 31-32 Western Rd, Sr Leonard, On Sea. 
(0424) 442975. A&R, B&W, Mis,.on/Cyn'>, NAD, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Rorel, Systemdek, Tannoy, Yamahr1. Dem 
facilities. 2 single speaker Jcrn �;rudios. Open tv1on-Sar 9-7. 
Home tri�1l facilines. Free installation. Credit facdttte� Cn.:Jn 
cards: Access, Amcx, Visa. Sc:>rvice Jepl. 

SUSSEX (WEST) 
BOWERS AND WILKINS Ltd, I Becket BuiiJmgs, 
Lirrlehampton Rd, Worrhmg. (0903) 64141. B&W, Dual, )VC. 
KEF, Nakamichi, Philips, Shure, Quad, Sony, Technics. Dem 
facilities 2 dem rooms. Open Mon-Sar 9-5.30, Weds 9-1. 
Home trial facihties free instdllarion, tnSiant credit up to 
£1.000. Credit cards: Vis<o�. Service .... il'pr. 

TYNE AND WEAR 
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE. 11 Olive St. 
(Off Park Lane) Sunderland. (Sunderland) 672087. Arwa. 
Bose, Denun, JVC, LuxmCLn. Michell, P1ckermg, Spcndor, 
T horens, Trio. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
Free installation. interest free credit. Cr\.'di1 can..ls: Vt�a. 
Service dcpr. 

WARWICKSHIRE 
)CV HI-FI SUPERSTORE, Units 7/8 W harf St, Warwick. 
(0926) 493796. 'Evcry thmg from specralrst hi-fr to rnrdr
sy stems all at the best prices'. BADA MEMBER :P,.r,l 

WILTSHIRE 
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 60 Fleer Street. 
Swindon. (0793) 38222. A&R, Denon, Dual, Lrnn, Meridian, 
NAD, Rmel, Technics, Yamaha. (Closed Wed). BADA 
MEMBER 

YORKSHIRE (NORTH) 
ELITE HI-FI, 178 Kings Road, Harrogate HGI SJG (0423) 
521 831. Alphason, Beard, Cambridge, Elrrc Rock, Michel 
Engineering, Celestion, Rogers, Monster, Nakan11ch1 Ot:m 

f<:�Ctlitte::. - 2 dem room�. Open 7 dcty s a week 9-6. Free 
installanon. Service dt::pl. 
THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 36 Gillygare, York. 
(0904) 27108. Akroyd, Dual, Creek, Lrnn, Mordaunr-Shorr, 
Na1m, Ny rt'ch, Sony, W harfecble. Dem f<.�ctlines available. 
Open Mun�Sat 10�6. Hume rnal facditit'�. free mscallanon, 
m�wnr credit up tu £1,000. CredLr cards: Acce�s. Amex, v,�a. 
Drners. Service dept. BADA MEMBER ="'•"'' 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headmgley Lane, Leed,. (0532) 
789115 .. A.&R. Audtolah. Creek. Hey brook, Lnm. Musrcal 
F1dciiry. Nr11m. Qudd. Reg<:l, Rugcrs. Dem fact! me:; available. 
rrng for appotntmenr. Open Tue,-F rr, 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30. 
HoLnl..' tnal facilttJe:,, free m::.rallation, In�tant credit up to 
il,OOO. Cred1r earth: Aco.:�, Cn..:dnch<Hge, Vt�a. ServiCe dept. 
BADA MEMBER 
ERRlCKS, Ht�F t Exrertcnce. Fow�onLC Home, Rawsun 
Square, Bradt(ml. (0274) 309266. Dem bCJhties. Sal6/�ervLCe 
agem� t�Jr A&R, Lmn, Quad, Ncum, Nakamtcht, Mts�Lon etc. 
BADA MEMBER 
lMAGE Hl-FI Ltd. 8 St Anne> Rd, Headrngly, Leeds. (0532) 
789374. ' We stuck Tnust of rhc world� leddtng Hi-Fi produciS·. 
Dcm� by dppomrment plt:·<��e. BADA MEMBER :r...r..l 

SCOTLAND 

ANGUS 
ROBERT RICHIE Hl-Fl, 102 Mumy, Monrrose, Scorland. 
(0604) 73765. A&R. Creek. KEF, Linn, Narm, Quad, Rega, 
Sony, Technics, W harfedale. De m facdine:-, available, ring for 
appmmmem. Open 9-1, 2-5 Mon-Sar. Wed 9�1. Home rrial 
faciline::., free installdtion, nbtam credit. Credit can.b: Access, 
V1!)a. S�.:rv1ce dept. 

GLASGOW 
BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd. 43 Hope Street, Glasgow. (041) 
248 2857. A.R., .A.twa, Denon, Dual. JVC, Mrssion, 
Mordaunr-Short, Omar, Technic�. Yamaha. De m facilmes 
�wadable. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free mstallanon. in�tant 
cred1t. Crcllir c;uJy Acce��. V�:-,a. Serv1ces dept. 
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vmcent St, Glasgow. (041) 
248 7221. Demroom. �ervLCI..' dcpr. competiriv� credit and 
ch<wJe card facrlille>. BADA MEMBER ='4•'41 

KIRKCALDY 
ANDREW THOMPSON, 3 W hy rescauseway. Kirkcaldy. 
(0592) 205997. Denon, Dun lop Sy stemdek, KEF, J A Mtchdl, 
Nakamichi, QuaJ, Revolvt'r, Tannoy, Yamaha. 01..'m fac11Lnes: 
4 room:,. Appoinrmenr rreferr�d. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30 cl. 
\'\led .. Home tnal fa..:.:iiLtLc�. free Lnstallation, credir facdnte� 
up w £3,000. Cre�..lil card::.: Acce::.�. Credttcharge, V1sa. 
Service dc:pr. 

WALES 

GLAMORGAN (WEST) 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 9 Hrgh Sr, Swansea. (0792) 
474608. 'South W;de� only Jn.Jepcndr.:nt H1-F1 �pcC!all�l. 
dedicated to excellence'. BADA MEMBER =l!i•l!il 

WE WOULD LIKE 
TO HEAR FROM YOU 

if you have complaints or 
praise for any of the shops 

listed here. 

If you feel your shop should 
be included in this directory 

please ring 
Hi,fi Choice on: 

01,631 1433 
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AM: Amplitude modulated; see 'Medium Wave'. 
ACOUSTIC BREAKTHROUGH: Sound that 
gets into the turntable and hence the cartridge 
from the air and thereby creates a risk of acoustic 
feedback. 
ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK: If any sound in the 
room can find its way through the body of the 
record deck to the cartridge stylus, then that sound 
will be reproduced from the loudspeakers, along 
with the wanted programme material. If too much 
of this sound from the loudspeakers is picked up 
by the cartridge in this way then a vicious circle 
of acoustic feedback will be created. 
ACTIVE: Speaker systems which contain elec
tronic crossovers and where the drive units are con
nected directly to power amplifiers. 
ALIGNMENT PRai'RACTOR: A device used 
to minimise the lateral tracking error of a cart
ridge/arm combination. 
AMPLITUDE: Size or magnitude; hence the 
amplitude/frequency response, known normally 
simply as the frequency response, which describes 
the relative loudness of the system at different fre
quencies with a constant input voltage. 
ANECHOIC: Without echo; a special room or 
'chamber' with thick sound absorbing materials on 
all surfaces to prevent reflections. 
ARM MASS: More accurately called effective arm 
mass, because it is not the weight of the arm on 
a pair of scales. It is the mass of the arm and 
cartridge combination that appears to be con
centrated at, and thus felt by, the stylus tip which 
is tracking a record groove. There is nothing in
herently good or bad about arms with light or 
heavy effective mass; what matters is the manner 
and choice of their combination with cartridges 
of different compliance and the low frequency 
resonance produced by such combination. 
AZIMUTH: With reference to tape and cassette 
recorders, the alignment of head gap to tape path. 
BALANCE: I) The overall relative loudness per
ceived at different frequencies (eg bass, treble; 2) 
the accuracy of the match between the two chan
nels of a stereo transducer (eg cartridge or pair of 
loudspeakers). 
BANDWIDTH: A range of frequencies with pre
sumed defined upper and lower limits. 
BASS: Lower part of the frequency spectrum. 
BELT DRIVE: The motor has its rotational speed 
geared down to the required platter speed (33 V3 
rpm for LP discs) by a rubber or similar resilient 
belt which runs round a small pulley on the motor 
shaft and a large pulley attached to or part of the 
platter. 
BEXTRENE: A plastics material frequently used 
for bass and mid-range cones. 
BIAS: (tumtablelarms) Because the cartridge on 
a pivotal arm is being drawn across the record sur
face by the stylus tracking at an angle offset from 
the pivots, groove friction produces an imbalance 
of lateral force. Bias is the appl icarion of a compen
satory lateral force acting in the opposite direction. 
BIAS: (cape) This refers to a high frequency cur
rent passing through the record head which allows 
the audio current also passing through the head 
to produce reasonably linear magnetisation of the 
rape at all levels permitted by the combination of 
each machine with the tape. The lowest level of 
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bias is required for ferric cassettes, a slightly higher 
one for ferrichrome, an even higher one for chrome 
or pseudochrome, and the highest for metal. 
BCYI'TOMING: The stylus scraping on the dis
torted rounded bottom of the groove due to incor
rect stylus geometry. 
CANTILEVER: The thin rod or tube that con
nects the stylus to the armature and hence the cart
ridge body. 
CAPACITANCE: An element of electrical imped
ance that is particularly important when matching 
pickup cartridge, arm leads and amplifier input 
characteristics to achieve a flat frequency response 
from discs. 
CLIPPING: This is reached when a circuit is over
loaded and overdriven, resulting in bad waveform 
distortion and audibly unpleasant effects. 
COLORATION: A general term used to describe 
the audible effects of distortions, particularly in 
loudspeakers and record players. These are usually 
caused by frequency response irregularities and/or 
resonances. 
COMPATIBILITY: The selection of interde
pendent components to achieve optimum system 
performance; notably arm/cartridge mass/compli
ance matching, cartridge electrical loading, or 
loudspeaker compatibility with amplifiers. 
COMPLIANCE: A measure of the springiness of 
the cantilever/armature seen from the stylus, ex
pressed in compliance units (cu). where I cu = 

10-6 cm/dyne. 
CROSSOVER: An electrical circuit which uses 
combinations of inductors, capacitors and resistors 
to divide the signal from the power amp into the 
required frequency bands and with any necessary 
equalisation for feeding to the individual drive
units of the speaker system. 
CROSSTALK: The leakage from one channel to 

the other in a two channel stereo system. 
CUTTER: Mechanism used to cut recorded signal 
onto lacquer master; consists of turntable, lathe, 
cutting head, cutting and servo amps. 
DIN: German standards body, responsible amonst 
other things for a popular range of standard plugs 
and socket specifications. 
DAMPING: A means of controlling resonances 
by means of a resistive medium (electrical, 
mechanical, or acoustic depending on situation). 
DECIBEL (dB): A logarithmic unit that is con
venient for expressing ratios that span a wide range 
on a linear scale. For simplicity it can be regarded 
as a measure of relative loudness. 
DISTORTION: Literally this can mean any devia
tion from the original, but usually refers to 
harmonic rather than intermodulation distortions 
when nor specified. 
DOPING: A technique involving the application 
of damping to a loudspeaker driver cone in order 
to assist in controlling resonances .. 
DOWNFORCE: The weight, measured at the 
stylus, which holds it down in the groove. 
DRIVE UNIT (DRIVER): The term used to dis
tinguish the loudspeaker unit itself, be it bass, mid
range, treble or full range in application, from the 
complete loudspeaker system which combines drive 
units, cabinet and crossover into a total design. 
DROPOUTS: Momentary reductions of pro
gramme level due to inadequate head/tape contact 
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caused by oxide particles shedding off the tape onto 
the head gap, or inadequacies in tape transport or 

tape. 
DYNAMIC RANGE: The ratio in dBs between 
the quietest sound that can be successfully recorded 
and the loudest which can be accepted without 
serious distortion on an average programme. 
EFFECTIVE MASS: The inertia, or mass
controlled resistance ro movement, of a device, 
particularly important with regard to tonearms. 
EFFICIENCY: The amount of acoustic power de
livered for a given electrical input power. 
ELECTROSTATIC: A principle employed in 
some loudspeaker transducers using static elec
tricity effects to set up a polarising field within 
which the modulated transducer medium moves. 
ELLIPTICAL STYLUS: A specially shaped 
stylus profile that makes the 'plan view' radius 
along the length of the groove smaller than the 
'elevation view' contact radius viewed from the 
front. 
EQUALISATION: (general) The deliberate 
modification of frequency response, usually in 
response to some engineering limitation of 
deficiency. 
EQUALISATION: (cape) This refers to the nec
essary change in frequency response required of an 
amplifier so that an overall flat frequency response 
is obtained from a tape medium. Equalisation is 
required both on record and replay. Any tape 
recorded on a good cassette recorder should have 
the same inherent response when played back on 
another correctly set up machine, since all play
back equalisations should have been standardised. 
These standards are normally specified by the time 
constants of the circuts involved, eg 701-ls or 1201-ls 
(see 'Microseconds' ). 
FM: Frequency modulated; often used to describe 
radio transmissions of high fidelity potential on 
the VHF band. 
FARAD: Measure of capacitance. 
FERRITE ROD: A short rod type aerial used for 
AM reception; may be fitted internally or 
externally to tuner or receiver. 
FERRO-FLUID: A magnetic fluid which is intro
duced into the voice-coil gap to provide damping 
and/or improved cooling. 
FILTER: A circuit (normally) used to restrict the 
bandwidth of a system; may be fixed or switchable. 
FREQUENCY RANGE OR SPECTRUM: Can 
refer to any particular group of frequencies, but 
commonly applied to the audible band from 20 
ro 20,000 cycles per second (Hz), extending from 
the deepest bass to the highest audible harmonics. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: The variation in 
output over a frequency range, particularly of a 
transducer; can be expressed as a range with decibel 
limits, or depicted graphically. 
Hz (HERTZ): 1 Hz = I cycle per second and is 
a measure of frequency which corresponds to 
musical pitch (the higher the frequency the higher 
the pitch). 
HF: High frequency. 
HARMONIC: Harmonics are the whole number 
multiples of a base frequency called the funda
mental. 
HARMONIC DISTORTION: The addition of 
unwanted harmonics to a signal. 
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HUM: A low frequency interfering sound produced 
by break-through or interference from mains wiring 
or circuitry. 
IHF: American Institute of High Fidelity, an im
portant standards body. 
IEC: An international standards body. 
IMPEDANCE: Measure of resistance (and 
reactance) in alternating (ie audio) signals; this is 
of some importance in the compatibility of both 
cartridges and headphones with amplifiers. For 
convenience sake is measured in ohms. 
IN TEGRATION: Used to describe rhe success 
with which the output from two drive units com
bine to give smooth output through the crossover 
region. 
IN TER MODULATION (IM): A form of distor
tion arising from r wo or more signals producing 
non-harmonic signals that correspond to rhe sum 
or difference of the two frequencies. 
KIW (k): prefix meaning one thousand. 
LED: Light Emitting Diode; an indicator light. 
LF: Low frequency. 
LATERAL FRIC TION: The resistance to 

movement of an arm and cartridge combination 
in the horizontal plane (ie across a record), caused 
by friction in its bearings. 
LINEAR: A transducer that produces an output 
that exactly portrays its input over the required 
operating range is described as linear, and is hence 
distortion free. Hence also nonlinearities 
(distortions). 
LINE-CON TACT: A special stylus profile that 
extends the ellipse, increasing contact length up 
and down the sides of the groove. 
WAD OR WADING: The impedance (includ
ing resistive and reactive components, ie ohms, 
mH, pF) seen by one component looking back to 
its interconnected component; of importance in 
compatibility of cart ridge/ 
amp, and amp/headphone. 
'WUDNESS': An equalisation circuit frequency 
switchable on amplifiers which is designed to com
pensate for presumed hearing characteristics at low 
listening levels by boosting bass and treble. 
MOL: Maximum operating level of tape normally 
referring to 5% distortion of 315Hz or 3.15kHz. 
MEDIUM WAVE: An AM transmission band 
incapable of high fidelity signals. 
MICRO- (fJ): Prefix for units meaning one 
millionth of. 
MICROSECONDS (fJS): The rime constant of 
a resistor capacitor combination involving a 
frequency response change (equalisation). 
MIDRANGE, MIDBAND: The central part of 
the audible frequency range where the ear is most 
sensitive. 
MILLI- (m): Prefix for units meaning one 
thousandth of. 
MODULATION: The audio signal is 'stored' by 
means of modulations within a medium, eg the 
'wiggles' in rhe groove of a plastic disc, or rhe 
magnetic coding on a tape. 
MODULATION NOISE: An additional noise 
added to tape noise, which increases with the 
degree of modulation of rhe rape, caused by the 
properties of the magnetic coating. This noise has 
most of its energy near the modulation frequency 
(causarory tone). 
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MOVING- COIL: A transducer (eg cartridge or 
headphone) where the signal is generated by the 
movement of a coil within a magnetic field. 
MOVING-MAGNET: The most common fom1 of 
cartridge transduction, where the magnet moves 
while the coils are held relatively srationary. 
MULTIPLEX FILTER (MPX): A circuit which 
introduces sever@ attenuation at supersonic fre
quencies to decrease interference encountered with 
the output from some stereo FM tuners. 
NANO (n): Prefix meaning a thousandth of a 
millionth of. 
NOISE: Random 'unwanted low level signals. 
NOISE MODULATION: An unwelcome 
breathing effect that can be heard on some pro
gramme material, produced by poor noise reduc
tion systems, or circuits. 
OCTAVE: 1\vo-m-one ratio of pitch or frequency. 
OFFSE T ANGLE: The angle measured between 
the centre line of the pickup cartridge and the line 
which joins stylus and arm pivot point. 
OHM: Unit of electrical impedance (including 
reactance) or resistance; also kohm, where l kohm 
= 1,000 ohms. 
OVERHANG: The extent to which the cartridge 
sty I us extends beyond the centre of the platter is 
critical, and controlled by fore and aft adjustment 
of the cartridge on the arm. 
PASSIVE: The most common type of system, 
where drivers and crossover are driven from a single 
power amplifier. 
PEAK RECORDING LEVEL: A level above 
which distortion becomes apparent. This distor
tion is introduced when the oxide particles almost 
reach magnetic saturation, and thus will accept 
no more level. 
PHONO: The most commonly used plug/socket 
combination in audio components. 
PICO (p): Prefix meaning one millionth of a 
millionth of. 
POR'I� An opening in a cabinet which is tuned 
to charactieristics of the bass driver and the enclos
ure volume to provide reflex type bass-loading. 
POWER AMPLIFIER: The part of an ampli
fier that provides power to drive rhe loudspeakers: 
usually integrated, it is sometimes a separate com
ponent. 
PRE-AMPLIFIER: The part of an amplifier that 
accepts the input signals, sorts them, applies any 
necessary equalisation, and then passes the signal 
to the (normally integral) power amplifiers. 
PRESENCE: A quality of forwardness or imme
diacy in a sound balance, generally related to an 
upper-middle frequency response boost. 
PRIN T-THROUGH: A pre- or post-echo of a 
loud signal created by magnetisation occuring from 
one layer to an adjacent layer after the tape has 
spooled or been recorded. 
Q: A measure of the magnitude and shape of a 
resonance; rhe higher the Q the sharper and more 
severe in amplitude the resonance. 
REFLEX: A system of bass loading (using port 
or ABR) which offers improved efficiency and bass 
power handling at the expense of subsonic control 
compared to a sealed box. 
RUMBLE: The low or medium frequency sound 
produced mechanically by any moving parts in a 
turntable, mainly the motor and platter bearings. 
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SENSITIVI TY: The volume of sound output for 
a specific electrical voltage input. 
SEPARATION: As between the two channels of 
a stereo pickup; see crosstalk. 
SHIBATA: A special stylus extending the 
elliptical to a 'line-contact' type of profile. 
SIDE-THRUST: A force acting on cartridges in 
pivoted (ie not parallel tracking) arms, due to the 
stylus/vinyl 'friction' acting along the line of the 
offset angle; hence bias or side-thrust 
compensation. 
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE, SIGNAL/NOISE, SiN: 
The difference in total output when an applied 
signal is removed. 
STYLUS: The specially shaped piece of diamond 
in contact with the groove and connected to the 
cantilever. 
SUBSONIC: Below the audible range, ie below 
20Hz. 
SQUARE WAVE: A signal which consists of a 
fundamental plus a (theoretically infinite) series 
of odd (3rd, 5th ere) harmonics in a precise phase 
and amplitude relationship. It is useful for 
examining transient performance, symmetry, 
resonance control and 'ringing'. 
THD: Total harmonic distortion. 
TRACING: The following of the groove modula
tions by the stylus; hence for example tracing 
distortion, caused by the inability of a spherical 
stylus to trace the high frequency inner grooves 
on a disc. 
TRACKABILI TY: The ability of the cartridge 
to cope with large amplitude modulations (or of 
the arm and cartridge to follow the groove itself 
properly). 
TRACKING ERROR: The discrepancy between 
the truly tangential angle at which a record is cut 
and the slightly off-tangential angle at which it 
is tracked by a stylus on a pivoted arm during some 
parts of the arm' s travel. 
TRANSIENT: Signal of very short duration. 
TREBLE: Upper part of frequency spectrum, 
typically above about 3kHz. 
TWEETER: A small drive unit designed to 
operate over the high frequency range. 
ULTRASONIC: Frequencies above audibility, ie 
greater than 20kHz; also supersonic. 
VERTICAL TRACKING ANGLE ( V TA): The 
angle at which the plane of motion of the stylus 
is set with respect to the vertical when viewed from 
a side elevation of rhe cartridge. Should match the 
20° cutter standard. 
WEIGH TING: A factor or function that is 
applied to a measurement to increase its relevarce 
and usefulness. 
WOOFER: A drive unit that operates over the 
bass portion of the audio range. 
WOW AND FLUTTER: Low and high frequency 
pitch variations (from poor tape transport of turn
table platters with speed drift). 
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CAM AUDIO 
NEW LINN AXIS 

TURNTABLE 

LINN 

MISSION 

DE NON 

NAIM 

NEW PRODUCTS 

NAIM NAIT 101 TUNER 

NYTECH OBELISK AMPLIFIER 

LINN LK1 LK2 -AMP 

CREEK 3140 TUNER 

DENON TLJ600L TUNER 
• 

MONITOR AUDIO R652/R700 

LINN AXIS TURNTABLE 

•• 

REGA 

ALPHA AMP 

ALPHA TUNER 

A&R CAMBRIDGE 

NEW HB2R 
SPEAKERS 

�!"'"'-- -�.- - - - �: ... � - - - - - .,.,..tj z ... .,. 

-�· �� -- �:;; 
= ��t �� 

BX 100E 
125E,300E, CR7 

NAKAMICHI 

WE STOCK: LINN, NAIM, REGA, CREEK, MONITOR AUDIO, DENON, MANTRA, 
MISSION CYRUS, NAKAMICHI, DUAL, Y AMAHA, REVOLVER, 
NYTECH, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, HEYBROOK, TEAC, 
PARAGON ACOUSTICS, INCATECH. 

ALL ITEMS ON DEMONSTRATION AND GENERALLY AVAILABLE FROM STOCK 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT 

0 0% 
ON PURCHASES OVER £300 

0 
(WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST) 
FOR OUR FREE ENQUIRY SERVICE PLEASE WRITE TO 
110 MILL ROAD, CAMBRIDGE (0223) 60442 

OPEN 9.30-6.00 MON-SAT- 9.30-3.00 THURS 
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T URNTABLES & AMPLIFIERS 
Monitor Audio R352 1ll 
Monitor Audio R 700 MD 112 

TONEARMS 
Acoustic Research AR Amplifier 

_58 
Mordaunt Short MS10 114 
Mordaunt Short MS100 114 

A & R Arcam Alpha 59 
Rogers LS2 115 

Acoustic Research EB101 9 Audiolab SOOOA 60 
Rogers LS6 115 
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Rogers LS7 117 

Alphason Xenon 10 Croft Micro 62 
Rote! RL850 117 
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Sony APM 20ES ll 118 
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Ortofon MC10 Super 50 Harbeth HLI IV 106 Denon DRM33HX 171 
Rata RP20 51 JBL 60T 107 JVCKDX2 172 
Rata RP 40 51 JPW P1 108 NAD 6155 173 
Rega RB100 53 JPW AP3 108 Nakamichi BX125E 174 
Shure M92E 53 Mission 70 11 109 Nakamichi BX100E 174 
Shure ME97HE 54 Mission 700LE 110 Onkyo TA-2027 176 
Shure ML140HE 54 Monitor Audio R252 1ll Yamaha K320 177 
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YORKSHIRE & Ht;MBERSIDE 

liradford 
Castleford 
Gnm�bi 
lludJc��ficld 

Leeds 
Rorht·rh.un 
Shdf1eld 

Erncks of Bradford (0274) 309266 
Eric \\'iley Hi Fi (0977) 553066 
G E ,\landcrs (0472) 51391 
lluddc:r�lidJ l-It Fi (0484) 4-1668 
Audio Prolt'll� (0532))7891!5 
Superf1 �0532) 440075 
Moor,l!.:th: Alou�tio (070<;) 70666 
Thl· i\ud1o Centre (0742) 7378')) 

NORTH WF:ST 

Bl:t.tkburn Pract1cal HiFi (0254) 6')HIH5 
Blackpool Practical Hi Fi (0253) 27703 
Bolton Ckartone Hi Fi (0204) .)1423 
Chn1er 1\:cw Dawn Hi Fi (0244) 25179 
Chorlcy Monitor Sound (02572) 71935 
Lancaster Practical l·h Fi (0524) 39657 
Ltverpool W A Brady & Son (051) 733 6H59 
Manchester EU2 t.·lus1k (061) 945 \867 
.\bnchcster The Music Room (061)8351156 
t\-lanchcstcr Laskys (061) 832 6087 
Old ham Audio Counsel (061) 633 2602 
Rochdale Cleartone H1 F1 {0706) 524652 
Warrington Doug Brady Hi Fi (0925) 828009 
Wilmslow Swifts of Wilmslow (0925) 526213 

NORTH 
Carlisle Misons Hi Fi (0228) 22620 
Durham Lmtone Audio (0385) 44626 
Gateshead Lmtone Aud10 (0632) 774167 
M1ddlesboro' Gilson Audio (0642) 248793 
i\'cwcastle J G \\?indows (0632) 321356 

WALES 

Cardiff Audio Excellence (0222) 28565 
Colwyn Bay Electrotradcr (0492) 48932 
Newport Hi Fi Western (0633) 62790 
Swansea Audio Exc�.:llcncc (0792) 474608 

SCOTLAl'.'D 

Aberdeen Holburn Hi Fi (0224) 585713 
Dunfermline Andrew Thomson (0383)724541 
Edinburgh lnHi-Fi \031)2258854 
Edinburgh Hi Fi Cornn (031) 225 9535 
Edinburgh Hi Fi Corner (031) 556 7901 
Edinburgh Russ Andrews Hi Fi (031 ) 557 1672 
ralkirk Hi Fi Corner (0324) 29011 
Glasgow James Kerr & Co (041) 332 0988 
Glasgow Macto Mus1k (041) 638 8252 
Glasgow Hi Fi CornL·r (041) 248 2840 
Glasgow Stereo Showca�e (O·H 332 5012 
Montrosc Hob Ritch1e H1 Fi (0674) 73765 

NORTHERN IRElAND 

Belfa�t Lyril Hi Fi {0232) 681296 
Bdfa!>t Radio Rcntals (0232) 227684 

EIRE 

Dubl1n Clone-�· Aud1o {0001) 889449 

CHANNEL ISLANDS 

(h(·�t(·rticld Tht· Audio C<.·ntrl· (0246) 3-liJn jersey Sound Engtncenng (0534) 21735 

Please send me the full information on the A ream Alpha amplifier & tuner D 

Arcam One, Two & Three Loudspeaker systems 0 

Name ________________________________________________________ __ 

Address --
-----------------------------------------------------

A&R (Cambridge) Lid, Denny Industrial Cen1re, Wa1erbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB. 

Telephone: (0223) 861550. 



I
ntroducing the perfect 'ra'dio' for the 
discerning listener - the !\ream Alpha 

tunc:- and amplif1cr. Perfectly balanced to 
offer top quality performance at under 
1300, they make the ideal combination. 
\Vith 3 wave bands and a generous 30 watts 
per channel output, they arc compatible 
with most home systems. 

(And with a 2 ycarguarantcc oncach,you 
can be sure they're built to last t wicc as long). 

Even the l-li-F1 Press ha'c been going 
ga-ga about their sound quality and value for 
money. Listen to what they have to say -then 
lend them an car at your nearest i\ & R stock
ist. 'vVe promise you \\·on't be disappointed. 

"absolute sound quality . .  :• 

1/i l-1 Choice 

"sounds expensive in the right 
sense oft he word . .  :'Aivin Gn/d-1/i h;\mu·en 

"a distinctive blend ofstrengths . .  : • 

111wc Hi F1, 

Arcam AJP.ha AmP.Iifter SP.eciftcation 
Output Power: Both channels into 

8 ohms- 30W. Single channel into 8 ohms-
40W. Single channel into 4 ohms- 60W. 

Harmonic 
Distortion: At 2 SW 
into 8 ohms at I kllz: 
0.02%. 

Overload Margins: Disc input 32dB. 
Other inputs SOd B. 

Frequency Response: Disc input 
±0. Sdll 6011z-20kHz.- 3dB at 20Hz. 
Other inputs ±O.)dll 3011z.-20kHz. 

-ldl3 at 20llz. 
Loudspeakers: Nominal output level 

30W into 8 ohms at lkllz. Lo" frequency 
damping factor: 2 00. Suitable for speakers 
of 4 ohms or higher nominal impedance. 

Arcam AJRha Tuner Speciftcation 
Tuning range: 33-IOSMHz FM. 

530-160kHz MW.II60-270kHz LW. 
Total Harmonic Distortion: 95MHz 

relcrcncc 22.:ikHz clc,iation at 1kHz. 1\lono 
better than 0.15%. Stereo better than 0.2 S01<1. 

Ultimate Signal/Noise Ratio: 
(CCif{!i\R,\ \) 1-:\1 :\\ono better than 70dB 
Stereo better than 68dll r\1\ \Typically 50dl3 
CCIR weighted. reference 30% modulation. 

Frequency Response: 201-1z-12kllz 
±O.Sdrl, tYpically-2dll .1t I :ikllz. 

The Arcam Alphas arc just part of an 
extensive range of British built, quality 

hi fJ components from A& R. Designed to 
be gimmick-free and rigorously tested at 
all stages of production, they arc made to 
offer optimum sound performance at real 
value for money prices. 

Send for details of your nearest stockist 
and sec the full range - you won't believe 
your cars. 

To: A &._R (Cambrid9e) Led., Dennylndusuial 
Centre, Warerbeach. Cambrid[Je CB5 9PB. 
Telephone: (02 23) 8 615 50. 

Please s end mejidl iriformarion on the A ream 
Alpha Tuner and !lmplfier w9ether 11ith details 
nj'my nearest A&)<. swckist. N H FS 2 

Name 

Address 

___ A&I� 
Posccode [lfJ(,I;J;ll•:e� 
Music to your ears. 
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